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Welcome to 6.004!
 

Handouts: Lecture Slides, Calendar, Info sheet 

I thought this 
course was called 
“Computation 
Structures”

The Way
Digital
Things
Work

The Way
Digital
Things
Work

modified 1/30/09 11:37 6.004 – Spring 2009 2/3/09

Course Mechanics 

Unlike other big courses, you’ll have 

NO evening quizzes 

NO final exam 

NO weekly graded problem sets 

Instead, you’ll face 

Repository of tutorial problems 
(with answers) 

FIVE quizzes, based on these problems 
(in Friday sections) 

EIGHT labs + on-line lab questions + Design Contest 
(all labs and olqs must be completed to pass!) 

ALGORITHMIC assignment of your grade! 
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How do you build systems with >1G components? 

Personal Computer: 
Hardware & Software 

Circuit Board: 
�1-8 / system 
1-2G devices

Integrated Circuit: 
�8-16 / PCB 

.25M-1G devices
Module: 

�8-64 / IC 
.1M-1M devices

Cell: 
�1K-10K / Module 

16-64 devicesGate: 
�2-16 / Cell 

8 devices

Scheme for  
representing 
 information

MOSFET

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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What do we see? 
•� Structure

–� hierarchical design:  
–� limited complexity at each level 
–� reusable building blocks 

•� What makes a good system design?
–� “Bang for the buck”: minimal mechanism, maximal function 
–� reliable in a wide range of environments 
–� accommodates future technical improvements 

•� Interfaces 
–� Key elements of system engineering; typically 

outlive the technologies they interface 
–� Isolate technologies, allow evolution 
–� Major abstraction mechanism
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Our plan of attack… 

�� Understand how things work, bottom-up

�� Encapsulate our understanding 
    using appropriate abstractions 

�� Study organizational principles: 
abstractions, interfaces, APIs. 

�� Roll up our sleeves and design at 
     each level of hierarchy 
�� Learn engineering tricks 

- history 
- systematic approaches 
- algorithms 
- diagnose, fix, and avoid bugs 
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First up: INFORMATION 

If we want to design devices to 
manipulate, communicate and 
store information then we need 
to quantify information so we 
can get a handle on the 
engineering issues.  Goal: 

good  implementations 

•�Easy-to-use 
•�Efficient
•�Reliable 
•�Secure 
•�…

•�Low-level physical 
representations 
•� High-level symbols and 
sequences of symbols 

Whirlwind, MIT Lincoln Labs 

http://www.chick.net/wizards/whirlwind.html 
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What is “Information”? 

Information resolves uncertainty.
Information is simply that which 
cannot be predicted. 

The less predictable a message is, the more 

information it conveys! 

information, n.  Knowledge 
communicated or received 
concerning a particular fact or 

circumstance.

Tell me something new… 

Two photographs removed due to copyright restrictions.
Please see http://www.chick.net/wizards/images/whirlwind.jpg and

http://www.chick.net/wizards/images/wwtea.gif.
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Quantifying Information 
(Claude Shannon, 1948) 

Suppose you’re faced with N equally probable choices, and I 
give you a fact that narrows it down to M choices. Then 
I’ve given you 

log2(N/M) bits  of information 

Examples:
� information in one coin flip: log2(2/1) = 1 bit 
� roll of 2 dice: log2(36/1) = 5.2 bits 
� outcome of a Red Sox game: 1 bit 

 (well, actually, are both outcomes equally probable?) 

Information is measured in bits 

(binary digits) = number of 0/1’s 

required to encode choice(s) 
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Encoding 

� Encoding describes the process of 
assigning representations to information

� Choosing an appropriate and efficient encoding is a 
real engineering challenge 

� Impacts design at many levels 
- Mechanism (devices, # of components used) 
- Efficiency (bits used) 
- Reliability (noise) 
- Security (encryption) 

Next lecture: encoding a bit.

What about longer messages? 
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Fixed-length encodings 

7bits6.426 <=(86)
2

log

bits43223102 <= .)(log

If all choices are equally likely (or we have no reason to expect 
otherwise), then a fixed-length code is often used. Such a code will 
use at least enough bits to represent the information content.

ex. ~86 English characters = 
              {A-Z (26), a-z (26), 0-9 (10),  punctuation (11), math (9), financial (4)} 

7-bit ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange)

ex. Decimal digits 10 = {0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9} 
4-bit BCD (binary coded decimal)  
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Encoding numbers 

�
�

=

=
1n

0i
i

i
b2v

21121029 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20

0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0

03720

Octal - base 8 

000 - 0 
001 - 1 
010 - 2 
011 - 3 
100 - 4 
101 - 5 
110 - 6 
111 - 7 

0x7d0

Hexadecimal - base 16 

0000 - 0   1000 - 8 
0001 - 1     1001 - 9 
0010 - 2    1010 - a 
0011 - 3     1011 - b 
0100 - 4     1100 - c 
0101 - 5     1101 - d 
0110 - 6     1110 - e 
0111 - 7     1111 - f 

Oftentimes we will find it 
convenient to cluster 

groups of bits together 
for a more compact 

notation. Two popular 
groupings are clusters of 

3 bits and 4 bits. 

It is straightforward to encode positive integers as a sequence of bits. 
Each bit is assigned a weight. Ordered from right to left, these weights are 
increasing powers of 2. The value of an n-bit number encoded in this fashion 
is given by the following formula: 

= 200010

0273 0d7
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Signed integers: 2’s complement 

20212223…2N-2-2N-1 ……
N bits 

8-bit 2’s complement example: 
11010110 = –27 + 26 + 24 + 22 + 21 = – 128 + 64 + 16 + 4 + 2 = – 42 

If we use a two’s complement representation for signed integers, the same 
binary addition mod 2n procedure will work for adding positive and negative 
numbers (don’t need separate subtraction rules).  The same procedure will also 
handle unsigned numbers! 

By moving the implicit location of “decimal” point, we can represent fractions 
too: 

1101.0110 = –23 + 22 + 20 + 2-2 + 2-3 = – 8 + 4 + 1 + 0.25 + 0.125 = – 2.625 

“sign bit” “decimal” point 
Range: – 2N-1  to  2N-1 – 1 
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When choices aren’t equally probable 

When the choices have different probabilities (pi), you get more 
information when learning of a unlikely choice than when learning 
of a likely choice

Information from choicei = log2(1/pi) bits 
Average information from a choice = �pilog2(1/pi)

Example

choicei pi

“A” 1/3 

“B“ 1/2 

“C” 1/12 

“D” 1/12 

Average information 
  = (.333)(1.58) + (.5)(1)
  + (2)(.083)(3.58) 
  = 1.626 bits 

Can we find an encoding where 
transmitting 1000 choices is 
close to 1626 bits on the 
average?  Using two bits for each 
choice = 2000 bits 

log2(1/pi)

1.58 bits 

1 bit 

3.58 bits 

3.58 bits 
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Variable-length encodings 
(David Huffman, MIT 1950) 

choicei pi encoding 

“A” 1/3 11 

“B“ 1/2 0

“C” 1/12 100 

“D” 1/12 101 

B

C D
A

10

10

10

Use shorter bit sequences for high probability choices, 
longer sequences for less probable choices 

010011011101

Huffman Decoding Tree

CB A A D

Average information 
  = (.333)(2)+(.5)(1)+(2)(.083)(3) 
  = 1.666 bits 

Transmitting 1000 choices 
takes an average of 1666 
bits… better but not 
optimal

To get a more efficient encoding (closer to information content) we need to 
encode sequences of choices, not just each choice individually.  This is the 
approach taken by most file compression algorithms… 

B
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Data Compression 

Key: re-encoding to remove 

redundant information: match 

data rate to actual information 

content. 

A84b!*m9@+M(p

“Outside of a dog, a book is 
man’s best friend.  Inside of 
a dog, its too dark to 
read…” 

             -Groucho Marx 

Ideal: No redundant info – Only 
unpredictable bits transmitted.
Result appears random! 

LOSSLESS: can ‘uncompress’, get back 

original.

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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“Able was I ere I saw Elba.”*1024 
Uncompressed: 27648 bytes Compressed: 138 bytes 
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Does recompression work? 

If ZIP compression of a 40MB Bible yields a 4MB ZIP 
file, what happens if we compress that?

•�Do we get a 400 KB file? 

•�Can we compress that, to get a 
40K file?? 

•� Can we compress the whole 
Bible down to a single bit??? 

•� Is it a 0 or a 1???? 

HINT: if the initial compression works 
the result has no

y! 
, 
c

perfectly
redundan
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Is redundancy always bad? 
Encoding schemes that attempt to match the 

information content of a data stream are minimizing 
redundancy. They are data compression techniques. 

However, sometimes the goal of encoding information is to 
increase redundancy, rather than remove it. Why? 
    • Make the information easy to manipulate 

(fixed-sized encodings) 
    • Make the data stream resilient to noise 

(error detecting and correcting codes) 
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Error detection and correction 
Suppose we wanted to reliably transmit the result of a single coin flip: 

Further suppose that during transmission a single-bit error occurs, i.e., 
a single “0” is turned into a “1” or a “1” is turned into a “0”. 

Heads: “0” Tails: “1” 

This is a prototype of the “bit” coin for 

the new information economy.  Value = 

12.5¢

"?"

ZIP

ZIP

ZIPHINT: if the initial compression works 
the result has noperfectly, 

redundancy! 

•�Do we get a 400 KB file? 

•�Can we compress that, to get a 
40K file?? 

•� Can we compress the whole 
Bible down to a single bit??? 

•� Is it a 0 or a 1???? 

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.

"Tails""Heads"

0 1

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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Hamming Distance 
(Richard Hamming, 1950) 

HAMMING DISTANCE:  The number of digit 
positions in which the corresponding digits of 
two encodings of the same length are different 

The Hamming distance between a valid binary code word and the same 
code word with single-bit error is 1. 

The problem with our simple encoding is that the two valid code words 
(“0” and “1”) also have a Hamming distance of 1.  So a single-bit error 
changes a valid code word into another valid code word… 

10“heads” “tails”

single-bit error 
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Error Detection 

What we need is an encoding where a single-bit 
error doesn’t produce another valid code word. 

1100“heads” “tails”

01

10

single-bit error 

We can add single-bit error detection to any length code word by adding a 
parity bit chosen to guarantee the Hamming distance between any two 
valid code words is at least 2.  In the diagram above, we’re using “even 
parity” where the added bit is chosen to make the total number of 1’s in 
the code word even. 

Can we correct detected errors?   Not yet… 

If D is the minimum 
Hamming distance 
between code words, we 
can detect up to 
(D-1)-bit errors  
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Error Correction 

110

000“heads” 

“tails”

100

010

single-bit error 

111

001

101

011

By increasing the Hamming distance between valid code words to 3, we 
guarantee that the sets of words produced by single-bit errors don’t 
overlap.  So if we detect an error, we can perform error correction since we 
can tell what the valid code was before the error happened. 

• Can we safely detect double-bit errors while correcting 1-bit errors? 
• Do we always need to triple the number of  bits? 

If D is the minimum Hamming 
distance between code 
words, we can correct up to 

                     - bit errors  �
�

�
�
�

� �

2

1D
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The right choice of codes can solve hard problems 

Reed-Solomon (1960) 

First construct a polynomial from 
the data symbols to be transmitted
and then send an over-sampled plot 
of the polynomial instead of the 
original symbols themselves – 
spread the information out so it can 
be recovered from a subset of the 
transmitted symbols. 

Particularly good at correcting 
bursts of erasures (symbols known 
to be incorrect) 

Used by CD, DVD, DAT, satellite 
broadcasts, etc. 

Viterbi (1967) 

A dynamic programming algorithm 
for finding the most likely sequence 
of hidden states that result in a 
sequence of observed events, 
especially in the context of hidden 
Markov models. 

Good choice when soft-decision 
information is available from the 
demodulator.

Used by QAM modulation schemes 
(eg, CDMA, GSM, cable modems), 
disk drive electronics (PRML) 
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Summary 
•� Information resolves uncertainty 
•� Choices equally probable: 

•� N choices down to M � log2(N/M) bits of information 
•� use fixed-length encodings 
•� encoding numbers: 2’s complement signed integers 

•� Choices not equally probable: 
•� choicei with probability pi � log2(1/pi) bits of information 
•� average number of bits = �pilog2(1/pi)
•� use variable-length encodings 

•� To detect D-bit errors: Hamming distance > D 
•� To correct D-bit errors: Hamming distance > 2D 

Next time: 
•� encoding information electrically 
•� the digital abstraction 
•� combinational devices 

Hand in Information Sheets! 
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The Digital Abstraction 

Handouts: Lecture Slides 

1. Making bits concrete 
2. What makes a good bit 
3. Getting bits under contract

modified 1/30/09 11:46 L02 - Digital Abstraction   2 6.004 – Spring 2009 2/5/09

Concrete encoding of information 
To this point we’ve discussed encoding information using 
bits. But where do bits come from? 

If we’re going to design a machine that manipulates 
information, how should that information be physically 
encoded? 

What makes a good bit? 
  - cheap (we want a lot of them) 
  - stable (reliable, repeatable) 
  - ease of manipulation
    (access, transform, combine, transmit, store)

He said to his friend, "If the British march 

By land or sea from the town to-night, 

Hang a lantern aloft in the belfry arch 

Of the North Church tower as a signal light,-- 

One if by land, and two if by sea;
And I on the opposite shore will be, 

Ready to ride and spread the alarm 

Through every Middlesex village and farm, 

For the country folk to be up and to arm." 
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Substrates for computation 
We can build upon almost any physical 

phenomenon…

Wait! 
Those last ones 
might have potential... lanterns 

polarization of a photon 

dominos 
engraved stone tablets 
Billiard balls 
E. Coli 
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But, since we’re EE’s… 

Stick with things we know about: 
voltages phase
currents frequency 

This semester we’ll use voltages to encode information.  But the best choice 
depends on the intended application... 

    Voltage pros: 
easy generation, detection 
lots of engineering knowledge 
potentially low power in steady state 

    Voltage cons: 
easily affected by environment 
DC connectivity required? 
R & C effects slow things down

zero
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Representing information with voltage

Representation of each point (x, y) on a B&W Picture: 

0 volts: BLACK
1  volt: WHITE
0.37 volts: 37% Gray 
etc. 

Representation of a picture: 
    Scan points in some prescribed 
    raster order… generate voltage 
    waveform 

How much information 
at each point? 
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Information Processing = Computation

First let’s introduce some processing blocks:

vCopy v

INVv 1-v
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Why have processing blocks? 

The goal of modular design:

What does that mean anyway: 
• Rules simple enough for a 6-3 to follow… 
• Understanding BEHAVIOR 

without knowing IMPLEMENTATION 
• Predictable composition of functions 
• Tinker-toy assembly 
• Guaranteed behavior, 

under REAL WORLD circumstances 

Abstraction 
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?

Let’s build a system! 

Copy INV

Copy INV

Copy INV

Copy INV

output

(In Theory)   (Reality)   
input

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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Why did our system fail? 

Why doesn’t reality match theory? 
1. COPY Operator doesn’t work right 
2. INVERSION Operator doesn’t work right 
3. Theory is imperfect 
4. Reality is imperfect 
5. Our system architecture stinks 

ANSWER: all of the above!  
Noise and inaccuracy are inevitable; we can’t reliably 
reproduce infinite information-- we must design our system 
to tolerate some amount of error if it is to process 
information reliably. 
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The Key to System Design 

A system is a structure that is guaranteed to exhibit a 
specified behavior, assuming all of its components 
obey their specified behaviors.

How is this achieved? 

Contracts! 
Every system component will have clear obligations 
and responsibilities. If these are maintained we have 
every right to expect the system to behave as 
planned. If contracts are violated all bets are off.
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The Digital Panacea ... 

Why digital? 
… because it keeps the contracts simple! 

The price we pay for this robustness: 

All the information that we transfer between 
             modules is only 1 crummy bit! 

But, we get a guarantee of reliable processing.

0 or 1
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The Digital Abstraction 

Real World

“Ideal” 
Abstract World

Volts or 
Electrons or 
Ergs or Gallons

Bits

0/1

Keep in mind that the world is not digital, we would simply like to 
engineer it to behave that way. Furthermore, we must use real 
physical phenomena to implement digital designs!

Noise

Manufacturing
Variations 
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Using Voltages “Digitally” 
�� Key idea: don’t allow “0” to be mistaken for a “1” or vice versa 
�� Use the same “uniform representation convention” for every

component and wire in our digital system 
�� To implement devices with high reliability, we outlaw “close calls” via a 

representation convention which forbids a range of voltages between 
“0” and “1”. 

CONSEQUENCE:  

Notion of “VALID” and “INVALID” logic levels

volts 

Valid 
“0”

Valid 
“1”Forbidden Zone

Invalid
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A Digital Processing Element 

Static
discipline

Output a “1” if at  
least 2 out of 3 of 
my inputs are a “1”. 

Otherwise, output “0”.

I will generate a valid 
output in no more than 

2 minutes after  
seeing valid inputs

input A

input B

input C

output Y 

A combinational device is a circuit element that has 

–� one or more digital inputs

–� one or more digital outputs

–� a functional specification that details the value of each 
output for every possible combination of valid input values 

–� a timing specification consisting (at minimum) of an upper 
bound tpd on the required time for the device to compute 
the specified output values from an arbitrary set of stable, 
valid input values
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A Combinational Digital System 

A set of interconnected elements is a 
combinational device if 

–� each circuit element is combinational 
–� every input is connected to exactly one output 

or to some vast supply of constant 0’s and 1’s 
–� the circuit contains no directed cycles 

Why is this true? 
Given an acyclic circuit meeting the above 

constraints, we can derive functional and timing 
specs for the input/output behavior from the 
specs of its components! 

We’ll see lots of examples soon.  But first, we need to 
build some combinational devices to work with… 
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Wires: theory vs. practice 

Vin Vout

(voltage close to boundary 
with forbidden zone) 

(voltage in forbidden zone: 
Oops, not a valid voltage!)

Does a wire obey the static discipline? 

Noise: changes voltage… 

Questions to ask ourselves: 

In digital systems, where does noise come from? 

   How big an effect are we talking about? 

VinVin
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Power Supply Noise 

+
-

Integrated circuit 

R’s and C’s from Aluminum 
wiring layers 

Current loads from on-
chip devices 

L’s from chip leads 

��V from: 
•• IR drop

(between gates: 30mV, within module: 50mV, across chip: 350mV) 

•• L(dI/dt) drop
(use extra pins and bypass caps to keep within 250mV) 

•• LC ringing triggered by current “steps” 

Power supply 
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Crosstalk 

CC

CO

VA

VB

A

B

If node B is driven 

+
-

A
V�

A

CO

C

B
V

CC

C
V �

+
=�

This situation frequently happens on integrated circuits where there 
are many overlapping wiring layers.  In a modern integrated circuit ��VA
might be 2.5V, CO = 20fF and CC = 10fF����VB = 0.83V!  Designers 
often try to avoid these really bad cases by careful routing of signals, 
but some crosstalk is unavoidable. 
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Sequential Interference 
��V from energy storage left over from earlier signaling on the wire: 

•• transmission line discontinuities
(reflections off of impedance mismatches and terminations) 

[Dally]Fig. 6-17 

•• charge storage in RC circuit 
(narrow pulses are lost due to 
incomplete transitions) 

[Dally]Fig. 6-19 

[Dally]Fig. 6-20 

••RLC ringing (triggered by voltage “steps”) 

Fix: slower operation, limiting 
voltage swings and slew rates 
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Needed: Noise Margins! 

Vin Vout
(marginally valid) (invalid!) 

Does a wire obey the static discipline?

No!  A combinational device must restore marginally valid signals. It 
must accept marginal inputs and provide unquestionable outputs (i.e., 
to leave room for noise).

volts 
Forbidden ZoneValid 

“0”
Valid 
“1”

VilVol Vih Voh

VALID INPUT REPRESENTATIONS

VALID OUTPUT REPRESENTATIONS 

NOISE MARGINS

That’s what 
the small print 

was about! 

Noise

z0,t1 RT=Zo(1+ε)
ε/2

l
tw

2t1 2t1

tw tw

V=1

8 10n

10p

2
1
0

2
1.5

1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11121314 1516171819

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11121314 1516171819

0.5

2
1.5

1
0.5

1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 00(A)

(B)

(C)

A 4/2 4/2

1B

B C

1C

500 fF

Figures by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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A Buffer 

0 0 1 1
A simple combinational device:

Static Discipline requires that the VTC avoid the shaded regions (aka 
“forbidden zones”), which correspond to valid inputs but invalid outputs.

Voltage Transfer Characteristic (VTC): 
Plot of Vout vs. Vin where each 
measurement is taken after any 
transients have died out. 

Vout

Vin

Vil

Vol

Vih

Voh

Vol Vil Vih Voh

Note: VTC does not tell you anything about 

how fast a device is—   it measures 

static behavior not dynamic behavior

Net result:  combinational devices must have GAIN > 1 and be NONLINEAR.
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Can this be a combinational device? 

VOUT

VIN

1 2 3 4 50
0

1

2

3

4

5 (0,5) 

(1,4) 

(2.5,1) 

(3,0.5) 

VOL

VOL

Suppose that you measured the voltage transfer curve of the device shown below. 
Could we build a logic family using it as a single-input combinational device? 

The device must be able to actually produce 
the desired output level. Thus, VOL can be 
no lower than 0.5 V. 

VIH

VIH

VIL

VIL

VOH

VOH

VIH must be high enough to produce VOL

Now, choose noise margins – find an N and set 
VOH = VIH + N 
VIL   = VOL + N 

Such that 
VIH IN generates VOL or less out; AND 
VIL IN generates VOH or more out. 

Try VOL  = 0.5 V

Try VIH  = 3 V

Try N  = 0.5 V

Hmmm, it had better be an INVERTER…
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Summary 
•� Use voltages to encode information 
•� “Digital” encoding 

•�  valid voltage levels for representing “0” and “1” 
•�  forbidden zone avoids mistaking “0” for “1” and vice versa 
•�  gives rise to notion of signal VALIDITY. 

•� Noise 
•� Want to tolerate real-world conditions: NOISE. 
•�  Key: tougher standards for output than for input 
•�  devices must have gain and have a non-linear VTC 

•�Combinational devices 
•�  Each logic family has Tinkertoy-set simplicity, modularity 
•�  predictable composition: “parts work �� whole thing works” 
•�  static discipline 

•�digital inputs, outputs; restore marginal input voltages 
•� complete functional spec 
•� valid inputs lead to valid outputs in bounded time
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Next time: 
Building Logic w/ Transistors 

It’s about 
time! 

I’d have 
preferred the 

dominos… 
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CMOS Technology 

1. Qualitative MOSFET model 

2. CMOS logic gates 

3. CMOS design issues 

poly 

metal 

pdiff
ndiff

modified 2/9/09 15:07 

NEXT WEEK: 
•�  TUE: no lecture 

•�  THU: Lab 1 due! 

•�  FRI: QUIZ 1!!! 

L03 - CMOS Technology   2 6.004 – Spring 2009 2/10/09

Combinational Device Wish List 

�� Design our system to tolerate 

some amount of error 

�� Add positive noise margins 

�� VTC: gain>1 & nonlinearity 

�� Lots of gain �� big noise margin 

�� Cheap, small 

�� Changing voltages will require 

us to dissipate power, but if no 

voltages are changing, we’d like 

zero power dissipation 

��Want to build devices with 

useful functionality (what sort 

of operations do we want to 

perform?)

VOL

VIL
VIH

VOH

Vin

VoutVin

Vout
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W

L

MOSFETS: Gain & non-linearity 

gate 

drain 

source 

bulk

Inter-layer SiO2 insulation 

Polysilicon wire 

Doped (p-type or n-type) silicon substrate 

Very thin (<20Å) high-quality SiO2

insulating layer isolates gate from channel 

region. 

Heavily doped (n-type or p-type) diffusions

Channel region: electric field from charges on 

gate locally “inverts” type of substrate to create 

a conducting channel between source and drain. 

MOSFETs (metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors) are four-

terminal voltage-controlled switches.  Current flows between the 

diffusion terminals if the voltage on the gate terminal is large enough to 

create a conducting “channel”, otherwise the mosfet is off and the 

diffusion terminals are not connected. 

IDS �� W/L 
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FETs as switches 

CONDUCTION: 
If a channel exists, a 
horizontal field will 
cause a drift current 
from the drain to the 
source. 

Eh

gate 

INVERSION:
A sufficiently strong vertical field will attract enough 
electrons to the surface to create a conducting n-
type channel between the source and drain.  The gate 
voltage when the channel first forms is called the 
threshold voltage -- the mosfet switch goes from “off”
to “on”. 

Ev

inversion 
happens here 

The four terminals of a Field Effect Transistor (gate, source, drain and bulk) 

connect to conductors that generate a complicated set of electric fields in the 

channel region which depend on the relative voltages of each terminal. 

p

n n

source drain 

bulk

Depletion region 

(no carriers) 

forms at PN 

junction.  Self 

insulating!
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FETs come in two flavors 

The use of both NFETs and PFETs – complimentary transistor types – is a key 

to CMOS (complementary MOS) logic families. 

p p

n

G
DSB

G

S

D

B
G

S

D

B

Connect B to 

GND to keep PN 

reverse-biased 

(Vp < Vn); keeps D 

and S insulated 

from B 

Connect B to 

VDD to keep 

PN reverse-

biased

n n

p

DS
G

B

NFET: n-type source/drain 

diffusions in a p-type substrate.  

Positive threshold voltage; 

inversion forms n-type channel 

PFET: p-type source/drain 

diffusions in a n-type substrate.  

Negative threshold voltage; 

inversion forms p-type channel. 
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CMOS Recipe 

D

G

S

S D

S D“ “

NFET Operating regions: 

  “off”:
        VG < VTH,NFET

  “on”: 
       VG >  VTH,NFET

S

G

D

PFET Operating regions: 

    “off”:
        VG > VDD + VTH,PFET

    “on”: 
       VG < VDD + VTH,PFET

S D

S D“ “

If we follow two rules when constructing CMOS circuits then we can model the 

behavior of the mosfets as simple switches: 

     Rule #1: only use NFETs in pulldown circuits (paths from output node to GND) 

     Rule #2: only use PFETs in pullup circuits (paths from output node to VDD)

~VDD/5 ~ -VTH,NFET
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VOL

VIL
VIH

VOH

CMOS Inverter VTC 

Vin

Vout

Ipu

Ipd 

Steady state reached 

when Vout reaches value 

where Ipu = Ipd.

When VIN is low, the 

nfet is off and the pfet 

is on, so current flows 

into the output node 

and VOUT eventually 

reaches VDD (= VOH) at 

which point no more 

current will flow. 

pfet “on” 

nfet “off”

When VIN is high, the 

pfet is off and the nfet 

is on, so current flows 

out of the output node 

and VOUT eventually 

reaches GND (= VOL) at 

which point no more 

current will flow. 

pfet “off”

nfet “on” 

When VIN is in the middle, both the pfet and nfet are “on” and the shape of the VTC 

depends on the details of the devices’ characteristics.   CMOS gates have very high gain 

in this region (small changes in VIN produce large changes in VOUT) and the VTC is almost a 

step function. 
L03 - CMOS Technology   8 6.004 – Spring 2009 2/10/09

Beyond Inverters: 

Complementary pullups and pulldowns 

We want complementary pullup and pulldown logic, i.e., the 
pulldown should be “on” when the pullup is “off” and vice 
versa. 

pullup pulldown F(A1,…,An)

on off driven “1” 

off on driven “0” 

on on driven “X” 

off off no connection 

Now you know what the “C” 
in CMOS stands for! 

Since there’s plenty of capacitance on the output node, when the output 
becomes disconnected it “remembers” its previous voltage -- at least 
for a  while.  The “memory” is the load capacitor’s charge. Leakage 
currents will cause eventual decay of the charge (that’s why DRAMs 
need to be refreshed!). 
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CMOS complements 
What a nice 
VOH you have... 

Thanks.  It runs 
in the family... 

conducts when VGS is high conducts when VGS is low 

conducts when A is high 
and B is high:  A.B

A

B

A B

conducts when A is low 
or B is low: A+B = A.B

conducts when A is high 
or B is high:  A+B 

A

B
A B

conducts when A is low 
and B is low: A.B = A+B 

L03 - CMOS Technology   10 6.004 – Spring 2009 2/10/09

A pop quiz! 

A

B

What function does 
this gate compute? 

A   B           C 

0   0 
0   1 
1   0 
1   1 

1
1    NAND 
1
0

16��

8
2
��

Current technology: �� = 45nm 

COST: 

•� $3500 per 300mm wafer 

•� 300mm round wafer = ��(150e-3)2 = .07m2

•�NAND gate = (82)(16)(45e-9)2=2.66e-12m2

•�2.6e10 NAND gates/wafer (= 100 billion FETS!) 

•� marginal cost of NAND gate: 132n$

L03 - CMOS Technology   11 6.004 – Spring 2009 2/10/09

Here’s another… 

What function does 
this gate compute? 

A   B          C 

0   0 
0   1 
1   0 
1   1 

A

B

1
0    NOR 
0
0

L03 - CMOS Technology   12 6.004 – Spring 2009 2/10/09

General CMOS gate recipe 

Step 1.  Figure out pulldown network that 
does what you want, e.g.,

(What combination of inputs 
generates a low output) 

A

B C

Step 2.  Walk the hierarchy replacing nfets 
with pfets, series subnets with parallel 
subnets, and parallel subnets with series 
subnets 

A
B

C

So, whats the big 
deal? 

Step 3.  Combine pfet pullup network 
from Step 2 with nfet pulldown 
network from Step 1 to form fully-
complementary CMOS gate. 

A
B

C

A

B C

F = A • (B + C)
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A Quick Review 
•� A combinational device is a circuit element that has

–� one or more digital inputs

–� one or more digital outputs

–� a functional specification that details the value of each output for 

every possible combination of valid input values 

–� a timing specification consisting (at minimum) of an upper bound 

tPD on the required time for the device to compute the specified 

output values from an arbitrary set of stable, valid input values 

Static

discipline

If C is 1 then copy A to Y, 

otherwise copy B to Y

I will generate a valid 

output in no more than 

2 weeks after  

seeing valid inputs

input A

input B

input C

output Y 

L03 - CMOS Technology   14 6.004 – Spring 2009 2/10/09

Big Issue 1: Wires 

Today (i.e., 100nm): 

��RC ≈ 50ps/mm 

Implies > 1 ns to traverse a 20mm x 20mm chip 

This is a long time in a 2GHz processor

VIN

R
Vout VIN

C

L03 - CMOS Technology   15 6.004 – Spring 2009 2/10/09

Due to unavoidable delays… 

Propagation delay (tPD):
An UPPER BOUND on the delay from valid inputs 
to valid outputs.

GOAL:
minimize

  propagation 
  delay! 

ISSUE:
keep  

  Capacitances 
  low and 
  transistors 
  fast

VOUT < tPD< tPD

VIN

VOL

VOH

VIL

VIH

time constant 

�� = R
PD

•C
L

time constant��
�� = R

PU
•C

L
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Contamination Delay 
an optional, additional timing spec 

INVALID inputs take time to propagate, too... 

CONTAMINATION DELAY, tCD

A LOWER BOUND on the delay from any invalid input to an invalid output

VOUT > tCD
> tCD

VIN

VOL

VOH

VIL

VIH Do we really need tCD?

Usually not… it’ll be 

important when we 

design circuits with 

registers (coming 

soon!) 

If tCD is not specified, 

safe to assume it’s 0.
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The Combinational Contract 

A B
A  B 

0  1 
1  0 

tPD propagation delay 
tCD contamination delay 

A

B

Must be ___________

Must be ___________

Note: 
  1. No Promises during
  2. Default (conservative) spec: tCD = 0 

< tPD

> tCD

L03 - CMOS Technology   18 6.004 – Spring 2009 2/10/09

Acyclic Combinational Circuits 

If NAND gates have a tPD = 4nS and tCD = 1nS 

B

C

A

Y

tPD = _______ nS 

tCD = _______ nS 

12

2

tPD is the maximum cumulative 

propagation delay over all paths 

from inputs to outputs 

tCD is the minimum cumulative 

contamination delay over all 

paths from inputs to outputs 
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Oh yeah… one last issue 

Recall the rules for combinational devices:

Output guaranteed to be valid when all inputs have been 

valid for at least tPD, and, outputs may become invalid no 

earlier than tCD after an input changes!

A

B

Z

tPD

tCD

A
Z

B

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

A B Z
NOR:

A

B

Z

tPD

tCD

Many gate implementations--e.g., CMOS— 

adhere to even tighter restrictions. 

L03 - CMOS Technology   20 6.004 – Spring 2009 2/10/09

What happens in this case? 

A

B

Z

tPD

tCD

Input A alone is 

sufficient to 

determine the 

output

A

B

Z

A

B

Z

0

X

1

0

1

X

1

0

0

A B Z
0

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

A B ZNOR: Lenient 

NOR:

LENIENT Combinational Device: 
Output guaranteed to be valid when any combination of inputs 

sufficient to determine output value has been valid for at least tPD.

Tolerates transitions -- and invalid levels -- on irrelevant inputs! 

CMOS NOR: 
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Big Issue 2: Power 

Energy dissipated = C VDD
2 per cycle

Power consumed = f n C VDD
2 per chip 

  where  f = frequency of charge/discharge 

  n = number of gates /chip

VIN

VDD

C

VOUT 

VIN moves from  

L to H to L 
VOUT moves from  

H to L to H 

C discharges and 

then recharges 
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Unfortunately… 

Modern chips (UltraSparc III, Power4, Itanium 2) 

dissipate from 80W to 150W with a Vdd ≈ 1.2V 

(Power supply current is ≈ 100 Amps) 

Hey: could we 

Somehow recycle 

the charge? 

Worse yet… 

–�Little room left to reduce Vdd 

–�nC and f continue to grow 

Cooling challenge is like making the filament of a 

100W incandescent lamp cool to the touch! 

L03 - CMOS Technology   23 6.004 – Spring 2009 2/10/09

MUST computation consume energy? 
(a tiny digression…) 

A   B           C 

0   0 
0   1 
1   0 
1   1 

1
1
1
0

How energy-efficient can we make a gate?  It 

seems that switching the input to a NAND gate 

will always dissipate some energy… 

Landauer’s Principle (1961): discarding 

information is what costs energy! 

Bennett (1973): Use reversible logic gates, not NAND, and there’s no lower 

bound to energy use! 

NAND GATE: 

2 bits � 1 bit 

(information 

Loss!) 

A   B 

0   0 
0   1 
1   0 
1   1 

0
0
1
1

P   Q 

0
1
1
0

FEYNMAN 

GATE: 

2 bits � 2 bits 

(information 

Preserving!) 

Bennett, Fredkin, Feynman, others: Computer 

systems constructed from info-

preserving elements.  

Theory:  NO lower bound on energy use! 

Practice:  Research frontier (qubits, etc.) 

http://www.research.ibm.com/journal/rd/441/landauerii.pdf 

The fundamental physical limits of computation, Bennett & Landauer, Scientific American. Vol. 253, pp. 48-56. July 1985 

http://www.research.ibm.com/journal/rd/176/ibmrd1706G.pdf 
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Summary 

•� CMOS

•� Only use NFETs in pulldowns, PFETs in pullups � mosfets behave as 

voltage-controlled switches 

•� Series/parallel Pullup and pulldown switch circuits are 

complementary 

•� CMOS gates are naturally inverting (rising input transition can only 

cause falling output transition, and vice versa). 

•� “Perfect” VTC (high gain, VOH = VDD, VOL = GND) means large noise 

margins and no static power dissipation.

•� Timing specs 

•� tPD: upper bound on time from valid inputs to valid outputs 

•� tCD: lower bound on time from invalid inputs to invalid outputs 

•� If not specified, assume tCD = 0 

•� Lenient gates: output unaffected by some input transitions

•� Next time: logic simplification, other canonical forms 
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Synthesis of Combinational Logic 

Lab 1 is due Thursday  2/19

Quiz 1  is a week from Friday (in section) 

A

B

modified 2/12/09 10:01 L04 - Logic Synthesis   2 6.004 – Spring 2009 2/12/09

Functional Specifications 

There are many ways of specifying the 

function of a combinational device, for 

example:

A

B YIf C is 1 then 

copy B to Y, 

otherwise copy 

A to Y C

Concise alternatives: 
truth tables are a concise description of the combinational 

system’s function.  
Boolean expressions form an algebra in whose operations are 

AND (multiplication), OR (addition), and inversion

(overbar). 

Any combinational  (Boolean) function can be specified as a truth 

table or an equivalent sum-of-products Boolean expression! 

Argh… I’m tired of word games

C B A Y

0 0 0 0

0 0 1 1

0 1 0 0

0 1 1 1

1 0 0 0

1 0 1 0

1 1 0 1

1 1 1 1

Truth Table 

CBAACBBACABCY +++=

L04 - Logic Synthesis   3 6.004 – Spring 2009 2/12/09

Here’s a Design Approach 

1) Write out our functional spec as a 
truth table 

2) Write down a Boolean expression with 
terms covering  each ‘1’ in the output: 

3) Wire up the gates, call it a day, and 
declare success! 

This approach will always give us 
Boolean expressions in a particular 
form: SUM-OF-PRODUCTS

C B A Y

0 0 0 0

0 0 1 1

0 1 0 0

0 1 1 1

1 0 0 0

1 0 1 0

1 1 0 1

1 1 1 1

Truth Table 

-it’s systematic! 

-it works! 

-it’s easy! 

-are we done yet???

CBAACBBACABCY +++=

L04 - Logic Synthesis   4 6.004 – Spring 2009 2/12/09

Straightforward Synthesis 

We can implement

SUM-OF-PRODUCTS

with just three levels of 

logic.

INVERTERS/AND/OR

Propagation delay -- 

No more than 3 gate delays

(assuming gates with an arbitrary number of inputs) 

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

Y
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Basic Gate Repertoire 

Are we sure we have all the gates we need? 

Just how many two-input gates are there? 

AB Y

00 0

01 0

10 0

11 1

AND
AB Y

00 0

01 1

10 1

11 1

OR
AB Y

00 1

01 1

10 1

11 0

NAND
AB Y

00 1

01 0

10 0

11 0

NOR

2   = 24 = 16
2

2

Hmmmm… all of these have 2-inputs (no surprise) 

… each with 4 combinations, giving 22 output cases 

How many ways are there of assigning 4 outputs? ________________ 

L04 - Logic Synthesis   6 6.004 – Spring 2009 2/12/09

There are only so many gates 

There are only 16 possible 2-input gates 

… some we know already, others are just silly 

I

N

P

U

T

AB

Z

E

R

O

A

N

D

A

>

B A

B

>

A B

X

O

R

O

R

N

O

R

X

N

O

R

N

O

T

‘B’

A

<=

B

N

O

T

‘A’

B

<=

A

N

A

N

D

O

N

E

00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

01 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

10 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1

11 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

How many of 

these gates 

can be 

implemented 

using a single 

CMOS gate? 

CMOS gates are inverting; we can always respond positively to positive 

transitions by cascaded gates.  But suppose our logic yielded cheap 

positive functions, while inverters were expensive… 
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Logic Geek Party Games 
You have plenty of ANDs and ORs, but only 2 inverters.  Can you invert 

more than 2 independent inputs? 

CHALLENGE: Come up with a combinational circuit using ANDs, ORs, and 

at most 2 inverters that inverts A, B, and C ! 

Such a circuit exists.  What does that mean? 

-� If we can invert 3 signals using 2 inverters, can we use 2 of the pseudo-

inverters to invert 3 more signals? 

-� Do we need only 2 inverters to make ANY combinational circuit? 

Hint: there’s a subtle difference between our 3-inv device and three 

combinational inverters! 

A

B

C

A

B

C

3-inv

Is our 3-inv device LENIENT?
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Fortunately, we can get by with a few basic gates… 

How many different gates do we really need? 

AB Y

00 0

01 1

10 0

11 0

B>A

A

B
y

AB Y

00 0

01 1

10 1

11 0

XOR

A
B

Y

AND, OR, and NOT are sufficient… (cf Boolean Expressions): 

A

B

y

AB=A+B 

That is just 

DeMorgan’s

Theorem!
AB=A+B 

A+B = AB 

A
B

Y
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One will do!

NANDs and NORs are universal:

Ah!, but what if we want more than 2-inputs 

=

=

=

=

=

=
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Stupid Gate Tricks 

Suppose we have some 2-input XOR gates: 

And we want an N-input XOR: 

A
0
0
1
1

B
0
1
0
1

C
0
1
1
0

tpd = 1 
tcd = 0 

tpd = O( ___ ) -- WORST CASE. 

  output = 1 
  iff number of 1s 
  input is ODD 
  (“ODD PARITY”)

Can we compute N-input XOR faster? 

N

A1

A3 A4 AN

A2

A

B
C
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I think that I shall never see 
a circuit lovely as... 

N-input TREE has O( ______ ) levels... 

Signal propagation takes O( _______ ) gate delays.

Question: Can EVERY N-Input Boolean function be implemented as a 
tree of 2-input gates?

log N

log N

2122

2
log2N

A1

A2

A4

A3

AN
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Are Trees Always Best? 
Alternate Plan: Large Fan-in gates

� N pulldowns with complementary pullups

� Output HIGH if any input is HIGH = “OR”

� Propagation delay: O(N) since each 

      additional MOSFET adds C 

...

N

tpd

O(log N)

O(N)

~4

Don’t be mislead by the “big O” stuff…

the constants in this case can be much 

smaller… so for small N this plan might 

be the best. 
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AB=A+B 

Practical SOP Implementation 

NAND-NAND

NOR-NOR

C

A

B

Y ��

C

A

B

Y

zyxxyz ++++==

��

C

A

B

Y

yxyx ==++

C

A

B

Y

C

A

B

Y

AB=A+B 
“Pushing Bubbles” 

C

A

B

Y

You might think all these  extra 

inverters would make this structure 

less attractive. However, quite the 

opposite is true. 
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Logic Simplification 

Can we implement the same function with fewer gates? 

Before trying we’ll add a few more tricks in our bag. 

BOOLEAN ALGEBRA: 

OR rules: a + 1 = 1,  a + 0 = a,  a + a = a 

AND rules: a1 = a,  aO = 0,  aa = a 

Commutative: a + b = b + a,  ab = ba 

Associative: (a + b) + c = a + (b + c),  (ab)c = a(bc) 

Distributive: a(b+c) = ab + ac,  a + bc = (a+b)(a+c) 

Complements:

Absorption:

Reduction:

DeMorgan’s Law: 

0aa1,aa ====++

babaaa,aba ++==++==++

abb)aa(a,b)a(a ==++==++

bb)ab)((ab,baab ==++++==++

baba,abba ++====++
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Boolean Minimization: 
An Algebraic Approach 

BACCBAACBABCY +++=

Lets (again!) simplify 

Using the identity 

��� =+ AA

BACCBAACBABCY +++=

CBACY +=

BACCBABCY ++=

Can’t he come up 

with a new example???

For any expression �� and variable A: 

Hey, I could write 

A program to do 

That! 
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A Case for Non-Minimal SOP 

ABCBACY ++++==

A

C

B

Y

NOTE: The steady state behavior of 

these circuits is identical. They 

differ in their transient behavior. 

Y(1)

C(1)

Y = CA + CB

A(1)

B(1)

tCD = 1 nS 

tPD = 2nS 

0
0

1

C  B A Y

0 0 0 0

0 0 1 1

0 1 0 0

0 1 1 1

1 0 0 0

1 0 1 0

1 1 0 1

1 1 1 1

CA

CB

BA

A

B

C

Y

That’s what 

we call a 

“glitch” or 

“hazard” 

A

B

C

Y

Now it’s 

LENIENT! 
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Truth Tables with “Don’t Cares” 

C  B A Y

0 0 0 0

0 0 1 1

0 1 0 0

0 1 1 1

1 0 0 0

1 0 1 0

1 1 0 1

1 1 1 1

CA

CB

BA

C  B A Y

0 -- 0 0

0 -- 1 1

1 0 -- 0

1 1 -- 1

-- 0 0 0

-- 1 1 1

One way to reveal the opportunities for a more compact implementation is 

to rewrite the truth table using “don’t cares” (--) to indicate when the 

value of a particular input is irrelevant in determining the value of the 

output.
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We’ve been designing a “mux” 

D0

D1

S

0

1

0

1

0

1
S

0

1

0

1
S

0

1

0

1
S

D00

D01

D10

D11

S0    S1

… and implemented as a 

tree of smaller MUXes: 

00

01

10

11

D00

D10

D11

S0

S1

YD01

MUXes can be generalized to 2k data 

inputs and k select inputs … 

2-input Multiplexer 

Y
C B A Y

0 0 0 0

0 0 1 1

0 1 0 0

0 1 1 1

1 0 0 0

1 0 1 0

1 1 0 1

1 1 1 1

Truth Table 

Y
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Systematic Implementations 

 of Combinational Logic 

Consider implementation of some arbitrary Boolean 
function, F(A,B,C) ... using a MULTIPLEXER 
as the only circuit element: 

A B Cin Cout

0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0

0 1 1 1

1 0 0 0

1 0 1 1

1 1 0 1

1 1 1 1

Full-Adder 

Carry Out Logic 

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
A,B,Cin

Cout

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

1
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General Table Lookup Synthesis 

MUX
Logic 

A B

Fn(A,B) 

Generalizing: 
  In theory, we can build any 1-output combinational 
  logic block with multiplexers. 

For an N-input function we need a _____ input  mux. 

BIG Multiplexers? 
   How about 10-input function?  20-input? 

AB Fn(A,B)

00 0

01 1

10 1

11 0

2N

Muxes are UNIVERSAL! 

In future technologies 

muxes might be the 

“natural gate”. 

0

1

0

1
S

1

0

A

Y A                Y 
=

0

1

0

1
S

0

B

A

Y

0

1

0

1
S

B

1

A

Y

=

=

A

B
Y

A

B
Y

0

1

0

1
S

B

B

A

Y

What does 

that one do? 
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A New Combinational Device 

k

D1

D2

DN

DECODER: 

k SELECT inputs,  

N = 2k DATA OUTPUTs. 

Selected Dj HIGH;
all others LOW. 

NOW, we are well on our way to building a general 
purpose table-lookup device.  

We can build a 2-dimensional ARRAY of decoders and 
selectors as follows ... 

Have I 

mentioned 

that HIGH 

is a synonym 

 for ‘1’ and 

LOW means 

the same 

as ‘0’ 
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Read-only memories (ROMs) 

COUTS

000

001

010

011

100

101

110

111

A

B
CIN

A B Ci S Co

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 1 0

0 1 0 1 0

0 1 1 0 1

1 0 0 1 0

1 0 1 0 1

1 1 0 0 1

1 1 1 1 1

FA 

A B

Co Ci

S

Full Adder 

For K inputs, decoder 

produces 2K signals, 

only 1 of which is 

asserted at a time -- 

think of it as one signal 

for each possible 

product term. 

Each column is large fan-in “OR” as described 

on slide #12.  Note location of pulldowns 

correspond to a “1” output in the truth table! 

Shared 

decoder 

One selector for 

each output 
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Read-only memories (ROMs) 

A B Ci S Co

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 1 0

0 1 0 1 0

0 1 1 0 1

1 0 0 1 0

1 0 1 0 1

1 1 0 0 1

1 1 1 1 1

FA 

A B

Co Ci

S

Full Adder LONG LINES slow down propagation times… 

The best way to improve this is to build 

square arrays, using some inputs to drive 

output selectors (MUXes):

00

01

10

11

0 1 0 1

A
B

CIN

COUTS

2D Addressing: Standard for ROMs, RAMs, logic arrays… 
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Logic According to ROMs 

ROMs ignore the structure of combinational functions ... 
• Size, layout, and design are independent of function 
• Any Truth table can be “programmed” by 
  minor reconfiguration: 

- Metal layer (masked ROMs) 
- Fuses (Field-programmable PROMs) 
- Charge on floating gates (EPROMs) 
... etc. 

Model: LOOK UP value of function in truth table... 
Inputs: “ADDRESS” of a T.T. entry 
ROM SIZE = # TT entries... 

... for an N-input boolean function, size = __________ 
2N x #outputs 

ROMs tend to 

generate “glitchy” 

outputs. WHY? 
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Summary 

•� Sum of products 

•� Any function that can be specified by a truth table or, equivalently, 

in terms of AND/OR/NOT (Boolean expression) 

•� “3-level” implementation of any logic function 

•� Limitations on number of inputs (fan-in) increases depth 

•� SOP implementation methods 

•� NAND-NAND, NOR-NOR 

•� Muxes used to build table-lookup implementations 

•� Easy to change implemented function -- just change constants 

•� ROMs

•� Decoder logic generates all possible product terms 

•� Selector logic determines which p’terms are or’ed together 
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Sequential Logic: 
adding a little state 

Lab #1 is due tonight 

(checkoff meeting by next Thursday).

modified 2/17/09 10:26 

QUIZ #1 Tomorrow! 
(covers thru L4/R5) 

L05 – Sequential Logic   2 6.004 – Spring 2009 2/19/09

6.004: Progress so far… 

01101

PHYSICS: Continuous 

variables, Memory, Noise, 

f(RC) = 1 - e-t/RC
COMBINATIONAL: Discrete, 

memoryless, noise-free, 

lookup table functions 

2.71354 volts

C B A Y

0 0 0 0

0 0 1 1

0 1 0 0

0 1 1 1

1 0 0 0

1 0 1 0

1 1 0 1

1 1 1 1

What other 

building

blocks do we 

need in order 

to compute? 
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Something We Can’t Build (Yet) 

What if you were given the following design specification:

When the button is pushed: 

1) Turn on the light if 

it is off

2) Turn off the light if 

it is on

The light should change 

state within a second 

of the button press

button light

What makes this circuit so different 

from those we’ve discussed before? 

1. “State” – i.e. the circuit has memory 

2. The output was changed by a input 

     “event” (pushing a button) rather 

     than an input “value” 
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Digital State 
One model of what we’d like to build 

Plan: Build a Sequential Circuit with stored digital STATE – 

•� Memory stores CURRENT state, produced at output 

•� Combinational Logic computes 

•� NEXT state (from input, current state) 

•� OUTPUT bit (from input, current state) 

•� State changes on LOAD control input 

Combinational 

Logic 

Current 

State 

New

State 

Input Output 

Memory 

Device 

LOAD 
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Needed: Storage 

Combinational logic is stateless:
valid outputs always reflect current inputs. 

To build devices with state, we need components which store 

information (e.g., state) for subsequent access. 

ROMs (and other combinational logic) store information “wired in” to their 

truth table 

Read/Write memory elements are required to build devices capable of 

changing their contents. 

How can we store – and subsequently access -- a bit? 
•� Mechanics: holes in cards/tapes 

•� Optics: Film, CDs, DVDs, … 

•� Magnetic materials 

•� Delay lines; moonbounce 

•� Stored charge 
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Storage: Using Capacitors 

We’ve chosen to encode information using voltages and we know 

from 6.002 that we can “store” a voltage as charge on a capacitor: 

Pros: 

� compact – low cost/bit 

(on BIG memories) 

Cons: 

� complex interface 

� stable? (noise, …) 

� it leaks! � refresh To write: 

   Drive bit line, turn on access fet, 

   force storage cap to new voltage 

To read: 

   precharge bit line, turn on access fet, 

   detect (small) change in bit line voltage 

N-channel fet serves 

as access switch VREF

word line

Bit 

line

Suppose we refresh 

CONTINUOUSLY? 
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Storage: Using Feedback 

IDEA: use positive feedback to maintain storage indefinitely.  

Our logic gates are built to restore marginal signal levels, so 

noise shouldn’t be a problem! 

VIN
VOUT

Result: a bistable

storage element

Feedback constraint: 

VIN = VOUT

VTC for  

inverter pair 

VIN

VOUT Three solutions: 

� two end-points are stable

� middle point is unstable 

Not affected 

by noise 

We’ll get back to this! 
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Y

S

B

Settable Storage Element 

It’s easy to build a settable storage element (called a latch)

using a lenient MUX: 

0

1

G

0

0

1

1

D

--

--

0

1

QIN

0

1

--

--

QOUT 

0

1

0

1

“state” signal 

appears as both 

input and output

Q follows D 

Q stable 

A

D

G

Q

Here’s a feedback path, 

so it’s no longer a 

combinational circuit. 
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New Device: D Latch 

G

D Q

D

TPD

V1 V2

V2V1

TPD

G

Q

G=1:

Q follows D 

G=0:

Q holds 

G=1: Q Follows D, independently of Q’ 

G=0: Q Holds stable Q’, independently of D 

Y

0

1

A

D

G

Q
Q’

BUT… A change in D or G 

contaminates Q, hence Q’ 

… how can this possibly 

work? 
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A Plea for Lenience… 

Y

0

1

A

D

G

Q

D

TPD

V1 V2

V2V1

TPD

G

Q

Assume LENIENT Mux, propagation 

delay of TPD

Then output valid when

Q’

Does lenience guarantee a 

working latch? 

What if D and G 

change at about the 

same time… 
•� Q’=D stable for TPD ,

independently of G; or 

•� G=1, D stable for TPD,

independently of Q’; or

•� G=0, Q’ stable for TPD ,

independently of D 

G D Q’ Q

1 0 X 0

1 1 X 1

X 0 0 0

X 1 1 1

0 X 0 0

0 X 1 1

Q(D,G) 

Q(D,Q’) 

Q(G,Q’)
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Dynamic Discipline for our latch: 

D Stable 

… with a little discipline 

Y

0

1

A

D

G

Q

To reliably latch V2: 

Q’

•� Apply V2 to D, holding G=1 

•� After another TPD, Q’ & D both valid 

for TPD; will hold Q=V2 independently of 

G

•� Set G=0, while Q’ & D hold Q=D 

•� After TPD, V2 appears at Q=Q’

•�  After another TPD, G=0 and Q’ 

are sufficient to hold Q=V2 

independently of D

D

G

Q

V2

V2

TPD TPD

TSETUP THOLD

TPD

TSETUP = 2TPD: interval prior to G 

transition for which D must be 

stable & valid 

THOLD = TPD: interval following G 

transition for which D must be 

stable & valid 
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Lets try it out! 

Combinational 

Logic 
G

D Q
Current 

State 

New

State 

Input Output 

Plan: Build a Sequential Circuit with one bit of STATE – 

•� Single latch holds CURRENT state 

•� Combinational Logic computes 

•� NEXT state (from input, current state) 

•� OUTPUT bit (from input, current state) 

•� State changes when G = 1 (briefly!) 

What happens 

when G=1? 
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Combinational Cycles 

Combinational 

Logic 
G

D Q
Current 

State 

New

State 

Input Output 

When G=1, latch is Transparent…  

… provides a combinational path from D to Q. 

Can’t work without tricky timing constrants on G=1 pulse: 

•� Must fit within contamination delay of logic 

•� Must accommodate latch setup, hold times 

Want to signal an INSTANT, not an INTERVAL… 

Looks like a stupid 

Approach to me… 

1
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Flakey Control Systems

Here’s a strategy 

for saving 3 bucks 

on the Sumner 

Tunnel! 
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Escapement Strategy 

The Solution: 

  Add two gates 

  and only open 

  one at a time. 
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Edge-triggered Flip Flop 

G

D Q

G

D Q D QD

CLK

Q D

CLK

Q
master slave 

Observations: 

�� only one latch “transparent” at any time: 

�� master closed when slave is open 

�� slave closed when master is open 

�� no combinational path through flip flop 

�� Q only changes shortly after 0 ��1

    transition of CLK, so flip flop appears 

    to be “triggered” by rising edge of CLK 

The gate of this 

latch  is open when 

the clock is low

The gate of this 

latch  is open when 

the clock is high

What does 

that one do? 
0

1

0

1
S

D

G

Q

(the feedback path in one of the master or slave latches is always active) 

Transitions mark 

instants, not intervals 

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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Flip Flop Waveforms 

G

D Q

G

D Q D QD

CLK

Q D

CLK

Q
master slave 

D

CLK

Q

master closed 

slave open

slave closed 

master open
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Um, about that hold time… 

G

D Q

G

D QD Q
master slave 

CLK

Consider HOLD TIME requirement for slave:

• Negative (1 �0) clock transition � slave freezes data: 

• SHOULD be no output glitch, since master held constant data; BUT 

• master output contaminated by change in G input! 

• HOLD TIME of slave not met, UNLESS we assume sufficient
contamination delay in the path to its D input! 

Accumulated tCD thru inverter, G � Q path of master must cover 
slave tHOLD for this design to work! 

The master’s contamination 

delay must meet the hold 

time of the slave 
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Flip Flop Timing - I 

CLK

D

Q
D QD

CLK

Q

<tPD

tPD: maximum propagation delay, CLK �Q

>tCD

tCD: minimum contamination delay, CLK �Q

>tSETUP

tSETUP: setup time 
guarantee that D has propagated through feedback path before master closes 

>tHOLD

tHOLD: hold time 
guarantee master is closed and data is stable before allowing D to change 
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Single-clock Synchronous Circuits 

Single-clock Synchronous Discipline

• No combinational cycles 

• Only care about value of register data 

inputs just before rising edge of clock 

• Period greater than every 

   combinational delay 

• Change saved state after noise-

inducing logic transitions have 

stopped! 

We’ll use Flip Flops and Registers – groups of FFs sharing a clock 

input – in a highly constrained way to build digital systems: 

• Single clock signal shared among 

all clocked devices 

Does that 

symbol 

register? 
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Flip Flop Timing - II 

CLK

t1

t1 = tCD,reg1 + tCD,1 > tHOLD,reg2 

1D Q D Q

CLK

reg1 reg2

Questions for register-based designs: 

� how much time for useful work  

(i.e. for combinational logic 

delay)?

� does it help to guarantee a 

minimum tCD?  How ‘bout  

designing registers so that 

tCD,reg > tHOLD,reg?

� what happens if CLK signal 

doesn’t arrive at the two 

registers at exactly the 

same time (a phenomenon 

known as “clock skew”)?   

t2

t2 = tPD,reg1 + tPD,1 < tCLK - tSETUP,reg2 

QR1

tCD,reg1 

tCD, 1 tPD, 1 

tPD,reg1 

QR1

L05 – Sequential Logic   22 6.004 – Spring 2009 2/19/09

Model: Discrete Time 

Active Clock Edges punctuate time --- 

•� Discrete Clock periods 

•� Discrete State Variables 

•� Discrete specifications (simple rules – eg tables – relating 

outputs to inputs, state variables) 

•� ABSTRACTION: Finite State Machines (next lecture!) 

Combinational 

Logic 

Current 

State 

New

State 

Input Output 

Memory 

Device 

Clock 

L05 – Sequential Logic   23 6.004 – Spring 2009 2/19/09

Sequential Circuit Timing 

Questions: 

•� Constraints on TCD for the logic? 

•� Minimum clock period? 

•� Setup, Hold times for Inputs? 

Combinational 

Logic 

Current 

State 

New

State 

Input Output 

Clock tCD,L = ? 

tPD,L = 5ns 

tCD,R = 1ns 

tPD,R = 3ns 

tS,R = 2ns 

tH,R = 2ns 

> 1 ns 

> 10 ns (TPD,R+TPD,L+ TS,R)

TS = TPD,L +TS,R

TH = TH,R -TCD,L

This is a simple  Finite State Machine … more next lecture!! 

L05 – Sequential Logic   24 6.004 – Spring 2009 2/19/09

Summary
“Sequential” Circuits (with memory): 

Basic memory elements: 

•� Feedback, detailed analysis => 
basic level-sensitive devices 
(eg, latch) 

•� 2 Latches => Flop 

•� Dynamic Discipline: 
constraints on input timing 

Synchronous 1-clock logic: 
•� Simple rules for sequential 

circuits

•� Yields clocked circuit with TS, TH

constraints on input timing 

Finite State Machines 

Next Lecture Topic! 

>ts >th

Clk

Q

D

>tcd

<tpd

D Q D Q 
Out In

Clk 

Combinational 

logic 
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(Synchronous)

Finite State Machines 

Lab 2 is due Thursday 

Great   -  Theory! 

Finally!  
Some ENGINEERING!

modified 2/23/09 09:27 L06 – FSMs   2 6.004 – Spring 2009 2/24/09

Our New Machine 

Combinational 

Logic 

Current 

State 

New

State 

Input Output 

Clock 

State 

Registers 

k
k

m n

•� Acyclic graph 

•� Obeys static discipline 

•� Can be exhaustively enumerated by a 
truth table of 2k+m rows and k+n output 
columns 

•�Engineered cycles 

•�Works only if dynamic 
discipline obeyed 

•�Remembers k bits for a total 
of 2k  unique combinations 

L06 – FSMs   3 6.004 – Spring 2009 2/24/09

Must Respect Timing Assumptions! 

Questions: 

•� Constraints on TCD for the logic? 

•� Minimum clock period? 

•� Setup, Hold times for Inputs? 

Combinational 

Logic 

Current 

State 

New

State 

Input Output 

Clock tCD,L = ? 

tPD,L = 5ns 

tCD,R = 1ns 

tPD,R = 3ns 

tS,R = 2ns 

tH,R = 2ns 

tCD,L > 1 ns 

tS = tPD,L + tS,R = 7 nS 

tH = tH,R - tCD,L= 1 nS 

We know how fast it goes… But what can it do? 

tCD,R (1 ns) + tCD,L(?) > tH,R(2 ns) 

tCLK > tPD,R+tPD,L+ tS,R > 10nS 

L06 – FSMs   4 6.004 – Spring 2009 2/24/09

A simple sequential circuit… 

Lets make a digital binary Combination Lock: 

Specification: 

•� One input ( “0” or “1”) 

•� One output (“Unlock” signal) 

•� UNLOCK is 1 if and only if: 

Last 4 inputs were the 

“combination”: 0110 

How many 

registers do 

I need? 

Lock 
IN

U

CLK
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Abstraction du jour: 

Finite State Machines 

•�A FINITE STATE MACHINE has 

Clocked
FSM

m
n

•� k STATES: S1 … Sk (one is “initial” state) 

•� m INPUTS: I1 … Im

•� n OUTPUTS: O1 … On

•� Transition Rules s’(s, I) for each state s and input I 

•� Output Rules Out(s) for each state s 

L06 – FSMs   6 6.004 – Spring 2009 2/24/09

State Transition Diagram 

SX

U=0

S0

U=00
S01

U=01
S011

U=01
S0110

U=101

00

0

1

1

XXX

U=0

NAME

of state 

OUTPUT 

when in this 

state 

0

INPUT

causing 

transition 

Heavy circle 

Means

INITIAL state 

Designing our lock … 

•� Need an initial state; call it SX. 

•� Must have a separate state for each step 

of the proper entry sequence 

•� Must handle other (erroneous) entries 

Why do these 

go to S0 and S01? 

L06 – FSMs   7 6.004 – Spring 2009 2/24/09

Yet Another Specification

SX
U=0

S0
U=00

S01
U=01

S011
U=01

S0110
U=101

00

0
1

1

IN    Current State              Next State Unlock 

0 SX S0      0 
 1 SX SX      0 
0 S0 S0      0 
 1 S0 S01      0 
0 S01 S0      0 
 1 S01 S011      0 
0 S011 S0110      0 
 1 S011 SX      0 
0 S0110 S0       1 
 1 S0110 S01       1 

All state transition 

diagrams can be 

described by truth 

tables…

Binary encodings are 

assigned to each state  

(a bit of an art) 

The truth table can then 

be simplified using the 

reduction techniques we 

learned for combinational 

logic 

000

000

00 1 

00 1 

0 1 1 

0 1 1 

0 10 

0 10 

 100 

 100 

00 1 

000

00 1 

0 1 1 

00 1 

0 10 

1 00 

000

00 1 

0 1 1 

The assignment of codes to 

states can be arbitrary, however, 

if you choose them carefully you 

can greatly reduce your logic 

requirements. 
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Valid State Diagrams 

•� Arcs leaving a state must be: 

•�   (1) mutually exclusive

–� can’t have two choices for a given input value 

•�   (2) collectively exhaustive 

–� every state must specify what happens for each possible input 

combination.  “Nothing happens” means arc back to itself. 

S1 S3

0 0

S2

1

1

10 1

0

MOORE Machine: 

Outputs on States 

S1 S3

0/0 0/1

S2

1/0

1/1

1/0

MEALY Machine: 

Outputs on Transitions 

0 0/0
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Now put it in Hardware! 

ROM
16x4

unlock 

Next state Current state 

IN

Trigger update periodically (“clock”) 

33

4 inputs ��24 locations 

each location supplies 4 bits 

We assume 

inputs are 

synchronized 

with clock… 
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Discrete State, Time 

Clock

STATE

NEXT

Clock 
Period 

1

Clock 
Period 

2

Clock 
Period 

3

Clock 
Period 

4

Clock 
Period 

5

ROM

NEXTSTATE 

inputs outputs

ss

s state bits �� 2s possible states 

Two design choices: 

  (1) outputs only depend on state 

  (2) outputs depend on inputs + state 

(Moore) 

         (Mealy) 

L06 – FSMs   11 6.004 – Spring 2009 2/24/09

1110

Asynchronous Inputs - I 

Our example assumed a single clock transition per input. What if the  

“button pusher” is unaware of, or not synchronized with, the clock? 

SX

U=0

S0

U=0

S01

U=0

S011

U=0

U=0

B0 B0

U=0

B1 B1

U=0

B1 B1

U=0

B1 B1

What if each button input is an 

asynchronous 0/1 level?  How 

do we prevent a single button

press, e.g., from making 

several transitions? 

Lock B1 U

B0

0

10

1

Use intervening states to synchronize button presses! 

But what 

About the 

Dynamic

Discipline? 

L06 – FSMs   12 6.004 – Spring 2009 2/24/09

FSM Party Games 

ROM

kk

1.  What can you say about the 

number of states? 

2.  Same question: m
States

n
States

x y z

3. Here's  an  FSM.  Can you 

discover  its  rules? 

You Win!

o 1

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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What’s My Transition Diagram? 

1

0

1

0

1

0
1 1

0

1

0

1

00

vs.0=

"1

You Win!

o 1

OFF,
1=ON?

111" =
Surprise!

•� If you know NOTHING about the FSM,  you’re never sure! 

•� If you have a BOUND on the number of states, you can discover its 
behavior: 

              K-state FSM: Every (reachable) state can be 
          reached in < k steps.

BUT ... states may be equivalent!

1

L06 – FSMs   14 6.004 – Spring 2009 2/24/09

FSM Equivalence 

10
1

0
1 0

1 1

0

1

0

1

00
vs.

ARE  THEY  DIFFERENT? 

NOT in any practical sense! They are EXTERNALLY 

INDISTINGUISHABLE, hence interchangeable. 

FSMs EQUIVALENT  iff every input sequence 

yields identical output sequences. 

ENGINEERING  GOAL: 

• HAVE an FSM which  works... 

• WANT  simplest  (ergo cheapest) equivalent  FSM. 
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Lets build an Ant

•� SENSORS: antennae L and R, each 1 if in  
contact with something. 

•� ACTUATORS: Forward Step F, ten-degree 
turns TL and TR (left, right). 

8 legs?

GOAL: Make our ant smart enough to get out of a maze like:

STRATEGY: "Right antenna to the wall" 

L06 – FSMs   16 6.004 – Spring 2009 2/24/09

Lost in space 

?

LOST 

F

L+R

_ _ 
L R 

“lost” is the 

initial state

Action: Go forward until we hit something. 

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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Bonk!

LOST 

F

L+R

_ _ 
L R 

RCCW 

L+R

TL

_  _ 
L R 

Action: Turn left (CCW) until we don’t touch anymore 
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A little to the right… 

LOST 

F

RCCW L+R

L+R

Wall1 

TR,F

R

_
R

TL

_ _ 
L R 

_  _ 
L R 

Action: Step and turn right a little, look for wall 
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Then a little to the left 

LOST 

F

Wall1 

TR,F

RCCW 

R

L+R

L+R

_
R

TL

_ _ 
L R 

_  _ 
L R _ _ 

L R 

Wall2 

TL,FL

_
L R 

Action: Step and turn left a little, till not touching (again) 

L06 – FSMs   20 6.004 – Spring 2009 2/24/09

Dealing with corners 

LOST 

F

Wall2 

TL,F

Wall1 

TR,F

RCCW 

R

L+R

L+R

_
R

LTL

_ _ 
L R 

_  _ 
L R _ _ 

L R 

_
L R 

TR,F

Corner 

R _
R

Action: Step and turn right until we hit perpendicular wall 
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Equivalent State Reduction 

Observation: Si � Sj if

     1. States have identical outputs;  AND

     2. Every input �equivalent states. 

Reduction Strategy: 
Find pairs of equivalent states, MERGE them.

LOST 

F

Wall2 

TL,F

Wall1 

TR,F

RCCW 

R

L+R

L+R

_
R

LTL

_ _ 
L R 

_  _ 
L R _ _ 

L R 

_
L R 

TR,F

Corner 

R _
R
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An Evolutionary Step 

Behaves exactly as previous (5-state) FSM, but requires half the 
ROM in its implementation! 

Merge equivalent states Wall1 and Corner into a single new, 
combined state. 

LOST 

F

Wall2 

TL,F

Wall1 

TR,F

RCCW 

R

L+R

L+R

_
R

LTL

_ _ 
L R 

_  _ 
L R _ _ 

L R 

_
L R 
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00 1 -   01 0  0  1 

00 0 1   01 0  0  1 

L+R RCCW 

L+R

01 1 - | 01 0  1  0 

01 0 1 | 01 0  1  0 

TL

Building the Transition Table 

S  L R | S’ TR TL F 

-------+-----------

00 0 0 | 00 0  0  1 

       |

       |

       |

       |

       | 

       |

       |

       | 

       | 

       | 

LOST 

F

_ _ 
L R 

L06 – FSMs   24 6.004 – Spring 2009 2/24/09

Implementation Details 

S  L R | S’ TR TL F 

-------+-----------

00 0 0 | 00 0  0  1 

00 1 - | 01 0  0  1 

00 0 1 | 01 0  0  1 

01 1 - | 01 0  1  0 

01 0 1 | 01 0  1  0 

01 0 0 | 10 0  1  0 

10 – 0 | 10 1  0  1 

10 – 1 | 11 1  0  1 

11 1 - | 01 0  1  1 

11 0 0 | 10 0  1  1 

11 0 1 | 11 0  1  1 

LOST 

RCCW 

WALL1 

WALL2 

S1’       S1S0
00 01 11 10 

00  0  1  1  1 

LR 01  0  0  1  1 

11  0  0  0  1 

10  0  0  0  1 

S0’       S1S0
00 01 11 10 

00  0  0  0  0 

LR 01  1  1  1  1 

11  1  1  1  1 

10  1  1  1  0 

01011
SRLSLSSS ++=�

Complete Transition table 
010

LSSLRS ++=�
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Ant Schematic 

L06 – FSMs   26 6.004 – Spring 2009 2/24/09

Roboant® 

Maze

selection 
FSM state 

table 

Status

display

Plan view 

of maze

Simulation 

controls 

Featuring the new Mark-II ant: can add (M), 

erase (E), and sense (S) marks along its path. 
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Housekeeping issues… 

ROM

or

gates 

NEXTSTATE 

inputs outputs

ss

1. Initialization?  Clear the memory? 

2. Unused state encodings? 

        - waste ROM (use PLA or gates) 

        - what does it mean? 

        - can the FSM recover?   

3. Choosing encoding for state?  

4. Synchronizing input changes with 

     state update? 
IN

CLK

U

Now, that’s a funny  

looking state machine 
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Twisting you Further… 

• MORE THAN ANTS: 
Swarming, flocking, and schooling can result 
from collections of very simple FSMs 

• PERHAPS MOST PHYSICS:  
Cellular automata, arrays of simple FSMs, 
can more accurately model fluilds than 
numerical solutions to PDEs 

• WHAT IF: 
We replaced the ROM with a RAM and have 
outputs that modify the RAM? 

... You'll see FSMs for the rest of your life! 

I prefer to think we 
ascended…

Did we all descend from FSMs??? 
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Synchronization, Metastability 

and Arbitration 

Due tonight: 

�� Lab #2 

�� Lab #1 checkoff meeting 

"If you can't be just, 

be arbitrary" 

- Wm Burroughs, Naked Lunch 
- US Supreme Court 12/00 

Did you vote for Bush or Gore? 

Didn’t have enough time to decide. 

Well, which hole did you punch? 

Both, but not very hard... 

modified 2/23/09 09:30 L07 - Synchronization   2 6.004 – Spring 2009 2/26/09

The Importance of being Discrete 

Digital Values: 

Problem: Distinguishing voltages 

representing “1” from “0” 

Solution: Forbidden Zone: avoid 

using similar voltages for “1” 

and “0” 

Digital Time: 
Problem: “Which transition 

happened first?” questions 

Solution: Dynamic Discipline: avoid 

asking such questions in 

close races 

VOL

VIL

VIH

VOH

VOUT 

VIN

VOL VIL VIH VOH

tS tH

Clk

Q

D

tCD

tPD

We avoid possible errors by disciplines that avoid asking the tough 

questions – using a forbidden zone in both voltage and time dimensions: 
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If we follow these simple rules… 

Can we guarantee that our system will always work? 

With careful design we can make sure that the dynamic 

discipline is obeyed everywhere*... 

D Q D Q 
OutIn

Combinational

logic

D Q 
Out

Combinational

logic

D Q 
In

Clk

Combinational

logic

D Q Combinational

logic

D Q Combinational

logic

D Q 
Out

Combinational

logic

* well, almost everywhere... 

L07 - Synchronization   4 6.004 – Spring 2009 2/26/09

Which edge 

Came FIRST? 

The world doesn’t run on our clock! 

What if each button input is 

an asynchronous 0/1 

level?   
Lock B1 U

B0

0

10

1

To build a system with asynchronous inputs, we have to break the rules: 

we cannot guarantee that setup and hold time requirements are met at the 

inputs!

So, lets use a “synchronizer” at each input:

0

1 (Unsynchronized) 

U(t)

(Synchronized) 

S(t)

Clock 

Synchronizer 

Valid except for brief periods 

following active clock edges 

But what 

About the 

Dynamic

Discipline? 
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The Asynchronous Arbiter: 
a classic problem 

Arbiter
B

C

S
B:

C:

at tB

at tC

B:

C:

S:
tDtD

>tE >tE

tD

Arbiter specifications: 

•� finite tD (decision time) 

•� finite tE (allowable error) 

•� value of S at time tC+tD:

1 if tB < tC – tE

0 if tB > tC + tE

0, 1 otherwise 

CASE 1 CASE 2 CASE 3 

UNSOLVABLE 
For NO finite value 

of tE and tD is this 

spec realizable, 

even with reliable 

components! 
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Violating the Forbidden Zone 

The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If 
the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then insert it again.

tB-tC

Arbiter 

Output

1

o

(tB=tC)B

Earlier

C

Earlier

Arbiter
B

C

S
B:

C:

at tB

at tC

Issue: Mapping the continuous variable (tB – tC)
onto the discrete variable S in bounded time.

With no “forbidden zone,” all inputs have to be 

mapped to a valid output.  As the input 

approaches discontinuities in the mapping, it 

takes longer to determine the answer.  Given 

a particular time bound, you can find an input 

that won’t be mapped to a valid output 

within the allotted time. 
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Unsolvable? 
that can’t be true... 

Lets just use a D Flip Flop: 

D QB:

C:

at tB

at tC

DECISION TIME is TPD of flop.  

ALLOWABLE ERROR is max(tSETUP, tHOLD)

Our logic: 

 TPD after TC, we’ll have 

Q=0 iff tB + tSETUP < tC

Q=1 iff tC + tHOLD < tB

Q=0 or 1 otherwise. 

We’re lured by the digital 

abstraction into assuming 

that Q must be either 1 or 0.  

But lets look at the input latch 

in the flip flop when B and C 

change at about the same 

time... 

G

D Q

G

D QB

C

master slave 
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The Mysterious Metastable State 

Vin

Vout

VTC of

“closed” latch

VTC of feedback 

path (Vin=Vout)

Latched in 
a ‘0’ state

Latched in 
a ‘1’ state

Latched in 
an undefined 

state

Y

0

1

Q
Vout

Vin

Recall that the latch output is the 

solution to two simultaneous 

constraints: 

1. The VTC of path thru 

MUX; and 

2. Vin = Vout

In addition to our expected stable solutions, we find an unstable 

equilibrium in the forbidden zone called the  “Metastable State” 
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Metastable State: Properties 

1. It corresponds to an invalid logic level – 

the switching threshold of the device. 

2. Its an unstable equilibrium; a small 

perturbation will cause it to 

accelerate toward a stable 0 or 1. 

3. It will settle to a valid 0 or 1... 

eventually. 

4. BUT – depending on how close it is to 

the Vin=Vout “fixed point” of the device 

– it may take arbitrarily long to settle

out.

5. EVERY bistable system exhibits at 

least one metastable state! 

EVERY bistable system? 

Yep, every last one. 

Coin flip?? 

Could land on edge. 

Horse race?? 

Photo finish. 

Presidential Election?? 

(Where’s this twit 

been hiding???) 
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Observed Behavior: 
typical metastable symptoms 

Following a clock edge on an asynchronous input: 

We may see exponentially-distributed metastable intervals: 

Or periods of high-frequency oscillation (if the feedback path is long): 

CLK

D

Q

Q
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Mechanical Metastability 

If we launch a ball up a hill we 
expect one of 3 possible 

outcomes:

a) Goes over 
b) Rolls back 
c) Stalls at the apex 

That last outcome is not 
stable.

- a gust of wind 
- Brownian motion 
- it doesn’t take much

State A

State B

Metastable State

State A

State B
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How do balls relate to digital logic?

Our hill is analogous to the derivative
of the VTC (Voltage Transfer 
Curve)… at the metastable 
point, the derivative (slope) is 
ZERO.

Notice that the higher the gain thru 
the transition region, the steeper 
the peak of the hill... making it 
harder to get into a metastable 
state…

We can decrease the probability of 
getting into the metastable 
state, but – assuming continuous 
models of physics – we can’t 
eliminate the slope=0 point!

Vin

Vout

in

out

V

V

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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The Metastable State: 
Why is it an inevitable risk of synchronization? 

•� Our active devices always have a fixed-point voltage, VM, such that 

VIN=VM implies VOUT = VM

•� Violation of dynamic discipline puts our feedback loop at some voltage 

V0 near VM

•� The rate at which V progresses toward a stable “0” or “1” value is 

proportional to (V - VM)

•� The time to settle to a stable value depends on (V0 - VM);  its 

theoretically infinite for V0 = VM

•� Since there’s no lower bound on (V0 - VM), there’s no upper bound on 

the settling time. 

•� Noise, uncertainty complicate analysis (but don’t help). 
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Sketch of analysis… I. 

0

1 (Synchronized) 

S(t)

Clock 

Synchronizer 
Assume asynchronous 0->1 

at TA, clock period CP: 

Whats the FF output voltage, 

V0,  immediately after TA?

A

C

< tS+tH

CP

VM

1. Whats the probability that the 

voltage, V0, immediately after 

TA is within �� of VM?

)(

2)(
][ 0

LH

HS

M

VVCP

tt
VVP

�
�

+
���

�
�

V0

tA-tC

Potential trouble comes when V0 is near the metastable point, VM…
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Sketch of analysis… II. 

We can model our 

combinational 

cycle as an 

amplifier with gain 

A and saturation 

at VH, VL

A

0

1
Vout

Vin

0

R

C

VH

VL

Vout 

Vin 

Slope = A 

2. For Vout near VM, Vout(t) is an 

exponential whose time constant 

reflects RC/A:

3. Given interval T, we can compute a 

minimum value of �� = |V0-VM| that will 

guarantee validity after T: 

Vout(t)- VM �� ��e t(A-1)/RC 

�� ��e t/��

�� (T) �� (VH – VM) e -T/��

4. Probability of metastability after T is 

computed by probability of a V0

yielding �� (T) … 

PM(T) �� P[|V0-VM| < �� (T)]  

�� K e -T/��
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Failure Probabilities vs Delay 

Making conservative assumptions about the distribution of V0 and system 

time constants, and assuming a 100 MHz clock frequency, we get results like 

the following: 

Average time 

Delay P(Metastable) between failures 

31 ns 3x10-16 1 year 

33.2 ns 3x10-17 10 years 

100 ns 10-45 1030 years! 

[For comparision: 

Age of oldest hominid fossil:  5x106 years 

Age of earth: 5x109 years] 

Lesson: Allowing a bit of settling time is an 

easy way to avoid metastable states in 

practice! 
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The Metastable State: 
a brief history 

Antiquity: Early recognition 

Denial: Early 70s 

Folk Cures: 70s-80s 

Reconciliation: 80s-90s 

Buriden’s Ass, and other fables… 

Widespread disbelief.  Early analyses 

documenting inevitability of problem 

rejected by skeptical journal editors. 

Popular pastime: Concoct a “Cure” for 

the problem of “synchronization failure”.  

Commercial synchronizer products. 

Acceptance of the reality: 

synchronization takes time.  Interesting 

special case solutions. 
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Ancient Metastability 

Metastability is the occurrence of a persistent invalid 

output… an unstable equilibria. 

The idea of Metastability is not new:

The Paradox of Buridan’s Ass 

Buridan, Jean (1300-58), French Scholastic philosopher, 

who held a theory of determinism, contending that the 

will must choose the greater good. Born in Bethune, he 

was educated at the University of Paris, where he studied with 

the English Scholastic philosopher William of Ockham (whom 
you might recall from his razor business). After his studies were 

completed, he was appointed professor of philosophy, and later 

rector, at the same university. Buridan is traditionally, but 

probably incorrectly, associated with a philosophical dilemma of 

moral choice called "Buridan's ass.” 

In the problem an ass starves to death between two alluring 

bundles of hay because it does not have the will to decide which 

one to eat.
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Folk Cures 
 the “perpetual motion machine” of digital logic 

FF "FIXER"

delay

Async 
Input

"Clean" 
Output

Bad Idea # 1: Detect metastable state & Fix 

The
ima
ge
can
not

The
ima
ge
can
not

The
ima
ge
can
not

valid 

"0"

valid 

"1"

Bad Idea #2: Define the problem away by making metastable point a valid output 

Bug: detecting metastability is 

itself subject to metastable 

states, i.e., the “fixer” will fail to 

resolve the problem in bounded 

time. 

Bug: the memory element will flip 

some valid “0” inputs to “1” 

after a while. 

Many other bad ideas – involving noise injection, 

strange analog circuitry, … have been 

proposed. 
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There’s no easy solution
… so, embrace the confusion. 

"Metastable States": 

• Inescapable consequence of bistable systems 

• Eventually a metastable state will resolve itself to valid binary 
level.

• However, the recovery time is UNBOUNDED ... but influenced by 
parameters (gain, noise, etc) 

• Probability of a metastable state falls off EXPONENTIALLY with 
time -- modest delay after state change can make it very unlikely. 

Our STRATEGY; since we can’t eliminate metastability, we will do the 
best we can to keep it from contaminating our designs
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Modern Reconciliation: 
delay buys reliability 

D Q D Q 
Out

Combinational

logic

D Q 
In

Clk

A metastable state here 
will probably resolve itself 

to a valid level before it 
gets into my circuit.

And one here will almost certainly 
get resolved. 

D Q D Q 
Out

Combinational

logic

D Q D Q 
In

Clk

Synchronizers, extra flip 

flops between the 

asynchronous input and 

your logic, are the best 

insurance against 

metastable states. 

The higher the clock rate, 

the more synchronizers 

should be considered. 

SETTLING TIME 
Cures 

Metastability! 
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Things we CAN’T build 

1. Bounded-time Asynchronous Arbiter: 

S valid after tpd following (either) edge 
Arbiter

B

C

S
S=0 iff B edge first, 1 iff C edge first, 
1 or 0 if nearly coincident 

D QAsynchronous 
Input

Output = D at active clock edge, either 1 or 0 
iff D invalid near clock edge 

Q valid after tpd following active clock edge 

2. Bounded-time Synchronizer: 

> 3.14159 ? Continuous 
Variable 

3. Bounded-time Analog Comparator: 

0 or 1, 
finite tpd 
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Some things we CAN build 

1. Unbounded-time Asynchronous Arbiter: 

S valid when Done=1; unbounded time. 

Arbiter
B

C

S
S=0 iff B edge first, 1 iff C edge first, 
1 or 0 if nearly coincident Done 

2. Unbounded-time Analog Comparator: 

> 3.14159 ? Continuous 
Variable 

0 or 1

Done 

After arbitrary interval, 
decides whether input at 
time of last active clock 
edge was above/below 
threshold. 

3. Bounded-time combinational logic: 

Produce an output transition within a fixed 
propagation delay of first (or second) 
transition on the input. 
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Interesting Special Case Hacks 

For systems with unsynchronized clocks 

of same nominal frequency.  Data goes to 
two flops clocked a half period apart; one 
output is bound to be “clean”.  An observer 
circuit monitors the slowly-varying phase 
relationship between the clocks, and 
selects the clean output via a lenient MUX. 

CLK2

Data1 

delay

Data2 

CLK1

CLK2

Mesochronous communication: 

Constraints on clock timing – periodicity, 

etc – can often be used to “hide” time 

overhead associated with synchronization. 

Exploits fact that, given 2 periodic 

clocks, “close calls” are predictable.
Predicts, and solves in advance, 
arbitration problems (thus eliminating 
cost of delay) 

Predictive periodic synchronization: 

CLK1

Data1 

CLK2

Data2 
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Every-day Metastability - I 

Bit
Bucket
Cafe

The image 
cannot be 
displayed.
Your
computer
may not 
have
enough
memory
to open 
the image, 

Ben Bitdiddle tries the famous 

“6.004 defense”: 

Ben leaves the Bit Bucket Café 

and approaches fork in the 

road.  He hits the barrier in the 

middle of the fork, later 

explaining “I can’t be expected 

to decide which fork to take in 

bounded time!”. 

Is the accident Ben’s fault? 

“Yes; he should have stopped until his decision 

was made.” 

Judge R. B. Trator, MIT ‘86 
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Every-day Metastability - II 

GIVEN:
•� Normal traffic light: 
•�     GREEN, YELLOW, RED sequence 
•� 55 MPH Speed Limit 
•� Sufficiently long YELLOW, GREEN periods 
•� Analog POSITION input 
•� digital RED, YELLOW, GREEN inputs 
•� digital GO output 

Can one reliably obey.... 

PLAUSIBLE STRATEGIES:

A. Move at 55.  At calculated distance D from light, sample color (using an 
unbounded-time synchronizer).  GO ONLY WHEN stable GREEN. 

B. Stop 1  foot before intersection.  On positive GREEN transition, gun it. 

•� LAW #1: DON’T CROSS LINE while light is RED. 

GO = GREEN 

•� LAW #2: DON’T BE IN INTERSECTION while light is RED. 
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Summary 

As a system designer… 

Avoid the problem altogether, where possible 

•� Use single clock, obey dynamic discipline 

•� Avoid state.  Combinational logic has no metastable 

states!

Delay after sampling asynchronous inputs: a 

fundamental cost of synchronization

The most difficult decisions 

are those that matter the least. 

Image by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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Pipelining
 what Seymour Cray taught the laundry industry 

I’ve got 3 months 

Worth of laundry 

To do tonight… 

Funny, considering that 
he’s only got one 

outfit…

Due Thursday: Lab #3 

modified 2/23/09 10:45 L08 - Pipelining   2 6.004 – Spring 2009 3/3/09

Forget circuits… lets solve a “Real Problem” 

Device: Washer 

Function: Fill, Agitate, Spin 

WasherPD = 30 mins 

Device: Dryer 

Function: Heat, Spin 

DryerPD = 60 mins 

INPUT:

dirty laundry 

OUTPUT: 

6 more weeks 
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Total = WasherPD + DryerPD 

= _________ mins 90

One load at a time 

Everyone knows that the real 

reason that MIT students put 

off doing laundry so long is not 

because they procrastinate, 

are lazy, or even have better

things to do.

The fact is, doing one load at a time 

is not smart. 
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Doing N loads of laundry 

Here’s how they do laundry at 

Harvard, the “combinational” way.

Total = N*(WasherPD + DryerPD)

= ____________ mins N*90

(Of course, this is just an urban legend. 

No one at Harvard actually does 
laundry. The butlers all arrive on 

Wednesday morning, pick up the dirty 

laundry and return it all pressed and 

starched in time for  afternoon tea)  

Figure by MIT OpenCourseware.

Step 1:

Step 2:

Figure by MIT OpenCourseware.

Image by MIT OpenCourseWare.

Step 1:

Step 3:

Step 2:

Step 4:
...

Figure by MIT OpenCourseware.
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Doing N Loads… the MIT way 

MIT students “pipeline” 

the laundry process. 

That’s why we wait! 

Total = N * Max(WasherPD, DryerPD)

       = ____________ mins N*60

Actually, it’s more like N*60 + 30 

if we account for the startup 

transient correctly.  When doing 

pipeline analysis, we’re mostly 

interested in the “steady state” 

where we assume we have an 

infinite supply of inputs. 
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Performance Measures 

Latency:
The delay from when an input is established until the output 
associated with that input becomes valid. 

(Harvard Laundry = _________ mins) 

(      MIT Laundry = _________ mins) 

Throughput:

The rate at which inputs or outputs are processed. 

(Harvard Laundry = _________ outputs/min) 

(      MIT Laundry = _________ outputs/min) 

90

120

1/90

1/60

Assuming that the wash 

is started as soon as 

possible and waits (wet) 

in the washer until dryer 

is available. 
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Okay, back to circuits… 

F

G

HX P(X)

For combinational logic: 
   latency = tPD,
   throughput = 1/tPD.   

We can’t get the answer faster, but 
are we making effective use of our 
hardware at all times? 

G(X)

F(X)

P(X)

X

F & G are “idle”, just holding their outputs 

stable while H performs its computation
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Pipelined Circuits 
use registers to hold H’s input stable! 

F

G

HX P(X)

15

20

25

Now F & G can be working on input Xi+1

while H is performing its computation on 

Xi.  We’ve created a 2-stage pipeline: if we 

have a valid input X during clock cycle j, 

P(X) is valid during clock j+2. 

Suppose F, G, H have propagation delays of 15, 20, 25 ns and 
we are using ideal zero-delay registers:  

latency

45

______

throughput

1/45

______

unpipelined 

2-stage pipeline 50

worse 

1/25

better

Step 1:

Step 3:

Step 2:

...

Figure by MIT OpenCourseware.
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Pipeline diagrams 

Input

F Reg 

G Reg 

H Reg 

i i+1 i+2 i+3

Xi Xi+1

F(Xi)

G(Xi)

Xi+2

F(Xi+1)

G(Xi+1)

H(Xi)

Xi+3

F(Xi+2)

G(Xi+2)

H(Xi+1)

Clock cycle 
P

ip
e

lin
e

 s
t

a
g

e
s

 

The results associated with a particular set of input data 

moves diagonally through the diagram, progressing 

through one pipeline stage each clock cycle. 

H(Xi+2)

…

…

F

G

HX P(X)

15

20

25
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Pipeline Conventions 
DEFINITION:

a K-Stage Pipeline (“K-pipeline”) is an acyclic circuit having exactly K registers 
on every path from an input to an output. 

a COMBINATIONAL CIRCUIT is thus an 0-stage pipeline. 

CONVENTION: 
Every pipeline stage, hence every K-Stage pipeline, has a register on its 
OUTPUT (not on its input). 

ALWAYS: 
The CLOCK common to all registers must have a period sufficient to cover 
propagation over combinational paths PLUS (input) register tPD PLUS 
(output) register tSETUP.

The LATENCY of a K-pipeline is K times the 
period of the clock common to all registers. 

The THROUGHPUT of a K-pipeline is the 
frequency of the clock.
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Ill-formed pipelines 

B

CX

Y

A

Problem: 

Successive inputs get mixed: e.g., B(A(Xi+1), Yi).  This 
happened because some paths from inputs to outputs 
have 2 registers, and some have only 1!

This CAN’T HAPPEN on a well-formed K pipeline! 

none 
For what value of K is the following circuit a K-Pipeline?  ANS: ____________ 

Consider a BAD job of pipelining: 

21
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A pipelining methodology 

Step 1: 

   Draw a line that crosses every output 

in the circuit, and mark the endpoints 

as terminal points. 

Step 2: 

   Continue to draw new lines between 

the terminal points across various 

circuit connections, ensuring that 

every  connection crosses each line in 

the same direction.  These lines 

demarcate pipeline stages.

Adding a pipeline register at every 

point where a separating line crosses a 

connection will always generate a valid 

pipeline.

STRATEGY:

   Focus your attention on placing 

pipelining registers around the 

slowest circuit elements 

(BOTTLENECKS).

A

4 nS 

B

3 nS 

C

8 nS 

D

4 nS 

E

2 nS 

F

5 nS 

T = 1/8ns 

L = 24ns 

INPUTS OUTPUTS 
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Pipeline Example 

A

B

CX

Y

2

1

1

0-pipe: 

1-pipe: 

2-pipe: 

3-pipe: 

LATENCY THROUGHPUT 

4 1/4

OBSERVATIONS: 

• 1-pipeline improves neither 
L or T. 

• T improved by breaking long 
combinational paths, 
allowing faster clock. 

• Too many stages cost L, 
don’t improve T. 

• Back-to-back registers are 
often required to keep 
pipeline well-formed. 4 1/4

1

4 1/2

2

1/26

3
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Pipelining Summary 

Advantages:

–� Allows us to increase thruput, by breaking up long 
combinational paths and (hence) increasing clock 
frequency

Disadvantages:

–� May increase latency... 

–� Only as good as the weakest link: slowest step 
constrains system thruput. 

Isn’t there a way around this “weak link” problem? 

This bottleneck

is the only 

problem 
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but... but... 

How can I pipeline 

a clothes dryer??? 

A’ (2-pipe) 

Pipelined Components 

C
X

Y

1

Pipelined systems can be 

hierarchical: 

•� Replacing a slow 

combinational component 

with a k-pipe version may 

increase clock frequency 

B
1

3
1

24

4-stage pipeline, thruput=1 

•� Must account for new 

pipeline stages in our plan 
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How do 6.004 Aces do Laundry? 

They work around the bottleneck.

First, they find a place with 

twice as many dryers as 

washers.

Throughput =    ______ loads/min 

 Latency =   ______ mins/load 

1/30

90

Step 1:

Step 3:

Step 4:

Step 2:

Figure by MIT OpenCourseware.
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Back to our bottleneck... 

A

4 nS 

B

3 nS 

C

8 nS 

D

4 nS 

E

2 nS 

F

5 nS 

T = 1/8ns 

L = 24ns 

Recall our earlier example... 

•� C – the slowest component – 

limits clock period to 8 ns. 

•� HENCE throughput limited to 

1/8ns.

We could improve throughput by 

•� Finding a pipelined version of C;  

OR ... 

•� interleaving multiple copies of C! 
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Circuit Interleaving 
We can simulate a pipelined 

version of a slow 

component by replicating 

the critical element and 

alternate inputs between 

the various copies. 

C0

G

D Q

D Q

1

0

C’ 

G

D Q
C1

Xi

C(Xi-2)

This is a simple 

2-state FSM 

that alternates 

between 0 and 1 

on each clock 
clk

Q
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Circuit Interleaving 
We can simulate a pipelined 

version of a slow 

component by replicating 

the critical element and 

alternate inputs between 

the various copies. 

C0

G

D Q

D Q

1

0

C’ 

G

D Q
C1

Xi

C(Xi-2)

clk

Q

When Q is 1 the lower path is 

combinational (the latch is 

open), yet the output of the 

upper path will be enabled 

onto the input of the output 

register ready for the NEXT 

clock edge. 

Meanwhile, the other latch 

maintains the input from the 

last clock. 

Codd C1 output 

Ceven Mux output Codd 

“It acts like a 2-stage pipeline” 
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C0

G

D Q

D Q

1

0

C’ 

G

D Q
C1

Xi

x

x C(Xi-2)

C0

G

D Q

D Q

1

0

C’ 

G

D Q
C1

X0

0

1 C(Xi-2)

C0

G

D Q

D Q

1

0

C’ 

G

D Q
C1

X1

1

0 C(Xi-2)

C0

G

D Q

D Q

1

0

C’ 

G

D Q
C1

X2

0

1 C(X0)

C0

G

D Q

D Q

1

0

C’ 

G

D Q
C1

X3

1

0 C(X1)

Circuit Interleaving 

Latency = 2 clocks 
•� Clock period 0: X0 presented at input, 

propagates thru upper latch, C0.

•� Clock period 1: X1 presented at input, 

propagates thru lower latch, C1. C0(X0)

propagates to register inputs. 

•� Clock period 2: X2 presented at input, 

propagates thru upper latch, C. C0(X0) loaded 

into register, appears at output. 

N-way 

interleave 

N registers  

…

N-way interleaving  

is equivalent to  

N pipeline Stages... 

2-Clock Martinizing 
“In by ti, out by ti+2”
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Combining techniques 

We can combine interleaving and 
pipelining. Here, C’ interleaves two C 
elements with a propagation delay of 
8 nS.

The resulting C’ circuit has a 
throughput of 1/4 nS, and latency of 
8 nS. This can be considered as an 
extra pipelining stage that passes 
through the middle of the C’ module. 
One of our separation lines must 
pass through this pipeline stage. 

A

4 nS 

B

3 nS 

C’ 
2x4nS

D

4 nS 

E

2 nS 

F

5 nS 

By combining interleaving with 
pipelining we move the 
bottleneck from the C element 
to the F element. 

T = 1/5ns 

L = 25ns 
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And a little parallelism… 

We can combine interleaving 

and pipelining with parallelism. 

Throughput = 

_______ load/min 

Latency =  _______ min 

2/30 = 1/15 

90
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Control Structure Approaches 

RIGID

Laid
Back

ALL computation “events” 

occur at active edges of a 

periodic clock: time is 

divided into fixed-size 

discrete intervals. 

Synchronous 

Events -- eg the loading of a 

register -- can happen at at 

arbitrary times. 

Asynchronous 

Timing dictated by 

centralized FSM according 

to a fixed schedule. 

Globally Timed 

Each module takes a START 

signal, generates a 

FINISHED signal.  Timing is 

dynamic, data dependent. 

Locally Timed 

L08 - Pipelining   24 6.004 – Spring 2009 3/3/09

Control Structure Alternatives 

L
E

L
E

Control 

Logic 

Synchronous, globally-timed: 
Control signals (e.g., load enables) 

From FSM controller 

X

“here’s X” 

“got X” 

CLK

here’s X 

got X 

X X2X1

Synchronous, locally-timed: 
Local circuitry, “handshake” controls 

flow of data: 

X

“here’s X” 

“got X” 
here’s X 

got X 

X X2X1

Asynchronous, locally-timed system using transition signaling: 

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:

Step 5:

Figure by MIT OpenCourseware.
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Self-timed Example 
a glimpse of an asynchronous, locally-time discipline

Elegant, timing-independent design: 

• Each component specifies its own time constraints 

• Local adaptation to special cases (eg, multiplication by 0) 

• Module performance improvements automatically exploited 

• Can be made asynchronous (no clock at all!) or synchronous 

X

A
C

B

A(X)

here’s … 

Got it.
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Control Structure Taxonomy 

Synchronous Asynchronous 

Globally 
Timed 

Locally 
Timed 

Centralized clocked 
FSM generates all 

control signals. 

Central control unit tailors 
current time slice to 

current tasks. 

Start and Finish signals 
generated by each major 

subsystem, 
synchronously with global 

clock. 

Each subsystem takes 
asynchronous Start, 

generates asynchronous 
Finish (perhaps using local 

clock). 

Easy to design but fixed-sized 

interval can be wasteful (no data-

dependencies in timing) 

Large systems lead to very 

complicated timing generators… 

just say no! 

The best way to build large 

systems that have 

independently-timed 

components. 

The “next big idea” for the last 

several decades: a lot of design 

work to do in general, but extra 

work is worth it in special cases 
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Summary 

•� Latency (L) = time it takes for given input to arrive at output 

•� Throughput (T) = rate at each new outputs appear 

•� For combinational circuits: L = tPD of circuit, T = 1/L 

•� For K-pipelines (K > 0): 

•�  always have register on output(s) 

•�  K registers on every path from input to output 

•�  Inputs available shortly after clock i, outputs available 

shortly after clock (i+K) 

•�  T = 1/(tPD,REG + tPD of slowest pipeline stage + tSETUP)

–� more throughput � split slowest pipeline stage(s) 

–�  use replication/interleaving if no further splits possible

•�  L = K / T 
–�  pipelined latency � combinational latency 
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Cost/Performance Tradeoffs: 
a case study 

Digital Systems Architecture 1.01 

modified 2/23/09 10:44 

Lab #3 due tonight! 

L09 - Multipliers   2 6.004 – Spring 2009 3/5/09

Binary Multiplication 

Engineering Principle:
Exploit  STRUCTURE in problem.

a b

a

bx

n bits 

n bits 

2n bits 

since (2
n
-1)

2
 < 2

2n

EASY PROBLEM: design 

combinational circuit to multiply 

tiny (1-, 2-, 3-bit) operands... 

HARD PROBLEM: design circuit to 

multiply BIG (32-bit, 64-bit) 

numbers 

We can make big
multipliers out of 

little ones! 
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Making a 2n-bit multiplier 
using n-bit multipliers 

Given n-bit multipliers: 

Synthesize 2n-bit multipliers:  

x

ab

aH aL

bH bL

aLbL

aLbH

aHbL

aHbH

a x b = ab
n bits n bits 2n bits 

x

a

b

2n bits 

2n bits 

ab
4n bits 
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Our Basis: 

n=1: minimalist starting point 
Multiplying two 1-bit numbers is pretty simple: 

a x b = ab0

Of course, we could start with optimized combinational 
multipliers for larger operands; e.g. 

2
a1a0

2
b1b0

4
c3c2c1c0

2-bit

Multiplier

the logic gets 

more complex, 

but some 

optimizations

are possible... 
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Our induction step: 

2n-bit by 2n-bit multiplication: 

1. Divide multiplicands into n-bit pieces 
2. Form 2n-bit partial products, using n-bit by n-bit 

multipliers.
3. Align appropriately 
4. Add. 

Induction:  we can use the same structuring 
principle to build a 4n-bit multiplier from our 
newly-constructed 2n-bit ones...  

6.004 – Spring 2009 3/5/09 L09 - Multipliers   5 

x

a • b

aH aL bH bL

aLbL

aLbH

aHbL

REGROUP partial 
products - 

2 additions 
rather than 3! 

aHbH

Brick Wall view 
of partial products 

Making 4n-bit multipliers from n-bit 

ones: 2  “induction steps”

6.004 – Spring 2009 3/5/09 L09 - Multipliers   6 

b 3  2  1  0x b b b

 3  2  1  0aa a a
a0b2

a0b3

a1b2

a1b3

a0b0

a0b1

a1b0

a1b1a2b2

a2b3

a3b2

a3b3

a2b0

a2b1

a3b0

a3b1

Multiplier Cookbook: Chapter 1 

Step 1: Form (& arrange) 
Given problem: Partial Products: 

Subassemblies: 
• Partial Products 
• Adders 

Step 2:  Sum 

6.004 – Spring 2009 3/5/09 L09 - Multipliers   7 

 3  2  1 a 0a a a

b 3  2  1  0x b b b

MULT ADD

a0b2

a0b3

a1b2

a1b3

a0b0

a0b1

a1b0

a1b1a2b2

a2b3

a3b2

a3b3

a2b0

a2b1

a3b0

a3b1

Performance/Cost Analysis 

2
Partial Products: n =

2
�(n )

Things to Add: 2n-2 = �(n)

Adder Width: 2n = �(n)
2

Hardware Cost: ? = �(n )

Latency: ��(n2) ?? 

6.004 – Spring 2009 3/5/09 L09 - Multipliers   8 

Example:

2n +2n+3 = � 2(n )

since   

2n � 2 (n +2n+3) � 2 2n

"almost always"

�(...) implies both 

inequalities; O(...)

implies only the 

second. 

"Order Of" notation: 

such that for all but finitely many

g(n) = O(f(n)) 

"g(n) is of order f(n)" g(n) = �� (f(n)) 

g(n) = �(f(n))  if there exist  C 2 �� C 1>>  0,

 integral  n �0

c 1•f(n) ����g(n) ����c 2•f(n)
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Observations: 

Hmmm.

�(n
2
) partial products.

�(n
2
) fu ll adde rs.

MULT ADD

a0b2

a0b3

a1b2

a1b3

a0b0

a0b1

a1b0

a1b1a2b2

a2b3

a3b2

a3b3

a2b0

a2b1

a3b0

a3b1
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Repackaging Function 

Engineering Principle #2: 

Put the Solution where the 
Problem is. 

How about n2 blocks, each doing a 
little multiplication and   a little
addition?

 2  1a b

 0  1a b

 1  1a b  0  0a b

 1  0a b

 2  0a b

 3  0a b

 3  1a b

 0  2a b

 1  2a b

 0  3a b

 1  3a b

 2  2a b

 3  2a b

 2  3a b

 3  3a b

MULT ADD

�(n
2
) partial products.

�(n
2
) fu ll adde rs.
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Goal: 
Array of Identical Multiplier Cells 

Single  "brick" of brick-wall 

  array...  

      • Forms partial product 

      • Adds to accumulating sum  
        along with carry

S’k+1 S’k

Sk+1 Sk

Ck+2
Ck

bi

aj

Ai Bi

(A+B)i

CiCi+1 FA 

Necessary Component: Full Adder 

Takes 2 addend bits plus carry bit.  Produces sum 
and carry output bits. 

CASCADE to form an n-bit adder.

 2  1a b

 0  1a b

 1  1a b  0  0a b

 1  0a b

 2  0a b

 3  0a b

 3  1a b

 0  2a b

 1  2a b

 0  3a b

 1  3a b

 2  2a b

 3  2a b

 2  3a b

 3  3a b

b3

b2

b1

b0

a3

a2

a1

a0
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Design of 1-bit multiplier "Brick":

 2  1a b

 0  1a b

 1  1a b  0  0a b

 1  0a b

 2  0a b

 3  0a b

 3  1a b

 0  2a b

 1  2a b

 0  3a b

 1  3a b

 2  2a b

 3  2a b

 2  3a b

 3  3a b

b3

b2

b1

b0

a3

a2

a1

a0

Array Layout: 

•� operand bits bused diagonally 

•� Carry bits propagate right-to-left 

•� Sum bits propagate down 

Brick design: 
•� AND gate forms 1x1 product 

•� 2-bit sum propagates from top to 

bottom

•� Carry propagates to left 

S’k+1
S’k

Sk+1 Sk

Ck+2 Ck

bi

aj

FA FA 

0

Wastes some gates… but consider 

(say) optimized 4x4-bit brick! 
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Latency revisited 

Here’s our combinational multiplier:

b3a0

 2  1a b

 0  1a b

 1  1a b  0  0a b

 1  0a b

 2  0a b

 3  0a b

 3  1a b

 0  2a b

 1  2a b

 0  3a b

 1  3a b

 2  2a b

 3  2a b

 2  3a b

 3  3a b

a1

a2

a3

b2

b1

b0

What’s its propagation delay? 

Naive (but valid) bound: 

•� O(n) additions 

•� O(n) time for each addition 

•� Hence O(n2) time required 

On closer inspection: 

•� Propagation only toward 

left, bottom

•� Hence longest path bounded 

by length + width of array: 

O(n+n) = O(n)! 
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Multiplier Cookbook: 

Chapter 2 

�(n
2

)�
Hardware for 

n by n bits: 

Latency: 

Throughput: 

�(n)�

�(1/n)�

Combinational Multiplier:

b3a0

 2  1a b

 0  1a b

 1  1a b  0  0a b

 1  0a b

 2  0a b

 3  0a b

 3  1a b

 0  2a b

 1  2a b

 0  3a b

 1  3a b

 2  2a b

 3  2a b

 2  3a b

 3  3a b

a1

a2

a3

b2

b1

b0

+
Note: lots of tricks are 

available to make a faster 

combinational multiplier… 
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Combinational Multiplier: 
best bang for the buck? 

Suppose we have LOTS of 
multiplications. 

Can we do better from a 
 cost/performance 

standpoint? 

PIPELINING

L09 - Multipliers   16 6.004 – Spring 2009 3/5/09

The Pipelining Bandwagon... 
where do I get on? 

WE HAVE: 

• Pipeline rules - "well 
formed pipelines" 

• Plenty of registers 
• Demand for higher 

throughput. 

What do we do? Where do we 
define stages? 

b3a0

 2  1a b

 0  1a b

 1  1a b  0  0a b

 1  0a b

 2  0a b

 3  0a b

 3  1a b

 0  2a b

 1  2a b

 0  3a b

 1  3a b

 2  2a b

 3  2a b

 2  3a b

 3  3a b

a1

a2

a3

b2

b1

b0
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Stupid Pipeline Tricks 

�(n)Stages:

Clock Period: 

�(n
2

)Hardware cost for n by n bits: 

�(n)

Latency: �(n
2

)

Throughput: �( 1/n ) 

 0  3a b

 0  2a b 1  3a b

 0  1a b 1  2a b 2  3a b

 3  0a b

 2  0a b 3  1a b

 1  0a b 2  1a b 3  2a b

 0  0a b 1  1a b 2  2a b 3  3a b

gotta break 

that long 

carry chain! 
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Even Stupider Pipeline Tricks 

 0  1a b

 0  0a b

 1  0a b

 0  2a b

 0  3a b

 1  1a b

 1  2a b

 2  1a b

 2  0a b

 3  0a b

 1  3a b

 2  2a b

 2  3a b

 3  1a b

 3  2a b

 3  3a b

Back to basics: 

what’s the point of pipelining, anyhow? 

WORSE idea:
• Doesn’t break long 

combinational paths 
• NOT a well-formed pipeline... 

... different register 
counts on alternative 
paths 

... data crosses stage 
boundaries in both 
directions! 
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Breaking O(n) combinational paths 

GOAL: � (n) stages; � (1) clock period! �

 0  1a b

 0  0a b

 0  2a b

 0  3a b

 1  1a b

 1  0a b

 1  2a b

 1  3a b

 2  1a b

 2  0a b

 2  2a b

 2  3a b

 3  0a b

 3  1a b

 3  2a b

 3  3a b

a0

a1

a2

a3

b3

b2

b1

b0

LONG PATHS go down, to left: 

•� Break array into diagonal 

slices 

•� Segment every long 

combinational path 
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Multiplier Cookbook:  Chapter 3 

• Well-formed pipeline 
(careful!) 

• Constant (high!) 
throughput, 
independently of 
operand size.

 0  1a b

 0  0a b

 0  2a b

 0  3a b

 1  1a b

 1  0a b

 1  2a b

 1  3a b

 2  1a b

 2  0a b

 2  2a b

 2  3a b

 3  0a b

 3  1a b

 3  2a b

 3  3a b

a0

a1

a2

a3

b3

b2

b1

b0

Stages:

Clock Period: 

� (n2)Hardware cost for n by n bits: 

� (n)Latency: 

Throughput: � (1)

� (1)

� (n)

... but suppose we don’t need   
the  throughput? 
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Moving down the cost curve... 

Suppose we have INFREQUENT 
multiplications... pipelining 
doesn’t help us. 

Can we do better from a cost/
performance standpoint? 

Hmmm, do I 

really need 

all these 

extras? 

a0

a1

a2

a3

b3

b2

b1

b0

 0  1a b

 0  0a b

 0  2a b

 0  3a b

 1  1a b

 1  0a b

 1  2a b

 1  3a b

 2  1a b

 2  0a b

 2  2a b

 2  3a b

 3  0a b

 3  1a b

 3  2a b

 3  3a b

a0

a1

a2

a3

b3

b2

b1

b0

 0  1a b

 0  0a b

 0  2a b

 0  3a b

a0

a1

a2

a3

b3

b2

b1

b0

 1  1a b

 1  0a b

 1  2a b

 1  3a b

a0

a1

a2

a3

b3

b2

b1

b0

 2  1a b

 2  0a b

 2  2a b

 2  3a b

a0

a1

a2

a3

b3

b2

b1

b0

 3  0a b

 3  1a b

 3  2a b

 3  3a b
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Multiplier Cookbook:  Chapter 4

Stages:

�� ( 1 ) ( constant!) Clock Period: 
Hardware cost for n by n bits: �� ( n )

Latency: 

Throughput: 

1

�� ( n )

�� (1/n)

ai

b3

b2

b1

b0

 i  0a b

 i  1a b

 i  2a b

 i  3a b

Sequential Multiplier: 

•� Re-uses a single n-bit “slice” to 

emulate each pipeline stage 

•� a operand entered serially 

•� Lots of details to be filled in... 

L09 - Multipliers   23 6.004 – Spring 2009 3/5/09

(Ridiculous?)

Extremes Dept... 

Cost minimization: how far can we go?  

ai

b3

b2

b1

b0

 i  0a b

 i  1a b

 i  2a b

 i  3a b i  3a b

 i  2a b

 i  1a b

 i  0a b

Suppose we want to minimize 

hardware (at any cost)… 

•� Consider bit-serial!

•� Form and add 1-bit 

partial product per clock 

•� Reuse single “brick” for 

each bit bj of slice; 

•� Re-use slice for each bit 

of a operand 
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ai

b3

b2

b1

b0

Multiplier Cookbook:  Chapter 5 

Latency: 

Throughput: 

Stages:
�� ( 1 )Clock Period: 

Hardware cost for n by n bits: 

�� ( 1
n )

�� ( 1 ) + ?

�� (n2)

�� (1/n2)

 i  3a b

 i  2a b

 i  1a b

 i  0a b

Bit Serial multiplier: 

•� Re-uses a single brick to emulate 

an n-bit slice 

•� both operands entered serially 

•� O(n2) clock cycles required 

•� Needs additional storage 

(typically from existing 

registers) 

(constant) 
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Summary: 

Latency 

�(n)

�(n)

�(n)

�(n2)

Thruput 

�(1/n)

�(1)

�(1/n)

�(1/n2)

$

�(n2)

�(n2)

�(n)

�(1)*

Scheme: 

Combinational 

N-pipe 

Slice-serial 

Bit-serial 

Lots  more multiplier technology: fast adders, Booth Encoding, column 

compression, ... 
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Designing an Instruction Set 

Nerd Chef at work. 

move   flour,bowl 

add    milk,bowl 

add    egg,bowl 

move   bowl,mixer 

rotate mixer 

...

Quiz 2 FRIDAY 

Instruction Sets   2 6.004 – Spring 2009 3/10/09

Let’s Build a Simple Computer 

Data path for computing N*(N-1) 

*

L.E.

A
L.E.

B

1 N

-1

0           10             1ASEL BSEL

BLEALE

ANSWER

L.E. = load enable.  Register only loads 
new value when LE=1 

Instruction Sets   3 6.004 – Spring 2009 3/10/09

A Programmable Control System 

Computing N*(N-1) with this data path is a multi-step process. We can control 

the processing at each 

step with a FSM. If we 

allow different control 

sequences to be loaded 

into the control FSM, then 

we allow the machine to 

be programmed.

Control 
FSM ALE

BLE

ASEL
BSEL

A � 1

A � A * B 

B � B - 1 

B � N

A � A * B 
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A First Program 

A � 1

A � A * B 

B � B - 1 

B � N

A � A * B 

S0

S1

S2

S3

S4

Once more, writing a control program is 

nothing more than filling in a table: 

SN SN+1 Asel ALE Bsel BLE
0

1

2

3

4

SN SN+1 Asel ALE Bsel BLE
0 1 1 1 0 1

1 2 0 1 0 0

2 3 0 0 1 1

3 4 0 1 0 0

4 4 0 0 0 0
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An Optimized Program 

A � 1

A � A * B 

B � B - 1 

B � N

A � A * B 

S0

S1

S2

S3

Some parts of the program 

can be computed simultaneously: 

SN SN+1 Asel ALE Bsel BLE
0 1 1 1 0 1

1 2 0 1 1 1

2 3 0 1 0 0

3 3 0 0 0 0
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Computing Factorial 

L.E. L.E.

*

A B

1 N

-1

0      1 0         1 ASEL BSEL

BLEALE

ANSWER
=0?

Control 

FSM

Asel

Bsel

Ale

Ble

The advantage of a programmable 

control system is that we can 

reconfigure it to compute new 

functions. 

In order to compute N! we will need 

to add some new logic and an input 

to our control FSM: 
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Control Structure for Factorial 

A �  A * B 
B �  B - 1 

B � N 
A �  1 

Z=0

Z=1

DONE

S0

S1

S2

Programmability allows us to reuse data 

paths to solve new problems.  What we need 

is a general purpose data path, which can be 

used to efficiently solve most problems as 

well as an easier way to control it. 

Z SN SN+1 Asel ALE Bsel BLE
- 0

0 1

1 1

- 2

Z SN SN+1 Asel ALE Bsel BLE
- 0 1 1 1 0 1

0 1 1 0 1 1 1

1 1 2 0 1 1 1

- 2 2 0 0 0 0
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A Programmable Engine 

We’ve used the same data paths for computing 
N*(N-1) and Factorial; there are a variety 
of other computations we might 
implement simply by re-programming the 
control FSM. 

Although our little machine is programmable, it 
falls short of a practical general-purpose 
computer – and fails the Turing 
Universality test – for three primary 
reasons: 

1. It has very limited storage: it lacks 
the “expandable” memory resource of 
a Turing Machine. 

2. It has a tiny repertoire of operations. 

3. The “program” is fixed.  It lacks the 
power, e.g., to generate a new 
program and then execute it. 

Control 
FSM ALE

BLE

ASEL
BSEL

L.E. L.E.

*

A B

1 N

-1

0         1 ASEL BSEL

BLEALE

ANSWER

=0?

0         1 

�

�

�
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A General-Purpose Computer 
The von Neumann Model 

Many architectural approaches to the general purpose computer have been explored.  

The one on which nearly all modern, practical computers is based was proposed by 

John von Neumann in the late 1940s.  Its major components are: 

Central 

Processing 

Unit

Central Processing Unit (CPU): containing several 

registers, as well as logic for performing a 

specified set of operations on their contents. 

Main

Memory 

Memory: storage of N words of W bits each, where W 

is a fixed architectural parameter, and N 

can be expanded to meet needs. 

Input/

Output 

I/O:  Devices for communicating with the outside world. 

Ah, an FSM! 

Like an 

Infinite Tape? 

Hmm, guess J. 

von N was an 

engineer after 

all! 
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The Stored Program Computer 

The von Neumann architecture easily addresses the first two limitations of our 

simple programmable machine example: 

•� A richer repertoire of operations, and 

•� An expandable memory. 

But how does it achieve programmability?

CPU fetches and executes – interprets – successive 

instructions of the program ... 

•� Program is simply data for the interpreter, specifying 

what computation to perform 

•� Single expandable resource pool – main memory – 

constrains both data and program size. 

Key idea: Memory holds not only data, 

but coded instructions that make up 

a program.

Central 

Processing 

Unit
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registers 

operations 

Anatomy of a von Neumann Computer 

Control 

Unit

Data 

Paths 

In
t

e
rn

a
l s

t
o

ra
g

e
 

MEMORY 

control 

status

instructions data

…

dest

asel

fn

bsel

Cc’s ALU 

PC 1101000111011

• INSTRUCTIONS coded as binary data 

• PROGRAM COUNTER or PC: Address of 
next instruction to be executed 

• logic to translate instructions into control 
signals for data path 

+1
R1 �R2+R3

address address 
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Instruction Set Architecture 

Coding of instructions raises some interesting choices... 

•� Tradeoffs: performance, compactness, programmability 

•� Uniformity.  Should different instructions 

•� Be the same size? 

•� Take the same amount of time to execute? 

�� Trend: Uniformity.  Affords simplicity, speed, pipelining.

•� Complexity.  How many different instructions?  What level operations? 

•� Level of support for particular software operations: array indexing, 

procedure calls, “polynomial evaluate”, etc 

�� “Reduced Instruction Set Computer” (RISC) philosophy:  simple 

instructions, optimized for speed 

Mix of engineering & Art... 
Trial (by simulation) is our best technique for making choices! 

Our representative example: the � architecture! 

Main Memory 

data

data

data

instruction 

instruction 

instruction 
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� Programming Model 
a representative, simple, contemporary RISC

Fetch/Execute loop: 

•� fetch Mem[PC] 

•� PC = PC + 4†

•� execute fetched instruction 

   (may change PC!) 

•� repeat! 

00PC

†Even though each memory word is 32-bits 
wide, for historical reasons the � uses byte 
memory addresses.  Since each word 
contains four 8-bit bytes, addresses of 
consecutive words differ by 4. 

Main Memory 

0123

(4 bytes) 
32-bit “words” 

031

next instruction 

Processor State 

r0

r1

r2

...

r31 000000....0 

32-bit “words” 

General Registers 
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� Instruction Formats 

All Beta instructions fit in a single 32-bit word, whose fields 

encode combinations of 

•� a 6-bit OPCODE (specifying one of < 64 operations) 

•� several 5-bit OPERAND locations, each one of the 32 

registers 

•� an embedded 16-bit constant (“literal”) 

There are two instruction formats: 

•� Opcode, 3 register operands 

(2 sources, destination) 

•� Opcode, 2 register operands, 

16-bit literal constant 

OPCODE rc ra rb unused

OPCODE rc ra 16-bit signed constant 
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� ALU Operations 

Sample coded operation:  ADD instruction 

32-bit hex: 0x80611000 
What we prefer to write:    ADD(r1,r2,r3)

ADD(ra,rb,rc):

“Add the contents of ra to 
the contents of rb; store 
the result in rc” 

OPCODE = 100000, 

encoding ADD rc=3,

encoding R3 as 

destination

ra=1, rb=2

encoding R1 and R2 as 

 source locations 

Reg[rc]  =  Reg[ra] + Reg[rb] 
arithmetic: ADD, SUB, MUL, DIV 

compare: CMPEQ, CMPLT, CMPLE 

boolean: AND, OR, XOR 

shift: SHL, SHR, SAR 

Similar instructions for other 

ALU operations: 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0unused

“assembly language” 
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� ALU Operations with Constant 

ADDC instruction: adds constant, register contents: 

Symbolic version:  ADDC(r1,-3,r3)

“Add the contents of ra to 
const; store the result in 
rc” 

OPCODE = 110000, 

encoding ADDC rc=3,

encoding R3 as 

destination

ra=1,

encoding R1 as 

first operand 

Reg[rc]  =  Reg[ra] + sxt(const) 
arithmetic: ADDC, SUBC, MULC, DIVC 

compare: CMPEQC, CMPLTC, CMPLEC 

boolean: ANDC, ORC, XORC 

shift: SHLC, SHRC, SARC 

Similar instructions for other 

ALU operations: 

constant field, 

encoding -3 as 

second operand 

(sign-extended!) 

ADDC(ra,const,rc):

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
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Do We Need Built-in Constants? 

Percentage of the operations that use a constant operand 

One way to answer architectural questions is to evaluate the 

consequences of different choices using carefully chosen representative 

benchmarks (programs and/or code sequences).  Make choices that are 

“best” according to some metric (cost, performance, …). 
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Baby’s First Beta Program 
(fragment)

SUBC(r1,1,r2) | put N-1 into r2 

MUL(r2,r1,r2) | leave N*(N-1) in r2 

Suppose we have N in r1, and want to compute N*(N-1), 

leaving the result in r2: 

These two instructions do what our little ad-hoc machine did.  Of course, 

limiting ourselves to registers for storage falls short of our ambitions....  

it amounts to the finite storage limitations of an FSM! 

Needed: instruction-set support for reading and writing 

locations in main memory... 
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�� Loads & Stores 

LD(ra,const,rc) Reg[rc] = Mem[Reg[ra] + sxt(const)] 

ST(rc,const,ra) Mem[Reg[ra] + sxt(const)] = Reg[rc] 

“Fetch into rc the contents of the memory location whose 
address is C plus the contents of ra” 

Abbreviation:  LD(C,rc) for   LD(R31,C,rc)

“Store the contents of rc into the memory location whose 
address is C plus the contents of ra” 

Abbreviation:  ST(rc,C)  for   ST(rc,C,R31)

BYTE ADDRESSES, but only 32-bit word accesses to word-aligned 
addresses are supported.  Low two address bits are ignored! 

OPCODE rc ra 16-bit signed constant 

address 
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Storage Conventions 

• Variables live in memory 

• Operations done on registers 

• Registers hold Temporary 
   values 

1000:

1004:

1008:

1010:

100C:

n

r

x

y

Addr assigned at compile time int x, y; 
y = x * 37; 

LD(r31, 0x1008, r0) 

MULC(r0, 37, r0) 

ST(r0, 0x100C, r31) 

x=0x1008

y=0x100C

LD(x, r0) 

MULC(r0, 37, r0) 

ST(r0, y) 

translates 
to 

or, more 
humanely, 

to 

Ra defaults to R31 (0) 

Compilation approach: 

LOAD, COMPUTE, STORE 

TeX
Spice
GCC

TeX
Spice
GCC

TeX
Spice
GCC

Loads

Compares

ALU operations

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

38%
26%

23%

83%
92%

49%
69%

84%

52%

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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�� can do these with appropriate 

choices for Ra and const 

Common “Addressing Modes” 

•� Absolute: “constant” 

–� Value = Mem[constant] 

–� Use: accessing static data 

•� Indirect (aka Register deferred): “(Rx)” 

–� Value = Mem[Reg[x]] 

–� Use: pointer accesses 

•� Displacement: “constant(Rx)” 

–� Value = Mem[Reg[x] + constant] 

–� Use: access to local variables 

•� Indexed: “(Rx + Ry)” 

–� Value = Mem[Reg[x] + Reg[y]] 

–� Use: array accesses (base+index) 

•� Memory indirect: “@(Rx)” 

–� Value = Mem[Mem[Reg[x]]] 

–� Use: access thru pointer in mem 

•� Autoincrement: “(Rx)+” 

–� Value = Mem[Reg[x]]; Reg[x]++ 

–� Use: sequential pointer accesses 

•� Autodecrement: “-(Rx)” 

–� Value = Reg[X]--; Mem[Reg[x]] 

–� Use: stack operations 

•� Scaled: “constant(Rx)[Ry]” 

–� Value = Mem[Reg[x] + c + d*Reg[y]] 

–� Use: array accesses (base+index) 

Argh!   Is the complexity worth the cost? 

Need a cost/benefit analysis! 
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Memory Operands: Usage 

Usage of different memory operand modes 
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Capability so far: Expression Evaluation 
Translation of an Expression: 

int x, y; 

y = (x-3)*(y+123456) 

x: long(0)

y: long(0)

c: long(123456)

...

LD(x, r1) 

SUBC(r1,3,r1)

LD(y, r2) 

LD(c, r3) 

ADD(r2,r3,r2)

MUL(r2,r1,r1)

ST(r1,y)

• VARIABLES are allocated 
storage in main memory

• VARIABLE references translate 
to LD or ST 

• OPERATORS translate to ALU 
instructions 

• SMALL CONSTANTS translate 
to ALU instructions w/ built-in 
constant 

• “LARGE” CONSTANTS translate 
to initialized variables 

NB: Here we assume that 

variable addresses fit into 16-

bit constants! 
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Can We Run Every Algorithm? 

Needed:

ability to 

change the 

PC.

Model thus far: 

•� Executes instructions sequentially – 

•� Number of operations executed = 

number of instructions in our program! 

Good news: programs can’t “loop forever”! 

•� Halting problem*  is solvable for our 

current Beta subset! 

Bad news: can’t compute Factorial: 

•� Only supports bounded-time 

computations; 

•� Can’t do a loop, e.g. for Factorial! 

NOT
Universal* *more next week! 

TeX
Spice
GCC

TeX
Spice
GCC

TeX
Spice
GCC
TeX
Spice
GCC

TeX
Spice
GCC

Autoincrement

Displacement

Displacement

deferred

deferred

Scaled

Register

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

1%
3%
4%

2%
7%

2%

0%
20%

9%

41%
4%

18%

56%
66%
67%

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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Beta Branch Instructions 

PC = PC + 4; 

Reg[rc] = PC;  

if (REG[ra] != 0) 

      PC = PC + 4*offset;

BNE(ra,label,rc): Branch if not equal 

PC = PC + 4; 
Reg[rc] = PC;  
if (REG[ra] == 0) 
      PC = PC + 4*offset;

BEQ(ra,label,rc): Branch if equal 

NB: “offset” is a SIGNED 
CONSTANT encoded as part of 
the instruction! OPCODE rc ra 16-bit signed constant 

The Beta’s branch instructions provide a way of conditionally changing the PC to 

point to some nearby location... 

... and, optionally, remembering (in Rc) where we came from (useful for procedure 

calls). 

offset = (label - <addr of BNE/BEQ>)/4 – 1 

       = up to 32767 instructions before/after BNE/BEQ 
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Now  we can do Factorial... 

int n, ans; 

r1 = 1; 

r2 = n; 

while (r2 != 0) {

   r1 = r1 * r2; 

   r2 = r2 – 1 

}

ans = r1; 

Synopsis (in C): 
•� Input in n, output in ans 

•� r1, r2 used for temporaries 

•� follows algorithm of our earlier 

data paths. 

n: long(123)

ans: long(0)

...

ADDC(r31, 1, r1) | r1 = 1 

LD(n, r2) | r2 = n 

loop: BEQ(r2, done, r31) | while (r2 != 0) 

MUL(r1, r2, r1) | r1 = r1 * r2 

SUBC(r2, 1, r2) | r2 = r2 - 1 

BEQ(r31, loop, r31) | Always branches! 

done: ST(r1, ans, r31) | ans = r1 

Beta code, in assembly language: 
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Summary

•�  Programmable data paths provide some algorithmic flexibility, just 

by changing control structure. 

•� Interesting control structure optimization questions – e.g., what 

operations can be done simultaneously? 

•� von Neumann model for general-purpose computation: need 

•� support for sufficiently powerful operation repertoire 

•� Expandable Memory 

•� Interpreter for program stored in memory 

•�  ISA design requires tradeoffs, usually based on benchmark results: 

art, engineering, evaluation & incremental optimizations 

•� Compilation strategy 

•� runtime “discipline” for software implementation of a general 

class of computations 

•� Typically enforced by compiler, run-time library, operating 

system.  We’ll see more of these! 
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Machine Language, Assemblers, 

and Compilers 

When I find my code in tons of trouble,  

Friends and colleagues come to me,  

Speaking words of wisdom:  

"Write in C." 

Long, long, time ago, I can still remember 

 how mnemonics used to make me smile...  

And I knew that with just the opcode names 

  that I could play those BSim games 

 and maybe hack some macros for a while. 

But 6.004 gave me shivers 

 with every lecture they delivered. 

Bad news at the door step, 

I couldn’t read one more spec. 

I can’t remember if I tried 

 to get Factorial optimized, 

But something touched my nerdish pride 

the day my Beta died. 

And I was singing… 

References (on web site):
�� Documentation 

 BSIM reference 

Notes on C Language 

Quiz 2 TOMORROW! 
modified  February 23, 09 L11 - Machine Language   2 6.004 – Spring 2009 3/12/09

�� Machine Language: 32-bit instructions 

Ra and Rb are the operands, 

Rc is the destination. 

R31 reads as 0, unchanged by writes 

arithmetic: ADD, SUB, MUL, DIV 

compare: CMPEQ, CMPLT, CMPLE

boolean: AND, OR, XOR 

shift: SHL, SHR, SRA 

arithmetic: ADDC, SUBC, MULC, DIVC 

compare: CMPEQC, CMPLTC, CMPLEC

boolean: ANDC, ORC, XORC 

shift: SHLC, SHRC, SRAC 

branch: BNE/BT, BEQ/BF (const = word displacement from PCNEXT)

jump: JMP (const not used) 

memory access: LD, ST (const = byte offset from Reg[ra]) 

Two’s complement 16-bit constant for 

numbers from –32768 to 32767; 

sign-extended to 32 bits before use. 

OPCODE rc ra rb unused

OPCODE rc ra 16-bit signed constant 

How can we improve the programmability of the Beta? 
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Encoding Binary Instructions 

Means, to BETA,    Reg[4]  =  Reg[2] + Reg[3] 

OpCode RbRa 

1 0

(unused)

0 0 0 1 0 00 0 10 0 00 10 0 0 1

Rc 

0 0 00 0 00 0 00 0

32-bit (4-byte) ADD instruction: 

But, most of us would prefer to write 

ADD(R2, R3, R4) 

a = b+c; 

or, better yet, 

(ASSEMBLER)

(High Level Language) 

0

Software Approaches:  INTERPRETATION, COMPILATION 
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Structure Language

Application 
Applic Lang (())()

(()())

(())()

APPLICATION 

M2

•� Result: a “virtual” M2

Interpretation

Turing’s model of Interpretation: 

M1

•� Start with some hard-to-program 

universal machine, say M1Pgm

•� Write a single program for M1 which mimics 

the behavior of some easier machine, say 

M2

“Layers” of interpretation: 
•� Often we use several layers of 

interpretation to achieve 

desired behavior, eg:

DATA 

Scheme Interp 

Scheme 

SCHEME

Hardware 
X86 Instrs 

X86•� X86 (Pentium), running

•� Scheme, running

•� Application, interpreting

•� Data.
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Compilation

Model of Compilation: 

M1

•� Given some hard-to-program 

machine, say M1...

P2

•� Find some easier-to-program language L2

(perhaps for a more complicated machine, 

M2); write programs in that language 

P1C2-1

•� Build a translator (compiler) that translates programs from M2’s language to 

M1’s language.  May run on M1, M2, or some other machine. 

Interpretation & Compilation: two tools for improving programmability ... 
•� Both allow changes in the programming model 

•� Both afford programming applications in platform (e.g., processor) independent 

languages

•� Both are widely used in modern computer systems!
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Interpretation vs Compilation 

Interpretation Compilation 

How it treats input “x+2” computes x+2 generates a program that 

computes x+2 

When it happens During execution Before execution 

What it complicates/slows Program Execution Program Development 

Decisions made at Run Time Compile Time 

Major design choice we’ll see repeatedly: 

do it at Compile time or at Run time? 

There are some characteristic differences between these two 

powerful tools... 
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Software: Abstraction Strategy 

Initial steps: compilation tools 

Assembler (UASM): 

symbolic representation 

of machine language 

Hides: bit-level representations, 

hex locations, binary values 

Compiler (C): symbolic 

representation of 

algorithm

Hides: Machine instructions, 

registers, machine 

architecture 

Subsequent steps: interpretive tools 

Operating system Hides: Resource (memory, CPU, 

I/O) limitiations and details 

Apps (e.g., Browser) Hides: Network; location; local 

parameters 
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Abstraction step 1: 

A Program for Writing Programs 

UASM - the 6.004 (Micro) Assembly Language 

UASM 
PGM

01101101

11000110

00101111

10110001

.....

Symbolic 
SOURCE 
text file 

Binary 
Machine 

Language

UASM 
Translator 

program 
(built into BSIM) 

UASM:  
1. A Symbolic LANGUAGE for representing strings of bits 
2. A PROGRAM (“assembler” = primitive compiler) for translating 
UASM source to binary. 

STREAM of Bytes 
to be loaded 
into memory 
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UASM Source Language
A UASM SOURCE FILE contains, in symbolic text, values of 
successive bytes to be loaded into memory... e.g. in 

37   -3   255 

0x25

0b100101

decimal (default); 

binary (note the “0b” prefix); 

hexadecimal (note the “0x” prefix); 

Values can also be expressions; eg, the source file 

37+0b10-0x10   24-0x1   4*0b110-1  0xF7&0x1F 

generates 4 bytes of binary output, each with the value 23!
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Symbolic Gestures 
We can also define SYMBOLS for use in source programs: 

x = 0x1000 | A variable location 

y = 0x1004 | Another variable 

| Symbolic names for registers: 

R0 = 0 

R1 = 1 

 ... 

R31 = 31 

. = 0x100 | Assemble into 100 

   1  2  3  4 

five = . | Symbol “five” is 0x104 

   5  6  7  8 

. = .+16 | Skip 16 bytes 

   9 10 11 12

Special variable “.” (period) means next byte address to be filled: 

A “bar” denotes 

the beginning of 

a comment… 

The remainder 

of the line is 

ignored 
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Labels (Symbols for Addresses) 

LABELS are symbols that represent memory addresses. 
They can be set with the following special syntax: 

x: is an abbreviation for “x = .”

. = 0x1000 

sqrs: 0 1 4 9 

16 25 36 49 

64 81 100 121 

144 169 196 225 

slen: .-sqrs

An Example-- 

---- MAIN MEMORY ---- 

1000: 09 04 01 00 

1004: 31 24 19 10 

1008: 79 64 51 40 

100c: E1 C4 A9 90 

1010: 10 … … … … 

0123
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Mighty Macroinstructions 

| Macro to generate 4 consecutive bytes: 
.macro consec(n)  n  n+1  n+2  n+3 

| Invocation of above macro: 
consec(37)

Macros  are parameterized abbreviations, or shorthand 

37 38 39 40

Has same effect as: 

| Assemble into bytes, little-endian (least-sig byte 1st) 

.macro WORD(x) x%256 (x/256)%256 

.macro LONG(x) WORD(x) WORD(x >> 16)

Here are macros for breaking multi-byte data types into byte-sized chunks 

Has same effect as: 

0xef 0xbe 0xad 0xde

Boy, that’s hard to read. 

Maybe, those big-endian 

types do have a point. 

Mem: 0x100  0x101 0x102  0x103

. = 0x100 

LONG(0xdeadbeef)
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Assembly of Instructions 

| Assemble Beta op instructions

.macro betaop(OP,RA,RB,RC) { 

    .align 4 
    LONG((OP<<26)+((RC%32)<<21)+((RA%32)<<16)+((RB%32)<<11)) 

}

| Assemble Beta opc instructions 

.macro betaopc(OP,RA,CC,RC) { 
    .align 4 

    LONG((OP<<26)+((RC%32)<<21)+((RA%32)<<16)+(CC % 0x10000)) 

}

| Assemble Beta branch instructions 
.macro betabr(OP,RA,RC,LABEL) betaopc(OP,RA,((LABEL-(.+4))>>2),RC)

OPCODE RC RA RB UNUSED

OPCODE RC RA 16-BIT SIGNED CONSTANT 10000000000000000000001111110000

“.align 4” ensures instructions will begin on 

word boundary (i.e., address = 0 mod 4) 

Arrgh! 

For Example: 

       ADDC(R15, -32768, R0) --> betaopc(0x30,15,-32768,0)
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Finally, Beta Instructions
| BETA Instructions: 

.macro ADD(RA,RB,RC) betaop(0x20,RA,RB,RC)

.macro ADDC(RA,C,RC) betaopc(0x30,RA,C,RC)

.macro AND(RA,RB,RC) betaop(0x28,RA,RB,RC)

.macro ANDC(RA,C,RC) betaopc(0x38,RA,C,RC)

.macro MUL(RA,RB,RC) betaop(0x22,RA,RB,RC)

.macro MULC(RA,C,RC) betaopc(0x32,RA,C,RC)
•
•

•

.macro LD(RA,CC,RC) betaopc(0x18,RA,CC,RC)

.macro LD(CC,RC) betaopc(0x18,R31,CC,RC)

.macro ST(RC,CC,RA) betaopc(0x19,RA,CC,RC)

.macro ST(RC,CC) betaopc(0x19,R31,CC,RC)
•
•

•

.macro BEQ(RA,LABEL,RC) betabr(0x1D,RA,RC,LABEL) 

.macro BEQ(RA,LABEL) betabr(0x1D,RA,r31,LABEL)

.macro BNE(RA,LABEL,RC) betabr(0x1E,RA,RC,LABEL) 

.macro BNE(RA,LABEL) betabr(0x1E,RA,r31,LABEL)

Convenience macros 

so we don’t have to 

specify R31… 

(from beta.uasm) 
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Example Assembly 
ADDC(R3,1234,R17)

betaopc(0x30,R3,1234,R17)

expand ADDC macro with RA=R3, C=1234, RC=R17 

.align 4 

LONG((0x30<<26)+((R17%32)<<21)+((R3%32)<<16)+(1234 % 0x10000)) 

expand betaopc macro with OP=0x30, RA=R3, CC=1234, RC=R17 

WORD(0xC22304D2)   WORD(0xC22304D2 >> 16)

expand LONG macro with X=0xC22304D2 

0xC22304D2%256   (0xC22304D2/256)%256   WORD(0xC223)

expand first WORD macro with X=0xC22304D2 

0xD2   0x04   0xC223%256   (0xC223/256)%256

evaluate expressions, expand second WORD macro with X=0xC223 

0xD2   0x04   0x23   0xC2 

evaluate expressions 
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Don’t have it?  Fake it! 

.macro MOVE(RA,RC) ADD(RA,R31,RC) | Reg[RC] <- Reg[RA] 

.macro CMOVE(CC,RC) ADDC(R31,C,RC) | Reg[RC] <- C 

.macro COM(RA,RC) XORC(RA,-1,RC) | Reg[RC] <- 
~Reg[RA]

.macro NEG(RB,RC) SUB(R31,RB,RC) | Reg[RC] <- 
-Reg[RB]

.macro NOP() ADD(R31,R31,R31) | do nothing 

.macro BR(LABEL) BEQ(R31,LABEL) | always branch 

.macro BR(LABEL,RC) BEQ(R31,LABEL,RC) | always 
branch

.macro CALL(LABEL) BEQ(R31,LABEL,LP) | call 
subroutine

.macro BF(RA,LABEL,RC) BEQ(RA,LABEL,RC) | 0 is false 

.macro BF(RA,LABEL) BEQ(RA,LABEL)

.macro BT(RA,LABEL,RC) BNE(RA,LABEL,RC) | 1 is true 

.macro BT(RA,LABEL) BNE(RA,LABEL)

| Multi-instruction sequences 
.macro PUSH(RA) ADDC(SP,4,SP)  ST(RA,-4,SP) 
.macro POP(RA) LD(SP,-4,RA)   ADDC(SP,-4,SP) 

Convenience macros can be used to extend our assembly language: 

(from beta.uasm) 
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Abstraction step 2:

High-level Languages 
Most algorithms are naturally 
expressed at a high level. Consider the 
following algorithm: 

We’ve used (and will continue to use 

throughout 6.004) C, a “mature” and 

common systems programming lanugage.

Modern popular alternatives include C++, 

Java, Python, and many others. 

Why use these, not assembler? 
•� readable

•� concise

•� unambiguous

•� portable

 (algorithms frequently outlast 

  their HW platforms) 

•� Reliable (type checking, etc) 

Reference: C handout (6.004 web site) 

struct Employee 

 { char *Name; /* Employee's name. */

long Salary; /* Employee's salary. */ 
long Points;}/* Brownie points. */ 

/* Annual raise program. */

Raise(struct Employee P[100]) 

 { int i = 0; 
while (i < 100) 

 { struct Employee *e = &P[i];

   e->Salary =

           e->Salary + 100 + e->Points;

   e->Points = 0;  /* Start over! */ 
   i = i+1; 

    } 

 } 
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How Compilers Work 
Contemporary compilers go far 
beyond the macro-expansion 
technology of UASM.  They 

•� Perform sophisticated analyses 
of the source code 

•� Invoke arbitrary algorithms to 
generate efficient object code for 
the target machine 

•� Apply “optimizations” at both 
source and object-code levels to 
improve run-time efficiency.

Compilation to unoptimized  code is 
pretty straightforward... following is 
a brief glimpse. 

What 

compilers do 

is

not 

all that 

complicated. 
(at least, in principle) 
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Compiling Expressions 

C code: 

int x, y; 

y = (x-3)*(y+123456)

Beta assembly code: 

x: LONG(0)

y: LONG(0)

c: LONG(123456)

...

LD(x, r1) 

SUBC(r1,3,r1)

LD(y, r2) 

LD(C, r3) 

ADD(r2,r3,r2)

MUL(r2,r1,r1)

ST(r1,y)

c:

x:
y:

123456

• VARIABLES are assigned 
memory locations and 
accessed via LD or ST 

• OPERATORS translate to ALU 
instructions 

• SMALL CONSTANTS translate 
to “literal-mode” ALU 
instructions 

• LARGE CONSTANTS translate 
to initialized variables 
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Data Structures: Arrays 

int Hist[100];
...

Hist[score] += 1; 

hist: .=.+4*100 | Leave room for 100 ints 
...

<score in r1> 

MULC(r1,4,r2)    | index -> byte offset 

LD(r2,hist,r0)   | hist[score] 

ADDC(r0,1,r0)    | increment 

ST(r0,hist,r2)   | hist[score] 

Memory:

hist:

score 

Hist[score] 

The C source code 

might translate to: 

Address:  
CONSTANT base address + 

   VARIABLE offset computed from index 
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Data Structures: Structs 
struct Point 

 { int x, y; 

 } P1, P2, *p; 
...

P1.x = 157; 
...

p = &P1; 

p->y = 157; 

Memory: 

P1: P1.x

P1.y

P2: P2.x

P2.yP1: .=.+8 

P2: .=.+8 

x=0              | Offset for x component 

y=4              | Offset for y component 
...

CMOVE(157,r0)       | r0 <- 157 

ST(r0,P1+x)         | P1.x = 157 
...

<p in r3> 

ST(r0,y,r3)         | p->y = 157; 

might translate to: 

Address:  
VARIABLE base address + 

  CONSTANT component offset
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Conditionals

C code: 

if (expr)

 { 
STUFF1

 }

else

 { 
STUFF2

 } 

Beta assembly: 

(compile expr into rx) 

BF(rx, Lelse) 

(compile STUFF1)

BR(Lendif)

Lelse:

(compile STUFF2)

Lendif:

C code: 
if (expr)

 { 

STUFF

 } 

Beta assembly: 

(compile expr into rx) 

BF(rx, Lendif) 

(compile STUFF)

Lendif:

There are little tricks 

that come into play when 

compiling conditional 

code blocks. For 

instance, the 

statement: 

  if (y > 32) 

   { 

      x = x + 1; 

   } 

compiles to: 

LD(y,R1)

  CMPLEC(R1,32,R1) 

  BT(R1,Lendif) 

  ADDC(R2,1,R2) 

Lendif:

there’s no 

>32

instruction! 
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Loops

Beta assembly: 
Lwhile:

(compile expr into rx) 

BF(rx,Lendwhile) 

(compile STUFF) 

BR(Lwhile)

Lendwhile:

C code: 

while (expr) 

 { 
    STUFF 
 }

Alternate Beta 
assembly:
   BR(Ltest) 

Lwhile:
(compile STUFF)

Ltest:

(compile expr into rx) 

BT(rx,Lwhile)

Lendwhile:

Compilers spend a lot of time optimizing in and around loops. 

- moving all possible computations outside of loops 

- “unrolling” loops to reduce branching overhead 

- simplifying expressions that depend on “loop variables” 

Move the test 

to the end of the 

loop and branch 

there the first 

time thru… 

saves a branch 
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Our Favorite Program 

n: LONG(20) 

r: LONG(0) 

start:

ADDC(r31, 1, r0) 

ST(r0, r) 

loop:

LD(n, r1) 

CMPLT(r31, r1, r2) 

BF(r2, done) 

LD(r, r3) 

LD(n,r1)

MUL(r1, r3, r3) 

ST(r3, r) 

LD(n,r1)

SUBC(r1, 1, r1) 

ST(r1, n) 

BR(loop)

done:

Cleverness: 
    None… 
    straightforward 
    compilation 

(11 instructions in loop...) 

Optimizations 

are what make 

compilers 

complicated 

interesting! 

int n = 20, r; 

r = 1; 

while (n > 0) 
 { 

    r = r*n; 

    n = n-1; 

 } 
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Optimizations

n: LONG(20) 

r: LONG(0) 

start:

   ADDC(r31, 1, r0) 

   ST(r0, r) 

LD(n,r1) | keep n in r1 

   LD(r,r3) | keep r in r3 

loop:

   CMPLT(r31, r1, r2) 

   BF(r2, done) 

   MUL(r1, r3, r3) 

   SUBC(r1, 1, r1) 

   BR(loop) 

done:

ST(r1,n) | save final n 

   ST(r3,r) | save final r 

Cleverness: 
    We move LDs/STs 
    out of loop! 

(Still, 5 instructions in loop...) 

int n = 20, r; 

r = 1; 

while (n > 0) 
 { 

    r = r*n; 

    n = n-1; 

 } 
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Really  Optimizing… 

n: LONG(20) 

r: LONG(0) 

start:

   LD(n,r1)        | keep n in r1 

   ADDC(r31,1,r3)  | keep r in r3 

BEQ(r1, done)   | why? 

loop:

   MUL(r1, r3, r3) 

   SUBC(r1, 1, r1) 

BNE(r1,loop)

done:

   ST(r1,n)      | save final n 

   ST(r3,r)      | save final r 

Cleverness: 
    We avoid overhead 
    of conditional! 

(Now 3 instructions in loop...) 

UNFORTUNATELY,

 20! = 2,432,902,008,176,640,000 > 261 (overflows!) 

but 12! = 479,001,600 = 0x1c8cfc00 

int n = 20, r; 

r = 1; 

while (n > 0) 

 {     r = r*n; 

    n = n-1; 

 } 
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Coming Attractions:

Procedures & Stacks 
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Programmability 
from silicon to bits 0110100110

1110010010

0011100011

the Big Ideas 

of

Computer Science 
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6.004 Roadmap 

Sequential logic: 

FSMs

<PC>+4+C*4

ASEL 01

Data Memory 

RD

WD

Adr

R/W

W D S E L0 1 2

WA

Rc <25:21> 0

1
XP

PCSEL

PC

JT

+4

Instruction

Memory

A

D

Rb: <15:11>Ra <20:16>

RA2SEL

Rc <25:21>

+

Register

File

RA1 RA2

RD1 RD2

BSEL01

C: <15:0>

C: <15:0>

sign-extended

Z

ALU

A B

JT

WA
WD

WE

C: <15:0> << 2

sign-extended

ALUFN

Control Logic

Z

ASEL

BSEL

PCSEL

RA2SEL

WDSEL

ALUFN

Wr

<PC>+4

0 1

Wr

01234

XAdr

ILL

OP

WASEL

WASEL

IRQ

W E R F

WERF

00

CPU Architecture: 

interpreter for coded 

programs 

Programmability: Models 

•� Interpretation; Programs; Languages; 

Translation 

•� Beta implementation 

•� Pipelined Beta 

•� Software conventions 

•� Memory architectures 

Fets & voltages 

Logic gates 

Combinational 

logic circuits 
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FSMs as Programmable Machines 

ROM-based FSM sketch: 

Given i, s, and o, we need a ROM 
organized as: 

   2i+s words x (o+s) bits

i

s

0...01

0...00 0...00 10110 011

o

2
i+s

sN+1 osNi

inputs outputs

2
(o+s)2i+s

(some may be 
equivalent) 

An FSM’s behavior is completely 

determined by its ROM contents. 

So how many possible 

   i-input, 

   o-output, 

   FSMs with 

   s-state bits 

   exist? 
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Big Idea #1: 

FSM Enumeration 

GOAL: List all possible FSMs in some 
canonical order. 

• INFINITE list, but 
• Every FSM has an entry         
and an associated index. 

0...01

0...00 0...00 10110 011

sN+1osNi

inputs outputs

28

FSMs

264

Every possible FSM can be 

associated with a number. 

We can discuss the ith FSM 

What if 

s=2,

i=o=1?? 
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Some Perennial Favorites... 

FSM837 modulo 3 counter 

FSM1077 4-bit counter 

FSM1537 lock for 6.004 Lab 

FSM89143 Steve’s digital watch 

FSM22698469884 Intel Pentium CPU – rev 1 

FSM784362783 Intel Pentium CPU – rev 2 

FSM72698436563783 Intel Pentium II CPU 

Reality: The integer indexes of actual FSMs are much

bigger than the examples above.  They must include 

enough information to constitute a complete 

description of each device’s unique structure. 
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Models of Computation 

The roots of computer science stem from the 
study of many alternative mathematical “models” 
of computation, and study of the classes of 
computations they could represent. 

An elusive goal was to find an “ultimate” model, 
capable of representing all practical 
computations... 

We’ve got FSMs ... 

what else do we need? 

•� switches 

•� gates 

•� combinational logic 

•� memories 

•� FSMs

Are FSMs the 

ultimate digital 

computing device? 
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FSM Limitations 

Despite their usefulness and flexibility, there exist common problems that 

cannot be computed by FSMs. For instance: 

Paren 

Checker 
“(()())” OK

Paren 

Checker 
“(())())” Nix

Well-formed Parentheses Checker: 

Given any string of coded left & right 

parens, outputs 1 if it is balanced, else 0. 

Simple, easy to describe. 

Is this device equivalent to one of our 

enumerated FSMs??? 

PROBLEM: Requires ARBITRARILY many states, 
depending on input.   Must "COUNT" unmatched 
LEFT parens. An FSM can only keep track of a 
finite number of unmatched parens: for every 
FSM, we can find a string it can’t check. 

NO!
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Big Idea #2: 

Turing Machines 

Alan Turing was one of a group of 

researchers studying alternative 

models of computation. 

He proposed a conceptual model 

consisting of an FSM combined 

with an infinite digital tape that 

could be read and written at each 

step.

Turing’s model (like others of the time) 

solves the "FINITE" problem of 

FSMs.

S1

1 1 1 00 0 0 1 0 0 0 00 0 0 0

S2

0,(1,R) 

0,(1,L) 

1,Halt

1,(1,L)
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A Turing machine Example 

Turing Machine Specification 

• Doubly-infinite tape 

• Discrete symbol positions 

• Finite alphabet – say {0, 1} 

• Control FSM 

INPUTS:
       Current symbol 

OUTPUTS:

write 0/1 

move Left/Right 

• Initial Starting State {S0} 

• Halt State {Halt} 

A Turing machine, like an FSM, 

can be specified with a truth table.  

The following Turing Machine 

implements a unary (base 1) 

incrementer. 

Current 

State 
Input

Write 

Tape 

Move 

Tape 

Next

State 

S0

S1

S0

S1

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

R

L

L

R

S0

S1

S1

HALT 

0 00 01 10 1 1 01

OK, but how about real computations... like fact(n)? 
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Turing Machine Tapes 

as Integers 

Canonical names for bounded tape configurations: 

That’s  just Turing Machine 347 
operating on tape 51 

0 00 11 11 0 0 0

b
0

b
1

b
2

b
4

b
6

b
8

b
10

b
3

b
5

b
7

... ...

FSM347

Encoding: starting at current position, build a binary 

integer taking successively higher-order bits from 

right and left sides.  If nonzero region is bounded, 

eventually all 1’s will be incorporated into the 

resulting integer representation. 
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TMs as Integer Functions 

Turing Machine Ti operating on Tape x, 

where x = …b8b7b6b5b4b3b2b1b0

I wonder if a TM can compute 

EVERY integer function... 

y = Ti[x]
x: input tape configuration 

y: output tape configuration 

Meanwhile,

Turing’s buddies 

Were busy too… 
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Alternative models of computation 

Turing Machines [Turing] 

FSM i

0 1 1 00 0 1 0 0

Turing 

Lambda calculus [Church, Curry, Rosser...] 

�x.�y.xxy

(lambda(x)(lambda(y)(x (x y)))) 

Church 

Recursive Functions [Kleene] 

(define (fact n) 
  (... (fact (- n 1)) ...) 

Kleene 

Production Systems [Post, Markov] 

�� �

IF pulse=0 THEN 
   patient=dead 

Post 
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The 1st Computer Industry Shakeout 

Here’s a TM that 
computes SQUARE ROOT! 

0 00 11 11 0 0 0

FSM

how am I going 

to beat that?
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And the battles raged 

Here’s a Lambda Expression 
that does the same thing... 

... and here’s one that computes 
the nth root for ANY n!

(��(x) .....)

(��(x n) .....)
maybe if I gave 

away a 

microwave oven 

with every 

Turing Machine... 

RESULT: an N-way TIE! 

CONTEST: Which model computes more functions? 
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Big Idea #3: 

Computability 

FACT: Each model studied is capable of computing exactly the same 
set of integer functions! 

Proof Technique: 
Constructions that translate between models 

BIG IDEA: 
Computability, independent of computation scheme chosen 

Church's Thesis: 

Every discrete function computable 
by ANY  realizable machine is 

computable by some Turing machine. 

unproved, but 

universally 

accepted... 
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Computable Functions 

Representation Tricks: 

•�Multi-argument functions?  to compute fk(x,y), use 
<x,y> = �nteger whose even  bits come from x, and whose odd bits come from y;   

whence

fK(x, y)  =  TK[<x, y>] 

•�Data types: Can encode characters, strings, floats, ... 

as integers. 

•�Alphabet size: use groups of N bits for 2N symbols 

f(x) computable <=> for some k, all x: 

              f(x) = TK[x]      fK(x)

Equivalently: f(x) computable on Cray, Pentium, in C, Scheme, Java, ... 
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Enumeration of Computable functions 

fm(n)

37 23

42

8310

33

111 12

fi fi(0) fi(1) fi(n)fi(2) ... ...

f0

f1

f2

fm

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

... ... ... ...

...

...

...

...

...
... ... ... ... ... ...

Conceptual table of ALL Turing Machine behaviors...
VERTICAL AXIS: Enumeration of TM’s (computable functions) 

HORIZONTAL AXIS: Enumeration of input tapes. 

ENTRY AT (n, m): Result of applying mth TM to argument n 

INTEGER k: TM halts, leaving k on tape. 

         : TM never halts. 

aren’t all well-defined 

integer functions 

computable? 

NO! 
there are simply 

too many integer 

functions to fit in 

our enumeration! 
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THEOREM: fH is different from every function in our 

enumeration of computable functions; hence it cannot be 

computed by any Turing Machine. 

Uncomputable Functions 
Unfortunately, not every well-defined integer function is computable.  The most famous 

such function is the so-called Halting function, fH(k, j), defined by: 

fH(k, j)  =  1  if Tk[ j] halts; 

               0   otherwise. 

fH(k, j) determines whether the kth TM halts when given a tape containing j. 

PROOF TECHNIQUE: “Diagonalization” (after Cantor, Gödel)

•� If fH is computable, it is equivalent to some TM (say, TH).

•� Using TH as a component, we can construct another TM whose behavior 

differs from every entry in our enumeration and hence must not be 

computable. 

•� Hence fH cannot be computable. 
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Why fH is uncomputable 
If fH is computable, it is equivalent to some TM (say, TH):

TH

k

j
1 iff Tk[ j] halts, 

else 0 

Then TN (N for “Nasty”), which must be computable if TH is: 

TN

TH ?

1

0

LOOP 

HALT 

TN[x]: LOOPS if Tx[x] halts; 

HALTS if Tx[x] loops 

Finally, consider giving N as an argument to TN:

TN[N]: LOOPS if TN[N] halts; 

HALTS if TN[N] loops 

TN can’t be 

computable, hence 

TH can’t either! 

x
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Footnote: Diagonalization 
(clever proof technique used by Cantor, Gödel, Turing)

fm(n)

37 23

42

8310

33

111 12

fi fi(0) fi(1) fi(n)fi(2) ... ...

f0

f1

f2

fm

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

... ... ... ...

...

...

...

...

...
... ... ... ... ... ...

If TH exists, we can use it to construct TN.  Hence TN is computable if TH is. 

(informally we argue by Church’s Thesis; but we can show the actual TN

construction, if pressed) 

Why TN can’t be computable: 

TN differs from every 

computable function 

for at least one 

argument – along the 

diagonal of our table.

Hence TN can’t be 

among the entries in 

our table! 

Hence no such TH can be constructed, even in theory. 

Computable Functions: 

A TINY SUBSET of all 

Integer functions! 
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Doom.  MP3s. Windows. Payroll 
accounting.  Blue screen crashes.  

6.004. 

GP Computers 

Brief History 

of Mathematics 
(6.004 view) 

“yeah? then I’m the Pope” 
- Russell 

Math = Bunk??? 

“This statement 

can’t be proved” 
- Godel 

{ consistency, completeness }… 
… take your pick 

“OK, here’s the program” 
- Hilbert 

Search for 
“perfect” logic: 

consistent, complete 

“Some things just 

don’t compute…” 
- Turing 

computability 

{I’ts all { sets }} 

bliss

“All you need, 

In theory…” 
- Turing 

universality 

“Let’s build 

this baby…” 
- von Neumann 

von Neumann 
architecture 
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meanwhile... 

Turing machines Galore! 

FSM

0 1 1 00 0 1 0 0

Multiplication 

FSM

0 1 1 00 0 1 0 0

Sorting 

FSM

0 1 1 00 0 1 0 0

Factorization 
FSM

0 1 1 00 0 1 0 0

Primality Test 

Is there an 
alternative to 
Infinitely many, 

ad-hoc 
Turing Machines? 

“special-purpose” 

      Turing Machines.... 
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The Universal Function 

OK, so there are uncomputable functions – infinitely many of them, in fact. 

Here’s an interesting candidate to explore: the Universal function, U, 

defined by 

SURPRISE!  U is computable by a Turing Machine: 

TU

k

j Tk[ j] 

In fact, there are infinitely many such machines.  Each is capable of 

performing any computation that can be performed by any TM!

it sure would be neat 

to have a single, 

general-purpose 

machine... 

U(k, j) = Tk[ j] 

Could this be computable??? 
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Big Idea #4: 

Universality 

TU

k

j Tk[ j] 
What’s going on here? 

k encodes a “program” – a description of 

some arbitrary machine. 

j encodes the input data to be used. 

TU interprets the program, emulating its 

processing of the data! 

Turing Universality: The Universal Turing Machine is the paradigm for modern 

general-purpose computers!  (cf: earlier special-purpose computers) 

•� Basic threshold test:  Is your machine Turing Universal?  If so, it can emulate 

every other Turing machine! 

•� Remarkably low threshold: UTMs with handfuls of states exist. 

•� Every modern computer is a UTM (given enough memory) 

•� To show your machine is Universal: demonstrate that it can emulate some 

known UTM. 

KEY IDEA: Interpretation.
Manipulate coded representations  of 

computing machines, rather than the 

machines themselves. 
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Coded Algorithms: Key to CS 
data vs hardware 

Algorithms as data: enables 

COMPILERS: analyze, optimize, transform behavior 

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING: 

Composition, iteration, 

abstraction of coded behavior 

F(x) = g(h(x), p((q(x))) 

TCOMPILER-X-to-Y[PX] = PY, such that 

TX[PX, z] = TY[PY, z] 

LANGUAGE DESIGN: Separate specification 

from implementation 

•� C, Java, JSIM, Linux, ... all run on X86, 

PPC, Sun, ... 

•� Parallel development paths: 

•� Language/Software design 

•� Interpreter/Hardware design 
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Summary 

Formal models (computability, Turing Machines, Universality) 

provide the basis for modern computer science: 

•� Fundamental limits (what can’t be done, even given plenty of memory 

and time) 

•� Fundamental equivalence of computation models 

•� Representation of algorithms as data, rather than machinery 

•� Programs, Software, Interpreters, Compilers, ... 

They leave many practical dimensions to deal with: 

•� Costs: Memory size, Time Performance 

•� Programmability

Next step: Design of a practical interpreter! 
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Stacks and Procedures 

Fritz’s stack is 

easily overflowed 

Lets see, before going to 
class,. I’d better look over 
my 6.004 notes… but 
I’ll need to find my 
backpack first… that 
means I’ll need to find the 
car… meaning, I’ll need to 
remember where I parked 
it… maybe it would help 
if I could remember where 
I was last night… um, I 
forget, what was I going 
to do... 

Lab 4 due tonight! 
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Where we left things last week… 

    int n = 20; 
    int r = 1; 
    while (n>0) { 
        r = r*n; 
        n = n-1; 
    } 

int fact(int n) 
{

    return r; 
}

fact(4);

Procedures & Functions 

- Reusable code fragments 

   that are called as needed 

- Single “named” entry point 

- Upon completion control 

   is transferred back to 

caller 

- Parameterizable 

- Local state (variables) 
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Procedure Linkage: First Try 

int fact(int n) 
{
    if (n>0) 
        return n*fact(n-1); 
    else 
        return 1; 
}

fact(4);

fact(4) = 4*fact(3) 

fact(3) = 3*fact(2) 

fact(2) = 2*fact(1) 

fact(1) = 1*fact(0) 

fact(0) = 1 

Oh no, not recursion! Didn’t we get 

enough of that in 6.001? 

Proposed convention: 

•� pass arg in R1 

•� pass return addr in R28 

•� return result in R0 

•� questions: 

•� nargs > 1? 

•� preserve regs? 

Let’s just use some 

registers.  We’ve got 

plenty… 
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Procedure Linkage: First Try 

int fact(int n) 
{
    if (n>0) 
        return n*fact(n-1); 
    else 
        return 1; 
}

fact(3);

fact:

CMPLEC(r1,0,r0)

BT(r0,else)

MOVE(r1,r2) | save n 

SUBC(r2,1,r1)

BR(fact,r28)

MUL(r0,r2,r0)

BR(rtn)

else: CMOVE(1,r0) 

rtn: JMP(r28,r31)

main: CMOVE(3,r1)

BR(fact,r28)

HALT()

Proposed convention: 

•� pass arg in R1 

•� pass return addr in R28 

•� return result in R0 

•� questions: 

•� nargs > 1? 

•� preserve regs? 

Need: O(n) storage locations! 
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Revisiting Procedure’s Storage Needs 
Basic Overhead for Procedures/Functions:  

• Arguments 
f(x,y,z) or perhaps...  sin(a+b)

• Return Address back to caller 
• Results to be passed back to caller. 

In C it’s the caller’s job to 

evaluate its arguments as 

expressions, and pass their 

resulting values to the callee… 

Thus, a variable name is just a 

simple case of an expression. 

Temporary Storage: 
intermediate results during expression evaluation. 

(a+b)*(c+d)

Local variables: 
{  int x, y; 
    ... x ... y ...; 
}

Each of these is specific to a particular activation of a 

procedure; collectively, they may be viewed as the 

procedure’s activation record. 
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Lives of Activation Records 

fact(3) 

TIME

A procedure call creates a new 

activation record.  Caller’s record 

is preserved because we’ll need it 

when call finally returns. 

Return to previous activation record 

when procedure finishes, permanently 

discarding activation record created 

by call we are returning from. 

fact(3) 

fact(2) 

int fact(int n) 
 { if (n > 0) return n*fact(n-1); 
   else return 1; 
 } 

fact(3) 

fact(2) 

fact(1) 

fact(3) 

fact(2) 

fact(1) 

fact(3) 

fact(2) 

fact(1) 

fact(0) 

fact(3) 

fact(2) 

fact(3) 
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Insight (ca. 1960): We need a STACK! 

Suppose we allocated  a 

SCRATCH memory for holding 

temporary variables. We’d like 

for this memory to grow and 

shrink as needed. And, we’d like 

it to have an easy management

policy. 

One possibility is a  

STACK

A last-in-first-out (LIFO) data 

structure. 

Some interesting 

properties of stacks: 

•� Low overhead: Allocation, 

deallocation  by simply 

adjusting a pointer. 

•� Basic PUSH, POP 

discipline: strong 

constraint on 

deallocation order. 

•� Discipline matches 

procedure call/return, 

block entry/exit, 

interrupts, etc. 
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Stack Implementation 
CONVENTIONS:

• Dedicate a register for the Stack 
Pointer (SP), R29. 

• Builds UP  (towards higher 
addresses) on push 

• SP points to first UNUSED
location; locations below SP are 
allocated (protected). 

• Discipline: can use stack at any 
time; but leave it as you found it! 

• Reserve a block of memory 
well away from our program 
and its data 

We use only software conventions to 
implement our stack (many 
architectures dedicate hardware) 

Humm… suddenly up is

down, and down up

Other possible implementations 

include stacks that grow “down”, 

SP points to top of stack, etc. 

unused

space 

stacked data 

stacked data 

stacked data 

stacked data 

Reg[SP] 

PUSH

LOWER ADDRESSES 

HIGHER ADDRESSES 

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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Stack Management Macros 
PUSH(RX):  push Reg[x] onto stack 

Reg[SP] == Reg[SP] + 4; 

Mem[Reg[SP]-4] = Reg[x] 

POP(RX): pop the value on the top of the stack into Reg[x] 

       Reg[x] == Mem[Reg[SP]-4] 

 Reg[SP] = Reg[SP] - 4; 

ALLOCATE(k): reserve k WORDS of stack 

   Reg[SP] == Reg[SP] + 4*k 

DEALLOCATE(k): release k WORDS of stack 

   Reg[SP] == Reg[SP] - 4*k 

ADDC(R29, 4, R29) 

ST(RX,-4,R29)

LD(R29, -4, RX) 

ADDC(R29,-4,R29)

ADDC(R29,4*k,R29)

SUBC(R29,4*k,R29)

Why? 
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Fun with Stacks 

We can squirrel away variables for later. For instance, 
the following code fragment can be inserted 
anywhere within a program. 

|
  | Argh!!! I’m out of registers Scotty!! 
  | 
  PUSH(R0)   | Frees up R0 
  PUSH(R1)   | Frees up R1 

     LD(R31,dilithum_xtals, R0) 
  LD(R31,seconds_til_explosion, R1) 

suspense: SUBC(R1, 1, R1) 
  BNE(R1, suspense, R31) 
  ST(R0, warp_engines,R31) 

     POP(R1)     | Restores R1 
  POP(R0)   | Restores R0

AND Stacks can also be used to solve other problems... 

Data is 

popped 

off the 

stack 

in the 

opposite 

order 

that

it is

pushed on 
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Solving Procedure Linkage “Problems” 

BUT FIRST, WE’LL COMMIT SOME MORE REGISTERS: 
r27 = BP. Base ptr, points into stack to the local 

variables of callee 
r28 = LP. Linkage ptr, return address to caller 
r29 = SP. Stack ptr, points to 1st unused word 

PLAN: CALLER puts args on stack, calls via something like 
BR(CALLEE, LP) 

leaving return address in LP. 

A reminder of our storage needs: 
1) We need a way to pass arguments into procedures 
2) Procedures need their own LOCAL variables
3) Procedures need to call other procedures
4) Procedures might call themselves (Recursion) 
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args 

“Stack frames” as activation records 

The CALLEE will use the 

stack for all of the 

following storage 

needs: 

1.saving the RETURN 

ADDRESS back to the 

caller 

2.saving the CALLER’s 

base ptr 

3.Creating its own local/

temp variables

In theory it’s possible to use SP to access stack 

frame, but offsets will change due to PUSHs 

and POPs.  For convenience we use BP so we can 

use constant offsets to find, e.g., the first 

argument. 

unused

space 

Am I the Caller 

or Callee? 

callee 

pushes 

caller 

pushes 

SP old <LP> 

SP old <BP> 

SPSP, BP locals 
...

temps 

SP

BP

�

�

�
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Stack Frame Details 

The CALLER passes arguments 

to the CALLEE on the stack in 

REVERSE order 

F(1,2,3,4) is translated to: 

ADDC(R31,4,R0)
PUSH(R0)
ADDC(R31,3,R0)
PUSH(R0)
ADDC(R31,2,R0)
PUSH(R0)
ADDC(R31,1,R0)
PUSH(R0)
BEQ(R31, F, LP)

Why push args 

in REVERSE order??? 

(caller’s 
return 

PC) old <LP> 

BP

arg 0 

SP
unused

old <BP> 

arg n-1 

old old <BP> 

old old <LP> 

Callers Local 0 

...

...

local 0 

local 1 

...
temps 

CALLER’S 

FRAME

CALLEE’S 

FRAME
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Order of Arguments 

1) It allows the BP to serve double duties 
    when accessing the local frame 

To access kth local variable (k �� 0) 

LD(BP, k*4, rx)
or

ST(rx, k*4, BP)

To access jth argument ( j �� 0): 

LD(BP, -4*(j+3), rx)
or

ST(rx, -4*(j+3), BP) 

2) The CALLEE can access the first few 
arguments without knowing how many 
arguments have been passed! 

Why push args onto the stack in 

reverse order? 

<BP> – 12 

<BP> – 8 

<BP> – 4 

<BP>– 4*( j+3) 

<BP> + 4*k 

old <LP> 

BP

arg 0 

SP
unused

old <BP> 

arg n-1 

...

...

local 0 

local k 

...

temps 

arg j 
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Procedure Linkage: The Contract 

The CALLER will: 

• Push args onto stack, in reverse order. 

• Branch to callee, putting return address into LP. 

• Remove args from stack on return.

The CALLEE will: 

• Perform promised computation, leaving result in R0. 

• Branch to return address. 

• Leave stacked data intact, including stacked args. 

• Leave regs (except R0) unchanged.
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Procedure Linkage 
typical “boilerplate” templates 

Where’s the 

Deallocate? 

Calling 

Sequence 

    PUSH(argn) | push args, last arg first 
    ...
    PUSH(arg1)
    BEQ(R31,f, LP) | Call f. 
    DEALLOCATE(n) | Clean up! 
    ... | (f’s return value in r0) 

Return 

Sequence 

    (pop other regs) | restore regs 
    MOVE(val, R0) | set return value 
    MOVE(BP,SP) | strip locals, etc 
    POP(BP) | restore CALLER’s linkage 
    POP(LP) | (the return address) 
    JMP(LP,R31) | return. 

Entry 

Sequence 

f:  PUSH(LP) | Save LP and BP 
    PUSH(BP) | in case we make new calls. 
    MOVE(SP,BP) | set BP=frame base 
    ALLOCATE(nlocals) | allocate locals 
    (push other regs) | preserve any regs used 
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Our favorite procedure… 

fact: PUSH(LP) | save linkages 
PUSH(BP)
MOVE(SP,BP) | new frame base 
PUSH(r1) | preserve regs 
LD(BP,-12,r1) | r1 � n 
BNE(r1,big) | if (n != 0) 
ADDC(r31,1,r0) | else return 1; 
BR(rtn)

big: SUBC(r1,1,r1) | r1 � (n-1) 
PUSH(r1) | push arg1 
BR(fact,LP) | fact(n-1) 
DEALLOCATE(1) | pop arg1 
LD(BP,-12,r1) | r0 � n 
MUL(r1,r0,r0) | r0 � n*fact(n-1) 

rtn: POP(r1) | restore regs 
MOVE(BP,SP) | Why? 
POP(BP) | restore links 
POP(LP)
JMP(LP,R31) | return. 

int fact(int n) 
{

    if (n != 0) 

        return n*fact(n-1); 

    else 

        return 1; 

}

6.004:

“Factorial Structures” 
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Recursion?

But of course! 
SP

old <BP> 

old <LP> 

old <R1> 

3

BP

SP

fact(3) 

BP

old <BP> 

old <LP> 

old <R1> 

SP

2

fact(2) 

BP

old <BP> 

old <LP> 

old <R1> 

SP

1

fact(1) 

BP

old <BP> 

old <LP> 

old <R1> 

SP

0

fact(0) 

•� Frames allocated for each 
recursive call... 

•� De-allocated (in inverse order) as 
recursive calls return. 

Debugging skill:  
“stack crawling” 

•� Given code, stack snapshot – figure 
out what, where, how, who... 

•� Decode args, locals, return 
locations, etc etc etc 

Particularly useful on 6.004 quizzes! 

•� Follow old <BP> links to parse 
frames 
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Stack Detective 
fact(n) is called.  During the 

calculation, the computer is stopped 
with the PC at 0x40; the stack 
contents are shown (in hex).

BP

SP

???

80

???

6

10C

40

5

5

11C

40

4

4

12C

40

3

3

old <BP> 

old <LP> 

old <R1> 

arg n 

�� What’s the argument to the most 
recent call to fact? 

�� What’s the argument to the original call 
to fact? 

�� What’s the location of the original 
calling (BR) instruction? 

�� What instruction is about to be 
executed? 

�� What value is in BP? 

�� What value is in SP? 

�� What value is in R0? 

�� What follows the call to fact(n)? 

3

6

80 – 4 = 7C 

DEALLOCATE(1) 

13C

13C+4+4=144

fact(2) = 2 

main pgm 

fact 

fact(6) 

fact(5) 

fact(4) 

another call to fact.  Its the only 

program these guys have. 
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Man vs. Machine 

Here’s a C program which was fed to the C compiler*.  
Can you generate code as good as it did? 

int ack(int i, int j) 
{
  if (i == 0) return j+j; 
  if (j == 0) return i+1; 
  return ack(i-1, ack(i, j-1)); 
}

* GCC Port courtesy of Cotton Seed, Pat LoPresti, & Mitch Berger; 
available on Athena: 

Athena% attach 6.004 
Athena% gcc-beta -S -O2 file.c
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Tough Problems 

2. "Dangling References" - - -  

1. NON-LOCAL variable access, particularly in nested procedure  definitions.

f(int x)�
 { int g(int y)�
    { return x+y; }�
   return g;�
 }�

z = f(3)(4);�

(((lambda (x)�
   (lambda(y)(+ x y)))�
  3)�
 4)�

"FUNarg" problem of LISP: 

Conventional solutions:  
•� Environments, closures. 

•� “static links” in stack frames, pointing to frames of statically 
enclosing blocks.  This allows a run-time discipline which 
correctly accesses variables in enclosing blocks. 

(C avoids this problem by outlawing nested procedure declarations!) 

BUT… enclosing block may no longer exist (as above!). 

Python: 

   def f(x):�
      def g(y): return x+y�
      return g�

z = f(3)(4)�

Stacks&Procedures   22 6.004 – Spring 2009 3/19/09

Dangling References 

int *p; /* a pointer */ 

int h(x) 
{
   int y = x*3; 
   p = &y; 
   return 37; 
}

h(10);
print(*p);

What do we expect??? 

P= ? 

BP y = 30 

old <LP> 

old <BP> 

x = 10 

h(10)

?
Randomness.  Crashes.  Smoke.  Obscenities. 

Furious calls to Redmond, WA. 

Stacks&Procedures   23 6.004 – Spring 2009 3/19/09

Dangling References: 
different strokes... 

C and C++: real tools, real dangers.
”You get what you deserve". 

“Safety” as a language/runtime property: guarantees against 

stray reads, writes. 
•� Tension: (manual) algorithm-specific optimization opportunites vs. simple, 

uniform, non-optimal storage management 
•� Tough language/compiler problem: abstractions, compiler technology that 

provides simple safety yet exploits efficiency of stack allocation.

Java / Scheme / Python / ...: kiddie scissors only.
•� No "ADDRESS OF" operator: language restrictions forbid  

constructs which could lead to dangling references. 

•� Automatic storage management: garbage collectors, 
reference counting: local variables allocated from a “heap” 
rather than a stack. 

Stacks&Procedures   24 6.004 – Spring 2009 3/19/09

Next Time: Building a Beta 
ack:    PUSH (LP)
        PUSH (BP)
        MOVE (SP, BP)
        PUSH (R1)
        PUSH (R2)
        LD (BP, -12, R2)
        LD (BP, -16, R0)
_L4:    SHLC (R0, 1, R1) 
        BEQ (R2, _L1)
        ADDC (R2, 1, R1)
        BEQ (R0, _L1) 
        SUBC (R2, 1, R1)
        SUBC (R0, 1, R0)
        PUSH (R0)
        PUSH (R2)
        BR (ack, LP)
        DEALLOCATE (2) 
        MOVE (R1, R2)
        BR (_L4)
_L1:    MOVE (R1, R0) 
        POP (R2)
        POP (R1)
        POP (BP)
        POP (LP)
        JMP (LP)

Figure MIT OpenCourseWare.
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Building the Beta 

Lab #5 due Thursday 

L14 – Building a Beta   2 6.004 – Spring 2009 3/31/09

CPU Design Tradeoffs

Minimum Cost : measured by the size 

of the circuit. 

Best Performance/Price: measured by the 

ratio of MIPS to size.  In power-sensitive 

applications MIPS/Watt is important too.  

Maximum Performance: measured by the 

numbers of instructions executed per 

second 
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Performance Measure 

MIPS  =
Clock Frequency (MHz) 

C.P.I. 

Millions of Instructions per Second 

Clocks per instruction 

PUSHING PERFORMANCE ... 

TODAY:  1 cycle/inst. 
LATER:  more MHz via pipelining 

L14 – Building a Beta   4 6.004 – Spring 2009 3/31/09

The Beta ISA 

Instruction classes 

distinguished by 

OPCODE: 

   OP

   OPC

   MEM

   Transfer of Control 

OpCode 

6

Operate class: Reg[Rc] � Reg[Ra] op Reg[Rb] 

6 5 5 5 11

Ra Rc Rb (UNUSED)01 XX XX

Operate class: Reg[Rc] � Reg[Ra] op SXT(C) 

16

Ra Rc Literal C (signed) 11 XX XX

Opcodes, both formats: 

ADD SUB MUL* DIV* *optional
CMPEQ CMPLE CMPLT 
AND OR XOR
SHL SHR SRA

LD: Reg[Rc] � Mem[Reg[Ra]+SXT(C)] 

ST: Mem[Reg[Ra]+SXT(C)] � Reg[Rc] 

JMP: Reg[Rc] � PC+4;  PC � Reg[Ra] 

BEQ: Reg[Rc] � PC+4;  if Reg[Ra]=0  then  PC � PC+4+4*SXT(C) 
BNE: 

LDR: Reg[Rc] � Mem[PC + 4 + 4*SXT(C)] 

Reg[Rc] � PC+4;  if Reg[Ra]�0  then  PC � PC+4+4*SXT(C) 

Ra Rc Literal C (signed) 10 XX XX

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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Approach: Incremental Featurism 

Each instruction class can be implemented using a simple component 
repertoire.  We’ll try implementing data paths for each class individually, 
and merge them (using MUXes, etc). 

Steps: 
1. Operate instructions 
2. Load & Store Instructions 
3. Jump & Branch instructions 
4. Exceptions 
5. Merge data paths 

Our Bag of Components: 

Registers 

0 1 Muxes

ALU
A B

“Black box” ALU 

Data
Memory

WD

A

RD

R/W

Register
File

(3-port)

RA1 RA2

WA

WE

WD

RD1 RD2

Instruction
Memory

A

D

Memories 
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D

Q

1  0 s

Q

D

EN

clk

Multi-Port Register Files 

Register
File

(3-port)

RA1 RA2

WA

WE

WD

RD1 RD2

5

32

CLK

Write Enable

Write Address

Write Data

(independent Read addresses)

(Independent Read Data)

32 32

2 combinational READ ports*, 

1 clocked WRITE port 

*internal logic ensures Reg[31] reads as 0 

5 5

…

dest

asel bsel

ENENENEN

clk

Read 

Port A 

Read 

Port B 

Write 

Port 

L14 – Building a Beta   7 6.004 – Spring 2009 3/31/09

Register File Timing 

CLK

WE

WA

WD

RA

RD

A

Reg[A]

A

new Reg[A]

2 combinational READ ports, 1 clocked WRITE port 

What if (say) WA=RA1??? 
       RD1 reads “old” value of Reg[RA1] until next clock edge! 

new Reg[A]

tS th

tPD tPD

L14 – Building a Beta   8 6.004 – Spring 2009 3/31/09

Starting point: ALU Ops 

Means, to BETA,    Reg[R4] � Reg[R2] + Reg[R3] 

OpCode RbRa 

1 0

(unused)

0 0 0 0 1 0 00 0 10 0 00 10 0 0 1

Rc 

0 0 00 0 00 0 00 0

32-bit (4-byte) ADD instruction: 

First, we’ll need hardware to:  
• Read next 32-bit instruction 
• DECODE instruction: ADD, SUB, XOR, etc 
• READ operands (Ra, Rb) from Register File; 
• PERFORM indicated operation; 
• WRITE result back into Register File (Rc). 
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Instruction Fetch/Decode 

INSTRUCTION 

WORD 

FIELDS

PC

+4

Instruction
Memory

A

D

Control Logic

CONTROL SIGNALS 

00

OPCODE <31:26>

•� use PC as memory address 

•� add 4 to PC, load new value at 

   end of cycle 

•� fetch instruction from memory 

      º use some instruction fields 

        directly (register numbers, 

        16-bit constant) 

      º use bits <31:26> to  

        generate controls 

32

32

32

•� Use a counter to FETCH the next instruction: 

       PROGRAM COUNTER (PC) 
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ALU Op Data Path 

Register
File

RA1 RA2

RD1 RD2

WA WD

WE

Rc: <25:21> 

PC

+4

Instruction
Memory

A

D

Rb: <15:11>Ra: <20:16>

ALU
A B

ALUFN

Control Logic

WERF

ALUFN

WERF

00

32 32

32
WERF!

Operate class: Reg[Rc] � Reg[Ra] op Reg[Rb] 

Ra Rc Rb (UNUSED)01 XX XX
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ALU Operations (w/constant) 

WA
Rc:  <25:21> 

PC

+4

Instruction
Memory

A

D

Rb: <15:11>Ra: <20:16>

Register
File

RA1 RA2

RD1 RD2

ALU
A B

WA WD

WE

ALUFN

Control Logic

ALUFN

BSEL01

C: SXT(<15:0>)

BSEL

WERF

WERF

00

32

Operate class: Reg[Rc] � Reg[Ra] op SXT(C) 

Ra Rc Literal C (signed) 11 XX XX
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Load Instruction 

WA
Rc: <25:21> 

PC

+4

Instruction
Memory

A

D

Rb: <15:11>Ra: <20:16>

Register
File

RA1 RA2

RD1 RD2

ALU
A B

WA WD

WE

ALUFN

Control Logic

BSEL01

C: SXT(<15:0>)

Data Memory

RD

WD R/W

Adr

Wr

WDSEL0    1    2

BSEL
WDSEL

ALUFN

Wr

WERF

WERF

00

32

32

LD: Reg[Rc] � Mem[Reg[Ra]+SXT(C)] 

Ra Rc Literal C (signed) 10 01 00
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Store Instruction 

WA
Rc: <25:21> 

PC

+4

Instruction
Memory

A

D

Ra: <20:16>

Register
File

RA1 RA2

RD1 RD2

ALU
A B

WA WD

WE

ALUFN

Control Logic

BSEL01

C: SXT(<15:0>)

Data Memory

RD

WD R/W

Adr

Wr

WDSEL0    1    2

BSEL
WDSEL

ALUFN

Wr

Rb: <15:11>

RA2SEL

Rc: <25:21>
0 1

RA2SEL

WERF

WERF

00

32

No WERF! 

ST: Mem[Reg[Ra]+SXT(C)] � Reg[Rc] 

Ra Rc Literal C (signed) 10 01 10
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JMP Instruction 

WA

Rc: <25:21> 

PC

+4

Instruction
Memory

A

D

Ra: <20:16>

Register
File

RA1 RA2

RD1 RD2

ALU
A B

WA WD

WE

ALUFN

Control Logic

BSEL01

C: SXT(<15:0>)

Data Memory

RD

WD R/W

Adr

Wr

WDSEL0    1    2

BSEL
WDSEL

ALUFN

Wr

Rb: <15:11>

RA2SEL

Rc: <25:21>
0 1

RA2SEL

JT

PCSEL 01234

JT

PCSEL

WERF

WERF

00

32

PC+4

JMP: Reg[Rc] � PC+4;  PC � Reg[Ra] 

Ra Rc Literal C (signed) 10 01 11
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BEQ/BNE Instructions 

Data Memory 

RD

WD R/W

Adr

Wr

WDSEL0    1    2

WA

PCSEL 01234

JT

PC

+4

Instruction
Memory

A

D

Rb: <15:11>

RA2SEL

Rc: <25:21>
0 1

Ra: <20:16>

+
Register

File

RA1 RA2

RD1 RD2

BSEL
01

C: SXT(<15:0>)

Z

ALU
A B

PC+4+4*SXT(C)

WA WD

WE4*SXT(<15:0>)

ALUFN

Control Logic

Z

PCSEL

RA2SEL

BSEL
WDSEL

ALUFN
Wr

Rc: <25:21>

JT

WERF

WERF

00

32

PC+4

BEQ: Reg[Rc] � PC+4;  if Reg[Ra]=0  then  PC � PC+4+4*SXT(C) 

BNE: Reg[Rc] � PC+4;  if Reg[Ra]�0  then  PC � PC+4+4*SXT(C) 

Ra Rc Literal C (signed) 10 11 10

Ra Rc Literal C (signed) 10 11 01
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Load Relative Instruction 

Hey, WAIT A MINUTE. What’s Load Relative good for anyway???  I 

thought 

• Code is “PURE”, i.e. READ-ONLY; and stored in a “PROGRAM” region of 
memory; 

• Data is READ-WRITE, and stored either 

• On the STACK (local); or 

• In some GLOBAL VARIABLE region; or 

• In a global storage HEAP. 

So why an instruction designed to load data 
that’s “near” the instruction??? 

C:    X = X * 123456; 

BETA:

      LD(X, r0) 

      LDR(c1, r1) 

      MUL(r0, r1, r0) 

      ST(r0, X) 

      ... 

c1:   LONG(123456) Addresses & other large constants 

LDR: Reg[Rc] � Mem[PC + 4 + 4*SXT(C)] 

Ra Rc Literal C (signed) 10 11 11
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LDR Instruction 

Data Memory 

RD

WD R/W

Adr

Wr

WDSEL0    1    2

WA

PCSEL 01234

JT

PC
IF

+4

Instruction
Memory

A

D

Rb: <15:11>

RA2SEL

Rc: <25:21>
0 1

Ra: <20:16>

+
Register

File

RA1 RA2

RD1 RD2

BSEL01

C:SXT( <15:0>)
Z

ALU
A B

WA WD

WE

ALUFN

Control Logic

Z

PCSEL

RA2SEL

BSEL
WDSEL

ALUFN
Wr

PC+4

Rc: <25:21>

PC+4+4*SXT(C)

ASEL 01

JT

ASEL

WERF

WERF

00
LDR: Reg[Rc] � Mem[PC + 4 + 4*SXT(C)] 

Ra Rc Literal C (signed) 10 11 11
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Exceptions

What if something BAD happens? 

•� Execution of an illegal op-code 

•� Reference to non-existent memory 

•� Divide by zero 

Or, maybe, just something unanticipated… 

•� User hits a key 

•� A packet comes in via the network 

GOAL: handle all these cases (and more) in SOFTWARE:

•� Treat each such case as an (implicit) procedure call… 

•� Procedure handles problem, returns to interrupted program. 

•� TRANSPARENT to interrupted program! 

•� Important added capability: handlers for certain errors (illegal op-
codes) can extend instruction set using software (Lab 7!). 
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Exception Processing 
Plan:  

•� Interrupt running program 

•� Invoke exception handler (like a procedure call) 

•� Return to continue execution. 

We’d like RECOVERABLE INTERRUPTS for 

• Synchronous events, generated by CPU or system 

FAULTS (eg, Illegal Instruction, divide-by-0, illegal mem address) 

TRAPS & system calls (eg, read-a-character) 

• Asynchronous events, generated by I/O 

(eg, key struck, packet received, disk transfer complete) 

KEY: TRANSPARENCY to interrupted program. 

•� Most difficult for asynchronous interrupts 

L14 – Building a Beta   20 6.004 – Spring 2009 3/31/09

Implementation…
How exceptions work: 

•� Don’t execute current instruction 

•� Instead fake a “forced” procedure call 

•� save current PC (actually current PC + 4) 

•� load PC with exception vector 

•� 0x4 for synch. exception, 0x8 for asynch. exceptions 

Question: where to save current PC + 4? 

•� Our approach: reserve a register (R30, aka XP) 

•� Prohibit user programs from using XP.  Why? 

LD(R31,A,R0)

LD(R31,B,R1)

DIV(R0,R1,R2)

ST(R2,C,R31)

IllOp:

   PUSH(XP) 

Fetch inst. at Mem[Reg[XP]–4] 

       check for DIV opcode, get reg numbers 

       perform operation in SW, fill result reg

   POP(XP) 

   JMP(XP) 

Forced by 

hardware 

Example: DIV unimplemented 
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Exceptions

PC+4+4*SXT(C)

ASEL 01

Data Memory 

RD

WD

Adr

R/W

WDSEL0 1 2

WARc: <25:21>
0

1XP

PC

JT

+4

Instruction
Memory

A

D

Rb: <15:11>Ra: <20:16>

RA2SEL

Rc: <25:21>

+
Register

File

RA1 RA2

RD1 RD2

BSEL01

C: SXT(<15:0>)
Z

ALU
A B

JT

WA WD

WE

ALUFN

Control Logic

Z

ASEL

BSEL

PCSEL

RA2SEL

WDSEL

ALUFN
Wr

PC+4

0 1

Wr

01234

XAdr
ILL
OP

WASEL

WASEL

IRQ

WERF

WERF

00 Other:              Reg[XP] � PC+4;  PC �“Xadr” 

Bad Opcode:   Reg[XP] � PC+4;  PC � “IllOp” 
PCSEL
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Control Logic 

Implementation choices: 

•� ROM indexed by opcode, external branch & trap logic 

•� PLA 

•� “random” logic (eg, standard cell gates) 

O
P

O
P
C

L
D

S
T

JM
P

B
E
Q

B
N

E

L
D

R

Il
lo

p

IR
Q

ALUFN F(op) F(op) "+" "+" -- -- -- "A" -- --

WERF 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1

BSEL 0 1 1 1 -- -- -- -- -- --

WDSEL 1 1 2 -- 0 0 0 2 0 0

WR 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

RA2SEL 0 -- -- 1 -- -- -- -- -- --

PCSEL 0 0 0 0 2 Z ? 1 : 0 Z ? 0 : 1 0 3 4

ASEL 0 0 0 0 -- -- -- 1 -- --

WASEL 0 0 0 -- 0 0 0 0 1 1
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Beta: Our “Final Answer” 

PC+4+4*SXT(C)

ASEL 01

Data Memory 

RD

WD

Adr

R/W

WDSEL0 1 2

WARc: <25:21>
0

1XP

PC

JT

+4

Instruction
Memory

A

D

Rb: <15:11>Ra: <20:16>

RA2SEL

Rc: <25:21>

+
Register

File

RA1 RA2

RD1 RD2

BSEL01

C: SXT(<15:0>)
Z

ALU
A B

JT

WA WD

WE

ALUFN

Control Logic

Z

ASEL

BSEL

PCSEL

RA2SEL

WDSEL

ALUFN
Wr

PC+4

0 1

Wr

01234

XAdr
ILL
OP

WASEL

WASEL

IRQ

WERF

WERF

00

PCSEL
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Next Time: Tackling the Memory Bottleneck

Is that all 

there is to 

building a 

processor??? 

No. 

You’ve gotta print 

up all those little 

“Beta Inside” 

stickers. 
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The Memory Hierarchy 

Lab #5 due tonight 

L15 – Memory Hierarchy   2 6.004 – Spring 2009 4/2/09

What we want in a memory 

PC

INST

MADDR

MDATA 

BETA MEMORY 

Capacity Latency Cost 

Register 100’s of bits 20 ps $$$$

SRAM 100’s Kbytes 1 ns $$$

DRAM 100’s Mbytes 40 ns $

Hard disk* 100’s Gbytes 10 ms ¢

Want 1’s Gbytes 1 ns cheap 

* non-volatile 

ADDR

DOUT

ADDR

DIN/DOUT

L15 – Memory Hierarchy   3 6.004 – Spring 2009 4/2/09

SRAM Memory Cell 

6-T SRAM Cell 

word line N 

bit bit

access FETs 

static
bistable
storage 
element 

word line N+1 

There are two bit-lines per 

column: one supplies the bit, the 

other it’s complement. 

On a Read Cycle: 

    A single word line is activated 

(driven to “1”), and the access 

transistors enable the selected 

cells, and their complements, 

onto the bit lines. 

0               1 

1

Good, but 

slow 0 

Slow and 

almost 1 

Strong 

      1 

Strong 

      0 

Doesn’t this 

violate our 

static

discipline? 

Writes are similar to reads, 

except the bit-lines are driven 

with the desired value of the cell.  

The writing has to “overpower” 

the original contents of the 

memory cell. 

L15 – Memory Hierarchy   4 6.004 – Spring 2009 4/2/09

Multiport SRAMs 
(a.k.a. Register Files) 

One can increase the number of SRAM ports by adding access 
transistors.  By carefully sizing the inverter pair, so that one 
is strong and the other weak, we can assure that our WRITE 
bus will only fight with the weaker one, and the READs are 
driven by the stronger one - thus minimizing both access and 
write times. 

write 
read0 
read1 

PU = 2 / 1 
PD = 4 / 1 

PU = 2 / 2 
PD = 2 / 3 

4/1

5 / 1 

2 / 1 

2 / 1 

wd rd1 rd0 

This transistor 

isolates the storage 

node so that it won’t 

flip unintentionally. 
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1-T Dynamic Ram 

word 
line 

bit

access FET 

C in storage capacitor determined by: 

C =
� A

d

more area better dielectric 

thinner film 

1-T DRAM Cell 

VREF

Explicit storage 
capacitor 

Six transistors/cell may not sound like much, but they can 

add up quickly. What is the fewest number of transistors 

that can be used to store a bit? TiN top electrode (VREF)

Ta2O5 dielectric 

W bottom
electrode 

poly 
word 
line 

access fet 

Can’t we get 

rid of the 

explicit cap? 
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Tricks for increasing throughput

R
o

w
 A

d
d

re
s

s
 D

e
c

o
d

e
r 

Col. 
1

Col. 
2

Col. 
3

Col. 
2M

Row 1 

Row 2 

Row 2N

Column Multiplexer/Shifter 

M

N

Multiplexed Address 
(row first, then column) 

bit lines word lines 

memory 
cell 

(one bit) 

Dt1 t2 t3 t4

The first thing that should 

pop into you mind when 

asked to speed up 

throughput… 

PIPELINING

Synchronous DRAM 

(SDRAM)

Clock 

Data 

out

Double-clocked 

Synchronous DRAM 

(DDRAM)

but, alas, not latency 
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 Hard Disk Drives 

Typical high-end drive: 

•� Average latency = 4 ms 

•� Average seek time = 9 ms 

•� Transfer rate = 20M bytes/sec 

•� Capacity = 100-500G byte 

•� Cost = ~$1/Gbyte 
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Quantity vs Quality… 

Your memory system can be 
• BIG and SLOW... or 
• SMALL and FAST. 

10-8 10-3
100 

.01 

1

100 

10 

.1 

10-6

TAPE 
DISK

DRAM

SRAM

Access 
Time 

.001 

$/MB

We’ve explored a range of 

circuit-design trade-offs.

Is there an 

ARCHITECTURAL solution 

to this DILEMMA? 

Track

Sector
Zoned-bit recording

Sector

Shaft

Track

Cylinder

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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Best of Both Worlds 

What we WANT:  A BIG, FAST memory! 

We’d like to have a memory system that 
• PERFORMS like 1 GBytes of SRAM; but 
• COSTS like 1 GBytes of slow memory. 

SURPRISE: We can (nearly) get our wish! 

KEY: Use a hierarchy of memory technologies: 

CPU

SRAM
MAIN
MEM
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Key IDEA 

•�  Keep the most often-used data in a small, fast 
SRAM (often local to CPU chip) 

•�  Refer to Main Memory only rarely, for 
remaining data. 

•� The reason this strategy works:  LOCALITY 

Locality of Reference: 

Reference to location X at time t implies 

that reference to location  X+��X  at time  

t+��t becomes more probable as ��X and  

��t approach zero. 
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�t

Memory Reference Patterns

time

address

data

stack

program

|S|

�t

S is the set of locations 
accessed during  ��t.

Working set:  a set S which 
changes slowly wrt 
access time. 

  Working set size, |S| 
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Exploiting the Memory Hierarchy 
Approach 1 (Cray, others): Expose Hierarchy 

• Registers, Main Memory,

    Disk each available as 

    storage alternatives; 

• Tell programmers: “Use them cleverly” 

Approach 2: Hide Hierarchy 

• Programming model: SINGLE kind of memory, single address space. 

• Machine AUTOMATICALLY assigns locations to fast or slow 
memory, depending on usage patterns.

CPU

SRAM
MAIN
MEM

CPU
Small 

Static

Dynamic

RAM

HARD

DISK

CACHE 

“MAIN MEMORY” 
“SWAP SPACE” 

X?
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The Cache Idea: 
Program-Transparent Memory Hierarchy 

Cache contains TEMPORARY COPIES of selected 
main memory locations...  eg. Mem[100] =  37 

GOALS:
1) Improve the average access time 

2) Transparency (compatibility, programming ease) 

1.0 (1.0-�)

CPU

"CACHE" 

DYNAMIC 
RAM

"MAIN
MEMORY" 

100     37 

��

(1-�)

HIT RATIO: Fraction of refs found in CACHE. 

MISS RATIO: Remaining references.

Challenge: 
make the 

 hit ratio as 

 high as 

 possible. mcmccave t)(t)tt)((tt ��+=+��+�= 11
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How High of a Hit Ratio? 

Suppose we can easily build an on-chip static memory with 

a 4 nS access time, but the fastest dynamic memories 

that we can buy for main memory have an average access 

time of 40 nS. How high of a hit rate do we need to sustain 

an average access time of 5 nS? 

� =1�
tave � tc
tm

=1�
5 � 4

40
= 97.5%
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The Cache Principle 

Find “Bitdiddle, Ben” 

5-Minute Access Time: 5-Second Access Time: 

ALGORITHM: Look nearby for the 

requested information first, if it’s not 

there, check secondary storage 
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Basic Cache Algorithm 
ON REFERENCE TO Mem[X]: Look for X among cache tags... 

HIT: X = TAG(i) , for some cache line i 

•� READ: return DATA(i) 

•� WRITE: change DATA(i); Start Write to Mem(X) 

MISS: X not found in TAG of any cache line 

•� REPLACEMENT SELECTION: 

�� Select some line k to hold Mem[X] (Allocation) 

•� READ: Read Mem[X] 

Set TAG(k)=X, DATA(K)=Mem[X] 

•� WRITE: Start Write to Mem(X) 

Set TAG(k)=X, DATA(K)= new Mem[X]
MAIN

MEMORY

CPU

(1!�)

Tag Data 

A

B

Mem[A]

Mem[B]

QUESTION: How do we “search” the cache? 

�

�

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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Associativity:  Parallel Lookup 

Find “Bitdiddle, Ben” 

Nope, “Smith” 

Nope, “Jones” 

Nope, “Bitwit” 

HERE IT IS! 
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Fully-Associative Cache 

TAG Data

= ? 

TAG Data

= ? 

TAG Data

= ? 

Incoming 

Address 

HIT

Data 

 Out 

The extreme in associativity: 

      All comparisons made in 

      parallel 

Any data item could be 

located in any cache location 
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Direct-Mapped Cache 
(non-associative)

Find “Bitdiddle, Ben” NO Parallelism: 

Look in JUST ONE place, 
determined by parameters of 
incoming request (address bits) 

... can use ordinary RAM as table 

Y
Z

A
B

Need: Address Mapping Function! 

Maps incoming BIG address to 
small CACHE address… tells 
us which single cache location 
to use 

Direct Mapped: just use a subset 
of incoming address bits! 

Collision when several addresses 
map to same cache line. 
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The Problem with Collisions 

Find “Bitwit” 

Find “Bituminous” 

Find “Bitdiddle” Nope, I’ve got 
“BITWIT” 

under “B” 

PROBLEM:

Contention among B’s.... each 
competes for same cache 
line! 

- CAN’T cache both  
 “Bitdiddle” & “Bitwit” 

... Suppose B’s tend  
to come at once? 

Y
Z

AB
BETTER IDEA:  
        File by LAST letter!

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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Optimizing for Locality:
selecting on statistically independent bits 

A

Y
Z

Find “Bitdiddle” 
Here’s 

BITDIDDLE,
under E 

Find “Bitwit” 
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Direct Mapped Cache 
Low-cost extreme:

Single comparator 

Use ordinary (fast) static RAM for cache tags & data: 

Incoming Address 

KT

=?

HIT Data Out 

DISADVANTAGE: 

COLLISIONS 

QUESTION: Why not use HIGH-order  

    bits as Cache Index? 

K-bit Cache Index 

D-bit data word  

T Upper-address bits 

Tag Data 

K x (T + D)-bit static RAM 
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Contention, Death, and Taxes... 

A

Y
Z

Find “Bitdiddle” 

Find “Bittwiddle”

Nope, I’ve got 
“BITTWIDDLE” 
under “E”; I’ll 

replace it. 

Nope, I’ve got 
“BITDIDDLE” 
under “E”; I’ll 

replace it. 

LESSON: In a non-associative 
cache, SOME pairs of 
addresses must compete 
for cache lines... 

... if working set includes such 
pairs, we get THRASHING 
and poor performance. 
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Loop B: 

   Pgm at 

1024, 

data

at

2048: 

… but not here! 

Loop A: 

   Pgm at 

1024, 

data

at 37: 

Works 

GREAT 

here… 

Direct-Mapped Cache Contention 

Assume 1024-line direct-

mapped cache, 1 word/line. 

Consider tight loop, at 

steady state: 

   (assume WORD, not BYTE, 

addressing) 

Memory 

Address 

1024 

37 

1025 

38 

1026 

39 

1024 

... 

1024 

2048 

1025 

2049 

1026 

2050 

1024 

... 

Cache 

Line

0

37 

1

38 

2

39 

0

0

0

1

1

2

2

0

Hit/ 

Miss 

HIT 

HIT 

HIT 

HIT 

HIT 

HIT 

HIT 

MISS 

MISS 

MISS 

MISS 

MISS 

MISS 

MISS 

We need some associativity, 

But not full associativity… 

Next lecture! 

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare. Here’s 
BITWIT, 
under T 

LESSON: Choose CACHE 
LINE from independent
parts of request to 
MINIMIZE CONFLICT 
given locality patterns...

IN CACHE: Select line by 
LOW ORDER address 
bits!

Does this ELIMINATE 
contention? 

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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Cache Issues 

Cache miss Why the book? Lecture 
notes are faster! 

modified 4/6/09 14:12 

Quiz #3 Friday! 
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Basic Cache Algorithm 

ON REFERENCE TO Mem[X]:

Look for X among cache tags... 

HIT: X = TAG(i) , for some cache line i 
•� READ: return DATA(i) 

•� WRITE: change DATA(i); Start Write to Mem(X) 

MISS: X not found in TAG of any cache line 

•� REPLACEMENT SELECTION: 

�� Select some line k to hold Mem[X] (Allocation) 

•� READ: Read Mem[X] 

Set TAG(k)=X, DATA(K)=Mem[X] 

•� WRITE: Start Write to Mem(X) 

Set TAG(k)=X, DATA(K)= new Mem[X]

MAIN
MEMORY

CPU

(1!�)

Tag Data 

A

B

Mem[A]

Mem[B]
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Cache Design Issues 

Associativity – a basic tradeoff between 

•� Parallel Searching (expensive) vs

•� Constraints on which addresses can be stored where 

Replacement Strategy: 

•� OK, we’ve missed. Gotta add this new address/value pair to the 

cache.  What do we kick out? 

�� Least Recently Used: discard the one we haven’t used the longest. 

�� Plausible alternatives, (e.g. random replacement. 

Block Size: 

•� Amortizing cost of tag over multiple words of data 

Write Strategy: 

•� When do we write cache contents to main memory? 
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Associativity

…
0

1

Fully Associative 

-� expensive! 

-�  flexible: any 

address can be 

cached in any line 

Lots... 

... or NONE! 

Direct Mapped 

-� cheap (ordinary SRAM) 

-�  contention: addresses 

compete for cache lines 
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Loop B: 

   Pgm at 

1024, 

data

at

2048: 

… but not here! 

Loop A: 

   Pgm at 

1024, 

data

at 37: 

Works 

GREAT 

here… 

Direct-Mapped Cache Contention 

Assume 1024-line direct-

mapped cache, 1 word/line. 

Consider tight loop, at 

steady state: 

   (assume WORD, not BYTE, 

addressing) 

Memory 

Address 

1024 

37 

1025 

38 

1026 

39 

1024 

... 

1024 

2048 

1025 

2049 

1026 

2050 

1024 

... 

Cache 

Line

0

37 

1

38 

2

39 

0

0

0

1

1

2

2

0

Hit/ 

Miss 

HIT 

HIT 

HIT 

HIT 

HIT 

HIT 

HIT 

MISS 

MISS 

MISS 

MISS 

MISS 

MISS 

MISS We need some associativity, 

But not full associativity… 
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Fully-assoc. vs. Direct-mapped 

Fully-associative N-line cache: 

•� N tag comparators, registers used 

for tag/data storage ($$$) 

•� Location A might be cached in any one 

of the N cache lines; no restrictions! 

•� Replacement strategy (e.g., LRU) 

   used to pick which line to use when 

   loading new word(s) into cache  

•�PROBLEM: Cost! 

Direct-mapped N-line cache: 

•� 1 tag comparator, SRAM used for 

   tag/data storage ($) 

•� Location A is cached in a specific line 

of the cache determined by its 

address; address “collisions” possible 

•� Replacement strategy not needed: 

each word can only be cached in one 

specific cache line 

•�PROBLEM: Contention! 
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Cost vs Contention 
two observations...

1. Probability of collision diminishes with cache size... 

... so lets build HUGE direct-mapped caches, using cheap SRAM! 

2. Contention mostly occurs between 

independent “hot spots” -- 

•� Instruction fetches vs stack frame vs data 

structures, etc 

•� Ability to simultaneously cache a few (2? 4? 8?) 

hot spots eliminates most collisions 

... so lets build caches that allow each location to be 

stored in some restricted set of cache lines, 

rather than in exactly one (direct mapped) or 

every line (fully associative). 

Insight: an N-way set-associative cache affords modest parallelism 

•� parallel lookup (associativity): restricted to small set of N lines 

•� modest parallelism deals with most contention at modest cost 

•� can implement using N direct-mapped caches, running in parallel 
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N-way Set-Associative Cache 

k

HIT

DATA TO CPU

INCOMING  ADDRESS

=? =? =?

t

0

MEM DATA

N direct-mapped caches, each with 2t lines 

S
im

u
lt

a
n

eo
u

s
ly

 a
d

d
re

s
s

ed
  l

in
e 

in
 e

a
c

h
 s

u
b

ca
c

h
e 

c
o

n
s

ti
tu

te
s

 a
 s

et
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Associativity
the birds-eye view

Can place caches in 2D space: 

•� Total lines = # Sets * Set Size 

•�# Sets = 1: Fully Associative 

•�Set Size = 1: Direct Mapped 

•�Set Size = N: N-way Set Associative 

# Sets 

Set Size 

�����
“set” 
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ISSUE: Replacement Strategy 

Associativity implies choices… 

address 

Fully associative 

•�  compare addr with each 

tag simultaneously 

•�  location A can be 

 stored in any cache line 

address 

Direct-mapped 

•�  compare addr with 

only one tag 

•�  location A can be 

stored in exactly one 

cache line 

N

address 

N-way set associative 

•�  compare addr with N  tags 

simultaneously 

•�  location A can be stored in 

exactly one set, but in any 

of the N cache lines 

belonging to that set 
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Replacement Strategy 

LRU (Least-recently used) 

•� keeps most-recently used locations in cache 

•� need to keep ordered list of N items � N! orderings 

� O(log2N!) = O(N log2N) “LRU bits” + complex logic 

(0,1,2,3) Hit 2 -> (2,0,1,3) 

(2,0,1,3) Hit 1 -> (1,2,0,3) 

(1,2,0,3) Miss  -> (3,1,2,0)

(3,1,2,0) Hit 3 -> (3,1,2,0) 

Overhead is 

O(N log2N)

bits/set

Overhead is 

O(log2N)

bits/set

Overhead is 

O(log2N)

bits/cache! 

FIFO/LRR (first-in, first-out/least-recently replaced) 

•� cheap alternative: replace oldest item (dated by access time) 

•� within each set: keep one counter that points to victim line 

Random (select replacement line using random, uniform distribution) 

•� no “pathological” reference streams causing wost-case results 

•� use pseudo-random generator to get reproducible behavior; 

•� use real randomness to prevent reverse engineering! 
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Cache Benchmarking 

Suppose this loop is entered with R3=4000:

ADR:         Instruction I D
400:    LD(R3,0,R0)     400    4000+... 

404:    ADDC(R3,4,R3)   404 

408:    BNE(R0,400)     408

GOAL: Given some cache design, simulate (by hand or machine) execution 

well enough to determine hit ratio. 

1. Observe that the sequence of memory locations referenced is 

400, 4000, 404, 408, 400, 4004, ... 

   We can use this simpler reference string, rather than the program, to 

simulate cache behavior. 

2. We can make our life easier in many cases by converting to word
addresses:  100, 1000, 101, 102, 100, 1001, ... 

(Word Addr = (Byte Addr)/4) 
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Cache Simulation 

Addr   Line#   Miss? 

100     0       M 

1000     1       M 

 101     2       M 

 102     3       M 

 100     0 

1001     1       M 

 101     2 

 102     3 

 100     0 

1002     1       M 

 101     2 

 102     3 

 100     0 

1003     1       M 

 101     2 

 102     3 

4-line Fully-associative/LRU 

1/4 miss 

Addr   Line#   Miss? 

100     0       M 

1000     0       M 

 101     1       M 

 102     2       M 

100     0       M 

1001     1       M 

101     1       M 

 102     2 

 100     0 

1002     2       M 

 101     1 

102     2       M 

 100     0 

1003     3       M 

 101     1 

 102     2 

4-line Direct-mapped 

7/16 miss 

Compulsory 

Misses

Collision 

Collision 

miss
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Associativity: Full vs 2-way 

Addr   Line#   Miss? 

100     0       M 

1000     1       M 

 101     2       M 

 102     3       M 

 100     0 

1001     4       M 

 101     2 

 102     3 

 100     0 

1002     5       M 

 101     2 

 102     3 

 100     0 

1003     6       M 

 101     2 

 102     3 

8-line Fully-associative, LRU 

1/4 miss 

Addr  Set#/N   Miss? 

100    0,0      M 

1000    0,1      M 

 101    1,0      M 

 102    2,0      M 

 100    0,0 

1001    1,1      M 

 101    1,0 

 102    2,0 

 100    0,0 

1002    2,1      M 

 101    1,0 

 102    2,0 

 100    0,0 

1003    3,1      M 

 101    1,0 

 102    2,0 

2-way, 8-line total, LRU 

1/4 miss 
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0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

1k 2k 4k 8k 16k 32k 64k 128k

1-way

2-way

4-way

8-way

fully assoc.

Associativity vs. miss rate 

Miss rate 

(%)

Cache size (bytes) 

Associativity 

H&P: Figure 5.9 

•� 8-way is (almost) as effective as fully-associative 

•� rule of thumb: N-line direct-mapped == N/2-line 2-way set assoc. 

(direct-mapped) 
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Devil’s Advocacy Games 
Your company uses the 

cheaper FIFO cache, 

the competition uses 

LRU.  Can you devise 

a benchmark to make 

your cache look 

better?

Assume 0x100 sets, 

2-way… 

2-way, LRU 2-way, FIFO 

Set 0 tags: 

Adr Set, # H/M Set, # H/M

100 0, 0 M 0, 0 M

1000 0, 1 M 0, 1 M

100 0, 0 H 0, 0 H

2000 0, 1 M 0, 0 M

1000 0, 0 M 0, 0 H

#0 #1 #0 #1

A carefully-designed benchmark can make either look better…

Pessimal case: next adr referenced is the one just replaced! 

Random replacement makes this game harder… 

100 1001000 10001000 20002000 1000100 20002000 1000

BINGO!
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Increasing Block Size
More Data/Tag 

A31:4 Mem[A] Mem[A+4] Mem[A+8] Mem[A+12]

= ? 

[3:2]

[31:4]

32
ADDR

DATA 

HIT

•�blocks of 2B words, on 2B word boundaries 

•� always read/write 2B word block from/to memory 

•� locality: access on word in block, others likely 

•� cost: some fetches of unaccessed words 

BIG WIN if there is a wide path to memory 

Enlarge each line in cache: 

TAG D0 D1 D2 D3
4 x 32 = 128 bits 28 bits 

Overhead < ¼ bit of 

Tag per bit of data 
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4-word block, DM Cache 

= ? 

[3:2]

[31:8]

32

ADDR

DATA 

HIT

TAG D0 D1 D2 D3

[7:4] Use ordinary 

(fast) static 

RAM for tag and 

data storage 

Only one comparator for entire cache! 

0

15

16 cache lines  

� 4 bit index 

0x12 M[0x1230] M[0x1234] M[0x1238] M[0x123C] 

0x12 M[0x1240] M[0x1244] M[0x1248] M[0x124C] 

24-bit Tag! 
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Valid bits 
V

1

1

0
0

0
0

0

MAIN
MEMORY

CPU
A Mem[A]

B Mem[B]

TAG DATA

Problem: 

•� Ignoring cache lines that don't contain anything of value... e.g., on 

�� start-up 

�� “Back door” changes to memory (eg loading program from disk) 

Solution:  

•� Extend each TAG with VALID bit.

•� Valid bit must be set for cache line to HIT. 

•� At power-up / reset : clear all valid bits 

•� Set valid bit when cache line is first replaced.
•� Cache Control Feature:  Flush cache by clearing all valid bits, Under 

program/external control. 
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Handling of WRITES 

Observation: Most (90+%) of memory accesses are READs.  How should we 

handle writes?  Issues: 

Write-through: CPU writes are cached, but also written to main memory 

(stalling the CPU until write is completed). Memory always holds “the 

truth”.

Write-behind: CPU writes are cached; writes to main memory may be 

buffered, perhaps pipelined.  CPU keeps executing while writes are 

completed (in order) in the background. 

Write-back: CPU writes are cached, but not immediately written to main 

memory.  Memory contents can be “stale”. 

Our cache thus far uses write-through. 

Can we improve write performance? 
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Write-through

ON REFERENCE TO Mem[X]: Look for X among tags... 

HIT:  X == TAG(i) , for some cache line i 

•�READ: return DATA[I] 
•�WRITE: change DATA[I]; Start Write to Mem[X] 

MISS: X not found in TAG of any cache line 

•�REPLACEMENT SELECTION: 
��Select some line k to hold Mem[X] 

•�READ: Read Mem[X] 
��Set TAG[k] = X, DATA[k] = Mem[X] 

•�WRITE: Start Write to Mem[X] 
��Set TAG[k] = X, DATA[k] = new Mem[X] 
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Write-back

ON REFERENCE TO Mem[X]: Look for X among tags... 

HIT:  X = TAG(i) , for some cache line I 

•�READ: return DATA(i) 
•�WRITE: change DATA(i); Start Write to Mem[X] 

MISS: X not found in TAG of any cache line 

•�REPLACEMENT SELECTION: 
��Select some line k to hold Mem[X] 
��Write Back: Write Data(k) to Mem[Tag[k]]

•�READ: Read Mem[X] 
��Set TAG[k] = X, DATA[k] = Mem[X] 

•�WRITE: Start Write to Mem[X] 
��Set TAG[k] = X, DATA[k] = new Mem[X] 

Is write-back worth the trouble?  Depends on (1) cost of write; (2) consistency issues. 
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Write-back w/ “Dirty” bits 

ON REFERENCE TO Mem[X]: Look for X among tags... 

HIT:  X = TAG(i) , for some cache line I 
•�READ: return DATA(i) 
•�WRITE: change DATA(i); Start Write to Mem[X] D[i]=1

MISS: X not found in TAG of any cache line 
•�REPLACEMENT SELECTION: 

��Select some line k to hold Mem[X] 
��If D[k] == 1 (Write Back) Write Data(k) to Mem[Tag[k]]

•�READ: Read Mem[X]; Set TAG[k] = X, DATA[k] = Mem[X], D[k]=0
•�WRITE: Start Write to Mem[X] D[k]=1

��Set TAG[k] = X, DATA[k] = new Mem[X] 

MAIN
MEMORY

CPU
A Mem[A]

B Mem[B]

TAG DATAV

1

1

0
0

0
0

0

D

1

0
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Caches: Summary 

Associativity:

•�  Less important as size increases 

•�  2-way or 4-way usually plenty for typical program clustering; BUT additional 

associativity 

•�  Smooths performance curve 

•�  Reduces number of select bits (we’ll see shortly how this helps) 

•� TREND: Invest in RAM, not comparators. 

Replacement Strategy:

•�  BIG caches: any sane approach works well 

•�  REAL randomness assuages paranoia! 

 Performance analysis:

•� Tedious hand synthesis may build intuition from simple examples, BUT 

•� Computer simulation of cache behavior on REAL programs (or using REAL trace 

data) is the basis for most real-world cache design decisions. 
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Virtual Memory 

You heard me right, kid. 
TERABYTES of main 

memory! 

modified 4/23/09 10:54 

Quiz #3 Tomorrow! 
L17 – Virtual Memory   2 6.004 – Spring 2009 4/9/09

Lessons from History… 

There is only one mistake that can be made in computer design that is difficult
to recover from—not having enough address bits for memory addressing and 
memory management. 

Gordon Bell and Bill Strecker 
speaking about the PDP-11 in 1976 

A partial list of successful machines that eventually starved to death for 
lack of address bits includes the  PDP 8, PDP 10, PDP 11, Intel 8080, Intel 
8086, Intel 80186, Intel 80286, Motorola 6800, AMI 6502, Zilog Z80, 
Cray-1, and Cray X-MP. 

Hennessy & Patterson

Why? Address size determines minimum width of anything that can 
hold an address: PC, registers, memory words, HW for address 
arithmetic (BR/JMP, LD/ST).  When you run out of address space it’s 
time for a new ISA! 

L17 – Virtual Memory   3 6.004 – Spring 2009 4/9/09

Top 10 Reasons for a

BIG Address Space 

10. Keeping Micron and Rambus in 
business.

9.  Unique addresses within every 
internet host. 

8. Generating good 6.004 quiz 
problems.

7.  Performing  32-bit ADD  via table 
lookup

6. Support for meaningless 
advertising hype 

5. Emulation of a Turing Machine’s 
tape.

4. Bragging rights at geek parties. 

3. Isolating ISA from 
IMPLEMENTATION

•� details of HW configuration 
shouldn’t enter into SW design 

2. Usage UNCERTAINTY 
•� provide for run-time expansion of 

stack and heap 

1. Programming CONVENIENCE 

•� create regions of memory with 
different semantics: read-only, 
shared, etc. 

•� avoid annoying bookkeeping 
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Squandering Address Space 

Address Space 
CODE, large monolithic programs (eg, Office, Netscape).... 

• only small portions might be used 
• add-ins and plug-ins 
• shared libraries/DLLs 
•••

STACK: How much to reserve?  (consider RECURSION!) 

HEAP: N  variable-size data records... 
   Bound N?  Bound Size? 

OBSERVATIONS: 
• Can’t BOUND each usage... 

without compromising use. 
• Actual use is SPARSE 
• Working set even MORE sparse 

�

�
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Extending the Memory Hierarchy 

So, we’ve used SMALL fast memory + BIG slow memory to fake BIG FAST 
memory. 

Can we combine RAM and DISK to fake DISK size at RAM speeds? 

VIRTUAL MEMORY
• use of RAM as cache to much larger storage pool, on slower devices 
• TRANSPARENCY - VM locations "look" the same to program whether on 

DISK or in RAM. 
• ISOLATION of RAM size from software. 

CPU FAST 
STATIC

"CACHE"

DYNAMIC
RAM

"MAIN
MEMORY"

3x-20x

"Secondary
Storage"

DISK

104x-105x
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Virtual Memory 

ILLUSION: Huge memory 
 (232 bytes? 264bytes?) 

ACTIVE USAGE: small fraction 
(224 bytes?) 

HARDWARE: 
• 230 (1 G) bytes of RAM 
• 237 (128 G) bytes of DISK... 
  ... maybe more, maybe less! 

ELEMENTS OF DECEIT: 
• Partition memory into 

“Pages” (2K-4K-8K) 
• MAP a few to RAM, others to 

DISK
• Keep “HOT” pages in RAM. 

CPU RAMMMUVA PA 

Memory Management Unit 
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Demand Paging 

Basic idea: 
•� Start with all of VM on DISK (“swap 

area”), MMU “empty” 
•� Begin running program… each VA 

“mapped” to a PA 
�� Reference to RAM-resident page: RAM 

accessed by hardware 
�� Reference to a non-resident page: traps 

to software handler, which 
�� Fetches missing page from DISK into 

RAM
�� Adjusts MMU to map newly-loaded 

virtual page directly in RAM 
�� If RAM is full, may have to replace 

(“swap out”) some little-used page to 
free up RAM for the new page. 

•� Working set incrementally loaded, 
gradually evolves… 

“Bean – get in here 

immediately!  And 

bring a mop!” 
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Simple Page Map Design 

FUNCTION: Given Virtual Address, 

• Map to PHYSICAL address 

OR

• Cause PAGE FAULT allowing page 
replacement 

Virtual Page # 

Physical Page # 

Why  use  HIGH  address  bits  to  select page? 
... LOCALITY.  

Keeps  related  data  on  same  page. 

PAGEMAP 

X
X

X

D R

Virtual 
Memory 

Physical 
Memory 

PPN

Page Index 

Page Map 

1
1
0
0
1
1
0
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Virtual Memory vs. Cache 

MAIN
MEMORY 

A Mem[A]

B Mem[B]

TAG DATA 

=?

PAGEMAP PHYSICAL MEMORY 

VPAGE NO. OFFS

Cache: 
•� Relatively short blocks 
•� Few entries:  scarce resource 
•� miss time: 3x-20x hit times 

Virtual memory: 
•� disk: long latency, fast xfer 
� miss time: ~105 x hit time 
� write-back essential! 
� large pages in RAM 

•� lots of entries:  one for each page 
•� tags in page map, data in 
   physical memory 
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Virtual Memory: the VI-1 view 

PAGEMAP 

X
X

X

D R
Virtual Memory Physical Memory 

Pagemap Characteristics: 

• One entry per virtual page! 

• RESIDENT bit = 1 for pages stored in RAM, or 0 for non-resident 
(disk or unallocated).  Page fault when R = 0. 

• Contains PHYSICAL page number (PPN) of each resident page 

• DIRTY bit says we’ve changed this page since loading it from disk 
(and therefore need to write it to disk when it’s replaced) 

1
1

1
1

0
0

0

PPN
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Virtual Memory: the VI-3 view 

int VtoP(int VPageNo,int PO) { 
 if (R[VPageNo] == 0) 
    PageFault(VPageNo); 
 return (PPN[VPageNo] << p) | PO; 
}

/* Handle a missing page... */ 
void PageFault(int VPageNo) { 
  int i; 

  i = SelectLRUPage(); 
  if (D[i] == 1) 
  WritePage(DiskAdr[i],PPN[i]); 

  R[i] = 0; 

PPN[VPageNo] = PPN[i]; 
ReadPage(DiskAdr[VPageNo],PPN[i]);

  R[VPageNo] = 1; 
  D[VPageNo] = 0; 
}

Virtual Page # 

Physical Page # 

Problem: Translate 
  VIRTUAL ADDRESS 
  to PHYSICAL ADDRESS 

Multiply by 2P, the page size 
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The HW/SW Balance 
IDEA:

•� devote HARDWARE to high-traffic, performance-critical path 
•� use (slow, cheap) SOFTWARE to handle exceptional cases 

HARDWARE performs address translation, detects page faults: 
•� running program interrupted (“suspended”); 
•� PageFault(…) is forced; 
•� On return from PageFault; running program continues 

int VtoP(int VPageNo,int PO) { 
 if (R[VPageNo] == 0)PageFault(VPageNo); 
 return (PPN[VPageNo] << p) | PO; 
}

/* Handle a missing page... */ 
void PageFault(int VPageNo) { 
  int i = SelectLRUPage(); 
  if (D[i] == 1) WritePage(DiskAdr[i],PPN[i]); 
  R[i] = 0; 

  PA[VPageNo] = PPN[i]; 
  ReadPage(DiskAdr[VPageNo],PPN[i]); 
  R[VPageNo] = 1; 
  D[VPageNo] = 0; 
}

hardware 

software 
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Page Map Arithmetic 

PAGEMAP PHYSICAL MEMORY 

D R PPN
VPageNo PO

1
1

1
0

1

p

v

PPageNo PO
m

(v + p) bits in virtual address 
(m + p) bits in physical address 
2v number of VIRTUAL pages 
2m number of PHYSICAL pages 
2p bytes per physical page 
2v+p bytes in virtual memory 
2m+p bytes in physical memory 
(m+2)2v bits in the page map

Typical page size: 1K – 8K bytes 
Typical (v+p): 32 (or more) bits 
Typical (m+p): 30 – 32 bits 
                        (1G – 4G) 

Wait… if  v equals m, 
why have a pagemap at all? 
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Example: Page Map Arithmetic 

Virtual Page # 

PhysPg # 

SUPPOSE...

32-bit Virtual address 

212 page size (4 KB) 

230 RAM max (1 GB) 

THEN:

# Physical Pages = ___________ 

# Virtual Pages = _____________ 

# Page Map Entries = _________ 

# Bits In pagemap = __________ 

Use SRAM for page map???  OUCH! 

218 = 256K 
220

220 = 1M 
20*220� 20M 

011 1231

011 1229

12

20

18
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RAM-Resident Page Maps 
SMALL page maps can use dedicated RAM… gets expensive for big ones! 

SOLUTION:  Move page map to MAIN MEMORY: 

Virtual Address Physical Memory 

virtual 
page 

number 
physical 
page 
number 

Physical memory 
pages that hold page 
map entries 

PROBLEM:
Each memory references 
now takes 2 accesses 
to physical memory! 

+

Page Tbl Ptr 
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Translation Look-aside Buffer (TLB)

PROBLEM: 2x performance hit… each memory reference now takes 2 accesses! 

SOLUTION:  CACHE the page map entries 

physical 
page 
number 

IDEA:
LOCALITY in memory 

    reference patterns�
SUPER locality in  

     reference to page map 

VARIATIONS: 
•�  sparse page map storage 
•�  paging the page map! 

TLB: small, usually fully-associative 
cache for mapping VPN�PPN

Virtual Address Physical Memory 

virtual 
page 

number 
physical 
page 
number 

+

Page Tbl Ptr 

TLB hit 

TLB miss 
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Example: mapping VAs to PAs 

Suppose 
•� virtual memory of 232 bytes 
•� physical memory of 224 bytes 
•� page size is 210 (1 K) bytes 

1. How many pages can be stored in 
physical memory at once? 

2. How many entries are there in the 
page table? 

3. How many bits are necessary per 
entry in the page table?  (Assume 
each entry has PPN, resident bit, dirty 
bit)

4. How many pages does the page table 
require?  

5. What’s the largest fraction of VM 
that might be resident? 

6. A portion of the page table is given 
to the left.  What is the physical 
address for virtual address 
0x1804?

VPN | R D PPN 

----+--------

 0  | 0 0  7 

 1  | 1 1  9 

 2  | 1 0  0 

 3  | 0 0  5 

 4  | 1 0  5 

 5  | 0 0  3 

 6  | 1 1  2 

 7  | 1 0  4 

 8  | 1 0  1 

 … 

224-10 = 214

222

16

223 bytes = 213 pages 

1/28

VPN=6 � PPN=2 � PA=0x804 
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Contexts

A context is a mapping of VIRTUAL to PHYSICAL locations, as dictated by 
contents of the page map: 

PAGEMAP

X
X

X

D R
Virtual Memory Physical Memory

Several programs may be simultaneously loaded into main memory, each in 
its separate context: 

Virtual 
Memory 1

Virtual 
Memory 2

Physical
Memory

“Context switch”: 
  reload the page map! 

map1 map2
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Contexts: A Sneak Preview
Virtual 

Memory 1
Virtual 

Memory 2
Physical
Memory

1. TIMESHARING among several programs -- 
• Separate context for each program 
• OS loads appropriate context into pagemap when switching among pgms 

2. Separate context for OS “Kernel” (eg, interrupt handlers)... 
• “Kernel” vs “User” contexts 
• Switch to Kernel context on interrupt; 
• Switch back on interrupt return. 
HARDWARE SUPPORT: 2 HW pagemaps 

Every application can 
be written as if it has 
access to all of 
memory, without 
considering where 
other applications 
reside. 

First Glimpse of a 
   VIRTUAL MACHINE 
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Rapid Context Switching

physical 
page 
number 

Virtual Address Physical Memory 

Context & Virtual page number 
physical 
page 
number 

+

Page Tbl Ptr 

TLB hit 

TLB miss 

Context # 

Add a register to hold index of current context. To switch 
contexts: update Context # and Page Tbl Ptr registers.  Don’t 
have to flush TLB since each entry’s tag includes context # in 
addition to virtual page number 

�

�

�

�

�
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Using Caches with Virtual Memory 

CACHE MMUCPU
DYNAMIC

RAM

DISK

CACHE
MMUCPU

DYNAMIC
RAM

DISK

Physical Cache 
Tags match physical addresses 

•�  Avoids stale cache data after 
context switch 

•�  SLOW: MMU time on HIT 

Virtual Cache 
Tags match virtual addresses 

•�  Problem: cache invalid after 
context switch 

•�  FAST: No MMU time on HIT 
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Best of both worlds 

OBSERVATION: If cache line selection is based on unmapped  page 
offset bits, RAM access in a physical cache can overlap  page map 
access.  Tag from cache is compared with physical page number 
from MMU. 

Want “small” cache index � go with more associativity 

CACHE

CPU
DYNAMIC

RAM

MMU DISK
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Alternative memory structures? 

Maybe we’re hung up on the simple “address space” model.  Some 
alternatives:

•� Segments: named contiguous regions (Multics, x86, …) 
•� Objects: Cons cells, arrays, … (LISP machines, 432, … … …) 
•� URIs (web) 
•� Triples/relations (LEAP, SAIL, RDF, …) 
•� Associations
•� Etc etc etc 

Take a familiar model (viz, RAM). 
Virtualize  it. 

All of these, and more, have been tried – with occasional success.  But for the 
most part, we gravitate to that most venerable of Computer Science 
traditions: 
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Summary
Exploiting locality on a large scale… 

•� Programmers want a large, flat address space… 
… but they’ll use it sparsely, unpredictably! 

•� Key: Demand Page sparse working set into RAM from DISK 
•� IMPORTANT: Single-level pagemap, arithmetic, operation… 

�� Access loaded pages via fast hardware path 
�� Load virtual memory (RAM) on demand: page faults 

•� Various optimizations… 
�� Moving pagemap to RAM, for economy & size 
�� Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB), to regain performance 
�� Moving pagemap to DISK (or, equivalently, VM) for economy & size 

•� Cache/VM interactions: can cache physical or virtual locations 
Semantic consequence: 

•� CONTEXT: a mapping between V and P addresses – we’ll see again! 

Challenge: Alternative models 
•� Will we just use bigger addresses when we outgrow our current ISAs? 
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Virtual Machines

Lab 6 due Thursday! 

L18 – Virtual Machines   2 6.004 – Spring 2009 4/14/09

Review: Virtual Memory 

Goal: create illusion of large virtual address space 

•� divide address into (VPN,offset), map to (PPN,offset) or page fault 

•�use high address bits to select page: keep related data on same page  

•� use cache (TLB) to speed up mapping mechanism—works well 

•�long disk latencies: keep working set in physical memory, use write-back 

PAGEMAP 

X

X

X

D R

Virtual 
Memory 

Physical 
Memory 

PPN

CPU RAMMMUVA PA 
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MMU Address Translation 
Typical Multi-level approach 

32

32-bit virtual address 

3

Page fault 

(handled by SW) 

1

Look in TLB: VPN�PPN cache 
Usually implemented as a small 

(16- to 64-entry) fully-associative 

cache 

2

Data 

20 12

PTBL

D   R    PPN 

virtual 

page 

number 

20 12
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Example I 

0 1 2

-- 0 --

0 1 4

-- 0 --

1 1 0

1 1 1

-- 0 --

-- 0 --

-- 0 --

-- 0 --

-- 0 --

-- 0 --

1 1 7

1 1 6

1 1 5

0 1 3

Setup: 

    256 bytes/page (28)

    16 virtual pages (24)

    8 physical pages (23)

    12-bit VA (4 vpn, 8 offset)

    11-bit PA (3 ppn, 8 offset)

    LRU page: VPN = 0xE 

LD(R31,0x2C8,R0):

   VA = 0x2C8, PA = _______ 

16-entry 

Page Table 

8-page 

Phys. Mem. 

D  R    PPN 

VPN 0x4 

VPN 0x5 

VPN 0x0 

VPN 0xF 

VPN 0x2 

VPN 0xE 

VPN 0xD 

VPN 0xC 

0x000

0x0FC

0x100

0x1FC

0x200

0x2FC

0x300

0x3FC

0x400

0x4FC

0x500

0x5FC

0x600

0x6FC

0x700

0x7FC

0x4C8

VPN = 0x2 

� PPN = 0x4 

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

A

B

C

D

E

F

84 VA 

offsetVPN

83 PA 

PPN
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Example II 

0 1 2

-- 0 --

0 1 4

-- 0 --

1 1 0

1 1 1

-- 0 --

-- 0 --

-- 0 --

-- 0 --

-- 0 --

-- 0 --

1 1 7

1 1 6

1 1 5

0 1 3

Setup: 

    256 bytes/page (28)

    16 virtual pages (24)

    8 physical pages (23)

    12-bit VA (4 vpn, 8 offset)

    11-bit PA (3 ppn, 8 offset)

    LRU page: VPN = 0xE 

ST(BP,-4,SP), SP = 0x604 

  VA = 0x600, PA = _______ 

16-entry 

Page Table 

8-page 

Phys. Mem. 

D  R    PPN 

1     1           5 

--     0           -- 

VPN 0x4 

VPN 0x5 

VPN 0x0 

VPN 0xF 

VPN 0x2 

VPN 0xE 

VPN 0xD 

VPN 0xC 

0x000

0x0FC

0x100

0x1FC

0x200

0x2FC

0x300

0x3FC

0x400

0x4FC

0x500

0x5FC

0x600

0x6FC

0x700

0x7FC

VPN 0x6 

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

A

B

C

D

E

F

0x500

VPN = 0x6 

��Not resident, it’s on disk 

��Choose page to replace (LRU = 0xE) 

��D[0xE] = 1, so write 0x500-0x5FC to disk 

��Mark VPN 0xE as no longer resident 

��Read in page 0x6 from disk into 0x500-0x5FC 

��Set up page map for VPN 0x6 = PPN 0x5 

��PA = 0x500 

��This is a write so set D[0x6] = 1 
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Contexts
A context is an entire set of mappings from VIRTUAL to PHYSICAL page 

numbers as specified by the contents of the page map: 

We might like to support 

multiple VIRTUAL to 

PHYSICAL Mappings and, 

thus, multiple Contexts. 

PAGEMAP

X
X

X

D R
Virtual Memory Physical Memory

THE BIG IDEA: Several programs, each with their own context, may be 

simultaneously loaded into main memory! 

“Context switch”: 

  reload the page map! 

Virtual 
Memory 1

Virtual 
Memory 2

Physical
Memory

map map
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Power of Contexts: Sharing a CPU 

1. TIMESHARING among several programs -- 

• Separate context for each program 

• OS loads appropriate context into pagemap when switching among pgms 

2. Separate context for Operating System “Kernel” (eg, interrupt handlers)... 

• “Kernel” vs “User” contexts 

• Switch to Kernel context on interrupt; 

• Switch back on interrupt return. 

TYPICAL HARDWARE SUPPORT: rapid context switch mechanism 

Every application can be 

written as if it has access 

to all of memory, without 

considering where other 

applications reside. 

More than Virtual Memory: 

   A VIRTUAL MACHINE 

Virtual 
Memory 1

Virtual 
Memory 2

Physical
Memory
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Building a Virtual Machine 
PROCESS #0 PROCESS #1 

virtual 
memory 

virtual 
memory 

physical 
memory 

P1

P0

P1

shared 

?

P0

P1

?

?

P0

Context #1 Context #0 

Goal: give each program its own “VIRTUAL MACHINE”; 

programs don’t “know” about each other… 

New abstraction: a process which has its own 

  • machine state: R0, …, R30 • program (w/ shared code) 

  • context (virtual address space) • virtual I/O devices (console…) 

  • PC, stack 

“OS Kernel” is a special, privileged process that oversees the other processes 

and handles real I/O devices, emulating virtual I/O devices for each process 
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Each process has its own virtual machine 

OS Kernel (Specially privileged process) 

CPU MEM TIMER DISK I/O KVM 

CPU
Virtual 

Memory 
Windows 

I/O

events 
files sockets SVCs P1

Application 

CPU
Virtual 

Memory 
Windows 

I/O
events 

files sockets SVCs 

Application 

CPU
Virtual 

Memory 
Windows 

I/O
events 

files sockets SVCs 

Application 

CPU
Virtual 

Memory 
Windows 

I/O
events 

files sockets SVCs 

Application 

CPU
Virtual 

Memory 
Windows 

I/O
events 

files sockets SVCs 

Application 

P2

P3

P4

P5
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Processes:
Multiplexing the CPU 

PROCESS
1

PROCESS
0

Operating�
System

1

2 3 4 5

V
ir

t
u

a
l t

im
e

 

1. Running in process #0 

2. Stop execution of process #0 

either because of explicit yield or 

some sort of timer interrupt; trap 

to handler code, saving current PC 

in XP 

3. First: save process #0 state (regs, 

context) Then: load process #1 

state (regs, context) 

4. “Return” to process #1: just like 

return from other trap handlers (ie., 

use address in XP) but we’re 

returning from a different trap than 

happened in step 2! 

5. Running in process #1

Key Technology: Interrupts. 

When this process is interrupted. 

We RETURN to this process! 
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Interrupt Hardware 

PC+4+4*SXT(C)

ASEL 01

Data Memory 

RD

WD

Adr

R/W

WDSEL0 1 2

WARc: <25:21>
0

1
XP

PC

JT

+4

Instruction
Memory

A

D

Rb: <15:11>Ra: <20:16>

RA2SEL

Rc: <25:21>

+
Register

File

RA1 RA2

RD1 RD2

BSEL01

C: SXT(<15:0>)
Z

ALU
A B

JT

WA WD

WE

ALUFN

Control Logic

Z

ASEL

BSEL

PCSEL

RA2SEL

WDSEL

ALUFN
Wr

PC+4

0 1

Wr

01234

XAdr ILL
OP

WASEL

WASEL

IRQ

WERF

WERF

00

If (IRQ == 1 && PC31 == 0) { 

     // Reg[XP] � PC+4;  PC �“Xadr” 

PCSEL = 4, 

   WASEL = 1, WDSEL = 0, WERF = 1, 
   WR = 0 

}

PCSEL
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Beta Interrupt Handling 

SAVED 

STATE 

OF  A 

SP 

BR(...)0:

4:

8:

12:

BR(...)

BR(...)

BR(...)

User: 

Minimal Hardware Implementation: 

•� Check for Interrupt Requests (IRQs) 

before each instruction fetch. 

•� On IRQ j: 

��copy PC into Reg[XP]; 

��INSTALL j*4 as new PC. 

Handler Coding: 

•� Save state in “User” structure 

•� Call C procedure to handle the exception 

•� re-install saved state from “User” 

•� Return to Reg[XP] 

WHERE to find handlers? 

•� BETA Scheme:  WIRE IN a low-memory address for each 

exception handler entry point 

•� Common alternative: WIRE IN the address of a TABLE of 

handler addresses (“interrupt vectors”) 

ILLOP � 0x8000000 

RESET � 0x8000000

X_ADR � 0x8000000 

TRANSPARENT  to 
interrupted 
program! 

�
�

�

�

�
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External (Asynchronous) 

Interrupts
Example:

Operating System maintains current time of day (TOD) count. But...this value 
must be updated periodically in response to clock EVENTs, i.e. signal triggered 
by 60 Hz timer hardware. 

Program A (Application) 

•� Executes instructions of the user program. 

•� Doesn't want to know about clock hardware, interrupts, etc!! 

•� Can incorporate TOD into results by “asking” OS. 

Clock Handler 

•� GUTS: Sequence of instructions that increments TOD.  Written in C. 

•� Entry/Exit sequences save & restore interrupted state, call the C handler.  
Written as assembler “stubs”. 
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Interrupt Handler Coding 
long TimeOfDay; 
struct Mstate { int Regs[31];} User; 

/* Executed 60 times/sec */ 
Clock_Handler(){
   TimeOfDay = TimeOfDay+1; 

}

Clock_h:
ST(r0, User)        | Save state of 
ST(r1, User+4)      | interrupted 
...                 |  app pgm... 
ST(r30, User+30*4) 
CMOVE(KStack, SP)   | Use KERNEL SP 
BR(Clock_Handler,lp)| call handler 
LD(User, r0)        | Restore saved 
LD(User+4, r1)      |   state. 
...
LD(User+30*4, r30) 
SUBC(XP, 4, XP)  | execute interrupted inst 
JMP(XP)             | Return to app. 

Handler 

(written in C) 

“Interrupt stub” 

(written in assy.) 

if (TimeOfDay % QUANTUM == 0) Scheduler(); 
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Simple Timesharing Scheduler 

struct Mstate { /* Structure to hold */ 
int Regs[31]; /* processor state   */ 

} User; 

struct PCB { 

struct MState State; /* Processor state   */ 
Context PageMap; /* VM Map for proc   */ 
int DPYNum; /* Console number    */ 

 } ProcTbl[N]; /* one per process
*/

int Cur; /* “Active” process */ 

Scheduler() { 

   ProcTbl[Cur].State = User;         /* Save Cur state */ 
Cur = (Cur+1)%N;         /* Incr mod N     */ 
User = ProcTbl[Cur].State; /* Install state for next User  */ 

LoadUserContext(ProcTbl[Cur].Context);  /* Install context */ 

}

(PCB = Process Control Block) 
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Avoiding Re-entrance 
Handlers which are interruptable are called RE-ENTRANT, and pose special 

problems... Beta, like many systems, disallows reentrant interrupts!
Mechanism: Uninterruptable “Kernel Mode” for OS: 

USER mode 
(Application) 

KERNEL mode 
(Op Sys) 

main()
{ ... 
  ... 
  ... 
}

Interrupt 
Vector 

Page 
Fault 

Handler 

Clock 
Handler 

SVC 
Handlers 

User
(saved 

state) 

Kernel 
Stack 

PC = 0......... 

PC = 1......... 

Processor State K-Mode Flag: 
PC31 = 1 for Kernel Mode! 

Other K-mode functions, e.g.

•� choosing Kernel/User context 

•� Allowing “privileged” operations 
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Communicating with the OS 
User-mode programs need to communicate with OS code: 

      Access virtual I/O devices 

      Communicate with other processes 

      … 

Solution: 

    Abstraction:         a supervisor call (SVC) with args in registers –  

                                          result in R0 or maybe user-mode memory 

   Implementation: use illegal instructions to cause an exception --   

                               OS code will recognize these particular illegal 

                               instructions as a user-mode SVCs 

But if OS Kernel is in another 

context (ie, not in user-mode 

address space) how do we get to it? 

Okay…

show me 

how it 

works! 
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Exception Hardware 

PC+4+4*SXT(C)

ASEL 01

Data Memory 

RD

WD

Adr

R/W

WDSEL0 1 2

WARc: <25:21>
0

1
XP

PC

JT

+4

Instruction
Memory

A

D

Rb: <15:11>Ra: <20:16>

RA2SEL

Rc: <25:21>

+
Register

File

RA1 RA2

RD1 RD2

BSEL01

C: SXT(<15:0>)
Z

ALU
A B

JT

WA WD

WE

ALUFN

Control Logic

Z

ASEL

BSEL

PCSEL

RA2SEL

WDSEL

ALUFN
Wr

PC+4

0 1

Wr

01234

XAdr

ILL 
OP 

WASEL

WASEL

IRQ

WERF

WERF

00

If (bad opcode) { 

     // Reg[XP] � PC+4;  PC �“Illop”

PCSEL = 3, 

   WASEL = 1, WDSEL = 0, WERF = 1, 
   WR = 0 

}

PCSEL

0x8000004

Look!  The 

supervisor 

bit is on! 

So the 

processor 

enters 

kernel mode 

before first 

instruction 

of handler is 

fetched. 
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Exception Handling 
. = 0x00000004 
BR(I_IllOp) | on Illegal Instruction (eg SVC) 

| Here's the SAVED STATE of the interrupted process, while we're 
| processing an interrupt. 
UserMState: STORAGE(32) | R0-R31... (PC is in XP!) 

| Here are macros to SAVE and RESTORE state -- 31 registers -- from 
|   the above storage. 

.macro SS(R) ST(R, UserMState+(4*R)) | (Auxiliary macro) 

.macro SAVESTATE() { 
SS(0)  SS(1)  SS(2)  SS(3)  SS(4)  SS(5)  SS(6)  SS(7) 
SS(8)  SS(9)  SS(10) SS(11) SS(12) SS(13) SS(14) SS(15) 
SS(16) SS(17) SS(18) SS(19) SS(20) SS(21) SS(22) SS(23) 
SS(24) SS(25) SS(26) SS(27) SS(28) SS(29) SS(30) } 

.macro RS(R) LD(UserMState+(4*R), R) | (Auxiliary macro) 

.macro RESTORESTATE() { 
RS(0)  RS(1)  RS(2)  RS(3)  RS(4)  RS(5)  RS(6) RS(7) 
RS(8)  RS(9)  RS(10) RS(11) RS(12) RS(13) RS(14) RS(15) 
RS(16) RS(17) RS(18) RS(19) RS(20) RS(21) RS(22) RS(23) 
RS(24) RS(25) RS(26) RS(27) RS(28) RS(29) RS(30) } 

Code is from lab8.uasm 

This is where the HW sets 

the PC during an exception 

Macros can be used like 

an in-lined procedure 

call 
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Illop Handler 
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
||| Handler for Illegal Instructions 
|||  (including SVCs) 
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

I_IllOp:
SAVESTATE() | Save the machine state. 
LD(KStack, SP) | Install kernel stack pointer. 

LD(XP, -4, r0) | Fetch the illegal instruction 
SHRC(r0, 26, r0) | Extract the 6-bit OPCODE 
SHLC(r0, 2, r0) | Make it a WORD (4-byte) index 
LD(r0, UUOTbl, r0) | Fetch UUOTbl[OPCODE] 
JMP(r0) | and dispatch to the UUO handler. 

.macro UUO(ADR) LONG(ADR+0x80000000) | Auxiliary Macros 

.macro BAD() UUO(UUOError)

UUOTbl: BAD() UUO(SVC_UUO)  BAD() BAD()
BAD()       BAD()        BAD()          BAD() 
BAD()     BAD()        BAD()          BAD() 
… more table follows… 

Don’t trust the user’s stack! 

This is a 64-

entry 

dispatch 

table.  Each 

entry is an 

address of a 

“handler” 

supervisor bit… 
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Actual Illops 

||| Here's the handler for truly unused opcodes (not SVCs): 
UUOError:

CALL(KWrMsg) | Type out an error msg, 
.text "Illegal instruction " 
LD(xp, -4, r0) | giving hex instr and location; 
CALL(KHexPrt)
CALL(KWrMsg)
.text " at location 0x" 
MOVE(xp,r0)
CALL(KHexPrt)
CALL(KWrMsg)
.text "! ....." 
HALT() | Then crash system. 

These utility routines (Kxxx) don’t follow our usual 

calling convention – they take their args in 

registers or from words immediately following the 

procedure call!  They adjust LP to skip past any 

args before returning. 
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Supervisor Call Handler 

||| Sub-handler for SVCs, called from I_IllOp on SVC opcode: 

SVC_UUO:
LD(XP, -4, r0) | The faulting instruction. 
ANDC(r0,0x7,r0) | Pick out low bits, 
SHLC(r0,2,r0) | make a word index, 
LD(r0,SVCTbl,r0) | and fetch the table entry. 
JMP(r0)

SVCTbl: UUO(HaltH) | SVC(0): User-mode HALT instruction 
UUO(WrMsgH) | SVC(1): Write message 
UUO(WrChH) | SVC(2): Write Character 
UUO(GetKeyH) | SVC(3): Get Key 
UUO(HexPrtH) | SVC(4): Hex Print 
UUO(WaitH) | SVC(5): Wait(S) ,,, S in R3 
UUO(SignalH) | SVC(6): Signal(S), S in R3 
UUO(YieldH) | SVC(7): Yield() 

000001----------------------xxx

SVC opcode SVC index 

SVC Instruction format 

Another

dispatch 

table!
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Handler for HALT SVC 

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
||| SVC Sub-handler for user-mode HALTs 
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

HaltH: BR(I_Wait) | SVC(0): User-mode HALT SVC 

||| Here's the common exit sequence from Kernel interrupt handlers: 
||| Restore registers, and jump back to the interrupted user-mode 
||| program. 

I_Rtn: RESTORESTATE()
kexit: JMP(XP) | Good place for debugging breakpoint! 

||| Alternate return from interrupt handler which BACKS UP PC, 
||| and calls the scheduler prior to returning.  This causes 
||| the trapped SVC to be re-executed when the process is 
||| eventually rescheduled... 

I_Wait: LD(UserMState+(4*30), r0) | Grab XP from saved MState, 
SUBC(r0, 4, r0) | back it up to point to 
ST(r0, UserMState+(4*30)) | SVC instruction 

CALL(Scheduler) | Switch current process, 
BR(I_Rtn) | and return to (some) user. 

Fills UserMState from 

PCB of next process to 

run

Looks like HALT 

should really be 

called LOOP! 
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OS organization 

“Applications” are quasi-parallel 

“PROCESSES”

          on

          “VIRTUAL MACHINES”,

each with: 

•� CONTEXT (virtual address space) 

•� Virtual I/O devices

O.S. KERNEL has: 

•� Interrupt handlers 

•� SVC (trap) handlers 

•� Scheduler 

•� PCB structures containing the 

state of inactive processes

Scheduler

KERNEL

P1 P2

SVC 1 handler 

SVC 0 handler 

I/O Handler 

Device
0

Alarm Clock 

I/O Handler 

Device
1

…

DPYNum=0

…

DPYNum=1

PCBs:

    P1: 

    P2: 

loop:SVC(0)
...
SVC(1)
...
BR(loop)

loop:SVC(0)
...
SVC(1)
...
BR(loop) 
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Devices & Interrupts

Lab #6 due tonight! 

Loop:
  LD(R3,0,R0) 
  ADDC(R3,4,R3) 
  SUBC(R2,1,R2) 
  BNE(R2,Loop) 
  … 

(Cough) Excuse me, sir… 

modified 4/13/09 10:14 L19 – Devices & Interrupts   2 6.004 – Spring 2009 4/16/09

Why an OS? 

What we’ve got: 

•� A Single Sequence Machine, capable of doing ONE thing at a time – one 
instruction, one I/O operation, one program. 

•� A universe of gadgets – e.g. I/O devices – that do similar things 
slightly differently.

What we’d like: 

•� To listen to MP3s while reading email. 

•� To access disk, network, and screen “simultaneously”. 

•� To write a single program that does I/O with anybody’s disk. 

Plausible approaches: 

•� An infinite supply of identical computers with 

uniform, high-level peripherals for every 

conceivable purpose… or 

•� An illusion: Make one real computer look like 

many “virtual” ones. 
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Operating Systems 
An OS is the Glue that holds a 

computer together. 

  - Mediates between 

    competing requests 

  - Resolves 

     names/bindings 

- Maintains 

     order/fairness 

KERNEL - a RESIDENT portion 

of the O/S that handles the 

most common and 

fundamental service 

requests.

vir.tu.al \'v*rch-(*-)w*l, 'v*r-ch*l\ \.v*r-ch*-'wal-*t-e-\  \'v*rch-(*-)w*-le-, 'v*rch-(*-)le-
\ aj [ME, possessed of certain physical virtues, fr. ML virtualis, fr. L virtus strength, 
virtue : being in essence or effect but not in fact  - vir.tu.al.i.ty n 

Hardware 

Registers 

ALUs 

PCs

Caches 

Kernel 

Operating System 

Applications 

Device Drivers 

Scheduler 
Process Control 

Blocks (PCBs) 

Shared 

Libraries 

Word Processors 

Graphical User  

Interface (GUI) 

Games 

Spread Sheets 

Web 

Browser 

Page Tables 

Device 

Queues 

Network Interfaces 

Security 

File system 

I/O Devices 
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OS organization 

“Applications” are quasi-parallel 

“PROCESSES”

          on

          “VIRTUAL MACHINES”,

each with: 

•� CONTEXT (virtual address space) 

•� Virtual I/O devices

O.S. KERNEL has: 

•� Interrupt handlers 

•� SVC (trap) handlers 

•� Scheduler 

•� PCB structures containing the 

state of inactive processes

Scheduler

KERNEL

P1 P2

SVC 1 handler 

SVC 0 handler 

I/O Handler 

Device
0

Alarm Clock 

I/O Handler 

Device
1

…
DPYNum=0

…
DPYNum=1

PCBs:
    P1: 

    P2: 

loop:SVC(0)
...
SVC(1)
...
BR(loop)

loop:SVC(0)
...
SVC(1)
...
BR(loop) 
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Asynchronous I/O Handling 

SVC call from application 

Application: 

…

ReadKey() | read key into R0 

…

. . . 

“A” 

Device Buffer
(in OS Kernel) 

KEYhit_h() { 

   (read ASCII code, put in buffer)

}

INTERRUPT from Keyboard n 

INTERRUPT

to OS 

IN OUT 

ReadKEY_h() { 

(remove next char from buffer, 

 return in R0) 

   …} 

TRAP to OS 

IN OUT 
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Interrupt-based Asynchronous I/O 

struct Device { 
  char Flag, Data; 
} Keyboard; 

KEYhit_h() { 
  Buffer[inptr] = Keyboard.Data; 
  inptr = (inptr + 1) % BUFSIZE; 
}

OPERATION:  NO attention to Keyboard during normal operation 
• on key strike: hardware asserts IRQ to request interrupt 
• USER program interrupted, PC+4 of interrupted inst. saved in XP 
• state of USER program saved on KERNEL stack; 
• KeyboardHandler invoked, runs to completion; 
• state of USER program restored; program resumes. 

TRANSPARENT to USER program. 

Keyboard Interrupt Handler (in O.S. KERNEL): 

Assume each 

keyboard has 

an associated 

buffer
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ReadKey SVC: Attempt #1 
A supervisor call (SVC) is an instruction that transfers control to the kernel so 

it can satisfy some user request.  Kernel returns to user program when 

request is complete. 

First draft of a ReadKey SVC handler (supporting  a Virtual  Keyboard): returns 

next keystroke on a user’s keyboard to that user’s requesting application: 

Problem: Can’t interrupt code running in the supervisor mode… 

so the buffer never gets filled.

ReadKEY_h()
{

int kbdnum = ProcTbl[Cur].DPYNum; 
while (BufferEmpty(kbdnum)) { 

/* busy wait loop */ 
}
User.Regs[0] = ReadInputBuffer(kbdnum); 

}

ReadKEY_h()
{

int kbdnum = ProcTbl[Cur].DPYNum; 
while (BufferEmpty(kbdnum)) { 

/* busy wait loop */ 
}
User.Regs[0] = ReadInputBuffer(kbdnum); 

}
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ReadKey SVC: Attempt #2 

A BETTER keyboard SVC handler: 

ReadKEY_h()
{

int kbdnum = ProcTbl[Cur].DPYNum; 
if (BufferEmpty(kbdnum)) { 
   /* busy wait loop */ 

User.Regs[XP] = User.Regs[XP]-4; 
} else 

   User.Regs[0] = ReadInputBuffer(kbdnum); 
}

That’s a 

funny way 

to write 

a loop 

Problem: The process just wastes its time-slice waiting for 

someone to hit a key... 

This one actually works! 
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ReadKey SVC: Attempt #3 

EVEN BETTER: On I/O wait, YIELD remainder of quantum: 

ReadKEY_h()
{

int kbdnum = ProcTbl[Cur].DPYNum; 
if (BufferEmpty(kbdnum)) { 

User.Regs[XP] = User.Regs[XP]-4; 
Scheduler( ); 

} else 
   User.Regs[0] = ReadInputBuffer(kbdnum); 

}

RESULT: Better CPU utilization!! 

Does timesharing cause CPU use to be less efficient?

•� COST: Scheduling, context-switching overhead; but 

•� GAIN: Productive use of idle time of one process by running another. 
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Sophisticated Scheduling 

To improve efficiency further, we can avoid scheduling processes in 

prolonged I/O wait:

•� Processes can be in ACTIVE or WAITING (“sleeping”) states; 

•� Scheduler cycles among ACTIVE PROCESSES only; 

•� Active process moves to WAITING status when it tries to read 

a character and buffer is empty; 

•� Waiting processes each contain a code (eg, in PCB) designating 

what they are waiting for (eg, keyboard N); 

•� Device interrupts (eg, on keyboard N) move any processes 

waiting on that device to ACTIVE state. 

UNIX kernel utilities:

•� sleep(reason) - Puts CurProc to sleep.  “Reason” is an arbitrary 

binary value giving a condition for reactivation. 

•� wakeup(reason) - Makes active any process in sleep(reason). 
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ReadKey SVC: Attempt #4 

ReadKEY_h() { 

   … 

   if (BufferEmpty(kbdnum)) { 

      User.Regs[XP] = User.Regs[XP] - 4; 

      sleep(kbdnum); 

   … 

}

sleep(status s) { 

   ProcTbl[Cur].status = s; 

   Scheduler() 

}
Scheduler() { 

   … 

   while (ProcTbl[i].status != 0) { 

      i = (i+1)%N; 

   } 

   … 

}
wakeup(status s) { 

   for (i = 0; i < N; i += 1) { 

      if (ProcTbl[i].status == s) 

         PCB[i].status = 0; 

   } 

}

SVC call from application 

KEYhit_h() { 

   … 

      WriteBuffer(kbdnum, key) 

      wakeup(kbdnum); 

   … 

}

INTERRUPT from Keyboard n 
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The Need for “Real Time” 

Side-effects of CPU virtualization 
+ abstraction of machine resources 

(memory, I/O, registers, etc. ) 
+ multiple “processes” executing concurrently
+ better CPU utilization 
-  Processing throughput is more variable 

Our approach to dealing with the asynchronous world 
- I/O - separate “event handling” 
  from “event processing” 

Difficult to meet “hard deadlines” 
- control applications
- playing videos/MP3s 

Real-time as an alternative to time-sliced
or fixed-priority preemptive scheduling
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Interrupt Latency 
One way to measure the real-time performance of a system is INTERRUPT

LATENCY: 

•� HOW MUCH TIME can elapse between an interrupt request and the 
START of its handler? 

time 

Request 
Latency Service 

Time Deadline? 

OFTEN  bad things happen when service is delayed beyond 
some deadline - "real time" considerations: 

Missed characters 
System crashes 
Nuclear meltdowns 

“HARD”

Real time 

constraints 
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Sources of Interrupt Latency 

What causes interrupt latency: 

•� State save, context switch. 
•� Periods of uninterruptability: 

�� Long, uninterruptable instructions -- eg block moves, multi-level indirection. 
�� Explicitly disabled periods (eg for atomicity, during service of other 

interrupts). 

GOAL:  BOUND (and minimize) interrupt latency! 

•� Optimize interrupt sequence context switch 
•� Make unbounded-time instructions INTERRUPTABLE (state in registers, etc). 
•� Avoid/minimize disable time 
•� Allow handlers to be interrupted, in certain cases (while still avoiding reentrant

handlers!).  

time 

Request 
Latency Service 

Time Deadline? 

We can consider this 

when we write our O/S We can address 

this in our ISA 

But, this is 

application 

dependent! 
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Interrupt Disable/Enable 

E

Interrupt 
Enable/

Disable bit 

(Misc. other stuff:
Context, K/U mode, 

etc.) INTERRUPT DISABLE 
BIT (part of processor 
status)...  in PC: 

Often in separate 

Processor Status
Word ... 

E=1: DISABLED 
E=0: ENABLED

e.g.
•� BETA K-mode bit 

(disables interrupts, 
other functions) 

•� Often separate bit/
mechanism 

PC

TYPICAL OPERATION: (as with Beta K-mode bit): 
•� ONLY take interrupts if E=0; else defer. 
•� SAVE OLD E on interrupt, install new E from interrupt vector (along 

with PC, etc).  New E=1 (to disable interrupts during handler). 
•� Run handler, with interrupts disabled. 
•� On JMP (at return from handler), saved state restored to processor, 

resuming interrupted program (with E=0 again). 
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Scheduling of Multiple Devices 

DEVICE 

Keyboard 

Disk 

Printer 

Service 
Time 

800 

500 

400 

Actual w/c 
Latency 

________ 

________ 

________ 

"TOY" System scenario: 

What is the WORST CASE latency seen by each device? 

Req: K,P,D

PK D

Req: D,P,K

D P K

Req: K,D,P

K D P

Assumptions:
•� Infrequent interrupt requests (each happens only once/scenario) 
•� Simultaneous requests might be served in ANY order…. Whence 
•� Service of EACH device might be delayed by ALL others! 

… can we improve this? 

500 + 400 = 900 

800 + 400 = 1200 

800+ 500 = 1300 
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Weak (non-preemptive) Priorities 

ISSUE: Processor becomes 
interruptable (at fetch of next 
instruction), several interrupt 
requests are pending.  Which is 
served first? 

LATENCIES with WEAK PRIORITIES: 
   Service of each device might be 

delayed by: 
•� Service of 1 other (arbitrary) 

device, whose interrupt request 
was just honored; PLUS 

•� Service of ALL higher-priority 
devices. 

DP K

Req:
P,D,K

Req:
K,P,D

K PD

DEVICE 

Keyboard 

Disk 

Printer 

Service 
Time 

800 

500 

400 

Actual w/c 
Latency 

________ 

________ 

________ 

900

800

1300

WEAK PRIORITY ORDERING:  Check in prescribed sequence, eg: 
   DISK > PRINTER > KEYBOARD. 

vs 1200 – 

Now delayed by only 1 service! 
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The Need for Preemption 

Without preemption, ANY interrupt service can delay ANY other service 
request… the slowest service time constrains response to fastest 
devices.  Often, tight deadlines can’t be met using this scheme alone. 

EXAMPLE: 800 uSec deadline (hence 300 uSec maximum interrupt 
latency) on disk service, to avoid missing next sector... 

DEVICE 

Keybrd 
Disk 

Printer 

Serv. 
Time 

800 
500 
400 

Actual 
Latency 

900 
800 

1300 

Max. 
Delay 

300 

need PREEMPTION:  Allow handlers for LOWER PRIORITY interrupts to be 
interrupted by HIGHER priority requests! 

Latency 

w/preemption Priority 

1

3

2

~0
[D] 500 

D,P   900 

CAN'T SATISFY the disk requirement in this system using weak priorities! 
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Strong Priority Implementation 

SCHEME:

•� Expand E bit in PC to be a PRIORITY integer PRI  
(eg, 3 bits for 8 levels) 

•� ASSIGN a priority to each device. 

•� Prior to each instruction execution: 

�� Find priority Pi of highest requesting device, say Di

�� Take interrupt if and only if Pi > PRI, set PRI = Pi.

Strong priorities: 
     KEY:  Priority in Processor state 
     Allows interruption of (certain) handlers 
     Allows preemption, but not reentrance 
     BENEFIT: Latency seen at high priorities UNAFFECTED by service times 
       at low priorities. 

PC: Program Counter PRI
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Recurring Interrupts 

DEVICE 

Keybrd 

Disk 

Printer 

Serv. 
Time 

800 

500 

400 

Actual 
Latency 

900 

0

500 

Max. 
Delay 

300 

P

3

5

4

Max. 
Freq 

100/s 

500/s 

1000/s 

Consider interrupts which recur at bounded rates: 

Note that interrupt LATENCIES don't tell 
the whole story—consider COMPLETION 
TIMES, eg for Keyboard in example to the 
right.

Keyboard service not complete until 3ms 
after request.  Often deadlines used
rather than max. delays. 

D
P
K

P P
D

P P
D

D P K D P DP P
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Interrupt Load 

DEVICE 

Keybrd 

Disk 

Printer 

Serv. 
Time 

800 

500 

400 

Actual 
Latency 

900 

0

500 

Max. 
Delay 

300 

P

3

5

4

Max. 
Freq 

100/s 

500/s 

1000/ 

%
Load 

______ 

______ 

______ 

How much CPU time  is consumed by interrupt service? 

D
P
K

P P
D

P P
D

P P
D

D
P
K

P P
D

P

10 ms. cycle 

800u*100/s = 8% 

500u*500/s = 25% 

400u*1000/s = 40% 

Remaining fraction (27%) is left over for application; trouble if its <0! 
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< 10 mS 

Task Period Service time    Deadline 

Supply ship guidance 30ms 5ms          25ms 

Gyroscopes 40 10          20 

Cabin pressure 100 ?          100 

Example: Ben visits ISS 
International Space Station’s on-board computer performs 3 tasks: 

•� guiding incoming supply ships to a safe docking 

•� monitoring gyros to keep solar panels properly oriented 

•� controlling air pressure in the crew cabin 

Assuming a weak priority system:

1. What is the maximum service time for “cabin pressure” that 

still allows all constraints to be met?  

2. Give a weak priority ordering that meets the constraints 

3. What fraction of the time will the processor spend idle? 

4. What is the worst-case delay for each type of interrupt until 

completion of the corresponding service routine? 

16.6 % 

25%

10%

G > SSG > CP 

48.33%

C,G = 10 + 10 + (5) = 25 

C     = 10 + (10) = 20 

S,G = 5 + 10 + (10) = 25 10
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Example: Ben visits ISS (cont’d) 
Our Russian collaborators don’t like the sound of a “weak” priority 

interrupt system and lobby heavily to use a “strong” priority interrupt 

system instead. 

Task Period Service time    Deadline 

Supply ship guidance 30ms 5ms          25ms 

Gyroscopes 40 10          20 

Cabin pressure 100 ?          100 

Assuming a strong priority system,    G > SSG > CP: 

1. What is the maximum service time for “cabin pressure” that 

still allows all constraints to be met? 

2. What fraction of the time will the processor spend idle? 

3. What is the worst-case delay for each type of interrupt until 

completion of the corresponding service routine? 

100 – (3*10) – (4*5) = 50 

50

16.6%

25%

50%

8.33%

[G] 10 + 5 

10

100
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Summary

Device interface – two parts: 

•� Device side: handle interrupts from device (transparent to apps) 

•� Application side: handle interrupts (SVCs) from application 

Scheduler interaction: 

•� “Sleeping” (*inactive) processes waiting for device I/O 

•� Handler coding issues, looping thru User mode 

Real Time constraints, scheduling, guarantees” 

•� Complex, hard scheduling problems – a black art! 

•� Weak (non-preemptive) vs Strong (preemptive) priorities help… 

•� Common real-world interrupt systems: 

-� Fixed number (eg, 8 or 16) of strong priority levels 

-� Each strong priority level can support many devices, arranged 

in a weak priority chain 

�

�
�
�

�

�

�
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Interconnect & Communication 
Space, Time, & stuff…

Quiz #4 tomorrow! 

modified 4/22/09 11:14 L20 – Communication   2 6.004 – Spring 2009 4/23/09

Computer System Technologies 
What’s the most important part of this picture? 

Mother boards 

SDRAM LAN technology 

Linux Windows

XP 

Hard Disk 

Drives 

DRAM

Flash Memory 

Graphics 

Acceleration 

ActiveX 

Controls App

Servers 
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Technology comes & goes; 

interfaces last forever 
Interfaces typically deserve more engineering attention than the 

technologies they interface… 

•� Abstraction: should outlast many technology generations 

•� Often “virtualized” to extend beyond original function (e.g. memory, I/O, 

services, machines) 

•� Represent more potential value to their proprietors than the technologies 

they connect. 

Interface sob stories: 

•� Interface “warts”: Windows “aux.c” bug, Big/little Endian wars 

•� IBM PC debacle 

... and many success stories: 

•� IBM 360 Instruction set architecture; Postscript; Compact Flash; ... 

•� Backplane buses 
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CPU

MEM
I/O

DISK
I/O

MEM

Ancient Times (Ad hoc connections) 

System Interfaces & Modularity 

Late 60s (Processor-dependent Bus) 

CPU

MEM

I/ODISK

I/OMEM

?

80s (Processor-independent Bus) 

CPU

CPU

I/ODISK

I/OMEM

Today 
Buses Galore MEM

MEM

CPU

DISK I/O I/O 

L2/L3 $ 

Graphics 

I/O

“AGP” bus 
Front-side bus 

Back-side bus 

Bridge 
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Interface Standard: Backplane Bus 

Modular cards that plug into 

a common backplane: 

CPUs

Memories 

Bulk storage 

I/O devices 

S/W?

The backplane provides: 

Power 

Common system clock 

Wires for communication 
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The Dumb Bus: ISA & EISA 

Original primitive approach -- 

Just take the control 

signals and data bus from

the CPU module, buffer it, and call 

it a bus. 

ISA bus (Original IBM PC bus) - 

    Pin out and timing is nearly identical 
to the 8088 spec. 

Ah, you forget, 

Unibus, S-100,  

SWTP SS-50, 

STB, MultiBus, 

Apple 2E, … 
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Smarter “Processor Independent” Buses 

NuBus, PCI… 
Isolate basic communication 

primitives from processor 
architecture:

•� Simple read/write protocols 

•� Symmetric: any module can 
become “Master” (smart I/O, 
multiple processors, etc) 

•� Support for “plug & play” 
expansion

Goal: vendor-independent 
interface standard 

TERMINOLOGY – 

BUS MASTER – a module that 

     initiates a bus transaction. 

     (CPU, disk controller, etc.) 

BUS SLAVE – a module that 

     responds to a bus request. 

     (Memory, I/O device, etc.) 

BUS CYCLE – The period from 

     when a transaction is 

     requested until it is served. 

PCI: initiator 

PCI:  target 

http://www.techfest.com/hardware/bus/pci.htm 
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Buses, Interconnect… 

what’s the big deal? 

Aren’t buses simply logic circuits with long wires? 

Wires: interconnect engineer’s view: 

Transmission lines. 

Finite signal propagation 

velocity. 

Space matters.

Time matters.

Reality matters.

Wires: circuit theorist’s view: 

Equipotential “nodes” of a 

circuit. 

Instant propagation of v, i 

over entire node. 

“space” abstracted out of 

design model. 

Time issues dictated by RLC 

elements; wires are 

timeless. 
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Bus Lines as Transmission Lines 

????

ANALOG ISSUES: 

•� Propagation times 

�� Light travels about 1 ft / ns 

(about 7”/ns in a wire) 

•� Skew 

�� Different points along the bus see 

the signals at different times 

•� Reflections & standing waves 

�� At each interface (places where 

the propagation medium changes) 

the signal may reflect if the 

impedances are not matched. 

�� Make a transition on a long line – 

may have to wait many transition 

times for echos to subside. 
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Coping with Analog Issues... 

We’d like our bus to be technology independent... 

• Self-timed protocols allow bus transactions to accommodate 
varying response times; 

• Asynchronous protocols avoid the need to pick a (technology-
dependent) clock frequency. 

i i
WIRED-OR GLITCH: what happens 

when a switch is opened??? 

COMMON COMPROMISE: Synchronous, Self-Timed protocols 

• Broadcast bus clock 

• Signals sampled at “safe” times 

* DEAL WITH: noise, clock skew (wrt signals) 

BUT... asynchronous protocols are vulnerable to analog-domain 
problems, like the infamous 
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Synchronous Bus Clock Timing 

CLK

Signal 
at source

assertion edgesample edge

Signal 
at destination

Allow for several “round-trip” bus delays so that ringing can die down.  

“Settling

Time” “de-skew time” 
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A Simple Bus Transaction 

CLK

assertion edgesample edge

start

finish

operation

address

data

WRITE (Master)

(Master)

(Master)

(Master)

(Slave)

MASTER:

   1) Chooses bus operation 

   2) Asserts an address 

   3) Waits for a slave to 

        answer. 

SLAVE: 

   1) Monitors start 

   2) Check address 

   3) If meant for me 

        a) look at bus operation 

        b) do operation 

        c) signal finish of cycle 

BUS:

  1) Monitors start 

  2) Start count down 

  3) If no one answers before 

       counter reaches 0 then 

       “time out” 
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Multiplexed Bus:  Write Transaction 

CLK

operation

start

finish

address

/data

WRITE (Master)

(Master)

(Slave)

adr (Master) data (Master)

OK (Slave)

We let the address and data 

buses share the same 

wires. 

Slave sends a status 

message by driving the 

operation control signals 

when it finishes.  Possible 

indications: 

    - request succeeded 

    - request failed 

    - try again 

A slave can stall the write by 

waiting several cycles before 

asserting the finish signal. 

assertion edgesample edge

More efficient use of shared wires 
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Multiplexed Bus: Read Transaction 

Throughput:  3+  Clocks/word

CLK

operation

start

finish

address

/data

READ (Master)

(Master)

(Slave)

adr (Master) data (Slave)

OK (Slave)

On reads, we allot one cycle for 

the bus to “turn around” (stop 

driving and begin receiving). It 

generally takes some time to 

read data anyway. 

A slave can stall the read (for 

instance if the device is slow 

compared to the bus clock) by 

waiting several clocks before 

asserting the finish signal. 

These delays are sometimes 

called “WAIT-STATES” 

assertion edgesample edge

Turn around time 

Turn around time 
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Bus Arbitration: Multiple Bus Masters 

ISSUES:

•� Fairness - Given uniform requests, bus cycles should be divided evenly 
among modules (to each, according to their needs…) 

•� Bounded Wait – An  upper bound on how long a module has to wait between 
requesting and receiving a grant 

•� Utilization - Arbitration scheme should allow for maximum bus 
performance

•� Scalability - Fixed-cost per module (both in terms of arbitration H/W and 
arbitration time. 

STATE OF THE ART ARBITRATION:  N masters, log N time, log N wires. 

Request 

Grant In 

Grant Out 

Request 

Grant In 

Grant Out 

Request 

Grant In 

Grant Out 

Request 

Grant In 

Grant Out 

Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4 

Request 
“Daisy-Chain Arbitration”
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Meanwhile, outside the box… 
The Network as an interface standard

Application 

Session 

TCP UDP 

IP 

Ethernet Token Ring Physical 

Network 

Transport 

EMERGING IDEA: Protocol 

“layers” that isolate 

application-level interface 

from low-level physical 

devices: 

ETHERNET: In the mid-70’s Bob 

Metcalf (at Xerox PARC, an MIT 

alum) devised a bus for networking 

computers together. 

•�Inspired by Aloha net (radio) 

•�COAX replaced “ether” 

•�Bit-serial (optimized for long wires) 

•�Variable-length “packets”: 

- self-clocked data (no clock, skew!) 

- header (dest), data bits     

•�Issues: sharing, contention, arbitration, 

“backoff”
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Serial, point-to-point communications…. 
Becoming standard at all levels?

ETHERNET: Broadcast technology 

•�Sharing (contention) issues 

•�Multiple-drop-point issues… 

Evolution: Point-to-point 

•�10BaseT, separate R & T wires 

•�Each link shared by only 2 hosts 

•�Network riddled with switches, 

routers 

Serial point-to-point bus replacements 

•�Multi Gbit/sec serial links! 

•�PCIe, Infiniband, SATA, ... 

•�Packets, headers 

•�Switches, routing 

•�Trend: localized, superfast, serial 

networks! 
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Buses & Bridges in Today’s Computers 

North
Bridge

South
Bridge

AGP
Bus

Memory Bus Frontside Bus

ATA Bus

PCI Bus

Serial ATA 

Firewire 

USB 1.1/2.0 

…

PCI Express x16… 

(point-to-point) 
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Generalizing Buses… 
Communication Topologies 

RING

��(n) steps for random message delivery 

BUS

ONE  step for random message delivery (but 

only one message at a time) 

1-dimensional approaches: 
“Low cost networks” – constant cost/node 
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Quadratic-cost Topologies 

COMPLETE GRAPH: 

Dedicated lines connecting each pair of 

communicating nodes. ��(n) simultaneous 

communications. 

CROSSBAR SWITCH: 

•� Switch dedicated between each pair of 

nodes 

•� Each Ai can be connected to one Bj at any 

time 

•� Special cases: 

•� A = processors, B = memories 

•� A, B same type of node 

•� A, B same nodes (complete graph) 

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.

11 2 3 4 5

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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Mesh Topologies 

2-Dimensional Meshes 4-Neighbor 

8-Neighbor 

3-D, 6-Neighbor Mesh 

Nearest-neighbor connectivity: 

    Point-to-point interconnect 

        - minimizes delays 

        - minimizes “analog” effects 

    Store-and-forward 

    (some overhead associated 

      with communication routing) 
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Logarithmic Latency Networks 

BINARY TREE: 

Maximum path length is ��(log n) steps; 

Cost/node constant.

HYPERCUBE (n-cube): 

Cost = ��(n log n) 

Worst-case path length = ��(log n) 
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Communication Topologies: Latency 
Theorist's view: 

•� Each point-to-point link requires one hardware unit. 

•� Each point-to-point communication requires one time unit.

IS IT REAL? 
• Speed of Light: ~ 1 ns/foot (typical bus propagation: 5 ns/foot) 
• Density limits: can a node shrink forever? How about Power, Heat, etc … ? 

OBSERVATION: Links on Tree, N-cube must grow with n; hence time/link must grow. 

Topology $

Complete Graph

Crossbar

1D Bus

2D Mesh

3D Mesh

Tree

N-cube

�� ( n
2

)

�� ( n )

�� ( n 2 )

�� ( n )

�� ( n )

�� ( n )

�� ( )n log n

Theoretical
Latency

�� ( n3 )

�� ( n )

�� ( 1 )

�� ( 1 )

�� ( 1 )

�� ( log n )

�� ( log n )

�� �� ( n3 )

�� �� ( n3 )

�� �� ( n3 )

�� ( n )

�� ( n )

Actual
Latency
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Communications Futures 
The Old Standbys:

•� In box: Backplane buses: parallel, shared data paths 

•� Arbitration, skew problems 

•� Local area: shared, single “ether” cable 

•� Contention, collisions 

New “switched fabric” tech (in & out of box): 

•� Shared wires replaced by point-to-point serial 

•� Parallel data paths replaced by serial “packets” 

•� Communication network extended via active switches 

Topological Invariants: 

•� Asymptotic performance/cost tradeoffs…

•� Log-latency topologies: a useful fiction 

•� Best-case scaling with 3D mesh 

Watch this space! 

•� Technologies: optical, proximity, …. 

•� 3D packaging, interconnect 

•� ??? 

SATA 

EISA
PCIe

PCI

Infiniband 

FireWire 

RDRAM

SDRAM

USB
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Processes, Synchronization, & Deadlock 

Lab #7 due Thursday 

modified 4/27/09 11:15 L21 – Processes & Synchronization   2 6.004 – Spring 2009 4/28/09

Interprocess Communication 

Why communicate? 

•� Concurrency

•� Asynchrony

•� Processes as a 

programming primitive 

•� Data/Event driven 

How to communicate? 

•� Shared  Memory

(overlapping  contexts)... 

•� Supervisor  calls 

•� Synchronization instructions, 

(hardware support) 

Classic Example: 
    “PRODUCER-CONSUMER” Problem: 

Real-World Examples: 
    UNIX pipeline,
    Word processor/Printer Driver, 
    Preprocessor/Compiler, 
    Compiler/Assembler 

P1 P2
Code 
Stack 
Data 

Shared 

Data 

Code 
Stack 
Data 

P

PRODUCER

C

CONSUMER

loop: <xxx>;

send(c); 

goto loop 

loop: c = rcv(); 

<yyy>;

goto loop 
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Synchronous Communication 

PRODUCER

2
<xxx>

3
<xxx>

<xxx>
1

send
1

send
2

send
3

CONSUMER

<yyy>
1

rcv
1

<yyy>
2

rcv
2

<yyy>
3

rcv
3

loop: <xxx>;

send(c); 

goto loop 

loop: c = rcv(); 

<yyy>;

goto loop 

rcvi sendi

+1

sendi rcvi

• Can’t CONSUME data  

before it’s PRODUCED

���� ����

Precedence 

Constraints: 

“�� precedes ��”

•  Producer can’t 

“OVERWRITE” data 

before it’s consumed

L21 – Processes & Synchronization   4 6.004 – Spring 2009 4/28/09

FIFO  Buffering
RELAXES  interprocess

synchronization  constraints. 

Buffering relaxes the following 

OVERWRITE constraint to:

P C
N-character 

FIFO buffer  

<xxx>;

send(c0);

rcv(); //c0

<yyy>;

<xxx>;

send(c1);

rcv(); //c1

<yyy>;

<xxx>;

send(c2);

rcv(); //c2

<yyy>;

<xxx>;

send(c3);

time 

c0 c1 c2 c0 c1 c2 c0 c1 c2 c0 c1 c2c3

rcvi sendi+N

c0 c1 c2c3c0 c1c0c0c0

Read ptr 

Write ptr 

c0

“Ring Buffer:” 
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Example: Bounded Buffer Problem 

send(char c) 
{
   buf[in] = c; 
   in = (in+1)% N; 
}

char rcv() 
{  char c; 
   c = buf[out]; 
   out = (out+1)% N; 
   return c; 
}

PRODUCER: CONSUMER: 

char buf[N];          /* The buffer */ 
int in=0, out=0; 

SHARED MEMORY: 

Problem:  Doesn’t enforce  precedence  constraints 

    (e.g. rcv( ) could be invoked prior to any send() )

L21 – Processes & Synchronization   6 6.004 – Spring 2009 4/28/09

Semaphores (Dijkstra) 

Programming construct for synchronization: 
•� NEW DATA TYPE: semaphore,  integer-valued 

semaphore s = K; /* initialize s to K */

•� NEW OPERATIONS (defined on semaphores): 

•� wait(semaphore s) 
stall current process if (s <= 0), otherwise s = s – 1 

•� signal(semaphore s) 
s = s + 1, (can have side effect of letting other processes proceed) 

•� SEMANTIC GUARANTEE: A semaphore s initialized to K 
enforces the constraint: 

wait(s)i+Ksignal(s)i

This is a precedence 
relationship, 

meaning that the (i+K)th

call to wait 

cannot proceed before 

the 

ith call to 

signal completes. 

Often you will see  

P(s) used for wait(s)  

and

V(s) used for signal(s)! 

P = “proberen”(test) or 

“pakken”(grab) 

 V= “verhogen”(increase) 

L21 – Processes & Synchronization   7 6.004 – Spring 2009 4/28/09

Semaphores for Resource Allocation 

ABSTRACT PROBLEM:

•  POOL  of  K  resources

•  Many  processes,  each  needs  resource  for  occasional 

    uninterrupted  periods 

•  MUST  guarantee  that  at  most  K resources are in use at any time.

Semaphore Solution: 

In shared memory: 
  semaphore s = K;  /* K resources  */ 

In each process:
  ... 
  wait(s);    /* Allocate one       */ 
  ...         /* use it for a while */ 
  signal(s);  /* return it to pool  */ 
  ... 

Invariant: Semaphore value = number of resources left in pool 
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Bounded Buffer Problem 
w/Semaphores

send(char c) 
{
   buf[in] = c; 
   in = (in+1)%N; 
   signal(chars); 
}

char rcv() 
{  char c; 
   wait(chars); 
   c = buf[out]; 
   out = (out+1)%N; 
   return c; 
 } 

PRODUCER: CONSUMER: 

char buf[N];          /* The buffer */ 
int in=0, out=0; 
semaphore chars=0; 

SHARED MEMORY: 

RESOURCE managed by semaphore:  Characters in FIFO. 
DOES  IT  WORK?
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Flow Control Problems 

Q: What  keeps  PRODUCER  from  putting  N+1 characters

into  the  N-character  buffer?

P C
N-character 

FIFO buffer  

rcvi sendi+N

WHAT we still need: 

A:  Nothing. 

sendi rcvi

WHAT we’ve got thus far: 

Result:  OVERFLOW.  Randomness. Havoc.  Smoke.  Pain.  Suffering.

    D’s and F’s in MIT courses.
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Bounded Buffer Problem w/^Semaphores

RESOURCEs managed by semaphore:  Characters in FIFO, Spaces in FIFO 

send(char c) 
{
   wait(space); 
   buf[in] = c; 
   in = (in+1)%N; 
   signal(chars); 
}

char rcv() 
{
   char c; 
   wait(chars); 
   c = buf[out]; 
   out = (out+1)%N; 
   signal(space); 
   return c; 
}

PRODUCER: CONSUMER: 

char buf[N];          /* The buffer */ 
int in=0, out=0; 
semaphore chars=0, space=N; 

SHARED MEMORY: 

more 

WORKS with single producer, consumer.   But what about… 

L21 – Processes & Synchronization   11 6.004 – Spring 2009 4/28/09

Simultaneous Transactions 

Suppose you and your friend visit 

the ATM at exactly the same time, 

and remove $50 from your 

account. What happens? 

Debit(int account, int amount) 

{

   t = balance[account]; 

   balance[account] = t – amount; 

}

What is supposed to happen? 

Debit(6004, 50) Debit(6004, 50) 

Process # 1 Process #2 

LD(R10, balance, R0) 

SUB(R0, R1, R0) 

ST(R0, balance, R10) 

… …

LD(R10, balance, R0) 

SUB(R0, R1, R0) 

ST(R0, balance, R10) 

NET:  You have $100, and your bank 

balance is $100 less. 
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But, what if… 

Process # 1 Process #2 

LD(R10, balance, R0) 

…

LD(R10, balance, R0) 

SUB(R0, R1, R0) 

ST(R0, balance, R10) 

…

SUB(R0, R1, R0) 

ST(R0, balance, R10) 

…

NET: You have $100 and your bank 

balance is $50 less! 

We need to be careful when writing 
concurrent programs. In particular, 
when modifying shared data. 

For certain code segments, called 
CRITICAL SECTIONS, we would like 
to assure that no two executions 
overlap.

This constraint is called
      MUTUAL EXCLUSION. 

Solution: embed critical sections in 
wrappers (e.g., “transactions”) 
that guarantee their atomicity, i.e. 
make them appear to be single, 
instantaneous operations.
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Semaphores for Mutual Exclusion 

…

Debit(int account, int amount) 

{

t = balance[account]; 
balance[account] = t – amount; 

}

RESOURCE managed by “lock” semaphore:  Access to critical section 

ISSUES:

Granularity of lock 
1 lock for whole balance database? 
1 lock per account? 
1 lock for all accounts ending in 004? 

Implementation of wait() and signal() functions 

“�� precedes ����

or

�� precedes��”
(i.e., they don’t overlap) 

���� ����

signal(lock);  /* Finished with lock */ 

semaphore lock = 1; 

wait(lock);     /* Wait for exclusive access */ 
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Producer/Consumer Atomicity Problems 

Consider multiple PRODUCER processes: 

P1 C
N-character 

FIFO buffer  
P2

...

buf[in] = c; 

in = (in+1) % N; 

...

...

buf[in] = c; 

in = (in+1) % N; 

...

P
1

P
2

BUG: Producers interfere with each other. 
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Bounded Buffer Problem w/^Semaphores

send(char c) 
{
   wait(space); 
   wait(mutex); 
   buf[in] = c; 
   in = (in+1)%N; 
   signal(mutex); 
   signal(chars); 
}

char rcv() 
{  char c; 
   wait(chars); 
   wait(mutex); 
   c = buf[out]; 
   out = (out+1)%N; 
   signal(mutex); 
   signal(space); 
   return c; 
 } 

PRODUCER: CONSUMER: 

char buf[N];          /* The buffer */ 
int in=0, out=0; 
semaphore chars=0, space=N; 
semaphore mutex=1; 

SHARED MEMORY: 

even more 
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The Power of Semaphores 

send(char c) 
{
   wait(space); 
   wait(mutex) 
   buf[in] = c; 
   in = (in+1)%N; 
   signal(mutex); 
   signal(chars); 
}

char rcv() 
{  char c; 
   wait(chars); 
   wait(mutex); 
   c = buf[out]; 
   out = (out+1)%N; 
   signal(mutex); 
   signal(space); 
   return c; 
 } 

PRODUCER: CONSUMER: 

char buf[N];          /* The buffer */ 
int in=0, out=0; 
semaphore chars=0, space=N; 
semaphore mutex=1; 

SHARED MEMORY: A single 

synchronization 

primitive that enforces 

both: 

Precedence 

relationships: 

       sendi rcvi

rcvi sendi+N

Mutual-exclusion

relationships: 

     protect variables

in and out
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Semaphore Implementations 

Semaphore implementation must address a basic arbitration problem: 
how to choose among simultaneously waiting processes when a signal 
occurs.  This involves some basic atomicity assumption in the 
implementation technology. 

Approaches:

•� SVC implementation, using atomicity of kernel handlers.  Works in 
timeshared processor sharing a single uninterruptable kernel. 

•� Implementation by a special instruction (e.g. “test and set”), using 
atomicity of single instruction execution.  Works with shared-bus 
multiprocessors supporting atomic read-modify-write bus 
transactions.

•� Implementation using atomicity of individual read or write operations.
Complex, clever, 2-phase scheme devised by Dijkstra.  Unused in 
practice.

Bootstrapping: A simple lock (“binary semaphore”) allows easy 
implementation of full semaphore support. 
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Semaphores as Supervisor Call 

wait_h( ) 

{

int *addr; 

addr = User.Regs[R0];    /* get arg */ 

if (*addr <= 0) { 

    User.Regs[XP]  = User.Regs[XP] – 4; 

    sleep(addr); 

} else 

    *addr = *addr - 1; 

}

signal_h( ) 

{

int *addr; 

addr = User.Regs[R0];    /* get arg */ 

*addr = *addr + 1; 

wakeup(addr);

}

Calling sequence: 

…
|| put address of lock 

|| into R0 

CMOVE(lock, R0) 

SVC(WAIT)

SVC call is not interruptible 

since it is executed in 

supervisory mode. 
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Atomicity 

Guaranteed, e.g.  by 

Bus protocols 

H/W support for Semaphores 

TCLR(RA, literal, RC) test and clear location 
PC�� PC + 4

EA�� Reg[Ra] + literal 

Reg[Rc]�� MEM[EA] 

MEM[EA]�� 0 

Executed ATOMICALLY (cannot be interrupted) 

Can easily implement mutual exclusion using binary semaphore 

wait: TCLR(R31, lock, R0) 

BEQ(R0,wait)

… critical section … 

CMOVE(1,R0)

ST(R0, lock, R31) 

wait(lock) 

signal(lock) 
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Synchronization: The Dark Side 

The indiscriminate use of synchronization constraints can
introduce its own set of problems, particularly when a 
process requires access to more than one 
protected resource. 

Transfer(int account1, int account2, int amount) 

{

wait(lock[account1]);
wait(lock[account2]);
balance[account1] = balance[account1] - amount; 
balance[account2] = balance[account2] + amount; 
signal(lock[account2]);

signal(lock[account1]);

}

Transfer(6004, 6001, 50) 

Transfer(6001, 6004, 50) 

DEAD- 

LOCK! 
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Famous Toy Problem:

Dining Philosophers 

• Take  (wait for) LEFT  stick
• Take  (wait for) RIGHT  stick
• EAT until sated
• Replace  both  sticks

PHILOSOPHER'S  ALGORITHM:

Philosophers think deep thoughts, but have 
simple secular needs.  When hungry, a group 
of N philosophers will sit around a table 
with N chopsticks interspersed between 
them.  Food is served, and each philosopher 
enjoys a leisurely meal using the chopsticks 
on either side to eat (2 sticks are required, 
to avoid an ancient  Zen paradox about the 
sound of one stick feeding). 

They are exceedingly polite and patient, and 
each follows the following dining protocol: 
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Deadlock!

CONDITIONS: 

1) Mutual exclusion - only one 
process can hold a resource 
at a given time 

2) Hold-and-wait - a process 
holds allocated resources 
while waiting for others  

3) No preemption - a resource 
can not be removed from a 
process holding it 

4) Circular Wait 

SOLUTIONS: 
 Avoidance   

-or-
Detection and Recovery 

No one can make progress because they are all waiting for an unavailable resource 
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One Solution 

• Take  LOW  stick
• Take  HIGH  stick
• EAT
• Replace  both  sticks.

KEY: Assign a unique number to each 
chopstick, request resources in 
globally consistent order:

New Algorithm: 

SIMPLE PROOF: 

Deadlock means that each philosopher is waiting for a resource held by  
some other philosopher … 

But, the philosopher holding the highest numbered chopstick can’t be 
waiting for any other philosopher (no hold-and-wait) … 

Thus, there can be no deadlock 
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Dealing with Deadlocks 

Cooperating processes: 

•� Establish a fixed ordering to shared resources and require all requests to 
be made in the prescribed order 

Transfer(int account1, int account2, int amount) 

{
int a, b; 
if (account1 > account2) { a = account1; b = account2; } else {a = account2; b = account1; } 

wait(lock[a]);
wait(lock[b]);
balance[account1] = balance[account1] - amount; 
balance[account2] = balance[account2] + amount; 
signal(lock[b]);

signal(lock[a]);

}

Unconstrained processes: 

- O/S discovers circular wait & kills waiting process 

- Transaction model 

- Hard problem 

Transfer(6004, 6001, 50) Transfer(6001, 6004, 50) 

1
2 3 4

5

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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Summary

Communication among asynchronous processes requires 
synchronization….

•� Precedence constraints: a partial ordering among operations 

•� Semaphores as a mechanism for enforcing precedence 
constraints

•� Mutual exclusion (critical sections, atomic transactions) as a 
common compound precedence constraint 

•� Solving Mutual Exclusion via binary semaphores 

•� Synchronization serializes operations, limits parallel execution. 

Many alternative synchronization mechanisms exist! 

Deadlocks:

•� Consequence of undisciplined use of synchronization mechanism 

•� Can be avoided in special cases, detected and corrected in others. 
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Pipelining the Beta 
bet�ta ('be-t&) n. Any of various species of 

small, brightly colored, long-finned 

freshwater fishes of the genus Betta,

found in southeast Asia.  

be�ta (‘bA-t&, ‘bE-) n. 1. The second letter  

of the Greek alphabet. 2. The exemplary 

computer system used in 6.004. 

I don’t think they mean the fish... 

maybe they’ll 

give me partial 

credit... 

modified 4/27/09 11:17 

Lab #7 due Tonight! 
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CPU Performance 
We’ve got a working Beta… can we make it fast?

MIPS = Millions of Instructions/Second 

Freq = Clock Frequency, MHz 

CPI = Clocks per Instruction 

MIPS  = 
Freq

CPI

To Increase MIPS: 

1. DECREASE CPI. 

- RISC simplicity reduces CPI to 1.0. 

- CPI below 1.0?   Tough... you’ll see multiple instruction issue 
machines in 6.823. 

2. INCREASE Freq. 

- Freq limited by delay along longest combinational path; hence 

- PIPELINING is the key to improved performance through fast 
clocks. 
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Beta Timing 
New PC 

PC+4 Fetch Inst. 

Control Logic 

Read Regs 

RA2SEL mux 

ASEL mux BSEL mux 

ALU 

Fetch data 

+OFFSET

WDSEL mux 

RF setup PC setup Mem setup 

PCSEL mux 

=0?

CLK��

CLK��

Wanted: 

    longest paths 

Complications: 

•�  some apparent paths aren’t 

“possible” 

•�  operations have variable 

execution times (eg, ALU) 

•�  time axis is not to scale (eg, 

tPD,MEM is very big!) 

New PC 

PC+4

Control Logic 

RA2SEL mux 

ASEL mux BSEL mux 

Fetch Inst. 

Read Regs 

Fetch data 

+OFFSET

WDSEL mux 

RF setup PC setup Mem setup 

PCSEL mux 

=0?

CLK��

CLK��
“precedence 

graph” 

PC+4

ALU 

+OFFSET

LD(R1,10,R0) 

LDR(X,R3)
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Why isn’t this a 20-minute lecture? 

1. The Beta isn’t combinational… 

�� Explicit state in register file, memory; 

�� Hidden state in PC. 

2. Consecutive operations – instruction executions – interact: 

•� Jumps, branches dynamically change instruction sequence 

•� Communication through registers, memory 

Our goals: 

•� Move slow components into separate pipeline stages, running 
clock faster 

•� Maintain instruction semantics of unpipelined Beta as far as 
possible

We’ve learned how to pipeline combinational circuits.  

What’s the big deal? 

�

�
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Ultimate Goal: 5-Stage Pipeline 

GOAL:  Maintain (nearly) 1.0 CPI, but increase clock speed to 
barely include slowest components (mems, regfile, ALU) 

APPROACH: structure processor as 5-stage pipeline: 

IF
Instruction Fetch stage: Maintains PC, fetches 

one instruction per cycle and passes it to 

WB Write-Back stage: writes result back into 
register file. 

RF
Register File stage: Reads source operands from 

register file, passes them to 

ALU 
ALU stage: Performs indicated operation, passes 

result to 

MEM 
Memory stage: If it’s a LD, use ALU result  

as an address, pass mem data  
(or ALU result if not LD) to 
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First Steps: 

A Simple 2-Stage Pipeline 

ASEL 01

Data Memory 

RD

WD

Adr

R/W

WDSEL0 1 2

WA<25:21>
0

1XP

PCIF

JT

+4

Instruction
Memory

A

D

<15:11><20:16>

RA2SEL

<25:21>

+
Register
File

RA1 RA2

RD1 RD2

BSEL01

Z

ALU
A B

JT

WA WD

WE

ALUFN

PC+4

0 1

Wr

01234

XAdr
ILL
OP

WASEL

WERF

00

PCSEL

<15:0>

PCEXE 00 IREXE

IF

EXE 
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2-Stage Pipelined Beta Operation 

..

ADDC(r1, 1, r2) 

SUBC(r1, 1, r3) 

XOR(r1, r5, r1) 

MUL(r2, r6, r0) 

...

Consider a sequence 
of instructions: 

Executed on our 2-stage pipeline: 

IF

EXE

i i+1 i+2 i+3 i+4 i+5 i+6

...SUBCADDC MULXOR

...SUBCADDC MULXOR

TIME (cycles) 

P
ip

el
in

e 
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Pipeline Control Hazards 

BUT consider instead: 

IF

EXE

i i+1 i+2 i+3 i+4 i+5 i+6

...CMPADD XORBT 

...CMPADD ?BT 

LOOP: ADD(r1, r3, r3) 

CMPLEC(r3, 100, r0) 

BT(r0, LOOP) 

XOR(r3, -1, r3) 

MUL(r1, r2, r2) 

...

This is the cycle where the branch decision 

is made… but we’ve already fetched the 

following instruction which should be executed 

only if branch is not taken! 
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Branch Delay Slots 

PROBLEM: One (or more) following instructions have been pre-
fetched by the time a branch is taken. 

2. “Program around it”.  Either 

a) Follow each BR with a NOP instruction; or 

b) Make compiler clever enough to move USEFUL instructions 
into the branch delay slots 

i. Always execute instructions in delay slots 

ii. Conditionally execute instructions in delay slots 

NOP = ‘no-operation’, e.g. 

ADD(R31, R31, R31) 

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS: 

1. Make hardware “annul” instructions following 
branches which are taken, e.g., by disabling WERF and 
WR.
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Branch Alternative 1 

Make the hardware annul 
instructions in the branch 
delay slots of a taken
branch. 

IF

EXE

i i+1 i+2 i+3 i+4 i+5 i+6

CMPADD XORBT 

CMPADD BT 

CMPADD BT 

CMPADDXOR

Pros: same program runs on both unpipelined and pipelined hardware 

Cons: in SPEC benchmarks 14% of instructions are taken branches �

                                                              12% of total cycles are annulled 

LOOP: ADD(r1, r3, r3) 

CMPLEC(r3, 100, r0) 

BT(r0, LOOP) 

XOR(r3, -1, r3) 

MUL(r1, r2, r2) 

...

Branch taken 
NOP
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Branch Annulment Hardware 

ASEL 01

Data Memory 

RD

WD

Adr

R/W

WDSEL0 1 2

WA<25:21>
0

1XP

PCIF

JT

+4

Instruction
Memory

A D

<15:11><20:16>

RA2SEL

<25:21>

+
Register
File

RA1 RA2

RD1 RD2

BSEL01

Z

ALU
A B

JT

WA WD

WE

ALUFN

PC+4

0 1

Wr

01234

XAdr
ILL
OP

WASEL

WERF

00

PCSEL

<15:0>

PCEXE 00 IREXE

ANNULIF0 1

NOP
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Branch Alternative 2a 

Fill branch delay slots with 
NOP instructions (i.e., the 
software equivalent of 
alternative 1) 

IF

EXE

i i+1 i+2 i+3 i+4 i+5 i+6

CMPADD NOPBT 

CMPADD BT 

CMPADD BT 

CMPADDNOP

Branch taken 

Pros: same as alternative 1 

Cons:  NOPs make code longer; 12% of cycles spent executing NOPs 

LOOP: ADD(r1, r3, r3) 

CMPLEC(r3, 100, r0) 

BT(r0, LOOP) 

NOP()

XOR(r3, -1, r3) 

MUL(r1, r2, r2) 

...

�

�

�

�
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Branch Alternative 2b(i) 

Put USEFUL instructions  in 
the branch delay slots; 
remember they will be 
executed whether the 
branch is taken or not 

IF

EXE

i i+1 i+2 i+3 i+4 i+5 i+6

CMPADD ADDBT 

CMPADD BT 

BT CMP ADD

BT CMPADD

Branch taken 

Pros: only two “extra” instructions are executed (on last iteration) 

Cons:  finding “useful” instructions that are always executed  

           is difficult; clever rewrite may be required.   Program executes 

           differently on naïve unpipelined implementation. 

LOOP: ADD(r1,r3,r3)

LOOPx: CMPLEC(r3,100,r0) 

BT(r0,LOOPx)

ADD(r1,r3,r3)

SUB(r3,r1,r3)

XOR(r3,-1,r3)

MUL(r1,r2,r2)

...

We need to 

add this silly 

instruction 

to UNDO the 

effects of 

that last 

ADD
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Branch Alternative 2b(ii) 

Put USEFUL instructions  in 
the branch delay slots; 
annul them if branch doesn’t 
behave as predicted 

IF

EXE

i i+1 i+2 i+3 i+4 i+5 i+6

CMPADD ADDBT 

CMPADD BT 

BT CMP ADD

BT CMPADD

Branch taken 

Pros: only one instruction is annulled (on last iteration); about 70% 

         of branch delay slots can be filled with useful instructions 

Cons:  Program executes differently on naïve unpipelined implementation; 

           not really useful with more than one delay slot. 

LOOP: ADD(r1, r3, r3) 

LOOPx: CMPLEC(r3, 100, r0) 

BT.taken(r0, LOOPx)

ADD(r1, r3, r3) 

XOR(r3, -1, r3) 

MUL(r1, r2, r2) 

...
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Architectural Issue: 

Branch Decision Timing 

BETA approach: 

• SIMPLE branch condition logic ... 

Test for Reg[Ra] = 0! 

• ADVANTAGE: early decision, 
   single delay slot 

ALTERNATIVES: 

• Compare-and-branch... 
   (eg, if Reg[Ra] > Reg[Rb]) 

• MORE powerful, but 

• LATER decision (hence more 

     delay slots) 

IF

instruction 

Instruction 

Fetch 

ALU 
ALU 

CL

A Binstruction 

Register 

File CL
RF 

(read) 

instruction 

instruction Y
Write 

Back 
CL

RF 
(write) 

instruction Y
Memory 

CL

Suppose decision were made in the ALU 
stage ...  then there would be 2 branch 
delay slots (and instructions to annul!) 

Wow! I guess those guys really 

were thinking when they made up 

all those instructions 
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(NB: SAME RF
   AS ABOVE!) 

+4

PC
RF

PC
MEM

PCALU

Rb: <15:11>Ra <20:16>

RA2SEL

Rc <25:21>

Instruction
Memory

A

D

IR
RF

Instruction

Fetch

+
C: <15:0> << 2

sign-extended

RD

Register
File

WA
WD

WE

WDSEL0    1    2

IR
MEM

D
MEM

Y
MEM

D
ALU

BIR
ALU

A

01 BSEL

Z

ALU
A B

Y

Data Memory

WDAdr R/W

Register
File

ALU

Write

Back

ASEL 01

Rc <25:21>

<PC>+C

PCSEL

JT

01234

XAdr
ILL
OP

PC
IF 00

0 1

XP

WASEL

WA
Register

File

RA1 RA2

RD1 RD2

JT

C: <15:0>
sign-extended

ALUFN

WERF

4-Stage

 Beta Pipeline 

Treat register file as two 

separate devices: 

combinational READ, 

clocked WRITE at end of 

pipe. 

What other information do 

we have to pass down 

pipeline? 

   PC 

   instruction fields 

What sort of improvement 

should expect in cycle time? 

(return addresses) 

(decoding) 
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4-Stage Beta Operation 

...

ADDC(r1, 1, r2) 

SUBC(r1, 1, r3) 

XOR(r1, r5, r1) 

MUL(r2, r6, r0) 

...

Consider a sequence 
of instructions: 

Executed on our 4-stage pipeline: 

...SUBCADDC MULXOR

...SUBCADDC MULXOR

...SUBCADDC MULXOR

SUBCADDC MULXOR

TIME (cycles) 

P
ip

el
in

e 

IF

RF

ALU

WB

i i+1 i+2 i+3 i+4 i+5 i+6
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r3
fetched 

r3
available 

Pipeline “Data Hazard” 

BUT consider instead: ADD(r1, r2, r3) 

CMPLEC(r3, 100, r0) 

MULC(r1, 100, r4) 

SUB(r1, r2, r5) 

ADD CMP MUL

ADD

ADD

ADD

CMP

CMP

CMP

SUB

MUL

MUL

MUL

SUB

SUB

SUB

Oops!  CMP is trying to read Reg[R3] during cycle 

i+2 but ADD doesn’t write its result into 

Reg[R3] until the end of cycle i+3! 

IF

RF

ALU

WB

i i+1 i+2 i+3 i+4 i+5 i+6
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Data Hazard Solution 1 

“Program around it” 

  ... document weirdo semantics, declare it a software problem. 

- Breaks sequential semantics! 

- Costs code efficiency. 

ADD(r1, r2, r3) 

CMPLEC(r3, 100, r0) 

MULC(r1, 100, r4) 

SUB(r1, r2, r5) 

ADD(r1, r2, r3) 

MULC(r1, 100, r4) 

SUB(r1, r2, r5) 

CMPLEC(r3, 100, r0) 

EXAMPLE: Rewrite 

as

How often can we do this? 

Programmer’s fallback: Insert NOPs (sigh!) 
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Data Hazard Solution 2 

Stall the pipeline: 

Freeze IF, RF stages for 2 cycles, inserting NOPs 
into ALU-stage instruction register 

IF

RF

ALU

WB

i i+1 i+2 i+3 i+4 i+5 i+6

ADD CMP MUL SUB

ADD CMP MUL SUB

ADD

ADD

CMP

CMP

MULNOP NOP

NOPNOP

MUL

CMP

MUL

CMP

Drawback:  NOPs mean “wasted” cycles 
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Data Hazard Solution 3 

Bypass (aka forwarding) Paths: 
Add extra data paths & control logic to re-route 
data in problem cases. 

ADD CMP MUL SUB

ADD CMP MUL SUB

r3
available 

ADD CMP MUL SUB

ADD CMP MUL SUB

Idea: the result from the ADD which will be written into the register file at 

the end of cycle I+3 is actually available at output of ALU during cycle I+2 

– just in time for it to be used by CMP in the RF stage! 

IF

RF

ALU

WB

i i+1 i+2 i+3 i+4 i+5 i+6
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Bypass Paths (I) 

Register
File

WA WD

WE

ALU
A B

Y

IR
WB

IR
ALU

Register
File

RA1 RA2

RD1 RD2

IR
RF

Y
WB

BA

Bypass 

 muxes 

SELECT this BYPASS path if 

OpCodeRF = reads Ra 

and OpCodeALU = OP, OPC 

and RaRF = RcALU 

i.e., instructions which use 

ALU to compute result 

and RaRF != R31 

ADD(r1,r2,r3)

CMPLEC(r3,100,r0) 
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Bypass Paths (II) 

Register
File

WA WD

WE

ALU
A B

Y

IR
WB

IR
ALU

Register
File

RA1 RA2

RD1 RD2

IR
RF

Y
WB

BA

Bypass 

 muxes 

MULC(r4,17,r5) 

ADD(r1,r2,r3)

XOR(r2,r6,r1)

SELECT this BYPASS path if 

OpCodeRF = reads Ra 

and RaRF != R31 

and not using ALU bypass 

and WERF = 1 

and RaRF = WA 

But why can’t we get 

It from the register file? 

It’s being written this cycle! 
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Next Time 

More Beta 

Bypasses Ahead 
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Pipeline Issues 

This pipeline stuff makes 
my head hurt! Maybe it’s that 

dumb hat 

Home Stretch: 

  Lab #8 due Thursday 5/7;

  Quiz 5 FRIDAY 5/8!

modified 5/4/09 10:06 L23 – Pipeline  Issues   2 6.004 – Spring 2009 5/5/09

Recalling Data Hazards 

IF

RF

ALU

WB

i i+1 i+2 i+3 i+4 i+5 i+6

ADD CMP MUL SUB

ADD CMP MUL SUB

ADD CMP MUL SUB

ADD CMP MUL SUB

ADD(r1, r2, r3) 
CMPLEC(r3, 100, r0) 

MULC(r3, 100, r4) 
SUB(r0, r4, r5) 

PROBLEM: Subsequent instructions 

can reference the contents of a 

register well before the pipeline stage 

where the register is written.

SOLUTION #2: Add special hardware to maintain the sequential 

execution semantics of the ISA. 

SOLUTION #1: Deal with it in SOFTWARE; expose the pipeline for 

all to see.  
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Bypass Paths 

Register
File

WA WD

WE

ALU
A B

Y

IR
WB

IR
ALU

Register
File

RA1 RA2

RD1 RD2

IR
RF

Y
WB

BA

Bypass 

 muxes 

MULC(r3,100,r4) 

SUB(r0,r4,r5) 

CMPLEC(r3,100,r0) 

Add special data paths, called 

BYPASSES, that route the 

results of the ALU and WB 

stages to the RF stage, thus 

substituting the register’s old 

contents with a value that will 

be written to that register at 

some point in the future. 

Detection of these cases has to 

be incorporated into the 

decoding logic of the RF stage, 

which basically looks at the 

instructions in the ALU and WB 

stage to see if their destination 

register matches a source 

register reference. 

IF

RF

ALU 

WB

But there are some problems that BYPASSING CAN’T FIX! 
L23 – Pipeline  Issues   4 6.004 – Spring 2009 5/5/09

Load Hazards 

Consider LOADS: 
Can we fix all these problems 
using bypass paths? 

LD ADD XOR

LD ADD XOR

LD ADD XOR

LD ADD XOR

LD(r1, 0, r4) 

ADD(r4, r1, r5) 
XOR(r3, r4, r6) 

The hazard between the XOR and the LD can be addressed by 

our established bypass paths… 
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Load Hazard (easy) 

(NB: SAME RF

   AS ABOVE!) 

+4

PC
RF

PC
MEM

PC
ALU

Rb: <15:11>Ra <20:16>

RA2SEL

Rc <25:21>

Instruction
Memory

A

D

IR
RF

Instruction

Fetch

+
C: <15:0> << 2

sign-extended

Register
File

WA
WD

WE

WDSEL0    1    2

IR
MEM

D
MEM

Y
MEM

D
ALU

BIR
ALU

A

01 BSEL

Z

ALU
A B

Y

RD

Data Memory

WDAdr R/W

Register
File

ALU

Write

Back

ASEL 01

Rc <25:21>

<PC>+C

PCSEL

JT

01234

XAdr
ILL
OP

PC
IF 00

0 1

XP

WASEL

WA
Register

File

RA1 RA2

RD1 RD2

JT

C: <15:0>
sign-extended

ALUFN

WERF

XOR(r3, r4, r6) 

LD(r1, 0, r4) 

The XOR operand r4 

can simply be 

bypassed from the 

output of the 

memory in the WB 

stage to the RF 

stage… by our 

normal bypass path. 
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Structural Data Hazard 

The XOR hazard is pretty easy, but… 

LD ADD XOR

LD ADD XOR

LD ADD XOR

LD ADD XOR

LD(r1, 0, r4) 

ADD(r1, r4, r5) 
XOR(r3, r4, r6) 

???

How do 

we fix 

this

one? 

In a 4-stage pipeline, for a LD instruction fetched during clock i, the 
data from memory isn’t returned from memory until late into cycle i+3. 
Bypassing can fix the XOR but not ADD! 
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Load Hazard (hard) 

(NB: SAME RF

   AS ABOVE!) 

+4

PC
RF

PC
MEM

PC
ALU

Rb: <15:11>Ra <20:16>

RA2SEL

Rc <25:21>

Instruction
Memory

A

D

IR
RF

Instruction

Fetch

+
C: <15:0> << 2

sign-extended

Register
File

WA
WD

WE

WDSEL0    1    2

IR
MEM

D
MEM

Y
MEM

D
ALU

BIR
ALU

A

01 BSEL

Z

ALU
A B

Y

RD

Data Memory

WDAdr R/W

Register
File

ALU

Write

Back

ASEL 01

Rc <25:21>

<PC>+C

PCSEL

JT

01234

XAdr
ILL
OP

PC
IF 00

0 1

XP

WASEL

WA
Register

File

RA1 RA2

RD1 RD2

JT

C: <15:0>
sign-extended

ALUFN

WERF

ADD(r4, r1, r5) 

LD(r1, 0, r4) 

The r4 operand to 

the ADD instruction 

hasn’t yet been 

fetched from 

memory. 

It exists NOWHERE 

on our data paths – 

we can’t solve this 

problem by 

bypassing!  
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Load Delay 

Bypassing can’t fix the problem 
with ADD since the data simply 
isn’t available!  We have to add 
some pipeline interlock hardware to 
stall ADD’s execution.  

LD ADD XOR

LD ADD XOR

LD ADD XOR

LD ADD XOR

LD(r1, 0, r4) 

ADD(r1, r4, r5) 
XOR(r3, r4, r6) 

XOR

ADD

NOP

NOP

If  the compiler knows about a machine’s load delay, it can often 

rearrange code sequences to eliminate such hazards.  Many compilers 

provide machine-specific instruction scheduling.
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Stall Logic 

(1) Freeze IF, RF 

stages

(2) Introduce 

NOP into ALU 

stage

(3) Wait until 

operand is 

available 

(NB: SAME RF

   AS ABOVE!) 

+4

PC
RF

PC
MEM

PC
ALU

Rb: <15:11>Ra <20:16>

RA2SEL

Rc <25:21>

Instruction
Memory

A

D

IR
RF

Instruction

Fetch

+
C: <15:0> << 2

sign-extended

Register
File

WA
WD

WE

WDSEL0    1    2

IR
MEM

D
MEM

Y
MEM

D
ALU

BIR
ALU

A

01 BSEL

Z

ALU
A B

Y

RD

Data Memory

WDAdr R/W

Register
File

ALU

Write

Back

ASEL 01

Rc <25:21>

<PC>+C

PCSEL

JT

01234

XAdr
ILL
OP

PC
IF 00

0 1

XP

WASEL

WA
Register

File

RA1 RA2

RD1 RD2

JT

C: <15:0>
sign-extended

ALUFN

WERF

ADD(r4, r1, r5) 

LD(r1, 0, r4) 

STALL 

LE

LE LE

01AnnulRF

NOP

LD(r1, 0, r4) 

NOP
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Memory Timing & Pipelining 
But, but, what about FASTER processors? 

FACT: Processors have become very fast relative to memories! 
And this gap continues to grow… 

Do we just increase the clock period to accommodate this bottleneck 
component? 

ALTERNATIVE: Longer pipelines. 

1. Add “MEMORY WAIT” stages between START of read operation & 
return of data. 

2. Build pipelined memories, so that multiple (say, N) memory 
transactions can be in progress at once. 

These steps add load delay slots; hence 

3. Stall pipeline on unbypassable load delays. 

A 4-Stage pipeline requires READ access in less than one clock. 

A 5-Stage pipeline would allow nearly two clocks... 
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5-stage

Pipeline+4

PC
RF

PC
WB

PC
MEM

PC
ALU

Rb: <15:11>Ra <20:16>

RA2SEL

Rc <25:21>

Instruction
Memory

A

D

IR
RF

• Omits some detail

• NO bypass or interlock logic

Instruction

Fetch

+
C: <15:0> << 2

sign-extended

Data Memory

RD

Register
File

WA
WD

WE

WDSEL0    1    2

IR
WB

Y
WB

IR
MEM

D
MEMY

MEM

D
ALU

BIR
ALU

A

BSEL01

Z

ALU
A B

Y

WDAdr R/W

Register

File

ALU

Write

Back

Memory

ASEL 01

Rc <25:21>

<PCRF>+4+C*4

PCSEL

JT

01234

XAdr
ILL

OP

PC
IF 00

0 1

XP

WASEL

WA
Register

File

RA1 RA2

RD1 RD2

JT

C: <15:0>

sign-extended

ALUFN

WERF

Address available right 

after instruction enters 

Memory pipe stage 

Data needed right before 

rising clock edge at end of  

Write Back pipe stage 

almost 2 clock cycles 
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5-stage

pipeline
+4

PC
RF

PC
WB

PC
MEM

PC
ALU

Rb: <15:11>Ra <20:16>

RA2SEL

Rc <25:21>

Instruction
Memory

A

D

IR
RF

• Omits some detail

• NO bypass or interlock logic

Instruction

Fetch

+
C: <15:0> << 2

sign-extended

Data Memory

RD

Register
File

WA
WD

WE

WDSEL0    1    2

IR
WB

Y
WB

IR
MEM

D
MEMY

MEM

D
ALU

BIR
ALU

A

BSEL01

Z

ALU
A B

Y

WDAdr R/W

Register

File

ALU

Write

Back

Memory

ASEL 01

Rc <25:21>

<PCRF>+4+C*4

PCSEL

JT

01234

XAdr
ILL

OP

PC
IF 00

0 1

XP

WASEL

WA
Register

File

RA1 RA2

RD1 RD2

JT

C: <15:0>

sign-extended

ALUFN

WERF

We wanted a simple, 

clean pipeline but… 

• added IRIF mux to 

annul branch-slot 

instructions 

NOP

• added LE/muxes to 

freeze IF/RF stage so 

we can wait for LD to 

reach WB stage 

NOP

• added A/B bypass 

muxes to get data 

before it’s written to 

regfile  

�

�

�
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RF-stage Bypass Details 

RD1 RD2 

Register File 

A Bypass B Bypass 

ASEL01

A

BSEL01

B

PC+4+4*SXT(C) SXT(C)

To ALU To ALU 

D

To Mem 

JT

Z

from ALU/MEM/WB from ALU/MEM/WB 

Note: can use 

“distributed” mux 

built from tristate 

drivers.  

We’ve been a little

sloppy about this 

detail

1, 2, 3, 4… Hum, 

it looks like we 

have a few extra 

inputs on that 

mux
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Bypass Implementation 

A BYALU YMEM

to alu from regs 

to regs 

Bypass 

From ALU 

Bypass 

From MEM 

Bypass 

From WB 

Select “0” 

• • • • • •

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

from mem 

alu

PCALU 

To reduce the amount of bypass logic, the WDSEL mux has been 

split: choice between ALU and PC+4 is made in ALU stage, choice 

between ALU/PC and MEMDATA is made is WB stage. 

Part 1 of the 

WDSEL mux 

Part 2 of the 

WDSEL mux 

L23 – Pipeline  Issues   15 6.004 – Spring 2009 5/5/09

Bypass Logic 

Ra or Rb/Rc 

Rc (WB)* 

Rc (MEM)* 

Rc (ALU)* 

“31” 
Select “0” 

ALU bypass 

MEM bypass 

WB bypass 

Regfile (no bypass) 

Beta Bypass logic (need two copies for A/B data): 

5-bit

compare 

* If instruction is a ST (doesn’t write into regfile), set RC for ALU/MEM/WB to R31 
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Linkage Register Write Timing 

| The code: Assume Reg[LP] = 100... 

ADD(r31, r31, LP) 

BR(f, LP)        | Reg[LP] = .+4 

x: SUB(LP, 1, LP) 

...

f: XOR(LP, r31, r0) 

OR(r31, LP, r1) 

ADD(r31, LP, r2) 

IF

RF

ALU 

MEM

WB

i i+1 i+2 i+3 i+4 i+5 i+6

BR Decision Time 

ADD BR SUB XOR OR ADD

ADD BR NOP XOR OR ADD

ADD BR NOP XOR OR

ADD BR NOP XOR

ADD BR

ADD writes BR writes 

Can we make 

 XOR’s regfile 

access work 

by bypassing? 

NOP
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BR/JMP

PC bypass 

BR(…,r28)

+4

Instruction
Memory

A

D

PCSEL

JTXAdr

ILL

OP

Rb:<15:11>Ra:<20:16> Rc:<25:21>

Instruction 

Fetch

Register 

File

WA
WD

WE

YMEM

ALU
A B

Register 

File

ALU

Write 

Back

Memory

Rc:<25:21>

Register 

File

RA1 RA2

RD1 RD2

PCRF+4+4*SXT(C)

Data 

Memory

RD

Y

PCSEL 00

RA2SEL

IRRF

+

WDSEL0    1    2

01 BSEL

A, B BYPASS

Z

JT

ALUFN

WERF

0 1 AnnulIF

NOP

01234

WDAdr R/W

DALUBIRALU A

0 1

A,B Bypass 

A,B Bypass 

NOP

XOR(r28…)

DMEMIRMEM

PCRF

PCALU

PCMEM

YWB

A, B BYPASS

A, B BYPASS

IRWBPCWB

BYPASSESBYPASSES

SXT(C)

01 ASEL

For BR/JMP, Rc value 

is taken from PC, not 

ALU. 

So we have to add 

bypass paths for 

PCALU and PCMEM.

PCWB is already taken 

care of if we bypass 

WB stage from 

output of WDSEL 

mux.

01AnnulRF

NOP

PCRF+4+4*SXT(C)

STALLSTALL

STALL

L23 – Pipeline  Issues   18 6.004 – Spring 2009 5/5/09

Unused Opcode Traps 

IDEA: TRAP illegal instructions to a 
special routine in the Operating 
System, which can 

• Interpret them in software; or 

• Print humane error report. 

| User program: 

...

BAD(...) | Illegal instr. 

r: ...

| Operating System: UUO Handler 

IllOp: ST(r0,...) | Save a reg, 

LD(xp,-4,r0) | Fetch bad instr 

...

LD(...,r0) | Restore regs, 

JMP(xp) | Return to pgm. 

IMPLEMENTATION: On Bad Opcode 

  (discovered in RF Stage): 

• Select IllOp adr as next PC 

• Annul instruction in IF stage 

• Substitute BNE(r31,0,XP) for 
bad instruction - will (eventually) 
store PC+4 into XP  ... need 
bypass paths to make XP usable 
immediately by code at IllOp! 
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Illegal Opcode Traps 
+4

Instruction
Memory

A

D

PCSEL

JTXAdr

ILL

OP

Rb:<15:11>Ra:<20:16> Rc:<25:21>

Instruction 

Fetch

Register 

File

WA
WD

WE

YMEM

ALU
A B

Register 

File

ALU

Write 

Back

Memory

Rc:<25:21>

Register 

File

RA1 RA2

RD1 RD2

PCRF+4+4*SXT(C)

Data 

Memory

RD

Y

PCSEL 00

RA2SEL

IRRF

+

WDSEL0    1    2

01 BSEL

A, B BYPASS

Z

JT

ALUFN

WERF

0 1 AnnulIF

NOP

BNE(R31,0,XP)

01234

WDAdr R/W

DALUBIRALU A

0 1

BAD ��

BNE(…,XP)

DMEMIRMEM

PCRF

PCALU

PCMEM

YWB

A, B BYPASS

A, B BYPASS

IRWBPCWB

BYPASSESBYPASSES

SXT(C)

01 ASEL01AnnulRF

NOP

PCRF+4+4*SXT(C)

STALLSTALL

STALL

2

A, B BYPASS

A, B BYPASS

??? ��

NOP

Bad opcode decoded in 

RF stage: 

• PC �� address of IllOp 

handler 

• Annul instruction in IF 

• Force BNE(R31,0,XP) 

in RF stage �� will save 

PC+4 in XP when it 

reaches WB stage 

L23 – Pipeline  Issues   20 6.004 – Spring 2009 5/5/09

Taking Exception… 

In general, we’d like to annul ALL instructions following one that causes a 
trap or fault: 

FREEZE state at time of exception, for inspection by handler code. 

ILLEGAL INSTRUCTIONS are recognizable in RF stage of pipe;  are ALL faults 
& traps? 

CONSIDER: 

ARITHMETIC EXCEPTIONS: divide by zero, etc. 

• Caught by ALU subsystem, during processing of data in ALU 
stage

MEMORY FAULTS: Program reference to illegal memory location... 

• Caught by MEMORY subsystem, during processing of address 
input in MEM stage 
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Annulment Logic 
+4

Instruction
Memory

A

D

PCSEL

JTXAdr

ILL

OP

Rb:<15:11>Ra:<20:16> Rc:<25:21>

Instruction 

Fetch

Register 

File

WA
WD

WE

YMEM

ALU
A B

Register 

File

ALU

Write 

Back

Memory

Rc:<25:21>

Register 

File

RA1 RA2

RD1 RD2

PCRF+4+4*SXT(C)

Data 

Memory

RD

Y

PCSEL 00

RA2SEL

IRRF

+

WDSEL0    1    2

01 BSEL

A, B BYPASS

Z

JT

ALUFN

WERF

0 1 AnnulIF

NOP

BNE(R31,0,XP)

01234

WDAdr R/W

DALUBIRALU A

0 1

DMEMIRMEM

PCRF

PCALU

PCMEM

YWB

A, B BYPASS

A, B BYPASS

IRWBPCWB

BYPASSESBYPASSES

SXT(C)

01 ASEL01AnnulRF

NOP

PCRF+4+4*SXT(C)

STALLSTALL

STALL

2

A, B BYPASS

A, B BYPASS

BNE(R31,0,XP)

01AnnulALU

NOP

2

BNE(R31,0,XP)

01AnnulMEM

NOP

2

Fault in ??? stage: 

• PC � address of fault 

handler 

• Force BNE(R31,0,XP) 

in ??? stage � will save 

PC+4 in XP when it 

reaches WB stage 

• Annul all following

instructions (those 

earlier in the pipeline): 

called “flushing the pipe” 

MEM

FAULT
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Asynchronous I/O Interrupts 

This should be easy. 

Take, for example, 

| The interrupted code: 

...

ADD(...)

SUB(...)

MUL(...)

XOR(...)

...

| The interrupt handler: 

xh: OR(...)

...

JMP(xp)

Interrupt 

Taken 

HERE

Suppose key struck, interrupt 
requested (via IRQ) during the 
fetch of ADD.  Then let’s 

• Select XAdr (handler) as next 
PC

• Leave ADD in pipeline; NO 
annulment! 

• Code handler to return to SUB 
instruction. 

Can this work??? 

Let’s find out… 

L23 – Pipeline  Issues   23 6.004 – Spring 2009 5/5/09

Asynchronous Interrupt Timing 
...

ADD(...)

SUB(...)

MUL(...)

XOR(...)

...

xh: OR(...)   | interrupt handler 

...

JMP(xp)

Interrupt 

Taken 

HERE

IF

RF

ALU 

MEM

WB

i i+1 i+2 i+3 i+4 i+5 i+6

...ADD ...OR

ADD ...OR

ADD ...OR

ADD ...OR

ADD ...OR

PROBLEM: When 
does old PC+4 
get written to 
XP??? 

Interrupt 

Occurs PC = Xadr?? 
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Making Interrupts Work 

Alternative: When taking interrupt, 

• ANNUL instruction in IF stage... BUT 

instead of changing it to a NOP, change it to BNE(r31,0,XP) 

This will cause PC+4 of annulled instruction to be written to XP! 

• CODE HANDLER to return to Reg[XP]-4 (since the annulled 
instruction is never executed) 

IF

RF

ALU 

MEM

WB

i i+1 i+2 i+3 i+4 i+5 i+6

ADD

BNE

BNE

BNE

BNE

......OR

...OR

...OR

...OR

OR

Interrupt taken 
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“Smart” Interrupt Handler 

| The interrupted code: 

...

ADD(...)

SUB(...)

MUL(...)

XOR(...)

...

| The interrupt handler: 

xh: OR(...)

...

SUBC(xp,4,xp)  | Adjust XP so 

we

JMP(xp)   | return to annulled 

  | instruction (ADD) 

Interrupt taken HERE, 

ADD instruction annulled 
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5-stage Pipeline: 

Final Version 
+4

Instruction
Memory

A

D

PCSEL

JTXAdr

ILL

OP

Rb:<15:11>Ra:<20:16> Rc:<25:21>

Instruction 

Fetch

Register 

File

WA
WD

WE

YMEM

ALU
A B

Register 

File

ALU

Write 

Back

Memory

Rc:<25:21>

Register 

File

RA1 RA2

RD1 RD2

PCRF+4+4*SXT(C)

Data 

Memory

RD

Y

PCSEL 00

RA2SEL

IRRF

+

WDSEL0    1    2

01 BSEL

A, B BYPASS

Z

JT

ALUFN

WERF

0 1 AnnulIF

NOP

BNE(R31,0,XP)

01234

WDAdr R/W

DALUBIRALU A

0 1

DMEMIRMEM

PCRF

PCALU

PCMEM

YWB

A, B BYPASS

A, B BYPASS

IRWBPCWB

BYPASSESBYPASSES

SXT(C)

01 ASEL01AnnulRF

NOP

PCRF+4+4*SXT(C)

STALLSTALL

STALL

2

A, B BYPASS

A, B BYPASS

BNE(R31,0,XP)

01AnnulALU

NOP

2

BNE(R31,0,XP)

01AnnulMEM

NOP

2

2

BNE(R31,0,XP)

• Can annul instruction at 

each stage 

• Can force instruction to 

BNE(R31,0,XP) in each 

stage �� will save PC+4 

in XP when it reaches WB 

stage

• Can stall IF and RF 

stages while waiting for 

LD result to reach WB 

• Can bypass results from 

ALU, MEM and WB back 

to RF 
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Pipeline Review 

Simple unpipelined Beta: 
•� 1 cycle/instruction 

•� long cycle time: mem+regs+alu

+mem

2-Stage pipeline: 
•� increased throughput (<2x) 

•� introduced branch delay slots 

�� Choice of executing or 

annulling inst. after branch 

5-stage pipeline: 
•� increased throughput (3x???) 

•� branch delay slots 

•� delayed register writeback 

   (3 cycles) 

�� Add bypass paths (10) to 

access correct value

•� memory data available only in WB stage 

�� Introduce NOPs at IRALU, stall IF 

and RF stages  until LD result ready 

•� handle RF/ALU/MEM stage exceptions 

�� Save PC+4 in XP (fake a BR) 

�� annul following insts. (those earlier 

in pipeline) 

•� implement interrupts 

�� Throw away IF inst., save PC+4 in 

XP, fix return 

•� extra HW due to pipelining 

�� Registers to hold values between 

stages

�� Data bypass muxes in RF stage 

�� Inst. muxes for “rewriting” code to 

annul or save PC
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RISC = Simplicity??? 

Generalization of 

registers and 

operand coding 

Complex instructions, 

addressing modes 

Addressing 

features, eg 

index registers 

RISCs

Primitive Machines: 

direct

implementations 

VLIWs, 

Super-Scalars ?

Pipelines, Bypasses, 

Annulment, …, ... 

“The P.T. Barnum World’s Tallest Dwarf Competition” 

World’s Most Complex RISC? 
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Parallel Processing 

modified 5/4/09 10:08 L24– Parallel Processing   2 6.004 Spring 2009 5/7/09

The Home Stretch 

TODAY 5/7: Lab 8 (LAST!) due 

Friday 5/8 section:  LAST QUIZ (#5)!

Tu 5/12: Wrapup (LAST!) Lecture! 

Wednesday 5/13: 

NO SECTION MEETINGS!

�� Optional DESIGN PROJECT due 

�� ALL (late) Assignments due 

�� Immense Satisfaction/Rejoicing/Relief/Celebration/Wild 

Partying.

L24– Parallel Processing   3 6.004 Spring 2009 5/7/09

Taking a step back 

Dynamic

Execution Path 

Static Code 

Path Length = number of instructions along path 

aka “Thread of Execution” 

loop:  

   LD(n, r1)

   CMPLT(r31, r1, r2)  

   BF(r2, done)  

   LD(r, r3)  

   LD(n,r1)

   MUL(r1, r3, r3)

   ST(r3, r)

   LD(n,r1)

   SUBC(r1, 1, r1)

   ST(r1, n)

              BR(loop)  

done: 

L24– Parallel Processing   4 6.004 Spring 2009 5/7/09

We have been building machines to execute 

one thread (quickly) 

Beta 

Processor 
Memory 

Execution Thread 

                          Path Length  x  Clocks-per-Instruction 

Time     =
                                      Clocks-per-second   
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L24– Parallel Processing   5 6.004 Spring 2009 5/7/09

Can we make CPI < 1 ? 

Two Places to Find Parallelism 

Instruction Level (ILP) – Fetch and issue 

groups of independent instructions within a 

thread of execution 

Thread Level (TLP) – Simultaneously execute 

multiple execution streams

…Implies we can complete  

more than one instruction each clock cycle! 

L24– Parallel Processing   6 6.004 Spring 2009 5/7/09

Instruction-Level Parallelism 

Sequential Code 

This is okay, but smarter coding does better in this example! 

loop:  

   LD(n, r1)

   CMPLT(r31, r1, r2)  

   BF(r2, done)  

   LD(r, r3)  

   LD(n,r1)

   MUL(r1, r3, r3)

   ST(r3, r)

   LD(n,r4)

   SUBC(r4, 1, r4)

   ST(r4, n)

              BR(loop)  

done: 

What if I tried to 

do multiple 

iterations at 

once? 

loop:  

   LD(n, r1)

   CMPLT(r31, r1, r2)  

   BF(r2, done)  

   LD(r, r3)  LD(n,r1)  LD(n,r4)  

   MUL(r1, r3, r3) SUBC(r4, 1, r4)

   ST(r3, r) ST(r4, n) BR(loop)  

done: 

“Safe” Parallel Code 
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Superscalar Parallelism 

-� Popular now, but the limits are near (8-issue) 

-� Multiple instruction dispatch 

-� Speculative execution 

L24– Parallel Processing   8 6.004 Spring 2009 5/7/09

SIMD Processing 
(Single Intruction Multiple Data) 

Each datapath has its own local data (Register File) 

All data paths execute the same instruction 

Conditional branching is difficult…

(What if only one CPU has R1 = 0?) 

Conditional operations are common in SIMD machines 

if (flag1) Rc = Ra <op> Rb 

Global ANDing or ORing of flag registers are used for high-level 

control

Reg File 

ALU

PC

+1 or Branch 

Reg File 

ALU

Reg File 

ALU

Reg File 

ALU

Data 

Memory 

Instruction 

Memory 

addr

addr

data

data

Addressing 

Unit

Control 

Model: “hide” parallelism in primitives (eg, vector operations) 

This sort of 

construct is 

also becoming 

popular on 

modern 

uniprocessors 
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L24– Parallel Processing   9 6.004 Spring 2009 5/7/09

SIMD Coprocessing Units 

SIMD data path added to a traditional CPU core 

Register-only operands 

Core CPU handles memory traffic

Partitionable Datapaths for variable-sized 

“PACKED OPERANDS” 

Reg File 

64-bit ALU

64

64

64

“Intel MMX, SSE” 

“Sparc VIS” 

L24– Parallel Processing   10 6.004 Spring 2009 5/7/09

SIMD Coprocessing Units 

SIMD data path added to a traditional CPU core 

Register-only operands

Core CPU handles memory traffic

Partitionable Datapaths for variable-sized 

“PACKED OPERANDS” 

Reg File 

32-bit ALU

64

64

64

32-bit ALU Two 

32-bit ALUs 

FA 
a   b 

s

co    ci
FA 
a   b 

s

co    ci

A32 B32  A31 B31 

S32        S31 

......

L24– Parallel Processing   11 6.004 Spring 2009 5/7/09

SIMD Coprocessing Units 

SIMD data path added to a traditional CPU core 

Register-only operands 

Core CPU manages memory traffic

Partitionable Datapaths for variable-sized 

“PACKED OPERANDS” 

Reg File 

16-bit ALU

64

64

64

16-bit ALU
16-bit ALU

16-bit ALU
Four 

16-bit ALUs 

Nice data size for: 

Graphics, 

Signal Processing, 

Multimedia Apps, 

etc. 

L24– Parallel Processing   12 6.004 Spring 2009 5/7/09

SIMD Coprocessing Units 

SIMD data path added to a traditional CPU core 

Register-only operands 

Core CPU manages memory traffic

Partitionable Datapaths for variable-sized 

“PACKED OPERANDS” 

Reg File 
64

64

64

Eight

8-bit ALUs 

8-bit ALU 
8-bit ALU 

8-bit ALU 
8-bit ALU 

8-bit ALU 
8-bit ALU 

8-bit ALU 
8-bit ALU 

MMX instructions: 

PADDB - add bytes 

PADDW - add 16-bit words 

PADDD - add 32-bit words 

(unsigned & w/saturation) 

PSUB{B,W,D} – subtract 

PMULTLW – multiply low 

PMULTHW – multiply high 

PMADDW – multiply & add 

PACK – 

UNPACK – 

PAND – 

POR -
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L24– Parallel Processing   13 6.004 Spring 2009 5/7/09

VLIW Variant of SIMD Parallelism 
(Very Long Instruction Word) 

A single-WIDE instruction controls multiple heterogeneous 

datapaths.

Exposes parallelism to compiler (S/W vs. H/W) 

Register File 

Integer ALU #1 

Floating Point 

Adder 

Integer ALU #2 

Floating Point 

Multiplier

FP Regs 
Instr. Fetch 

& Branch 

Prediction 

Load 

Store 

Unit

Instr

$

Data 

$

M
e

m
o

ry
 In

t
e

rfa
c

e
 

IOP1 RC1 RA1 RB1 IOP2 RC2 RA2 RB2 FOP FD1 FA1 FB1 FD2 FA2 FB2 MemOP
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Multiple Instruction Streams: MIMD 
Exploiting Thread Level Parallelism 

All processors share a common main memory 

Leverages existing CPU designs 

Easy to map “Processes (threads)” to “Processors” 

Share data and program 

Communicate through 

shared memory 

Upgradeable

Problems:

Scalability

Synchronization

�

$

�

$

�

$

�

$

�

$

Main Memory 

SMP – Symmetric Multi-Processor 

One thread per processor 

L24– Parallel Processing   15 6.004 Spring 2009 5/7/09

Hmmm….does it even work? 

P1

$1: x = 1 
      y = 2 

Shared Memory,  x = 1, y = 2 

P2

$2: x = 1 
      y = 2 

Process A

x = 3; 
print(y);

Process B

y = 4; 
print(x);

Consider the following trivial processes running on P1 and P2:

L24– Parallel Processing   16 6.004 Spring 2009 5/7/09

What are the Possible Outcomes? 

SEQUENCE A prints B prints 

x=3; print(y); y=4; print(x); 2 1

x=3; y=4; print(y); print(x); 2 1

x=3; y=4; print(x); print(y); 2 1

y=4; x=3; print(x); print(y); 2 1

y=4; x=3; print(y); print(x); 2 1

y=4; print(x); x=3; print(y); 2 1

Plausible execution sequences: 

Process A

x = 3; 
print(y);

Process B

y = 4; 
print(x);

$1: x = 1 
      y = 2 

$2: x = 1 
      y = 2 

Hey, we get the 

same answer every 

time… Let’s go 

build it! 

X  3 

X  4 
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Uniprocessor Outcome 

But, what are the possible outcomes if we ran Process A and 
Process B on a single timed-shared processor?

SEQUENCE A prints B prints 

x=3; print(y); y=4; print(x); 2 3

x=3; y=4; print(y); print(x); 4 3

x=3; y=4; print(x); print(y); 4 3

y=4; x=3; print(x); print(y); 4 3

y=4; x=3; print(y); print(x); 4 3

y=4; print(x); x=3; print(y); 4 1

Plausible Uniprocessor execution sequences: 

Process A

x = 3; 
print(y);

Process B

y = 4; 
print(x);

Notice that the 

outcome 2, 1 

does not appear 

in this list! 

L24– Parallel Processing   18 6.004 Spring 2009 5/7/09

Sequential Consistency 

Semantic constraint: 

Result of executing N parallel programs should correspond to some
interleaved execution on a single processor.  

Possible printed values: 2, 3;   4, 3;   4, 1. 
(each corresponds to at least one interleaved execution) 

IMPOSSIBLE printed values:  2, 1 
(corresponds to NO valid interleaved execution). 

Process A

x = 3; 
print(y);

Process B

y = 4; 
print(x);

Shared Memory

int x=1, y=2; 

Weren’t 

caches 

supposed to 

be invisible to 

programs? 

L24– Parallel Processing   19 6.004 Spring 2009 5/7/09

Cache Incoherence 

PROBLEM:  “stale” values in cache ... 

Process B

y = 4; 
print(x);

Process A

x = 3; 
print(y);

Q: How does B know that A has changed the value of x?

P1

$1: x=3
        y=2 

Shared Memory 

P2

$2: x=1
       y=4 

x=3, y=4 

Does 
WRITE-THRU 

help? 
_______! NO

The problem is 

not that 

memory has 

stale values, 

but that other 

caches may! 

L24– Parallel Processing   20 6.004 Spring 2009 5/7/09

“Snoopy” Caches 

P1

$1: x=1
        y=2 

Shared Memory 

P2

$2: x=1
        y=2 

x=1,       y=2 

IDEA:

• P1 writes 3 into x; write-thru cache causes bus transaction. 

• P2, snooping, sees transaction on bus.   INVALIDATES or UPDATES its cached 
x value. 

Presume 
WRITE-THRU 

caches! X 3 

X 3 

X 3 
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Snoopy Cache Design 

Two-bit STATE in cache line encodes one of M, E, S, I states (“MESI” cache): 

INVALID: cache line unused. 

SHARED ACCESS: read-only, valid, not dirty.  Shared with other read-only 
copies elsewhere.  Must invalidate other copies before writing.  

EXCLUSIVE: exclusive copy, not dirty.  On write becomes modified. 

MODIFIED: exclusive access; read-write, valid, dirty.  Must be written back 
to memory eventually; meanwhile, can be written or read by local 
processor. 

4-state 
FSM for 

each 
cache line! 

(FREE!!: Can redefine 

VALID and DIRTY bits)

Current

state

Read Hit Read Miss,

Snoop Hit

Read Miss,

Snoop Miss

Write Hit Write Miss Snoop for

Read

Snoop for

Write

Modified Modified Invalid

( Wr-Back)

Invalid

( Wr-Back)

Modified Invalid

( Wr-Back)

Shared

(Push)

Invalid

(Push)

Exclusive Exclusive Invalid Invalid Modified Invalid Shared Invalid

Shared Shared Invalid Invalid Modified

(Invalidate)

Invalid Shared Invalid

Invalid X Shared

(Fill)

Exclusive

(Fill)

X Modified

(Fill- Inv)

X X
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Who needs Sequential Consistency, anyway? 

ALTERNATIVE MEMORY SEMANTICS: 

“WEAK” consistency 

EASIER GOAL: Memory operations from each processor appear to be 
performed in order issued by that processor; 

Memory operations from different processors may overlap in arbitrary ways 
(not necessarily consistent with any interleaving). 

ALTERNATIVE APPROACH:

• Weak consistency, by default; 

• MEMORY BARRIER instruction: stalls processor until all previous memory 
operations have completed. 

L24– Parallel Processing   23 6.004 Spring 2009 5/7/09

MIMD Multicore Arrays 

•� Can Leverage existing CPU 

designs / development tools 

•� H/W focuses on 

communication 2-D Mesh /

cache hierarchy/ …) 

•� S/W focuses on partitioning, 

extracting parallelism 

•� “speculative execution” hacks 

http://www.tilera.com/ 

•� 16 cores/32 thr 

•� 250W @ 2.3GHz 

•� Transactional Mem 

•� Thread Speculation 

•� “scout” threads 

L24– Parallel Processing   24 6.004 Spring 2009 5/7/09

Parallel Processing Summary 

Prospects for future CPU architectures:

Pipelining - Well understood, but mined-out 
Superscalar - At its practical limits 

SIMD - Limited use for special applications 
VLIW - Returns controls to S/W… but inflexible 

Prospects for future Computer System architectures:
Single-thread limits: forcing multicores, parallelism 

Brains work well, with dismal clock rates … parallelism? 

Needed: NEW models, NEW ideas, NEW approaches 

FINAL ANSWER:  Its up to YOUR generation! 

Figure by MITOpenCourseWare.

•� 64 cores 

•� 22 W @ 700MHz 

•� 2D Mesh 
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L25 – Wrapup Lecture   1 6.004 – Spring 2009 5/12/09

Computer Architecture: 

Exciting Times Ahead! 

Prediction is very 

difficult, especially 

about the future.  
               -- Neils Bohr

The best way to 

predict the future is 

to invent it.  

               -- Alan Kay

modified  5/4/09 10:17 L25 – Wrapup Lecture   2 6.004 – Spring 2009 5/12/09

You’ve mastered a lot… 

Fets & voltages 

Logic gates 
Combinational 

logic circuits 

Combinational contract: 

�� discrete-valued inputs 

�� complete in/out spec. 

�� static discipline 

Acyclic connections 

Summary specification 

Design: 

�� sum-of-products 

�� simplification 

�� muxes, ROMs, PLAs 

Storage & state 

Dynamic discipline 

Finite-state machines 

Metastability 

Throughput & latency 

Pipelining 

Sequential logic 

L25 – Wrapup Lecture   3 6.004 – Spring 2009 5/12/09

… a WHOLE lot … 

Sequential logic 

<PC>+4+C*4

ASEL 01

Data Memory 

RD

WD

Adr

R/W

W D S E L
0 1 2

WA 

Rc <25:21> 0

1
XP 

PCSEL

PC

JT

+4

Instruction

Memory

A

D

Rb: <15:11> Ra <20:16> 

RA2SEL

Rc <25:21> 

+

Register

File

RA1 RA2

RD1 RD2

BSEL01

C: <15:0> 

C: <15:0> 

sign-extended 

Z

ALU

A B

JT

WA 
WD

WE

C: <15:0> << 2 

sign-extended 

ALUFN 

Control Logic

Z

ASEL

BSEL

PCSEL

RA2SEL

WDSEL

ALUFN 

Wr 

<PC>+4

0 1

Wr 

01234

XAdr 

ILL

OP

WASEL 

WASEL 

IRQ

W E R F

WERF

00

CPU Architecture 

Computing Theory 

Instruction Set Architectures 

Beta implementation 

Pipelined Beta 

Software conventions 

Memory architectures 

?

Interconnect 

Virtual machines 

Interprocess communication 

Operating Systems 

Real time, Interrupts 

Parallel Processing 

Computer Systems 

MEM

MEM

CPU

DISK I/O I/

O

L2 $ 

Graphics 

I/O

“AGP” bus 
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6.035 (U,     ) 

Computer 

Language

 Engineering 

What’s next?
Some follow-on options…

Software Hardware 

6.374 (G,    ) 

Analysis and Design 

 of Digital 

 Integrated Circuits

6.033 (U,     ) 

Computer 

System 

 Engineering 

6.111 (U,         ) 

Introductory 

Digital Systems 

 Laboratory 

LA for 6.004 UROP

Special 

Topics 

6.823 (G,     ) 

Computer 

System 

 Architecture 

6.115 (U,     ) 

Microcomputer 

Project 

Laboratory 

6.375 (U,     ) 

Complex 

Digital System 

Design 
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Things to look forward to… 
6.004 is only an appetizer! 

Algorithms
Arithmetic 

Signal Processing 

Language implementation 

Processors 
Superscalars 

Deep pipelines 

Multicores 

Systems Software 
Storage 

Virtual Machines 

Networking 

Languages & Models 
Python/Java/Ruby/… 

Objects/Streams/Aspects 

Networking 

Tools 
Design Languages 

FPGA prototyping 

Timing Analyzers 

L25 – Wrapup Lecture   6 6.004 – Spring 2009 5/12/09

Verilog example: Beta Register File 

// 2-read, 1-write 32-location register file
module regfile(ra1,rd1,ra2,rd2,clk,werf,wa,wd);

input [4:0] ra1; // address for read port 1 (Reg[RA]) 
output [31:0] rd1; // read data for port 1
input [4:0] ra2; // address for read port 2 (Reg[RB], Reg[RC] for ST) 
output [31:0] rd2; // read data for port 2
input clk;
input werf; // write enable, active high
input [4:0] wa; // address for write port (Reg[RC])
input [31:0] wd; // write data 

reg [31:0] registers[31:0]; // the register file itself (local)

  // read paths are combinational, check for reads from R31 
assign rd1 = (ra1 == 31) ? 0 : registers[ra1];
assign rd2 = (ra2 == 31) ? 0 : registers[ra2];

  // write port is active only when WERF is asserted 
always @(posedge clk)

if (werf) registers[wa] <= wd;
endmodule

L25 – Wrapup Lecture   7 6.004 – Spring 2009 5/12/09

PC
module pc(clk,reset,pcsel,offset,jump_addr, 
          branch_addr,pc,pc_plus_4); 

input clk;
input reset; // forces PC to 0x80000000 
input [2:0] pcsel; // selects source of next PC 
input [15:0] offset; // inst[15:0] 
input [31:0] jump_addr; // from Reg[RA], used in JMP instruction 
output [31:0] branch_addr; // send to datapath for LDR instruction 
output [31:0] pc; // used as address for instruction fetch 
output [31:0] pc_plus_4; // saved in regfile during branches, JMP, traps 

reg [31:0] pc;
wire [30:0] pcinc; 

  wire [31:0] npc; 

// the Beta PC increments by 4, but won’t change supervisor bit 
assign pcinc = pc + 4; 
assign pc_plus_4 = {pc[31],pcinc}; 

  // branch address = PC + 4 + 4*sxt(offset) 
assign branch_addr = {0,pcinc + {{13{offset[15]}},offset[15:0],2'b00}}; 

assign npc = reset ? 32'h80000000 :
               (pcsel == 0) ? {pc[31],pcinc} : // normal 
               (pcsel == 1) ? {pc[31],branch_addr[30:0]} : // branch 
               (pcsel == 2) ? {pc[31] & jump_addr[31],jump_addr[30:0]} : // jump
               (pcsel == 3) ? 32'h80000004 : 32'h80000008; // illop, trap 

// pc register, pc[31] is supervisor bit and gets special treatment 
always @(posedge clk) pc <= npc;

endmodule
L25 – Wrapup Lecture   12 6.004 – Spring 2009 5/12/09

The Crystal Ball 
some trends in computer evolution 

•� Technology shrinks 

•� 30% linear shrink/generation 

•� Cheaper, faster, lower power 

•� Multicores (SMP, Tiled NUMA, …) 

•� Superscalar/SMT pipelines 

•� Power management 

•� Reconfigurable processing/interconnect 

•� VLIW, SIMD influences 
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2010 Architecture? 

I/O

Embedded DRAM 

Embedded DRAM 

Off-chip

DRAM

Tiles 

Tiled (VLIW/reconfigurable/vector) machines 

become popular in systems with resource 

constraints (hardware cost, low power, hard 

real time) 

•� 10 GHz processor clock 

•� 5 GHz network clock 

•� 128 processing tiles 

•� >5 TFLOPS peak (32b FLOPS) 

•� >40 TOPS peak (8b OPS) 

•� 1GB on-chip DRAM 

•� 100 GB/s off-chip DRAM interface 

•� 100 GB/s I/O 

•� 25x25mm2 in 0.045μμm CMOS 

Giant uniprocessors (maybe with SMT) remain popular in markets 

where software is the main expense. 

L25 – Wrapup Lecture   14 6.004 – Spring 2009 5/12/09

Thinking Outside the Box 

Will computers always look 

and operate the way 

computers do today? 

Some things to question: 

•� Well-defined system “state” 

•� Programming

•� Silicon-based logic 

•� Logic at all 

Si 
Boolean 

Logic MOSFET

transistors 

Synchronous 

Clocked 

Systems 

Von Neumann 

Architectures 

L25 – Wrapup Lecture   15 6.004 – Spring 2009

Our programming hangup 

Our machines slavishly execute 

sequences of instructions. Does a 

cerebellum?  A society? A beehive? 

An MIT student? 
Is there an engineering 

discipline for building goal-

oriented systems from 

goal-oriented 

components? 

Is learning an alternative to 

programming? 

Adaptive 

Memory PUNISH

L25 – Wrapup Lecture   16 6.004 – Spring 2009 5/12/09

Wet Computers 

1) The most reliable, sustainable, efficient,
and smartest??? machines that we 
know of are biological 

2) Fined tuned through millions of years of 
evolution

3) The assembly, repair, and operation 
“instructions” for multi-billion element 
machines are “digitally” encoded in a 
single molecule 

4) We are just beginning to understand the 
“gates” and the “machine language” 

I wonder if 

 2289384-1

is prime? 
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DNA Chips 
(DNA probes or microarrays) 

Leverages VLSI fabrication techniques 

(photolithography)

Use PCRs (polymerase chain reactions) to 

make an exponential number of DNA 

copies

Mechanically bind specific “tagged” gene 

sequences onto a patterned substrate 

Expose to bath of denatured nucleotides 

(separated and diced up pieces of DNA) 

Look for phosphorescent markers 

Medical applications are obvious, but what 

does it have to do with computation? 

Micro “vials” 

of a gene 

sequence 

Questions: 

What inputs satisfy  

f(x1,x2,…xN) =1. 

We can reliably reslice and 

recombine (state machines?) 

L25 – Wrapup Lecture   18 6.004 – Spring 2009 5/12/09

Can we Program Microbes? 

DNA = program 

Protein synthesis = gates? 

Can we “engineer” organisms 

to perform computations 

for us? 

Can we make a “standard cell library” offering digital 

building blocks from DNA sequences? 

This is alien thinking for biologist, but standard fare 

for systems designers 

F(n) = n * F(n-1); 

F(0) = 1 
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Computing at the limit 

At the particle level nature behaves very strangely… 

Far separated particles can be entangled 

- electron spins 
- photon polarizations 
- magnetic fields 

They can be simultaneously in either state
(so long as you don’t look). 

The act of looking at them (measuring, or observing them) 
forces the entangled particle into one of its states. 

Strangely enough, it is believed that we can use such 
entangled particles in computations w/o disturbing them. 

L25 – Wrapup Lecture   20 6.004 – Spring 2009 5/12/09

Quantum Computing? 

Classic computers perform operations on strings of bits (0s 

and 1s). 

A quantum computer would be able to compute on bits 

(qubits) that can be simultaneously in either state. 

F(0< x < 220) = x * 371 F(?) = 197001 

Classic computer: 

(with a dumb algorithm) 

Search through all 220

permutations 

Quantum computer: 

Insert 20 qubits, select 

the desired answer, then 

look back and see what 

the qubits resolved to… 
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The Dilemma 

•� We have no clue how to build a practical quantum computer 

•� Currently, quantum computing is merely a fantasy of 

theoreticians

•� What other problems can a quantum computer solve more 

efficiently than a classic computer? 

A SUBTLE Reminder:  
Turing, Church, Post,  

Kleene, and Markov 

really “invented” most 

of modern day computer 

science long before a 

“practical” implementation. 

L25 – Wrapup Lecture   22 6.004 – Spring 2009 5/12/09

6004: The Big Lesson 

Engineering Abstractions: 
•� Understanding of their technical 

underpinnings

•� Respect for their value 

•� Techniques for using them 

But, most importantly: 

•� The self assurance to discard them, in 

favor of new abstractions! 

Good engineers use abstractions; 

GREAT engineers create them! 

You’ve built, debugged, understood a complex 

computer from FETs to OS… what have you 

learned? 

L25 – Wrapup Lecture   23 6.004 – Spring 2009 5/12/09

THE END! 

Pens, pencils, paper 

they attempt to solve problems 

that teachers set forth. 

The only problem 

with Haiku is that you just 

get started and then  
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A Student’s Guide 

to the Digital World

by Margaret Chong
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Binary

1    1   0    0

There are two types of binary used in 6.004 – unsigned and signed (also known as two’s

complement). Let’s take a binary number 11002 and figure out its decimal equivalent.

Unsigned   23   22    21  20              23 +  22      = 8 + 4 = 12 

Signed        23   22   21  20          (-1)(23) +  22  = -8 + 4 = -4

(1) The space to the left of the decimal point is for 20, increasing by a power of two

as you go further left, decreasing by a power of two as you go right

(2) For each 1 in the binary number, add the corresponding power of two to the sum

(3) Unsigned binary - everything in the sum is positive

(4) Signed binary – the leftmost space in the number is negative
Note: If the leftmost space is a 0, then everything in the sum is positive. For example,

            1100  = -8 + 4 = -42

          01100  =  8 + 4 = 12      ! the leftmost 0 means we don’t count the –162

Octal and Hexadecimal

Octal is base 8 and is made of groups of 3 bits

Hexadecimal is base 16 and is made of groups of 4 bits

1   1    1    1     0    0    1    1    0    1    1    1

     7 4               6            7

F 3 7

Binary

Octal

Hexadecimal

Binary   Octal

  000          0

  001          1

  010          2

  011          3

  100          4

  101          5

  110          6

  111          7

Binary   Hex Binary   Hex

  0000      0   1000      8

  0001      1   1001      9

  0010      2   1010      A

  0011      3   1011      B

  0100      4   1100      C

  0101      5   1101      D

  0110      6   1110      E

  0111      7   1111      F

Useful Conversion Tables:
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Signed Binary Addition

Binary addition is the same as regular addition, except you only have 0’s and 1’s.

    3

+  5

    8

         1

   00011

+ 00101

           0

       11

   00011

+ 00101

         00

     111

   00011

+ 00101

       000

     111

   00011

+ 00101

     1000

     111

   00011

+ 00101

   01000

1+1 = 2 = 10 in binary, so carry the 1

Most machines have a fixed number of bits. In the example above, the operands are both

5 bits wide, therefore the result can only be expressed in 5 bits. This introduces the

possibility that the sum might be incorrect.

    3

+  5

   ??

       1

   0011

+ 0101

         0

     11

   0011

+ 0101

       00

   111

   0011

+ 0101

     000

   111

   0011

+ 0101

   1000

-8 is incorrect!

We cannot express 8

in four bits

    -8

+  -8

   ??

       

   1000

+ 1000

    

 1     0 is incorrect!
   1000

+ 1000 We cannot express –16 in four bits
   0000

Let’s do this by example, say we’re subtracting 3 minus 5

(1) Represent 3 and 5 in binary

(2) Figure out the binary representation for negative 5 by flipping the bits and adding one

(3) Compute 3 plus negative 5

    3

-  5

  -2

3 = 00011
1

5 = 00101

3  =    00011
2

-5 =   11010

       + 00001

          11011

       11

   00011
3

+ 11011

Signed Binary Subtraction

   11110

Note that, like in binary addition, we are constrained to a fixed number of bits. Therefore,

you might encounter cases where the “flip the bits and add one” cannot be represented in

some fixed number of bits. You may also find that the result cannot be represented in

some fixed number of bits.
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Hamming Distance

One factor to consider when transmitting a message is the possibility that the message

might get corrupted in transit. For example, say we’re transmitting the outcome of a coin

flip over the internet. There are two possible outcomes – heads or tails.

One possible encoding uses only one bit: heads = “0” and tails = “1”. We tell our friend 

that the coin flipped heads by transmitting a “0.” However, a routing wire is struck

by lightning, changing the bit to a “1.” Our friend will incorrectly think tails.

H
0 1

T

If we increase the number of bits in the encoding to two bits (heads = 00 and tails = 11),

we can detect single-bit errors. However, we still cannot correct them.

H
00 10 or 01

H or T?

With three bits, however, we can detect single and two-bit errors, and we can correct

single bit errors (heads = 000 and tails = 111).

H
000 100 or 010 or 001

H

For two encodings of the same length, the Hamming Distance (D) is the number of bits

you need to change to turn one into the other. We increased the Hamming Distance by one

in each step of this example. (I) D = 1 (II) D = 2 (III) D = 3.

If you have a Hamming Distance of D, then you can:

I

II

III

DETECT (D – 1) bit errors      and       CORRECT (D – 1) bit errors

                 2
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Information

A message carries information if it tells you something new. The higher the probability of

receiving that message, the less information that message carries. There are three basic

equations you need to know:

Non-equivalent probability for all choices     Equivalent probability for all choices

Average # bits of information = ! pi log2
_1_

  pi

# bits of information = log2 _1_

  pi

# bits of information = log2 _# choices before_

    # choices after

Huffman Encoding

We can encode symbols using a sequence of bits. Huffman encoding is merely one of the ways

we can assign a symbol to a sequence of bits. The algorithm proceeds as follows:

(1) Choose the two members/subtrees with the lowest probability

(2) Label one a “0” and the other a “1” 

(3) Connect them into a new subtree, and add their probabilities to produce

      the probability of the new subtree

(4) Repeat 1-3 until you’re left with one big tree

This example illustrates Huffman encoding for the symbols A, B, C, and D with their

corresponding probabilities:

A, pA = 0.5

B, pB = 0.125

C, pC = 0.125

D, pD = 0.25

A,   pA   = 0.5

BC, pBC = 0.25

D,   pD   = 0.25

A,   pA   = 0.5

BCD, pBCD = 0.5

B       C

 1        0

B       C

 1        0    D

 1        0

ABCD,   pABCD   = 1

B       C

 1        0    D

 1        0     A

 1        0

Encodings: A = 0

B = 111

C = 110

D = 10
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The Digital Abstraction

In the digital world, a voltage can represent a valid “0”, a valid “1”, or an invalid signal “X”

(a voltage in the forbidden zone). Voltage is continuous, therefore we define boundaries to

indicate whether it’s a 0, 1, or X.

The world is not ideal, however, so we must ensure that a “0” will never be mistaken for

anything else. This is done by applying stricter boundaries to the outputs of combinational

logic blocks (VOL and VOH) and more lenient boundaries on the inputs (VIL and VIH).

The difference between these two boundaries is called a noise margin. There are two noise

margins: NML=LOW and NMH=HIGH. Think of NML as the amount of voltage it takes to turn

a “0” into an “X”, and NMH as the amount of voltage it takes to turn a “1” into an “X.”

NML = VIL – VOL NMH = VOH – VIH

        Noise Margin of a combinational logic block = NM = min(NML, NMH)

XNML NMH

Volts

“0” output “1” output

VOL VIL VIH

“1” input“0” input

Forbidden Zone

VOH

Device
Noise

Capacitance

…

VIN VOUT
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Combinational Devices and Static Discipline

A buffer basically takes in a “0” and outputs a “0”, or takes

in a “1” and outputs a “1”. The buffer symbol is shown

above. The graph on the left is the buffer’s Voltage

Transfer Curve (VTC). The valid regions are located in the

lower left and upper right corners of the curve. The shaded

region in the middle is the invalid Forbidden Region.

Gain is the slope in the forbidden region of the VTC.

Note that the |gain| > 1 in order for the buffer to be

classified as a combinational device. If it isn’t, you might

get negative noise margins or the signal will degrade when

you cascade the device.

VIN VOUT

VIN VOUT

Static Discipline:

If VIN < VIL then VOUT < VOL

If VIN > VIH then VOUT > VOH

Static Discipline:

If VIN < VIL then VOUT > VOH

If VIN > VIH then VOUT < VOL

An inverter takes in a “0” and outputs a “1”, or takes in a

“0” and outputs a “1”. Note that the inverter must also

have |gain| > 1 in order to be a combinational device.

When choosing values for VOL, VIL, VIH, VOH, there is no

set algorithm. The best way is to gain intuition from

practice.

Some rules of thumb might include:

VOL

VOH

VIL VIH

Forbidden Region
Vout

Vin

gain

0

0

1

1

VOL

VOH

VIL VIH

Forbidden Region
Vout

Vin

gain

0

0 1

1

(1) Pick VOH and VOL around the corners where the flat region meets the steep region

(2) If you’re trying to maximize the noise margins, try to chose the highest VOH and the

lowest VOL possible

(3) If you’re trying to maximize the noise margins, first find a VOL, VIL, VIH, VOH that

adheres to the static discipline. Then try to make one of the noise margins bigger by

altering one of VOL, VIL, VIH, VOH and see if the new values adheres to the static

discipline.

Inverter

Buffer
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NFET pulldowns

A NFET can be categorized into three “analog” regions –

cutoff, linear, and saturation - and two “digital”regions – on

and off.

Off/Cutoff:    VGS < VTH

On/Linear:    VGS > VTH, VDS < VDSsat

On/Saturation: VGS > VTH, VDS > VDSsat

   Where VDSsat = VGS – VTH

    VTH = a set Threshold Voltage

G

D

S

VDS

VGS

PFET pullups

A PFET also has three “analog” regions – cutoff, linear, and

saturation - and two “digital”regions – on and off.

Off/Cutoff:    VGS > VTH

On/Linear:    VGS < VTH, VDS > VDSsat

On/Saturation: VGS < VTH, VDS < VDSsat

   Where VDSsat = VGS - VTH

G

D

S

VDS

VGS

CMOS Inverter

VIN VOUT
IN      OUT

  0         1

  1         0

VIL VIH

VOL

VOH

IN OUT

IN = 0

PFET ON

NFET OFF

OUT = 1

IN = 1

PFET OFF

NFET ON

OUT = 0

A CMOS inverter has one PFET between power and

the output, and one NFET between the output and

ground. Think of the PFET and NFET as switches.

A PFET “switch” closes when IN=0, and ties the

output to VDD. A NFET “switch” closes when IN=1,

and ties the output to ground.
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CMOS Logic

A CMOS Logic gate consists of a bunch of PFETs in the pullup

(between power and the output), and a bunch of NFETs in the pulldown

(between the output and ground).

The pullup may only consist of PFETs and the pulldown may

only consist of NFETs. Otherwise, the logic gate will not have

sufficient gain in the forbidden area. Also, since the NFETs always go in

the pulldown, CMOS logic gates can only implement negative logic.

Pullup PFETs

Pulldown NFETs

I

N

P OUTPUT

U

T

S

A

B

A B

The pullup and pulldown must complement each other.
A BIf two NFETs are in parallel in the pulldown, then the

corresponding PFETs must be in series in the pullup.
A

The opposite is also true – NFETs in series must have

corresponding PFETs in parallel. B

If you have a formula that you need to implement as a CMOS logic gate:

     A*B means A and B are in series in the pulldown and in parallel in the pullup

     A+B means A and B are in parallel in the pulldown and in series in the pullup

First draw the pulldown. Then after the pulldown is done, draw the pullup as the

complement of the pulldown. In the example below, we must draw the CMOS logic gate

for OUTPUT = A * B + C.

OUT = A*B + C

NFET: A and B in series

A

B

OUT = A*B + C

NFET: A*B in parallel with C

A

B
C

OUT = A*B + C

PFET: A and B in parallel

A B

OUT = A*B + C

PFET: A*B in series with C

A B

C

A

B
C

A B

C
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If you have a CMOS logic gate and you wish to derive the formula, follow these steps:

1) Look at the pulldown only

2) A and B in series means there is an “A*B” in the equation

3) A and B in parallel means there is an “A+B” in the equation

4) Negate the entire thing after you’re done with all the pulldown NFETs.

Step 4 is necessary because you’re dealing with NFETs. You will probably want to do a

few similar practice problems to gain intuition.

A

B
C

A and B are in series

A*B

A

B
C

A*B is in parallel with C

OUTPUT = A*B + C
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CMOS Logic Gates

INVERTER

A Z

A    Z

0     1

1     0

BUFFER

A Z

A    Z

0     0

1     1

NAND

A

B

Z

A  B    Z

0   0      1

0   1      1

1   0      1

1   1      0

AND

A

B

Z

A  B    Z

0   0      0

0   1      0

1   0      0

1   1      1

NOR

A   B    Z

0   0      1

0   1      0

1   0      0

1   1      0

A

B

Z

OR

A   B    Z

0   0      0

0   1      1

1   0      1

1   1      1

A

B

Z

XNOR

A   B    Z

0   0      1

0   1      0

1   0      0

1   1      1

XOR

A   B    Z

0   0      0

0   1      1

1   0      1

1   1      0

A

B

Z

A

B

Z

The figures above contain eight typical standard CMOS logic gates, their symbolic

representation, and their truth tables. You can combine logic gates to implement almost any

function. However, keep in mind that negative logic (inverter, nand, nor, xnor) is usually

smaller and faster than positive logic (buffer, and, or, xor).

Boolean Algebra

A * B means “A and B”

A * B means “A nand B”

A + B means “A or B”

A + B means “A nor B”

A +  B means “A xor B”

A +  B means “A xnor B”

DeMorgan’s Law

A * B =  A + B

A + B =  A * B
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If you wish to derive a logic equation

from an existing circuit, try to derive

intermediate equations, starting at the

inputs and working incrementally

towards the output. You can use

boolean algebra to manipulate the

formula to whatever format you prefer.

A

B

A*B

C C

A A Z = A + A*B + C

Z = A * A*B * C

Z = A * A*B *  C

Z = A*B*C

A

B C

Z = A*B+C
A*B

Z = A*B + C

Z = A*B * C

Invert it twice (two bars)

DeMorganize the bottom bar

A

B

A*B

C C

Z

Buildings Circuits with Logic Gates

If you wish to implement a function Z = A*B + C using only standard logic gates such as

those pictured above, you can implement it in multiple ways. The two possibilities below (all

negative logic on the left and all positive logic on the right) are not necessarily faster or

smaller than one another – it depends on the size and speed of the standard logic gates.

Contamination Delay

The contamination delay of a circuit, tcd, is

the minimum amount of time it takes for an

invalid input to propagate to an invalid

output. The figure to the right illustrates the

measurement of a buffer’s contamination

delay.

For a circuit with multiple inputs or paths to

the output, the contamination delay of the

entire circuit is the sum of the contamination

delays in the shortest path. For example, the

circuit to the right has three paths, with the

shortest contamination delay through the

bottom path for a tcd = (2.5 + 3) = 5.5

X

X

tcd

A

Z

A Z

A

B

C

Z

tcd=1
tcd=2

tcd=2.5
tcd=3
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Sum of Products

Sum of Products is an easy way to derive a formula from a

truth table. The formula is a sum of products. Each product

represents one row where the output Z = 1. For each

product/row, write down all the inputs and put individual

bars over the inputs that equal zero.

If there are fewer Z = 0 than Z = 1 outputs, you can find the

sum of products using the same method, but use the Z = 0

rows as the products and negate the entire sum of products.

From here, you should be able to find the minimal sum of

products by reducing the formula using boolean arithmetic.

This can be quite tedious. An easier method for finding the

minimal sum of products is presented in a subsequent

section on Karnaugh Maps.

A B C    Z

0  0  0    0

0  0  1    0

0  1  0    1

0  1  1    0

1  0  0    0

1  0  1    1

1  1  0    0

1  1  1    1

A  B  C

A  B  C

A  B  C

Z = ABC + ABC + ABC

Propagation Delay

The propagation delay, tpd, is the maximum

amount of time it takes for a valid input to

propagate to a valid output. The figure to the

right illustrates the measurement of a buffer’s

propagation delay.

For a circuit with multiple inputs or paths to

the output, the propagation delay of the entire

circuit is the sum of the propagation delays in

the longest path. For example, the circuit to

the right has three paths, with the longest

propagation delay through the middle path

for a tpd = (3 + 2 + 5) = 10

X

X

tpd

A

Z

A Z

A

B

C

Z

tpd=1
tpd=2

tpd=3
tpd=5
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Karnaugh Maps

Karnaugh Maps are extremely useful for finding the minimal sum of products.

Translate a truth table to a Karnaugh Map.

     " Note the order of the AB field – neighbors must differ by one bit
1

A   B   C     Z

0    0    0      1

0    0    1      0

0    1    0      X

0    1    1      0

1    0    0      1

1    0    1      X

1    1    0      X

1    1    1      X

C

        00     01     11     10

0       1       X      X       1

1       0       1       X      X

A

AB

C

B

Find and circle all 1’s

- Don’t Cares ‘X’ can be circled, if needed

- Circles must have dimensions that are a power of 2 (1, 2, 4, 8, etc.)

2

- You can overlap circles

- The Karnaugh Map folds over, so circles can go off the sides

- Look for the largest groups of 1’s

- Try to get the smallest number of circles

C

        00     01     11     10

0       1       X      X       1

1       0       1       X      X

A

AB

C

B

  OUT = C + B + A3

C

        00     01     11     10

00     1       0       0       1

01     0       1       1       0

11     0       1       1       0

10     1       0       0       1

A

AB

CD

B

D

OUT = B   D + B D

Lenient Combinational Logic

Take a karnaugh map that is directly derived from the

circuit. Each gap between neighboring circles is an

opportunity for a glitch. The circuit is lenient if there

are no gaps.

        00     01     11     10

0       0       1       1       0

1       0       1       1      1

AB

C
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Mux

A d-input mux has a selector input, d data inputs (d is a power of two), and one output.

D0

D1

0

1

OUT
If Select = 0, then OUT = D0

If Select = 1, then OUT = D1

Select

D0     D1    Select     OUT

  0       X         0            0

  1       X         0            1

 X       0          1            0

 X       1          1            1

ROM / PLA

A Read-Only Memory and a Programmable

Logic Array consist of address input lines, word

lines, and bit lines. You can add NFETs to

configure the ROM or PLA to perform many

functions. Each word line and bit line is driven

by a weak PFET whose input is tied to ground.

The weak PFET serves to drive the wire high

when there is no path to ground, but is easily

overpowered by a NFET.
A B Z

A ROM specifies all combinations of inputs. A PLA looks like a small ROM because

unnecessary FETs and wires are eliminated. If you are given the PLA pictured above, follow

these steps to figure out the formula for the output:

          1. Write the logic equivalent of each word line at the top

          2. Each bit line driving the gate of a NFET is a product in the sum of products

          3. For each NFET drain attached to the bit line, negate the gate input.

              Repeat to find product.

          4. Z = OR of all the products

A B Z = A B + A B

A A B B

A B

A B

products

Sum of products

Weak PFET
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Latch

A latch has one enable input G, one data input D, and one data output Q.

Think of a latch as a gate. If the latch is enabled, the gate opens and the

input data propagates through to the output. If the latch is not enabled,

then the gate is closed, and the output remains the same.

One way to implement the latch is to use a two-input mux. This

introduces some timing constraints on the inputs of the latch. The data

input D must be valid TSETUP before G falls and D must stay valid for

THOLD after G falls.

D Q

G

G

D

Q

valid validX X

valid X valid

TPD TPD

THOLD

TSETUP = TPD

TSETUP = 2 TPD because …

(1) One TPD for D to propagate through to Q

(2) Hold Q’ one TPD for mux to promise a

stable output after G falls

0

1

Q’

D

G

Q

Flip Flop

A flip flop, which is interchangeably referred to as a register, has a clock

input, a data input D, and a data output Q. D propagates to Q only at the

rising 0 " 1 edge of the clock. Otherwise, the output stays the same.

D Q

clk

A flip flop is implemented with

two latches – a master and a slave.

As in the 6.004 lecture, think about

this implementation as two

tollbooth gates that open one at a

time. The master passes the data

into the middle when the clock is

low. When the clock goes high, the

master immediately closes to trap

the data, and the slave opens to let

the trapped date through to the

output.

D Q

G

D Q

G

D

CLK

Q

Master Slave

Flip Flop Implementation – Two Latches

M

S

CLK = 0

M

S

CLK = 1
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Flip Flop Timing

tSETUP = Minimum time D holds before rising CLK edge

tHOLD = Minimum time D holds after rising CLK edge

tPD = Maximum CLK"Q propagation delay

tCD = Minimum CLK"Q contamination delay

clk

D

Q

tSETUP
tHOLD

tCD

tPD

tCD,MASTER > tHOLD,SLAVE to ensure that data will not pass through both the master and the

slave while both are transitioning. If this inequality does not hold, then you can ensure

that the flip flop works by inserting a buffer between the master and slave such that

tCD,MASTER + tCD,BUFFER > tHOLD,SLAVE

Flip Flop Circuits

D Q D QLogic

CLK

The circuit contains register 1 on the left, some random combinational logic, and register

2 on the right. There are two inequalities that must hold in order for this circuit to work.

tCD,REG1 + tCD,LOGIC > tHOLD,REG2

to ensure that data coming out of reg1 one does not corrupt the data going in to reg2.

tCLK > tPD,REG1 + tPD,LOGIC + tSETUP,REG2 where tCLK = the clock period

to ensure that reg2’s input will meet reg2’s setup time.
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Finite State Machine

A finite state machine (FSM) contains input

signals, state signals, and output signals. The

example FSM pictured here contains one input,

two state signals s1 and s0, and one output. The

circles contain the states for s1 and s0 and tell

us whether we’re in state 00, 01, 10, or 11. The

arcs tell us the next state based on the input.

00

OUT=0

01

OUT=0

11

OUT=1

10

OUT=0

In=0

In=0

In=1

In=1

In=0

In=1

In=0

In=1

An FSM must designate a transition

for every possible input. Also, the arcs

leaving a state must not allow two

choices for the same input.

s1   s0  IN      s1’   s0’   OUT

0     0    0       0       0        0

0     0    1       0       1        0

0     1    0       0       1        0

0     1    1       1       0        0

1     0    0       1       0        0

1     0    1       1       1        0

1     1    0       0       0        1

1     1    1       1       1        1

Current Next Output Based on

state state Current State
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Metastability

A metastable state in the digital world has the following properties:

1) Invalid

2) Unstable – a small perturbation changes it to a 0 or 1

3) It will settle in unbounded time

4) The longer you wait, the more likely it has stabilized

The two-inverter configuration has three possible states where

Vin = Vout : two stable states at valid 1 and 0, and one metastable

state in the forbidden region.

Imagine a ball at the top of a hill. If the hill is not flat, there are three

possible states – a stable state at the bottom left, a stable state at the

bottom right, and a metastable state at the top of the hill. That ball is

in a metastable state because (1) the top of the hill is an unstable state

– a small perturbation will make it roll down the hill, and (2) the ball

will eventually settle to a stable state at the bottom of the hill.

Vin
Vout

Vin=Vout

You cannot build certain devices with perfect reliability because they cause

metastability problems. Some example systems are shown below:

Sample S at a specified time after A and B have risen to find out

which rising edge came first – A or B. The Arbiter may enter a

metastable state if A and B rise at exactly the same time. The

Arbiter will eventually come to decision in unbounded time but

might be metastable and invalid when S is sampled.

Bounded-time Arbiter
CANNOT BUILD

Arbiter
A

B
S

Unbounded-time Arbiter
CAN BUILD

Arbiter
A

B

S

Done

Sample S when the Done signal is high to find out which

rising edge came first – A or B. S may enter a metastable state

if A and B rise at exactly the same time. However, we are

guaranteed that S will be valid when Done is high, therefore

this arbiter will not cause other metastable states.

If the D input does not meet the flip flop’s setup and hold

time, the Q output might be metastable.

Bounded-time Synchronizer
CANNOT BUILD

Asynchronous

Signal
D Q

Bounded-time Combinational Logic
CAN BUILD

We are guaranteed a valid output after a specified

propagation delay.
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Unpipelined Circuits

Latency = L = time an input takes to appear at the output

Throughput = T = #outputs / time

The circuit contains multiple blocks of combinational logic,

each with a tCD = 0 and a tPD indicated by the number inside

the box. The latency L of the circuit is the longest path from

the input to the output. The entire circuit is combinational

logic, so the worst-case throughput T is 1 output / L.

1 6

3 3

2

L = 1+6+2 = 9

T = 1 output / 9 = 1/9

Pipelined Circuits

Pipelined circuits contain registers in-between the logic

blocks. For simplicity, we assume that these are ideal

registers with zero contamination and propagation delay,

and zero setup and hold time. The register’s clock cycle tCLK

is equal to the propagation delay of the slowest block.

1 6

3 3

2

L = 6*3 = 18

T = 1/6

Latency = L =  K * tPD,slowest stage           where K = # stages = # registers on each path

Throughput = T =  ____1_______

                                 tPD,slowest stage

Pipelining a circuit typically adds latency and increases throughput. In the example

above, the 6 ns clock cycle forces an input to spend 6 ns in every stage. Since there are

three stages, the input spends 18 ns before its corresponding result appears at the output

as opposed to the unpipelined circuit’s 9 ns latency. However, pipelining the circuit

ensures that a new result appears at the output every 6ns, thus increasing the throughput

to 1/6.

Use the following rules of thumb to pipeline a circuit:

1) Put two dots on opposite sides of the circuit. Draw lines from one

     dot to another

2) Always put a register on the output

3) Isolate the slowest block with registers. Make this block the slowest

     stage for maximum throughput

4) Never cross a path twice with the same line. This helps ensure that each

     path has the same number of registers

5) Add a register every time a line crosses a wire.
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1 6

3 3

2

1) Register on the output

1 6

3 3

2

2) Isolate the slowest block

1 6

3 3

2

The example above is one of many ways to pipeline this circuit. Any configuration is

valid as long as there are an equal number of registers on each path from input to output.
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Assembly

Assembly is human-readable notation of machine language used in many computer

architectures, including the simplified RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computer)

architecture discussed in this book. Some of the simple assembly operations will be

discussed – arithmetic operations, load from memory, store to memory, jump, and branch.

Assembly code syntax takes many forms and this handbook discusses one possible

implementation: OP(first input register, second input register, destination register). An

operation OP will be performed on the two values are stored in the first and second input

registers. The result of the operation will be written to the destination register. Each register

is 32-bits wide and there is one register Rzero with value always zero.

Let us examine an arithmetic instruction and assume that the initial values stored in register

0, 1, and 2 are 0x23, 0x42, and 0x56 respectively. As illustrated below, after an add

instruction like ADD(R0, R1, R2), the values of register 0 and 1 will be added, and the

value will be written into register 2.

R0           0x23

R1           0x42

R2           0x7

...              ...

R0           0x23

R1           0x42

R2           0x65

...              ...

ADD(R0, R1, R2)

Register File Register File

Arithmetic Operations

Arithmetic operations are often computed in the ALU (Arithmetic Logic Unit). Operations

can be done with two input registers, like ADD(R0, R1, R2), or one input register and a 16-

bit constant embedded in the instruction, like ADD(R0, 0x42, R2). The ALU can compute

many different functions - mathematical operations like ADD (add), SUB (subtract), MUL

(multiply), DIV (divide), logical operations like AND, OR, XOR, comparison operations

like CMPEQ (equal), CMPLT (less than), CMPLE (less than or equal), or shift operations

like SHL (shift left), SHR (shift right without sign extension), and SRA (shift right with

sign extention).

Shift left SHL(R0, R1, R2) basically shifts the value in R0 left by n bits, where n is the

value of register R1. The final shifted value is written into R2.

R0           0x1

R1           0x3

R2           0x45

...              ...

R0           0x1

R1           0x3

R2           0x8

...              ...

SHL(R0, R1, R2)

Register File Register File
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There are two types of shift right operations – one without sign extension (SHR), and one

with sign extension (SRA). The sign bit is the most significant bit (MSB), or bit 31 in this

instruction set. When shifting a value to the right, the most significant bits are either

replaced with zero’s if there is no sign extension, or is replaced with the old value of bit 31.

Load

A LOAD instruction loads a value from memory and stores it into a destination register:

LOAD(address register, constant, destination register). The address for memory is

calculated by adding the value in the address register with the constant.

R0           0xF123

R1           0x4

R2           0x7

...              ...

R0           0xF123

R1           0x4

R2           0x0F12

...              ...

SHR(R0, R1, R2)

R0           0x8123

R1           0x4

R2           0x7

...              ...

R0           0x8123

R1           0x4

R2           0xF812

...              ...

SRA(R0, R1, R2)

R0           0x7123

R1           0x4

R2           0x7

...              ...

R0           0x7123

R1           0x4

R2           0x0712

...              ...

SRA(R0, R1, R2)

Register File Register File

R0           0x1

R1           0x3

R2           0x45

...              ...

R0           0x1

R1           0x3

R2           0x8

...              ...

LD(R0, 0x4, R2)

Addr           Value

...          

0x4           0x3

0x5           0x8

...              ...

Addr           Value

...          

0x4           0x3

0x5           0x8

...              ...

Register File Register File

Data Memory Data Memory
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Store

A STORE instruction stores a register value to memory. STORE(value register, constant,

address register). The address for memory is calculated by adding the value in the address

register with the constant.

R0           0x1

R1           0x3

R2           0x4

...              ...

R0           0x1

R1           0x3

R2           0x4

...              ...

ST (R0, 0x1, R2)

Addr           Value

...          

0x4           0x9

0x5           0x8

...              ...

Addr           Value

...          

0x4           0x9

0x5           0x1

...              ...

Data Memory Data Memory

Register File Register File

Branch

A branch instruction is an assembly version of an if-then-else construct. IF the value of the

comparison register meets a certain criteria, THEN the computer will branch to the

instruction indicated by the label, ELSE go to the next instruction in the sequence. If the

operation does indeed branch, then a pointer will be stored in the instruction address

destination register. Branch instructions include BEQ/BF (equal to zero) and BNE/BT (not

equal to zero).

BEQ(comparison register, label, instruction address destination register).

For example, the following is an assembly implementation of “if (a=0) then b=2”

start:  LD(Rzero, a, R0) // load value of a into register R0

          BEQ(a, btwo, R1) // if a=0, then branch to “btwo” and store instruction pointer in R1

...

btwo: ADDC(Rzero, 0x2, R0) // R0 = 2

          ST(R0, b, Rzero) // b = 2

...
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RISC Processor Architecture

The simplified RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computer) processor architecture described

in this book consists of seven main parts: (1) fetch current instruction from Instruction

Memory, (2) access the Register File and execute comparisons for branch instructions, (3)

ALU, (4) Data Memory load and store, (5) write back to the register file, (6) next

instruction address calculation, and (7) control logic. This book will explore the execution

of some common operations.

This figure is altered from an illustration taken from the MIT course 6.004 website 

http://6004.csail.mit.edu/

6

1

2

3

4

5

7
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Arithmetic Operations

ADD (R0, R1, R2) would be executed in the RISC processor as follows.

1) A 32-bit instruction is fetched from the Instruction Memory

2) Register 0 and Register 1 are accessed in the register file, and the values of those

registers are driven to the ALU

3) The ALU performs adds the values of Registers 0 and 1

4) Since this is not a LOAD or STORE instruction, the Data Memory is not accessed

5) The output value of the ALU is written to register 2

6) Since this is not an branch instruction, the instruction address is incremented by

four.

For arithmetic operations that involve constants, like ADDC(R0, 0x1, R2), the constant

0x1 is embedded in the instruction memory output of stage 2, and the constant is

bypassed to the ALU in the ASEL mux.

6

1

2

3

4

5

7
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Load

LD (R0, 0x4, R2) would be executed in the RISC processor as follows.

1) A 32-bit instruction is fetched from the Instruction Memory

2) Register 0 is accessed in the Register File, and the value is driven to the ALU

3) The ALU calculates the Data Memory address by adding the value of Register 0

and the constant 0x4

4) The Data Memory is accessed and the data is output to the wdsel mux

5) The contents of Data Memory are loaded into Register 2

6) Since this is not an branch instruction, the instruction address is incremented by

four.

6

1

2

3

4

5

7
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Store

ST (R0, 0x1, R2) would be executed in the RISC processor as follows.

1) A 32-bit instruction is fetched from the Instruction Memory

2) Register 0 is accessed in the register file, and the value is driven to Write Data

(WD) port of Data Memory. Also, the value of Register 2 is driven to the ALU.

3) The ALU calculates the memory address by adding the value of Register 2 and the

constant 0x1

4) The value of Register 0 is stored into Data Memory.

5) Nothing is written to the register file

6) Since this is not an branch instruction, the instruction address is incremented by

four.

6

1

2

3

4

5

7
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Branch

BEQ (R0, btwo, R1) would be executed in the RISC processor as follows.

1) A 32-bit instruction is fetched from the Instruction Memory

2) Register 0 is accessed in the register file, and a comparison is done to determine if

the value of Register 0 is equal to zero (Z = 1) or nonzero (Z = 0)

3) If Z = 1, the ALU bypasses the instruction address to its output.

4) Branch instructions do not access data memory.

5) If Z = 1, then the ALU bypass is stored into Register 1.

6) If Z = 1, the address “btwo” will be loaded ino the PC register, otherwise the

instruction address is incremented by four

6

1

2

3

4

5

7
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Intro to Stacks

A stack is is basically a stack of data located in memory. The bottom of the stack is

located at a set address. The top of the stack is designated by the stack pointer (SP,

Register 29), a register that contains the address of the next unused memory location.

data

data

data

unused

unused

Bottom of stack

Top of stack

SP

Non-

stack

data

MEMORY

Non-

stack

data

Area of

Memory

Reserved

For Stack

REGISTER FILE

Note: The Beta is a 32-bit processor.

          One byte = 8 bits

          Each location in memory takes up 32 bits = 4 bytes.

          Memory is byte-addressable.

          Therefore, addresses increment by 4 as you go up the stack

Random data

Random data

0x10C

Random data

0

R0

R1

R29

R30
R31

0x100

0x104

0x108

0x10C

0x110

0x0

SP = Register 29

Stack Macros

There are four stack macros you should be familiar with:

PUSH(Rx) (1) Push contents of register Rx on top of the stack

(2) SP ! SP + 4

POP(Rx) (1) Pop contents of register Rx on top of the stack

(2) SP ! SP + 4

ALLOCATE(k) (1) Reserve k lines: SP ! SP + 4*k

DEALLOCATE(k) (1) Release k lines: SP ! SP – 4*k

Note that PUSH and POP are each two instruction macros – one to push/pop between the

register and the stack, and one to update the Stack Pointer (SP).
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0x1

0x2

0x3

unused

unused

SP

STACK
(in memory)

REGISTER FILE

0x6

0xF

0x10C

Random data

0

R0

R1

R29

R30
R31

0x100

0x104

0x108

0x10C

0x110

PUSH(R0)

0x1

0x2

0x3

unused SP

STACK
(in memory)

REGISTER FILE

0x6

0xF

0x110
Random data

0

R0

R1

R29

R30
R31

0x100

0x104

0x108

0x10C

0x110

0x6

0x1

0x2

0x3

unused

unused

SP

STACK
(in memory)

REGISTER FILE

0x6

0xF

0x10C

Random data

0

R0

R1

R29

R30
R31

0x100

0x104

0x108

0x10C

0x110

0x1

0x2

unused

SP

STACK
(in memory)

REGISTER FILE

0x3
0xF

0x108
Random data

0

R0

R1

R29

R30
R31

0x100

0x104

0x108

0x10C

0x110

unused

unused

POP(R0)

1) Contents of Register 0 (0x6) are pushed onto the top of the stack

2) SP updated - 0x110 is the address of the top of the stack

1) Data at top of stack (0x3) is popped into Register 0

2) SP updated - 0x108 is the address of the top of the stack
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0x1

0x2

0x3

unused

unused

SP

STACK
(in memory)

REGISTER FILE

0x6

0xF

0x10C

Random data

0

R0

R1

R29

R30
R31

0x100

0x104

0x108

0x10C

0x110

ALLOCATE(2)

0x1

0x2

0x3

unused SP

STACK
(in memory)

REGISTER FILE

0x6

0xF

0x114
Random data

0

R0

R1

R29

R30
R31

0x100

0x104

0x108

0x10C

0x110

0x114

?

1) SP updated - 0x110 is the address of the top of the stack

?

0x1

0x2

0x3

unused

unused

SP

STACK
(in memory)

REGISTER FILE

0x6

0xF

0x10C

Random data

0

R0

R1

R29

R30
R31

0x100

0x104

0x108

0x10C

0x110

DEALLOCATE(2)

0x1

STACK
(in memory)

REGISTER FILE

0x6

0xF

0x104
Random data

0

R0

R1

R29

R30
R31

0x100

0x104

0x108

0x10C

0x110

0x114

1) SP updated - 0x104 is the address of the top of the stack

unused

unused

SPunused

unused
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Stack Frames

Stack frames allow procedures to call other

procedures (caller calls the callee), and prevent

procedures from corrupting each other’s data.

Two new registers are added to support Stack

Frames. Register 27, Base Pointer BP, points to

local variable 0 in the frame and is used to access

the procedure’s arguments and local variables.

Register 28, Link Pointer LP, contains the return

address of the caller. As stated in previous

sections, Register 29 is the Stack Pointer SP.

A stack frame consists of (1) arguments pushed

in reverse order, (2) the caller’s link pointer, (3)

the caller’s base pointer, and (4) a bunch of local

variables.

arg n

…

arg 0

old LP

old BP

local var. 0

…

local var. n

unused

A portion of the STACK
(in memory)

arg n

…

arg 0

old old LP

old old BP

local var. 0

…

local var. n

…

…

Callee’s

Frame

Caller’s

Frame

SP

BP

old BP

Two-level stack example

In this example, we have a caller main and a callee f. The initial state of the stack is

pictured below. Main has been running for awhile and is about to call f. The program code

arrow points to the line that is about to be executed. To conserve space, only relevant

portions of the program code are shown in each snapshot.

unused

Main’s args

Main’s LP

Main’s caller’s BP

local var. 0

local var. 1

…

…

SP

BP

Stack
(in memory)

Register File

?

?

0x114

?

0

R0

R1

BP

LP

SP

R30

R31

0x100

0x104

0x108

0x10C

0x110

0x114

….

0x004

0x10C

Main:     ….

              ….

              PUSH(b)

              PUSH(a)

              BR(f, LP)

              ….

f: ….

0xC00

0xC04

0xC08

0xC0C

Program code
(in memory)

(1) Initial State: Main is about to call helper procedure f

The code shown in Main is a typical calling sequence.
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unused

Main’s args

Main’s LP

Main’s caller’s BP

local var. 0

local var. 1

…

…

SP

BP

Stack
(in memory)

Register File

?

?

0x11C
?

0

R0

R1

BP

LP

SP

R30

R31

0x100

0x104

0x108

0x10C

0x110

0x114

0x118

0x11C

…

0x004

0x10C

Main:     ….

              ….

              PUSH(b)

              PUSH(a)

              BR(f, LP)

              ….

f: ….

0xC00

0xC04

0xC08

0xC0C

Program code
(in memory)

(2) Main pushed f’s arguments onto the stack in reverse order

b

a

unused

Main’s args

Main’s LP

Main’s caller’s BP

local var. 0

local var. 1

…

…

SP

BP

Stack
(in memory)

Register File

?

?

0x11C

?

0

R0

R1

BP

LP

SP

R30

R31

0x100

0x104

0x108

0x10C

0x110

0x114

0x118

0x11C

…

0xC0C
0x10C

Main:     ….

              ….

              PUSH(b)

              PUSH(a)

              BR(f, LP)

              ….

f: ….

0xC00

0xC04

0xC08

0xC0C

Program code
(in memory)

(3) Main branched to f and stores return address in LP

b

a

unused

Main’s args

Main’s LP

Main’s caller’s BP

local var. 0

local var. 1

…

…
SP

BP

Stack
(in memory)

Register File

?

?

0x124
?

0

R0

R1

BP

LP

SP

R30

R31

0x100

0x104

0x108

0x10C

0x110

0x114

0x118

0x11C

0x120

0x124

…

0xC0C

0x10C

Main:     ….

f:         ….

           PUSH(LP)

           PUSH(BP)

           MOVE(SP,BP)

           ALLOCATE(2)

Program code
(in memory)

(4) f pushed the return address (LP) and Main’s BP

     The code shown in f is a typical entry sequence.

b

a

0xC00

0xC04

0xC08

0xC0C

0xC0C
0x10C
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unused

Main’s args

Main’s LP

Main’s caller’s BP

local var. 0

local var. 1

…

…
SP

BP

Stack
(in memory)

Register File

?

?

0x124

?

0

R0

R1

BP

LP

SP

R30

R31

0x100

0x104

0x108

0x10C

0x110

0x114

0x118

0x11C

0x120

0x124

…

0xC0C

0x124

Main:     ….

f:         ….

           PUSH(LP)

           PUSH(BP)

           MOVE(SP,BP)

           ALLOCATE(2)

Program code
(in memory)

(5)  f updated BP to reflect the current stack frame

b

a

0xC00

0xC04

0xC08

0xC0C

0xC0C

0x10C

Main’s args

Main’s LP

Main’s caller’s BP

local var. 0

local var. 1

…

… SP

BP

Stack
(in memory)

Register File

?

?

0x12C
?

0

R0

R1

BP

LP

SP

R30

R31

0x100

0x104

0x108

0x10C

0x110

0x114

0x118

0x11C

0x120

0x124

0x128

0x12C

0xC0C

0x124

Main:     ….

f:         ….

           PUSH(LP)

           PUSH(BP)

           MOVE(SP,BP)

           ALLOCATE(2)

           …

Program code
(in memory)

(6) f allocated space for two local variables

b

a

0xC00

0xC04

0xC08

0xC0C

0xC10
0xC0C

0x10C

reserved

reserved
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Main’s args

Main’s LP

Main’s caller’s BP

local var. 0

local var. 1

…

… SP

BP

Stack
(in memory)

Register File

Z
?

0x12C

?

0

R0

R1

BP

LP

SP

R30

R31

0x100

0x104

0x108

0x10C

0x110

0x114

0x118

0x11C

0x120

0x124

0x128

0x12C

?

0x124

Main:     ….

f:         ….

           MOVE(val, R0)

           MOVE(BP, SP)

           POP(BP)

           POP(LP)

           JMP(LP)

Program code
(in memory)

(7) f did some computing and put the return value Z in R0

b

a

0xC30

0xC34

0xC38

0xC3C

0xC40
0xC0C

0x10C

Local var 0

f loaded argument a into a register using:  LD(BP, -12, Reg)

f loaded argument b into a register using:  LD(BP, -16, Reg)

f loaded local variable 0 into a register using: LD(BP, 0, Reg)

f loaded local variable 1 into a register using: LD(BP, 4, Reg)

Local var 1

Main’s args

Main’s LP

Main’s caller’s BP

local var. 0

local var. 1

…

… SP

BP

Stack
(in memory)

Register File

Z
?

0x12C

?

0

R0

R1

BP

LP

SP

R30

R31

0x100

0x104

0x108

0x10C

0x110

0x114

0x118

0x11C

0xC0C

0x10C

f:         ….

           MOVE(val, R0)

           MOVE(BP, SP)

           POP(BP)

           POP(LP)

           JMP(LP)

Program code
(in memory)

(8) f executed a return sequence shown above:

     0xC30  - Stored return value into memory

     0xC34  - Deallocated local variables by moving SP to BP

     0xC38  - Restored the BP

     0xC3C - Restored the LP

     0xC40  - Jumps to return address stored in LP

b

a

0xC30

0xC34

0xC38

0xC3C

0xC40

Main:     ….

              BR(f, LP)

              ….

0xC08

0xC0C
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Memory Hierarchy

Memory is one of the bottlenecks of a pipelined processor. We can alleviate this

bottleneck with a hierarchy – a small fast cache (often notated as “$”), a larger slower

main memory, and an enormous but very slow disk. Main memory has everything the

cache has and more. Similarly, disk has everything contained in main memory and more.

When the CPU accesses a memory location A, it goes through these steps:

(1) Check Cache – If A is in the cache (cache hit), then return DATAA, else go to step 2

(2) Check Main Memory – If A is in memory, then return DATAA and put it in the cache,

else go to step 3.

(3) A will always be in disk. Put A in main memory and the cache, and return the value.

For simplicity, we will assume (for now) that we never have to go to disk – if there is a

cache miss on A, we will always find A in main memory.

Caches are small, fast memory that contain temporary copies of selected memory

locations. For 6.004, you can assume that the CPU runs at a clock speed where a cache hit

on a memory access will return the cache data in one cycle, and a cache miss will cause

the CPU to stall until the data is ready from memory. If the miss rate isn’t too high, using

a cache typically improve the average memory access time.

CPU
(Beta) DISK

Main
Memory

$

Locality

Caches are useful because they exploit locality in memory accesses. If you access memory

location A, you’re more likely to access A again in the near future. Every time there is a

cache miss, that memory location will go in the cache and replace something that hasn’t

been used for awhile.

tave = tcache + (miss rate) * tmemory

tcache = time it takes to access the cache

tmemory = time it takes to access main memory
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Fully Associative Cache

A cache contains many cache lines. A cache line contains (1) a valid bit indicating if the

data in that line is valid, (2) optional status bits that indicate if the data is dirty, read-only,

etc., (3) a tag formed from the memory address, and (4) the data corresponding to that

address.

A fully-associative cache is one of the three cache architectures described in this

handbook. It differs from other cache architectures in that it can put data anywhere.

When a memory address is presented to a fully associative cache, the address tag is

compared to tags from all the valid lines in the cache. If there is a match, it’s a cache hit

and the data from that line is sent to the CPU. Otherwise it’s a cache miss.

If there is a cache miss when the cache is full (all the lines are valid), we figure out which

line to replace using one of the replacement policies outlined in a later section. If the line

that is replaced contains valid and dirty data (V=1 and D=1), then we also have to write

the data back to main memory. If it’s not dirty, we just throw the line out.

Some useful equations regarding fully associative caches:

Capacity = # lines * (1 valid bit + S status bits + T tag bits + D data

bits)

Typical values for the 6.004 BETA: T = 30 bits, D = 32 bits

S Tag Data

=?

S Tag Data

=?

S Tag Data

=?

…

TAG 00

Memory Address

from CPU

HIT?

Data from Cache

V

V

V
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The following example illustrates three memory accesses, starting with an empty

fully associative cache. Each picture illustrates the state of the cache after the

things in the commentary have executed.

0 X X

=?

0 X X

=?

0 X X

=?

…
LD(A)

LD(B)

LD(B)

Initial State – Empty Cache

0

0

0

1 A ADATA

=?

0 X X

=?

0 X X

=?

…

LD(A)
LD(B)

LD(B)

1) CPU tries to Load Address A from memory
2) Cache miss – stall the CPU while A is fetched from main memory
3) Put A and ADATA in the cache and return ADATA to the CPU
4) Cache state at this point in time shown above

Hit = 0

X

0

0

0
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1 A ADATA

=?

1 B BDATA

=?

0 X X

=?

…
LD(A)

LD(B)
LD(B)

1) CPU tries to Load Address B from memory
2) Cache miss – stall the CPU while we get B from main memory
3) Put B and BDATA in the cache and return BDATA to the CPU

Hit = 0

= X

0

0

0

0 A ADATA

=?

0 B BDATA

=?

0 X X

=?

…

LD(A)

LD(B)

LD(B)

1) CPU tries to Load Address B from memory
2) Cache hit – return BDATA to the CPU

Hit = 1

BDATA

0

1

1
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Direct-Mapped Cache

The direct-mapped cache is cheaper than the fully-associative cache because it only has

one tag comparator for the entire cache, as opposed to one tag comparator for every line in

a fully-associative cache. However, address collisions are possible in a direct-mapped

cache, which might adversely affect performance.

When a memory address is presented, the index bits will select the cache line. If the tag

from that cache line is equal to the tag from the memory address, it’s a cache hit. The data

from that cache line will be sent to the CPU.

If there is a cache miss and we have to go to memory, the data from memory replaces the

cache line indicated by the address index. If the line being replaced is valid and dirty data,

the cache must write that data to memory rather than throw it out.

Which cache should you use? It depends on the memory access pattern. Different patterns

and replacement strategies are more optimal for different caches.

Here are some useful equations regarding direct-mapped caches:

Capacity = # lines * (1 valid bit + S status bit + T tag bits + D data bits)

# lines = 2(# index bits)

TAG 00

Memory Address

from CPU

index

=?

Data from cache

Hit?

V Tag DataS

V Tag DataS

V Tag DataS

V Tag DataS
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=?

Data from cache

Hit?

0 X X0

Initial State – Empty direct-mapped cache

00

01

10

11

0 X X0

0 X X0

0 X X0

The following example illustrates four memory accesses, starting with an empty

direct mapped cache. Each picture illustrates the state of the cache after the

commentary is executed.

001 0001

=?

1 001 DATA00101000

0 X X0

0 X X0

0 X X0

1) LD(0010100) " tagaddress = 001, index = 01
2) Cache line 01 is not valid, therefore this is a cache miss
3) Stall the CPU to find data in main memory
4) Store DATA0010100 in cache line 01

00

01

10

11

001 0010

=?

1 001 DATA 00101000

0 X X0

1 001 DATA 00110000

0 X X0

1) LD(0011000) " tagaddress = 001, index = 10
2) Cache line 10 is not valid, therefore this is a cache miss
3) Stall the CPU to find data in main memory
4) Store DATA0011000 in cache line 00

00

01

10

11
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010 0010

=?

1 001 DATA 00101000

0 X X0

1 010 DATA 01010000

0 X X0

1) LD(0101000) " tagaddress = 010, index = 10
2) Cache line 10 is valid
3) Address tag and cache line tag do not match " miss!
4) Stall the CPU to find data in memory
5) Dirty bit is zero, no need to write DATA0011000 to memory
6) Store DATA0101000 in cache line 10

00

01

10

11
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N-way Set-Associative Cache

A N-way set associative cache is made up of N ways (N direct-mapped caches). Data can

be stored in any one of those ways.

The set-associative cache is a tradeoff between a fully-associative and a direct-mapped

cache. A set-associative cache does not have a lot of expensive tags like a fully-

associative cache. A set-associative cache also cuts down on address collisions by

allowing data to be stored in N cache lines rather than one cache line provided by a direct-

mapped cache.

When a memory address is presented to the set-associative cache, the index bits select a

cache line in all the ways. If the address tag matches any of the tags in the selected cache

lines, it’s a cache hit. The data from that cache line will be sent to the CPU.

If there is a cache miss and we have to go to memory, the data from memory replaces a

cache line in one of the direct-mapped caches. If all the selected cache lines are valid, the

cache uses a replacement policy to determine which should be replaced. Also, if the line

being replaced has valid and dirty data, the cache must write that data to memory.

A set-associative cache has its advantages. However, that does not mean that the set-

associative cache will always perform better than fully-associative or direct-mapped

caches of the same capacity. As stated before, different patterns and replacement

strategies are more optimal for different caches.

Here are some useful equations regarding set-associative caches:

Capacity = (# ways) * (# lines/way) * (1 valid bit + S status bits + T tag bits + D data bits)

# lines = 2(# index bits)

TAG 00

Memory Address

from CPU

index

=?

Data from cache

Hit?

V Tag DataS

V Tag DataS

V Tag DataS

V Tag DataS

…

=?

V Tag DataS

V Tag DataS

V Tag DataS

V Tag DataS

TAGADDR TAGADDR
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=?

Data from cache

Hit?

0 X X0

0 X X0

0 X X0

0 X X0

=?

Initial State – Empty 2-way Set Associative Cache

0 X X0

0 X X0

0 X X0

0 X X0

The following example illustrates three memory accesses, starting with an empty

2-way set-associative cache. Each picture illustrates the state of the cache after the

things in the commentary have executed.

001 0001

=?

0 X X0

1 001 D00101000

0 X X0

0 X X0

=?

0 X X0

0 X X0

0 X X0

0 X X0

1) LD(0010100) " tagaddress = 001, index = 01
2) Cache line 01 is invalid in both ways. Cache miss
3) Stall the CPU to find data in main memory
4) Store D0010100 in cache line 01 in a way
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010 0001

=?

0 X X0

1 001 D00101000

0 X X0

0 X X0

=?

0 X X0

1 010 D01001000

0 X X0

0 X X0

1) LD(0100100) " tagaddress = 010, index = 01
2) Cache line 01 is invalid in both ways. Cache miss
3) Stall the CPU to find data in main memory
4) Store D0010100 in cache line 01 in the other way

001 0001

=?

0 X X0

0 X X0

0 X X0

=?

0 X X0

1 010 D01001000

0 X X0

0 X X0

1) LD(0010100) " tagaddress = 001, index = 01
2) Cache Hit in first way
3) Return D0010100 to CPU

1 001 D00101000

1

D0010100
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Locality and Data Block Size

If you access memory location A then you’re more likely to access locations near A in the

future. This applies to both data and instruction memory accesses.

Example involving instruction accesses:

CPU instructions are usually executed sequentially through memory (with the exceptions of

jumps and branches). If you fetch an instruction from memory location A, you will likely

need to fetch instructions from A+4, A+8, A+12, etc. in the near future.

Caches can take advantage of locality by increasing the data block size. Whenever there is

a cache miss on memory location A, the cache will put a block of memory surrounding and

including A into the cache.

There are some tradeoffs when it comes to block sizes (assuming a fixed cache capacity).

Advantages of a larger block size

Miss rate decreases if the program

exhibits locality

Disadvantages of a larger block size

More address collisions " miss rate increases

Miss penalty increases (more data is moved

from memory to the cache)

Unnecessary words fetched

Capacity = # lines * (1 valid bit + S status bits + T tag bits + (D data bits/word) * (2b words/line)

S Tag D0

=?
…

TAG 00

Memory Address

from CPU

HIT?

Data from Cache

VBlock size D1 … D2b-1

S Tag D0

=?

V D1 … D2b-1

b (to muxes)

b

b

Fully Associative Cache with a data block
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Capacity = # lines * (1 valid bit + S status bits + T tag bits + (D data bits/word) (2b words/line)

# lines = 2(# index bits)

TAG 00

Memory Address

from CPU

index

=?

Data from cache

Hit?

Block offset

b (to mux)

S Tag D0V D1 … D2b-1

S Tag D0V D1 … D2b-1

S Tag D0V D1 … D2b-1

S Tag D0V D1 … D2b-1

Direct Mapped Cache with a data block

Capacity = (# ways) * (# lines/way) * (1 valid bit + S status bits + T tag bits + (D data bits/word) * (2b words/line))

# lines/way = 2(# index bits)

TAG 00

Memory Address

from CPU

index

=?

Block offset

b (to mux)

S Tag D0V D1 … D2b-1

S Tag D0V D1 … D2b-1

S Tag D0V D1 … D2b-1

S Tag D0V D1 … D2b-1

…
S Tag D0V D1 … D2b-1

S Tag D0V D1 … D2b-1

S Tag D0V D1 … D2b-1

S Tag D0V D1 … D2b-1

=?

tagaddr

tagaddr tagaddr

Hit?

Data from cache

Set Associative Cache with a data block
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Replacement Policies

Fully-associative and set-associative caches need a replacement policy to decide which

cache line to replace when all options are valid. Three common replacement strategies

include LRU (Least recently used), FIFO (first-in, first-out), and Random.

LRU replaces the least recently used location in the cache. LRU makes sense from a

locality point of view – if certain lines have been used more recently, they are more likely

to be used in the future. LRU is rather costly, however, and is susceptible to memory

patterns that cause worst-case cache performance.

FIFO replaces the oldest item in the cache. FIFO is much cheaper and easier to implement

than LRU, but is also susceptible to worst-case scenario memory patterns that cause worst-

case cache performance.

Random will randomly select a line to be replaced. Random generators that produce a

uniform distribution are difficult to build, possibly less susceptible to worst-case scenarios.

Write Policies

When a cache line is replaced or being written, that line needs to be written to memory at

some point. Three common write policies include write through, write behind, and write

back.

Write through – every time the CPU writes to memory, write to both the cache and main

memory. There are no dirty bits in write through. An advantage to write through is that the

contents of main memory will never be stale. A disadvantage is a sacrifice in performance

from stalling the CPU on every write to memory. For example, a lot of programs contain

functions that repeatedly write to the same variable and then return the final result. All we

need is for the final result to be stored in main memory. Storing the intermediate results in

main memory might be unnecessary.

Write behind – every time the CPU writes to memory, write to the cache and the write

buffer. The CPU then proceeds to the next instruction while the write buffer writes to main

memory in the background. There are no dirty bits in write behind. This usually results in

better performance than write-through, but it is still possible for the write buffer to

unnecessarily write things to memory.

Write-back – every time the CPU writes to memory, the cache will set the dirty bit to one.

On a cache miss, if the cache line being replaced has a dirty bit of one, then that line will be

written to memory. Write back performs well because the cache writes to memory only

when it is absolutely necessary. However, write back sacrifices some area from storing a

dirty bit in each cache line.
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Virtual Memory

Programs that are run on the CPU commonly use virtual addresses rather than physical

addresses when accessing memory. The CPU’s virtual address is translated by the MMU

(memory management unit) into a physical address that accesses the memory hierarchy.

Physical memory and virtual memory are both divided into sections called pages.

Physical pages have physical page numbers (PPN) and virtual pages have virtual page

numbers (VPN).

The virtual address that is inputted to the MMU contains a virtual page number and a

page offset. The MMU translates the virtual page number into the appropriate physical

page number via a lookup table. The MMU does not touch the page offset.

The output of the MMU is a physical address made up of a physical page number and an

offset. The physical page number points to a page in memory, while the offset indicates

which word to access on that page.

CPU MMU

Memory Hierarchy

$ Main Memory Disk

Virtual

Address

Physical

Address

Using virtual memory has numerous advantages over directly addressing physical

memory. Some (not all) of these advantages are discussed below.

Virtual memory separates hardware from software, thus allowing software to be written

without being constrained by the size of physical memory. This allows programs to use

a huge a virtual memory space that’s larger than physical memory and split up the jobs

between multiple computers. It also allows machines to have more physical memory

than they have in virtual memory.

Virtual memory allows different programs to be isolated from one another, and allows

the operating system to isolate itself from other software. It also allows programs and

their data to be rearranged in physical memory by the operating system in a way that’s

transparent to the program.
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Linear Page Table (one-level page map)

A page table is basically a list of PPNs somewhere in memory. The virtual address’s VPN

selects which PTE (page table entry) to use. The PPN in that PTE is concatenated with the

offset to form a physical address.

A PTE contains optional status bits (dirty, resident, read-only, supervisor, etc.), and a PPN

(physical page number).

A dirty bit says the page has been changed since it was loaded from disk, and therefore

needs to be written to disk when it is replaced. The resident bit is set to one for pages that

are in main memory, and zero (page fault) it the page is unallocated or on disk.

(v+p) bits in virtual address

(m+p) bits in physical address

2v # of VIRTUAL pages

2m # of PHYSICAL pages

2p bytes in a physical page

2p bytes in a virtual page

2v+p bytes in virtual memory

2m+p bytes in physical memory

(m+s)2v bits in a page map

VPN offset

 S  S   PPN

PPN offset

v
p

m

Virtual Address

Physical Address

Hierarchical Page Map

In a linear page table (one-level page table), we often have a situation where a lot of

memory is unused, resulting in a lot of wasted space. One possible way to alleviate the

waste of space is to use a hierarchical page map instead of a linear page table. The diagram

below illustrates a two-level page map containing one Level 1 page table, and 2L1index

possible Level 2 page tables.

Multiple unused PTEs in a one-level page map can be equivalent to one unused Level 1

PTEs in a hierarchical page map. This significant savings in memory, however, comes at a

cost in performance since page maps are usually stored in physical memory. A linear page

table walk takes one memory access while a two-level walk takes two memory accesses.
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 D  R   L2 map

Virtual Address

L1 index offsetL2 index

Level 1

PTBL L1 index

 D  R   PPN

Level 2

L2 map L2 index

Physical Address

PPN offset

(1) PTBL is concatenated with the L1 index to access the Level 1 page map.

               R = 0 " Page fault

               R = 1 " Page map entry contains a pointer to the Level 2 page map. Go to step

2.

(2) L2map is concatenated with the L2 index to access the level 2 page map.

               R = 0 " Page fault

               R = 1 " Page map entry contains the PPN. Go to step 3.

(3) Physical address is made of the PPN and the offset from the virtual address.

Translation Look-aside Buffer (TLB)

The TLB is a small, usually fully-associative cache that contains page map entries that

translate VPNs to PPNs. A TLB miss can severely hinder performance because the

page table walk can result in multiple accesses to memory or a page fault.

Caches – Virtual or Physical addresses

Caches that work with physical addresses might not be as advantageous if the we access

main memory during the page table walk. Caches that work with virtual addresses

might perform better, but this brings up issues that are beyond the scope of 6.004. Take

6.823 if you want to learn about these issues.
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Virtual Address

1

TLB

$VPN PPN

PPN
VPN

2

Page Table Walk

3

Page Fault

Software

MMU Overview

The MMU goes through the following steps when it is presented with a virtual address:

1) Check the TLB (Translation Look-aside Buffer). If there is a hit, send the physical

address to memory. If not, go to step 2.

2) Page Table Walk – If the page tables and final physical page reside in memory (not

in disk), then update the TLB and send the physical address to memory. However, if

one of the page tables or the final physical page is not resident in memory, go to step 3.

3) Page Fault – a page table or final physical page resides in disk. Handled in software.
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6.004 uses the C language, developed at Bell Telephone Laboratories, for the informal presentation of 
algorithms and program fragments. C is quite typical of modern compiled languages, and any reader with some 
programming experience should find the examples fairly readable. This overview is provided as an aid to 
understanding the simple C programs presented in the lectures. It falls far short of a complete introduction to the 
language, for which the interested reader is referred to Kernighan and Ritchie [1978]. 

C is a relatively low-level language, designed to be easily translated to efficient object code for many modern 
computers. Unlike LISP, for example, the semantics of C strongly reflect the assumption of compiled (rather 
than interpreted) implementations and a bias toward simplicity and efficiency of the translated program rather 
than flexibility and generality of the source language. In these respects, C is typical of languages in widespread 
use for production programming; other examples include FORTRAN, Pascal, and PL/1. 

Simple Data Types and Declarations

C offers several representations of integer data, differing in the number of bits used. The data types char, short, 
and long designate, respectively, 8-, 16-, and 32-bit signed integer data. The type int designates signed integer 
data of an implementation-dependent size; it is equivalent to short in some C implementations (typically those 
for 16-bit machines) and to long in others. 

Every variable in C has an associated compile-time type. Unlike some interpreted languages (for example, 
LISP), the type information in C is used only to make compile-time decisions regarding the object code 
(machine instructions) to be generated; the type information is not manipulated during program execution. A 
variable may be declared in C by declarations of the form: 

short x, y, z;      /* Declare three 16-bit integers. */
long a, b = 13;     /* Declare two 32-bit integers.   */

This C program fragment includes two declarations, signaling to the compiler that 16-bit storage locations are to 
be reserved for the storage of x, y, and z and that a and b require 32-bit storage. The = 13 clause in the 
declaration of b specifies an initial value; if absent, the initial value will be random. Note the use of /
* ... */ syntax to incorporate comments into the source program. 

The keyword unsigned may precede the type in a declaration; it serves as an adjective to notify the compiler 
that the declared variables represent natural numbers rather than signed integers. This information affects the 
compiler's choice of instructions in certain operations, such as comparisons and right shifts. 

C programs use integer data to represent Boolean (true/false) conditions. In general, zero is taken to mean false 
and nonzero represents true. 

Typed pointers can be manipulated in C. A pointer to a datum is represented at run time by a word containing 
the machine address of that datum; if the datum occupies multiple (consecutive) bytes, the pointer contains the 
lowest address occupied by the data to which it points. Pointer variables are declared using one or more asterisks 
preceding the variable name. Thus the declaration 
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long a, *b, **c;

notifies the compiler that the variable a will have as its value a 32-bit integer, b will have as its value a pointer 
to a 32-bit integer (that is, the address of a memory location containing a long integer), and c's value will be a 
pointer to a location containing a pointer to a long integer. 

A procedure in C may return a value and is declared with a type corresponding to the value returned. The 
following is a typical procedure declaration: 

long add1(a)
 long a;
 {
       return a+1;
 }

Note that the name add1 of the procedure is preceded by the type of its returned value; this may be omitted if 
the procedure returns no value. Following the procedure name is a list of dummy arguments, separated by 
commas and surrounded by parentheses; these names become variables whose declaration immediately follows 
the argument list and whose scope is the body of the function, enclosed in braces. 

Expressions

The simplest C expressions consist of single constants or variables; 123 and x are each valid C expressions 
(assuming that x has been declared as a variable). More complicated expressions can be constructed using C 
operators, such as +, -, *, and /, which designate the usual arithmetic operations. Thus x/3+4 is an expression 
whose value (computed during program execution) is four plus the quotient of the value of x and three. 
Examples of expressions using C operators are given in the following table. 

Expression    Value
a + b Addition
a - b Subtraction
-a 2's complement (negative)
a * b Multiplication
a / b Division
a % b Modulus
(a) Value of a; parenthesis used for grouping
a < b True (nonzero) if a is less than b, else false
a > b True (nonzero) if a is greater than b, else false
a <= b Less-than-or-equal-to comparison
a >= b Greater-than-or-equal-to comparison
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a == b Equal-to comparison (don't confuse with assignment =)
a != b Not-Equal-to comparison
!a True (nonzero) if a is false (zero); Boolean not
a && b Wordwise AND: false (zero) if either a or b is false
a || b Wordwise OR: true (nonzero) if either a or b is true
~a Bitwise complement of a
a & b Bitwise AND
a | b Bitwise OR
a >> b Integer a shifted right b bit positions
a << b Integer a shifted left b bit positions

x = a
Assignment: has value a, but sets the current value of x to the value of a (don't confuse 
with equal-to comparison ==)

&x Address of the variable x
*p Contents of the location whose address is p
f(a,b,...) Procedure call
p[a] Array reference: element a of array p
x.c Component c of structure x
p->c Component c of structure pointed to by p
sizeof x Size, in bytes, of the representation of x

In this table, a, b, f, and p may be replaced by valid expressions, while x must be a variable (since the storage 
location associated with it is referenced). c is a structure component name (see Structures). Note that = dictates 
assignment but is syntactically an operator; thus simple expressions such as 3*(x=x+1) may have side effects 
as well as values. 

The unary operators * and & can be used for referencing through and creating pointers. Thus, if a is an 
expression of type t, &a is an expression of type pointer to t. Conversely, if a is of type pointer to t, then *a is 
an expression of type t. 

The form f(a,b,...) denotes a procedure call and is an expression whose type is that declared for the 
function f. C procedure arguments are passed by value; thus the values (rather than the addresses) of the 
arguments (a$, b, and so on) are bound to the formal parameters of f during its execution. 

Statements and Programs

A statement in C is a single imperative or declarative command. Unlike an expression, a statement has no value; 
its purpose in the program stems from the effect it has, either during compilation or during execution. We have 
seen variable declarations, which typify the declarative class; the simplest example of an imperative statement is 
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an expression followed by a semicolon: 

a = b+3;

This causes the evaluation of the given expression during program execution. Such a statement is of interest to 
the programmer, of course, because its execution causes the side effect of changing a's value. While a side-
effect-free expression such as a+3 can be made into a syntactically valid C statement by appending a semicolon, 
the exercise is clearly silly. 

Compound statements can be constructed by using braces to enclose a sequence of component statements that 
are to be treated as a syntactic unit. Thus 

{ temp=a; a=b; b=temp;
}

is a statement that has the effect of exchanging the values of a and b; we assume, of course, that a, b, and temp 
have been appropriately declared. Note that the body of a procedure, as specified in a procedure declaration, is 
just such a compound statement. 

Each compound statement is, in fact, a program block and may begin with declarations of variables that are local 
to that block. Thus the exchange of values in the above example might better be written as 

{ int temp;
  temp = a;
  a = b;
  b = temp;
}

Here the temporary location is local to the block, minimizing externally visible side effects. Note that variables 
declared inside a block are dynamic; they are allocated (from the stack) when the block is entered and are 
deallocated on exit from the block. Variables declared outside any block are static; they are effectively allocated 
at compile time and retain their values during the entire program execution. Variables declared with initial 
values (using the "= constant" declaration syntax) are initialized at allocation; a dynamic variable with a 
specified initial value is thus reinitialized at each entry to the block. 

Conditional execution can be specified using an if statement, optionally including an else clause, as follows: 

if (a < b) biggest = b;
else biggest = a;

The condition in the if statement is enclosed in parentheses and immediately follows the keyword if. At 
execution time, the conditional expression is evaluated; if it is true (nonzero), then the statement following the 
condition (the then clause of the if statement) is executed; otherwise it is skipped. The body of an else clause 
is executed if and only if the then clause of the immediately preceding if statement is skipped. Of course, the 
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then clause and the else clause bodies may each be (and often are) program blocks. 

We shall use two C constructs for program loops: 

 
while (cond) statement;

and 

for (init; test; increment) statement;

The while statement repeatedly evaluates the conditional expression cond, executing statement once after each 
evaluation of cond until cond evaluates to false (zero). The for statement is semantically equivalent to 

init;
while (test)
 {      statement;
        increment;
 }

and provides a syntactically compact form for small loops. 

A C program consists of a set of declarations of procedures and data. The following C code is a simple example, 
using two versions of the Fibonacci function to illustrate these constructs. 

/* Fibonacci -- recursive version               */
long rfib(n)
long n;
{      if (n>1) return rfib(n-1) + rfib(n-2);
       else return n;
}

/* Fibonacci -- iterative version               */
long ifib(n)
long n;
{
       if (n<2) return n;
       else    { long val0, val1=0, val2=1, i;
                 for (i=1; i<n; i = i+1)
                       {       val0 = val2;
                               val2 = val2 + val1;
                               val1 = val0;
                       }
                 return val2;
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               }
}      

C provides a multiway branch construct, the switch statement, allowing a given expression to be tested for a 
fixed number of constant values. The syntax of switch is illustrated by the next program, yet another 
Fibonacci function, which uses switch to handle certain commonly occurring arguments quickly. The case 
labels identify statements in the switch block to which control is transferred for various values of the switch 
expression; the value in each case label must be a compile-time constant. Control is transferred to the 
statement bearing the label default: if the switch value matches none of the case constants; in the example, 
the default action is to call one of the alternative Fibonacci procedures. 

/* Fibonacci -- "quick" (for small argument) version */
long qfib(n)
long n;
{      switch (n)
        {      case 0:
               case 1:  return n;
               case 2:  return 1;
               case 3:  return 2;
               case 4:  return 3;
               case 5:  return 5;
               case 6:  return 8;
               default: return ifib(n);
        }
}

Several additional C statements are provided for low-level control. We have seen that return expr; returns 
from the innermost enclosing procedure with the optional value expr; break; can be used in a similar way to 
exit the innermost enclosing for or while loop or switch block. A continue; statement within a loop 
terminates the current iteration, effectively jumping to the end of the loop body to perform the indicated 
increment and test operations and continue with the next iteration, if appropriate. A goto tag; statement, where 
the label tag: identifies a statement local to the procedure, provides the lowest-level control mechanism. It is 
occasionally convenient (for example, to exit several nested loops), as illustrated in by the following program. 

/* See if an x,y pair exists for which f(x) = g(y);
 * search each function's domain between 1 and the value for
 * which it returns 0.                                               */
Search(f, g)
 int f(), g();
 {      int x, y, fx, gy;
        for (x=0;  (fx = f(x)) != 0; x = x+1)
        {       for (y=0; ; y=y+1)
                {       if ((gy = g(y)) == 0) break;
                        if (fx != gy) continue;
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                        else goto GotOne;     /* Found an answer!    */
                }
        }
        return 0;                             /* No answer found.    */
GotOne: return 1;                             /* Found an x,y pair.  */
 }

This program includes several notable features. First, it illustrates the use of procedure names as arguments; the 
procedures passed as f and g are presumed to be defined elsewhere in the program. (The actual arguments are, 
in fact, pointers to procedures; some C implementations require the somewhat inscrutable declaration syntax 
"int(*f)();" to reflect this fact.) Second, the end test in the outer for loop requires application of one of the 
argument procedures; to avoid redundant evaluation of f(x) within the loop body, the resulting value is 
assigned to a local variable. The end test of this loop thus contains an assignment; it is important to distinguish 
between the assignment fx=f(x) and the syntactically similar equality test fx==f(x). The corresponding 
end test of the inner for statement is left blank, resulting in two consecutive semicolon characters delimiting an 
empty expression. In this context, the missing conditional expression is equivalent to a nonzero constant 
expression, causing the loop to iterate forever unless other provisions are made. Execution of this inner loop is 
terminated by the explicit if statement within its body, which performs the assignment and test functions of the 
end test in the outer loop. The break statement in this conditional exits one level (back to the body of the outer 
loop) when g(y) evaluates to zero. The continue statement in the following if ends execution of the 
current iteration of the containing loop, continuing that loop with the next value of y if the fx and gy values 
differ. The goto in the else statement is used to exit both loops when a solution is found. In this example, the 
statement goto GotOne; could be replaced by a simple return 1;. Indeed, the latter coding is to be 
preferred since proliferation of goto statements can make program logic difficult to follow. In more 
complicated cases (for example, those involving substantial computation at GotOne: that is to be entered from 
a variety of different places), goto may be the most natural solution. 

The following table summarizes a set of useful C statement types. 

Statement type    Use
expr; Evaluate expression expr
if (test) statement; Conditional test
else statement; Optionally follows if statement

switch(expr) {
  case C1: ...
  case C2: ...
  ...
}

N-way branch (dispatch)

while (test) statement; Iteration
for (init; test; incr) statement;
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return expr; Procedure return; expr is optional
break; Break out of loop or switch
continue; Continue to next loop iteration
tag: Define a label for goto

goto tag; Transfer control

Arrays and Pointers

In addition to simple scalar and pointer data, C provides two mechanisms for handling aggregate data objects 
stored in contiguous memory locations. The first of these is the single-dimensioned array or vector, declared 
using a bracketed constant following the variable name: 

/* 100-employee payroll record          */
long    Salary[100];
char    *Name[100];

This fragment declares two 100-element arrays, comprising 100 consecutive 32-bit and 8-bit locations, 
respectively. The brackets serve also as the C operator for referencing an array element; thus Salary[37] 
designates element 37 of the Salary array. C arrays are zero-indexed, meaning that the first element of 
Salary is Salary[0]; thus Salary[37] is, in fact, the thirty-eighth element. Salary[100] is an out-of-
bounds array reference since it refers to the 101st element of a 100-element array. 

Using the array indexing operator, the Salary array might be cleared as follows: 

{ int i;
  for (i=0; i<100; i=i+1) Salary[i] = 0;
}

From a type standpoint, C treats arrays as pointers; thus Salary will be treated in subsequent statements as a 
variable of type pointer to long. However, the declaration long Salary[100]; has the additional effect of 
reserving 400 bytes of storage for the Salary array and permanently binding the value of Salary to the 
beginning (lowest) address of the reserved storage. Similarly, the declaration char *Name[100]; causes 
Name to be treated in subsequent statements as if it had been declared char **Name, except that Name 
permanently identifies the start of a reserved memory block of sufficient size to hold 100 pointers. Since C 
views an array as a pointer to the first element of consecutive similarly typed data, it also allows a pointer to a 
block of memory to be used as an array. Thus, if a variable p is declared char *p and is set to point to a block 
of consecutive bytes of memory, references of the form p[i] can be used to access the ith element of p. 

Arrays declared using the "..." syntax must have sizes that are compile-time constants. However, available 
library procedures allocate variable-size contiguous regions of memory dynamically (that is, during program 
execution) and return pointers to them; such library routines allow more flexible and efficient use of memory. 
The Salary array in the above example could be allocated at run time rather than at compile time by rewriting 
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it as 

long    *Salary; /* Simple pointer variable */
...
/* Allocate storage (N elements) for array: */
Salary = malloc(N*sizeof *Salary);
/* Use array: */
for (i=0; i=100; i=i+1) Salary[i] = 0;
...
/* Return array to free storage pool:       */
free(Salary);

In this example, the storage for the Salary array is allocated by an executable statement (that is, at run time) 
rather than by a declaration. This technique makes convenient use of C's happy confusion between pointers and 
arrays; the identical syntax (for example, Salary[i]) can be used to reference the elements of Salary 
independently of the means by which its storage is allocated. The library procedures malloc and free are 
used in this example to deal with a program-managed heap storage pool: p=malloc(s) allocates an s-byte 
region and returns a pointer to its first location, while free(p) returns a previously allocated block to the pool. 

Textual data are naturally represented in C as arrays of characters. Thus a text-string variable text would be 
declared char *text, and the ith character of its current (string) value can be referred to as text[i]. 
Constant text strings can be designated in C using the double-quote character "; thus "fungus" is a C constant 
of type char *. 

Structures

In addition to arrays, which have homogeneous type but variable size, C supports structures, which are fixed-
size records of heterogeneous data. A structure declaration provides a useful way to localize related data; our 
payroll data, for example, might naturally be given the type: 

struct Employee {
  char *Name;     /* Employee's name.      */
  long Salary;    /* Employee's salary.    */
};

This fragment describes a structure type and gives it the name Employee. Subsequent declarations can treat 
struct Employee as a valid C type; for example, 

struct Employee Payroll[100];

declares an array of 100 structures, each devoted to some employee's records. 

It should be understood that a structure declaration provides the compiler with a prototype for the interpretation 
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of blocks of memory. In particular, each region of memory identified to the compiler as a struct Employee 
will begin with a pointer to a character string that holds the employee's name (occupying, say, the first 4 bytes of 
the region) and will contain in the immediately following 4 bytes a binary integer giving the employee's salary. 
The C syntax for referring to the components of a structure is "str.cname" where str designates a structure 
and cname is the name of one of its components. The salary of the fourth employee, for example, is referenced 
by Payroll[3].Salary. 

It is often both convenient and efficient to manipulate pointers to structures rather than structures themselves. 
This is particularly true when some struct type must contain another value of the same type. We might, for 
example, wish to expand our little payroll data base to include the supervisor of each employee: 

struct Employee {
  char *Name;                  /* Employee's name.      */
  long Salary;                 /* Employee's salary.    */
  struct Employee *Supervisor; /* Employee's boss.      */     
} Payroll[100];

Our goal here is to identify in each payroll record the record of the employee's supervisor. While it is perfectly 
legal in C to declare a structure component that is itself a struct type, the result is that the containing structure 
type is enlarged by the size of the contained structure. If the supervisor component were declared to be type 
struct Employee rather than a pointer to struct Employee, C would complain. We would have asked it 
to allocate a structure large enough for several elements, one of which is the same size as itself! 

We circumvent such difficulties by referencing the supervisor through a pointer to the appropriate payroll 
record. In addition, it is usually far preferable from a performance standpoint to pass pointers to structures (for 
example, as procedure arguments) rather than copies of the structures themselves. Since access to structures 
through pointers is so common, C provides the special syntax "p->cname'' to reference component cname of 
the structure that p points to. Use of structure pointers is illustrated by the silly program shown below. 

struct Employee {
  char *Name;                  /* Employee's name.     */
  long Salary;                 /* Employee's salary.   */
  long Points;                 /* Brownie points.      */
  struct Employee *Supervisor; /* Employee's boss.     */     
}

/* Annual raise program.   */
Raise(p)
  struct Employee p[100];
 {      int i;
        for (i=0; i<100; i=i+1)    /* Consider each employee. */
         { p->Salary =
                p->Salary          /* Salary adjustment:      */
                + 100              /*  cost-of-living term,   */
                + p->Points;       /*  merit term.            */
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           p->Points = 0;          /* Start over next year!   */
           p = p+1;                /* On to next record!      */
           Check(p);             /* Make sure no disparities. */
          }
 }

/* Make sure employee is getting less than boss:             */
Check(e)
  struct Employee *e;               /* Pointer to record.    */
 {
        if (e == e->Supervisor)     /* Ignore the president  */
                return;             /*  (pres. is own boss). */
        if (e->Salary <             /* Problem here?         */
            (e->Supervisor)->Salary)
                return;             /* Nope, leave happy.    */
        /* When e's boss is making no more than e is,
         * give boss a raise, then check that boss's
         * new salary causes no additional problems:
         */
        (e->Supervisor)->Salary =
                1 + e->Salary;      /* Now boss makes more.  */
        Check(e->Supervisor);       /* Check further.         */
 }
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Basics of information

Problem 1. Measuring information 

A.   Someone picks a name out of a hat known to contain the names of 5 women and 3 men, and 
tells you a man has been selected. How much information have they given you about the 
selection? 

B.  You're given a standard deck of 52 playing cards that you start to turn face up, card by card. So far 
as you know, they're in completely random order. How many new bits of information do you get 
when the first card is flipped over? The fifth card? The last card? 

C.  X is an unknown N-bit binary number (N > 3). You are told that the first three bits of X are 011. 
How many bits of information about X have you been given? 

D.   X is an unknown 8-bit binary number. You are given another 8-bit binary number, Y, and told 
that the Hamming distance between X and Y is one. How many bits of information about X have 
you been given? 

Problem 2. Variable length encoding & compression 

A.  Huffman and other coding schemes tend to devote more bits to the coding of 
(A) symbols carrying the most information 
(B) symbols carrying the least information 
(C) symbols that are likely to be repeated consecutively 
(D) symbols containing redundant information 

B.  Consider the following two Huffman decoding tress for a variable-length code involving 5 
symbols: A, B, C, D and E. 
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Using Tree #1, decode the following encoded message: "01000111101". 

C.   Suppose we were encoding messages that the following probabilities for each of the 5 
symbols: 

p(A) = 0.5 
p(B) = p(C) = p(D) = p(E) = 0.125 

Which of the two encodings above (Tree #1 or Tree #2) would yield the shortest encoded 
messages averaged over many messages? 

D.   Using the probabilities for A, B, C, D and E given above, construct a variable-length binary 
decoding tree using a simple greedy algorithm as follows: 

1.  Begin with the set S of symbols to be encoded as binary strings, together with the 
probability P(x) for each symbol x. The probabilities sum to 1, and measure the frequencies 
with which each symbol appears in the input stream. In the example from lecture, the initial 
set S contains the four symbols and associated probabilities in the above table.

2.  Repeat the following steps until there is only 1 symbol left in S: 
A.  Choose the two members of S having lowest probabilities. Choose arbitrarily to 

resolve ties. In the example above, D and E might be the first nodes chosen.
B.  Remove the selected symbols from S, and create a new node of the decoding tree 

whose children (sub-nodes) are the symbols you've removed. Label the left branch 
with a "0", and the right branch with a "1". In the first iteration of the example 
above, the bottom-most internal node (leading to D and E) would be created.

C.  Add to S a new symbol (e.g., "DE" in our example) that represents this new node. 
Assign this new symbol a probability equal to the sum of the probabilities of the 
two nodes it replaces.

E.  Huffman coding is used to compactly encode the species of fish tagged by a game warden. If 50% 
of the fish are bass and the rest are evenly distributed among 15 other species, how many bits 
would be used to encode the species of a bass? 
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Letter Probability of occurrence

F.  Consider the sum of two six-sided dice. Even when the dice are "fair" the amount information 
conveyed by a single sum depends on what the sum is since some sums are more likely than 
others, as shown in the following figure: 

What is the average number of bits of information provided by the sum of 2 dice? Suppose we 
want to transmit the sums resulting from rolling the dice 1000 times. How many bits should we 
expect that transmission to take? 

G.  Suppose we want to transmit the sums resulting from rolling the dice 1000 times. If we use 4 bits 
to encode each sum, we'll need 4000 bits to transmit the result of 1000 rolls. If we use a variable-
length binary code which uses shorter sequences to encode more likely sums then the expected 
number of bits need to encode 1000 sums should be less than 4000. Construct a variable-length 
encoding for the sum of two dice whose expected number of bits per sum is less than 3.5. (Hint: 
It's possible to find an encoding for the sum of two dice with an expected number of bits = 3.306.) 

H.  Okay, so can we make an encoding for transmitting 1000 sums that has an expected length smaller 
than 3306 bits? 

Problem 3. Variable-length encoding 

After spending the afternoon in the dentist's chair, Ben Bitdiddle has invented a new language called 
DDS made up entirely of vowels (the only sounds he could make with someone's hand in his mouth). The 
DDS alphabet consists of the five letters "A", "E", "I", "O", and "U" which occur in messages with the 
following probabilities: 
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i3 = log2(36/2) = 4.170 bits

i4 = log2(36/3) = 3.585 bits

i5 = log2(36/4) = 3.170 bits

i6 = log2(36/5) = 2.848 bits

i7 = log2(36/6) = 2.585 bits

i8 = log2(36/5) = 2.848 bits

i9 = log2(36/4) = 3.170 bits

i10 = log2(36/3) = 3.585 bits

i11 = log2(36/2) = 4.170 bits

i12 = log2(36/1) = 5.170 bits

i2 = log2(36/1) = 5.170 bits

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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A p(A) = 0.15
E p(E) = 0.4
I p(I) = 0.15
O p(O) = 0.15
U p(U) = 0.15

A.   If you are told that the first letter of a message is "A", give an expression for the number of bits 
of information have you received. 

B.   Ben is trying to invent a fixed-length binary encoding for DDS that permits detection and 
correction of single bit errors. Briefly describe the constraints on Ben's choice of encodings for 
each letter that will ensure that single-bit error detection and correction is possible. (Hint: think 
about Hamming distance.) 

C.   Giving up on error detection and correction, Ben turns his attention to transmitting DDS 
messages using as few bits as possible. Assume that each letter will be separately encoded for 
transmission. Help him out by creating a variable-length encoding that minimizes the average 
number of bits transmitted for each letter of the message. 

Problem 4. Modular arithmetic and 2's complement representation 

Most computers choose a particular word length (measured in bits) for representing integers and provide 
hardware that performs various arithmetic operations on word-size operands. The current generation of 
processors have word lengths of 32 bits; restricting the size of the operands and the result to a single word 
means that the arithmetic operations are actually performing arithmetic modulo 232. 

Almost all computers use a 2's complement representation for integers since the 2's complement addition 
operation is the same for both positive and negative numbers. In 2's complement notation, one negates a 
number by forming the 1's complement (i.e., for each bit, changing a 0 to 1 and vice versa) representation 
of the number and then adding 1. By convention, we write 2's complement integers with the most-
significant bit (MSB) on the left and the least-significant bit (LSB) on the right. Also by convention, if 
the MSB is 1, the number is negative; otherwise it's non-negative. 

A.  How many different values can be encoded in a 32-bit word? 

B.  Please use a 32-bit 2's complement representation to answer the following questions. What are the 
representations for 
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the most positive integer that can be represented 
the most negative integer that can be represented 

What are the decimal values for the most positive and most negative integers? 

C.  Since writing a string of 32 bits gets tedious, it's often convenient to use hexadecimal notation 
where a single digit in the range 0-9 or A-F is used to represent groups of 4 bits using the 
following encoding: 

        hex bits        hex bits        hex bits        hex bits
         0  0000         4  0100         8  1000         C  1100
         1  0001         5  0101         9  1001         D  1101
         2  0010         6  0110         A  1010         E  1110
         3  0011         7  0111         B  1011         F  1111

Give the 8-digit hexadecimal equivalent of the following decimal and binary numbers: 3710, -

3276810, 110111101010110110111110111011112. 

D.   Calculate the following using 6-bit 2's complement arithmetic (which is just a fancy way of 
saying to do ordinary addition in base 2 keeping only 6 bits of your answer). Show your work 
using binary (base 2) notation. Remember that subtraction can be performed by negating the 
second operand and then adding it to the first operand. 

        13 + 10  
        15 - 18
        27 - 6
        -6 - 15
        21 + (-21)
        31 + 12

Explain what happened in the last addition and in what sense your answer is "right". 

E.  At first blush "Complement and add 1" doesn't seem to an obvious way to negate a two's 
complement number. By manipulating the expression A+(-A)=0, show that "complement and add 
1" does produce the correct representation for the negative of a two's complement number. Hint: 
express 0 as (-1+1) and rearrange terms to get -A on one side and XXX+1 on the other and then 
think about how the expression XXX is related to A using only logical operations (AND, OR, 
NOT). 

Problem 5. Error detection and correction 
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A.  To protect stored or transmitted information one can add check bits to the data to facilitate error 
detection and correction. One scheme for detecting single-bit errors is to add a parity bit: 

b0b1b2bN-1p 

When using even parity, p is chosen so that the number of "1" bits in the protected field (including 
the p bit itself) is even; when using odd parity, p is chosen so that the number of "1" bits is odd. In 
the remainder of this problem assume that even parity is used. 

To check parity-protected information to see if an error has occurred, simply compute the parity of 
information (including the parity bit) and see if the result is correct. For example, if even parity 
was used to compute the parity bit, you would check if the number of "1" bits was even. 

If an error changes one of the bits in the parity-protected information (including the parity bit 
itself), the parity will be wrong, i.e., the number of "1" bits will be odd instead of even. Which of 
the following parity-protected bit strings has a detectable error assuming even parity? 

(1) 11101101111011011 
(2) 11011110101011110 
(3) 10111110111011110 
(4) 00000000000000000 

B.  Detecting errors is useful, but it would also be nice to correct them! To build an error correcting 
code (ECC) we'll use additional check bits to help pinpoint where the error occurred. There are 
many such codes; a particularly simple one for detecting and correcting single-bit errors arranges 
the data into rows and columns and then adds (even) parity bits for each row and column. The 
following arrangement protects nine data bits: 

b0,0    b0,1    b0,2    prow0
b1,0    b1,1    b1,2    prow1
b2,0    b2,1    b2,2    prow2
pcol0   pcol1   pcol2

A single-bit error in one of the data bits (bI,J) will generate two parity errors, one in row I and one 

in column J. A single-bit error in one of the parity bits will generate just a single parity error for 
the corresponding row or column. So after computing the parity of each row and column, if both a 
row and a column parity error are detected, inverting the listed value for the appropriate data bit 
will produce the corrected data. If only a single parity error is detected, the data is correct (the 
error was one of the parity bits). 

Give the correct data for each of the following data blocks protected with the row/column ECC 
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shown above. 

(1)  1011    (2) 1100    (3) 000    (4) 0111
     0110        0000        111        1001
     0011        0101        10         0110
     011         100                    100

C.  The row/column ECC can also detect many double-bit errors (i.e., two of the data or check bits 
have been changed). Characterize the sort of double-bit errors the code does not detect. 

D.  In the days of punch cards, decimal digits were represented with a special encoding called 2-out-
of-5 code. As the name implies two out of five positions were filled with 1's as shown in the table 
below: 

Code Decimal

11000 1

10100 2

01100 3

10010 4

01010 5

00110 6

10001 7

01001 8

00101 9

00011 0

What is the smallest Hamming distance between any two encodings in 2-out-of-5 code? 

E.  Characterize the types of errors (eg, 1- and 2-bit errors) that can be reliably detected in a 2-out-of-
5 code? 

F.  We know that even parity is another scheme for detecting errors. If we change from a 2-out-of-5 
code to a 5-bit code that includes an even parity bit, how many additional data encodings become 
available? 
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Problem 6. Hamming single-error-correcting-code 

The Hamming single-error-correcting code requires approximately log2(N) check bits to correct single-
bit errors. Start by renumbering the data bits with indices that aren't powers of two: 

Indices for 16 data bits = 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 

The idea is to compute the check bits choosing subsets of the data in such a way that a single-bit error 
will produce a set of parity errors that uniquely indicate the index of the faulty bit: 

p0 = even parity for data bits 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21 
p1 = even parity for data bits 3, 6, 7, 10, 11, 14, 15, 18, 19 
p2 = even parity for data bits 5, 6, 7, 12, 13, 14, 15, 20, 21 
p3 = even parity for data bits 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 
p4 = even parity for data bits 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 

Note that each data bit appears in at least two of the parity calculations, so a single-bit error in a data bit 
will produce at least two parity errors. When checking a protected data field, if the number of parity 
errors is zero or one, the data bits are okay (exactly one parity error indicates that one of the parity bits 
was corrupted). If two or more parity errors are detected then the errors identify exactly which bit was 
corrupted. 

A.  What is the relationship between the index of a particular data bit and the check subsets in which it 
appears? Hint: consider the binary representation of the index. 

B.  If the parity calculations involving p0, p2 and p3 fail, assuming a single-bit error what is the index 
of the faulty data bit? 

C.  The Hamming SECC doesn't detect all double-bit errors. Characterize the types of double-bit 
errors that will not be detected. Suggest a simple addition to the Hamming SECC that allows 
detection of all double-bit errors. 
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Basics of information

Problem 1. Measuring information 

A.   Someone picks a name out of a hat known to contain the names of 5 women and 3 men, and tells you a 
man has been selected. How much information have they given you about the selection? 

There are 8 names to start with and knowing the selection is a man narrows the choices down to 3 names. 
Using the formula from lecture with N = 8 and M = 3, we've been given log2(8/3) bits of information. 

Alternatively, the probability of drawing a man's name is pman = 3/8, so the amount of information received 

is log2(1/pman) = log2(1/(3/8)) = log2(8/3). 

B.  You're given a standard deck of 52 playing cards that you start to turn face up, card by card. So far as you 
know, they're in completely random order. How many new bits of information do you get when the first 
card is flipped over? The fifth card? The last card? 

Before the first card was flipped over there are 52 choices for what we'll see on the first flip. Turning the 
first card over narrows the choice down to a single card, so we've received log2(52/1) bits of information. 

After flipping over 4 cards, there are 48 choices for the next card, so flipping over the fifth card gives us log2

(48/1) bits of information. 

Finally if all but one card has been flipped over, we know ahead of time what the final card has to be so we 
don't receive any information from the last flip. Using the formula, there is only 1 "choice" for the card 
before the card is flipped and we have the same "choice" afterwards, so, we receive log2(1/1) = 0 bits of 

information. 

C.  X is an unknown N-bit binary number (N > 3). You are told that the first three bits of X are 011. How many 
bits of information about X have you been given? 

Since we were told about 3 bits of X it would make sense intuitively that we've been given 3 bits of 
information! Turning to the formulas: there are 2N N-bit binary numbers and 2N-3 N-bit binary numbers that 
begin with 011. So we've been given log2(2N/2N-3) = log2(23) = 3 bits of information (whew!). 

D.   X is an unknown 8-bit binary number. You are given another 8-bit binary number, Y, and told that the 
Hamming distance between X and Y is one. How many bits of information about X have you been given? 

Before we learn about Y, there are 28 = 256 choices for X. If the Hamming distance between X and Y is one 
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that means that X and Y differ in only one of their 8 bits, i.e., for a given Y there are only eight possible 
choices for X. So we've been given log2(256/8) = 5 bits of information. 

Problem 2. Variable length encoding & compression 

A.  Huffman and other coding schemes tend to devote more bits to the coding of 
(A) symbols carrying the most information 
(B) symbols carrying the least information 
(C) symbols that are likely to be repeated consecutively 
(D) symbols containing redundant information 

(A) symbols carrying the most information, i.e., the symbols that are less likely to occur. This makes sense: 
to keep messages as short as possible, frequently occuring symbols should be encoded with fewer bits and 
infrequent symbols with more bits. 

B.  Consider the following two Huffman decoding tress for a variable-length code involving 5 symbols: A, B, 
C, D and E. 

Using Tree #1, decode the following encoded message: "01000111101". 

To decode the message, start at the root of the tree and consume digits as you traverse down the tree, 
stopping when you reach a leaf node. Repeat until all the digits have been processed. Processing the 
encoded message from left-to-right: 

"0" => A 
"100" => B 
"0" => A 
"111" => E 
"101" => C 

C.   Suppose we were encoding messages that the following probabilities for each of the 5 symbols: 
p(A) = 0.5 
p(B) = p(C) = p(D) = p(E) = 0.125 
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Which of the two encodings above (Tree #1 or Tree #2) would yield the shortest encoded messages 
averaged over many messages? 

Using Tree #1, the expected length of the encoding for one symbol is: 

1*p(A) + 3*p(B) + 3*p(C) + 3*p(D) + 3*p(E) = 2.0 
Using Tree #2, the expected length of the encoding for one symbol is: 

2*p(A) + 2*p(B) + 2*p(C) + 3*p(D) + 3*p(E) = 2.25 
So using the encoding represented by Tree #1 would yield shorter messages on the average. 

D.   Using the probabilities for A, B, C, D and E given above, construct a variable-length binary decoding 
tree using a simple greedy algorithm as follows: 

1.  Begin with the set S of symbols to be encoded as binary strings, together with the probability P(x) for 
each symbol x. The probabilities sum to 1, and measure the frequencies with which each symbol 
appears in the input stream. In the example from lecture, the initial set S contains the four symbols 
and associated probabilities in the above table.

2.  Repeat the following steps until there is only 1 symbol left in S: 
A.  Choose the two members of S having lowest probabilities. Choose arbitrarily to resolve ties. 

In the example above, D and E might be the first nodes chosen.
B.  Remove the selected symbols from S, and create a new node of the decoding tree whose 

children (sub-nodes) are the symbols you've removed. Label the left branch with a "0", and 
the right branch with a "1". In the first iteration of the example above, the bottom-most 
internal node (leading to D and E) would be created.

C.  Add to S a new symbol (e.g., "DE" in our example) that represents this new node. Assign this 
new symbol a probability equal to the sum of the probabilities of the two nodes it replaces.

S = {A/0.5 B/0.125 C/0.125 D/0.125 E/0.125}
  arbitrarily choose D & E
  encoding: "0" => D, "1" => E
S = {A/0.5 B/0.125 C/0.125 DE/0.25}
  choose B & C
  encoding: "0" => B, "1" => C
S = {A/0.5 BC/0.25 DE/0.25}
  choose BC & DE
  encoding: "00" => B, "01" => C, "10" => D, "11" => E
S = {A/0.5 BCDE/0.5}
  choose A & BCDE
  encoding: "0" => A, "100" => B, "101" => C, "110" => D, "111" => E
S = {ABCDE/1.0}

This is Tree #1 shown in the diagram above. The choice of D & E as the first symbols to combine was 
arbitrary -- we could have chosen any two symbols from B, C, D and E. So there are many equally plausible 
encodings that might emerge from this algorithm, corresponding to interchanging B, C, D and E at the 
leaves of the tree. 
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E.  Huffman coding is used to compactly encode the species of fish tagged by a game warden. If 50% of the 
fish are bass and the rest are evenly distributed among 15 other species, how many bits would be used to 
encode the species of a bass? 

1 bit, using the algorithm described above. 

F.  Consider the sum of two six-sided dice. Even when the dice are "fair" the amount information conveyed by 
a single sum depends on what the sum is since some sums are more likely than others, as shown in the 
following figure: 

What is the average number of bits of information provided by the sum of 2 dice? Suppose we want to 
transmit the sums resulting from rolling the dice 1000 times. How many bits should we expect that 
transmission to take? 

Average number of bits = sum pilog2(1/pi) for i = 2 through 12. Using the probabilities given in the figure 

above the average number of bits of information provided by the sum of two dice is 3.2744. 

So if we had the perfect encoding, the expected length of the transmission would be 3274.4 bits. If we 
encode each sum separately we can't quite achieve this lower bound -- see the next question for details. 

G.  Suppose we want to transmit the sums resulting from rolling the dice 1000 times. If we use 4 bits to encode 
each sum, we'll need 4000 bits to transmit the result of 1000 rolls. If we use a variable-length binary code 
which uses shorter sequences to encode more likely sums then the expected number of bits need to encode 
1000 sums should be less than 4000. Construct a variable-length encoding for the sum of two dice whose 
expected number of bits per sum is less than 3.5. (Hint: It's possible to find an encoding for the sum of two 
dice with an expected number of bits = 3.306.) 

Using the greedy algorithm given above, we arrive at the following encoding which has 3.3056 as the 
expected number of bits for each sum. 
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i3 = log2(36/2) = 4.170 bits

i4 = log2(36/3) = 3.585 bits

i5 = log2(36/4) = 3.170 bits

i6 = log2(36/5) = 2.848 bits

i7 = log2(36/6) = 2.585 bits

i8 = log2(36/5) = 2.848 bits

i9 = log2(36/4) = 3.170 bits

i10 = log2(36/3) = 3.585 bits

i11 = log2(36/2) = 4.170 bits

i12 = log2(36/1) = 5.170 bits

i2 = log2(36/1) = 5.170 bits

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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H.  Okay, so can we make an encoding for transmitting 1000 sums that has an expected length smaller than 
3306 bits? 

Yes, but we have to look at encoding more than one sum at a time, e.g., by applying the construction 
algorithm to pairs of sums, or ultimately to all 1000 sums at once. Many of the more sophisticated 
compression algorithms consider sequences of symbols when constructing the appropriate encoding scheme. 

Problem 3. Variable-length encoding 

After spending the afternoon in the dentist's chair, Ben Bitdiddle has invented a new language called DDS made up 
entirely of vowels (the only sounds he could make with someone's hand in his mouth). The DDS alphabet consists 
of the five letters "A", "E", "I", "O", and "U" which occur in messages with the following probabilities: 

Letter Probability of occurrence
A p(A) = 0.15
E p(E) = 0.4
I p(I) = 0.15
O p(O) = 0.15
U p(U) = 0.15

A.   If you are told that the first letter of a message is "A", give an expression for the number of bits of 
information have you received. 

Using the formula given in lecture, the number of bits of information is log2(1/p(A)) = log2(1/0.15) 
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B.   Ben is trying to invent a fixed-length binary encoding for DDS that permits detection and correction of 
single bit errors. Briefly describe the constraints on Ben's choice of encodings for each letter that will ensure 
that single-bit error detection and correction is possible. (Hint: think about Hamming distance.) 

Each encoding must differ from other encodings in at least 3 bit positions, i.e., encodings must have a 
Hamming distance &gt;= 3. This ensures that each received codeword (even those with single-bit errors) 
can be associated with a particular source encoding. 

C.   Giving up on error detection and correction, Ben turns his attention to transmitting DDS messages using 
as few bits as possible. Assume that each letter will be separately encoded for transmission. Help him out by 
creating a variable-length encoding that minimizes the average number of bits transmitted for each letter of 
the message. 

Using the simple "greedy" algorithm described above: 

S = {A/0.15 E/0.4 I/0.15 O/0.15 U/0.15}
  arbitrarily choose O & U
  encoding: "0" => O, "1" => U
S = {A/0.15 E/0.4 I/0.15 OU/0.3}
  choose A & I
  encoding: "0" => A, "1" => I
S = {AI/0.3 E/0.4 OU/0.3}
  choose AI & OU
  encoding: "00" => A, "01" => I, "10" => O, "11" => U
S = {AIOU/0.6 E/0.4}
  choose E & AIOU
  encoding: "0" => E, "100" => A, "101" => I, "110" => O, "111" => U
S = {AEIOU/1.0}

Note that the assignments of symbols to encodings "0" and "1" were arbitrary and could have been swapped 
at each level. So, for example, swapping the encoding at the last step would have resulted in 

  encoding: "1" => E, "000" => A, "001" => I, "010" => O, "011" => U

which achieves the same average bits/symbol as the previous encoding. 

Problem 4. Modular arithmetic and 2's complement representation 

Most computers choose a particular word length (measured in bits) for representing integers and provide hardware 
that performs various arithmetic operations on word-size operands. The current generation of processors have word 
lengths of 32 bits; restricting the size of the operands and the result to a single word means that the arithmetic 
operations are actually performing arithmetic modulo 232. 
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Almost all computers use a 2's complement representation for integers since the 2's complement addition operation 
is the same for both positive and negative numbers. In 2's complement notation, one negates a number by forming 
the 1's complement (i.e., for each bit, changing a 0 to 1 and vice versa) representation of the number and then 
adding 1. By convention, we write 2's complement integers with the most-significant bit (MSB) on the left and the 
least-significant bit (LSB) on the right. Also by convention, if the MSB is 1, the number is negative; otherwise it's 
non-negative. 

A.  How many different values can be encoded in a 32-bit word? 

Each bit can be either "0" or "1", so there are 232 possible values which can be encoded in a 32-bit word. 

B.  Please use a 32-bit 2's complement representation to answer the following questions. What are the 
representations for 

zero 
the most positive integer that can be represented 
the most negative integer that can be represented 

What are the decimal values for the most positive and most negative integers? 

zero = 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
most positive integer = 0111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 = 231-1 
most negative integer = 1000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 = -231 

C.  Since writing a string of 32 bits gets tedious, it's often convenient to use hexadecimal notation where a 
single digit in the range 0-9 or A-F is used to represent groups of 4 bits using the following encoding: 

        hex bits        hex bits        hex bits        hex bits
         0  0000         4  0100         8  1000         C  1100
         1  0001         5  0101         9  1001         D  1101
         2  0010         6  0110         A  1010         E  1110
         3  0011         7  0111         B  1011         F  1111

Give the 8-digit hexadecimal equivalent of the following decimal and binary numbers: 3710, -3276810, 

110111101010110110111110111011112. 

37 = 0000002516 

-32768 = FFFF800016 

1101 1110 1010 1101 1011 1110 1110 11112 = DEADBEEF16 

D.   Calculate the following using 6-bit 2's complement arithmetic (which is just a fancy way of saying to do 
ordinary addition in base 2 keeping only 6 bits of your answer). Show your work using binary (base 2) 
notation. Remember that subtraction can be performed by negating the second operand and then adding it to 
the first operand. 

        13 + 10  
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        15 - 18
        27 - 6
        -6 - 15
        21 + (-21)
        31 + 12

Explain what happened in the last addition and in what sense your answer is "right". 

  13 = 001101      15 = 001111      27 = 011011
+ 10 = 001010     -18 = 101110     - 6 = 111010
  ===========      ===========      ===========
  23 = 010111      -3 = 111101      21 = 010101

  -6 = 111010      21 = 010101      31 = 011111
 -15 = 110001     -21 = 101011     +12 = 001100
  ===========     ============      ===========
 -21 = 101011       0 = 000000     -21 = 101011 (!)

In the last addition, 31 + 12 = 43 exceeds the maximum representable positive integer in 6-bit two's 
complement arithmetic (max int = 25-1 = 31). The addition caused the most significant bit to become 1, 
resulting in an "overflow" where the sign of the result differs from the signs of the operands. 

E.  At first blush "Complement and add 1" doesn't seem to an obvious way to negate a two's complement 
number. By manipulating the expression A+(-A)=0, show that "complement and add 1" does produce the 
correct representation for the negative of a two's complement number. Hint: express 0 as (-1+1) and 
rearrange terms to get -A on one side and XXX+1 on the other and then think about how the expression 
XXX is related to A using only logical operations (AND, OR, NOT). 

Start by expressing zero as (-1 + 1): 

A + (-A) = -1 + 1 
Rearranging terms we get: 

(-A) = (-1 - A) + 1 
The two's complement representation for -1 is all ones, so looking at (-1 - A) bit-by-bit we see: 

   1   ...  1   1
-  AN-1 ...  A1  A0
  ===============
  ~AN-1 ... ~A1 ~A0

where "~" is the bit-wise complement operator. We've used regular subtraction rules (1 - 0 = 1, 1 - 1 = 0) 
and noticed that in each bit position 1 - Ai = ~Ai. So, finally: 

(-A) = ~A + 1 
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Problem 5. Error detection and correction 

A.  To protect stored or transmitted information one can add check bits to the data to facilitate error detection 
and correction. One scheme for detecting single-bit errors is to add a parity bit: 

b0b1b2bN-1p 

When using even parity, p is chosen so that the number of "1" bits in the protected field (including the p bit 
itself) is even; when using odd parity, p is chosen so that the number of "1" bits is odd. In the remainder of 
this problem assume that even parity is used. 

To check parity-protected information to see if an error has occurred, simply compute the parity of 
information (including the parity bit) and see if the result is correct. For example, if even parity was used to 
compute the parity bit, you would check if the number of "1" bits was even. 

If an error changes one of the bits in the parity-protected information (including the parity bit itself), the 
parity will be wrong, i.e., the number of "1" bits will be odd instead of even. Which of the following parity-
protected bit strings has a detectable error assuming even parity? 

(1) 11101101111011011 
(2) 11011110101011110 
(3) 10111110111011110 
(4) 00000000000000000 

Strings 1 and 3 have detectable errors. Note that parity allows one to detect single-bit errors (actually any 
odd number of errors) but doesn't defend against an even number of bit errors. 

B.  Detecting errors is useful, but it would also be nice to correct them! To build an error correcting code (ECC) 
we'll use additional check bits to help pinpoint where the error occurred. There are many such codes; a 
particularly simple one for detecting and correcting single-bit errors arranges the data into rows and columns 
and then adds (even) parity bits for each row and column. The following arrangement protects nine data 
bits: 

b0,0    b0,1    b0,2    prow0
b1,0    b1,1    b1,2    prow1
b2,0    b2,1    b2,2    prow2
pcol0   pcol1   pcol2

A single-bit error in one of the data bits (bI,J) will generate two parity errors, one in row I and one in column 

J. A single-bit error in one of the parity bits will generate just a single parity error for the corresponding row 
or column. So after computing the parity of each row and column, if both a row and a column parity error 
are detected, inverting the listed value for the appropriate data bit will produce the corrected data. If only a 
single parity error is detected, the data is correct (the error was one of the parity bits). 

Give the correct data for each of the following data blocks protected with the row/column ECC shown 
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above. 

(1)  1011    (2) 1100    (3) 000    (4) 0111
     0110        0000        111        1001
     0011        0101        10         0110
     011         100                    100

(1)  0011    (2) 1100    (3) 000    (4) 0110
     0110        0000        101        1001
     0011        0101        10         0110
     011         100                    100

(1) and (3) had single bit errors, (2) had no detectable errors, and (4) had an error in a parity bit. The red 
digits represent corrected values. 

C.  The row/column ECC can also detect many double-bit errors (i.e., two of the data or check bits have been 
changed). Characterize the sort of double-bit errors the code does not detect. 

If parity bits detect an error for exactly one column and exactly one row, this will be interpreted as a single 
bit error in the corresponding data position. This can happen with two parity bit errors, one in each of the 
row and column check bits. The fact that two errors occurred is not detected; worse, the corresponding data 
position is changed from the correct value to the incorrect value. 

D.  In the days of punch cards, decimal digits were represented with a special encoding called 2-out-of-5 code. 
As the name implies two out of five positions were filled with 1's as shown in the table below: 

Code Decimal

11000 1

10100 2

01100 3

10010 4

01010 5

00110 6

10001 7

01001 8

00101 9

00011 0

What is the smallest Hamming distance between any two encodings in 2-out-of-5 code? 

The Hamming distance between any two encodings is the number of bit positions in which the encodings 
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differs. With this code, the smallest Hamming distance is 2. 

E.  Characterize the types of errors (eg, 1- and 2-bit errors) that can be reliably detected in a 2-out-of-5 code? 

Codes with a Hamming distance of 2 can detect 1-bit errors. The 2-out-of-5 code also detects 3-bit errors, 
but not 2-bit errors. Normally when we say a code detects n-bit errors we imply that it detects m-bit errors 
for m < n. Following this convention, we would say that the 2-out-of-5 code detects 1-bit errors. 

F.  We know that even parity is another scheme for detecting errors. If we change from a 2-out-of-5 code to a 5-
bit code that includes an even parity bit, how many additional data encodings become available? 

There are 16 possible values for the 4 data bits in the 5-bit parity encoding, six more than the 10 possible 
values in the 2-out-of-5 code. 

Problem 6. Hamming single-error-correcting-code 

The Hamming single-error-correcting code requires approximately log2(N) check bits to correct single-bit errors. 
Start by renumbering the data bits with indices that aren't powers of two: 

Indices for 16 data bits = 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 

The idea is to compute the check bits choosing subsets of the data in such a way that a single-bit error will produce 
a set of parity errors that uniquely indicate the index of the faulty bit: 

p0 = even parity for data bits 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21 
p1 = even parity for data bits 3, 6, 7, 10, 11, 14, 15, 18, 19 
p2 = even parity for data bits 5, 6, 7, 12, 13, 14, 15, 20, 21 
p3 = even parity for data bits 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 
p4 = even parity for data bits 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 

Note that each data bit appears in at least two of the parity calculations, so a single-bit error in a data bit will 
produce at least two parity errors. When checking a protected data field, if the number of parity errors is zero or 
one, the data bits are okay (exactly one parity error indicates that one of the parity bits was corrupted). If two or 
more parity errors are detected then the errors identify exactly which bit was corrupted. 

A.  What is the relationship between the index of a particular data bit and the check subsets in which it appears? 
Hint: consider the binary representation of the index. 

Digit i in the binary expansion of a data bit index indicates whether the index should be included in the 
calculation of pi. For example, the first data bit (which has index 3 = 00011) would be used in the parity 
calculation for parity bits p0 and p1. Likewise, the sixth data bit (which has index 10 = 01010) would be 
used in the parity calculation for parity bits p1 and p3. Since no data bit is assigned an index which is a 
power of two, we guarantee that each data bit is used in the calculation of at least two different parity bits. 
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B.  If the parity calculations involving p0, p2 and p3 fail, assuming a single-bit error what is the index of the 
faulty data bit? 

We need to find the data index that appears in the calculation p0, p2 and p3 but not in the calculations for p1 
and p4. Indicies 13 and 15 appear in p0, p2 and p3, but index 15 appears in the calculation for p1. So the 
index of the data bit that failed is 13. 

We can construct the index of the failing data bit directly from the parity calculations using ei = 1 if the pi 
failed and ei = 0 if it didn't. So if p0, p2 and p3 failed, and the others didn't, the index is e4e3e2e1e0 = 
01101 = 1310. 

C.  The Hamming SECC doesn't detect all double-bit errors. Characterize the types of double-bit errors that will 
not be detected. Suggest a simple addition to the Hamming SECC that allows detection of all double-bit 
errors. 

If errors occur in two separate parity bits, this will be misinterpreted as a single data bit error. Also when 
certain pairs of data bits have errors, the double-bit error masquerades as a single-bit error in another, 
unrelated bit (e.g., suppose bits with indicies 19 and 21 both have errors). 

We can detect these situations by adding an additional parity bit, p5, which is the parity of all other parity 
and data bits. If a single data bit failed, this bit would indicate and error. But if exactly two bits have failed, 
p5 would indicate no error, but p0, p1, ..., p4 would indicate the presence of some error (although the 
indication might point at the wrong data bit). So, if by looking at p0, p1, ..., p4 it seems as though an error 
occurred, we should check p5 to make sure that only one error occurred. If p5 does not indicate an error, 
then a double-bit error occurred. 
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The digital abstraction

Problem 1. The behavior of a 1-input, 1-output device is measured by hooking a voltage source to its input 
and measuring the voltage at the output for several different input voltages: 

We're interested in whether this device can serve as a legal combinational device that obeys the static 
discipline. For this device, obeying the static discipline means that 

if VIN<= VILthen VOUT>= VOH, and 

if VIN>= VIHthen VOUT<= VOL. 

When answering the questions below, assume that all voltages are constrained to be in the range 0V to 5V. 

A.   Can one chose a VOL of 0V for this device? Explain. 

B.   What's the smallest VOL one can choose and still have the device obey the static discipline? 

Explain. 

C.   Assuming that we want to have 0.5V noise margins for both "0" and "1" values, what are 
appropriate voltage levels for VOL, VIL, VIH, and VOH so that the device obeys the static discipline. 

Hint: there are many possible choices, just choose one that obeys the constraints listed above. 
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D.  Assuming that we want to have 0.5V noise margins for both "0" and "1" values, what is the largest 
possible voltage level for VOL that still results in a device that obeys the static discipline? 

E.  Assuming that we want to have equal noise margins for both "0" and "1" values, what is the largest 
noise margin we can achieve with this device and still obey the static discipline? 

Problem 2. Inverter madness. 

A.   The following graph plots the voltage transfer characteristic for a device with one input and one 
output. 

Can this device be used as a combinational device in a logic family with 0.75V noise margins? 

B.  You are designing a new logic family and trying to decide on values of the four parameters VIL, VOL, 

VIH, VOH that lead to non-zero noise margins for various possible inverter designs. Four proposed 

inverter designs exhibit the voltage transfer characteristics shown in the diagrams below. For each 
design, either (1) specify suitable values of VIL, VOL, VIH, VOH. or (2) explain why no values for these 

parameters satisfy the static discipline. 
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Problem 3. Static discipline. 

A.   Consider a combinational buffer with one input and one output. Suppose we set its input to some 
voltage (VIN), wait for the device to reach a steady state, then measure the voltage on its output 

(VOUT) and find VOUT < VOL. What can we say about VIN? 

B.  Now consider an inverter. Suppose we set its inputs to some voltage (VIN), wait for the device to reach 

a steady state, then measure the voltage on its output (VOUT) and find VOUT > VOH. What can we say 

about VIN? 

Problem 4. Ternary Logic. 

Ternary is a term referring to the number system in base 3. Consider a convention in which a ternary digit is 
presented as an electric voltage between 0 and 10 V. Let 0-1 V represent a valid "0" output, 4-6 V a valid "1" 
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output and 9-10 V a valid "2" output. 

A.   Assuming noise margins 1 V wide, show the mapping of logic levels to voltages for this ternary 
system. Include valid logic-level outputs, noise margins and forbidden zones. Your chart should 
resemble the following diagram, except of course it will incorporate 3 valid signal levels: 

B.   Graph the transfer characteristic for a device capable of acting as a ternary logic buffer, i.e., a 
device that produces at its output the same logic level present at its input, as shown below: 

C.  Can a device with the following transfer characteristic be used as a ternary logic buffer? Why or why 
not? 

D.  How many bits of information are carried in a ternary signal on a single wire? 

E.  How many different combinations of valid logic levels can be encoded on three ternary wires? How 
many bits of information does this represent? How many wires would be needed to carry this same 
amount of information in binary? 

F.  What is the information flow in bits/second for three ternary wires if a new set of values is sent every 
10 ms? What is the information flow in bits/second for three binary wires if a new set of values is sent 
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every 10 ms? 

Problem 5. Barracks logic is built out of sleeping soldiers covered by electric blankets. Each blanket has a 
control switch with discrete control settings ranging in 5-degree (Fahrenheit) intervals from 0 to 50 degrees. 
The temperature of a soldier covered by one or more electric blankets will be the sum of the ambient 
temperature in the barracks plus the setting on the controller for each blanket. 

Each soldier has a preferred sleeping temperature, which varies from individual to individual but is always 
within the range of 60 to 80 degrees, inclusive. If a soldier's temperature departs from her preferred 
temperature, the soldier will wake up once every minute and adjust the control by one 5-degree increment in 
the appropriate direction (if the solider is cold, the solider will increase the setting on the control, and vice 
versa). The soldier will continue these adjustments by 5-degree increments until she once again reaches her 
preferred temperature (and goes to sleep) or runs out of settings (in which case she grumbles angrily in bed). 

If soldiers are allowed to control their own blankets, each will soon reach their preferred temperature and slide 
into nocturnal bliss (assuming a suitable ambient temperature). The interesting aspects of barracks logic result 
from switching the controls of the various blankets to different soldiers. Inputs to the system are accomplished 
by placing a few controls in the hands of outsiders, and outputs are read from the control settings of certain 
soldiers designated by the logic designer. 

A.  Draw the graph of output control setting vs. input control setting for a typical soldier in steady state. 
Assume an ambient temperature of 40 degrees. Suggest good choices of the valid regions for the two 
logical values, the forbidden zone, and the noise margins. Let logical 0 be when a control is completely 
off and logical 1 be when the control is completely on (or at the highest setting). 

B.  List some sources of noise that justify the need for noise margins. 

C.  Even though it is the middle of February, a sudden warm spell raises the ambient temperature in our 
barracks logic system to 55 degrees. Sketch a new graph of output control setting vs. input control 
setting in the warmer barracks. 

D.  Over what range of ambient temperatures will barracks logic function reliably? 

E.  Does the following arrangement perform a useful function? What is it? 

F.  To create a system with multiple inputs, we allow several blankets to be placed over a single soldier. 
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What is the maximum fanin possible in barracks logic if 170 degrees is the highest temperature a 
soldier can tolerate without his characteristics being permanently altered? 

Problem 6. Bread and Circuits, Inc. has discovered an interesting electronic device (a Z-module) which is 
made using a single yeast cell, a speck of flour, and a grain of salt. The Z-module has two inputs carrying 
voltages VA and VB and a single output carrying VC. The output VC settles, after a 10ns period of stable 
input voltages, to the product of the input voltages restricted to range of 0V to 2V. In other words, 

VC =
VA * VB when 0 <= VA * VB <= 2

2 when VA * VB > 2

Assume that the Z-module treats negative input voltages as if they were 0. 

B&C is trying to make a logic family using Z-modules. As a starting point, they claim that 

constitutes a valid combinational buffer under the proper voltage-to-logic representation conventions and will 
yield reasonable noise margins. 

A.  Which, if any, of the following proposed voltage thresholds yields a valid buffer with positive noise 
margins? 

A. VOL = 1.5V  VIL = 1.6V  VIH = 1.7V  VOH = 1.8V
B. VOL = 0.7V  VIL = 0.9V  VIH = 1.1V  VOH = 1.3V
C. VOL = 0.1V  VIL = 0.3V  VIH = 1.7V  VOH = 1.9V
D. VOL = 0.5V  VIL = 0.5V  VIH = 1.5V  VOH = 1.5V

B.  Determine the voltage thresholds that maximize the noise margins of B&C's buffer. If the noise 
margins are not independent, maximize the smaller of the two. 

C.  Ivan Idea, chief logician at B&C, is exploring the use of a single Z-module as a two-input logic gate, 
again with positive noise margins. He suspects that a Z-module, under the appropriate logic 
conventions, can be used for an AND or OR gate which obeys the static discipline. Ivan's been at it for 
several weeks and needs your help. 

Can you find a way to use a Z-module for an AND or OR combinational device? If so, give the 
appropriate input and output voltage thresholds and the function performed. If not, carefully explain 
why the Z-module can't be used as AND or OR. 
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D.  Ivan sidesteps the previous enigma by allowing himself the use of several Z-modules as components of 
a single logic gate. He assumes (and you may too) that noise enters the system only between logic 
gates, not between the components of a single gate. He notes that each of B&C's proposed buffers 
(using one Z-module) is an amplifier with gain greater than one. Ivan reasons that by cascading many 
such devices (as shown below), he can achieve arbitrarily high gain and hence excellent noise margins. 

His plan is to use such a high-gain cascade on the output of a Z-module to restore the validity of 
marginal signal levels. Describe the voltage transfer characteristic (i.e, VIN vs. VOUT) of a cascade of 
a large number of Z-modules (via an expression or sketch). 

E.  Is there any way by which many Z-modules can be used to build a 2-input AND gate whose noise 
margins are both greater than 0.75V? If so, sketch an approach (giving a diagram and calculating the 
noise margins). If not, give a brief but convincing explanation. 

Problem 7. Combinational construction rules 

In lecture, we learned two basic principles regarding the class of combinational devices. The first allows us to 
build a combinational device from, e.g., electronic components: 

●     A combinational device is a circuit element that has 
�❍     one or more digital inputs
�❍     one or more digital outputs
�❍     a functional specification that details the value of each output for every possible combination of 

valid input values
�❍     a timing specification consisting (at minimum) of an upper bound tpd on the required time for 

the device to compute the specified output values from an arbitrary set of stable, valid input 
values.

while the second allows us to construct complex combinational devices from acyclic circuits containing 
simpler ones: 

●     A set of interconnected elements is a combinational device if 
�❍     each circuit element is combinational
�❍     every input is connected to exactly one output or to some vast supply of 0's and 1's
�❍     the circuit contains no directed cycles

In this problem, we ask you to think carefully about why these rules work - in particular, why an acyclic 
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circuit of combinational devices, constructed according to the second principle, is itself a combinational 
device as defined by the first. You may assume for the following that every input and output is a logical 0 or 
1. 

Consider the following 2-input acyclic circuit whose two components, A and B, are each combinational 
devices: 

The propagation delay - the upper bound on the output settling time - for each device is specified in 
nanoseconds. The functional specifications for each component are given as truth tables detailing output 
values for each combination of inputs: 

A.  Give a truth table for the acyclic circuit, i.e. a table that specifies the value of z for each of the possible 
combinations of input values on x and y. 

B.  Describe a general procedure by which a truth table can be computed for each output of an arbitrary 
acyclic circuit containing only combinational components. [HINT: construct a functional specification 
to each circuit node]. 

C.  Specify a propagation delay (the upper bound required for each combinational device) for the circuit. 

D.  Describe a general procedure by which a propagation delay can be computed for an arbitrary acyclic 
circuit containing only combinational components. [HINT: add a timing specification to each circuit 
node]. 

E.  Do your general procedures for computing functional specifications and propagation delays work if the 
restriction to acyclic circuits is relaxed? Explain. 

Problem 8. If you are given the following 2-input and 2-output combinational block: 
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with the following functional description: The output X is the the logical complement of the input A, and the 
output Y is the the logical complement of the input B. And valid ouputs are guaranteed after valid inputs have 
been established for 1 second. 

A.  Does this device adhere to the static disipline? 

B.  Suppose that the output X is connected to the input B, what output would you expect? 

C.  Suppose the functional description was changed to the following: The ouput X is a 1 if both A and B 
are "0", and Y is a 1 if either A or B but not both are "1". Does this change the answer the previous 
question? 
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The digital abstraction

Problem 1. The behavior of a 1-input, 1-output device is measured by hooking a voltage source to its input and 
measuring the voltage at the output for several different input voltages: 

We're interested in whether this device can serve as a legal combinational device that obeys the static 
discipline. For this device, obeying the static discipline means that 

if VIN<= VILthen VOUT>= VOH, and 

if VIN>= VIHthen VOUT<= VOL. 

When answering the questions below, assume that all voltages are constrained to be in the range 0V to 5V. 

A.   Can one chose a VOL of 0V for this device? Explain. 

No, since the static discipline requires that VOUT <= VOL for a valid "0" output and VOUT for this 

device never falls below 0.5V. 

B.   What's the smallest VOL one can choose and still have the device obey the static discipline? Explain. 

The smallest VOL one can choose is 0.5V, the lowest output voltage produced by the device. 
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C.   Assuming that we want to have 0.5V noise margins for both "0" and "1" values, what are 
appropriate voltage levels for VOL, VIL, VIH, and VOH so that the device obeys the static discipline. 

Hint: there are many possible choices, just choose one that obeys the constraints listed above. 

Here are the rules of operation imposed on us by the static discipline: 

1.  VIN >= VIH implies VOUT <= VOL

2.  VIN <= VIL implies VOUT >= VOH

3.  VOL + noise margin = VIL

4.  VOH - noise margin = VIH

So if VOL = 0.5V and assuming 0.5V noise margins, then 

applying rule 3: VIL = 1V 

applying rule 2 and looking at the VTC: VOH = 4V 

applying rule 4: VIH = 3.5V 

and finally we can check that rule 1 is obeyed by these choices. 

D.  Assuming that we want to have 0.5V noise margins for both "0" and "1" values, what is the largest 
possible voltage level for VOL that still results in a device that obeys the static discipline? 

To determine our maximum VOL, let's set it equal to N. Then 

VIL = N + 0.5V 

which is simply the noise margin added to VOL. If we let M be the size of the forbidden region in volts, 

VIH = VIL + M = N + 0.5 + M. 

Finally, 
VOH = VIH + 0.5 = N + M + 1. 

We'll use the function VTC(v) as the name of the function represented graphically by the voltage 
transfer characteristic. So, we want to find N and M such that VOH = VTC(VIL) and VOL = VTC(VIH). 

If we assume that VIL and VIH lie in the range [1,2.5] (we'll check that assumption in a minute) then 

VOH = VTC(VIL) implies N + M + 1 = VTC(N + 0.5) = 6 - 2*(N + 0.5) 

VOL = VTC(VIH) implies N = VTC(N + 0.5 + M) = 6 - 2*(N + M + 0.5) 
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Solving the two equations we get N =1 and M = 1 giving us VOL = 1, VIL = 1.5, VIH = 2.5, VOH = 3. 

VIL and VIH lie in the range we assumed above, so we're all set. 

E.  Assuming that we want to have equal noise margins for both "0" and "1" values, what is the largest 
noise margin we can achieve with this device and still obey the static discipline? 

It's clear that to maximize our noise margins, VOL should be as small as possible and VOH should be as 

large as possible. By inspecting the VTC we see that VOL = 0.5V is the best we can do. From earlier 

parts we know we can achieve a noise margin N of at least 0.5V. 

We can use the following construction to figure out the largest noise margin N. Consider two of these 
devices hooked in series: 

The letters "A" through "E" mark points of interest where we'll want to determine the voltage. Assume 
we apply 0.5V at point "A". Then: 

at point "B", the largest voltage we'll measure is 0.5 + N, i.e., the voltage we applied to the other 
end of the wire and the worst-case noise perturbation. 

referring to the VTC, with 0.5+N on the input we'll measure a voltage of 4 - 2(N + .5 - 1) = 5 - 
2N at the output (point "C"). 

at point "D", the smallest voltage we'll measure is 5 - 3N, i.e., the voltage we applied to the other 
end of the wire and the worst-case noise perturbation. 

finally at point "E" we'd want to measure 0.5V, i.e., a valid "0" voltage level. 

In order to get 0.5V at point "E", the VTC tells us that the input voltage (voltage at "D") must be greater 
than or equal to 3V. So 5 - 3N >= 3 which we achieve if N <= 2/3. 

Problem 2. Inverter madness. 

A.   The following graph plots the voltage transfer characteristic for a device with one input and one 
output. 
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Can this device be used as a combinational device in a logic family with 0.75V noise margins? 

No. The device doesn't have any region in which its gain is greater than 1, so there are no choices for 
VIL, VOL, VIH, VOH which provide for non-zero noise margins. 

B.  You are designing a new logic family and trying to decide on values of the four parameters VIL, VOL, 

VIH, VOH that lead to non-zero noise margins for various possible inverter designs. Four proposed 

inverter designs exhibit the voltage transfer characteristics shown in the diagrams below. For each 
design, either (1) specify suitable values of VIL, VOL, VIH, VOH. or (2) explain why no values for these 

parameters satisfy the static discipline. 
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Device A: VOL = 1V, VIL = 3.5V, VIH = 5V, VOH = 6V 

Device B: no values exist, the gain is never greater than one 

Device C: no values exist, the gain is never greater than one 

Device D: VOL = .5V, VIL = 1V, VIH = 3.5V, VOH = 6V 

Problem 3. Static discipline. 

A.   Consider a combinational buffer with one input and one output. Suppose we set its input to some 
voltage (VIN), wait for the device to reach a steady state, then measure the voltage on its output (VOUT) 

and find VOUT < VOL. What can we say about VIN? 

A combinational device guarantees that valid inputs lead to valid outputs if we wait longer than the 
propagation delay. But the opposite inference isn't true: a valid output doesn't imply a valid input -- for 
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example, the buffer is allowed a valid "1" before the input has crossed VIH. 

So the only statement that we can make is that VIN < VIH since if VIN >= VIH the buffer is required to 

produce VOUT >= VOH. 

B.  Now consider an inverter. Suppose we set its inputs to some voltage (VIN), wait for the device to reach 

a steady state, then measure the voltage on its output (VOUT) and find VOUT > VOH. What can we say 

about VIN? 

Using the same argument as above, the only statement we can make is that VIN < VIH. 

Problem 4. Ternary Logic. 

Ternary is a term referring to the number system in base 3. Consider a convention in which a ternary digit is 
presented as an electric voltage between 0 and 10 V. Let 0-1 V represent a valid "0" output, 4-6 V a valid "1" 
output and 9-10 V a valid "2" output. 

A.   Assuming noise margins 1 V wide, show the mapping of logic levels to voltages for this ternary 
system. Include valid logic-level outputs, noise margins and forbidden zones. Your chart should 
resemble the following diagram, except of course it will incorporate 3 valid signal levels: 

 

B.   Graph the transfer characteristic for a device capable of acting as a ternary logic buffer, i.e., a device 
that produces at its output the same logic level present at its input, as shown below: 
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We need three stable regions, one for each valid output, and a high gain between valid levels to help 
restore poor inputs to an output valid level. 

 

C.  Can a device with the following transfer characteristic be used as a ternary logic buffer? Why or why 
not? 

No, it can't be used as a ternary logic buffer. The device has only two stable regions. 

D.  How many bits of information are carried in a ternary signal on a single wire? 

log2(3) = 1.585 bits 

E.  How many different combinations of valid logic levels can be encoded on three ternary wires? How 
many bits of information does this represent? How many wires would be needed to carry this same 
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amount of information in binary? 

27 different combinations can be encoded. This corresponds to log2(27) = 4.75 bits of information. 

Each binary wire carries one bit, so we would need 5 wires. 

F.  What is the information flow in bits/second for three ternary wires if a new set of values is sent every 
10 ms? What is the information flow in bits/second for three binary wires if a new set of values is sent 
every 10 ms? 

Trinary: 4.75bits/packet * 1 packet/10ms = 475 bits/second 
Binary: 3 bits/packet * 1 packet/10ms = 300 bits/second 

Problem 5. Barracks logic is built out of sleeping soldiers covered by electric blankets. Each blanket has a 
control switch with discrete control settings ranging in 5-degree (Fahrenheit) intervals from 0 to 50 degrees. 
The temperature of a soldier covered by one or more electric blankets will be the sum of the ambient 
temperature in the barracks plus the setting on the controller for each blanket. 

Each soldier has a preferred sleeping temperature, which varies from individual to individual but is always 
within the range of 60 to 80 degrees, inclusive. If a soldier's temperature departs from her preferred 
temperature, the soldier will wake up once every minute and adjust the control by one 5-degree increment in 
the appropriate direction (if the solider is cold, the solider will increase the setting on the control, and vice 
versa). The soldier will continue these adjustments by 5-degree increments until she once again reaches her 
preferred temperature (and goes to sleep) or runs out of settings (in which case she grumbles angrily in bed). 

If soldiers are allowed to control their own blankets, each will soon reach their preferred temperature and slide 
into nocturnal bliss (assuming a suitable ambient temperature). The interesting aspects of barracks logic result 
from switching the controls of the various blankets to different soldiers. Inputs to the system are accomplished 
by placing a few controls in the hands of outsiders, and outputs are read from the control settings of certain 
soldiers designated by the logic designer. 

A.  Draw the graph of output control setting vs. input control setting for a typical soldier in steady state. 
Assume an ambient temperature of 40 degrees. Suggest good choices of the valid regions for the two 
logical values, the forbidden zone, and the noise margins. Let logical 0 be when a control is completely 
off and logical 1 be when the control is completely on (or at the highest setting). 

The soldiers have infinite gain since they continue to adjust their blanket as long as their temperature 
differs even slightly from their preferred temperature. (Actually given the control works only in 5-
degree increments, it's unlikely than any solider will sleep unless the difference between the ambient 
temperature and her preferred temperature is exactly 5 degrees.) So the typical soldier's graph looks 
like: 
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where the vertical part of the curve for a particular soldier would be located anywhere between 60 and 
80 degrees. 

Examining the curve we see that it's possible to achieve a 20-degree noise margin for low values and a 
10-degree noise margin at high values: 

TOL = 0 degrees 

TIL = 20 degrees 

TIH = 40 degrees 

TOH = 50 degrees 

B.  List some sources of noise that justify the need for noise margins. 

Noise appears as a difference in temperature between the setting of the input control and what the 
solider actually feels. Sources of noise: changes in ambient temperature caused by drafts, changes in 
blanket operature due to line voltage variations, etc. 

C.  Even though it is the middle of February, a sudden warm spell raises the ambient temperature in our 
barracks logic system to 55 degrees. Sketch a new graph of output control setting vs. input control 
setting in the warmer barracks. 

Since the solider works the same, the whole graph shifts to the left since the input settings would be 
lower to achieve the same temperature at the soldier: 
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D.  Over what range of ambient temperatures will barracks logic function reliably? 

"Reliable" in this example means that all soldiers can produce both outputs (i.e., output control set to 0 
and 50). Let N be the desired noise margin in degrees. If the temperature rises above 60-N degrees, 
soldiers with a preferred temperature of 60 will always have their output control set to 0 regardless of 
the setting of their input control. Similarly if the temperature falls below 30+N degrees soldiers with a 
preferred temperature of 80 will always have their output control set to 50 regardless of the setting of 
their input control. 

E.  Does the following arrangement perform a useful function? What is it? 

The soldier functions as an inverter. 

F.  To create a system with multiple inputs, we allow several blankets to be placed over a single soldier. 
What is the maximum fanin possible in barracks logic if 170 degrees is the highest temperature a 
soldier can tolerate without his characteristics being permanently altered? 

If each soldier can tolerate 170 degrees then 170-ambient is the number of degrees that can be added to 
a soldier's environment by blankets. Each blanket can add up to 50 degrees, so (170-ambient)/50 is the 
limit on the number of blankets that can be piled on one soldier. 
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Problem 6. Bread and Circuits, Inc. has discovered an interesting electronic device (a Z-module) which is 
made using a single yeast cell, a speck of flour, and a grain of salt. The Z-module has two inputs carrying 
voltages VA and VB and a single output carrying VC. The output VC settles, after a 10ns period of stable 
input voltages, to the product of the input voltages restricted to range of 0V to 2V. In other words, 

VC =
VA * VB when 0 <= VA * VB <= 2

2 when VA * VB > 2

Assume that the Z-module treats negative input voltages as if they were 0. 

B&C is trying to make a logic family using Z-modules. As a starting point, they claim that 

constitutes a valid combinational buffer under the proper voltage-to-logic representation conventions and will 
yield reasonable noise margins. 

A.  Which, if any, of the following proposed voltage thresholds yields a valid buffer with positive noise 
margins? 

A. VOL = 1.5V  VIL = 1.6V  VIH = 1.7V  VOH = 1.8V
B. VOL = 0.7V  VIL = 0.9V  VIH = 1.1V  VOH = 1.3V
C. VOL = 0.1V  VIL = 0.3V  VIH = 1.7V  VOH = 1.9V
D. VOL = 0.5V  VIL = 0.5V  VIH = 1.5V  VOH = 1.5V

Choice A would allow two "low" inputs (e.g., 1.6V) to generate a "high" output (1.6 * 1.6 = 2.56 which 
is above VOH) => not okay. 

Choice B would allow two "high" inputs (e.g., 1.1V) to generate an underdetermined output (1.1 * 1.1 
= 1.21 which is above VOL but below VOH) => not okay. 

Choice C has positive noise margins and the allowed input voltages result in the desired behavior => 
okay 

Choice D doesn't have positive noise margins => not okay. 

B.  Determine the voltage thresholds that maximize the noise margins of B&C's buffer. If the noise margins 
are not independent, maximize the smaller of the two. 
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To maximize the noise margins of the buffer, we consider the voltage transfer characteristic of the Z-
module. Since VIN2 >= 2 will result in a VOH of 2, then we have VIH >= sqrt(2). Thus, VIH = sqrt(2), 
and VOH = 2. 

Since VOUT = VIN2 in the lower region of the voltage transfer characteristic, then let us represent VIN 
with "x" and VOUT with "x2". Then the lower noise margin is represented by the function f(x) = x - x2. 

To maximize the noise margin, we take the first derivative of f(x) and set it to zero: f'(x) = 1 - 2x = 0. 
Solving for x gives 0.5. Thus, VIL = x = 0.5V, and VOL = x2 = 0.25V. 

C.  Ivan Idea, chief logician at B&C, is exploring the use of a single Z-module as a two-input logic gate, 
again with positive noise margins. He suspects that a Z-module, under the appropriate logic 
conventions, can be used for an AND or OR gate which obeys the static discipline. Ivan's been at it for 
several weeks and needs your help. 

Can you find a way to use a Z-module for an AND or OR combinational device? If so, give the 
appropriate input and output voltage thresholds and the function performed. If not, carefully explain 
why the Z-module can't be used as AND or OR. 

No, the Z-module can't be used as either an AND gate or an OR gate. 

In order to implement an OR gate, we must have the behavior that a logic "1" input and a logic "0" 
input produces a logic "1" output. In the case of a single Z-module, if we had 2V as the first input and 
0V as the second input (noiseless, perfect input voltages) the output is 0V, instead of a logic "1" 
voltage. 

In order to implement an AND gate, we must have the behavior that a logic "1" input and a logic "0" 
input produces a logic "0" output. According to the static discipline, a "0" output means VOUT should 
be less than equal to VOL. If we substitute 2V for the logic "1" input and consider the "0" input, we 
have VOUT = VIL * 2 <= VOL. But we can't have VOL > VIL, so the Z-module can't function as an 
AND gate. 

D.  Ivan sidesteps the previous enigma by allowing himself the use of several Z-modules as components of 
a single logic gate. He assumes (and you may too) that noise enters the system only between logic 
gates, not between the components of a single gate. He notes that each of B&C's proposed buffers 
(using one Z-module) is an amplifier with gain greater than one. Ivan reasons that by cascading many 
such devices (as shown below), he can achieve arbitrarily high gain and hence excellent noise margins. 

His plan is to use such a high-gain cascade on the output of a Z-module to restore the validity of 
marginal signal levels. Describe the voltage transfer characteristic (i.e, VIN vs. VOUT) of a cascade of 
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a large number of Z-modules (via an expression or sketch). 

For N cascaded Z-modules, the voltage transfer characteristic is: 

E.  Is there any way by which many Z-modules can be used to build a 2-input AND gate whose noise 
margins are both greater than 0.75V? If so, sketch an approach (giving a diagram and calculating the 
noise margins). If not, give a brief but convincing explanation. 

It is possible to build an AND gate whose noise margins greater than 0.75V. Our strategy is to clean up 
both input signals independently before computing the logic function. A cascade of 5 Z-modules is 
enough to restore marginal signals, and the last Z-module on the right performs the AND function. The 
diagram looks like this: 

Problem 7. Combinational construction rules 

In lecture, we learned two basic principles regarding the class of combinational devices. The first allows us to 
build a combinational device from, e.g., electronic components: 

●     A combinational device is a circuit element that has 
�❍     one or more digital inputs
�❍     one or more digital outputs
�❍     a functional specification that details the value of each output for every possible combination of 

valid input values
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�❍     a timing specification consisting (at minimum) of an upper bound tpd on the required time for the 

device to compute the specified output values from an arbitrary set of stable, valid input values.

while the second allows us to construct complex combinational devices from acyclic circuits containing 
simpler ones: 

●     A set of interconnected elements is a combinational device if 
�❍     each circuit element is combinational
�❍     every input is connected to exactly one output or to some vast supply of 0's and 1's
�❍     the circuit contains no directed cycles

In this problem, we ask you to think carefully about why these rules work - in particular, why an acyclic circuit 
of combinational devices, constructed according to the second principle, is itself a combinational device as 
defined by the first. You may assume for the following that every input and output is a logical 0 or 1. 

Consider the following 2-input acyclic circuit whose two components, A and B, are each combinational 
devices: 

The propagation delay - the upper bound on the output settling time - for each device is specified in 
nanoseconds. The functional specifications for each component are given as truth tables detailing output values 
for each combination of inputs: 

A.  Give a truth table for the acyclic circuit, i.e. a table that specifies the value of z for each of the possible 
combinations of input values on x and y. 
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B.  Describe a general procedure by which a truth table can be computed for each output of an arbitrary 
acyclic circuit containing only combinational components. [HINT: construct a functional specification 
to each circuit node]. 

Since each circuit node is connected to an output of some combinational element, the functional 
specification for each circuit node is given by the functional specification for the combinational element 
which drives it. If we start with components that are only connected to inputs to the overall circuit, we 
can build truth tables for their outputs that only involve those inputs. We can then work on the next tier 
of components and build truth tables for their outputs that only involve overall circuit inputs. 
Continuing in this manner, we'll eventually reach components that drive the overall circuit outputs and 
be able to construct truth tables for each output that only involves overall circuit inputs. 

In our example, we'd first build a truth table for the output of the A module and then use that table to 
build a table for Z: 

 

C.  Specify a propagation delay (the upper bound required for each combinational device) for the circuit. 

The propagation delay for Z is 5ns. 

D.  Describe a general procedure by which a propagation delay can be computed for an arbitrary acyclic 
circuit containing only combinational components. [HINT: add a timing specification to each circuit 
node]. 

1.  Label each INPUT to the circuit with tpd=0. 
2.  Repeatedly

■     Find a circuit element E whose input nodes are each labeled with a prop delay but whose 
output nodes are not.
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■     Label each output node of E with the delay M, where M is the prop delay of E plus the 
MAXIMUM of the times on the input nodes.

■     When you can't find an unlabeled output node, stop.
3.  The prop delay spec for the device is the MAX of the prop delay labels on the output nodes.

E.  Do your general procedures for computing functional specifications and propagation delays work if the 
restriction to acyclic circuits is relaxed? Explain. 

No. Without cycles, you're guaranteed to be able to find a new output node to label (i.e., the output of 
some element E whose inputs are already labeled) until the entire circuit is labeled. If you have cycles, 
the algorithm breaks down. You can be left with a cycle of elements whose outputs are unlabeled and 
some of whose inputs are unlabeled. 

Problem 8. If you are given the following 2-input and 2-output combinational block: 

with the following functional description: The output X is the the logical complement of the input A, and the 
output Y is the the logical complement of the input B. And valid ouputs are guaranteed after valid inputs have 
been established for 1 second. 

A.  Does this device adhere to the static disipline? 

Yes: there's an unambiguous functional specification for each output and a maximum propagation delay 
has been specified. 

B.  Suppose that the output X is connected to the input B, what output would you expect? 

If you assume that the circuit was composed of two inverters (one with A as its input, the other with B 
as its input) then we would expect Y = A after 2 second propagation delay. 

However, there are other implementations that have the same functional specification. In particular, X 
might be implemented with logic that uses both A and B as inputs. In this case, connecting X to B 
would create a cycle and the value of Y might be undetermined. 

C.  Suppose the functional description was changed to the following: The ouput X is a 1 if both A and B 
are "0", and Y is a 1 if either A or B but not both are "1". Does this change the answer the previous 
question? 
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No. Since X and Y are functions of both A and B, it's more obvious that a cycle would be created when 
X was connected to B. 
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CMOS technology

Problem 1. The following diagram shows a schematic for the pulldown circuitry for a particular CMOS 
gate: 

A.   What is the correct schematic for the pullup circuitry? 

B.   Assuming the pullup circuitry is designed correctly, what is the logic function implemented 
this gate? 

C.   Assuming the pullup circuitry is designed correctly, when the output of the CMOS gate above 
is a logic "0", in the steady state what would we expect the voltage of the output terminal to be? 
What would be the voltage if the output were a logic "1"? 

Problem 2. The following diagram shows a schematic for the pullup circuitry for a particular CMOS 
gate: 

A.   Draw a schematic for the pulldown circuitry for this CMOS gate. 
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B.   Assuming the pulldown circuitry is designed correctly, give an expression for the logic 
function implemented by this gate. 

Problem 3. Consider the following circuit built from nfets and pfets: 

A.   Can this circuit be used as a CMOS gate? If not, explain why. If so, what function does it 
compute? 

B.   If we wanted the output voltage to change more quickly when going from a logic "0" to a 
logic "1", what changes would we make to the fets? 

Problem 4. Consider the 4-input Boolean function Y = (A*B) + (C*D) where "*" is AND and "+" is OR. 

A.   Implement the function with a single 4-input CMOS gate and an inverter. 

Problem 5. Anna Logue, a circuit designer who missed several early 6.004 lectures, is struggling to 
design her first CMOS logic gate. She has implemented the following circuit: 
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Anna has fabricated 100 test chips containing this circuit, and has a simple testing circuit which allows 
her to try out her proposed gate statically for various combinations of the A and B inputs. She has 
burned out 97 of her chips, and needs your help before destroying the remaining three. She is certain she 
is applying only valid input voltages, and expects to find a valid output at terminal C. Anna also keeps 
noticing a very faint smell of smoke. 

A.  What is burning out Anna's test chips? Give a specific scenario, including input values together 
with a description of the failure scenario. For what input combinations will this failure occur? 

B.  Are there input combinations for which Anna can expect a valid output at C? Explain. 

C.  One of Anna's test chips has failed by burning out the pullup connected to A as well as the 
pulldown connected to B. Each of the burned out FETs appears as an open circuit, but the rest of 
the circuit remains functional. Can the resulting circuit be used as a combinational device whose 
two inputs are A and B? Explain its behavior for each combination of valid inputs. 

D.  In order to salvage her remaining three chips, Anna connects the A and B inputs of each and tries 
to use it as a single-input gate. Can the result be used as a single-input combinational device? 
Explain. 

Problem 6. Occasionally you will come across a CMOS circuit where the complementary nature of the n-
channel pull-downs and p-channel pull-ups are not obvious, as in the circuit shown below: 
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A.  Construct a table that gives the on-off status of each transistor in the circuit above for all 
combinations of inputs A and B. 

B.  Compute the output, Y, for each input combination and describe the function of the above circuit. 

Problem 7. In lecture there was a brief overview of the CMOS fabrication process. 

A.  What keeps the source/drain diffusions of a MOSFET from shorting out to the substrate or to 
each other? 

B.  Why does reducing the thickness of the thin oxide layer improve the performance of the mosfets? 

C.  Why is silicon dioxide (SiO2) deposited right before a new wiring layer is added to the surface of 

the wafer? 

D.  How are connections between the wiring layers made? 
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E.  If one wanted to increase IDS for a NFET, how should it's dimensions be changed? 

F.  Suppose there are two mosfets of width W and length L connected in parallel, i.e., all their 
terminal connections are identical. Given that IDS of a mosfet is proportional to W/L, what would 

be the appropriate dimensions for a single mosfet that would have the same IDS as the pair 

connected in parallel? 
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CMOS technology

Problem 1. The following diagram shows a schematic for the pulldown circuitry for a particular CMOS 
gate: 

A.   What is the correct schematic for the pullup circuitry? 

To figure out the complement of a FET circuit, decompose it into SERIES and PARALLEL 
subcircuits. In our example the NFET pulldown circuitry can be decomposed as: 

PARALLEL(SERIES(PARALLEL(A,B),C),D)

The complementary circuit simply converts SERIES circuits into PARALLEL circuits and vice 
versa: 

SERIES(PARALLEL(SERIES(A,B),C),D)

which we can then draw as a schematic using the complementary type of FET (in this example 
PFETs): 

Note that series circuits can be drawn with the components in any order, so there are several 
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equally legitimate pullup schematics. 

B.   Assuming the pullup circuitry is designed correctly, what is the logic function implemented 
this gate? 

Start with the SERIES/PARALLEL decomposition of the pulldown given in the answer to the 
preceeding question: 

PARALLEL(SERIES(PARALLEL(A,B),C),D)

Convert SERIES connections to AND and PARALLEL connections to OR: 

OR(AND(OR(A,B),C),D)

Finally invert the answer to get 

OUTPUT = -(D + C*(A + B))

where "-" is NOT, "*" is AND and "+" is OR. 

C.   Assuming the pullup circuitry is designed correctly, when the output of the CMOS gate above 
is a logic "0", in the steady state what would we expect the voltage of the output terminal to be? 
What would be the voltage if the output were a logic "1"? 

When the output of a CMOS gate is a logic "0", we would expect the voltage to be essentially 
0V. There is a miniscule amount of leakage through the pullup circuitry even though the PFETS 
are off, so the output isn't precisely 0V, but the current through the NFET pulldowns is many of 
order of magnitude larger. 

Similarly, when the output of a CMOS gate is a logic "1", we would expect the voltage to be the 
same as the power supply voltage (VDD). 

Problem 2. The following diagram shows a schematic for the pullup circuitry for a particular CMOS 
gate: 
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A.   Draw a schematic for the pulldown circuitry for this CMOS gate. 

The pullup is configured as SERIES(PARALLEL(A,D),PARALLEL(B,C)) so the pulldown 
should be the complement: PARALLEL(SERIES(A,D),SERIES(B,C)) 

B.   Assuming the pulldown circuitry is designed correctly, give an expression for the logic 
function implemented by this gate. 

Using the pullup circuitry we can develop the following sum-of-products expression for F: 

     _   _   _   _    _ _   _ _   _ _   _ _
F = (A + D)*(B + C) = A*B + A*C + B*D + C*D

Or we can look at the pulldown circuitry and express F as the complement of the function that 
describes when the pulldown is on: 

    _________    
F = A*D + B*C

Using several applications of DeMorgan's theorem this can be expanded to 

     ___   ___     _   _   _   _
F = (A*D)*(B*C) = (A + D)*(B + C)
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which is the expression we derived using the pullup circuitry. 

Problem 3. Consider the following circuit built from nfets and pfets: 

A.   Can this circuit be used as a CMOS gate? If not, explain why. If so, what function does it 
compute? 

Since the pullup and pulldown circuits are complementary, the circuit is a legitimate CMOS gate. 
The function is 

    _________    ___  _    _   _  _   _ _   _ _
F = (A*B) + C = (A*B)*C = (A + B)*C = A*C + B*C

B.   If we wanted the output voltage to change more quickly when going from a logic "0" to a 
logic "1", what changes would we make to the fets? 

To increase the speed of a rising output transition, we need to charge the output node more 
quickly. The most effective change would be to increase the width of the PFET pullups which 
will increase the amount of pullup current they conduct when on. 

Note that increasing the width of the PFETS will also increase the capacitance of the output node 
since the PN junction capacitance of the PFET drain diffusions increases when the width of the 
PFET increases. But the speed gain from increased pullup current more than offsets the 
slowdown from increased capacitance. 

We can also decrease the width of the two NFET pulldowns directly connected to the output 
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node. This will decrease the output capacitance and hence speed up any output transition. 

Problem 4. Consider the 4-input Boolean function Y = (A*B) + (C*D) where "*" is AND and "+" is OR. 

A.   Implement the function with a single 4-input CMOS gate and an inverter. 

Problem 5. Anna Logue, a circuit designer who missed several early 6.004 lectures, is struggling to 
design her first CMOS logic gate. She has implemented the following circuit: 

Anna has fabricated 100 test chips containing this circuit, and has a simple testing circuit which allows 
her to try out her proposed gate statically for various combinations of the A and B inputs. She has 
burned out 97 of her chips, and needs your help before destroying the remaining three. She is certain she 
is applying only valid input voltages, and expects to find a valid output at terminal C. Anna also keeps 
noticing a very faint smell of smoke. 
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A.  What is burning out Anna's test chips? Give a specific scenario, including input values together 
with a description of the failure scenario. For what input combinations will this failure occur? 

The chips are burning out when the pulldown and pullup are both active. This will occur when 
A=0, B=1 or when A=1, B=0. 

B.  Are there input combinations for which Anna can expect a valid output at C? Explain. 

Yes, if A=1 and B=1, then C=0. Or if A=0 and B=0, then C=1 

C.  One of Anna's test chips has failed by burning out the pullup connected to A as well as the 
pulldown connected to B. Each of the burned out FETs appears as an open circuit, but the rest of 
the circuit remains functional. Can the resulting circuit be used as a combinational device whose 
two inputs are A and B? Explain its behavior for each combination of valid inputs. 

No. When A=1 and B=0, the circuit will burn out again, since the pullup and pulldown will be 
active, thus burning out the circuit. Also, the output is not defined when A=0 and B=1, since 
neither the pullup or pulldown are active. 

D.  In order to salvage her remaining three chips, Anna connects the A and B inputs of each and tries 
to use it as a single-input gate. Can the result be used as a single-input combinational device? 
Explain. 

Yes. Since A=B, we are left with the following function (an inverter): 

Problem 6. Occasionally you will come across a CMOS circuit where the complementary nature of the n-
channel pull-downs and p-channel pull-ups are not obvious, as in the circuit shown below: 
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A.  Construct a table that gives the on-off status of each transistor in the circuit above for all 
combinations of inputs A and B. 

B.  Compute the output, Y, for each input combination and describe the function of the above circuit. 

The output Y is connected to four pairs of transistors in series, so each of these pairs can affect 
the output. 

when A=0 and B=0, transistors T4 and T5 are on, so Y=0 

when A=0 and B=1, transistors T6 and T7 are on, so Y=1 

when A=1 and B=0, transistors T2 and T3 are on, so Y=1 
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when A=1 and B=1, transistors T8 and T9 are on, so Y=0 

Putting this together, we conclude that Y = XOR(A,B). 

Problem 7. In lecture there was a brief overview of the CMOS fabrication process. 

A.  What keeps the source/drain diffusions of a MOSFET from shorting out to the substrate or to 
each other? 

The source/drain diffusions are embedded in a substrate lightly doped to be of the opposite type. 
For example, NFETs have N-type source/drain diffusions embedded in a P-type substrate. A PN 
junction forms "automatically" where the source/drain diffusions and substrate come into contact. 
The designer of the circuit connects the substrate to the appropriate power supply rail (eg, GND 
or VDD) so as to guarantee that the PN junction is reverse-biased at all times. "Reverse-biased" 
means that VP-VN <= 0V. When the PN junction is reverse-biased, no current will flow across 

the boundary. 

In the case of an NFET, the P-type substrate is tied to GND (VP = 0), so even though the 

diffusion voltage VN may anywhere between OV and VDD, VP-VN <= 0V. 

B.  Why does reducing the thickness of the thin oxide layer improve the performance of the mosfets? 

An inversion layer (aka, the "channel") is formed in a FET when the gate voltage exceeds the 
threshold voltage of the device. The inverted channel conducts current between the source and 
drain diffusion. The depth of the channel and the strength of the inversion are proportional to the 
electric field generated by charges on the gate terminal -- the electric field is stronger if the gate 
terminal is brought closer to the channel by making the thin oxide thinner. 

C.  Why is silicon dioxide (SiO2) deposited right before a new wiring layer is added to the surface of 

the wafer? 

Silicon dioxide is an insulator, so by depositing it on the wafer we ensure that the new wiring 
layer is electrically isolated from the circuitry underneath. 

D.  How are connections between the wiring layers made? 

Connections are made by etching holes in the insulating silicon dioxide layer before depositing 
and patterning a wiring layer. The wire material fills the holes making connections to the 
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underlying circuitry. In most modern processes, the holes are actually filled with tungsten, while 
the interconnect is formed from aluminum or copper. 

E.  If one wanted to increase IDS for a NFET, how should it's dimensions be changed? 

IDS for a NFET is portional to W/L where W is its width and L its length. So to increase IDS one 

should increase the NFET's width or decrease its length. Except in unusual circumstances, FETs 
are usually constructed using the minimum channel length allowed by the process, so decreasing 
the channel length is not an option. 

F.  Suppose there are two mosfets of width W and length L connected in parallel, i.e., all their 
terminal connections are identical. Given that IDS of a mosfet is proportional to W/L, what would 

be the appropriate dimensions for a single mosfet that would have the same IDS as the pair 

connected in parallel? 

To first order, doubling the width of a mosfet will double its IDS, so a single mosfet of of width 

2W and length L would have the same IDS as the pair connected in parallel. 
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Gates and Boolean logic

Problem 1. Consider the following circuit that implements the 2-input function H(A,B): 

A.   Fill in the following truth table for H: 

A B H

0 0  

0 1  

1 0  

1 1  

B.   Give a sum-of-products expression that corresponds to the truth table above. 

C.   Using the following table of timing specifications for each component, what are tCD, tPD and 

tR for the circuit shown above? 

gate tCD tPD tR tF

I 3ps 15ps 8ps 5ps
ND2 5ps 30ps 11ps 7ps
AN2 12ps 50ps 13ps 9ps
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NR2 5ps 30ps 7ps 11ps
OR2 12ps 50ps 9ps 13ps

Problem 2. Gates and Boolean equations 

A.  Show the Boolean equation for the function F described by the following circuit: 

 

B.   Consider the circuit shown below. Each of the control inputs, C0 through C3, must be tied to 
a constant, either 0 or 1. 

 

What are the values of C0 through C3 that would cause F to be the exclusive OR of A and B? 

A

A

F (A, B, C, D)

A

B

C

C

B

D

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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C3

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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C.   Can any arbitrary Boolean function of A and B be realized through appropriate wiring of the 
control signals C0 through C3? 

D.  Give a sum-of-products expression for each of the following circuits: 

 

E.  Give a canonical sum-of-products expression for the Boolean function described by each truth 
table below 

A

B

C

A

B
C

f

A
B

D

B

C

C

A

A

F (A, B, C, D)

A

B

D

C

Z

W

Q

X

A

B

C

(c)

(e)

(d)

(a) (b)

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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F.  We've seen that there are a total of sixteen 2-input Boolean functions. How many 5-input 
Boolean functions are there? 

Problem 3. A priority encoder has inputs that are assigned some predetermined order. The output is the 
binary encoding of the first "1" valued input from the ordered list, and it is zero otherwise. 

A.   Give the truth table for a 3-input priority encoder. 

B.   Give a sum of products realization of this priority encoder. 

Problem 4. Suppose we are building circuits using only the following three components: 

●     inverter: tcd = 0.5ns, tpd = 1.0ns, tr = tf = 0.7ns
●     2-input NAND: tcd = 0.5ns, tpd = 2.0ns, tr = tf = 1.2ns
●     2-input NOR: tcd = 0.5ns, tpd = 2.0ns, tr = tf = 1.2ns

Consider the following circuit constructed from an inverter and four 2-input NOR gates: 
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A.   What is tPD for this circuit? 

B.   What is tCD for this circuit? 

C.   What is the output rise time for this circuit? 

D.   What is tPD of the fastest equivalent circuit (i.e., one that implements the same function) built 

using only the three components listed above? 

Problem 5. Suppose that each component in the circuit below has a propagation delay (tpd) of 10ns, a 
contamination delay (tcd) of 1ns, and negligable rise and fall times. Suppose initially that all four inputs 
are 1 for a long time and then the input D changes to 0. 

 

A

B

D

C Z

W

Y
Q

X

A.  Draw a waveform plot showing how X, Y, Z, W and Q change with time after the input transition 
on D. First assume that the gates are not lenient. How will the waveforms change if the gates are 
lenient? 

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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Problem 6. The Mysterious Circuit X 

A.  Determine the function of the Circuit X, below, by writing out and examining its truth table. Give 
a minimal sum-of-products Boolean expression for each output. 

 

B.  For Circuit X assume that AND gates have a propagation of 2 nS and a contamination delay of 
1nS, while XOR gates have a propagation delay of 3 nS and contamination delay of 2 nS. 

Compute the aggregate contamination and propagation delays for Circuit X. What is the 
maximum frequency that the inputs of Circuit X be changed while insuring that all outputs are 
stable for 5 nS? 

C.  Suppose the gates below are added to Circuit X. How are the answers to part b) affected? 

 

Problem 7. The Xilinx 4000 series field-programmable gate array (FPGA) can be programmed to 
emulate a circuit made up of many thousands of gates; for example, the XC4025E can emulate circuits 
with up to 25,000 gates. The heart of the FPGA architecture is a configurable logic block (CLB) which 
has a combinational logic subsection with the following circuit diagram: 
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There are two 4-input function generators and one 3-input function generator, each capable of 
implementing an arbitrary Boolean function of its inputs. 

The function generators are actually small 16-by-1 and 8-by-1 memories that are used as lookup tables; 
when the Xilinx device is "programmed" these memories are filled with the appropriate values so that 
each generator produces the desired outputs. The multiplexer select signals (labeled "Mx" in the 
diagram) are also set by the programming process to configure the CLB. After programming, these Mx 
signals remain constant during CLB operation. 

The following is a list of the possible configurations. For each configuration indicate how each the 
control signals should be programmed, which of the input lines (C1-C4, F1-F4, and G1-G4) are used, 
and what output lines (X, Y, or Z) the result(s) appear on. 

A.  An arbitrary function F of up to four input variables, plus another arbitrary function G of up to 
four unrelated input variables, plus a third arbitrary function H of up to three unrelated input 
variables. 

B.  An arbitrary single function of five variables. 

C.  An arbitrary function of four variables together with some functions of six variables. Characterize 
the functions of six variables that can be implemented. 

D.  Some functions of up to nine variables. Characterize the functions of up to nine variables that can 
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be implemented. 

E.  [Optional challenge] Can every function of six inputs be implemented? If so, explain how. If not, 
give a 6-input function and explain why it can't be implemented in the CLB. 
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Gates and Boolean logic

Problem 1. Consider the following circuit that implements the 2-input function H(A,B): 

A.   Fill in the following truth table for H: 

A B H

0 0  

0 1  

1 0  

1 1  

A B H

0 0 1

0 1 1

1 0 0

1 1 1

B.   Give a sum-of-products expression that corresponds to the truth table above. 

The equation has one product term for each line of the truth table where H(A,B) = 1. Each product term 
contains two literals, one for each of the two inputs. 

    _ _         _
H = A*B + A*B + A*B
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C.   Using the following table of timing specifications for each component, what are tCD, tPD and tR for the 

circuit shown above? 

gate tCD tPD tR tF

I 3ps 15ps 8ps 5ps
ND2 5ps 30ps 11ps 7ps
AN2 12ps 50ps 13ps 9ps
NR2 5ps 30ps 7ps 11ps
OR2 12ps 50ps 9ps 13ps

tCD = cd(NR2) + cd(NR2) + cd(ND2) = 15ps 

= minimum considering all paths from inputs to output

tPD = pd(AN2) + pd(NR2) + pd(ND2) = 110ps 

= maximum considering all paths from inputs to output

tr = r(ND2) = 11ps 

= rise time of gate that drives output

Problem 2. Gates and Boolean equations 

A.  Show the Boolean equation for the function F described by the following circuit: 

 

             _       _       _
F(A,B,C,D) = A*B + A*C*D + A*B*C

 

A

A

F (A, B, C, D)

A

B

C

C

B

D

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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B.   Consider the circuit shown below. Each of the control inputs, C0 through C3, must be tied to a constant, 
either 0 or 1. 

What are the values of C0 through C3 that would cause F to be the exclusive OR of A and B? 

We want F to be 1 when A=1 and B=0, or when A=0 and B=1. So C0 = 0, C1 = 1, C2 = 1, C3 = 0. 

C.   Can any arbitrary Boolean function of A and B be realized through appropriate wiring of the control signals 
C0 through C3? 

Yes. This circuit implements a 4-input MUX with its two select lines connected to A and B. By choosing the 
appropriate values for C0 through C3 we can implement any of the 16 possible Boolean functions of A and B. 

D.  Give a sum-of-products expression for each of the following circuits: 

A
B

C0

A

F

B

C1

A
B

C2

A
B

C3

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.  
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      _     _
(A) = A*B + B + C
      _     _
(B) = A*C + B*C
      _       _
(C) = A*C + B*C
      _       _       _
(D) = A*B + A*C*D + A*B*C
      _ _           _
(E) = A*D + B*C + B*D

E.  Give a canonical sum-of-products expression for the Boolean function described by each truth table below 

A

B

C

A

B
C

f

A
B

D

B

C

C

A

A

F (A, B, C, D)

A

B

D

C

Z

W

Q

X

A

B

C

(c)

(e)

(d)

(a) (b)

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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We can construct a sum-of-products expression from a truth table by writing down a product term for each line 
of the table where the output is 1. Each product term contains all the input variables: directly (ie, "A") if that 
variable is 1 for this line of the truth table, or negated (ie, "not A") if that variable is 0 for this line of the truth 
table. We then OR the product terms together to get the final expression: 

           _ _ _     _ _     _
F(A,B,C) = A*B*C + A*B*C + A*B*C + A*B*C
           _         _         _
G(A,B,C) = A*B*C + A*B*C + A*B*C + A*B*C

F.  We've seen that there are a total of sixteen 2-input Boolean functions. How many 5-input Boolean functions are 
there? 

There are 225 = 232 5-input boolean functions. To see why, recall that the truth table for a 5-input function will 
have 32 rows, one for each possible combination of the 5 inputs. The output column for each row can be filled 
in with one of two choices ("0" or "1"), for a total of 232 possible ways of filling in the output column for all 32 
rows. 

Problem 3. A priority encoder has inputs that are assigned some predetermined order. The output is the binary 
encoding of the first "1" valued input from the ordered list, and it is zero otherwise. 

A.   Give the truth table for a 3-input priority encoder. 

Assume the inputs are A, B, C with A having priority 3, B priority 2 and C priority 1: 

A  B  C | P1 P0
========|=========
0  0  0 |  0  0
0  0  1 |  0  1
0  1  0 |  1  0
0  1  1 |  1  0
1  0  0 |  1  1
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1  0  1 |  1  1
1  1  0 |  1  1
1  1  1 |  1  1

B.   Give a sum of products realization of this priority encoder. 

     _   _   _         _ _     _         _
P1 = A*B*C + A*B*C + A*B*C + A*B*C + A*B*C + A*B*C = A + B
     _ _       _ _     _         _               _
P0 = A*B*C + A*B*C + A*B*C + A*B*C + A*B*C = A + B*C

Problem 4. Suppose we are building circuits using only the following three components: 

●     inverter: tcd = 0.5ns, tpd = 1.0ns, tr = tf = 0.7ns
●     2-input NAND: tcd = 0.5ns, tpd = 2.0ns, tr = tf = 1.2ns
●     2-input NOR: tcd = 0.5ns, tpd = 2.0ns, tr = tf = 1.2ns

Consider the following circuit constructed from an inverter and four 2-input NOR gates: 

 

A.   What is tPD for this circuit? 

tPD for the circuit is the maximum cumulative propagation delay considering all paths from any input to any 

output. In this circuit, the longest path involves three 2-input NAND gates with a cummulative tPD = 6ns. 

B.   What is tCD for this circuit? 

tCD for the circuit is the minimum cumulative contamination delay considering all paths from any input to any 

output. In this circuit, the shortest path involves two 2-input NAND gates with a cumulative tCD = 1ns. 

C.   What is the output rise time for this circuit? 

The output rise time is determined by tr of the gate connected to OUT. In this case, it's a 2-input NAND with tr 
= 1.2ns. 
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D.   What is tPD of the fastest equivalent circuit (i.e., one that implements the same function) built using only the 

three components listed above? 

The most straightforward way to determine the functionality of a circuit is to build a truth table: 

A  B  | OUT
======|=====
0  0  |  1
0  1  |  0
1  0  |  1
1  1  |  0

from which we can see that OUT = not B. We can implement this with a single inverter that has a tPD = 1ns. 

Problem 5. Suppose that each component in the circuit below has a propagation delay (tpd) of 10ns, a contamination 
delay (tcd) of 1ns, and negligable rise and fall times. Suppose initially that all four inputs are 1 for a long time and 
then the input D changes to 0. 

 

 

A

B

D

C Z

W

Y
Q

X

A.  Draw a waveform plot showing how X, Y, Z, W and Q change with time after the input transition on D. First 
assume that the gates are not lenient. How will the waveforms change if the gates are lenient? 

Waveforms with non-lenient gates: 

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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Waveforms with lenient gates: 

 
where we see that X doesn't change since the value of A is sufficient to determine the value of X. 

Problem 6. The Mysterious Circuit X 

A.  Determine the function of the Circuit X, below, by writing out and examining its truth table. Give a minimal 
sum-of-products Boolean expression for each output. 
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B.  For Circuit X assume that AND gates have a propagation of 2 nS and a contamination delay of 1nS, while 
XOR gates have a propagation delay of 3 nS and contamination delay of 2 nS. 

Compute the aggregate contamination and propagation delays for Circuit X. What is the maximum frequency 
that the inputs of Circuit X be changed while insuring that all outputs are stable for 5 nS? 

The contamination delay of the circuit is obtained from the shortest path form an input to an output. In circuit 
X this path start at A1 (or B1) and ends at P1, encountering only one AND gates. Thus tCD = 1ns. 

The propagation delay of the circuit is obatined from the longest path from an input to an output. In circuit X 
this path starts at any of the inputs and ends at P4, encoutering two AND gates and one XOR gate. Thus tPD = 

2ns + 2ns + 3ns = 7ns. 

The answer to the next part is best understood by drawing a timing diagram: 
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Thus if the inputs transition no faster than every 11ns (~90 MHz), the outputs will be stable for at least 5ns. 

C.  Suppose the gates below are added to Circuit X. How are the answers to part b) affected? 

 

The shortest path from input to output now passes through three AND gates for outputs P1 and P8 and one 
AND gate and an XOR gate for outputs P2 and P4. Thus 

tCD = min(1ns + 1ns + 1ns, 1ns + 2ns) = 3ns. 

The path that creats the largest propagation delay in the circuit is still the path from any input to P4, so tPD is 

still 7ns. 

With this new circuit the inputs can transition every 9ns and still guarantee that the outputs will be stable for 
5ns. 

 

Problem 7. The Xilinx 4000 series field-programmable gate array (FPGA) can be programmed to emulate a circuit 
made up of many thousands of gates; for example, the XC4025E can emulate circuits with up to 25,000 gates. The 
heart of the FPGA architecture is a configurable logic block (CLB) which has a combinational logic subsection with 
the following circuit diagram: 
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There are two 4-input function generators and one 3-input function generator, each capable of implementing an 
arbitrary Boolean function of its inputs. 

The function generators are actually small 16-by-1 and 8-by-1 memories that are used as lookup tables; when the 
Xilinx device is "programmed" these memories are filled with the appropriate values so that each generator produces 
the desired outputs. The multiplexer select signals (labeled "Mx" in the diagram) are also set by the programming 
process to configure the CLB. After programming, these Mx signals remain constant during CLB operation. 

The following is a list of the possible configurations. For each configuration indicate how each the control signals 
should be programmed, which of the input lines (C1-C4, F1-F4, and G1-G4) are used, and what output lines (X, Y, or 
Z) the result(s) appear on. 

A.  An arbitrary function F of up to four input variables, plus another arbitrary function G of up to four unrelated 
input variables, plus a third arbitrary function H of up to three unrelated input variables. 

Let X = F(F1, F2, F3, F4), Z = G(G1, G2, G3, G4), Y = H(C1, C2, C3). The necessary control signals are: 

MA = 1 
MB = 1 
MC = 0 (select C1) 
MD = 1 (select C2) 
ME = 2 (select C3) 

B.  An arbitrary single function of five variables. 

Let Y = F(A1, A2, A3, A4, A5). This can be implemented using both 4-input logic functions, and selecting 
between the two outputs with the 3-input logic function. 
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Z=f(A1, A2, A3, A4, 0),  
X=f(A1, A2, A3, A4, 1),  
Y= Z if A5=0, else Y=X 

So Z is calculating F for the case when A5 = 0, X is calculating F for the case when A5 = 1, and Y is selecting 
between X and Z with a multiplexer function. A1-A4 represents F1-F4 and G1-G4 (they're connected to the 
same 4 inputs) and A5 represents C1. The necessary control signals are: 

MA = 0 
MB = 0 
MC = X (value doesn't matter) 
MD = X (value doesn't matter) 
ME = 0 (select C1) 

C.  An arbitrary function of four variables together with some functions of six variables. Characterize the functions 
of six variables that can be implemented. 

Let Z = G(G1, G2, G3, G4) - any function of 4 variables. 

X = F(F1, F2, F3, F4) 
Y = H(C1, C2, X) = H(C1, C2, F(F1, F2, F3, F4)) 

The functions of six variables which can be implemented (along with the 4-variable function) are all those 
functions that can be re-written as a function of 3 variables. The inputs to this function of three variables must 
be 2 of the original variables and some function of the remaining four variables. The necessary control signals 
are: 

MA = 0 
MB = 1 
MC = X (value doesn't matter) 
MD = 0 (select C1) 
ME = 1 (select C2) 

D.  Some functions of up to nine variables. Characterize the functions of up to nine variables that can be 
implemented. 

Let 

X = F(F1, F2, F3, F4) 
Z = G(G1, G2, G3, G4) 
Y = H(C1, X, Z) = H(C1, F(F1, F2, F3, F4), G(G1, G2, G3, G4)) 

The functions of nine variables that can be implemented are all those functions that can be re-written as a 
function of 3 variables. The inputs to this three-variable function will be one of the original variables, plus two 
separate functions of 4 variables (these two 4-variable functions will have the remaining 8 original variables as 
inputs). 
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MA = 0 
MB = 0 
MC = X (value doesn't matter) 
MD = X (value doesn't matter) 
ME = 0 (select C1) 

E.  [Optional challenge] Can every function of six inputs be implemented? If so, explain how. If not, give a 6-input 
function and explain why it can't be implemented in the CLB. 

The functions of 6 variables which we can implement must be of the form 

Y = y(C1, C2, f(F1,F2,F3,F4)) 

or of the form 

Y = y(C1, f(F1, F2, F3, F4), g(G1, G2, G3, G4)) 

(this second function will have some overlap between C1, F1-4, and G1-4; some variables will be connected to 
multiple inputs) Essentially, the functions we are able to implement are only those for which we can factor a set 
of 4 variables out of the equation. For example, the following function cannot be implemented by the CLB: 

Y = A1A2A3A4A5 + A1A2A3A4A6 + A1A2A3A5A6 + A1A2A4A5A6  
+ A1A3A4A5A6 +A2A3A4A5A6 

This function cannot be broken down into either of the forms mentioned above. 
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Models of computation

Problem 1. In lecture, we saw an enumeration of FSMs having the property that every FSM that can be 
built is equivalent to some FSM in that enumeration. 

A.  We didn't deal with FSMs having different numbers of inputs and outputs. Where will we find a 
5-input, 3-output FSM in our enumeration? 

B.  Can we also enumerate finite combinational logic functions? If so, describe such an enumeration; 
if not, explain your reasoning. 

C.  Why do 6-3s think they own this enumeration trick? Can we come up with a scheme for 
enumerating functions of continuous variables, e.g. an enumeration that will include things like 
sin(x), op amps, etc? 

Problem 2. We saw that certain functions, such as parentheses checking, cannot be performed by any 
finite state machine. Which of the following can be performed by an FSM? Assume, in each case, that 
the device is to take a series of 0s and 1s that represent the digits of a binary number entered left-to-
right. The device is to have a single output, which is 1 only under the specified conditions: 

A.   When the last 277 digits entered have been alternate 1s and 0s. 

B.   When more 0s than 1s have been entered. 

C.   When the number entered thus far is divisible by 3. 

D.   When an odd number of 1s and and even number of 0s have been entered. 

E.   When the number entered corresponds to a year in which the Red Sox win the world series. 

Problem 3. Recall that we refer to a Turing machine's tape configuration as bounded if all 1s recorded on 
the tape are within some finite distance from the initial head position. We saw in lecture that every 
bounded tape configuration can be viewed as an encoding of a binary number, and that a TM can be said 
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to compute the integer function f if, for every n, starting that TM with a tape encoding n will result in its 
halting with the tape encoding f(n). 

A.  Given TMs that compute f(x) and g(x), respectively, describe how to construct a TM that 
computes f(g(x)). 

Problem 4. 

A.   Ben Bitdiddle's proposed Ph.D. thesis involves writing a program to compute a function f(x) 
on a Cray supercomputer. Ben's advisor points out that f cannot be computed on any Turing 
machine. Should Ben care? Why? 

B.   Discouraged by your answer to the last question, Ben has turned his attention to an alternative 
thesis topic. He now proposes to invent the universal FSM, which will be to FSMs what a 
universal Turing machine is to Turing machines. Ben's idea is to build an FSM that can fed a 
sequence of inputs describing any other FSM and the inputs to that FSM. The universal FSM 
would then emulate the behavior of the described FSM on the specified inputs. Is Ben's idea 
workable? Why or why not? 

Problem 5. We saw in lecture that the function Halts(k, j) which determines whether TM k halts with the 
argument j is uncomputable. For each of the following functions, describe whether that function is 
computable or not and explain your reasoning. 

A.   HaltsBefore(k, j, s) = 1 if TM k halts with argument j within s steps, else 0. 

B.   HZero(k) which determines whether TM k halts with the argument zero. Hence HZero(k) 
returns 1 iff TM k (0) halts, else 0. [HINT: this is tricky]. 

C.   H12345(x) which determines whether TM 12345 halts with the argument 12345. 

D.   Dow(y) = the final value of the Dow Jones average on the last trading day of the year 2000+y, 
for y < 100 (and zero for y >= 100). 

Problem 6. In the following problems consider a Turing machines with the following specifications. 
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Each Turing machine has n states labeled {S1, S2, ..., Sn}, the Turing machine begins in state S1 and 
halts by transitioning to the special state S0, each cell of the Turing machine's tape can contain either a 
"1" or a "0", and each move of the Turing machine based solely on its current state and the value of the 
tape cell under the tape head. A move consists of first modifying the contents of the current tape cell 
under the head of the Turing machine, moving the tape either left, L, or right, R, followed by a transition 
to the next state. 

The following truth table defines the behavior of a Turing machine. Note that in this FSM the outputs 
are a function of both the current state and the tape value. 

 

A.  How large a ROM is required to implement an n-state Turing machine that adheres to the given 
specification (give the number of words and the bits-per-word)? 

B.  Given an infinite tape (in both directions), with "0"s in every cell. What will the Turing machine 
described by the truth table above leave on the tape when it halts? Show the status of the tape in 
the region around the head after each move. 

C.  Design a 2-state Turing Machine that writes as many "1"s as possible onto an all zero (in both 
directions) tape and then halts. Hint: you can write four "1"s. 

D.  Suppose that we choose to ignore the value of the cell under the read head, thus turning our 
Turing machine into a finite-state machine. In this case, how many "1"s can we write if the FSM 
has n states? 

Problem 7. "Extra Credit" -- hard problem. 

Given the uncomputability of the halting problem for arbitrary TMs, lets consider the halting problem 
for FSMs. 

Assume that Fi(x) is the ith FSM in our FSM enumeration, where the first input is given the successive 
binary digits of x from low-to-high order and zeros thereafter. Thus x represents an input sequence 
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containing a bounded number of 1s. All other inputs to the FSM are tied to 0. 

We interpret the first output of the FSM as the "Halt" signal -- if it ever becomes 1, the computation 
stops and Fi(x) is said to halt. 

A.  Consider the function FSMHalts(x, y) which returns 1 if Fx(y) halts, else 0. Is FSMHalts a 
computable function? 
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Models of computation

Problem 1. In lecture, we saw an enumeration of FSMs having the property that every FSM that can be 
built is equivalent to some FSM in that enumeration. 

A.  We didn't deal with FSMs having different numbers of inputs and outputs. Where will we find a 
5-input, 3-output FSM in our enumeration? 

We find a 5-input, 5-output FSM and don't use the extra outputs. 

B.  Can we also enumerate finite combinational logic functions? If so, describe such an enumeration; 
if not, explain your reasoning. 

Yes. One approach is to enumerate ROMs, in much the same way as we did for the logic in our 
FSMs. For single-output functions, we can enumerate 1-input truth tables, 2-input truth tables, 
etc. This can clearly be extended to multiple outputs, as was done in lecture. 

An alternative approach is to enumerate (say) all possible acyclic circuits using 2-input NAND 
gates. 

C.  Why do 6-3s think they own this enumeration trick? Can we come up with a scheme for 
enumerating functions of continuous variables, e.g. an enumeration that will include things like 
sin(x), op amps, etc? 

No. The thing that makes enumeration work is the finite number of combination functions there 
are for each number of inputs. There are only 16 2-input combinational functions; but there are 
infinitely many continuous 2-input functions. This makes enumeration impossible. 

Problem 2. We saw that certain functions, such as parentheses checking, cannot be performed by any 
finite state machine. Which of the following can be performed by an FSM? Assume, in each case, that 
the device is to take a series of 0s and 1s that represent the digits of a binary number entered left-to-
right. The device is to have a single output, which is 1 only under the specified conditions: 

A.   When the last 277 digits entered have been alternate 1s and 0s. 

Yes. Its a bit tedious for 277 digits, but you should be able to sketch one for 3 or 4 digits. 
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B.   When more 0s than 1s have been entered. 

No. Requires unbounded counting. 

C.   When the number entered thus far is divisible by 3. 

Yes, can be done by a 3-state machine. 

D.   When an odd number of 1s and and even number of 0s have been entered. 

Yes, simple exercise. 

E.   When the number entered corresponds to a year in which the Red Sox win the world series. 

(Easy answer: always 0!). Assuming there are a bounded number of such years (otherwise, dream 
on...) its easy to design such an FSM from a list of the years. 

Problem 3. Recall that we refer to a Turing machine's tape configuration as bounded if all 1s recorded on 
the tape are within some finite distance from the initial head position. We saw in lecture that every 
bounded tape configuration can be viewed as an encoding of a binary number, and that a TM can be said 
to compute the integer function f if, for every n, starting that TM with a tape encoding n will result in its 
halting with the tape encoding f(n). 

A.  Given TMs that compute f(x) and g(x), respectively, describe how to construct a TM that 
computes f(g(x)). 

Since TMs differ only in their FSMs, we need show only how to construct the FSM for the new 
TM. To do so, we make a new state transition diagram which incorporates the STDs of both 
machines. However, we replace the Halt state of the machine that computes g(x) with the initial 
state of the one computing f(x). The initial state of the new machine is the initial state of the g(x) 
machine, while its Halt state is the Halt state of the machine computing f(x). 

The resulting machine will perform the computation g(x) on its input, leaving the result (say, y) 
as its tape configuration, and then go on to perform f(y) which is left as the final tape 
configuration. Thus it computes f(g(x)). 
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Problem 4. 

A.   Ben Bitdiddle's proposed Ph.D. thesis involves writing a program to compute a function f(x) 
on a Cray supercomputer. Ben's advisor points out that f cannot be computed on any Turing 
machine. Should Ben care? Why? 

If the function can't be computed on any Turing machine, then it can't be computed on any 
physically realizable machine that we know of. So Ben is out of luck... a Cray supercomputer 
isn't "super" in that sense. 

B.   Discouraged by your answer to the last question, Ben has turned his attention to an alternative 
thesis topic. He now proposes to invent the universal FSM, which will be to FSMs what a 
universal Turing machine is to Turing machines. Ben's idea is to build an FSM that can fed a 
sequence of inputs describing any other FSM and the inputs to that FSM. The universal FSM 
would then emulate the behavior of the described FSM on the specified inputs. Is Ben's idea 
workable? Why or why not? 

Unfortunately, the Universal FSM will have some fixed number (N) of states built into its design. 
So it won't have enough states to emulate machines with more than N states. Ben's idea isn't 
workable. 

Problem 5. We saw in lecture that the function Halts(k, j) which determines whether TM k halts with the 
argument j is uncomputable. For each of the following functions, describe whether that function is 
computable or not and explain your reasoning. 

A.   HaltsBefore(k, j, s) = 1 if TM k halts with argument j within s steps, else 0. 

Computable, simply by simulating TMk[j] for s steps, much as a universal TM does. 

B.   HZero(k) which determines whether TM k halts with the argument zero. Hence HZero(k) 
returns 1 iff TM k (0) halts, else 0. [HINT: this is tricky]. 

Uncomputable. Let g(x, y) = i where i is the index of a TM which writes y on its tape and then 
executes the function of TM x on the result. Hence, starting with a blank (zero) input tape, TMi 
will compute the same result as TMx operating on input tape y. g(x, y) is clearly computable. 

If HZero is computable, then Halts(k, j) = HZero(g(k, j)). Since we know Halts is uncomputable, 
HZero must be as well. 
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C.   H12345(x) which determines whether TM 12345 halts with the argument 12345. 

H12345(x) is a function that always returns true or always returns false, independently of its 
argument. In either case, the function is computable -- even if we can't determine which of these 
two choices is the correct definition. 

D.   Dow(y) = the final value of the Dow Jones average on the last trading day of the year 2000+y, 
for y < 100 (and zero for y >= 100). 

This function can be implemented as a simple table lookup given a 100-entry table. It is clearly 
computable, although we don't won't know what the values in the table are for another 100 years. 

Problem 6. In the following problems consider a Turing machines with the following specifications. 
Each Turing machine has n states labeled {S1, S2, ..., Sn}, the Turing machine begins in state S1 and 
halts by transitioning to the special state S0, each cell of the Turing machine's tape can contain either a 
"1" or a "0", and each move of the Turing machine based solely on its current state and the value of the 
tape cell under the tape head. A move consists of first modifying the contents of the current tape cell 
under the head of the Turing machine, moving the tape either left, L, or right, R, followed by a transition 
to the next state. 

The following truth table defines the behavior of a Turing machine. Note that in this FSM the outputs 
are a function of both the current state and the tape value. 

 

A.  How large a ROM is required to implement an n-state Turing machine that adheres to the given 
specification (give the number of words and the bits-per-word)? 

There are n+1 states (including S0), which will take ceil{log2(n+1)} bits to encode. Adding the 
"Tape Value" input, there are ceil{log2(n+1)} + 1 inputs total, thus 2ceil{log2(n+1)}+1 = 2(n+1) 
rows in the ROM. 
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Each row encodes a bit for "Write Tape", a bit for "Move", and ceil{log2(n+1)} bits (counting 
S0) for the "Next State" for a total of ceil{log2(n+1)}+2 bits per row. Thus, the size of the ROM 
is 2(n+1) x (ceil{log2(n+1)}+2) bits. 

B.  Given an infinite tape (in both directions), with "0"s in every cell. What will the Turing machine 
described by the truth table above leave on the tape when it halts? Show the status of the tape in 
the region around the head after each move. 

The highlighted square represents the current position of the head. 

 

C.  Design a 2-state Turing Machine that writes as many "1"s as possible onto an all zero (in both 
directions) tape and then halts. Hint: you can write four "1"s. 

The following 2-state FSM can write 4 ones: 
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D.  Suppose that we choose to ignore the value of the cell under the read head, thus turning our 
Turing machine into a finite-state machine. In this case, how many "1"s can we write if the FSM 
has n states? 

If we don't really care which direction we're writing in, and we want to write the largest (but 
finite) number of ones, an n state FSM can succeed only in writing n ones. The states essentially 
amount to a counter. 

An n state FSM can write an infinite number of ones (even if n=1), provided it wasn't required to 
halt. 

Problem 7. "Extra Credit" -- hard problem. 

Given the uncomputability of the halting problem for arbitrary TMs, lets consider the halting problem 
for FSMs. 

Assume that Fi(x) is the ith FSM in our FSM enumeration, where the first input is given the successive 
binary digits of x from low-to-high order and zeros thereafter. Thus x represents an input sequence 
containing a bounded number of 1s. All other inputs to the FSM are tied to 0. 

We interpret the first output of the FSM as the "Halt" signal -- if it ever becomes 1, the computation 
stops and Fi(x) is said to halt. 

A.  Consider the function FSMHalts(x, y) which returns 1 if Fx(y) halts, else 0. Is FSMHalts a 
computable function? 

Yes. We can simulate FSM x operating on input y. We have to detect loops somehow, to avoid 
having FSMHalts loop forever given a looping FSM. We can do this by keeping a record (as a 
list, requiring unbounded memory for arbitrary x) of every state in its history along with the 
remaining input at that point in its computation, and checking at every step whether we've ever 
been here before. 
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Programmable machines

Problem 1. Consider the following circuit: 

 

The heavy lines represent busses, which are many signals grouped together, e.g., an eight-bit bus is eight 
separate signal wires that are treated as a group. When a bus connects to one or more components, it's just 
shorthand for drawing the individual signal wires between those components. 

A.  The components with triangular schematic symbols are tristate drivers that operate like buffers 
except that they have an additional control input called an enable. When the enable is high, the 
buffer is on and the input value is driven onto the output. When the enable is low, the buffer is off 
and doesn't drive anything onto its output (i.e., the output pin is in a high-impedance state). What 
rules should the designer follow when designing the logic that generates DRA, DRB and DRALU 
in order to ensure that the DBUS signals always have legitimate values? 

B.   Draw a schematic showing how a tristate driver might be implemented using mosfets. Hint: 
The following schematic shows one way of implementing a tristate driver. 
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You just have to fill in the logic inside each of the clouds-think about for what values of DATA, 
ENABLE you want the pullup to be on and replace the upper cloud with one or more logic gates 
that implement that equation. Ditto for the pulldown and lower cloud. 

C.   The register-like symbols labeled "Reg A" and "Reg B" also have an additional enable input 
and are called load-enabled registers. When the enable is high, the register will be loaded from the 
incoming data. When the enable is low, the register reloads itself with its previous value. Show 
how to implement a load-enabled register from a regular D-register and a 2-way multiplexer. 

D.  It's considered bad practice to control the loading of a register by "gating" its clock, i.e., by adding 
some logic that controls whether or not the register sees a rising clock edge. Briefly explain why 
"gating the clock" is discouraged. Hint: consider the effects of clock skew and logic hazards. 

E.  The arithmetic-logic unit (ALU) has two data inputs (A and B) and, in this circuit, can perform 
only two operations, based on the single control signal FN: 

when FN = 0, the ALU output is A-B 
when FN = 1, the ALU output is B-A 

The ALU also generates two condition codes which give us some additional information about the 
ALU output: 

Z = 1 when the ALU output is the number "0" 
N = 1 when the ALU output is a negative number 

Assuming that we have 8-bit data values and use a two's complement representation for the data 
values processed by the ALU, draw gate-level schematics for the logic that generates the Z and N 
signals from the ALU output value. 

F.   Your job is to build a controller that will cause the circuit above to execute the following 
algorithm which computes the greatest common divisor of two inputs: 

        while (a != b)
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                if (a > b) a = a - b;
                else b = b - a;

The controller will be a state machine that takes 2 bits of input (Z and N) and produces control 
signals for the data paths (DRA, DRB, DRALU, LDA, LDB, FN). 

Draw a state diagram for the controller. Outputs from your FSM should depend only on the current 
state. Indicate which are the initial and final states of your FSM on the diagram. 

G.   Supply a truth table for the logic that generates the control signals. 

Problem 2. The material in this question will not covered by any quizzes. It's presented here as an 
extended example of a programmable datapath. 

The following diagram shows the datapath and control circuitry for a nifty little microprogrammed 
architecture the students used to build in the 6.004 lab: 
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Some features of the MAYBE: 

●     The datapath is 8 bits wide. All the subsystems connect to a common 8-bit bus which routes data 
between the subsystems. In a particular cycle, one of the subsystems is selected to drive data onto 
the bus (chosen by the DR signals) which can then be loaded into the selected destination (chosen 
by the LD signals).

●     The Control ROM is programmed as a nanointerpreter that executes one of 256 microinstructions 
selected by the contents of the OP register. Each microinstruction consists of up to 16 
nanoinstruction; the nanoPC is generated by the PHASE counter which is reset to 0 each time the 
OP register is loaded.

●     The Control ROM is programmed using the following template:

Opcode Phase COND = ADR+ ALU CC DRSEL LDSEL Comment
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******** **** * = 1 111111 11 001 000 Opcode = uROM; ADR+

"*" is used to match either "0" or "1" on the corresponding address line. The template above 
initializes every nanoinstruction in the Control ROM to an operation that reads the next byte from 
the UROM (DRSEL = 001), places it in the OP register (LDSEL = 000), and then increments the 
ADRHI/ADRLO registes (ADR+ = 1). 

●     The UROM contains a microprogram that is executed by the nanointerpreter. Each 
microinstruction in the UROM begins with an 8-bit opcode; microinstruction execution begins by 
loading the opcode into the OP register. As the nanointerpreter executes the nanocode associated 
with that opcode, additional operand bytes may be fetched from the UROM. The final step in 
executing a microinstruction is to load the OP register with the opcode of the next microinstruction.

●     The ADRHI/ADRLO registers form a 16-bit program counter for the UROM program. These 
registers can be loaded from the data bus (eg, when doing a branch) or simply incremented by 
asserting ADR+. Note that the ADRHI/ADRLO registers are incremented at the end of the cycle 
after they have been used as the address for the UROM in the current cycle.

A.  If we inadvertently switch connections on two of the wires that run from the MAR register to the 
address inputs of the SRAM will operation be affected? Is your answer the same if we switch two 
wires running between ADRHI/ADRLO and the address inputs to the UROM? If the answers are 
not the same, what constitutes the difference between the SRAM and UROM? 

B.  What, if anything, prevents two drivers from putting conflicting data on the data bus of the 
MAYBE (ignore transients during propagation delays of the control circuitry)? Can such conflicts 
happen if there are programming errors in the Control ROM? 

C.  Given a big enough Control ROM, could the LDSEL and DRSEL decoders be eliminated 
(producing the load and drive signals directly as Control ROM outputs)? If so, what advantage 
might this have? 

D.  Execution of a nanoprogram can be influenced by information for the datapath? Explain how a 
nanoprogram can make data-dependent decisions. 

E.  Given a big enough Control ROM, could the condition shift register be eliminated (using the 
condition bits directly as Control ROM inputs)? If so, what advantage might this have? How many 
more (or fewer) outputs and inputs would the Control ROM need to have to implement this? What 
would be the size (in bits) of the Control ROM? 

F.  The nanoinstruction shown above selects the UROM as the data source and asserts ADR+ during 
the same clock cycle. How does this work, i.e., is the original or incremented address used when 
accessing the UROM? 
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G.  What does the following nanocode program do? 

Opcode Phase COND = ADR+ ALU CC DRSEL LDSEL Comment
00001010 0000 * = 1 111111 11 001 101 MAR = uROM; ADR+
00001010 0001 * = 0 111111 11 100 010 A = SRAM
00001010 0010 * = 1 111111 11 001 101 MAR = uROM; ADR+
00001010 0011 * = 0 111111 11 100 011 B = SRAM
00001010 0100 * = 1 111111 11 001 101 MAR = uROM; ADR+
00001010 0101 * = 0 100110 00 010 100 SRAM = A + B; latch CCs
00001010 0110 * = 1 111111 11 001 000 OP = uROM; ADR+

H.  What does the following nanocode program do? 

Opcode Phase COND = ADR+ ALU CC DRSEL LDSEL Comment
00001011 0000 * = 1 111111 11 001 010 A = uROM; ADR+
00001011 0001 * = 1 111111 11 001 101 MAR = uROM; ADR+
00001011 0010 * = 0 111111 11 100 011 B = SRAM
00001011 0011 * = 1 111111 11 001 101 MAR = uROM; ADR+
00001011 0100 * = 0 100110 00 010 100 SRAM = A + B; latch CCs
00001011 0101 * = 1 111111 11 001 000 OP = uROM; ADR+

I.  What does the following nanocode program do? 

Opcode Phase COND = ADR+ ALU CC DRSEL LDSEL Comment
00001100 0000 * = 1 111111 11 001 010 A = uROM; ADR+
00001100 0001 * = 0 111111 11 001 001 ADR = uROM
00001100 0010 * = 0 111111 11 010 001 ADR = A
00001100 0011 * = 1 111111 11 001 000 OP = uROM; ADR+

J.  What does the following nanocode program do? 

Opcode Phase COND = ADR+ ALU CC DRSEL LDSEL Comment
00010111 0000 * = 1 111111 11 001 010 A = uROM; ADR+
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00010111 0001 * = 0 111111 01 010 010 Shift CC's
00010111 0010 1 = 0 111111 11 001 001 ADR = uROM
00010111 0011 1 = 0 111111 11 010 001 ADR = A
00010111 0100 1 = 1 111111 11 001 000 OP = uROM; ADR+
00010111 0010 0 = 1 111111 11 001 010 A = uROM; ADR+
00010111 0011 0 = 1 111111 11 001 000 OP = uROM; ADR+

K.  What does the following nanocode program do? 

Opcode Phase COND = ADR+ ALU CC DRSEL LDSEL Comment
00000011 0000 * = 0 110011 11 010 101 MAR = 11111111
00000011 0001 * = 0 111111 11 100 010 A = SRAM
00000011 0010 * = 0 111110 11 010 100 SRAM = A - 1
00000011 0011 * = 1 111111 11 001 101 MAR = uROM; ADR+
00000011 0100 * = 0 111111 11 100 011 B = SRAM
00000011 0101 * = 0 111111 11 010 101 MAR = A
00000011 0110 * = 0 101011 11 010 100 SRAM = B
00000011 0111 * = 1 111111 11 001 000 OP = uROM; ADR+
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Programmable machines

Problem 1. Consider the following circuit: 

 

The heavy lines represent busses, which are many signals grouped together, e.g., an eight-bit bus is eight 
separate signal wires that are treated as a group. When a bus connects to one or more components, it's just 
shorthand for drawing the individual signal wires between those components. 

A.  The components with triangular schematic symbols are tristate drivers that operate like buffers 
except that they have an additional control input called an enable. When the enable is high, the 
buffer is on and the input value is driven onto the output. When the enable is low, the buffer is off 
and doesn't drive anything onto its output (i.e., the output pin is in a high-impedance state). What 
rules should the designer follow when designing the logic that generates DRA, DRB and DRALU in 
order to ensure that the DBUS signals always have legitimate values? 

The designer should have at most one of the signals DRA, DRB, or DRALU asserted during any 
clock cycle. While these signals are being computed, it is possible that more than one might be 
asserted simultaneously due to logic glitches or computation paths of different length. The designer 
should take care to eliminate or at least minimize this occurrence. 

B.   Draw a schematic showing how a tristate driver might be implemented using mosfets. Hint: The 
following schematic shows one way of implementing a tristate driver. 
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You just have to fill in the logic inside each of the clouds-think about for what values of DATA, 
ENABLE you want the pullup to be on and replace the upper cloud with one or more logic gates that 
implement that equation. Ditto for the pulldown and lower cloud. 

 

C.   The register-like symbols labeled "Reg A" and "Reg B" also have an additional enable input and 
are called load-enabled registers. When the enable is high, the register will be loaded from the 
incoming data. When the enable is low, the register reloads itself with its previous value. Show how 
to implement a load-enabled register from a regular D-register and a 2-way multiplexer. 

Just add the mux before the register to clock in either the old value or the new value 

 

D.  It's considered bad practice to control the loading of a register by "gating" its clock, i.e., by adding 
some logic that controls whether or not the register sees a rising clock edge. Briefly explain why 
"gating the clock" is discouraged. Hint: consider the effects of clock skew and logic hazards. 

"Gating" the clock is not good practice for 2 reasons: 
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(1) The possibility of glitches in the load enable signal. Combinational logic often controls the load 
enable signal, so there may be periods of time when the load enable momentarily changes value. If 
load enable is supposed to remain low, but changes to a high value while CLK has a high value, then 
the register will see a rising clock edge and sample its inputs. This unwanted sampling of its inputs 
may cause the register to remember incorrect values, or even worse, enter a metastable state if the 
inputs are changing. 

(2) Clock skew. Placing a logic gate in front of the CLK input of a register introduces delay, as the 
logic gate has intrinsic delay. This delay skews the clock signal, and as we have seen, clock skew 
can require slower clocking of the circuit or could cause hold time requirements to be violated. 

E.  The arithmetic-logic unit (ALU) has two data inputs (A and B) and, in this circuit, can perform only 
two operations, based on the single control signal FN: 

when FN = 0, the ALU output is A-B 
when FN = 1, the ALU output is B-A 

The ALU also generates two condition codes which give us some additional information about the 
ALU output: 

Z = 1 when the ALU output is the number "0" 
N = 1 when the ALU output is a negative number 

Assuming that we have 8-bit data values and use a two's complement representation for the data 
values processed by the ALU, draw gate-level schematics for the logic that generates the Z and N 
signals from the ALU output value. 

 

F.   Your job is to build a controller that will cause the circuit above to execute the following 
algorithm which computes the greatest common divisor of two inputs: 

        while (a != b)
                if (a > b) a = a - b;
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                else b = b - a;

The controller will be a state machine that takes 2 bits of input (Z and N) and produces control 
signals for the data paths (DRA, DRB, DRALU, LDA, LDB, FN). 

Draw a state diagram for the controller. Outputs from your FSM should depend only on the current 
state. Indicate which are the initial and final states of your FSM on the diagram. 

 

G.   Supply a truth table for the logic that generates the control signals. 

 

Problem 2. The material in this question will not covered by any quizzes. It's presented here as an 
extended example of a programmable datapath. 
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The following diagram shows the datapath and control circuitry for a nifty little microprogrammed 
architecture the students used to build in the 6.004 lab: 

 

Some features of the MAYBE: 

●     The datapath is 8 bits wide. All the subsystems connect to a common 8-bit bus which routes data 
between the subsystems. In a particular cycle, one of the subsystems is selected to drive data onto 
the bus (chosen by the DR signals) which can then be loaded into the selected destination (chosen by 
the LD signals).

●     The Control ROM is programmed as a nanointerpreter that executes one of 256 microinstructions 
selected by the contents of the OP register. Each microinstruction consists of up to 16 
nanoinstruction; the nanoPC is generated by the PHASE counter which is reset to 0 each time the 
OP register is loaded.
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●     The Control ROM is programmed using the following template:

Opcode Phase COND = ADR+ ALU CC DRSEL LDSEL Comment
******** **** * = 1 111111 11 001 000 Opcode = uROM; ADR+

"*" is used to match either "0" or "1" on the corresponding address line. The template above 
initializes every nanoinstruction in the Control ROM to an operation that reads the next byte from 
the UROM (DRSEL = 001), places it in the OP register (LDSEL = 000), and then increments the 
ADRHI/ADRLO registes (ADR+ = 1). 

●     The UROM contains a microprogram that is executed by the nanointerpreter. Each microinstruction 
in the UROM begins with an 8-bit opcode; microinstruction execution begins by loading the opcode 
into the OP register. As the nanointerpreter executes the nanocode associated with that opcode, 
additional operand bytes may be fetched from the UROM. The final step in executing a 
microinstruction is to load the OP register with the opcode of the next microinstruction.

●     The ADRHI/ADRLO registers form a 16-bit program counter for the UROM program. These 
registers can be loaded from the data bus (eg, when doing a branch) or simply incremented by 
asserting ADR+. Note that the ADRHI/ADRLO registers are incremented at the end of the cycle 
after they have been used as the address for the UROM in the current cycle.

A.  If we inadvertently switch connections on two of the wires that run from the MAR register to the 
address inputs of the SRAM will operation be affected? Is your answer the same if we switch two 
wires running between ADRHI/ADRLO and the address inputs to the UROM? If the answers are not 
the same, what constitutes the difference between the SRAM and UROM? 

Reordering connections between the MAR and the address inputs of the SRAM won't have any 
observable effect since there will still be a unique location for each possible MAR value (the actual 
location in SRAM will change but who could tell?). 

Switching the ADRHI/ADRLO connections could be detected since after the switch incrementing 
the registers would not fetch the immediately adjacent location. If we also permuted the contents of 
the UROM to match the change in address wiring, the switch would not be detectable. 

B.  What, if anything, prevents two drivers from putting conflicting data on the data bus of the MAYBE 
(ignore transients during propagation delays of the control circuitry)? Can such conflicts happen if 
there are programming errors in the Control ROM? 

The data bus drivers are controlled by a 3-to-8 decoder. For any given 3-bit input, this device asserts 
only one of its outputs, so no conflicts are possible. Programming errors might result in the wrong 
value being driven onto the bus, but never multiple values at the same time. 
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C.  Given a big enough Control ROM, could the LDSEL and DRSEL decoders be eliminated 
(producing the load and drive signals directly as Control ROM outputs)? If so, what advantage 
might this have? 

Yes, simply replace each 3-bit control value that drives the decoder with an 8-bit value that connects 
directly to the LDxx or DRxx control signals. Now each signal could be asserted independently, 
perhaps in concert with other signals. This isn't useful for the DRxx signals (see answer to previous 
question), but would allow several registers to be loaded with the same data bus value 
simultaneously. 

D.  Execution of a nanoprogram can be influenced by information for the datapath? Explain how a 
nanoprogram can make data-dependent decisions. 

The low-order control ROM address bit comes from a shift register that is loaded with condition 
codes from the ALU. Non-data-dependent nanoinstructions are loaded twice into consecutive even/
odd locations of the control ROM, so the address bit from the shift register will select the same 
instruction regardless of whether it's is 0 or 1. However if different instructions are loaded into the 
even/odd locations, the nanoprogram will execute differently depending on the output of the shift 
register. 

By shifting the shift register before executing the data-dependent nanoinstruction, it's possible to use 
any of the latched condition codes. 

E.  Given a big enough Control ROM, could the condition shift register be eliminated (using the 
condition bits directly as Control ROM inputs)? If so, what advantage might this have? How many 
more (or fewer) outputs and inputs would the Control ROM need to have to implement this? What 
would be the size (in bits) of the Control ROM? 

In theory if we used the 7 condition code signals as additional address signals, we could test all 7 
bits at the same time and execute one of 128 different instructions as a result. We might want to add 
a latch-enabled register to capture the signals on some specific cycle and save them for testing at 
some later cycle (the current design does this using the CONDCTL signals). 

With 7 additional address inputs the control rom would grow from 213 locations to 219 locations. 
Assuming we need to control a latch-enabled register to capture the signal values, the number of 
control outputs would decrease by 1 (CONDCTL would go from 2 bits to 1). 

F.  The nanoinstruction shown above selects the UROM as the data source and asserts ADR+ during the 
same clock cycle. How does this work, i.e., is the original or incremented address used when 
accessing the UROM? 

The increment happens at the end of the clock cycle (ie, at the next rising edge of the clock), so for 
this current clock cycle the original address is used. 
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G.  What does the following nanocode program do? 

Opcode Phase COND = ADR+ ALU CC DRSEL LDSEL Comment
00001010 0000 * = 1 111111 11 001 101 MAR = uROM; ADR+
00001010 0001 * = 0 111111 11 100 010 A = SRAM
00001010 0010 * = 1 111111 11 001 101 MAR = uROM; ADR+
00001010 0011 * = 0 111111 11 100 011 B = SRAM
00001010 0100 * = 1 111111 11 001 101 MAR = uROM; ADR+
00001010 0101 * = 0 100110 00 010 100 SRAM = A + B; latch CCs
00001010 0110 * = 1 111111 11 001 000 OP = uROM; ADR+

Implements the "ADD(X,Y,Z)" microprogram instruction which stores the sum of SRAM locations 
X and Y into SRAM location Z. ADD has an opcode of 00001010 and takes 7 cycles to execute. 

H.  What does the following nanocode program do? 

Opcode Phase COND = ADR+ ALU CC DRSEL LDSEL Comment
00001011 0000 * = 1 111111 11 001 010 A = uROM; ADR+
00001011 0001 * = 1 111111 11 001 101 MAR = uROM; ADR+
00001011 0010 * = 0 111111 11 100 011 B = SRAM
00001011 0011 * = 1 111111 11 001 101 MAR = uROM; ADR+
00001011 0100 * = 0 100110 00 010 100 SRAM = A + B; latch CCs
00001011 0101 * = 1 111111 11 001 000 OP = uROM; ADR+

Implements the "CADD(CX,Y,Z)" microprogram instruction which stores the sum of the constant 
CX and SRAM location Y into SRAM location Z. CADD has an opcode of 00001011 and takes 6 
cycles to execute. 

I.  What does the following nanocode program do? 

Opcode Phase COND = ADR+ ALU CC DRSEL LDSEL Comment
00001100 0000 * = 1 111111 11 001 010 A = uROM; ADR+
00001100 0001 * = 0 111111 11 001 001 ADR = uROM
00001100 0010 * = 0 111111 11 010 001 ADR = A
00001100 0011 * = 1 111111 11 001 000 OP = uROM; ADR+
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Implements the "JMP(addrlo,adrhi)" microprogram instruction which changes the microcode 
program counter to the specified address. JMP has an opcode of 00001100 and takes 4 cycles to 
execute. 

J.  What does the following nanocode program do? 

Opcode Phase COND = ADR+ ALU CC DRSEL LDSEL Comment
00010111 0000 * = 1 111111 11 001 010 A = uROM; ADR+
00010111 0001 * = 0 111111 01 010 010 Shift CC's
00010111 0010 1 = 0 111111 11 001 001 ADR = uROM
00010111 0011 1 = 0 111111 11 010 001 ADR = A
00010111 0100 1 = 1 111111 11 001 000 OP = uROM; ADR+
00010111 0010 0 = 1 111111 11 001 010 A = uROM; ADR+
00010111 0011 0 = 1 111111 11 001 000 OP = uROM; ADR+

Implements the "JNC(addrlo,adrhi)" microprogram instruction which changes the microcode 
program counter to the specified address if the carry bit (captured from the ALU by some previous 
microinstruction) is not set. JNC has an opcode of 00010111 and takes 4 cycles to execute if the 
branch is not taken and 5 cycles to execute if the branch is taken. 

K.  What does the following nanocode program do? 

Opcode Phase COND = ADR+ ALU CC DRSEL LDSEL Comment
00000011 0000 * = 0 110011 11 010 101 MAR = 11111111
00000011 0001 * = 0 111111 11 100 010 A = SRAM
00000011 0010 * = 0 111110 11 010 100 SRAM = A - 1
00000011 0011 * = 1 111111 11 001 101 MAR = uROM; ADR+
00000011 0100 * = 0 111111 11 100 011 B = SRAM
00000011 0101 * = 0 111111 11 010 101 MAR = A
00000011 0110 * = 0 101011 11 010 100 SRAM = B
00000011 0111 * = 1 111111 11 001 000 OP = uROM; ADR+

Implements the "PUSH(x)" microprogram instruction which decrements the microstack pointer 
(stored in SRAM location 255 = 0xFF) and then stores the contents of SRAM location x in the 
SRAM location pointed to by the microstack pointer. PUSH has an opcode of 00000011 and takes 8 
cycles to execute. 
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Machine language

Problem 1. Hand-compile the following C fragments into Beta assembly language. You can assume that 
the necessary storage allocation for each variable or array has been done and that a UASM label has 
been defined that indicates the first storage location for that variable or array. All of the variables are 
stored in main memory (in the first 32k bytes of main memory so that they can be addressed by a 16-bit 
literal). You can also assume that all variables and arrays are C integers, i.e., 32-bit values. 

A.   Explain what Beta assembly language instruction(s) are needed to load the value of a variable 
that has been allocated in the first 32k bytes of main memory (i.e., at an address less than 
0x8000). How would your answer change if the variable was located at address outside this range 
(e.g., at address 0x12468). 

B.   a = b + 3*c; 

C.   if (a > b) c = 17; 

D.  if (sxt_short) { b = (b << 16) >> 16; } 

E.  cjt->salary += 3752; 
Assume that the salary component of the structure pointed to by cjt has a byte offset of 8 from the 
beginning of the structure. 

F.  a[i] = a[i-1]; 

G.   sum = 0; 
for (i = 0; i < 10; i = i+1) sum += i; 

Problem 2. In block structured languages such as C or Java, the scope of a variable declared locally 
within a block extends only over that block, i.e., the value of the local variable cannot be accessed 
outside the block. Conceptually, storage is allocated for the variable when the block is entered and 
deallocated when the block is exited. In many cases, this means the compiler if free to use a register to 
hold the value of the local variable instead of a memory location. 

Consider the following C fragment: 
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int sum = 0;
{ int i;
  for (i = 0; i < 10; i = i+1) sum += i;
}

A.  Hand-compile this loop into assembly language, using registers to hold the values of the local 
variables "i" and "sum". 

B.  Define a memory access as any access to memory, i.e., instruction fetch, data read (LD), or data 
write (ST). Compare the number of total number of memory accesses generated by executing the 
optimized loop with the total number of memory access for the unoptimized loop (part G of the 
preceding problem). 

C.  Some optimizing compilers "unroll" small loops to amortize the overhead of each loop iteration 
over more instructions in the body of the loop. For example, one unrolling of the loop above 
would be equivalent to rewriting the program as 

int sum = 0;
{ int i;
  for (i = 0; i < 10; i = i+2) { sum += i; sum += i+1; }
}

Hand-compile this loop into Beta assembly language and compare the total number of memory 
accesses generated when it executes to the total number of memory accesses from part (1). 

Problem 3. 

A.   Hand-assemble the following Beta assembly language program: 

        I = 0x5678
        B = 0x1234

        LD(I,R0)
        SHLC(R0,2,R0)
        LD(R0,B,R1)
        MULC(R1,17,R1)
        ST(R1,B,R0)

B.  What C statement might have been compiled into the code fragment above? 
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Problem 4. Hand-assemble the following Beta branch instructions into their binary representation: 

A.  foo: BR(foo) [recall that BR(label) = BEQ(R31,label,R31)] 

B.  BR(bar) 
bar: 

C.   foo = 0x100 
. = 0x1000 
BF(R17,foo,R31) 

D.   Explain why PC-relative branch addressing is a good choice for computers like the Beta that 
can encode only a "small" constant in each instruction. 

E.  Suppose a different computer could encode an arbitrary 32-bit constant in an instruction (using, e.
g., a variable-length instruction encoding). Would PC-relative addressing still make sense? Why? 

Problem 5. 

A.  True or false: The Beta SUBC opcode could be eliminated since every SUBC instruction can be 
replaced an equivalent ADDC instruction. 

B.  What is the binary representation for the Beta instruction SUBC(R17,12,R22)? 

C.  A certain TA wants to know what would happen if the Beta as implemented in the lab executed 
0xEDEDEDED as an instruction. What does happen? 

D.  Suppose that the Beta instruction BR(error) were assembled into memory location 0x87654. 
Assuming that the instruction works as intended (i.e., when executed, control is transferred to the 
first instruction in the error routine), which of the following is the best statement about the 
possible values for the symbol "error"? 

A.  it depends on the first instruction in the error routine.
B.  it can have any 32-bit value
C.  it can have any 32-bit value that is a multiple of 4
D.  it is a multiple of 4 in the range 0x7F658 to 0x8F654 inclusive.
E.  it is a multiple of 4 in the range 0x67658 to 0xA7654 inclusive.
F.  none of the above
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Problem 6. The Meta is a processor similar to the Beta, except that the data paths have been modified to 
accommodate the addition of a new Subtract One and Branch instruction: 

  Usage: SOB(Ra,label,Rc)
  Operation:
    literal = ((OFFSET(label) - OFFSET(current inst))/4) - 1
    PC = PC + 4
    EA = PC + 4*SEXT(literal)
    Reg[Rc] = Reg[Ra] - 1
    if (Reg[Ra]- 1) != 0 then PC = EA

As with branches in the Beta, the binary encoding of the SOB instruction places the low-order 16 bits of 
the "literal" value in the low-order 16 bits of the instruction. The designers of the Meta implementation 
have used the Meta's ALU to perform the subtraction. 

A.  Suppose R1 contains the value 1. How will executing SOB(R1,label,R31) change register R1 and 
the PC? 

B.  Consider the following instruction sequence: 

loop: ADD(R1,R2,R3)
      SOB(R4,loop,R4)

Assuming the ADD instruction is placed in location 0x108 of memory, what are the contents of 
the low-order 16 bits of the SOB instruction? 

C.  A schematic for the adder circuitry in the ALU of the Meta is shown below: 

 

What would be the correct values for OP[2:0] in order to perform a subtract (i.e., SUM = A - B)? 

D.  What would be the correct values for OP[2:0] in order to perform the decrement needed for the 
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SOB instruction (i.e., SUM = A - 1)? 

E.  Is it possible to use the logic above to do an increment (i.e., SUM = A+1)? 

Problem 7. A local junk yard offers older CPUs with non-Beta architectures that require several clocks 
to execute each instruction. Here are the specifications: 

Model Clock Rate Avg. clocks/Inst.
x 40 Mhz 2.0
y 100 Mhz 10.0
z 60 Mhz 3.0

You are going to choose the machine which will execute your benchmark program the fastest, so you 
compiled and ran the benchmark on the three machines and counted the total instructions executed: 

x: 3,600,000 instructions executed 
y: 1,900,000 instructions executed 
z: 4,200,000 instructions executed 

A.  Based on the above data which machine would you choose? 

Problem 8. Kerry DeWay is proposing to add a "Load Constant" instruction LDC(const,Rx) to the Beta 
instruction set. LDC loads the 32-bit constant const in register Rx. She can't convince the hardware team 
to implement LDC directly and consequently plans to define it as a macro. She is considering the 
following alternative implementations: 

[1] .macro LDC(const,Rx) {
       LD(.+8,Rx)
       BR(.+8)
       LONG(const)
    }

[2] .macro LDC(const,Rx) {
       PUSH(R17)
       BR(.+8,R17)
       LONG(const)
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       LD(R17,0,Rx)
       POP(R17)
    }

[3] .macro LDC(const,Rx) {
       ADDC(R31,const >> 16,Rx)
       SHLC(Rx,16,Rx)
       ADDC(Rx,const & 0xFFFF,Rx)
    }

Kerry tries each definition on a few test cases and convinces herself each works fine. The Quality 
Assurance team isn't so sure and complains that Kerry's LDC implementations don't all work for every 
choice of register (Rx), every choice of constant (const), and every choice of code location. 

A.  Evaluate each approach and decide whether it works under all circumstances or if it fails, indicate 
that it misbehaves for certain choices of Rx, const or code location. 

Problem 9. Which of the following Beta instruction sequences might have resulted from compiling the 
following C statement? 

int x[20], y;
y = x[1] + 4;

A.  LD (R31, x + 1, R0) 
ADDC (R0, 4, R0) 
ST (R0, y, R31) 

B.  CMOVE (4, R0) 
ADDC (R0, x + 4, R0) 
ST (R0, y, R31) 

C.  LD (R31, x + 4, R0) 
ST (R0, y + 4, R31) 

D.   CMOVE (4, R0) 
LD (R0, x, R1) 
ST (R1, y, R0) 

E.   LD (R31, x + 4, R0) 
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ADDC (R0, 4, R0) 
ST (R0, y, R31) 

F.   ADDC (R31, x + 1, R0) 
ADDC (R0, 4, R0) 
ST (R0, y, R31) 

Problem 10. An unnamed associate of yours has broken into the computer (a Beta of course!) that 6.004 
uses for course administration. He has managed to grab the contents of the memory locations he believes 
holds the Beta code responsible for checking access passwords and would like you to help discover how 
the password code works. The memory contents are shown in the table below: 

Address Contents (in hexadecimal)
0x100   0xC05F0008
0x104   0xC03F0000
0x108   0xE060000F
0x10C   0xF0210004
0x110   0xA4230800
0x114   0xF4000004
0x118   0xC4420001
0x11C   0x77E20002
0x120   0x77FFFFF9
0x124   0xA4230800
0x128   0x605F0124
0x12C   0x90211000

A.  Reconstruct the Beta assembly code that corresponds to the binary instruction encoding shown 
above. If the code sequence contains branches, be sure to indicate the destination of each branch. 

B.  Further investigation reveals that the password is just a 32-bit integer which is in R0 when the 
code above is executed and that the system will grant access if R1 = 1 after the code has been 
executed. What "passnumber" will gain entry to the system? 
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Machine language

Problem 1. Hand-compile the following C fragments into Beta assembly language. You can assume that the necessary 
storage allocation for each variable or array has been done and that a UASM label has been defined that indicates the first 
storage location for that variable or array. All of the variables are stored in main memory (in the first 32k bytes of main 
memory so that they can be addressed by a 16-bit literal). You can also assume that all variables and arrays are C integers, i.
e., 32-bit values. 

A.   Explain what Beta assembly language instruction(s) are needed to load the value of a variable that has been 
allocated in the first 32k bytes of main memory (i.e., at an address less than 0x8000). How would your answer 
change if the variable was located at address outside this range (e.g., at address 0x12468). 

If the storage for the variable is located at an address less than 0x8000, the 16-bit constant field of the LD instruction 
can hold the complete address. Note that the 16-bit constant is sign-extended, so our address has to fit in 15 bits. So 
LD(R31,addr,R0) would load the contents Mem[addr] into R0 assuming addr < 0x8000. For addresses >= 0x8000 the 
16-bit constant field isn't large enough to hold the address. In these cases one could use the LDR instruction to load a 
32-bit address into a register and the use LD to fetch the data: 

vaddr:
   LONG(0x12468)
...
   LDR(vaddr,R0)    ; load address of variable into R0
   LD(R0,0,R0)      ; load Mem[address] into R0

B.   a = b + 3*c; 

   LD(c,R1)
   SHLC(R1,1,R0)    ; 2*c
   ADD(R0,R1,R0)    ; + c
   LD(b,R1)
   ADD(R1,R0,R0)   
   ST(R0,a)

C.   if (a > b) c = 17; 

   LD(a,R0)
   LD(b,R1)
   CMPLE(R0,R1,R0)
   BT(R0,_L2)
   CMOVE(17,R0)
   ST(R0,c)
_L2:

D.  if (sxt_short) { b = (b << 16) >> 16; } 

   LD(sxt_short,R0)
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   BEQ(R0,_L3)
   LD(b,R1)
   SHLC(R1,16,R0)    ; shift so that bit 15 is now bit 31
   SRAC(R0,16,R0)    ; shift back, replicating sign bit
   ST(R0,b)

E.  cjt->salary += 3752; 
Assume that the salary component of the structure pointed to by cjt has a byte offset of 8 from the beginning of the 
structure. 

   LD(cjt,R1)
   LD(R1,8,R0)
   ADDC(R0,3752,R0)
   ST(R0,8,R1)

F.  a[i] = a[i-1]; 

   LD(i,R0)
   SHLC(R0,2,R0)
   LD(R0,a-4,R1)
   ST(R1,a,R0)

G.   sum = 0; 
for (i = 0; i < 10; i = i+1) sum += i; 

   ST(R31,sum)
   ST(R31,i)
_L7:
   LD(sum,R0)
   LD(i,R1)
   ADD(R0,R1,R0)
   ST(R0,sum)
   ADDC(R1,1,R1)
   ST(R1,i)
   CMPLTC(R1,10,R0)
   BT(R0,_L7)

Problem 2. In block structured languages such as C or Java, the scope of a variable declared locally within a block extends 
only over that block, i.e., the value of the local variable cannot be accessed outside the block. Conceptually, storage is 
allocated for the variable when the block is entered and deallocated when the block is exited. In many cases, this means the 
compiler if free to use a register to hold the value of the local variable instead of a memory location. 

Consider the following C fragment: 

int sum = 0;
{ int i;
  for (i = 0; i < 10; i = i+1) sum += i;
}
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A.  Hand-compile this loop into assembly language, using registers to hold the values of the local variables "i" and 
"sum". 

   MOVE(R31,R2)      ; R2 holds sum
   ST(R2,sum)
   MOVE(R31,R1)      ; R1 holds i
_L5:
   ADD(R2,R1,R2)
   ADDC(R1,1,R1)
   CMPLTC(R1,10,R0)
   BT(R0,_L5)
   ST(R2,sum)

B.  Define a memory access as any access to memory, i.e., instruction fetch, data read (LD), or data write (ST). Compare 
the number of total number of memory accesses generated by executing the optimized loop with the total number of 
memory access for the unoptimized loop (part G of the preceding problem). 

The unoptimized code has an 8 instruction loop that makes 4 data accesses; 10 loop iterations => 120 memory 
accesses. There are 4 additional memory accesses to initialize sum and i. Total = 124. 

The optimized code has a 4 instruction loop that makes 0 data accesses; 10 loop iterations => 40 memory accesses. 
There are 6 additional memory accesses to initializes sum and i, and to store sum at the end of the loop. Total = 46. 

C.  Some optimizing compilers "unroll" small loops to amortize the overhead of each loop iteration over more 
instructions in the body of the loop. For example, one unrolling of the loop above would be equivalent to rewriting 
the program as 

int sum = 0;
{ int i;
  for (i = 0; i < 10; i = i+2) { sum += i; sum += i+1; }
}

Hand-compile this loop into Beta assembly language and compare the total number of memory accesses generated 
when it executes to the total number of memory accesses from part (1). 

   MOVE(R31,R2)      ; R2 holds sum
   ST(R2,sum)
   MOVE(R31,R1)      ; R1 holds i
_L5:
   ADD(R2,R1,R2)
   ADDC(R1,1,R0)
   ADD(R2,R0,R2)
   ADDC(R1,2,R1)
   CMPLTC(R1,10,R0)
   BT(R0,_L5)
   ST(R2,sum)

This code has a 6 instruction loop that makes 0 data accesses; 5 loop iterations => 30 memory accesses. There are 6 
additional memory accesses to initializes sum and i, and to store sum at the end of the loop. Total = 36. 
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Problem 3. 

A.   Hand-assemble the following Beta assembly language program: 

        I = 0x5678
        B = 0x1234

        LD(I,R0)
        SHLC(R0,2,R0)
        LD(R0,B,R1)
        MULC(R1,17,R1)
        ST(R1,B,R0)

        I = 0x5678
        B = 0x1234

        LD(R31,I,R0)        011000 00000 11111 0101 0110 0111 1000 = 0x601F5678
        SHLC(R0,2,R0)       111100 00000 00000 0000 0000 0000 0010 = 0xF0000002
        LD(R0,B,R1)         011000 00001 00000 0001 0010 0011 0100 = 0x60201234
        MULC(R1,17,R1)      110010 00001 00001 0000 0000 0001 0001 = 0xC8210011
        ST(R1,B,R0)         011001 00001 00000 0001 0010 0011 0100 = 0x64201234

B.  What C statement might have been compiled into the code fragment above? 

B[I] = B[I] * 17; 

Problem 4. Hand-assemble the following Beta branch instructions into their binary representation: 

A.  foo: BR(foo) [recall that BR(label) = BEQ(R31,label,R31)] 

    BEQ    R31   R31   offset = -1
    011101 11111 11111 1111 1111 1111 1111

B.  BR(bar) 
bar: 

    BEQ    R31   R31   offset = 0
    011101 11111 11111 0000 0000 0000 0000

C.   foo = 0x100 
. = 0x1000 
BF(R17,foo,R31) 

    BEQ    R31   R17   offset = (0x100 - 0x1004)/4 = 0xFC3F
    011101 11111 10001 1111 1100 0011 1111
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D.   Explain why PC-relative branch addressing is a good choice for computers like the Beta that can encode only a 
"small" constant in each instruction. 

Branches are used to implement conditional and looping constructs (e.g., if, while, for). So most branch targets are 
just a few instructions away. With PC-relative addressing, we can reach targets 32767 instructions before or 32768 
instructions after the branch, independently of the actual absolute address of the branch. So used as an offset, the 16-
bit constant can accommodate most branch targets even for very large programs. Used as an absolute address, branch 
targets would be constrained to be in the first 32K of memory. 

E.  Suppose a different computer could encode an arbitrary 32-bit constant in an instruction (using, e.g., a variable-
length instruction encoding). Would PC-relative addressing still make sense? Why? 

Even if a complete absolute address could be encoded in an instruction, a PC-relative address has the advantage that 
it represents "position independent code" -- that is, an entire instruction sequence (including local branches) can be 
moved to another location in memory without changing the branch offsets. If branches included absolute addresses, 
these fields would have to be changed to reflect the location of the code. 

Problem 5. 

A.  True or false: The Beta SUBC opcode could be eliminated since every SUBC instruction can be replaced an 
equivalent ADDC instruction. 

False: SUBC(Rx,0x8000,Rx) subtracts -32768 from Rx. The ADDC equivalent would add 32768 to Rx, but we can't 
express that constant in the signed, 16-bit constant field provided in the Beta instruction format. 

B.  What is the binary representation for the Beta instruction SUBC(R17,12,R22)? 

 SUBC   R22   R17          12
110001 10110 10001 0000 0000 0000 1100 = 0xC6D1000C

C.  A certain TA wants to know what would happen if the Beta as implemented in the lab executed 0xEDEDEDED as an 
instruction. What does happen? 

0xEDEDEDED = 111011 01111 01101 1110 1101 1110 1101 
The opcode field correspsonds to an illegal instruction opcode which causes the beta to take a trap (saving the PC+4 
of the offending instruction in the XP register) and set the PC to ILLOP. 

D.  Suppose that the Beta instruction BR(error) were assembled into memory location 0x87654. Assuming that the 
instruction works as intended (i.e., when executed, control is transferred to the first instruction in the error routine), 
which of the following is the best statement about the possible values for the symbol "error"? 

A.  it depends on the first instruction in the error routine.
B.  it can have any 32-bit value
C.  it can have any 32-bit value that is a multiple of 4
D.  it is a multiple of 4 in the range 0x7F658 to 0x8F654 inclusive.
E.  it is a multiple of 4 in the range 0x67658 to 0xA7654 inclusive.
F.  none of the above
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(E): A branch instruction in which the branch is taken will multiply the sign-extended 16-bit literal field by 4 and add 
it to PC+4. 

if literal = 0x8000 then
  new PC = 0x87654 + 4 - (8000 * 4) = 0x67658
if literal = 0x7FFF then
  new PC = 0x87654 + 4 + (7FFF * 4) = 0xA7654

Problem 6. The Meta is a processor similar to the Beta, except that the data paths have been modified to accommodate the 
addition of a new Subtract One and Branch instruction: 

  Usage: SOB(Ra,label,Rc)
  Operation:
    literal = ((OFFSET(label) - OFFSET(current inst))/4) - 1
    PC = PC + 4
    EA = PC + 4*SEXT(literal)
    Reg[Rc] = Reg[Ra] - 1
    if (Reg[Ra]- 1) != 0 then PC = EA

As with branches in the Beta, the binary encoding of the SOB instruction places the low-order 16 bits of the "literal" value in 
the low-order 16 bits of the instruction. The designers of the Meta implementation have used the Meta's ALU to perform the 
subtraction. 

A.  Suppose R1 contains the value 1. How will executing SOB(R1,label,R31) change register R1 and the PC? 

R1 is unchanged since the destination register (Rc) of the example SOB instruction is R31. Reg[R1]-1 = 0, so the 
branch is not taken and so the PC will point to the instruction following the SOB. 

B.  Consider the following instruction sequence: 

loop: ADD(R1,R2,R3)
      SOB(R4,loop,R4)

Assuming the ADD instruction is placed in location 0x108 of memory, what are the contents of the low-order 16 bits 
of the SOB instruction? 

Actually we don't need to know the address of the ADD instruction to answer the question since the SOB instruction 
(like all Beta branches) uses PC-relative addressing. Remembering that the branch offset is computed from the PC of 
the instruction following the SOB, the correct contents of the offset field is -2 = 0xFFFE. 

C.  A schematic for the adder circuitry in the ALU of the Meta is shown below: 
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What would be the correct values for OP[2:0] in order to perform a subtract (i.e., SUM = A - B)? 

SUM = A - B = A + (~B + 1). Setting OP2 = 1 and OP1 = 0 selects ~B as the XB input to the 32-bit add, setting OP0 
= 1 asserts the carry in for the low-order bit of the 32-bit add and hence provides the required "+1". So OP[2:0] = 
0b101. 

D.  What would be the correct values for OP[2:0] in order to perform the decrement needed for the SOB instruction (i.e., 
SUM = A - 1)? 

If OP[2:0] = 0b110, the XB input is set to (B or ~B) = all ones, the two's complement representation for -1. Carry-in 
should be set to 0. 

E.  Is it possible to use the logic above to do an increment (i.e., SUM = A+1)? 

Yes, OP[2:0] = 0b001, setting XB to 0 and the carry-in to 1. 

Problem 7. A local junk yard offers older CPUs with non-Beta architectures that require several clocks to execute each 
instruction. Here are the specifications: 

Model Clock Rate Avg. clocks/Inst.
x 40 Mhz 2.0
y 100 Mhz 10.0
z 60 Mhz 3.0

You are going to choose the machine which will execute your benchmark program the fastest, so you compiled and ran the 
benchmark on the three machines and counted the total instructions executed: 

x: 3,600,000 instructions executed 
y: 1,900,000 instructions executed 
z: 4,200,000 instructions executed 

A.  Based on the above data which machine would you choose? 

Total execution time: 
 
x: (3,600,000 insts)(2 clocks/inst)(25 ns/inst) = 0.18 seconds 
y: (1,900,000 insts)(10 clocks/inst)(10 ns/inst) = 0.19 seconds 
z: (4,200,000 insts)(3 clocks/inst)(16.67 ns/inst) = 0.21 seconds 
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X ran the benchmark the fastest. 

Problem 8. Kerry DeWay is proposing to add a "Load Constant" instruction LDC(const,Rx) to the Beta instruction set. LDC 
loads the 32-bit constant const in register Rx. She can't convince the hardware team to implement LDC directly and 
consequently plans to define it as a macro. She is considering the following alternative implementations: 

[1] .macro LDC(const,Rx) {
       LD(.+8,Rx)
       BR(.+8)
       LONG(const)
    }

[2] .macro LDC(const,Rx) {
       PUSH(R17)
       BR(.+8,R17)
       LONG(const)
       LD(R17,0,Rx)
       POP(R17)
    }

[3] .macro LDC(const,Rx) {
       ADDC(R31,const >> 16,Rx)
       SHLC(Rx,16,Rx)
       ADDC(Rx,const & 0xFFFF,Rx)
    }

Kerry tries each definition on a few test cases and convinces herself each works fine. The Quality Assurance team isn't so 
sure and complains that Kerry's LDC implementations don't all work for every choice of register (Rx), every choice of 
constant (const), and every choice of code location. 

A.  Evaluate each approach and decide whether it works under all circumstances or if it fails, indicate that it misbehaves 
for certain choices of Rx, const or code location. 

[1] fails if the code is located so that the LD instruction is at, e.g., address 0x7FFC since we can't represent .+8 = 
0x8004 in the 16-bit literal field of the LD instruction. 

[2] fails for LDC(const,R17) since the POP(R17) at the end of the macro restores the old value of R17, wiping out 
the constant we just loaded. 

[3] fails for any const which has bit 15 set (e.g., 0x8000) since the final ADDC will sign-extended its literal field, 
adding 0xFFFF to the high half of Rx. 

Problem 9. Which of the following Beta instruction sequences might have resulted from compiling the following C 
statement? 
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int x[20], y;
y = x[1] + 4;

A.  LD (R31, x + 1, R0) 
ADDC (R0, 4, R0) 
ST (R0, y, R31) 

Not this one. If x[0] is stored at location x, x[1] is stored at location x + 4 since x[] is an integer array and each 
integer takes one word (4 bytes). 

B.  CMOVE (4, R0) 
ADDC (R0, x + 4, R0) 
ST (R0, y, R31) 

Not this one. The second instructions adds the address of x[1] to R0, not the contents of x[1]. 

C.  LD (R31, x + 4, R0) 
ST (R0, y + 4, R31) 

Not this one. This stores x[1] in the location following the one word of storage allocated for y. 

D.   CMOVE (4, R0) 
LD (R0, x, R1) 
ST (R1, y, R0) 

Not this one. This implements y[1] = x[1]. 

E.   LD (R31, x + 4, R0) 
ADDC (R0, 4, R0) 
ST (R0, y, R31) 

Yes! 

F.   ADDC (R31, x + 1, R0) 
ADDC (R0, 4, R0) 
ST (R0, y, R31) 

Not this one. The ADDC instruction loads the address of x plus 1 into R0. 

Problem 10. An unnamed associate of yours has broken into the computer (a Beta of course!) that 6.004 uses for course 
administration. He has managed to grab the contents of the memory locations he believes holds the Beta code responsible 
for checking access passwords and would like you to help discover how the password code works. The memory contents are 
shown in the table below: 

Address Contents (in hexadecimal)
0x100   0xC05F0008
0x104   0xC03F0000
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0x108   0xE060000F
0x10C   0xF0210004
0x110   0xA4230800
0x114   0xF4000004
0x118   0xC4420001
0x11C   0x77E20002
0x120   0x77FFFFF9
0x124   0xA4230800
0x128   0x605F0124
0x12C   0x90211000

A.  Reconstruct the Beta assembly code that corresponds to the binary instruction encoding shown above. If the code 
sequence contains branches, be sure to indicate the destination of each branch. 

Address Contents        Opcode  Rc      Ra      Rb      Assembly
0x100   0xC05F0008      110000  00010   11111           ADDC(R31, 0x8, R2)
0x104   0xC03F0000      110000  00001   11111           ADDC(R31, 0x0, R1)
0x108   0xE060000F      111000  00011   00000           ANDC(R0, 0xF, R3)
0x10C   0xF0210004      111100  00001   00001           SHLC(R1, 0x4, R1)
0x110   0xA4230800      101001  00001   00011   00001   OR(R3, R1, R1)
0x114   0xF4000004      111101  00000   00000           SHRC(R0, 0x4, R0)
0x118   0xC4420001      110001  00010   00010           SUBC(R2, 0x1, R2)
0x11C   0x77E20002      011101  11111   00010           BEQ(R2,0x128) *
0x120   0x77FFFFF9      011101  11111   11111           BEQ(R31,0x108) ** 
0x124   0xA4230800      101001  00001   00011           not an opcode
0x128   0x605F0124      011000  00010   11111           LD(0x0124,R2)
0x12C   0x90211000      100100  00001   00001   00010   CMPEQ(R1,R2,R1)

* The literal in instruction 0x11c is 0x2, so the corresponding label in
  Beta assembly is
        PC + 4 + 4*literal = 0x11c + 4 + 4*2 = 0x128
** In instruction 0x120, SEXT(literal) = -7, so the corresponding label
   in Beta assembly is
        PC + 4 + 4*literal = 0x120 + 4 + 4*(-7) = 0x124 - 0x01C = 0x108

B.  Further investigation reveals that the password is just a 32-bit integer which is in R0 when the code above is executed 
and that the system will grant access if R1 = 1 after the code has been executed. What "passnumber" will gain entry 
to the system? 

Let's analyze this assembly by translating it to pseudo-code: 

        R2 = 8; /* R2 is used as a counter */
        R1 = 0;

loop:   R3 = R0 & 0xF;  /* R3 stores the current low nibble of R0 */
        R1 = R1 << 4;
        R1 = R3 | R1;
        R0 = R0 >> 4;
        R2 = R2 - 1;
        if R2 == 0 goto done;
        goto loop;
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data:   0xA4230800

done:   LD(data,R2);
        if (R1 == R2)
                R1=1;
        else
                R1=0;

We can see that the code shifts R1 left by a nibble (4 bits) and ors it with the low nibble (R3) of the user's entered 
password (R0). It then shifts the user's password right by a nibble and loops back to the beginning. It does this a total 
of 8 times. The net effect is to reverse the order of the nibbles in R0 and to store this into R1. The result is then 
compared to 0xA4230800. Therefore, in order for the entered password to be accepted, it must be the nibble-reversed 
version of 0xA4230800. 

Thus, the "passnumber" required to enter is 0x0080324A 
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Stacks and procedures

Problem 1.  Consider the following implementation of an algorithm for finding the greatest common divisor 
of two integers: 

int gcd(int a,int b) {
  if (a == b) return a;
  if (a > b) return gcd(a-b,b);
  return gcd(a,b-a);
}

The C compiler has compiled this procedure into the following code for an unpipelined Beta processor: 

gcd:
        PUSH (LP)
        PUSH (BP)
        MOVE (SP, BP)
        PUSH (R1)
        PUSH (R2)
        LD (BP, -12, R0)
        LD (BP, -16, R1)
        CMPEQ (R0, R1, R2)
        BT (R2, L1)
        CMPLE (R0, R1, R2)
        BT (R2, L2)
        PUSH (R1)
        SUB (R0, R1, R2)
        PUSH (R2)
        BR (gcd, LP)
        DEALLOCATE (2)
        BR (L1)
L2:
        SUB (R1, R0, R2)
        PUSH (R2)
        PUSH (R0)
        BR (gcd, LP)
        DEALLOCATE (2)
L1:
        POP (R2)
        POP (R1)
        MOVE (BP, SP)
        POP (BP)
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        POP (LP)
        JMP (LP)

A.  The program above contains the instruction LD(BP,-16,R1). Explain what the compiler was trying to do 
when in generated this instruction. 

B.  What are the contents of the memory location holding the instruction BR(L1)? 

C.  When the instruction labeled "L1" is executed, what is the best characterization of the contents of R0? 

D.  Looking at the code, a student suggests that both DEALLOCATE instructions could be eliminated since 
deallocation is performed implicitly by the MOVE(BP,SP) instruction in the exit sequence. After calling 
gcd, would it be possible to tell if the DEALLOCATE instructions had been removed? 

E.  How many words of stack are needed to execute gcd(24,16)? Don't forget to include the stack space 
occupied by the arguments in the initial call. 

F.  During execution of gcd(28,70), the Beta processor is halted and the contents of portions of the stack are 
found to contain the following: 

      ???
      0x00000594
      0x00001234
      0x00000046
      0x0000002A
      0x0000000E
      0x0000001C
      0x00000594
      0x0000124C
 BP-->0x0000002A
      0x0000000E
 SP-->0x00001254
      0x0000000E

What is the value of the second argument ("b") to the current call to gcd? 

G.  What is the value in the BP register at the time the stack snapshot was taken? 

H.  What is the correct value for "???" above? 

I.  What is the address of the POP(R2) instruction? 

J.  At the time the stack snapshot was taken, what is the significance of the value 0x1254 in the location at 
<SP>? 
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K.  The stack snapshot was taken just after the execution of a particular instruction. Could the snapshot have 
been taken just after the execution of the PUSH(R1) instruction near the beginning of the gcd 
procedure? 

Problem 2. Consider the following function written in Beta assembly language: 

foo:  PUSH (LP)
      PUSH (BP)
      MOVE (SP, BP)
      PUSH (R1)
      LD (BP, -12, R1)
B1:   BNE (R1, cmp, R31)
B2:   BR (rtn)
loop: SHLC (R1, 1, R1)
cmp:  CMPLT (R1, R31, R0)
      BF (R0, loop)
rtn:  MOVE (R1, R0)
      POP (R1)
      POP (BP)
      POP (LP)
      JMP (LP) 

A.  What are the contents of the memory location labeled B1? 

B.  If the branch instruction at the location labeled B2 is replaced with a NOP, characterize the input 
arguments that will cause foo to loop indefinitely. 

C.  How many times will the instruction labeled loop be executed when foo is called as follows: 

CMOVE (1024, R0)
PUSH (R0)
CMOVE (-256, R0)
PUSH (R0)
BR (foo, LP)
DEALLOCATE (2)

D.  Which of the following instructions could replace the instruction at the memory location labeled cmp 
without changing the behavior of the function? 

a) CMPLTC (R1, 0, R0) 
b) CMPLEC (R1, -1, R0) 
c) SRAC (R1, 31, R0) 
d) SHRC (R1, 31, R0) 
e) All of the above 
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f) None of the above 

E.  Describe the behavior of the function foo if the instruction POP (LP) is replaced with DEALLOCATE 
(1). 

F.  Suppose that function foo begins execution, and is subsequently interrupted, and the following 
indications of the processor's state are observed: 

R0 = 0            Mem[0x1000] = 0x00001024
R1 = 0xbba00000   Mem[0x1004] = 0x000000e0
                  Mem[0x1008] = 0x00000001
                  Mem[0x100c] = 0x800000cc
      .           Mem[0x1010] = 0x00001004
      .           Mem[0x1014] = 0x00001000
      .           Mem[0x1018] = 0x00001774
                  Mem[0x101c] = 0x80000084
                  Mem[0x1020] = 0x00001014
BP = 0x00001024   Mem[0x1024] = 0x00001000
LP = 0x80000084   Mem[0x1028] = 0xafadcafe
SP = 0x00001028   Mem[0x102c] = 0xabadcafe

What is the value of the label foo? 

G.  What argument was the function foo called with in this instance? 

H.  Assuming that foo was itself called from some other function, what was the first argument to that 
function? 

Problem 3. Consider yet another C function for computing the greatest common denominator between two 
numbers, x and y: 

int gcd(int x, int y)
 {
   if (x == y) return x;
   if (y > x)
     y = y - x;
   else
     x = x - y;
   return gcd(x, y);
 }

It compiles into the following Beta code: 
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gcd:    PUSH (LP)
        PUSH (BP)
        MOVE (SP, BP)
        PUSH (R1)
        PUSH (R2)
        LD (BP, -12, R1)
        LD (BP, -16, R2)
        CMPEQ (R2, R1, R0)
        BF (R0, ifxgty)
        MOVE (R1, R0)
        BR (done)
ifxgty: CMPLE (R2, R1, R0)
        BT (R0, else)
        SUB (R2, R1, R2)
        BR (call)
else:   SUB (R1, R2, R1)
call:   PUSH (R2)
        PUSH (R1)
        BR (gcd, LP)
        DEALLOCATE (2)
done:   POP (R2)
        POP (R1)
        POP (BP)
        POP (LP)
        JMP (LP)

Assume the function gcd is called with two positive non-zero arguments while the stack pointer set to 0x8000 (i.
e. it's two arguments are placed in 0x8000, and 0x8004). Sometime thereafter, the Beta is stopped and the 
contents of various memory locations and registers are examined. Here is a summary of what is seen: 

 

The contents of the blank table entries are unknown. 

A.  Fill in as many blank spaces as possible in the table above and indicate those locations whose contents 
cannot be determined from the supplied information. 
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B.  Using the information supplied, determine what is the address of the entry point of gcd? What initial 
arguments was it called with? What value would this particular call have returned if it had been allowed 
to complete? 

C.  Which instruction was about to be executed when the machine was stopped? 

D.  If the machine was restarted in the same state as when it was stopped, how many more times would gcd 
have been called? Given the particular call to gcd whose state is summarized above, what is the greatest 
value that the stack pointer register (SP) will take on during the execution of this call. 

E.  Suppose gcd is called with two non-zero positive arguments, x and y. What is the maximum depth that 
the stack can grow? Give your answer in terms of x and y. 

Problem 4. Consider the following C function, which compiles to the Beta assembly code shown to the right: 

int fib(int n)
{
    if (n < 2) return n;
    return fib(n-1) + fib(n-2);
}

fib:    PUSH (LP)        | Entry.1
        PUSH (BP)        | Entry.2
        MOVE (SP, BP)    | Entry.3
        PUSH (R1)        | Entry.4
        PUSH (R2)        | Entry.5
        LD (BP, -12, R2)
        CMPLEC (R2, 1, R0)
        BT (R0, L2)
        SUBC (R2, 1, R0)
        PUSH (R0)        | Code.1
        BR (fib, LP)     | Code.2
        DEALLOCATE (1)   | Code.3
        MOVE (R0, R1)    | Code.4
        SUBC (R2, 2, R0) | Code.5
        PUSH (R0)        | Code.6
        BR (fib, LP)     | Code.7
        DEALLOCATE (1)   | Code.8
        ADD (R1, R0, R0)
        BR (L3)
L2:     MOVE (R2, R0)
L3:     POP (R2)         | Return.1
        POP (R1)         | Return.2
        POP (BP)         | Return.3
        POP (LP)         | Return.4
        JMP (LP)         | Return.5
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A.  How many memory locations are allocated on the stack for each call to fib? 

B.  Consider the following code substitution for the series of instructions labeled Entry.[1-5] in fib: 

fib:    ALLOCATE (4)
        ST (LP, -16, SP)
        ST (BP, -12, SP)
        ST (R1, -8, SP)
        ST (R2, -4, SP)
        ADDC (SP, -8, BP) 

Does the new code fragment perform the same function as the block that it replaces? Does it require 
more or fewer Beta instructions? Is the given sequence safe (could it be interrupted at any point and still 
operate correctly)? What are the advantages and disadvantages of this substitution? 

C.  Which of the following three Beta assembly code fragments could transparently replace the series of 
instructions labeled Return.[1-5]? 

L3: LD (SP, -16, LP)
    LD (SP, -12, BP)
    LD (SP, -8, R1)
    LD (SP, -4, R2)
    DEALLOCATE (4)
    JMP (LP)

L3: DEALLOCATE (4)
    LD (SP, 12, R2)
    LD (SP, 8, R1)
    LD (SP, 4, BP)
    LD (SP, 0, LP)
    JMP (LP)

L3: LD (SP, -4, R2)
    LD (SP, -8, R1)
    LD (SP, -12, BP)
    LD (SP, -16, LP)
    DEALLOCATE (4)
    JMP (LP)

D.  How do these versions compare to the original in terms of the number of instructions used? Are there 
any other advantages or disadvantages of these substitutions? 

E.  Suppose the following code was substituted for the assembly language block labeled Code.[1-8]: 

        PUSH (R0)
        BR (fib, LP)
        MOVE (R0, R1)
        SUBC (R2, 2, R0)
        ST (R0, -4, SP)
        BR (fib, LP)
        DEALLOCATE (1)

Is this resulting code faster? Safe? 
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Problem 5. 

A.  Using our procedure linkage convention, how far (in terms of addresses) can a callee be from its caller? 
What parts of our convention are impacted by this limitation (the calling sequence, the entry sequence, 
or the return sequence)? How might our convention be extended to allow for calls to more distant 
procedures? 

B.  Our current calling convention requires all addresses to be resolved at compile time. Suppose that we 
would like to be able to call special libraries of functions whose addresses are unknown until the 
program is loaded into memory. How could we modify our procedure linkage convention to 
accommodate this capability? 

Problem 6. 

A.  Which of the following Beta assembly language macros can always be used for loading the Nth 
argument passed to a function using our standard procedure linkage convention. Assume argument 1 is 
the first argument and no more than 2048 arguments are passed. 

1.  .macro ARG(N, RC) LD(SP, -8 - 4*N, RC)
2.  .macro ARG(N, RC) LD(BP, -12 + 4*N, RC)
3.  .macro ARG(N, RC) LD(SP, (N-1)*4-12, RC)
4.  .macro ARG(N, RC) LD(BP, -4*(N+2), RC)
5.  .macro ARG(N, RC) LD(RC, -4*N+8, BP)

Problem 7. In this problem, we take a quick look at one of several alternatives to the instruction set architecture 
family represented by the Beta. We consider here the design of a pure stack machine, an architectural approach 
which has been used frequently in virtual machines (e.g., abstract machine architectures used to communicate 
instruction sequences to compilers) and occasionally in real machines such as the Burroughs B6700. The idea 
of a pure stack machine is to use the processor's stack as the only programmer-visible processor state. Unlike 
the Beta, there are no registers for explicit use by instructions: nearly all instructions pop their source operands 
from the stack, and push their result onto the stack. Although the implementation of a stack machine may use 
dedicated registers (such as an SP and PC), such registers are never explicitly addressed by code. As a result, 
most instructions are coded simply as an opcode - they need no fields to specify source and destination 
operands. In our hypothetical stack machine, such instructions consist of a single byte. LOAD and STORE 
instructions are exceptions, and provide a way to access data from memory. Each is represented as an opcode 
followed by a 4-byte memory address; LOAD pushes the contents of the indicated address onto the stack, while 
STORE pops the top word from the stack and stores it into the supplied address. On such a machine, the 
program 

        LOAD(A)
        NEG
        LOAD(B)
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        MUL
        LOAD(C)
        DIV
        STORE(D)

        

A:      LONG(123456)
B:      LONG(456789)
C:      LONG(234567)
D:      LONG(0)

would compute -A*B/C and store the result in D. Note that the single-byte instruction NEG pops and negates 
its argument, pushing the result back onto the stack; DIV and MUL each pop two operands and push the result 
back onto the stack. Note that variables and constants are stored at arbitrary locations in main memory. 

A.  How many bytes are taken by the above code (exclusive of the four data locations)? 

B.  Rewrite the above code sequence for the Beta, again assuming that A, B, C, and D can be arbitrary 32-
bit memory locations. How many bytes will the Beta instruction sequence occupy? 

C.  Now rewrite your Beta code assuming that A, B, C, and D are stored in the local stack frame as local 
variables, i.e., they are addressed using BP with the appropriate offset. How many bytes does your new 
code require? 

D.  Stack machines commonly provide special load and store instructions optimized for access to data (such 
as local variables) stored near the top of the stack. Typically such instructions address memory locations 
computed using an instruction-stream constant and the current value of the SP. 

Propose specific SP-relative instructions, LOAD-SR and STORE-SR, that allow access to locations 
stored near the top of the stack. Specify how each instruction is coded, including an opcode and any 
instruction-stream constant necessary. Describe the details of each instruction's operation in the same 
way instructions are documented in the Beta Documentation 

E.  Recode the above sequence for a stack machine, assuming that A, B, C, and D are located near the top 
of the stack. How many bytes are taken? 

F.  How would you go about choosing the size of the constant for a serious design? 

G.  Propose simple instructions that allow space for variables (like A, B, C, and D) to be allocated on the 
stack and subsequently deallocated when they are no longer needed. 

H.  Typical stack machines also hide the PC from explicit program access, providing CALL and RETURN 
instructions to be used for procedure calls. At minimum, such instructions copy values between the PC 
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and the stack. 

Devise simple, single-byte CALL and RETURN instructions that allow a procedure having no 
arguments to be called and to return to its caller. Describe the operation of each instruction. 

I.  Finally, consider using your SP-relative load and store instructions to implement stack frames on our 
little stack machine. Your job is to devise and describe conventions to be followed by caller and callee 
allowing (i) arguments to be passed from the caller to the callee, (ii) local variables to be allocated and 
used by the callee, and (iii) a single value to be returned from the callee to the caller. 

To be concrete, consider the following procedure and its call: 

int F(int a, int b)
 { int x;
   x = a*b;
   return (x + x*b)
 }
...
z = F(23, 41);
...

The natural place to return the value of the procedure is on the stack, but it is awkward to allocate this 
location in the caller because it blocks access to the return value. How does your proposed convention 
deal with this problem? 

J.  Diagram the layout of the stack using your conventions. Show the location of stacked arguments, local 
variables, the return value, and any temporaries used by the caller. 

K.  Give a general template for the code sequence necessary to call an arbitrary procedure. Illustrate using 
the specific call in the above code, but indicate how it generalizes to arbitrary calls. 

L.  Give a template for the code of the called routine. Illustrate by translating the procedure F, above, to 
stack machine code using your conventions. 
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Stacks and procedures

Problem 1.  Consider the following implementation of an algorithm for finding the greatest common divisor of two 
integers: 

int gcd(int a,int b) {
  if (a == b) return a;
  if (a > b) return gcd(a-b,b);
  return gcd(a,b-a);
}

The C compiler has compiled this procedure into the following code for an unpipelined Beta processor: 

gcd:
        PUSH (LP)
        PUSH (BP)
        MOVE (SP, BP)
        PUSH (R1)
        PUSH (R2)
        LD (BP, -12, R0)
        LD (BP, -16, R1)
        CMPEQ (R0, R1, R2)
        BT (R2, L1)
        CMPLE (R0, R1, R2)
        BT (R2, L2)
        PUSH (R1)
        SUB (R0, R1, R2)
        PUSH (R2)
        BR (gcd, LP)
        DEALLOCATE (2)
        BR (L1)
L2:
        SUB (R1, R0, R2)
        PUSH (R2)
        PUSH (R0)
        BR (gcd, LP)
        DEALLOCATE (2)
L1:
        POP (R2)
        POP (R1)
        MOVE (BP, SP)
        POP (BP)
        POP (LP)
        JMP (LP)

A.  The program above contains the instruction LD(BP,-16,R1). Explain what the compiler was trying to do when in 
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generated this instruction. 

The compiler is loading the value of the second argument ("b") so it could compute "a == b". 

B.  What are the contents of the memory location holding the instruction BR(L1)? 

BR(L1) is encoded as 0x77FF0007. Remember that PUSH is actually a macro that expands into two Beta 
instructions, so there are 7 instructions between L1 and L2. 

C.  When the instruction labeled "L1" is executed, what is the best characterization of the contents of R0? 

L1 is just at the beginning of the procedure return sequence, so at that point R0 should contain the value to be 
returned to the caller. 

D.  Looking at the code, a student suggests that both DEALLOCATE instructions could be eliminated since 
deallocation is performed implicitly by the MOVE(BP,SP) instruction in the exit sequence. After calling gcd, 
would it be possible to tell if the DEALLOCATE instructions had been removed? 

Yes, it would be possible to tell: even though the stack is reset correctly by the MOVE(BP,SP) instruction, that 
happens after the POP(R1) and POP(R2) instructions, so they will not restore the values of R1 and R2 from the 
values pushed onto the stack during the entry sequence. 

E.  How many words of stack are needed to execute gcd(24,16)? Don't forget to include the stack space occupied by 
the arguments in the initial call. 

gcd(24,16) => gcd(8,16) => gcd(8,8), at which point no more recursive calls are made. So three nested procedure 
calls are executed, each with a 6-word stack frame (2 args, LP, BP, saved R1, saved R2), for a total of 18 words of 
stack space. 

F.  During execution of gcd(28,70), the Beta processor is halted and the contents of portions of the stack are found to 
contain the following: 

      ???
      0x00000594
      0x00001234
      0x00000046
      0x0000002A
      0x0000000E
      0x0000001C
      0x00000594
      0x0000124C
 BP-->0x0000002A
      0x0000000E
 SP-->0x00001254
      0x0000000E

What is the value of the second argument ("b") to the current call to gcd? 
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The second argument is located at Mem[Reg[BP] - 16] = 0xE. 

G.  What is the value in the BP register at the time the stack snapshot was taken? 

0x1264 = (old BP stored in Mem[Reg[BP] - 4]) + (size of one stack frame) 
= 0x124C + (6 words = 24 bytes = 0x18 bytes) 
= 0x124C + 0x18 

H.  What is the correct value for "???" above? 

gcd(28,70) => gcd(28,42) => gcd(28,14), at which point the snapshot was taken. So "???" is the first arguments to 
the preceding call, i.e., 28. 

I.  What is the address of the POP(R2) instruction? 

All calls in the execution of gcd(28,70) have a < b, so all the recursive calls are from the second BR(gcd,LP). 
Using the value of LP stored at Mem[Reg[BP] - 8] which points at the DEALLOCATE instruction, the POP(R2) 
is stored at location 0x594 + 4 = 0x598. 

J.  At the time the stack snapshot was taken, what is the significance of the value 0x1254 in the location at <SP>? 

Since SP points to the first unused location on the stack, the value in the location SP points to has no significance 
to the calculation, it's just ununsed stack space. 

K.  The stack snapshot was taken just after the execution of a particular instruction. Could the snapshot have been 
taken just after the execution of the PUSH(R1) instruction near the beginning of the gcd procedure? 

No. Given the values of BP and SP, the PUSH(R2) instruction must have already been executed. 

Problem 2. Consider the following function written in Beta assembly language: 

foo:  PUSH (LP)
      PUSH (BP)
      MOVE (SP, BP)
      PUSH (R1)
      LD (BP, -12, R1)
B1:   BNE (R1, cmp, R31)
B2:   BR (rtn)
loop: SHLC (R1, 1, R1)
cmp:  CMPLT (R1, R31, R0)
      BF (R0, loop)
rtn:  MOVE (R1, R0)
      POP (R1)
      POP (BP)
      POP (LP)
      JMP (LP) 
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A.  What are the contents of the memory location labeled B1? 

0x7BE10002 

B.  If the branch instruction at the location labeled B2 is replaced with a NOP, characterize the input arguments that 
will cause foo to loop indefinitely. 

If you enter the loop with R1 (initialized from the input argument) set to 0, it will loop forever. 

C.  How many times will the instruction labeled loop be executed when foo is called as follows: 

CMOVE (1024, R0)
PUSH (R0)
CMOVE (-256, R0)
PUSH (R0)
BR (foo, LP)
DEALLOCATE (2)

Zero. The argument (-256) is less than zero, so the CMPLT instruction returns 1 (true) and the following BF does 
not branch, so the loop is never executed. 

D.  Which of the following instructions could replace the instruction at the memory location labeled cmp without 
changing the behavior of the function? 

a) CMPLTC (R1, 0, R0) 
b) CMPLEC (R1, -1, R0) 
c) SRAC (R1, 31, R0) 
d) SHRC (R1, 31, R0) 
e) All of the above 
f) None of the above 

e. They all leave 1 in R0 if and only if R1 is negative. 

E.  Describe the behavior of the function foo if the instruction POP (LP) is replaced with DEALLOCATE (1). 

foo still works correctly; actually it's a cycle faster while leaving the registers and memory contents the same as 
the unmodified program. LP isn't restored, but it wasn't changed by foo! 

F.  Suppose that function foo begins execution, and is subsequently interrupted, and the following indications of the 
processor's state are observed: 

R0 = 0            Mem[0x1000] = 0x00001024
R1 = 0xbba00000   Mem[0x1004] = 0x000000e0
                  Mem[0x1008] = 0x00000001
                  Mem[0x100c] = 0x800000cc
      .           Mem[0x1010] = 0x00001004
      .           Mem[0x1014] = 0x00001000
      .           Mem[0x1018] = 0x00001774
                  Mem[0x101c] = 0x80000084
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                  Mem[0x1020] = 0x00001014
BP = 0x00001024   Mem[0x1024] = 0x00001000
LP = 0x80000084   Mem[0x1028] = 0xafadcafe
SP = 0x00001028   Mem[0x102c] = 0xabadcafe

What is the value of the label foo? 

You can't determine the value of the label foo since the procedure doesn't call any subroutines iteself and leave a 
PC somewhere we can examine. 

G.  What argument was the function foo called with in this instance? 

First argument is stored at Mem[Reg[BP] - 12] = 0x00001774. 

H.  Assuming that foo was itself called from some other function, what was the first argument to that function? 

The BP for the function that called foo is at Mem[Reg[BP] - 4] = 0x1014. The first argument for that function is at 
Mem[0x1014 - 12] = 0x00000001. 

Problem 3. Consider yet another C function for computing the greatest common denominator between two numbers, x 
and y: 

int gcd(int x, int y)
 {
   if (x == y) return x;
   if (y > x)
     y = y - x;
   else
     x = x - y;
   return gcd(x, y);
 }

It compiles into the following Beta code: 

gcd:    PUSH (LP)
        PUSH (BP)
        MOVE (SP, BP)
        PUSH (R1)
        PUSH (R2)
        LD (BP, -12, R1)
        LD (BP, -16, R2)
        CMPEQ (R2, R1, R0)
        BF (R0, ifxgty)
        MOVE (R1, R0)
        BR (done)
ifxgty: CMPLE (R2, R1, R0)
        BT (R0, else)
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        SUB (R2, R1, R2)
        BR (call)
else:   SUB (R1, R2, R1)
call:   PUSH (R2)
        PUSH (R1)
        BR (gcd, LP)
        DEALLOCATE (2)
done:   POP (R2)
        POP (R1)
        POP (BP)
        POP (LP)
        JMP (LP)

Assume the function gcd is called with two positive non-zero arguments while the stack pointer set to 0x8000 (i.e. it's 
two arguments are placed in 0x8000, and 0x8004). Sometime thereafter, the Beta is stopped and the contents of various 
memory locations and registers are examined. Here is a summary of what is seen: 

 

The contents of the blank table entries are unknown. 

A.  Fill in as many blank spaces as possible in the table above and indicate those locations whose contents cannot be 
determined from the supplied information. 

The table below shows what we can deduce about the contents of the stack from what we have been given. Here 
are some notes on how we did this: 

�❍     By looking at the code, we can tell that each stack frame would be 6 words long. Tracing the frames from 
the beginning, we can mark out the stack frames and thus know what purpose each memory location serves 
(e.g., holding LP, etc.)

�❍     Since all but the first stack frame belongs to a recursive call from gcd to itself, and since there is only one 
place in gcd where it calls itself, we know that, except in the first frame, the saved LP should have the 
same value in all the frames: 0x80000068. Similarly, knowing the stack frame structure allows us to know 
where BP will be pointing in each stack frame. This lets us know the value of BP that will be saved in the 
next stack frame. This way we can determine the BP values saved in all the frames except the first.

�❍     To determine the arguments, we need to work backwards. First, we note that the values of R1 and R2 when 
the program was stopped tell us the arguments x and y, respectively, of the current invocation of gcd. This 
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is because the previous invocation used R1 and R2 for pushing the arguments to the recursive call. Thus, 
we know 0x8060 contains y=3, and 0x8064 contains x=6. We further know that the arguments to the 
previous invocation were y=9 and x=6 because the fact that R0 was 0 when we stopped the program tells 
us that in the previous invocation, y was greater than x and that the new y (i.e., 3) was the difference 
between the old y (i.e., 9) and the old x (i.e., 6).

�❍     Unfortunately, knowing that the third invocation to gcd was gcd(x=6,y=9) does not tell us for sure what the 
arguments to the invocation before that one were. They could have been (6,15) or (15,9). Fortunately, it is 
not too hard to draw a binary tree of the possible arguments for each call to gcd. If we do this, we will find 
that of the 8 possible argument pairs for the top-level call to gcd, only (x=24,y=33) has 24 as its first 
argument.

�❍     Finally, after filling-in the arguments, we can trace through the code and determine the values in the R1 
and R2 slots. We can do this more quickly by noticing the relation between the pushed R1 and R2 values 
and the arguments before them. Note however, that this pattern is not a general rule, but just occurs 
because gcd uses R1 and R2 when PUSHing arguments.

�❍     We cannot know the values in memory locations 0x800C to 0x8014 because we don't know exactly what 
main (gcd's original caller) was doing with BP, R1 and R2 before it called gcd. For example, main does not 
have to use R1 and R2 to PUSH the arguments, so we cannot determine R1 and R2 as we did for the 
recursive calls.

Mem. Loc.    Contents    Comments

0x8000       33          initial y
0x8004       24          initial x
0x8008       0x800000B0  main's return addr
0x800C       unknown     main's BP
0x8010       unknown     main's R1
0x8014       unknown     main's R2
------------------------------------------
0x8018       9           y
0x801C       24          x
0x8020       0x80000068  gcd's return addr
0x8024       0x8010      previous gcd's BP
0x8028       24          previous gcd's R1
0x802C       9           previous gcd's R2
------------------------------------------
0x8030       9           y
0x8034       15          x
0x8038       0x80000068  gcd's return addr
0x803C       0x8028      previous gcd's BP
0x8040       15          previous gcd's R1
0x8044       9           previous gcd's R2
------------------------------------------
0x8048       9           y
0x804C       6           x
0x8050       0x80000068  gcd's return addr
0x8054       0x8040      previous gcd's BP
0x8058       6           previous gcd's R1
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0x805C       9           previous gcd's R2
------------------------------------------
0x8060       3           y
0x8064       6           x
0x8068       0x80000068  gcd's return addr
0x806C       0x8058      previous gcd's BP
0x8070       0xC0FFEE    free
0x8074       0xC0FFEE    free
0x8078       0xC0FFEE    free
0x807C       0xC0FFEE    free

B.  Using the information supplied, determine what is the address of the entry point of gcd? What initial arguments 
was it called with? What value would this particular call have returned if it had been allowed to complete? 

We know from the state of the machine when it was stopped that in a recursive call, LP is set to 0x80000068 by 
the BR(gcd,LP) instruction inside gcd. This gives us the address of the DEALLOCATE(2) instruction following 
the BR. From here, we count 25 instructions backwards to gcd, keeping in mind that PUSH and POP are macros 
composed of 2 instructions each. Thus, we know that the address of gcd must be 25*4 = 100 = 0x64 bytes before 
0x80000068, that is, 0x80000004. (Actually, the real address of gcd is 0x04. The 8 in the most significant digit 
means that the code was running in supervisor mode. More on this in later lectures.) 

If the function was allowed to complete, it would have returned 3 as the value of gcd(24,33). 

C.  Which instruction was about to be executed when the machine was stopped? 

The instruction about to be executed when the machine was stopped was the MOVE( SP,BP) instruction. Since 
the last item on the stack is the value of BP, we know that the machine was stopped after PUSH(BP), but before 
PUSH(R1). We know that it was stopped before MOVE(SP,BP) because BP has not been set to SP yet. We also 
know that we could not have stopped the machine during the POP sequence because otherwise, R0 would not be 
0. 

D.  If the machine was restarted in the same state as when it was stopped, how many more times would gcd have been 
called? Given the particular call to gcd whose state is summarized above, what is the greatest value that the stack 
pointer register (SP) will take on during the execution of this call. 

If we let the program continue to run, it would make one more recursive call to gcd(3,3), which will then return a 
3. This means we would add 2 more words to the stack to complete the stack frame of gcd(6,3) and add another 6 
words for the frame of gcd(3,3). Thus, the greatest value that the stack pointer register (SP) will take on would be 
0x8090. 

E.  Suppose gcd is called with two non-zero positive arguments, x and y. What is the maximum depth that the stack 
can grow? Give your answer in terms of x and y. 

As a worst-case upper bound, note that the worst case happens when either x or y is 1. In this case, we recurse as 
many times as the non-1 number, or in other words, the number of levels is max(x,y). This is not a tight bound, 
however. A tighter upper bound would be max(x,y)/gcd(x,y). This is because the number of calls is equal to the 
number of subtractions it takes to get from the larger number to gcd(x,y), where each subtraction is at least as 
large as gcd(x,y). This is not the tightest upper bound possible yet, however. For example, in this specific case, it 
gives us 33/3 = 11 levels instead of the actual 6. In any case, the maximum stack depth would be (# of levels)*24 
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bytes, since each stack frame has 6 words * 4 bytes/word = 24 bytes. 

Problem 4. Consider the following C function, which compiles to the Beta assembly code shown to the right: 

int fib(int n)
{
    if (n < 2) return n;
    return fib(n-1) + fib(n-2);
}

fib:    PUSH (LP)        | Entry.1
        PUSH (BP)        | Entry.2
        MOVE (SP, BP)    | Entry.3
        PUSH (R1)        | Entry.4
        PUSH (R2)        | Entry.5
        LD (BP, -12, R2)
        CMPLEC (R2, 1, R0)
        BT (R0, L2)
        SUBC (R2, 1, R0)
        PUSH (R0)        | Code.1
        BR (fib, LP)     | Code.2
        DEALLOCATE (1)   | Code.3
        MOVE (R0, R1)    | Code.4
        SUBC (R2, 2, R0) | Code.5
        PUSH (R0)        | Code.6
        BR (fib, LP)     | Code.7
        DEALLOCATE (1)   | Code.8
        ADD (R1, R0, R0)
        BR (L3)
L2:     MOVE (R2, R0)
L3:     POP (R2)         | Return.1
        POP (R1)         | Return.2
        POP (BP)         | Return.3
        POP (LP)         | Return.4
        JMP (LP)         | Return.5

A.  How many memory locations are allocated on the stack for each call to fib? 

There are 5 memory locations allocated for each call. Fib has one argument and 4 additional locations are 
allocated by the entry sequence (locations for saving LP, BP, R1, R2). 

B.  Consider the following code substitution for the series of instructions labeled Entry.[1-5] in fib: 

fib:    ALLOCATE (4)
        ST (LP, -16, SP)
        ST (BP, -12, SP)
        ST (R1, -8, SP)
        ST (R2, -4, SP)
        ADDC (SP, -8, BP) 

Does the new code fragment perform the same function as the block that it replaces? Does it require more or fewer 
Beta instructions? Is the given sequence safe (could it be interrupted at any point and still operate correctly)? What 
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are the advantages and disadvantages of this substitution? 

The code sequence is equivalent. To see why imagine all the PUSHes expanded into their component instructions 
(ADDC followed by ST). The ALLOCATE(4) above is equivalent to the 4 separate ADDCs embedded in the 
PUSHes; the four ST instructions writes the same information onto the stack in the same order as the original 
sequence. The new sequence is shorter by 3 instructions and is "safe" since the SP is incremented before the STs 
happen. 

New sequence advantages: fewer instructions, faster execution. Disadvantages: harder to understand (?). 

C.  Which of the following three Beta assembly code fragments could transparently replace the series of instructions 
labeled Return.[1-5]? 

L3: LD (SP, -16, LP)
    LD (SP, -12, BP)
    LD (SP, -8, R1)
    LD (SP, -4, R2)
    DEALLOCATE (4)
    JMP (LP)

L3: DEALLOCATE (4)
    LD (SP, 12, R2)
    LD (SP, 8, R1)
    LD (SP, 4, BP)
    LD (SP, 0, LP)
    JMP (LP)

L3: LD (SP, -4, R2)
    LD (SP, -8, R1)
    LD (SP, -12, BP)
    LD (SP, -16, LP)
    DEALLOCATE (4)
    JMP (LP)

The middle sequence is not safe since the space on the stack is deallocated before we've finished using the 
contents of those locations. Either the left or right sequences could transparently replace the original return 
sequence. 

D.  How do these versions compare to the original in terms of the number of instructions used? Are there any other 
advantages or disadvantages of these substitutions? 

Either the left or right sequence is shorter (and hence faster) than the original sequence. 

E.  Suppose the following code was substituted for the assembly language block labeled Code.[1-8]: 

        PUSH (R0)
        BR (fib, LP)
        MOVE (R0, R1)
        SUBC (R2, 2, R0)
        ST (R0, -4, SP)
        BR (fib, LP)
        DEALLOCATE (1)

Is this resulting code faster? Safe? 

The new code sequence is safe and 2 instructions faster since both the SUBC inside of DEALLOCATE and the 
subsequent ADDC inside of PUSH have been eliminated. 
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Problem 5. 

A.  Using our procedure linkage convention, how far (in terms of addresses) can a callee be from its caller? What 
parts of our convention are impacted by this limitation (the calling sequence, the entry sequence, or the return 
sequence)? How might our convention be extended to allow for calls to more distant procedures? 

The entry point of the callee must be reachable by a branch, i.e., it must be within approximately 2^15 words of 
the call instruction. Only the calling sequence has this address built-in, all the other parts of our calling convention 
use values taken from 32-bit registers or memory locations. We could overcome this limitation by using LDR to 
load the target address into a register and then JMP using the register. 

B.  Our current calling convention requires all addresses to be resolved at compile time. Suppose that we would like 
to be able to call special libraries of functions whose addresses are unknown until the program is loaded into 
memory. How could we modify our procedure linkage convention to accommodate this capability? 

Object-oriented languages often require this sort of mechanism since the actual target of the call can't be 
determined at compile time. Now the target address needs to be computed (say by looking it up in a method table 
associated with the object's type) and then using JMP to transfer control to the method. All the other elements of 
the convention can stay as they are. 

Problem 6. 

A.  Which of the following Beta assembly language macros can always be used for loading the Nth argument passed 
to a function using our standard procedure linkage convention. Assume argument 1 is the first argument and no 
more than 2048 arguments are passed. 

1.  .macro ARG(N, RC) LD(SP, -8 - 4*N, RC)
2.  .macro ARG(N, RC) LD(BP, -12 + 4*N, RC)
3.  .macro ARG(N, RC) LD(SP, (N-1)*4-12, RC)
4.  .macro ARG(N, RC) LD(BP, -4*(N+2), RC)
5.  .macro ARG(N, RC) LD(RC, -4*N+8, BP)

Macro 1. Won't work since it uses a fixed offset from SP to access a particular argument. PUSHes and POPs 
within a procedure (eg, from pushing args for a nested procedure call) will change the position of SP relative to 
the base of the stack frame, so a fixed offset won't work everywhere in the procedure. 

Macro 2. The offset calculation is wrong, e.g., for N = 1 the computed offset is -8 instead of the required -12. 

Macro 3. The offset calculation is wrong again, e.g., for N = 2 the computed offset is -8 instead of the required -
16. 

Macro 4. This is correct. 

Macro 5. The offset calculation is incorrect and RC/BP are reversed in the call to LD. 
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Problem 7. In this problem, we take a quick look at one of several alternatives to the instruction set architecture family 
represented by the Beta. We consider here the design of a pure stack machine, an architectural approach which has been 
used frequently in virtual machines (e.g., abstract machine architectures used to communicate instruction sequences to 
compilers) and occasionally in real machines such as the Burroughs B6700. The idea of a pure stack machine is to use the 
processor's stack as the only programmer-visible processor state. Unlike the Beta, there are no registers for explicit use by 
instructions: nearly all instructions pop their source operands from the stack, and push their result onto the stack. 
Although the implementation of a stack machine may use dedicated registers (such as an SP and PC), such registers are 
never explicitly addressed by code. As a result, most instructions are coded simply as an opcode - they need no fields to 
specify source and destination operands. In our hypothetical stack machine, such instructions consist of a single byte. 
LOAD and STORE instructions are exceptions, and provide a way to access data from memory. Each is represented as an 
opcode followed by a 4-byte memory address; LOAD pushes the contents of the indicated address onto the stack, while 
STORE pops the top word from the stack and stores it into the supplied address. On such a machine, the program 

        LOAD(A)
        NEG
        LOAD(B)
        MUL
        LOAD(C)
        DIV
        STORE(D)

        

A:      LONG(123456)
B:      LONG(456789)
C:      LONG(234567)
D:      LONG(0)

would compute -A*B/C and store the result in D. Note that the single-byte instruction NEG pops and negates its 
argument, pushing the result back onto the stack; DIV and MUL each pop two operands and push the result back onto the 
stack. Note that variables and constants are stored at arbitrary locations in main memory. 

A.  How many bytes are taken by the above code (exclusive of the four data locations)? 

Excluding the four data locations, we are interested in the amount of bytes taken from the LOAD(A) to the STORE
(D). There are 7 instructions, and each instruction takes 1 byte, except for LD's and ST's which take an additional 
4 bytes to index the address. Therefore, this takes 23 bytes. 

B.  Rewrite the above code sequence for the Beta, again assuming that A, B, C, and D can be arbitrary 32-bit memory 
locations. How many bytes will the Beta instruction sequence occupy? 

A,B,C,D are the addresses of the memory locations for variables a,b,c, and d. 

        BR(skip)
aload:  LONG(A)
bload:  LONG(B)
cload:  LONG(C)
dload:  LONG(D)
skip:   LDR(aload, R0)     | Load address of a into R0
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        LD(R0,R0)          | Load value of variable a into R0
        LDR(bload, R1)     | Load address of b into R1
        LD(R1,R1)          | Load value of variable b into R1
        LDR(cload, R2)     | Load address of c into R2
        LD(R2,R2)          | Load value of variable c into R2
        LDR(dload, R3)     | Load address of d into R3

        SUB(R31,R0,R4)     | calculate -A
        MUL(R4,R1,R5)      | calculate -A*B
        DIV(R5,R2,R6)      | calculate -A*B/C
        ST(R6,R3)          | write D back.

Since each instruction is 4 bytes long, and we have 16 instructions (and embedded data), this takes up 64 bytes. 
This is over twice as many bytes as the stack machine code. 

C.  Now rewrite your Beta code assuming that A, B, C, and D are stored in the local stack frame as local variables, i.
e., they are addressed using BP with the appropriate offset. How many bytes does your new code require? 

If A, B, C, and D are in the stack, we can use R27, the BP register, to retrieve A, B, and C: 

    LD(BP, 0, R0)    | Load memory location value "A" in R0
    LD(BP, 4, R1)    | Load memory location value "B" in R1
    LD(BP, 8, R2)    | Load memory location value "C" in R2
    MULC(R0, -1, R0) | Perform the -A operation
    MUL(R0, R1, R1)  | Perform the -A*B operation.
    DIV(R1, R2, R2)  | Perform the -A*B/C operation
    ST(R2, 12, BP)   | Store computation in memory location D

Now, the code is only 7 lines long, of 4 bytes/instruction => 28 bytes. This is still more than the stack 
implementation, but less than part B. 

D.  Stack machines commonly provide special load and store instructions optimized for access to data (such as local 
variables) stored near the top of the stack. Typically such instructions address memory locations computed using 
an instruction-stream constant and the current value of the SP. 

Propose specific SP-relative instructions, LOAD-SR and STORE-SR, that allow access to locations stored near 
the top of the stack. Specify how each instruction is coded, including an opcode and any instruction-stream 
constant necessary. Describe the details of each instruction's operation in the same way instructions are 
documented in the Beta Documentation 

LOAD-SR
Usage: LOAD-SR(literal), where literal is a one byte unsigned offset.
PC = PC + 4
EA = Reg[SP] - 4*literal
MEM[SP] = Mem[EA]
Reg[SP] = Reg[SP] + 4

The effective address EA is computed by subtracting from the stack pointer four times the 8-bit displacement 
literal. The location in memory specified by EA is read and then pushed onto the stack. We use an unsigned 
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format because we don't need to represent both positive and negative offsets. 

STORE-SR
Usage: STORE-SR(literal), where literal is a one byte unsigned offset.
PC = PC + 4
EA = Reg[SP] - 4*literal
MEM[EA] = MEM[SP-4]
Reg[SP] = Reg[SP] - 4

The effective address EA is computed by subtracting from the stack pointer four times the 8-bit displacement 
literal. The top element of the stack is popped off and written into the effective address. 

E.  Recode the above sequence for a stack machine, assuming that A, B, C, and D are located near the top of the 
stack. How many bytes are taken? 

New code assuming that a, b, c and d have been pushed onto the stack, in that order. 

    LOAD-SR(4)  | push a onto the top of the stack. (note, this changes how 
                 | far away b,c, and d are!)
    NEG
    LOAD-SR(4)   | bring b to the top of the stack              
    MUL
    LOAD-SR(3)   | bring c to the top of the stack
    DIV
    STORE-SR(2)  | write d back to its original place on the stack.

This code now takes 11 bytes. Notice how it is somewhat troublesome to keep track of where variables are at 
every point in time. This is why we typically use a BP register; it simplifies coding sequences like this 
tremendously by providing a fixed reference position. 

F.  How would you go about choosing the size of the constant for a serious design? 

To choose the size of the constant for a serious design, we would have to analyze our system by running some 
benchmarks and see how far most away from memory most loads and stores are at. For example, if we could reach 
40% of our source and destination addresses with 1 byte, but 90% with two bytes, then we would probably opt to 
have the constant be two bytes. However, if in 1 byte we could reach 40% of our source and destination addresses, 
but with even two, three and even four bytes, reach 50%, then it would not be worth it to increase the number of 
bytes. 

G.  Propose simple instructions that allow space for variables (like A, B, C, and D) to be allocated on the stack and 
subsequently deallocated when they are no longer needed. 

We want to make a stack version of our beta allocate and deallocate. Therefore: 

ALLOCATE:
Usage: ALLOCATE <1 byte unsigned literal, the # of words to allocate>
SP = SP + 4*literal
PC = PC+4
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DEALLOCATE:
Usage: DEALLOCATE <1 byte unsigned literal, the # of words to deallocate>
SP = SP - 4*literal
PC = PC +4

Note: we used unsigned literals since we don't need to represent both positive #s AND negative #'s, and we can 
get twice the range by using unsigned numbers. 

It would be acceptable if the argument to allocate/deallocate was taken from the stack, rather than an argument. 

H.  Typical stack machines also hide the PC from explicit program access, providing CALL and RETURN 
instructions to be used for procedure calls. At minimum, such instructions copy values between the PC and the 
stack. 

Devise simple, single-byte CALL and RETURN instructions that allow a procedure having no arguments to be 
called and to return to its caller. Describe the operation of each instruction. 

If we do not need to pass any arguments, then we do not need to push arguments onto the stack, and in fact, all we 
care about is that we can go to another procedure, and that it returns to us. Therefore: 

CALL:
Usage: CALL <4 byte absolute (unsigned) address>
Mem[SP] = PC + 4
SP = SP + 4
PC = absolute address

It would also be acceptable if the call had no argument and took the address from the stack. 

 
RETURN: 
Usage: RETURN
SP = SP - 4
PC = Mem[SP]

I.  Finally, consider using your SP-relative load and store instructions to implement stack frames on our little stack 
machine. Your job is to devise and describe conventions to be followed by caller and callee allowing (i) 
arguments to be passed from the caller to the callee, (ii) local variables to be allocated and used by the callee, and 
(iii) a single value to be returned from the callee to the caller. 

To be concrete, consider the following procedure and its call: 

int F(int a, int b)
 { int x;
   x = a*b;
   return (x + x*b)
 }
...
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z = F(23, 41);
...

The natural place to return the value of the procedure is on the stack, but it is awkward to allocate this location in 
the caller because it blocks access to the return value. How does your proposed convention deal with this 
problem? 

We have to make sure the return value on the stack is accessible to the callee as well as placed before the return 
value on the stack. If the callee always knows how many values it has pushed onto the stack, and it knows the last 
two things on the stack before it was called is the return value followed by the return address, then it can use 
STORE-SP to store the value onto the return value. 

J.  Diagram the layout of the stack using your conventions. Show the location of stacked arguments, local variables, 
the return value, and any temporaries used by the caller. 

STACK layout: 

argn
argn-1

arg1
return location
return value
local argn
local argn-1

local arg1
temporaries

K.  Give a general template for the code sequence necessary to call an arbitrary procedure. Illustrate using the specific 
call in the above code, but indicate how it generalizes to arbitrary calls. 

Template: 

 
LOAD(ARGn)
LOAD(ARGn-1)
...
LOAD(ARG1)
ALLOCATE(1)  | Allocate space for return value
CALL(callee) | using our instruction above
DEALLOCATE(1) | Get rid of the return value
DEALLOCATE(n) | Get rid of arguments

In our case: 

LOADC(41) | arguments in reverse order
LOADC(23)
ALLOCATE(1)
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CALL(F)
DEALLOCATE(1)
DEALLOCATE(2) | these could be merged into one but are separated for clarity.

L.  Give a template for the code of the called routine. Illustrate by translating the procedure F, above, to stack 
machine code using your conventions. 

Template: 

ALLOCATE(m) | Allocate space for local variables

<insert useful code here, including a STORE-SR to
put the correct value into the space on the stack reserved
for the return value.>

DEALLOCATE(m) | Deallocate local variables
RETURN

This is somewhat unpleasant, due to the fact that every time we do almost anything, we change the value of the 
stack pointer (since every operation modifies the stack in some way), which changes the offsets for the variables. 

Drawing a careful diagram of the stack while working this problem is essential. 

F:
    ALLOCATE(1)   | reserve room for x
    LOAD-SR(4)    | fetch a
    LOAD-SR(6)    | fetch b
    MUL
    STORE-SR(2)   | write a*b into x
    LOAD-SR(1)    | load X again
    LOAD-SR(6)    | load b
    MUL
    LOAD-SR(2)    | load X again
    ADD
    STORE-SR(4)   | write the return value
    DEALLOCATE(1) | get rid of our local variable X
    RETURN

We see from this example the value of a BP register. 
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Building the Beta

Problem 1. Beta quickies: 

A.   In an unpipelined Beta implementation, when is the signal RA2SEL set to "1"? 

B.   In an unpipelined Beta implementation, when executing a BR(foo,LP) instruction to call procedure foo, 
what should WDSEL should be set to? 

C.   The minimum clock period of the unpipelined Beta implementation is determined by the propagation 
delays of the data path elements and the amount of time it takes for the control signals to become valid. 
Which of the following select signals should become valid first in order to ensure the smallest possible 
clock period: PCSEL, RA2SEL, ASEL, BSEL, WDSEL, WASEL? 

Problem 2. Notta Kalew, a somewhat fumble-fingered lab assistant, has deleted the opcode field from the 
following table describing the control logic of an unpipelined Beta processor. 

 

A.   Help Notta out by identifying which Beta instruction is implemented by each row of the table. 

B.   Notta notices that WASEL is always zero in this table. Explain briefly under what circumstances 
WASEL would be non-zero. 

C.   Notta has noticed the following C code fragment appears frequently in the benchmarks: 

   int *p;     /* Pointer to integer array */
   int i,j;    /* integer variables */
   ...
   j = p[i];   /* access ith element of array */

The pointer variable p contains the address of a dynamically allocated array of integers. The value of p[i] is 
stored at the address Mem[p]+4*Mem[i] where p and i are locations containing the values of the 
corresponding C variables. On a conventional Beta this code fragment is translated to the following 
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instruction sequence: 

   LD(...,R1)     /* R1 contains p, the array base address */
   LD(...,R2)     /* R2 contains I, the array index */
   ...
   SHLC(R2,2,R0)  /* compute byte-addressed offset = 4*i */
   ADD(R1,R0,R0)  /* address of indexed element */
   LD(R0,0,R3)    /* fetch p[i] into R3 */

Notta proposes the addition of an LDX instruction that shortens the last three instructions to 

   SHLC(R2,2,R0)  /* compute byte-addressed offset = 4*i */
   LDX(R0,R1,R3)  /* fetch p[i] into R3 */

Give a register-transfer language description for the LDX instruction. Examples of register-transfer 
language descriptions can be for other Beta instructions in the Beta Documentation handed out in lecture. 

D.   Using a table like the one above specify the control signals for the LDX opcode. 

E.  It occurs to Notta that adding an STX instruction would probably be useful too. Using this new instruction, 
p[i] = j might compile into the following instruction sequence: 

   SHLC(R2,2,R0)  /* compute byte-addressed offset = 4*i */
   STX(R3,R0,R1)  /* R3 contains j, R1 contains p */

Briefly describe what modifications to the Beta datapath would be necessary to be able to execute STX in a 
single cycle. 

Problem 3. One Beta manufacturer is having quality-control problems with their design. In particular, they've had 
reliability issues with various device connections that are circled in the attached diagram. 

Your job is to write some test programs to help determine if a machine is fault-free. Assume that when a device 
connection is "faulty," the indicated bus or signal is always "stuck-at 0" instead of the expected value. For each of 
the circled connections, write an instruction sequence that when executed for a specified number of cycles would 
indicate whether the connection was okay by leaving a "1" in R0 and leaves some other value in R0 if the 
connection was faulty. You can assume that all registers are reliably set to 0 before each sequence is executed. 

Give your instruction sequence for each of the six indicated faults and briefly explain how each sequence detects 
the fault and produces something besides "1" in R0 when the fault is present. 
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A.   Fault A: Input 1 of PCSEL mux stuck at 0. 

B.   Fault B: RA2SEL mux control signal stuck at 0. 

C.   Fault C: Z input to control logic stuck at 0. 

D.  Fault D: BSEL mux control signal stuck at 0. 

E.  Fault E: WR memory control signal stuck at 0. 

F.  Fault F: Input 0 of WDSEL mux stuck at 0. 
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Problem 4. Flaky Beta's, Inc. has an interesting business plan: they buy -- very cheaply -- Beta processors 
manufactured by other companies with slight defects and market them as implementing "variants" of the Beta 
Instruction Set Architecture. FBI's plan is simply to change the documentation of the instructions affected by the 
manufacturing flaws in each machine, presuming that its customers can live with the revised machine behavior. 

The FB1 and FB2 are based on a non-pipelined Beta. They perform exactly as a fully functional non- pipelined 
Beta (see diagrams at the end of the quiz), except for the following flaws: 

The FB1 has the select input to the ASEL mux stuck at 0, causing the register file to always be selected as 
the A (left) input to the ALU. 

The FB2 has the select input to the RA2SEL mux stuck at 0, causing the Rb field of the instruction to 
always be selected as the RA2 (right) address input to the register file. 

Note that, aside from the above flaws, the defective processors behave identically to their fully-functional 
counterparts; control signals, for example, are generated as for a working Beta processor. 

FBI tests both the FB1 and FB2 on six Beta instructions: LDR, ST, SUBC, BNE, LD and JMP. They find that 
each of the flaws affects only one of the six instructions. 

A.  Which Beta instructions does the FB1 flaw affect? Which Beta instructions are affected by FB2 flaw? 

B.  Of course many programs use all the instructions in the Beta ISA, so clients need to know if it is possible 
to rewrite their programs so that they perform the same computation whether they run on an unflawed Beta 
or an FBI processor. It's okay if the rewritten program takes a different number of instructions than the 
original. When answering the questions below, assume that rewritten programs still fit in the available 
memory. 

Is it possible to rewrite an arbitrary program so that it will perform correctly on both an unflawed Beta and 
an FB1? 

C.  Is it possible to rewrite an arbitrary program so that it will perform correctly on both an unflawed Beta and 
an FB2? 

Problem 5. A 6.004 student, Pete Coshaver, has suggested the following modified Beta design to minimize the 
critical path in his unpipelined implementation. 
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A.  Briefly describe the differences between the modified Beta shown above and the Beta described in lecture. 

B.  Which instructions have their critical path reduced as a result of Pete's modifications? 

C.  On a given instruction Pete's control logic generates the following control signals. What is the most likely 
opcode of instruction being executed? 

PCSEL   0
RA2SEL  -
BSEL    1
ALUFN   +
Wr      0
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WERF    1
WASEL   0
AdrSEL  0
WDSEL1  1
WDSEL0  -

D.  What impact does Pete's redesign of the write-data-select multiplexer (controlled by the WDSEL0 and 
WDSEL1 control lines) have on the original Beta design? 

a.  Pete's old Beta control ROM will not work with his modified Beta design
b.  It requires the BOOL unit of the ALU to be redesigned.
c.  It is most likely slower than the 3-input multiplexer used in the original Beta.
d.  It has no impact; it is functionally identical to the original design.
e.  Some standard Beta instructions can no longer be implemented with Pete's changes.

E.  What is the most appropriate setting of the WDSEL0 and WDSEL1 control lines when executing a BEQ 
instruction? 

F.  Pete would like to connect the ASEL signal of his old Beta design to the AdrSEL signal in his new design. 
For what Beta instruction type is it necessary for Pete to change the contents of his control ROM before his 
modified Beta will behave identical to the original version? 

G.  Pete was also able to reduce the size of his control logic by merging the functions of two signals into a 
single output signal. What two signals, from the list given below, could he have merged? 

a) WDSEL0 and WDSEL1 
b) WDSEL0 and WERF 
c) AdrSEL and WASEL 
d) BSEL and RA2SEL 
e) AdrSEL and WR 

H.  The minimum clock period of Pete's unpipelined Beta implementation is determined by the propagation 
delays of the data path elements and the amount of time it takes for the control signals to become valid. 
Which select signal(s) should become valid first in order to ensure the smallest possible clock period? 

Problem 6. Consider the following potential additions to the Beta Instruction set: 

        // Swap register contents with memory location
        MSWP (Ra, literal, Rc)
                PC <- PC + 4
                EA <- Reg[Ra] + SEXT(literal)
                tmp <- Mem[EA]
                Mem[EA] <- Reg[Rc]
                Reg[Rc] <- tmp

        // Move if zero
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        MVZ (Ra, Rb, Rc)
                PC <- PC + 4
                if Reg[Ra] = 0 then Reg[Rc] <- Reg[Rb]

        // Move constant if zero
        MVZC (Ra, literal, Rc)
                PC <- PC + 4
                if Reg[Ra] = 0 then Reg[Rc] <- SEXT(literal)

A.  Specify the control signals configurations needed to execute these instructions on an unpipelined Beta. 

B.  Explain why the following instructions cannot be added to our Beta instruction set without further 
modifications: 

        // Push Rc onto stack pointed to by Ra
        PUSH(Rc, 4, Ra)
                PC <- PC + 4
                Mem[Reg[Ra]] <- Reg[Rc]
                Reg[Ra] <- Reg[Ra] + 4

        // Store indexed (base + index register)
        STX(Ra, Rb, Rc)
                PC <- PC + 4
                Mem[Reg[Ra] + Reg[Rb]] <- Reg[Rc]
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Building the Beta

Problem 1. Beta quickies: 

A.   In an unpipelined Beta implementation, when is the signal RA2SEL set to "1"? 

The RA2SEL signal is set to 1 when executing a ST instruction. When RA2SEL is 1 the 5-bit Rc field of 
the instruction is sent to the RA2 port of the register file, causing Reg[Rc] to be sent to the write data port 
of main memory. 

B.   In an unpipelined Beta implementation, when executing a BR(foo,LP) instruction to call procedure foo, 
what should WDSEL should be set to? 

BR(foo,LP) == BEQ(R31,foo,LP). All BNE/BEQ instructions save the address of the following instruction 
in the specified destination register (LP in the example instruction). So WDSEL should be set 0, selecting 
the output of the PC+4 logic as the data to be written into the register file. 

C.   The minimum clock period of the unpipelined Beta implementation is determined by the propagation 
delays of the data path elements and the amount of time it takes for the control signals to become valid. 
Which of the following select signals should become valid first in order to ensure the smallest possible 
clock period: PCSEL, RA2SEL, ASEL, BSEL, WDSEL, WASEL? 

To ensure the smallest possible clock period RA2SEL should become valid first. The RA2SEL mux must 
produce a stable register address before the register file can do its thing. All other control signals affect 
logic that operates after the required register values have been accessed, so they don't have to be valid until 
later in the cycle. 

Problem 2. Notta Kalew, a somewhat fumble-fingered lab assistant, has deleted the opcode field from the 
following table describing the control logic of an unpipelined Beta processor. 

 

A.   Help Notta out by identifying which Beta instruction is implemented by each row of the table. 

Row 1: SUBC 
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Row 2: BEQ 
Row 3: LDR 
Row 4: CMPEQ 
Row 5: ST 

B.   Notta notices that WASEL is always zero in this table. Explain briefly under what circumstances 
WASEL would be non-zero. 

WASEL is 1 if an interrupt is being serviced, an illegal opcode is trapped, or a fault occurs. When WASEL 
is 1, it selects XP as the write address for the register file; Reg[XP] is where we store the current PC+4 
whenever there is an interrupt, a fault, or an illegal opcode. 

C.   Notta has noticed the following C code fragment appears frequently in the benchmarks: 

   int *p;     /* Pointer to integer array */
   int i,j;    /* integer variables */
   ...
   j = p[i];   /* access ith element of array */

The pointer variable p contains the address of a dynamically allocated array of integers. The value of p[i] is 
stored at the address Mem[p]+4*Mem[i] where p and i are locations containing the values of the 
corresponding C variables. On a conventional Beta this code fragment is translated to the following 
instruction sequence: 

   LD(...,R1)     /* R1 contains p, the array base address */
   LD(...,R2)     /* R2 contains I, the array index */
   ...
   SHLC(R2,2,R0)  /* compute byte-addressed offset = 4*i */
   ADD(R1,R0,R0)  /* address of indexed element */
   LD(R0,0,R3)    /* fetch p[i] into R3 */

Notta proposes the addition of an LDX instruction that shortens the last three instructions to 

   SHLC(R2,2,R0)  /* compute byte-addressed offset = 4*i */
   LDX(R0,R1,R3)  /* fetch p[i] into R3 */

Give a register-transfer language description for the LDX instruction. Examples of register-transfer 
language descriptions can be for other Beta instructions in the Beta Documentation handed out in lecture. 

LDX( Ra, Rb, Rc )
    EA <- Reg[Ra] + Reg[Rb]
    Reg[Rc] <- Mem[EA]
    PC <- PC + 4

D.   Using a table like the one above specify the control signals for the LDX opcode. 
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         LDX
ALUFN    "+"
WERF     1
BSEL     0
WDSEL    2
WR       0
RA2SEL   0
PCSEL    0
ASEL     0
WASEL    0

E.  It occurs to Notta that adding an STX instruction would probably be useful too. Using this new instruction, 
p[i] = j might compile into the following instruction sequence: 

   SHLC(R2,2,R0)  /* compute byte-addressed offset = 4*i */
   STX(R3,R0,R1)  /* R3 contains j, R1 contains p */

Briefly describe what modifications to the Beta datapath would be necessary to be able to execute STX in a 
single cycle. 

The register transfer language description of STX would be: 

STX(Rc, Rb, Ra)
    EA <- Reg[Ra] + Reg[Rb]
    Mem[EA] <- Reg[Rc]
    PC <- PC + 4

It's evident that we need to perform 3 register reads, but the Beta's register file has only 2 read ports. Thus 
we need to add a third read port to the register file. 

Incidentally, adding a third read port would eliminate the need for the RA2SEL mux because we no longer 
need to choose between Rb and Rc, since each register field has its own read port. 

Problem 3. One Beta manufacturer is having quality-control problems with their design. In particular, they've had 
reliability issues with various device connections that are circled in the attached diagram. 

Your job is to write some test programs to help determine if a machine is fault-free. Assume that when a device 
connection is "faulty," the indicated bus or signal is always "stuck-at 0" instead of the expected value. For each of 
the circled connections, write an instruction sequence that when executed for a specified number of cycles would 
indicate whether the connection was okay by leaving a "1" in R0 and leaves some other value in R0 if the 
connection was faulty. You can assume that all registers are reliably set to 0 before each sequence is executed. 

Give your instruction sequence for each of the six indicated faults and briefly explain how each sequence detects 
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the fault and produces something besides "1" in R0 when the fault is present. 

 

A.   Fault A: Input 1 of PCSEL mux stuck at 0. 

      . = 0
      BEQ(R0,.+4,R31)
      ADDC(R0,1,R0)

Execute for 2 cycles. If fault A is not present, R0 contains 1 after the second cycle. If fault A is present, the 
second instruction is fetched from location 0 (instead of 4), so the value of R0 stays 0. 

B.   Fault B: RA2SEL mux control signal stuck at 0. 

      . = 0
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      ADDC(R1,1,R1)
      ST(R1,0,R0)
      LD(R0,0,R0)

Execute for 3 cycles. If fault B is not present, the ST instruction writes the value 1 into location 0, which is 
then LDed into R0. If fault B is present, the ST instruction writes the contents of R0 instead (ie, the value 
0), so now the LD instruction puts 0 into R0. 

C.   Fault C: Z input to control logic stuck at 0. 

      . = 0
      BNE(R0,.+8,R31)
      ADDC(R0,1,R0)

Execute for 2 cycles. If fault C is not present, R0 is incremented to 1 since the branch is not taken. If fault 
C is present, the BNE instruction always branches, skipping over the ADDC instruction and leaving the 
contents of R0 unchanged (ie, it's still 0). 

D.  Fault D: BSEL mux control signal stuck at 0. 

      . = 0
      ADDC(R0,1,R0)

Execute for 1 cycle. If fault D is not present, R0 is increment to 1. If fault D is present, the high-order 5-
bits of the literal field (i.e., where Rb is encoded) is used as a register address, and the contents of that 
register is added to R0. Since the literal is "1", the second register is R0 (containing 0), so the value written 
into R0 is 0. 

E.  Fault E: WR memory control signal stuck at 0. 

      . = 0
      ADDC(R1,1,R1)
      ST(R1,X,R31)
      LD(R31,X,R0)

      . = 0x100
X:    LONG(0)

Execute for 3 cycles. If fault E is not present, the ST instruction writes the value 1 into X, which is then 
LDed into R0. If fault B is present, the ST instruction has no effect, so now the LD instruction loads the 
original value of location X into R0. 

F.  Fault F: Input 0 of WDSEL mux stuck at 0. 

      . = 0
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      BEQ(R0,.+4,R1)
      SUBC(R1,3,R0)

Execute for 2 cycles. If fault F is not present, the BEQ instruction loads 4 into R1 and the SUBC loads 1 
into R0. If fault F is present, the BEQ instruction load 0 into R0 and the SUBC loads -3 into R0. 

Problem 4. Flaky Beta's, Inc. has an interesting business plan: they buy -- very cheaply -- Beta processors 
manufactured by other companies with slight defects and market them as implementing "variants" of the Beta 
Instruction Set Architecture. FBI's plan is simply to change the documentation of the instructions affected by the 
manufacturing flaws in each machine, presuming that its customers can live with the revised machine behavior. 

The FB1 and FB2 are based on a non-pipelined Beta. They perform exactly as a fully functional non- pipelined 
Beta (see diagrams at the end of the quiz), except for the following flaws: 

The FB1 has the select input to the ASEL mux stuck at 0, causing the register file to always be selected as 
the A (left) input to the ALU. 

The FB2 has the select input to the RA2SEL mux stuck at 0, causing the Rb field of the instruction to 
always be selected as the RA2 (right) address input to the register file. 

Note that, aside from the above flaws, the defective processors behave identically to their fully-functional 
counterparts; control signals, for example, are generated as for a working Beta processor. 

FBI tests both the FB1 and FB2 on six Beta instructions: LDR, ST, SUBC, BNE, LD and JMP. They find that 
each of the flaws affects only one of the six instructions. 

A.  Which Beta instructions does the FB1 flaw affect? Which Beta instructions are affected by FB2 flaw? 

FB1 flaw: ASEL is nonzero only when executing the LDR instruction. 

FB2 flaw: RA2SEL is nonzero only when executing the ST instruction. 

B.  Of course many programs use all the instructions in the Beta ISA, so clients need to know if it is possible 
to rewrite their programs so that they perform the same computation whether they run on an unflawed Beta 
or an FBI processor. It's okay if the rewritten program takes a different number of instructions than the 
original. When answering the questions below, assume that rewritten programs still fit in the available 
memory. 

Is it possible to rewrite an arbitrary program so that it will perform correctly on both an unflawed Beta and 
an FB1? 

Yes. We've seen several ways of using a sequence of operations to load a 32-bit constant into a register. 
For example: 
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.macro LDR(label,RX) {
    BR(.+8,RX)    | load address of following word into RX
    LONG(label)   | address of constant to be loaded
    LD(RX,0,RX)   | load address into register
    LD(RX,0,RX)   | load constant into register
}

C.  Is it possible to rewrite an arbitrary program so that it will perform correctly on both an unflawed Beta and 
an FB2? 

Yes, although it's a bit tricky. You have to rewrite the program so that all stores into memory have the form 
ST(R0,0,Rx), i.e., where Rx contains the address of the memory location to be written and R0 contains the 
write data. In an unflawed Beta, the RA2SEL mux would select the Rc field of the ST (R0 = 0b00000). In 
an FB2, the hardware selects the Rb field instead, but if the literal field is zero, then the Rb field is also 0. 
In either case the contents of R0 are read from the register file and sent to the memory. 

Problem 5. A 6.004 student, Pete Coshaver, has suggested the following modified Beta design to minimize the 
critical path in his unpipelined implementation. 
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A.  Briefly describe the differences between the modified Beta shown above and the Beta described in lecture. 

1) The ASEL mux has moved from the A-input to the ALU into the address path for main memory. 

2) The 3-input WDSEL mux has been split into two cascaded 2-input muxes. 

B.  Which instructions have their critical path reduced as a result of Pete's modifications? 

The critical path for the LDR instruction is reduced since the address no longer has to pass through the 
ALU before being sent to main memory. 

Assuming that tPD of a 2-input mux is smaller than tPD of a 3-input mux, the critical path for the LD 
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instruction would also be reduced. 

C.  On a given instruction Pete's control logic generates the following control signals. What is the most likely 
opcode of instruction being executed? 

PCSEL   0
RA2SEL  -
BSEL    1
ALUFN   +
Wr      0
WERF    1
WASEL   0
AdrSEL  0
WDSEL1  1
WDSEL0  -

The operation performed is Reg[Rc] = Mem[Reg[Ra] + sxt(literal)] which is the specification for the LD 
instruction. The key was noticing that WDSEL1 = 1, selecting the output of main memory as the source of 
data to be written into the register file. 

D.  What impact does Pete's redesign of the write-data-select multiplexer (controlled by the WDSEL0 and 
WDSEL1 control lines) have on the original Beta design? 

a.  Pete's old Beta control ROM will not work with his modified Beta design
b.  It requires the BOOL unit of the ALU to be redesigned.
c.  It is most likely slower than the 3-input multiplexer used in the original Beta.
d.  It has no impact; it is functionally identical to the original design.
e.  Some standard Beta instructions can no longer be implemented with Pete's changes.

d. Surprisingly it has no impact since none of the control signal settings has to change (even the original 
WDSEL encoding still works!). 

E.  What is the most appropriate setting of the WDSEL0 and WDSEL1 control lines when executing a BEQ 
instruction? 

WDSEL0 = 0 and WDSEL1 = 0, selecting the output of the PC+4 as the data to be written into the register 
file. 

F.  Pete would like to connect the ASEL signal of his old Beta design to the AdrSEL signal in his new design. 
For what Beta instruction type is it necessary for Pete to change the contents of his control ROM before his 
modified Beta will behave identical to the original version? 

No modifications are necessary. ASEL = 0 except when executing the LDR instruction, just like the 
original Beta. 

G.  Pete was also able to reduce the size of his control logic by merging the functions of two signals into a 
single output signal. What two signals, from the list given below, could he have merged? 
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a) WDSEL0 and WDSEL1 
b) WDSEL0 and WERF 
c) AdrSEL and WASEL 
d) BSEL and RA2SEL 
e) AdrSEL and WR 

A look at the control logic chart for the Beta reveals that BSEL and RA2SEL are the same if we choose 
appropriate values for the "don't care" entries for RA2SEL. 

H.  The minimum clock period of Pete's unpipelined Beta implementation is determined by the propagation 
delays of the data path elements and the amount of time it takes for the control signals to become valid. 
Which select signal(s) should become valid first in order to ensure the smallest possible clock period? 

As in the original Beta, RA2SEL should become valid first so that the register file can get started on 
fetching register values. The other control signals control logic that operates after the register reads are 
complete. 

Problem 6. Consider the following potential additions to the Beta Instruction set: 

        // Swap register contents with memory location
        MSWP (Ra, literal, Rc)
                PC <- PC + 4
                EA <- Reg[Ra] + SEXT(literal)
                tmp <- Mem[EA]
                Mem[EA] <- Reg[Rc]
                Reg[Rc] <- tmp

        // Move if zero
        MVZ (Ra, Rb, Rc)
                PC <- PC + 4
                if Reg[Ra] = 0 then Reg[Rc] <- Reg[Rb]

        // Move constant if zero
        MVZC (Ra, literal, Rc)
                PC <- PC + 4
                if Reg[Ra] = 0 then Reg[Rc] <- SEXT(literal)

A.  Specify the control signals configurations needed to execute these instructions on an unpipelined Beta. 

         MSWP  MVZ    MVZC
ALUFN    "+"   "B"    "B"
WERF     1     Z?1:0  Z?1:0
BSEL     1     0      1
WDSEL    2     1      1
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WR       1     0      0
RA2SEL   1     0      -
PCSEL    0     0      0
ASEL     0     -      -
WASEL    0     0      0

B.  Explain why the following instructions cannot be added to our Beta instruction set without further 
modifications: 

        // Push Rc onto stack pointed to by Ra
        PUSH(Rc, 4, Ra)
                PC <- PC + 4
                Mem[Reg[Ra]] <- Reg[Rc]
                Reg[Ra] <- Reg[Ra] + 4

        // Store indexed (base + index register)
        STX(Ra, Rb, Rc)
                PC <- PC + 4
                Mem[Reg[Ra] + Reg[Rb]] <- Reg[Rc]

To implement PUSH, the ALU would have to produce two values: Reg[Ra] to be used as the memory 
address and Reg[Ra]+4 to be written into the register file. 

To implement STX, the Beta has to read three registers, but it only has two read ports on the register file. 
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Memory hierarchy

Problem 1. The following is a sequence of address references given as word addresses: 

2,3,11,16,21,13,64,48,19,11,3,22,4,27,6,11

A.   Show the hits and misses and final cache contents for a fully associative cache with one-word 
blocks and a total size of 16 words. Assume LRU replacement. 

B.   Show the hits and misses and final cache contents for a fully associative cache with four-word 
blocks and a total size of 16 words. Assume LRU replacement. 

Problem 2. Cache multiple choice: 

A.   If a cache access requires one clock cycle and handling cache misses stalls the processor for 
an additional five cycles, which of the following cache hit rates comes closest to achieving an 
average memory access of 2 cycles? 
 
(A) 75% 
(B) 80% 
(C) 83% 
(D) 86% 
(E) 98% 

B.   LRU is an effective cache replacement strategy primarily because programs 
 
(A) exhibit locality of reference 
(B) usually have small working sets 
(C) read data much more frequently than write data 

C.   If increasing the block size of a cache improves performance it is primarily because programs 
 
(A) exhibit locality of reference 
(B) usually have small working sets 
(C) read data much more frequently than write data 
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D.   Consider the following program: 

integer A[1000];
for i = 1 to 1000
  for j = 1 to 1000
    A[i] = A[i] + 1

When the above program is compiled with all compiler optimizations turned off and run on a 
processor with a 1K byte fully-associative write-back data cache with 4-word cache blocks, what 
is the approximate data cache miss rate? (Assume integers are one word long and a word is 4 
bytes.) 
 
(A) 0.0125% 
(B) 0.05% 
(C) 0.1% 
(D) 5% 
(E) 12.5% 

E.   In a non-pipelined single-cycle-per-instruction processor with an instruction cache, the 
average instruction cache miss rate is 5%. It takes 8 clock cycles to fetch a cache line from the 
main memory. Disregarding data cache misses, what is the approximate average CPI (cycles per 
instruction)? 
 
(A) 0.45 
(B) 0.714 
(C) 1.4 
(D) 1.8 
(E) 2.22 

Problem 3. A student has miswired the address lines going to the memory of an unpipelined BETA. The 
wires in question carry a 30-bit word address to the memory subsystem, and the hapless student has in 
fact reversed the order of all 30 address bits. Much to his surprise, the machine continues to work 
perfectly. 

A.  Explain why the miswiring doesn't affect the operation of the machine. 

B.  The student now replaces the memory in his miswired BETA with a supposedly higher 
performance unit that contains both a fast fully associative cache and the same memory as before. 
The reversed wiring still exists between the BETA and this new unit. To his surprise, the new 
unit does not significantly improve the performance of his machine. In desperation, the student 
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then fixes the reversal of his address lines and the machine's performance improves 
tremendously. Explain why this happens. 

Problem 4. For this problem, assume that you have a processor with a cache connected to main memory 
via a bus. A successful cache access by the processor (a hit) takes 1 cycle. After an unsuccessful cache 
access (a miss), an entire cache block must be fetched from main memory over the bus. The fetch is not 
initiated until the cycle following the miss. A bus transaction consists of one cycle to send the address to 
memory, four cycles of idle time for main-memory access, and then one cycle to transfer each word in 
the block from main memory to the cache. Assume that the processor continues execution only after the 
last word of the block has arrived. In other words, if the block size is B words (at 32 bits/word), a cache 
miss will cost 1 + 1 + 4 + B cycles. The following table gives the average cache miss rates of a 1 Mbyte 
cache for various block sizes: 

 

A.   Write an expression for the average memory access time for a 1-Mbyte cache and a B-word 
block size (in terms of the miss ratio m and B). 

B.   What block size yields the best average memory access time? 

C.  If bus contention adds three cycles to the main-memory access time, which block size yields the 
best average memory access time? 

D.  If bus width is quadrupled to 128 bits, reducing the time spent in the transfer portion of a bus 
transaction to 25% of its previous value, what is the optimal block size? Assume that a minimum 
one transfer cycle is needed and don't include the contention cycles introduced in part (C). 

Problem 5. You are designing a controller for a tiny cache that is fully associative but has only three 
words in it. The cache has an LRU replacement policy. A reference record module (RRM) monitors 
references to the cache and always outputs the binary value 1, 2, or 3 on two output signals to indicate 
the least recently used cache entry. The RRM has two signal inputs, which can encode the number 0 
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(meaning no cache reference is occurring) or 1, 2, or 3 (indicating a reference to the corresponding word 
in the cache). 

 

A.  What hit ratio will this cache achieve if faced with a repeating string of references to the 
following addresses: 100, 200, 104, 204, 200? 

B.  The RRM can be implemented as a finite-state machine. How many states does the RRM need to 
have? Why? 

C.  How many state bits does the RRM need to have? 

D.  Draw a state-transition diagram for the RRM. 

E.  Consider building an RRM for a 15-word fully associative cache. Write a mathematical 
expression for the number of bits in the ROM required in a ROM-and-register implementation of 
this RRM. (You need not calculate the numerical answer.) 

F.  Is it feasible to build the 15-word RRM above using a ROM and register in today's technology? 
Explain why or why not. 
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Memory hierarchy

Problem 1. The following is a sequence of address references given as word addresses: 

2,3,11,16,21,13,64,48,19,11,3,22,4,27,6,11

A.   Show the hits and misses and final cache contents for a fully associative cache with one-word 
blocks and a total size of 16 words. Assume LRU replacement. 

2: miss, cache now holds: 2 
3: miss, cache now holds: 3, 2 
11: miss, cache now holds: 11, 3, 2 
16: miss, cache now holds: 16, 11, 3, 2 
21: miss, cache now holds: 21, 16, 11, 3, 2 
13: miss, cache now holds: 13, 21, 16, 11, 3, 2 
64: miss, cache now holds: 64, 13, 21, 16, 11, 3, 2 
48: miss, cache now holds: 48, 64, 13, 21, 16, 11, 3, 2 
19: miss, cache now holds: 19, 48, 64, 13, 21, 16, 11, 3, 2 
11: hit, cache now holds: 11, 19, 48, 64, 13, 21, 16, 3, 2 
3: hit, cache now holds: 3, 11, 19, 48, 64, 13, 21, 16, 2 
22: miss, cache now holds: 22, 3, 11, 19, 48, 64, 13, 21, 16, 2 
4: miss, cache now holds: 4, 22, 3, 11, 19, 48, 64, 13, 21, 16, 2 
27: miss, cache now holds: 27, 4, 22, 3, 11, 19, 48, 64, 13, 21, 16, 2 
6: miss, cache now holds: 6, 27, 4, 22, 3, 11, 19, 48, 64, 13, 21, 16, 2 
11: hit, cache now holds: 11, 6, 27, 4, 22, 3, 19, 48, 64, 13, 21, 16, 2 

B.   Show the hits and misses and final cache contents for a fully associative cache with four-word 
blocks and a total size of 16 words. Assume LRU replacement. 

With a N-word block of data for each cache entry, note that the N words in a cache entry will 
have consecutive memory addresses starting with a word address that's a multiple of N. 

2: miss, cache now holds: 0-3 
3: hit, cache now holds: 0-3 
11: miss, cache now holds: 8-11, 0-3 
16: miss, cache now holds: 16-19, 8-11, 0-3 
21: miss, cache now holds: 20-23, 16-19, 8-11, 0-3 
13: miss, cache now holds: 12-15, 20-23, 16-19, 8-11 
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64: miss, cache now holds: 64-67, 12-15, 20-23, 16-19 
48: miss, cache now holds: 48-51, 64-67, 12-15, 20-23 
19: miss, cache now holds: 16-19, 48-51, 64-67, 12-15 
11: miss, cache now holds: 8-11, 16-19, 48-51, 64-67 
3: miss, cache now holds: 0-3, 8-11, 16-19, 48-51 
22: miss, cache now holds: 20-23, 0-3, 8-11, 16-19 
4: miss, cache now holds: 4-7, 20-23, 0-3, 8-11 
27: miss, cache now holds: 24-27, 4-7, 20-23, 0-3 
6: hit, cache now holds: 4-7, 24-27, 20-23, 0-3 
11: miss, cache now holds: 8-11, 4-7, 24-27, 20-23 

Problem 2. Cache multiple choice: 

A.   If a cache access requires one clock cycle and handling cache misses stalls the processor for 
an additional five cycles, which of the following cache hit rates comes closest to achieving an 
average memory access of 2 cycles? 
 
(A) 75% 
(B) 80% 
(C) 83% 
(D) 86% 
(E) 98% 

2 cycle average access = (1 cycle for cache) + (1 - hit rate)(5 cycles stall) 
=> hit rate = 80% 

B.   LRU is an effective cache replacement strategy primarily because programs 
 
(A) exhibit locality of reference 
(B) usually have small working sets 
(C) read data much more frequently than write data 

(A). Locality implies that the probability of accessing a location decreases as the time since the 
last access increases. By choosing to replace locations that haven't been used for the longest time, 
the least-recently-used replacement strategy should, in theory, be replacing locations that have 
the lowest probability of being accessed in the future. 

C.   If increasing the block size of a cache improves performance it is primarily because programs 
 
(A) exhibit locality of reference 
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(B) usually have small working sets 
(C) read data much more frequently than write data 

(A). Increased block size means that more words are fetched when filling a cache line after a miss 
on a particular location. If this leads to increased performance, then the nearby words in the block 
must have been accessed by the program later on, ie, the program is exhibiting locality. 

D.   Consider the following program: 

integer A[1000];
for i = 1 to 1000
  for j = 1 to 1000
    A[i] = A[i] + 1

When the above program is compiled with all compiler optimizations turned off and run on a 
processor with a 1K byte fully-associative write-back data cache with 4-word cache blocks, what 
is the approximate data cache miss rate? (Assume integers are one word long and a word is 4 
bytes.) 
 
(A) 0.0125% 
(B) 0.05% 
(C) 0.1% 
(D) 5% 
(E) 12.5% 

(A). Considering only the data accesses, the program performs 1,000,000 reads and 1,000,000 
writes. Since the cache has 4-word blocks, each miss brings 4 words of the array into the cache. 
So accesses to the next 3 array locations won't cause a miss. Since the cache is write-back, writes 
happen directly into the cache without causing any memory accesses until the word is replaced. 
So altogether there are 250 misses (caused by a read of A[0], A[4], A[8], ...), for a miss rate of 
250/2,000,000 = 0.0125% 

E.   In a non-pipelined single-cycle-per-instruction processor with an instruction cache, the 
average instruction cache miss rate is 5%. It takes 8 clock cycles to fetch a cache line from the 
main memory. Disregarding data cache misses, what is the approximate average CPI (cycles per 
instruction)? 
 
(A) 0.45 
(B) 0.714 
(C) 1.4 
(D) 1.8 
(E) 2.22 
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(C). CPI = (1 inst-per-cycle) + (0.05)(8 cycles/miss) = 1.4 

Problem 3. A student has miswired the address lines going to the memory of an unpipelined BETA. The 
wires in question carry a 30-bit word address to the memory subsystem, and the hapless student has in 
fact reversed the order of all 30 address bits. Much to his surprise, the machine continues to work 
perfectly. 

A.  Explain why the miswiring doesn't affect the operation of the machine. 

Since the Beta reverses the order of the 30 bit address in the same manner for each memory 
access, the Beta will use the same reversed address to access a particular memory location for 
both stores and loads. Thus, the operation of the machine will not be affected. 

B.  The student now replaces the memory in his miswired BETA with a supposedly higher 
performance unit that contains both a fast fully associative cache and the same memory as before. 
The reversed wiring still exists between the BETA and this new unit. To his surprise, the new 
unit does not significantly improve the performance of his machine. In desperation, the student 
then fixes the reversal of his address lines and the machine's performance improves 
tremendously. Explain why this happens. 

Caches take advantage of locality of reference by reading in an entire block of related data at one 
time, thereby reducing main memory accesses. By reversing the order of the 30 bit address, 
locality of the memory addresses is disrupted. The low-order bits that would normally place 
related data close to one another are instead the high-order bits and related data is more spread 
out through the main memory. This reduction in locality reduces cache performance significantly. 
When the student fixes the address line reversal problem, locality of the memory is restored, and 
the cache can perform as intended. 

Problem 4. For this problem, assume that you have a processor with a cache connected to main memory 
via a bus. A successful cache access by the processor (a hit) takes 1 cycle. After an unsuccessful cache 
access (a miss), an entire cache block must be fetched from main memory over the bus. The fetch is not 
initiated until the cycle following the miss. A bus transaction consists of one cycle to send the address to 
memory, four cycles of idle time for main-memory access, and then one cycle to transfer each word in 
the block from main memory to the cache. Assume that the processor continues execution only after the 
last word of the block has arrived. In other words, if the block size is B words (at 32 bits/word), a cache 
miss will cost 1 + 1 + 4 + B cycles. The following table gives the average cache miss rates of a 1 Mbyte 
cache for various block sizes: 
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A.   Write an expression for the average memory access time for a 1-Mbyte cache and a B-word 
block size (in terms of the miss ratio m and B). 

Average access time = (1-m)(1 cycle) + (m)(6 + B cycles) = 1 + (m)(5+B) cycles 

B.   What block size yields the best average memory access time? 

 

C.  If bus contention adds three cycles to the main-memory access time, which block size yields the 
best average memory access time? 

 

D.  If bus width is quadrupled to 128 bits, reducing the time spent in the transfer portion of a bus 
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transaction to 25% of its previous value, what is the optimal block size? Assume that a minimum 
one transfer cycle is needed and don't include the contention cycles introduced in part (C). 

 

Problem 5. You are designing a controller for a tiny cache that is fully associative but has only three 
words in it. The cache has an LRU replacement policy. A reference record module (RRM) monitors 
references to the cache and always outputs the binary value 1, 2, or 3 on two output signals to indicate 
the least recently used cache entry. The RRM has two signal inputs, which can encode the number 0 
(meaning no cache reference is occurring) or 1, 2, or 3 (indicating a reference to the corresponding word 
in the cache). 

 

A.  What hit ratio will this cache achieve if faced with a repeating string of references to the 
following addresses: 100, 200, 104, 204, 200? 

Here's what happens: 

access 100: miss; cache contains 100, ---, ---
access 200: miss; cache contains 200, 100, ---
access 104: miss; cache contains 104, 200, 100
access 204: miss; cache contains 204, 104, 200
access 200: hit;  cache contains 200, 204, 104
access 100: miss; cache contains 100, 200, 204
access 200: hit;  cache contains 200, 100, 204
access 104: miss; cache contains 104, 200, 100
access 204: miss; cache contains 204, 104, 200
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access 200: hit;  cache contains 200, 204, 104
...

So in the steady state, location 200 stays in the cache and all other locations get replaced. So the 
hit rate is 2/5 or 40%. 

B.  The RRM can be implemented as a finite-state machine. How many states does the RRM need to 
have? Why? 

There are 3! = 6 ways to list the three locations in order of use. Thus RRM needs 6 states, one 
state for each possible order. 

C.  How many state bits does the RRM need to have? 

We can encode six states using 3 state bits. 

D.  Draw a state-transition diagram for the RRM. 
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E.  Consider building an RRM for a 15-word fully associative cache. Write a mathematical 
expression for the number of bits in the ROM required in a ROM-and-register implementation of 
this RRM. (You need not calculate the numerical answer.) 

There are 15! possible states, so we would need ceiling(log2(15!)) = 41 state bits. Including the 
four input bits that indicate which word is being accessed, the ROM would have 245 locations of 
41 bits each, for a total of approximately 1442 trillion bits. 

F.  Is it feasible to build the 15-word RRM above using a ROM and register in today's technology? 
Explain why or why not. 

1442 trillion bits is a bit much even for today's technology. In a .09u technology, a single 
transistor pulldown in a ROM might require (.09u x .2u) = .02u2, so our ROM would require 
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about 29 square meters of silicon! 
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Caches

Problem 1.  

 

The diagram above illustrates a blocked, direct-mapped cache for a computer that uses 32-bit data words and 32-bit 
byte addresses. 

A.   What is the maximum number words of data from main memory that can be stored in the cache at any 
one time? 

B.   How many bits of the address are used to select which line of the cache is accessed? 

C.   How many bits wide is the tag field? 

D.   Briefly explain the purpose of the one-bit V field associated with each cache line. 

E.   Assume that memory location 0x2045C was present in the cache. Using the row and column labels from 
the figure, in what cache location(s) could we find the data from that memory location? What would the 
value(s) of the tag field(s) have to be for the cache row(s) in which the data appears? 
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F.   Can data from locations 0x12368 and 0x322FF8 be present in the cache at the same time? What about 
data from locations 0x2536038 and 0x1034? Explain. 

G.   When an access causes a cache miss, how many words need to be fetched from memory to fill the 
appropriate cache location(s) and satisfy the request? 

Problem 2. The following four cache designs C1 through C4, are proposed for the Beta. All use LRU replacement 
where applicable (e.g. within each set of a set associative cache). 

 

A.   Which cache would you expect to take the most chip area (hence cost) ? 

B.   Which cache is likely to perform worst in a benchmark involving repeated cycling through an array of 
6K integers ? Explain. 

C.   It is observed that one of the caches performs very poorly in a particular benchmark which repeatedly 
copies one 1000-word array to another. Moving one of the arrays seems to cure the problem. Which cache is 
most likely to exhibit this behavior ? Explain. 

D.   Recall that we say cache A dominates cache B if for every input pattern, A caches every location cached 
by B. Identify every pair (A, B) of caches from the above list where A dominates B. Explain your reasoning. 

Problem 3. The data-sheet for a particular byte-addressable 32-bit microprocessor reads as follows: 

The CPU produces a 32-bit virtual address for both data and instruction fetches. There are two caches: one is used 
when fetching instructions; the other is used for data accesses. Both caches are virtually addressed. The instruction 
cache is two-way set-associative with a total of 212 bytes of data storage, with 32-byte blocks. The data cache is 
two-way set-associative with a total of 213 bytes of data storage, with 32-byte blocks 

A.  How many bits long is the tag field in each line of the instruction cache? 
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B.  How many address bits are used to choose which line is accessed in the data cache? 

C.  Which of the following instruction addresses would never collide in the instruction cache with an 
instruction stored at location 0x0ACE6004? 
 
(A) 0x0BAD6004    (D) 0x0ACE6838 
(B) 0x0C81C81C    (E) 0xFACE6004 
(C) 0x00000004    (F) 0x0CEDE008 

D.  What is the number of instructions in the largest instruction loop that could be executed with a 100% 
instruction cache hit rate during all but the first time through the loop? 

Problem 4. The following questions ask you to evaluate alternative cache designs using patterns of memory 
references taken from running programs. Each of the caches under consideration has a total capacity of 8 (4-
byte) words, with one word stored in each cache line. The cache designs under consideration are: 

DM: a direct-mapped cache. 

S2: a 2-way set-associative cache with a least-recently-used replacement policy. 

FA: a fully-associative cache with a least-recently-used replacement policy. 

The questions below present a sequence of addresses for memory reads. You should assume the sequences repeat 
from the start whenever you see "...". Keep in mind that byte addressing is used; addresses of consecutive words 
in memory differ by 4. Each question asks which cache(s) give the best hit rate for the sequence. Answer by 
considering the steady-state hit rate, i.e., the percentage of memory references that hit in the cache after the 
sequence has been repeated many times. 

A.   Which cache(s) have the best hit rate for the sequence 0, 16, 4, 36, ... 

B.   Which cache(s) have the best hit rate for the sequence 0, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, ... 

C.   Which cache(s) have the best hit rate for the sequence 0, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 28, 24, 20, 16, 12, 
8, 4, ... 

D.   Which cache(s) have the best hit rate for the sequence 0, 4, 8, 12, 32, 36, 40, 44, 16, .. 

E.   Assume that a cache access takes 1 cycle and a memory access takes 4 cycles. If a memory access is 
initiated only after the cache has missed, what is the maximum miss rate we can tolerate before use of the 
cache actually slows down accesses? 
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Problem 5. Ben Bitdiddle has been exploring various cache designs for use with the Beta processor. He is 
considering only caches with one word (4 bytes) per line. He is interested in the following cache designs: 

C1: 2-way set associative, LRU replacement, 256 total data words (128 sets of 2 words each). 

C2: 2-way set associative, random replacement, 256 total data words (128 sets of 2 words each). 

C3: 2-way set associative, LRU replacement, 512 total data words (256 sets of 2 words each). 

C4: 4-way set associative, LRU replacement, 512 total data words (128 sets of 4 words each). 

C5: Fully associative, LRU replacement, 512 total data words. 

In order to help her analysis, Ben is trying to identify cases where one cache dominates another in terms of cache 
hits. Ben considers that cache A dominates cache B if, given identical strings of memory references, every memory 
reference that gives a cache hit using B is also a hit using A. Thus if A dominates B, A will give at least as high a 
hit rate as B for every program. 

In each of the following pairs of caches, deduce whether the first dominates the second: 

A.  C1 dominates C2 

B.  C2 dominates C1 

C.  C3 dominates C1 

D.  C3 dominates C2 

E.  C4 dominates C3 

F.  C4 dominates C2 

G.  C5 dominates C1 

H.  Averaged over a wide range of typical application programs, which of the above caches would you expect 
to yield the highest hit rate? 

Problem 6. Adverbs Unlimited is considering a computer system based loosely on the Beta. Five designs have been 
proposed, each of them similar to the Beta except for a cache between the 32-bit processor data bus and the main-
memory subsystem. Like the Beta, each machine deals with 32-bit main-memory addresses, for a total address 
space of 232 bytes. The machines' caches differ only in the parameters of associativity, size, and writeback. The 
block size for each cache 1 word (4 bytes). 
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Model Associativity Total data size (bytes) Write-

DEFINATELY four-way 216 back

CERTAINLY direct-mapped 216 back

HOPEFULLY 4-way 210 through

PERHAPS 2-way 210 back

DOUBTFULLY direct-mapped 210 back

A.  How many bits are required for the tag portion of each cache line for each of the architectures? How bits of 
comparitor are needed? How many bits of SRAM altogether (including tag fields, valid and dirty bits). 

B.  Address lines from the CPU are designated A31, ..., A1, A0, where A0 is the low-order address bit. Which 
of these CPU address lines are used as address inputs to the SRAMs of the cache in the PERHAPS model? 

C.  Suppose that address lines A2 and A9 were inadvertently interchanged in the cable between the 
DOUBTFULLY CPU and its cache. Which, if any, of the following statements best describes the effect(s) 
of this change, assuming that other hardware and software remain unmodified? 

A.  The machine would no longer work.
B.  The machine would continue to work as before.
C.  The machine would continue to work, but at a reduced performance level.
D.  The machine would continue to work, at an improved performance level.
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Caches

Problem 1.  

 

The diagram above illustrates a blocked, direct-mapped cache for a computer that uses 32-bit data words and 32-bit 
byte addresses. 

A.   What is the maximum number words of data from main memory that can be stored in the cache at any 
one time? 

Maximum number of data words from main memory = (16 lines)(4 words/line) = 64 words 

B.   How many bits of the address are used to select which line of the cache is accessed? 

With 16 cache lines, 4 bits of the address are required to select which line of the cache is accessed. 

C.   How many bits wide is the tag field? 

Bits in the tag field = (32 address bits) - (4 bits to select line) - (4 bits to select word/byte) = 24 bits 
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D.   Briefly explain the purpose of the one-bit V field associated with each cache line. 

The tag and data fields of the cache will always have value in them, so the V bit is used to denote whether 
these value are consistent (valid) with what is in memory. Typically the V bit for each line in the cache is 
set to "0" when the machine is reset or the cache is flushed. 

E.   Assume that memory location 0x2045C was present in the cache. Using the row and column labels from 
the figure, in what cache location(s) could we find the data from that memory location? What would the 
value(s) of the tag field(s) have to be for the cache row(s) in which the data appears? 

The cache uses ADDR[7:4] to determine where data from a particular address will be stored in the cache. 
Thus, location 0x0002045C will be stored in line 5 of cache. The tag field should contain the upper 24 bits 
of the address, i.e., 0x000204. Note that the bottom 4 bits of the address (0xC) determine which word and 
byte of the cache line is being referenced. 

F.   Can data from locations 0x12368 and 0x322FF8 be present in the cache at the same time? What about 
data from locations 0x2536038 and 0x1034? Explain. 

Location 0x12368 will be stored in line 6 of the cache. Location 0x322F68 will be stored in line F of the 
cache. Since the lines differ, both locations can be cached at the same time. However, locations 0x2536038 
and 0x1034 both would be stored in line 3 of cache, so they both could not be present in the cache at the 
same time. 

G.   When an access causes a cache miss, how many words need to be fetched from memory to fill the 
appropriate cache location(s) and satisfy the request? 

There are 4 words in each line of the cache and since we only have one valid bit for the whole line, all 4 
words have to have valid values. So to fill a cache line on a cache miss all 4 words would have to be fetched 
from main memory. 

Problem 2. The following four cache designs C1 through C4, are proposed for the Beta. All use LRU replacement 
where applicable (e.g. within each set of a set associative cache). 
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A.   Which cache would you expect to take the most chip area (hence cost) ? 

Cache C4 would most likely take up the most chip area because it is fully associative, thereby requiring a 
comparator for each cache line, and because it has the most data word capacity. 

B.   Which cache is likely to perform worst in a benchmark involving repeated cycling through an array of 
6K integers ? Explain. 

C2 would likely have the worst performance on a benchmark involving repeated cycling through an array of 
6K integers since it is the only cache listed with less than 6K data word capacity. 

C.   It is observed that one of the caches performs very poorly in a particular benchmark which repeatedly 
copies one 1000-word array to another. Moving one of the arrays seems to cure the problem. Which cache is 
most likely to exhibit this behavior ? Explain. 

We are told that one of the caches performs poorly in a particular benchmark which repeatedly copies one 
1000-word array to another and that if one of the arrays is moved, the problem seems to be cured. This 
behavior is most likely exhibited by cache C3 because it is a direct mapped cache which only has one 
location to put any particular address. If the lower bits (used to choose the cache line) for the addresses of 
the array overlap, poor performance could be observed. Moving the array so that the lower bits of the array 
addresses don't overlap could solve this problem. 

D.   Recall that we say cache A dominates cache B if for every input pattern, A caches every location cached 
by B. Identify every pair (A, B) of caches from the above list where A dominates B. Explain your reasoning. 

So long as we are not using a random replacement strategy, it is always possible to come up with a 
benchmark that will make a particular type of cache have a miss on every data access. Thus, we cannot say 
that one particular type of cache always dominates another type of cache. However, we can compare two 
caches of the same type. Both C4 and C1 are fully associative caches with the same replacement strategy. 
We can say that C4 dominates C1 since C4 has a greater data word capacity. 

Problem 3. The data-sheet for a particular byte-addressable 32-bit microprocessor reads as follows: 

The CPU produces a 32-bit virtual address for both data and instruction fetches. There are two caches: one is used 
when fetching instructions; the other is used for data accesses. Both caches are virtually addressed. The instruction 
cache is two-way set-associative with a total of 212 bytes of data storage, with 32-byte blocks. The data cache is 
two-way set-associative with a total of 213 bytes of data storage, with 32-byte blocks 

A.  How many bits long is the tag field in each line of the instruction cache? 

There are 32 = 25 bytes per block. The cache has 212 total bytes and is 2-way set associative, so each set has 
211 bytes and thus 211/25 = 26 cache lines. So the address is partitioned by the cache as follows: 
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[4:0] = 5 address bits for selecting byte/word within a block 
[10:5] = 6 address bits for selecting the cache line 
[31:11] = 21 address bit of tag field 

B.  How many address bits are used to choose which line is accessed in the data cache? 

There are 32 = 25 bytes per block. The cache has 213 total bytes and is 2-way set associative, so each set has 
212 bytes and thus 212/25 = 27 cache lines. So the address is partitioned by the cache as follows: 

[4:0] = 5 address bits for selecting byte/word within a block 
[11:5] = 7 address bits for selecting the cache line 
[31:12] = 20 address bit of tag field 

C.  Which of the following instruction addresses would never collide in the instruction cache with an 
instruction stored at location 0x0ACE6004? 
 
(A) 0x0BAD6004    (D) 0x0ACE6838 
(B) 0x0C81C81C    (E) 0xFACE6004 
(C) 0x00000004    (F) 0x0CEDE008 

Collisions happen when instruction addresses map to the same cache line. Referring to the answer for (A), 
address bits [10:5] are used to determine the cache line, so location 0x0ACE6004 is mapped to cache line 0. 

Only (D) 0x0ACE6838 maps to a different cache line and hence could never collide in the instruction cache 
with location 0x0ACE6004. 

D.  What is the number of instructions in the largest instruction loop that could be executed with a 100% 
instruction cache hit rate during all but the first time through the loop? 

The instruction cache hold 212 bytes or 210 = 1024 instructions. So if the loop had 1024 instructions it 
would just fit into the cache. 

Problem 4. The following questions ask you to evaluate alternative cache designs using patterns of memory 
references taken from running programs. Each of the caches under consideration has a total capacity of 8 (4-
byte) words, with one word stored in each cache line. The cache designs under consideration are: 

DM: a direct-mapped cache. 

S2: a 2-way set-associative cache with a least-recently-used replacement policy. 

FA: a fully-associative cache with a least-recently-used replacement policy. 

The questions below present a sequence of addresses for memory reads. You should assume the sequences repeat 
from the start whenever you see "...". Keep in mind that byte addressing is used; addresses of consecutive words 
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in memory differ by 4. Each question asks which cache(s) give the best hit rate for the sequence. Answer by 
considering the steady-state hit rate, i.e., the percentage of memory references that hit in the cache after the 
sequence has been repeated many times. 

A.   Which cache(s) have the best hit rate for the sequence 0, 16, 4, 36, ... 

DM: locations 4 and 36 collide, so each iteration has 2 hits, 2 misses. 

S2: 100% hit rate. 0 and 16 map to the same cache line, as do 4 and 36, but since the cache is 2-way 
associative they don't collide. 

FA: 100% hit rate. The cache is only half filled by this loop. 

B.   Which cache(s) have the best hit rate for the sequence 0, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, ... 

DM: locations 0 and 32 collide, so each iteration has 7 hits, 2 misses. 

S2: locations 0, 16 and 32 all map to the same cache line. The LRU replacement strategy replaces 0 when 
accessing 32, 16 when accesing 0, 32 when accessing 16, etc., so each iteration has 6 hits, 3 misses. 

FA: has 0% hit rate in the steady state since the LRU replacement strategy throws out each location just 
before it's accessed by the loop! 

C.   Which cache(s) have the best hit rate for the sequence 0, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 28, 24, 20, 16, 12, 
8, 4, ... 

All caches perform the same -- locations 0 and 32 trade places in the caches, so each iteration has 14 hits 
and 2 misses. 

D.   Which cache(s) have the best hit rate for the sequence 0, 4, 8, 12, 32, 36, 40, 44, 16, .. 

DM: 32 collides with 0, 36 with 4, 40 with 8, 44 with 12, so each itreation has only 1 hit and 8 misses. 

S2: locations 0, 16 and 32 trade places in the cache, so each iteration has 6 hits and 3 misses. 

FA: 0 hits since LRU throws out each location just before it's accessed by the loop. 

E.   Assume that a cache access takes 1 cycle and a memory access takes 4 cycles. If a memory access is 
initiated only after the cache has missed, what is the maximum miss rate we can tolerate before use of the 
cache actually slows down accesses? 

If accesses always go to memory, it takes 4 cycles per access. Using the cache the average number of cycles 
per access is 
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1 + (miss rate)*4 
So if the miss rate is larger than 75% the average number of cycles per access is more than 4. 

Problem 5. Ben Bitdiddle has been exploring various cache designs for use with the Beta processor. He is 
considering only caches with one word (4 bytes) per line. He is interested in the following cache designs: 

C1: 2-way set associative, LRU replacement, 256 total data words (128 sets of 2 words each). 

C2: 2-way set associative, random replacement, 256 total data words (128 sets of 2 words each). 

C3: 2-way set associative, LRU replacement, 512 total data words (256 sets of 2 words each). 

C4: 4-way set associative, LRU replacement, 512 total data words (128 sets of 4 words each). 

C5: Fully associative, LRU replacement, 512 total data words. 

In order to help her analysis, Ben is trying to identify cases where one cache dominates another in terms of cache 
hits. Ben considers that cache A dominates cache B if, given identical strings of memory references, every memory 
reference that gives a cache hit using B is also a hit using A. Thus if A dominates B, A will give at least as high a 
hit rate as B for every program. 

In each of the following pairs of caches, deduce whether the first dominates the second: 

A.  C1 dominates C2 

False. C1 has a 0% hit rate for 0, 256, 512, 0, 256, 512, ..., but C2 might do slightly better because it 
chooses the replacement set at random. 

B.  C2 dominates C1 

No. C1 has a 100% hit rate for 0, 256, 0, 256, ..., but C2 might have an occasional miss. 

C.  C3 dominates C1 

Yes. C3 differs only in having a higher capacity than C1. 

D.  C3 dominates C2 

No. As we saw in (A) there are programs where LRU gets 0% hit rate and random may do slightly better, 
independently of the sizes of the caches. 

E.  C4 dominates C3 
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No. C4 has 0% hit rate on 0, 128, 256, 384, 512, 0, ... since all accesses map to the same cache line and 
LRU throws out the location just about to be accessed. In C3, 128 and 384 map to a different cache line than 
0, 256 and 512, so manages a 40% hit rate in the steady state. 

F.  C4 dominates C2 

No, for the same reason as (A) and (D). 

G.  C5 dominates C1 

No. Consider the following access pattern: 0, accesses to 512 uncached locations whose addresses don't map 
to cache line 0 for cache C1, 0, ... 

C5 will replace location 0 on the 513th access and hence miss when 0 is accessed in the following cycle. C1 
will have location 0 still in the cache when it's accessed again by the loop. 

H.  Averaged over a wide range of typical application programs, which of the above caches would you expect 
to yield the highest hit rate? 

In general larger caches are better and fully associative caches are better than set associative caches, so C5 
should have the highest hit rate. 

Problem 6. Adverbs Unlimited is considering a computer system based loosely on the Beta. Five designs have been 
proposed, each of them similar to the Beta except for a cache between the 32-bit processor data bus and the main-
memory subsystem. Like the Beta, each machine deals with 32-bit main-memory addresses, for a total address 
space of 232 bytes. The machines' caches differ only in the parameters of associativity, size, and writeback. The 
block size for each cache 1 word (4 bytes). 

Model Associativity Total data size (bytes) Write-

DEFINATELY four-way 216 back

CERTAINLY direct-mapped 216 back

HOPEFULLY 4-way 210 through

PERHAPS 2-way 210 back

DOUBTFULLY direct-mapped 210 back

A.  How many bits are required for the tag portion of each cache line for each of the architectures? How bits of 
comparitor are needed? How many bits of SRAM altogether (including tag fields, valid and dirty bits). 

DEFINIATELY: 216/4-way = 214 bytes/subcache 
=> 212 cache lines/subcache => 32 - 14 = 18 tag bits 
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=> 18 * 4 = 76 bits of comparator 
=> total SRAM bits = 4*(8*214 data bits + 212*(18 tag + 1 valid + 1 dirty)) 

CERTAINLY: 216/1-way = 216 bytes/subcache 
=> 214 cache lines => 32 - 16 = 16 tag bits 
=> 16 bits of comparator 
=> total SRAM bits = 8*216 data bits + 214*(16 tag + 1 valid + 1 dirty) 

HOPEFULLY: 210/4-way = 28 bytes/subcache 
=> 26 cache lines/subcach => 32 - 8 = 24 tag bits 
=> 24 * 4 = 96 bits of comparator 
=> total SRAM bits = 4*(8*28 data bits + 26*(24 tag + 1 valid)) 

PERHAPS: 210/2-way = 29 bytes/subcache 
=> 27 cache lines/subcach => 32 - 9 = 23 tag bits 
=> 23 * 2 = 46 bits of comparator 
=> total SRAM bits = 2*(8*29 data bits + 27*(23 tag + 1 valid + 1 dirty)) 

DOUBTFULLY: 210/1-way = 210 bytes/subcache 
=> 28 cache lines => 32 - 10 = 22 tag bits 
=> 22 bits of comparator 
=> total SRAM bits = 8*210 data bits + 28*(22 tag + 1 valid + 1 dirty) 

B.  Address lines from the CPU are designated A31, ..., A1, A0, where A0 is the low-order address bit. Which 
of these CPU address lines are used as address inputs to the SRAMs of the cache in the PERHAPS model? 

PERHAPS is a 2-way set-associative cache with a total of 210 bytes, so each direct-mapped subcache 
contains 29 bytes. With a block size of 1 word (4 bytes), address bits [8:2] would be used as the index into 
the 32-bit-wide SRAM. 

C.  Suppose that address lines A2 and A9 were inadvertently interchanged in the cable between the 
DOUBTFULLY CPU and its cache. Which, if any, of the following statements best describes the effect(s) 
of this change, assuming that other hardware and software remain unmodified? 

A.  The machine would no longer work.
B.  The machine would continue to work as before.
C.  The machine would continue to work, but at a reduced performance level.
D.  The machine would continue to work, at an improved performance level.

(B). Address bits A2 through A9 are used as the cache index, interchanging them has no effect other than to 
change where in SRAM each cache line is stored, i.e., all the same locations are cached, they just happen to 
be stored in different cache SRAM locations than one might have expected. 
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Virtual memory

Problem 1. Consider a virtual memory system that uses a single-level page map to translate virtual 
addresses into physical addresses. Each of the questions below asks you to consider what happens when 
one of the design parameters of the original system is changed. 

A.   If the physical memory size (in bytes) is doubled, how does the number of bits in each entry 
of the page table change? 

B.   If the physical memory size (in bytes) is doubled, how does the number of entries in the page 
map change? 

C.   If the virtual memory size (in bytes) is doubled, how does the number of bits in each entry of 
the page table change? 

D.   If the virtual memory size (in bytes) is doubled, how does the number of entries in the page 
map change? 

E.   If the page size (in bytes) is doubled, how does the number of bits in each entry of the page 
table change? 

F.   If the page size (in bytes) is doubled, how does the number of entries in the page map change? 

G.   The following table shows the first 8 entries in the page map. Recall that the valid bit is 1 if 
the page is resident in physical memory and 0 if the page is on disk or hasn't been allocated. 

Virtual page Valid bit Physical page

0 0 7

1 1 9

2 0 3

3 1 2

4 1 5

5 0 5
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6 0 4

7 1 1

If there are 1024 (210) bytes per page, what is the physical address corresponding to the decimal 
virtual address 3956? 

Problem 2. A particular 32-bit microprocessor includes support for paged virtual memory addressing 
with 212 byte pages. The mapping of virtual to physical addresses requires two translation steps: 

1.  The most significant 10 bits of the virtual address (the Dir field) are multiplied by 4 and 
appended to the 20 most significant bits of the dirbase (directory base) register to get the address 
in main memory of a page directory entry. Each entry in the page directory is a 32-bit record 
composed of a 20-bit PTBL field and various control bits (Present, Dirty, Read-only, etc.).

2.  The bits of the Page field (virtual address bits 21 to 12) are multiplied by 4 and appended to the 
PTBL field to form the page-table address. This page table address references a 32-bit page table 
entry. Each page table entry is composed of a 20-bit physical page number (PPN) and a series of 
control bits.

All page-table entries and the page directory are stored in main memory. The results of these translations 
are cached in a fully-associative translation look-aside buffer (TLB) with a total of 64 entries, and a 
LRU replacement strategy is used on TLB misses. 

 

A.   Given a computer system with 227 bytes of physical memory that uses the virtual-to-physical 
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address translation scheme described, how many pages of physical memory are there? 

B.   How many memory pages does the Page Directory occupy? 

C.   What is the approximate maximum size for a process's working set that still achieves a 100% 
TLB hit rate? 

D.   How large must the tag field of the TLB be? 

E.   A control bit, C, in each page table entry determines if memory references to that page are 
cacheable. In order to support this feature, which of the following statements concerning the 
interaction between virtual-to-physical address translations and caching must be true? 

A.  The cache tags must contain physical addresses
B.  Each memory access requires a virtual-address translation to take place in parallel with the 

cache access
C.  The status of the cacheable bit, C, needs only to be considered on a cache miss
D.  Page table entries with their dirty bit set should clear their cacheable bit
E.  All of the above

Problem 3. Consider two possible page-replacement strategies: LRU (the least recently used page is 
replaced) and FIFO (the page that has been in the memory longest is replaced). The merit of a page-
replacement strategy is judged by its hit ratio. 

Assume that, after space has been reserved for the page table, the interrupt service routines, and the 
operating-system kernel, there is only sufficient room left in the main memory for four user-program 
pages. Assume also that initially virtual pages 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the user program are brought into 
physical memory in that order. 

A.   For each of the two strategies, what pages will be in the memory at the end of the following 
sequence of virtual page accesses? Read the sequence from left to right: (6, 3, 2, 8, 4). 

B.   Which (if either) replacement strategy will work best when the machine accesses pages in the 
following (stack) order: (3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 6, ...)? 

C.  Which (if either) replacement strategy will work best when the machine accesses pages in the 
following (repeated sequence) order: (3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, ...). 

D.  Which (if either) replacement strategy will work best when the machine accesses pages in a 
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randomly selected order, such as (3, 4, 2, 8, 7, 2, 5, 6, 3, 4, 8, ...). 

Problem 4. A paged memory with a one-level page table has the following parameters: The pages are 2P 
bytes long; virtual addresses are V bits long, organized as follows: 

virtual page number offset in page

The page-table starts at physical address PTBL; and each page-table entry is a 4-byte longword, so that, 
given a virtual address, the relevant page-table entry can be found at PTBL + (page number)*4. Answer 
the following in terms of the parameters P and V: 

A.  How many bits long is the "offset in page" field? 

B.  How many bits long is the "virtual page number" field? 

C.  How many entries does the page table have, and what is the highest address occupied by a page-
table entry? 

D.  How many pages long is the page table? 

E.  What is the smallest value of P such that the page table fits into one page? 

F.  What relationships, if any, must hold between P, V, and the size of physical memory? 

Problem 5. 

A.  If virtual addresses are V bits long, physical addresses are A bits long, the page size is 2P bytes, 
and a one-level page table is used, give an expression for the size of the page table. 

Problem 6. Adverbs Unlimited has recently added a new product, the VIRTUALLY to the product line 
introduced in an earlier tutorial problem. The VIRTUALLY has a fully-associative cache with 256 
entries and a block size of 1, 220 bytes of physical memory, 16-bit virtual addresses, and a 26-entry page 
map. The VIRTUALLY will be used to support multiuser time-sharing. The page map holds the address 
translation for a single (current) process and must be reloaded (by the kernel) at each process switch. 
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The cache is located between the page map and main memory. 

A.  What is the page size? 

B.  Which virtual address lines are used to form the index to the page map? 

C.  Can the operation of the cache and page-map be overlapped? Explain in a single sentence. 

D.  Under what circumstances, if any, must the cache be invalidated (that is, its entries marked as 
invalid)? 

Problem 7. 

A.  Program A consists of 1000 consecutive ADD instructions, while program B consists of a loop 
that executes a single ADD instruction 1000 times. You run both programs on a certain machine 
and find that program B consistently executes faster. Give two plausible explanations. 
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Virtual memory

Problem 1. Consider a virtual memory system that uses a single-level page map to translate virtual 
addresses into physical addresses. Each of the questions below asks you to consider what happens when 
one of the design parameters of the original system is changed. 

A.   If the physical memory size (in bytes) is doubled, how does the number of bits in each entry 
of the page table change? 

increases by 1 bit. Assuming the page size remains the same, there are now twice as many 
physical pages, so the physical page number needs to expand by 1 bit. 

B.   If the physical memory size (in bytes) is doubled, how does the number of entries in the page 
map change? 

no change. The number of entries in the page table is determined by the size of the virtual address 
and the size of a page -- it's not affected by the size of physical memory. 

C.   If the virtual memory size (in bytes) is doubled, how does the number of bits in each entry of 
the page table change? 

no change. The number of bits in a page table entry is determined by the number of control bits 
(usually 2: dirty and resident) and the number of physical pages -- the size of each entry is not 
affected by the size of virtual memory. 

D.   If the virtual memory size (in bytes) is doubled, how does the number of entries in the page 
map change? 

the number of entries doubles. Assuming the page size remains the same, there are now twice as 
many virtual pages and so there needs to be twice as many entries in the page map. 

E.   If the page size (in bytes) is doubled, how does the number of bits in each entry of the page 
table change? 

each entry is one bit smaller. Doubling the page size while maintaining the size of physical 
memory means there are half as many physical pages as before. So the size of the physical page 
number field decreases by one bit. 
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F.   If the page size (in bytes) is doubled, how does the number of entries in the page map change? 

there are half as many entries. Doubling the page size while maintaining the size of virtual 
memory means there are half as many virtual pages as before. So the number of page table entries 
is also cut in half. 

G.   The following table shows the first 8 entries in the page map. Recall that the valid bit is 1 if 
the page is resident in physical memory and 0 if the page is on disk or hasn't been allocated. 

Virtual page Valid bit Physical page

0 0 7

1 1 9

2 0 3

3 1 2

4 1 5

5 0 5

6 0 4

7 1 1

If there are 1024 (210) bytes per page, what is the physical address corresponding to the decimal 
virtual address 3956? 

3956 = 0xF74. So the virtual page number is 3 with a page offset of 0x374. Looking up page 
table entry for virtual page 3, we see that the page is resident in memory (valid bit = 1) and lives 
in physical page 2. So the corresponding physical address is (2<<10)+0x374 = 0xB74 = 2932. 

Problem 2. A particular 32-bit microprocessor includes support for paged virtual memory addressing 
with 212 byte pages. The mapping of virtual to physical addresses requires two translation steps: 

1.  The most significant 10 bits of the virtual address (the Dir field) are multiplied by 4 and 
appended to the 20 most significant bits of the dirbase (directory base) register to get the address 
in main memory of a page directory entry. Each entry in the page directory is a 32-bit record 
composed of a 20-bit PTBL field and various control bits (Present, Dirty, Read-only, etc.).
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2.  The bits of the Page field (virtual address bits 21 to 12) are multiplied by 4 and appended to the 
PTBL field to form the page-table address. This page table address references a 32-bit page table 
entry. Each page table entry is composed of a 20-bit physical page number (PPN) and a series of 
control bits.

All page-table entries and the page directory are stored in main memory. The results of these translations 
are cached in a fully-associative translation look-aside buffer (TLB) with a total of 64 entries, and a 
LRU replacement strategy is used on TLB misses. 

 

A.   Given a computer system with 227 bytes of physical memory that uses the virtual-to-physical 
address translation scheme described, how many pages of physical memory are there? 

215 = 227/212 = the size of physical memory divided by the size of each page. 

B.   How many memory pages does the Page Directory occupy? 

We are told that the Page Directory index is 10 bits, implying 210 = 1024 entries. Each entry 
occupies 4 bytes, so the total size of the of the Page Directory is 4*210 = 212 bytes, or exactly one 
page. 

C.   What is the approximate maximum size for a process's working set that still achieves a 100% 
TLB hit rate? 

The TLB has 64 entries, so to achieve 100% hit rate in the TLB we can access only 64 different 
pages as part of our working set. 64 pages = 64*212 = 218 bytes. 

D.   How large must the tag field of the TLB be? 
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The tag field should contain all the bits of the virtual page number, i.e., bits 12 through 31, a total 
of 20 bits. 

E.   A control bit, C, in each page table entry determines if memory references to that page are 
cacheable. In order to support this feature, which of the following statements concerning the 
interaction between virtual-to-physical address translations and caching must be true? 

A.  The cache tags must contain physical addresses
B.  Each memory access requires a virtual-address translation to take place in parallel with the 

cache access
C.  The status of the cacheable bit, C, needs only to be considered on a cache miss
D.  Page table entries with their dirty bit set should clear their cacheable bit
E.  All of the above

C. We only need to worry if a page is cacheable if we're considering bringing some of its entries 
into the cache, and we only do this if the access can't be satisfied from current contents of the 
cache. 

Problem 3. Consider two possible page-replacement strategies: LRU (the least recently used page is 
replaced) and FIFO (the page that has been in the memory longest is replaced). The merit of a page-
replacement strategy is judged by its hit ratio. 

Assume that, after space has been reserved for the page table, the interrupt service routines, and the 
operating-system kernel, there is only sufficient room left in the main memory for four user-program 
pages. Assume also that initially virtual pages 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the user program are brought into 
physical memory in that order. 

A.   For each of the two strategies, what pages will be in the memory at the end of the following 
sequence of virtual page accesses? Read the sequence from left to right: (6, 3, 2, 8, 4). 

LRU: 

start: 4 3 2 1 
access 6: replace 1 => 6 4 3 2 
access 3: reorder list => 3 6 4 2 
access 2: reorder list => 2 3 6 4 
access 8: replace 4 => 8 2 3 6 
access 4: replace 6 => 4 8 2 3 
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FIFO: 

start: 4 3 2 1 
access 6: replace 1 => 6 4 3 2 
access 3: no change => 6 4 3 2 
access 2: no change => 6 4 3 2 
access 8: replace 2 => 8 6 4 3 
access 4: no change => 8 6 4 3 

B.   Which (if either) replacement strategy will work best when the machine accesses pages in the 
following (stack) order: (3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 6, ...)? 

LRU misses on pages 3 & 7 => 2/8 miss rate. 

FIFO doesn't work well on stack accesses => 5/8 miss rate. 

C.  Which (if either) replacement strategy will work best when the machine accesses pages in the 
following (repeated sequence) order: (3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, ...). 

Both strategies have a 100% miss rate in the steady state. 

D.  Which (if either) replacement strategy will work best when the machine accesses pages in a 
randomly selected order, such as (3, 4, 2, 8, 7, 2, 5, 6, 3, 4, 8, ...). 

Neither FIFO nor LRU is guaranteed to be the better strategy in dealing with random accesses 
since there is no locality to the reference stream. 

Problem 4. A paged memory with a one-level page table has the following parameters: The pages are 2P 
bytes long; virtual addresses are V bits long, organized as follows: 

virtual page number offset in page

The page-table starts at physical address PTBL; and each page-table entry is a 4-byte longword, so that, 
given a virtual address, the relevant page-table entry can be found at PTBL + (page number)*4. Answer 
the following in terms of the parameters P and V: 

A.  How many bits long is the "offset in page" field? 
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It takes log2(2P) = P address bits to select a single byte from a page with 2P bytes. 

B.  How many bits long is the "virtual page number" field? 

Since there a P bits in the offset field, the remaining V-P bits are part of the virtual page number. 

C.  How many entries does the page table have, and what is the highest address occupied by a page-
table entry? 

Since the virtual page number field has V-P bits, there are 2V-P virtual pages and each has its own 
entry in the page table. Each entry is 4 bytes longs, so the highest address occupied by a page 
table entry is PTBL + 4*(2(V-P)-1). 

D.  How many pages long is the page table? 

There are 2P/4 page table entries per page and 2V-P pages, so the page table is 2V-P/2P-2 = 2V-2P+2 
pages long. 

E.  What is the smallest value of P such that the page table fits into one page? 

Using the formula from the previous question, to make the page table fit in one page, we want V-
2P+2 = 0. Solving for P we get P = V/2 + 1. 

F.  What relationships, if any, must hold between P, V, and the size of physical memory? 

Suppose physical memory contained 2M bytes. Then 

�❍     The physical page number must fit in 30 bits since we reserve 2 bits of the 32-bits page 
table entry for the dirty and resident control bits. So 30 >= M - P.

�❍     It useful to have room in memory for at least one page other than those occupied by the 
page map. So M > V-P+2.

Problem 5. 

A.  If virtual addresses are V bits long, physical addresses are A bits long, the page size is 2P bytes, 
and a one-level page table is used, give an expression for the size of the page table. 
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There are 2V-P pages and the page table entry for each page contains a physical page number (A-
P bits), a dirty bit (1 bit) and a resident bit (1 bit). So the page table occupies 2V-P(A-P+2) bits. 

Problem 6. Adverbs Unlimited has recently added a new product, the VIRTUALLY to the product line 
introduced in an earlier tutorial problem. The VIRTUALLY has a fully-associative cache with 256 
entries and a block size of 1, 220 bytes of physical memory, 16-bit virtual addresses, and a 26-entry page 
map. The VIRTUALLY will be used to support multiuser time-sharing. The page map holds the address 
translation for a single (current) process and must be reloaded (by the kernel) at each process switch. 
The cache is located between the page map and main memory. 

A.  What is the page size? 

page size in bytes = size of virtual address divided by number of entries in the page map = 216/26 
= 210 bytes per page. 

B.  Which virtual address lines are used to form the index to the page map? 

The virtual page number is used as the index to the page map. The virtual page number includes 
all virtual address bits that aren't part of the page offset. Since there 210 bytes per page, the page 
offset requires 10 bits, i.e., address bits 0 through 9. The remaining six bits (bits 10 through 15) 
form the virtual page number. 

C.  Can the operation of the cache and page-map be overlapped? Explain in a single sentence. 

No since we can't search the cache until we have the physical page number from the page map. 

D.  Under what circumstances, if any, must the cache be invalidated (that is, its entries marked as 
invalid)? 

Since the cache is located after the page map, it caches physical addresses. So it must be 
invalidated when there is a page replacement due to a page fault, since this operation changes the 
contents of physical memory. 

Problem 7. 

A.  Program A consists of 1000 consecutive ADD instructions, while program B consists of a loop 
that executes a single ADD instruction 1000 times. You run both programs on a certain machine 
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and find that program B consistently executes faster. Give two plausible explanations. 

Explanation #1: one would expect the loop to achieve a higher hit rate in the cache since it 
involves many fewer instruction words. 

Explanation #2: the loop, occupying many fewer instruction words, should all fit onto a single 
page. The 1000 instructions might span several pages and hence their execution may involve 
some page faults. 
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Operating system issues

Problem 1. The following code outlines a simple timesharing scheduler: 

struct MState {
  int Regs[31];                /* saved state of user's registers */
} User;

int N = 42;                    /* number of processes to schedule */
int Cur = 0;                   /* number of "active" process */

struct PCB {
  struct MState State;         /* processor state */
  Context PageMap;             /* VM map for process */
  int DPYNum;                  /* console/keyboard number */
} ProcTbl[N];                  /* one per process */

Scheduler() {
  ProcTbl[Cur].State = User;   /* save current user state */
  Cur = (Cur + 1)%N;           /* increment modulo N */
  User = ProcTbl[Cur].State;   /* make another process the current one */
}

Suppose that each time the user hits a key on the keyboard, an interrupt is generated and the interrupt 
handler copies the new character into a kernel-resident input buffer. The operating system includes a 
ReadKey service call (SVC) which can be invoked by the user to read the next character from the input 
buffer. If the input buffer is empty, the SVC should "hang" until a character is available. 

The first draft of the ReadKey SVC handler is shown below. The SVC handler routine saves the user's state 
in the User structure and then call ReadKey_h(). When ReadKey_h() returns, the SVC handler restores the 
user's state and then does a JMP(XP) to restart the user's program. 

ReadKey_h() {
  int kdbnum = ProcTbl[Cur].DPYNum;
  while (BufferEmpty(kdbnum)) {
    /* busy wait loop */
  }
  User.Regs[0] = ReadInputBuffer(kdbnum);
}
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A.   After executing a ReadKey SVC, where will the user program find the next character from the 
input buffer? 

B.   Explain what's wrong with this proposed implementation. 

C.   A second draft of the keyboard handler is shown below: 

ReadKey_h() {
  int kdbnum = ProcTbl[Cur].DPYNum;
  if (BufferEmpty(kdbnum))
    User.Regs[XP] = User.Regs[XP] - 4;
  else
    User.Regs[0] = ReadInputBuffer(kdbnum);
}

Explain how the modifications fix the problems of the initial implementation. 

D.   The designers notice that the process just wastes its time slice waiting for someone to hit a key. 
So they propose the following modifications: 

ReadKey_h() {
  int kdbnum = ProcTbl[Cur].DPYNum;
  if (BufferEmpty(kdbnum)) {
    User.Regs[XP] = User.Regs[XP] - 4;
    Scheduler();
  } else
    User.Regs[0] = ReadInputBuffer(kdbnum);
}

What would be the most likely effect of removing the line of code where User.Regs[XP] is 
decremented by 4? 

E.   Explain how this modification improves the overall performance of the system (assume the 
decrement by 4 has not been removed). 

F.   This version of the handler still doesn't prevent the process from being scheduled each quantum, 
even though it may just call Scheduler() once again if no character has appeared in the input buffer. 
Explain how the sleep(status) and wakeup(status) kernel routines described in lecture can be used to 
make sure that processes are only scheduled when there is something "useful" for them to do. 
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Problem 2. The following questions are about the simple timesharing kernel used in Lab 8. Click here to 
view the code in a separate window. 

A.   What happens right after reset? 

B.   How does the processor get to execute the other user processes? 

C.   How do supervisor calls (SVCs) work? 

D.   How do characters typed on the keyboard find their way to user-mode programs? 

Problem 3. Real Virtuality, Inc markets three different computers, each with its own operating system. The 
systems are: 

Model A: A timeshared,multi-user Beta system whose OS kernel is uninterruptable. 

Model B: A timeshared Beta system which enables device interrupts during handling of SVC traps. 

Model C: A single-process (not timeshared) system which runs dedicated application code. 

Each system runs an operating system that supports concurrent I/O on several devices, including an 
operator's console including a keyboard. Les N. Dowd, RVI's newly-hired OS expert, is in a jam: he has 
dropped the shoebox containing the master copies of OS source for all three systems. Unfortunately, three 
disks containing handlers for the ReadKey SVC trap, which reads and returns the ASCII code for the next 
key struck on the keyboard, have gotten confused. Of course, they are unlabeled, and Les isn't sure which 
handler goes into the OS for which machine. The handler sources are 

ReadCh_h() {                            /* VERSION R1 */
  if (BufferEmpty(0))                   /* Has a key been typed? */
    User->Regs[XP] = User->Regs[XP]-4;  /* Nope, wait.  */
  else 
    User->Regs[0] = ReadInputBuffer(0); /* Yup, return it. */
}

ReadCh_h() {                            /* VERSION R2 */
  int kbdnum=ProcTbl[Cur].DpyNum;       
  while (BufferEmpty(kbdnum)) ;         /* Wait for a key to be hit*/
  User->Regs[0] = ReadInputBuffer(kbdnum);  /*...then return it. */
}
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ReadCh_h() {                            /* VERSION R3 */
  int kbdnum=ProcTbl[Cur].DpyNum;       
  if (BufferEmpty(kbdnum)) {            /* Has a key been typed? */
    User->Regs[XP] = User->Regs[XP]-4;  /* Nope, wait. */
    Scheduler();
  } else 
    User->Regs[0] = ReadInputBuffer(kbdnum);    /* Yup, return it. /
}

A.  Show that you're cleverer than Les by figuring out which handler goes with each OS, i.e., for each 
operating system (A, B and C) indicate the proper handler (R1, R2 or R3). Briefly explain your 
choices. 

B.  But Les isn't that clever. In order to figure out which handler code goes with each OS version, Les 
makes copies of each disk and distributes them as "updates" to beta-test teams for each OS. Les 
figures that if each handler version is tried by some beta tester in each OS, the comments of the 
testers will allow him to determine the proper OS for each handler. 

Les sends out the alleged source code updates, routing each handler source to testers for each OS. In 
response, he gets a barrage of complaints from many of the testers. Of course, he's forgotten which 
disk he sent to each tester. He asks your help to figure out which combination of system and hander 
causes each of the complaints. For each complaint below, explain which handler and which OS the 
complainer is trying to use. 

Complaint: "I get linkage errors; Scheduler and ProcTbl are undefined!" 

C.  Complaint: "I can link up the system using the new handler, but the system hangs when my 
application tries to read a key." 

D.  Complaint: "Hey, now the system always reads everybody's input from keyboard 0. Besides that, it 
seems to waste a lot more CPU cycles than it used to." 

E.  Complaint: "Neat, the new system seems to work fine. It even seems to waste less CPU time than it 
used to!" 
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Operating system issues

Problem 1. The following code outlines a simple timesharing scheduler: 

struct MState {
  int Regs[31];                /* saved state of user's registers */
} User;

int N = 42;                    /* number of processes to schedule */
int Cur = 0;                   /* number of "active" process */

struct PCB {
  struct MState State;         /* processor state */
  Context PageMap;             /* VM map for process */
  int DPYNum;                  /* console/keyboard number */
} ProcTbl[N];                  /* one per process */

Scheduler() {
  ProcTbl[Cur].State = User;   /* save current user state */
  Cur = (Cur + 1)%N;           /* increment modulo N */
  User = ProcTbl[Cur].State;   /* make another process the current one */
}

Suppose that each time the user hits a key on the keyboard, an interrupt is generated and the interrupt 
handler copies the new character into a kernel-resident input buffer. The operating system includes a 
ReadKey service call (SVC) which can be invoked by the user to read the next character from the input 
buffer. If the input buffer is empty, the SVC should "hang" until a character is available. 

The first draft of the ReadKey SVC handler is shown below. The SVC handler routine saves the user's state 
in the User structure and then call ReadKey_h(). When ReadKey_h() returns, the SVC handler restores the 
user's state and then does a JMP(XP) to restart the user's program. 

ReadKey_h() {
  int kdbnum = ProcTbl[Cur].DPYNum;
  while (BufferEmpty(kdbnum)) {
    /* busy wait loop */
  }
  User.Regs[0] = ReadInputBuffer(kdbnum);
}
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A.   After executing a ReadKey SVC, where will the user program find the next character from the 
input buffer? 

The SVC stores the character read from the input buffer in the R0 slot of the user structures. This is 
loaded into the user's R0 just before the kernel returns to user mode. 

B.   Explain what's wrong with this proposed implementation. 

If the buffer is empty when the user makes the ReadCh supervisor call, the handler loops in the 
kernel with interrupts disabled. This prevents the buffer from being filled and so the code enters an 
endless loop. 

C.   A second draft of the keyboard handler is shown below: 

ReadKey_h() {
  int kdbnum = ProcTbl[Cur].DPYNum;
  if (BufferEmpty(kdbnum))
    User.Regs[XP] = User.Regs[XP] - 4;
  else
    User.Regs[0] = ReadInputBuffer(kdbnum);
}

Explain how the modifications fix the problems of the initial implementation. 

When the buffer is empty, this code returns to user mode and re-executes the SVC. By returning to 
user mode, interrupts are enable (briefly!) so interrupts can happen and the buffer will eventually be 
filled when a key is typed. 

D.   The designers notice that the process just wastes its time slice waiting for someone to hit a key. 
So they propose the following modifications: 

ReadKey_h() {
  int kdbnum = ProcTbl[Cur].DPYNum;
  if (BufferEmpty(kdbnum)) {
    User.Regs[XP] = User.Regs[XP] - 4;
    Scheduler();
  } else
    User.Regs[0] = ReadInputBuffer(kdbnum);
}

What would be the most likely effect of removing the line of code where User.Regs[XP] is 
decremented by 4? 
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When next scheduled, the user program will not re-execute the SVC and will proceed assuming that 
the next character is available in R0. In short, it will process a "garbage" character, ie, use whatever 
happened to be in R0 at the time of the original SVC. 

E.   Explain how this modification improves the overall performance of the system (assume the 
decrement by 4 has not been removed). 

Calling scheduler() permits other programs to run while waiting for the next character to arrive. 

F.   This version of the handler still doesn't prevent the process from being scheduled each quantum, 
even though it may just call Scheduler() once again if no character has appeared in the input buffer. 
Explain how the sleep(status) and wakeup(status) kernel routines described in lecture can be used to 
make sure that processes are only scheduled when there is something "useful" for them to do. 

By calling sleep(status), the handler can notify the kernel when to next schedule the user's process for 
execution (ie, after a character has been typed). This avoids rescheduling the process for execution 
when all it will do is discover that the buffer is still empty and suspend itself. 

If the keyboard handler calls wakeup(status), the kernel can locate all processes that went to sleep 
waiting for an event that's related to "status". It can then mark those processes as ready for execution 
once again. Thus processes are only run when there's something good reason for them to proceed. 

Problem 2. The following questions are about the simple timesharing kernel used in Lab 8. Click here to 
view the code in a separate window. 

A.   What happens right after reset? 

When the hardware finishes reset, it starts execution at location 0. Looking at the code, there is a BR
(I_Reset) at 0 which directs us to the following code fragment: 

    CMOVE(P0Stack,SP)
    CMOVE(P0Start,XP)
    JMP(XP)

These instructions initialize the stack pointer for user process #0 and then jump to the first instruction 
for that process. Since we're just starting, the program will make no assumptions about the contents 
of the other registers, so we'll just let them have whatever value they happen to have. Note that this 
means buggy programs (eg, those that test register values before setting them) might behave in 
different ways after separate resets. To provide some guarantee of reproducibility, many OSes 
initialize a processes' registers to known values before starting the process. 
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B.   How does the processor get to execute the other user processes? 

Clock interrupts are issued periodically by the hardware (a common interval between interrupts in 
1/60 sec = 16.6ms); each interrupt is called a "tick" of the clock. Our interrupt handler (I_CLK) 
backs up XP to point to the interrupted instruction and saves the contents of register 0. It then checks 
to see how long the current user process has been running. If it's less than two ticks, the contents of 
register 0 is restored and execution of the interrupted program is resumed. 

If the user process has finished its 2-tick quanta, all of the current process' registers are saved in a 
kernel data structure (UserMState) and we make a call to Scheduler() to determine which process to 
run next. 

Scheduler() is pretty simple: it just cycles between the user processes in a round-robin fashion. 
Changing the current processes involves copying UserMState into the appropriate structure for the 
current process, and then copying the data for the next process into UserMState. 

Finally, the kernel restores the user-mode state (see I_Rtn) and resumes execution of the user-mode 
process. Since we swapped which process state was "current", we actually resume a different process 
than we interrupted with the clock tick. 

C.   How do supervisor calls (SVCs) work? 

Supervisor calls are kernel-mode routines that provide specific services for user-mode programs. 
They happen in the kernel because we want to virtualize some resource or because the operation 
requires some privilege we don't want to grant to a user-mode process to use willy-nilly. 

From a programmer's point of view, SVCs look like individual instructions whose operands appear in 
specific registers, on the stack, etc. (the exact convention depends on the particular SVC). At the 
hardware level the SVCs are just particular illegal instructions (in this example, they are instructions 
with an opcode of 1). When executed, they cause the expected illegal instruction trap which saves the 
PC+4 of the illegal instruction in XP, enters kernel mode, and branches to location 4. 

The illegal instruction handler (I_IllOp) dispatches to an appropriate handler based on the opcode of 
the illegal instruction. Instructions with an opcode of 1 end up at SVC_UUO, all other instructions 
end up at UUOError. 

The supervisor call handler (SVC_UUO) performs another level of dispatch based on the low-order 
bits of the illegal instruction, transferring control to one of eight possible supervisor call handlers. 
When the handler completes, the illegal instruction handler returns, resuming execution of the user-
mode program with the instruction following the SVC. 

D.   How do characters typed on the keyboard find their way to user-mode programs? 
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The process involves several steps: 

1. Keyboard interrupt. Each time a character is typed, the hardware generates an interrupt, setting the 
PC to 0xC. The kernel-mode handler (I_Kbd) retrieves the character using the RDCHAR() 
instruction -- a priveledged instruction that can only be executed by kernel-mode programs. It saves 
the character in a kernel data buffer and resumes execution of the interrupted user-mode program. 

2. GetKey() supervisor call. If a user-mode program wants to read a character from the keyboard it 
executes the GetKey() supervisor call. This allows the OS to implement various policies -- for 
example: how the keyboard is shared among user-mode programs (input focus), buffering of 
keyboard input for compute-intensive programs, etc. 

If there's a character available in the kernel buffer, it's loaded into the user's register 0 and the 
program that issued the service call resumes execution just after the GetKey() SVC instruction (with 
the new character loaded into R0). 

If there isn't a character available, the GetKey() handler wants to "hang" (ie, not return to the user-
mode program) until a character is typed on the keyboard. But as discussed in the previous problem, 
it won't work to simply loop in the kernel (interrupts are disabled and we would waste CPU cycles 
that might be usefully employed by other user-mode programs). So the user-mode state is modified 
so that the GetKey() SVC will be re-executed when that program resumes execution, and the 
scheduler is invoked to run a different user-mode program. Every so many clock ticks the original 
program will resume execution, re-execute the GetKey() SVC, etc. This process continues until a 
character is typed and can be returned to the user. 

Problem 3. Real Virtuality, Inc markets three different computers, each with its own operating system. The 
systems are: 

Model A: A timeshared,multi-user Beta system whose OS kernel is uninterruptable. 

Model B: A timeshared Beta system which enables device interrupts during handling of SVC traps. 

Model C: A single-process (not timeshared) system which runs dedicated application code. 

Each system runs an operating system that supports concurrent I/O on several devices, including an 
operator's console including a keyboard. Les N. Dowd, RVI's newly-hired OS expert, is in a jam: he has 
dropped the shoebox containing the master copies of OS source for all three systems. Unfortunately, three 
disks containing handlers for the ReadKey SVC trap, which reads and returns the ASCII code for the next 
key struck on the keyboard, have gotten confused. Of course, they are unlabeled, and Les isn't sure which 
handler goes into the OS for which machine. The handler sources are 
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ReadCh_h() {                            /* VERSION R1 */
  if (BufferEmpty(0))                   /* Has a key been typed? */
    User->Regs[XP] = User->Regs[XP]-4;  /* Nope, wait.  */
  else 
    User->Regs[0] = ReadInputBuffer(0); /* Yup, return it. */
}

ReadCh_h() {                            /* VERSION R2 */
  int kbdnum=ProcTbl[Cur].DpyNum;       
  while (BufferEmpty(kbdnum)) ;         /* Wait for a key to be hit*/
  User->Regs[0] = ReadInputBuffer(kbdnum);  /*...then return it. */
}

ReadCh_h() {                            /* VERSION R3 */
  int kbdnum=ProcTbl[Cur].DpyNum;       
  if (BufferEmpty(kbdnum)) {            /* Has a key been typed? */
    User->Regs[XP] = User->Regs[XP]-4;  /* Nope, wait. */
    Scheduler();
  } else 
    User->Regs[0] = ReadInputBuffer(kbdnum);    /* Yup, return it. /
}

A.  Show that you're cleverer than Les by figuring out which handler goes with each OS, i.e., for each 
operating system (A, B and C) indicate the proper handler (R1, R2 or R3). Briefly explain your 
choices. 

R1 goes with C. This handler hardwires the keyboard to port 0, so it must be Model C. 

R2 goes with B. This handler is for a timeshared system, but does not yield when waiting so the SVC 
must be interruptible. 

R3 goes with A. This handler is also for a timeshared system, but calls the scheduler before waiting 
so the kernel may not interrupt the handler on its own. 

B.  But Les isn't that clever. In order to figure out which handler code goes with each OS version, Les 
makes copies of each disk and distributes them as "updates" to beta-test teams for each OS. Les 
figures that if each handler version is tried by some beta tester in each OS, the comments of the 
testers will allow him to determine the proper OS for each handler. 

Les sends out the alleged source code updates, routing each handler source to testers for each OS. In 
response, he gets a barrage of complaints from many of the testers. Of course, he's forgotten which 
disk he sent to each tester. He asks your help to figure out which combination of system and hander 
causes each of the complaints. For each complaint below, explain which handler and which OS the 
complainer is trying to use. 
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Complaint: "I get linkage errors; Scheduler and ProcTbl are undefined!" 

Handler R3 and OS C. R3 is the only handler using Scheduler and C is the only kernel without it 

C.  Complaint: "I can link up the system using the new handler, but the system hangs when my 
application tries to read a key." 

Handler R2 and OS A. R2 is the only handler that won't yield if no key is available and A is the only 
kernel that timeshares but has interrupts disabled when running in kernel mode (so the loop in the R2 
handler that waits for a key to be hit can never be interrupted). 

D.  Complaint: "Hey, now the system always reads everybody's input from keyboard 0. Besides that, it 
seems to waste a lot more CPU cycles than it used to." 

Handler R1 and OS A. R1 is the only handler that assumes keyboard 0. The model A user was using 
a handler (R3) which called scheduler when the buffer was empty which in theory wastes fewer CPU 
cycles than busy looping. So when the user substitutes R1, the program busy loops when the buffer is 
empty. The model B user wouldn't have the same complaint since the handler she was using (R2) 
already loops. 

E.  Complaint: "Neat, the new system seems to work fine. It even seems to waste less CPU time than it 
used to!" 

Handler R3 and OS B. The model B user is happy because we've replaced her kernel busy loop in her 
old handler (R2) with a call to Scheduler(). 
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Interrupts and real time

Problem 1. A computer system has three devices whose characteristics are summarized in the following 
table: 

Device Service Time Interrupt Frequency Allowable Latency

D1 400 us 1/(800us) 400us

D2 250 us 1/(1000us) 50us

D3 100 us 1/(800us) 300us

Service time indicates how long it takes to run the interrupt handler for each device. The maximum time 
allowed to elapse between an interrupt request and the start of the interrupt handler is indicated by 
allowable latency. 

A.  If a program P takes 100 seconds to execute when interrupts are disabled, how long will P take to 
run when interrupts are enabled? 

B.  Can the requirements given in the table above be met using a weak priority ordering among the 
interrupt requests? 

C.  Can the requirements given in the table above be met using a strong priority ordering among the 
interrupt requests? 

Problem 2. Surreal Time Systems is configuring a Beta for a dedicated application involving three I/O 
devices whose characteristics are summarized below: 

Device Interrupt Frequency Service Time

A 1/(1000 us) 600 us

B 1/(500 us) 100 us

C 1/(1000000 us) 100000 us

Each of the three devices causes periodic interrupts as the given frequency. Each interrupt requires the 
service time specified for that device. When the processor is not servicing any interrupt, it runs a 
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compute-bound user-mode (background) task L which composes limericks like 

There was an old lady from Crewe 
whose limericks stopped at line two.

For each of the following questions, assume all devices are requesting service at their maximum rate. 

A.  Assuming no interrupt priorities, what is the approximate worst-case latency seen by each 
device? 

B.  Now assume that each interrupt handler must complete execution before the next request from 
the same device in order to avoid losing data. To accommodate this real time constraint, the 
processor is enhanced with a 4-level strong priority system with priorities 0 (background), 1, 2 
and 3 (highest). What priorities would you assign to each device? 

C.  Suppose that, in the absence of interrupts, L composes an average of 100 limericks per hour. 
What is its rate when all three devices are interrupting? 

Problem 3. A computer system is interfaced to four devices: a printer, a disk, a keyboard, and a display. 
The characteristics of the devices are summarized in the following table. 

Device Interrupt service time Interrupt frequency response-time requirement

Printer 1000 us 1/(2000 us) 1000 us

Disk 300 us 1/(1000 us) 200 us

Keyboard 2000 us 1/(100000 us) 2000 us

Display 100 us 1/(1000 us) 200 us

A.  A program P, which performs only computation (no input/output), takes 100 s to run when no 
input/output is being performed. How long will it take for P to run when all of the above devices 
are operating at their maximum speeds? 

B.  Suppose that the interrupt system enforces a nonpreemptive (weak) priority ordering printer > 
disk > keyboard > display among interrupt requests. Assuming the characteristics given in the 
table above, what is the maximum time that might elapse between a disk interrupt request and 
execution of the first instruction of its handler? Assume that the time taken for state save and 
context switch is negligible. 
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C.  Can the requirements given in the table above be met using a weak priority ordering among the 
interrupt requests? If so, give such an ordering; if not, explain. 

D.  Can the requirements given in the table above be met using a strong priority ordering among the 
interrupt requests? If so, give such an ordering; if not, explain. 

Problem 4. A computer must service three devices whose interrupting frequencies, service times, and 
assigned priorities are given in the table below. 

Device Service time (ms) Maximum Frequency (1/
ms) Priority

D1 10 1/100 3 (highest)

D2 50 1/1000 2

D3 200 1/5000 1 (lowest)

A.  Assuming a strong priority system, compute for each device the maximum time between service 
request and the completion of service for that device. 

B.  What percentage of the processor's time is devoted to servicing D1? 

C.  What percentage of the processor's time is left for noninterrupt programs? 

D.  Assume that if a device interrupts again before a pending interrupt on that same device has been 
serviced, the later interrupt is ignored (lost). Will the system outlined in the table above lose 
interrupts using a strong priority scheme (with priorities as given)? 

E.  Under the assumption of question (4), will the system outlined in the table above lose interrupts 
using a weak priority scheme (with priorities as given)? 

Problem 5. Consider the following priority-interrupt scenario: 

Task Service time (ms) Maximum allowed latency (ms) Maximum Frequency (1/ms)

A 30 500 1/3000

B 20 70 1/1000
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C 50 25 1/500

D 10 10 1/50

A.  Can you use a weak priority scheme for the scenario outlined in the table aboved? Explain. 

B.  Assume that all the interrupts listed in the table above occur at their maximum frequency. What 
percent of the processor's time is used to handle interrupts? 

C.  Assume a strong priority system in which 3 is the highest priority, 0 the lowest. Assign a unique 
priority to each task in the table above to meet the specifications given. Show the maximum time 
between interrupt and completion of service for each of the tasks if your priority scheme is used. 
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Interrupts and real time

Problem 1. A computer system has three devices whose characteristics are summarized in the following 
table: 

Device Service Time Interrupt Frequency Allowable Latency

D1 400 us 1/(800us) 400us

D2 250 us 1/(1000us) 50us

D3 100 us 1/(800us) 300us

Service time indicates how long it takes to run the interrupt handler for each device. The maximum time 
allowed to elapse between an interrupt request and the start of the interrupt handler is indicated by 
allowable latency. 

A.  If a program P takes 100 seconds to execute when interrupts are disabled, how long will P take to 
run when interrupts are enabled? 

We need to compute how much CPU time is spent servicing interrupts = sum
[<service time>*<interrupt frequency>] 

D1: 400us * (1/800us) = 50% of cpu time 
D2: 250us * (1/1000us) = 25% of cpu time 
D3: 100us * (1/800us) = 12.5% of cpu time 

87.5% of the CPU time is spent servicing interrupts, leaving 12.5% of the CPU to run P, so P will 
take approximately (1/.125)*100 = 800 seconds to run. "Approximately" because the actualy 
answer depends on when exactly P starts running with respect to the sequence of interrupts. 

B.  Can the requirements given in the table above be met using a weak priority ordering among the 
interrupt requests? 

No. Once D1 or D3 start running, we will miss allowable latency for D2. 

C.  Can the requirements given in the table above be met using a strong priority ordering among the 
interrupt requests? 
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Yes, if priority is D2 > D3 > D1. 

Problem 2. Surreal Time Systems is configuring a Beta for a dedicated application involving three I/O 
devices whose characteristics are summarized below: 

Device Interrupt Frequency Service Time

A 1/(1000 us) 600 us

B 1/(500 us) 100 us

C 1/(1000000 us) 100000 us

Each of the three devices causes periodic interrupts as the given frequency. Each interrupt requires the 
service time specified for that device. When the processor is not servicing any interrupt, it runs a 
compute-bound user-mode (background) task L which composes limericks like 

There was an old lady from Crewe 
whose limericks stopped at line two.

For each of the following questions, assume all devices are requesting service at their maximum rate. 

A.  Assuming no interrupt priorities, what is the approximate worst-case latency seen by each 
device? 

for A: max latency = sum service times for B and C = 100100 us 
for B: max latency = sum service times for A and C = 100600 us 
for C: max latency = sum service times for A and B = 700 us 

B.  Now assume that each interrupt handler must complete execution before the next request from 
the same device in order to avoid losing data. To accommodate this real time constraint, the 
processor is enhanced with a 4-level strong priority system with priorities 0 (background), 1, 2 
and 3 (highest). What priorities would you assign to each device? 

B has to have the priority 3 because its handler must complete execution in 500us and the 
handlers for both A and C, if allowed to run, would prevent that from happening since both run 
for more than 500us. 

Similarly, A has to have priority 2, leaving C to run at prioirty 1. 

C.  Suppose that, in the absence of interrupts, L composes an average of 100 limericks per hour. 
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What is its rate when all three devices are interrupting? 

We need to compute how much CPU time is spent servicing interrupts: 

A: 600us * (1/1000 us) = 60% of cpu time 
B: 100us * (1/500 us) = 20% of cpu time 
C: 100000us * (1/1000000 us) = 10% of cpu time 

leaving 10% of the CPU to run background tasks. So L would compose approximately 10 
limericks per hour. 

Problem 3. A computer system is interfaced to four devices: a printer, a disk, a keyboard, and a display. 
The characteristics of the devices are summarized in the following table. 

Device Interrupt service time Interrupt frequency response-time requirement

Printer 1000 us 1/(2000 us) 1000 us

Disk 300 us 1/(1000 us) 200 us

Keyboard 2000 us 1/(100000 us) 2000 us

Display 100 us 1/(1000 us) 200 us

A.  A program P, which performs only computation (no input/output), takes 100 s to run when no 
input/output is being performed. How long will it take for P to run when all of the above devices 
are operating at their maximum speeds? 

We need to compute how much CPU time is spent servicing interrupts: 

Printer: 1000us * (1/2000 us) = 50% of cpu time 
Disk: 300us * (1/1000 us) = 30% of cpu time 
Keyboard: 2000us * (1/100000 us) = 2% of cpu time 
Display: 100us * (1/1000 us) = 10% of cpu time 

leaving 8% of the CPU to run background tasks. So P would take approximately (100/.08) = 1250 
seconds to run. 

B.  Suppose that the interrupt system enforces a nonpreemptive (weak) priority ordering printer > 
disk > keyboard > display among interrupt requests. Assuming the characteristics given in the 
table above, what is the maximum time that might elapse between a disk interrupt request and 
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execution of the first instruction of its handler? Assume that the time taken for state save and 
context switch is negligible. 

The latency seen by the disk with a weak priority ordering is the sum of the maximum service 
time for any device (keyboard = 2000 us) plus the service times for higher priority devices 
(printer = 1000 us). So the latency is 3000 us. 

C.  Can the requirements given in the table above be met using a weak priority ordering among the 
interrupt requests? If so, give such an ordering; if not, explain. 

No, the interrupt service time for the keyboard (2000 us) will prevent the system from meeting 
any of the other response time requirements (all less than 2000 us). 

D.  Can the requirements given in the table above be met using a strong priority ordering among the 
interrupt requests? If so, give such an ordering; if not, explain. 

Yes, with the ordering Display > Disk > Printer > Keyboard. A detailed worst-case timing 
diagram is shown below. The worst-case is when all 4 interrupts happen simultaneously and then 
subsequent interrupts happen their maximum frequency. Since this is a strong priority system, the 
handlers for lower priority devices are interrupted to service higher priority interrupts. 

time  interrupt         running
   0  p,disk,k,dpy      Display (100)
 100                    Disk (300)
 200                     "
 300                     "
 400                    Printer (1000)
 500                     "
 600                     "
 700                     "
 800                     "
 900                     "
1000 disk,dpy           Display (100); interrupts printer
1100                    Disk (300)
1200                     "
1300                     "
1400                    Printer (resume with 400 left)
1500                     "
1600                     "
1700                     "
1800                    Keyboard (2000)
1900                     "
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2000 p,disk,dpy         Display (100); interrupts keyboard
...

At time 2000 the cycle starts over again with the exception of the keyboard interrupt which will 
happen next at time 100,000. The keyboard handers runs for 200us in every 2000us cycle and so 
will complete its task by time 20000. 

Problem 4. A computer must service three devices whose interrupting frequencies, service times, and 
assigned priorities are given in the table below. 

Device Service time (ms) Maximum Frequency (1/
ms) Priority

D1 10 1/100 3 (highest)

D2 50 1/1000 2

D3 200 1/5000 1 (lowest)

A.  Assuming a strong priority system, compute for each device the maximum time between service 
request and the completion of service for that device. 

A detailed worst-case timing diagram is shown below. The worst-case is when all 4 interrupts 
happen simultaneously and then subsequent interrupts happen their maximum frequency. Since 
this is a strong priority system, the handlers for lower priority devices are interrupted to service 
higher priority interrupts. 

time  interrupt         running
  0   d1,d2,d3         D1 (10)
 10                    D2 (50)
 20                     "
 30                     "
 40                     "
 50                     "
 60                    D3 (200)
 70                     "
 80                     "
 90                     "
100   d1               D1 (10); interrupting D3
110                    D3 (resume with 160 left)
120                     "
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130                     "
140                     "
150                     "
160                     "
170                     "
180                     "
190                     "
200   d1               D1 (10); interrupting D3
210                    D3 (resume with 70 left)
220                     "
230                     "
240                     "
250                     "
260                     "
270                     "
280                    idle!!!
290                    ...

From the diagram we can see that the maximum time to completion is is 10ms for D1, 60ms for 
D2 and 280ms for D3. Note that the D1 interrupt occurs several times during the handler for D3 
which complicates the calculation and is why is usually best to draw out the diagram shown 
above. 

B.  What percentage of the processor's time is devoted to servicing D1? 

(10ms service time)*(1/100ms interrupt frequency) = 10% of the CPU time. 

C.  What percentage of the processor's time is left for noninterrupt programs? 

We need to compute how much CPU time is spent servicing interrupts: 

D1: 100ms * (1/100 ms) = 10% of cpu time 
D2: 50ms * (1/1000 ms) = 5% of cpu time 
D3: 200ms * (1/5000 ms) = 4% of cpu time 

leaving 81% of the CPU to run background tasks. 

D.  Assume that if a device interrupts again before a pending interrupt on that same device has been 
serviced, the later interrupt is ignored (lost). Will the system outlined in the table above lose 
interrupts using a strong priority scheme (with priorities as given)? 

No. See the worst-case timing diagram in the answer for part (A). 
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E.  Under the assumption of question (4), will the system outlined in the table above lose interrupts 
using a weak priority scheme (with priorities as given)? 

Yes. D3 will prevent D1 from being serviced in time. 

Problem 5. Consider the following priority-interrupt scenario: 

Task Service time (ms) Maximum allowed latency (ms) Maximum Frequency (1/ms)

A 30 500 1/3000

B 20 70 1/1000

C 50 25 1/500

D 10 10 1/50

A.  Can you use a weak priority scheme for the scenario outlined in the table aboved? Explain. 

No. A prevents C from being serviced in time. 

B.  Assume that all the interrupts listed in the table above occur at their maximum frequency. What 
percent of the processor's time is used to handle interrupts? 

A: 30ms * (1/3000 ms) = 1% of cpu time 
B: 20ms * (1/1000 ms) = 2% of cpu time 
C: 50ms * (1/500 ms) = 10% of cpu time 
D: 10ms * (1/50 ms) = 20% of cpu time 
Total = 33% 

C.  Assume a strong priority system in which 3 is the highest priority, 0 the lowest. Assign a unique 
priority to each task in the table above to meet the specifications given. Show the maximum time 
between interrupt and completion of service for each of the tasks if your priority scheme is used. 

A detailed worst-case timing diagram is shown below. The worst-case is when all 4 interrupts 
happen simultaneously and then subsequent interrupts happen their maximum frequency. Since 
this is a strong priority system, the handlers for lower priority devices are interrupted to service 
higher priority interrupts. 

time  interrupt         running
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  0   A,B,C,D          D (10)
 10                    C (50)
 20                     "
 30                     "
 40                     "
 50   D                D (10); interrupting C
 60                    C (resume with 10 left)
 70                    B (20)
 80                     "
 90                    A (30)
100   D                D (10); interrupting A
110                    A (resume with 20 left)
120                     "
130                    idle...
...

Looking at the table, the maximum time between interrupt and completion is: 

A: 130 ms 
B: 90 ms 
C: 70 ms 
D: 10ms 
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Semaphores

Problem 1. The following is a set of three interacting processes that can access two shared semaphores: 

semaphore U = 3;
semaphore V = 0;

[Process 1]     [Process 2]    [Process 3]

L1:wait(U)      L2:wait(V)     L3:wait(V)
   type("C")       type("A")      type("D")
   signal(V)       type("B")      goto L3
   goto L1         signal(V)
                   goto L2

Within each process the statements are executed sequentially, but statements from different processes can be 
interleaved in any order that's consistent with the constraints imposed by the semaphores. When answering the 
questions below assume that once execution begins, the processes will be allowed to run until all 3 processes are 
stuck in a wait() statement, at which point execution is halted. 

A.   Assuming execution is eventually halted, how many C's are printed when the set of processes runs? 

B.   Assuming execution is eventually halted, how many D's are printed when this set of processes runs? 

C.   What is the smallest number of A's that might be printed when this set of processes runs? 

D.   Is CABABDDCABCABD a possible output sequence when this set of processes runs? 

E.   Is CABACDBCABDD a possible output sequence when this set of processes runs? 

F.   Is it possible for execution to be halted with either U or V having a non-zero value? 

Problem 2. The following pair of processes share a common variable X: 

Process A         Process B
    int Y;             int Z;
A1: Y = X*2;      B1:  Z = X+1;
A2: X = Y;        B2:  X = Z;
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X is set to 5 before either process begins execution. As usual, statements within a process are executed 
sequentially, but statements in process A may execute in any order with respect to statements in process B. 

A.   How many different values of X are possible after both processes finish executing? 

B.   Suppose the programs are modified as follows to use a shared binary semaphore S: 

Process A        Process B
    int Y;           int Z;
    wait(S);         wait(S);
A1: Y = X*2;     B1: Z = X+1;
A2: X = Y;       B2: X = Z;
    signal(S);       signal(S);

S is set to 1 before either process begins execution and, as before, X is set to 5. 

Now, how many different values of X are possible after both processes finish executing? 

C.   Finally, suppose the programs are modified as follows to use a shared binary semaphore T: 

Process A         Process B
    int Y;            int Z;
A1: Y = X*2;      B1: wait(T);
A2: X = Y;        B2: Z = X+1;
    signal(T);        X = Z;

T is set to 0 before either process begins execution and, as before, X is set to 5. 

Now, how many different values of X are possible after both processes finish executing? 

Problem 3. The following pair of processes share a common set of variables: "counter", "tempA" and "tempB": 

Process A                            Process B
...                                  ...
A1: tempA = counter + 1;             B1: tempB = counter + 2;
A2: counter = tempA;                 B2: counter = tempB;
...                                  ...

The variable "counter" initially has the value 10 before either process begins to execute. 

A.   What different values of "counter" are possible when both processes have finished executing? Give an 
order of execution of statements from processes A and B that would yield each of the values you give. For 
example, execution order A1, A2, B1, B2 would yield the value 13. 
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B.   Modify the above programs for processes A and B by adding appropriate signal and wait operations on 
the binary semaphore "sync" such that the only possible final value of "counter" is 13. Indicate what should 
be the initial value of the semaphore "sync". 

C.   Draw a precedence graph that describes all the possible orderings of executions of statements A1, A2, 
B1 and B2 that yield the a final value of 11 for "counter". 

D.   Modify the original programs for processes A and B by adding binary semaphores and signal and wait 
operations to guarantee that the final result of executing the two processes will be "counter" = 11. Give the 
initial values for every semaphore you introduce. Try to put the minimum number of constraints on the 
ordering of statements. In other words, don't just pick one ordering that will yield 11 and enforce that one 
by means of semaphores; instead, enforce only the essential precedence constraints marked in your solution 
to question 3. 

Problem 4. The figure below shows two processes that must cooperate in computing N2 by taking the sum of the 
first N odd integers. 

                Process P               Process Q
                N = 5;
                Sqr = 0;
        loopP:  loopQ:

                if (N==0)               Sqr = Sqr + 2*N + 1;
                  goto endP;
                N = N - 1;              goto loopQ;
                goto loopP;
        endP:
                print(Sqr);

A.  Add appropriate semaphore declarations and signal and wait statements to these programs so that the 
proper value of Sqr (i.e., 25) will be printed out. Indicate the initial value of every semaphore you add. 
Insert the semaphore operations so as to preserve the maximum degree of concurrency between the two 
processes; do not put any nonessential constraints on the ordering of operations. Hint: Two semaphores 
suffice for a simple and elegant solution. 

Problem 5. A computer has three commonly used resources designated A, B and C. Up to three processes 
designated X, Y and Z run on the computer and each makes periodic use of two of the three resources. 

●     Process X acquires A, then B, uses both and then releases both.
●     Process Y acquires B, then C, uses both and then releases both.
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●     Process Z acquires C, then A, uses both and then releases both.

A.  If two of these processes are running simultaneously on the machine, can a deadlock occur? If so, describe 
the deadlock scenario. 

B.  Describe a scenario in which deadlock occurs if all three processes are running simultaneously on the 
machine. 

C.  Modify the algorithm for acquiring resources so that deadlock cannot occur with three processes running. 

Problem 6. The following is a question about dining computer scientists. There are 6 computer scientists seated at 
a circular table. There are 3 knives at the table and 3 forks. The knives and forks are placed alternately between the 
computer scientists. A large bowl of food is placed at the center of the table. The computer scientists are quite 
hungry, but require both a fork and a knife to eat. 

Consider the following policies for eating and indicate for each policy if it can result in deadlock. 

�❍     Attempt to grab the fork that sits between you and your neighbor until you are successful.
�❍     Attempt to grab the knife that sits between you and your neighbor until you are successful.
�❍     Eat
�❍     Return the fork.
�❍     Return the knife.

�❍     Attempt to grab any fork on the table until you are successful (if there are many forks grab the 
closest one).

�❍     Attempt to grab any knife on the table until you are succesful (if there are many forks grab the 
closest one).

�❍     Eat
�❍     Return the knife.
�❍     Return the fork.

�❍     Flip a coin to decide if you are going to first try for a fork or a knife.
�❍     Attempt to grab your choice until you are successful

(if there are many of that utensil grab the closest one). 
�❍     Attempt to grab the other type of utensil until you are successful (if there are many of that utensil 

grab the closest one).
�❍     Eat 
�❍     Return the knife.
�❍     Return the fork.

Problem 7. Gerbitrail is a manufacturer of modular gerbil cages. A Gerbitrail cage is assembled using a catalog of 
modules, including gerbil "rooms" of various sizes and shapes as well as sections of tubing whose diameter neatly 
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accommodates a single gerbil. A typical cage contains several intercon- nected rooms, and may house a 
community of gerbils: 

 

The Gerbitrail cages are immensely successful, except for one tragic flaw: the dreaded GERBILOCK. Gerbilock is 
a situation that arises when multiple gerbils enter a tube going in opposite directions, meeting within the tube as 
shown below: 

 

Since each gerbil is determined to move forward and there is insufficient room to pass, both gerbils remain 
gerbilocked forever. 

There is, however, hope on the horizon. Gerbitrail has developed little mechanical ggates that can be placed at the 
ends of each tube, and which can both sense and lock out gerbil crossings. All ggates are controlled by a single 
computer. Each ggate X has two routines, X_Enter and X_Leave, which are called when a gerbil tries to enter or 
leave respectively the tube via that ggate; the gerbil is not allowed to procede (ie, to enter or leave) until the Enter 
or Leave call returns. Gerbitrail engi- neers speculate that these routines can solve Gerbilock using semaphores. 

They perform the following experiment: 
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where each of the ggates A and B are controlled by the following code: 

semaphore S=???;        /* Shared semaphore. */

A_Enter()              /* Handle gerbil entering tube via A */
{ wait(S); }
A_Leave()              /* Handle gerbil leaving tube via A */
{ signal(S); }
B_Enter()              /* Handle gerbil entering tube via B */
{ wait(S); }
B_Leave()              /* Handle gerbil leaving tube via B */
{ signal(S); }

A.  What is the proper initial value of the semaphore S? 

B.  An argument among the Gerbitrail technical staff develops about how the above solution should be 
extended to more complex cages with multiple tubes. The question under debate is whether separate 
semaphores should be allocated to each ggate, to each tube, or whether a single semaphore should be 
shared for all gates. Help resolve the argument. For each proposal, indicate OK if it works, SLOW if it 
works but becomes burdensome in complex cages, and BAD if it doesn't prevent gerbilock. 

Single semaphore shared among all ggates: OK -- SLOW -- BAD 

Semaphore for each tube: OK -- SLOW -- BAD 

Semaphore for each ggate: OK -- SLOW -- BAD 

C.  Gerbitrail management decides to invest heavily in the revolutionary technology which promises to wipe 
out the gerbilock threat forever. They hire noted computer expert Nickles Worth to evaluate their ggate 
approach and suggest improvements. Nickles looks at the simple demonstration above, involving only 2 
gerbils and a single tube, and immediately objects. "You are enforcing non-essential constraints on the 
behavior of these two gerbils", he exclaims. 

What non-essential constraint is imposed by the ggate solution involving only 2 gerbils and one tube? Give 
a specific scenario. 

D.  Nickles proposes that a new synchronization mechanism, the gerbiphore, be defined to handle the 
management of Gerbitrail tubes. His proposal involves the implementation of a gerbiphore as a C data 
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structure, and the allocation of a single gerbiphore to each tube in a Gerbitrail cage configuration. 

Nickles's proposed implementation is: 

semaphore mutex=1;

struct gerbiphore {          /* definition of "gerbiphore" structure*/
 int dir;                    /* Direction: 0 means unspecified. */
 int count;                  /* Number of Gerbils in tube */
} A, B, ...;                 /* one gerbiphore for each tube */

int Fwd=1, Bkwd=2;           /* Direction codes for tube travel */

/* genter(g, dir) called with gerbiphore pointer g and direction dir
   whenever a gerbil wants to enter the tube attached to g
   in direction dir */

genter(struct gerbiphore *g, int dir) {
 loop:
   wait(mutex);
   if (g->dir == 0)
     g->dir = dir;    /* If g->dir unassigned, grab it! */
   if (g->dir == dir) {
     g->count = 1 + g->count;   /* One more gerbil in tube. */
     *********;                 /* MISSING LINE! */
     return;
   }
   signal(mutex);
   goto loop;
}

/* gleave(g, dir) is called whenever a gerbil leaves the tube
   attached to gerbiphore g in direction dir. */

gleave(struct gerbiphore *g, int dir) {
   wait(mutex);
   g->count = g->count - 1;
   if (g->count == 0) g->dir = 0;
   signal(mutex);
}

Unfortunately a blotch of red wine obscures one line of Nickles's code. The team of stain analysts hired to 
decode the blotch eventually respond with a sizable bill and the report that "it appears to be Ch. Petrus, 
1981". Again, your services are needed. 

What belongs in place of ********* at the line commented "MISSING LINE"? 
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E.  Ben Bitdiddle has been moonlighting at Gerbitrail Research Laboratories, home of the worlds largest gerbil 
population. Ben's duties include computer related research and shoveling. He is anxious to impress his boss 
with his research skills, in the hopes that demonstrating such talent will allow him to spend less of his time 
with a shovel. 

Ben observes that the GRL Gerbitrail cage, housing millions of gerbils and involving tens of millions of 
tubes, is a little sluggish despite its use of Nickles Worth's fancy gerbiphore implementation. Ben studies 
the problem, and finds that each gerbil spends a surprisingly large amount of time in genter and gleave 
calls, despite the fact that tubes are infrequently used due to their large number. Ben suspects some 
inefficiency in the code. Ben focuses on the gleave code, and collects statistics about which line of code in 
the gleave definition is taking the most CPU time. 

Which line of the (4-line) gleave body do you expect to be the most time consuming? 

F.  Identify a class of inessential precedence constraints whose imposition by Nickles's code causes the 
performance bottleneck observed by Ben. 

G.  Briefly sketch a change to Nickles's code which mitigates the performance bottleneck. 

H.  Encouraged by his success (due to your help), Ben decides to try more aggressive performance 
improvements. He edits the code to gleave, eliminating entirely the calls to wait and signal on the mutex 
semaphore. He then tries the new code on a 2-gerbil, 1-tube cage. 

Will Ben's change work on a 2-gerbil, 1-tube cage? Choose the best answer. 

A.  It still works fine. Nice work, Ben!
B.  Gerbilock may be caused by two nearly simultaneous genter calls.
C.  Gerbilock may be caused by two nearly simultaneous gleave calls.
D.  Gerbilock may be caused by nearly simultaneous gleave and genter calls, followed by another genter 

call.
E.  Gerbilock can't happen, although the system may fail in other ways.

Problem 8. Similar Software is a software startup whose 24 employees include you and 23 lawyers. Your job is to 
finish the initial product: the Unicks timesharing system for a single-processor Beta system. Unicks is very similar 
to the OS code we've seen in lecture, and to a popular workstation OS. To avoid legal entanglements, it 
incorporates a distinguishing feature: an inter-process communication mechanism call the tube. 

A tube provides a flow-controlled communication channel among processes. The system supports at most 100 
different tubes, each identified by a unique integer between 0 and 99. The system primitives for communicating 
via tubes are the Beta SVCs WTube, which writes the nonzero integer in R1 to the tube whose number is in R0, 
and RTube, which reads a nonzero datum from the tube whose number is passed in R0. Note that tubes can only be 
used to pass nonzero integers between processes. 

The Unicks handlers for WTube and RTube are shown below: 
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int Tubes[100]; /* max of 100 tubes */

WTube_handler() {
  int TubeNumber = User.R0;     /* which tube to write */
  int Datum = User.R1;  /* the data to write */

  if (Tubes[TubeNumber] != 0) { /* wait until Tube is empty */
    User.XP = User.XP - 4;
    return;
  } else {      
    Tubes[TubeNumber] = Datum;  /* tube empty, fill it up! */
  }
}

RTube_handler() {
  int TubeNumber = User.R0;     /* which tube to read */

  if (Tubes[TubeNumber] == 0) { /* wait until there's data */
    User.XP = User.XP - 4;
    return;
  } else {
    User.R1 = Tubes[TubeNumber];        /* read the datum */
    Tubes[TubeNumber] = 0;      /* mark the tube as empty */
  }
}

The handlers run as part of the Unicks kernel and will not be interrupted, i.e., handling of interrupts is postponed 
until the current process returns to user mode. Note that the initial values in the Tubes array are zero, and keep in 
mind that only nonzero data is to be written to (and read from) each tube. 

A.  Let Wi be the ith write on a tube, and Rj be the jth read. What precedence constraint(s) does the above 
implementation enforce between completion of the Wi and Rj? 

B.  You observe that a process that waits once will waste the remainder of its quantum looping. Suggest a one-
line improvement to each of the handlers which will waste less time synchronizing the communication 
processes. 

C.  Assume, for the remaining questions, that your improvement HAS NOT been implemented; the original 
code, as shown, in being used. 

Since tubes are advertised as a general mechanism for communication among a set of Unix processes, it is 
important that they work reliably when several processes attempt to read and/or write the simultaneously. 
S. Quire, the ex-lawyer CEO, has been unable to figure out just what the semantics of tubes are under these 
circumstances. He finally asks you for help. 

Describe what will happen if a process writes an empty tube while multiple processes are waiting to read it. 
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How many processes will read the new value? 

D.  Describe what will happen if multiple processes write different values to a tube at about the same time that 
another process is doing successive reads from that tube. Will each value be read once? Will at least one 
value be read, but some may be lost? Will garbage (values other than those written) be read? 

E.  S. Quire suggests that the interrupt hardware be modified so that timer interupts (which mark the end of the 
quantum for the currently running process) are allowed to happen in both user and kernel mode. How 
would this modification change your answer to parts (C) and (D)? 

F.  Customers have observed that Unicks seems to favor certain processes under some circumstances. In 
particular, when one process writes data to a tube while processes A, B, and C are waiting to read it, it is 
typically the case that the amount of data read by A, B, and C will be dramatically different. 

Briefly explain the cause for this phenomenon. 

G.  Sketch, in a sentence or two, a plausible strategy for treating the processes more equitably. 

H.  Nickles Worth, a consultant to Similar Software, claims that tubes can be used to implement mutual 
exclusion-that is, to guarantee that at most one process is executing code within a critical section at all 
times. He offers an example template: 

int TubeNumber = 37;    /* tube to be used for mutual exclusion */

WTube(TubeNumber,1);    /* one-time-only initialization */

while () {      /* loop with critical section */

   
        /* LOCK ACCESS */

   
   <critical section>

   
        /* UNLOCK ACCESS */

   
}

where the regions marked LOCK ACCESS and UNLOCK ACCESS use the tube TubeNumber to ensure 
exclusive access to the code marked <critical section>. These two regions may contain the forms 
datum=RTube(TubeNumber) and Wtube(TubeNumber,datum) as a C interface to the tube SVCs. 

Fill in the LOCK and UNLOCK code above. 
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Semaphores

Problem 1. The following is a set of three interacting processes that can access two shared semaphores: 

semaphore U = 3;
semaphore V = 0;

[Process 1]     [Process 2]    [Process 3]

L1:wait(U)      L2:wait(V)     L3:wait(V)
   type("C")       type("A")      type("D")
   signal(V)       type("B")      goto L3
   goto L1         signal(V)
                   goto L2

Within each process the statements are executed sequentially, but statements from different processes can be 
interleaved in any order that's consistent with the constraints imposed by the semaphores. When answering the 
questions below assume that once execution begins, the processes will be allowed to run until all 3 processes are 
stuck in a wait() statement, at which point execution is halted. 

A.   Assuming execution is eventually halted, how many C's are printed when the set of processes runs? 

Exactly 3. Each time Process 1 executes the "wait(U)" statement, the value of semaphore U is decremented 
by 1. Since there are no "signal(U)" statements, the loop in Process 1 will execute only 3 times (ie, the 
initial value of U) and then stall the fourth time "wait(U)" is executed. 

B.   Assuming execution is eventually halted, how many D's are printed when this set of processes runs? 

Exactly 3. Process 1 will execute its loop three times (see the answer to the previous question), 
incrementing "signal(V)" each time through the loop. This will permit "wait(V)" to complete three times. 
For every "wait(V)" Process 2 executes, it also executes a "signal(V)" so there is no net change in the value 
of semaphore V caused by Process 2. Process 3 does decrement the value of semaphore V, typing out "D" 
each time it does so. So Process 3 will eventually loop as many times as Process 1. 

C.   What is the smallest number of A's that might be printed when this set of processes runs? 

0. If Process 3 is scheduled immediately after Process 1 executes "signal(V)", then Process 2 might 
continue being stalled at its "wait(V)" statement and hence never execute its "type" statements. 

D.   Is CABABDDCABCABD a possible output sequence when this set of processes runs? 

No. Here are the events implied by the sequence above: 
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start: U=3 V=0
type C: U=2 V=1
type A: U=2 V=0
type B: U=2 V=1
type A: U=2 V=0
type B: U=2 V=1
type D: U=2 V=0
type D: oops, impossible since V=0

E.   Is CABACDBCABDD a possible output sequence when this set of processes runs? 

Yes: 

start: U=3 V=0
type C: U=2 V=1
type A: U=2 V=0
type B: U=2 V=1
type A: U=2 V=0
type C: U=1 V=1
type D: U=1 V=0
type B: U=1 V=1
type C: U=0 V=2
type A: U=0 V=1
type B: U=0 V=2
type D: U=0 V=1
type D: U=0 V=0

F.   Is it possible for execution to be halted with either U or V having a non-zero value? 

No. If U has a non-zero value, Process 1 will be able to run. If V has a non-zero value, Process 3 will be 
able to run. 

Problem 2. The following pair of processes share a common variable X: 

Process A         Process B
    int Y;             int Z;
A1: Y = X*2;      B1:  Z = X+1;
A2: X = Y;        B2:  X = Z;

X is set to 5 before either process begins execution. As usual, statements within a process are executed 
sequentially, but statements in process A may execute in any order with respect to statements in process B. 
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A.   How many different values of X are possible after both processes finish executing? 

There are four possible values for X. Here are the possible ways in which statements from A and B can be 
interleaved. 

A1 A2 B1 B2: X = 11
A1 B1 A2 B2: X = 6
A1 B1 B2 A2: X = 10
B1 A1 B2 A2: X = 10
B1 A1 A2 B2: X = 6
B1 B2 A1 A2: X = 12

B.   Suppose the programs are modified as follows to use a shared binary semaphore S: 

Process A        Process B
    int Y;           int Z;
    wait(S);         wait(S);
A1: Y = X*2;     B1: Z = X+1;
A2: X = Y;       B2: X = Z;
    signal(S);       signal(S);

S is set to 1 before either process begins execution and, as before, X is set to 5. 

Now, how many different values of X are possible after both processes finish executing? 

The semaphore S ensures that, once begun, the statements from either process execute without interrupts. 
So now the possible ways in which statements from A and B can be interleaved are: 

A1 A2 B1 B2: X = 11
B1 B2 A1 A2: X = 12

C.   Finally, suppose the programs are modified as follows to use a shared binary semaphore T: 

Process A         Process B
    int Y;            int Z;
A1: Y = X*2;      B1: wait(T);
A2: X = Y;        B2: Z = X+1;
    signal(T);        X = Z;

T is set to 0 before either process begins execution and, as before, X is set to 5. 

Now, how many different values of X are possible after both processes finish executing? 

The semaphore T ensures that all the statements from A finish execution before B begins. So now there is 
only one way in which statements from A and B can be interleaved: 
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A1 A2 B1 B2: X = 11

Problem 3. The following pair of processes share a common set of variables: "counter", "tempA" and "tempB": 

Process A                            Process B
...                                  ...
A1: tempA = counter + 1;             B1: tempB = counter + 2;
A2: counter = tempA;                 B2: counter = tempB;
...                                  ...

The variable "counter" initially has the value 10 before either process begins to execute. 

A.   What different values of "counter" are possible when both processes have finished executing? Give an 
order of execution of statements from processes A and B that would yield each of the values you give. For 
example, execution order A1, A2, B1, B2 would yield the value 13. 

There are three possible values for X. Here are the possible ways in which statements from A and B can be 
interleaved. 

A1 A2 B1 B2: X = 13
A1 B1 A2 B2: X = 12
A1 B1 B2 A2: X = 11
B1 A1 B2 A2: X = 11
B1 A1 A2 B2: X = 12
B1 B2 A1 A2: X = 13

B.   Modify the above programs for processes A and B by adding appropriate signal and wait operations on 
the binary semaphore "sync" such that the only possible final value of "counter" is 13. Indicate what should 
be the initial value of the semaphore "sync". 

We need to ensure that A and B run uniterrupted, but it doesn't matter which runs first. 

semaphore sync = 1;

Process A                            Process B
    wait(sync);                          wait(sync);
A1: tempA = counter + 1;             B1: tempB = counter + 2;
A2: counter = tempA;                 B2: counter = tempB;
    signal(sync);                        signal(sync);

C.   Draw a precedence graph that describes all the possible orderings of executions of statements A1, A2, 
B1 and B2 that yield the a final value of 11 for "counter". 
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   A1     B1
     \  /
      B2
      |
      A2

D.   Modify the original programs for processes A and B by adding binary semaphores and signal and wait 
operations to guarantee that the final result of executing the two processes will be "counter" = 11. Give the 
initial values for every semaphore you introduce. Try to put the minimum number of constraints on the 
ordering of statements. In other words, don't just pick one ordering that will yield 11 and enforce that one 
by means of semaphores; instead, enforce only the essential precedence constraints marked in your solution 
to question 3. 

semaphore s1 = 0;
semaphore s2 = 0;

Process A                            Process B
A1: tempA = counter + 1;             B1: tempB = counter + 2;
    signal(s1);                          wait(s1);
    wait(s2);                        B2: counter = tempB;
A2: counter = tempA;                     signal(s2);

Problem 4. The figure below shows two processes that must cooperate in computing N2 by taking the sum of the 
first N odd integers. 

                Process P               Process Q
                N = 5;
                Sqr = 0;
        loopP:  loopQ:

                if (N==0)               Sqr = Sqr + 2*N + 1;
                  goto endP;
                N = N - 1;              goto loopQ;
                goto loopP;
        endP:
                print(Sqr);

A.  Add appropriate semaphore declarations and signal and wait statements to these programs so that the 
proper value of Sqr (i.e., 25) will be printed out. Indicate the initial value of every semaphore you add. 
Insert the semaphore operations so as to preserve the maximum degree of concurrency between the two 
processes; do not put any nonessential constraints on the ordering of operations. Hint: Two semaphores 
suffice for a simple and elegant solution. 

Looking at the code for process Q, we see that we want it to execute with N = 4, 3, 2, 1, and 0. So we want 
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the decrement of N to happen before the first execution of Q. We can use two semaphores to control the 
production and consumption of "N values" by the two loops. To achieve maximum concurrency, we'll 
signal the availability of a new N value as soon as it's ready and then do as much as possible (i.e., branch 
back to the beginning of the loop and check the end condition) before waiting for the value to be consumed: 

                Semaphore P = 1;  // P gets first shot at execution
                Semaphore Q = 0;  // Q has to wait for first N value
                int N, Sqr;

                Process P               Process Q
                N = 5;
                Sqr = 0;
        loopP:  loopQ:
                if (N==0)               wait(Q);
                  goto endP;            Sqr = Sqr + 2*N + 1;
                wait(P);                signal(P);
                N = N - 1;              goto loopQ;
                signal(Q);
                goto loopP;
        endP:
                wait(P);  // wait for last Q iteration!
                print(Sqr);

Optionally, you could also split Sqr = Sqr + 2*N + 1 into Sqr = Sqr + 1 and Sqr = Sqr + 2*N to slightly 
improve concurrency. 

Problem 5. A computer has three commonly used resources designated A, B and C. Up to three processes 
designated X, Y and Z run on the computer and each makes periodic use of two of the three resources. 

●     Process X acquires A, then B, uses both and then releases both.
●     Process Y acquires B, then C, uses both and then releases both.
●     Process Z acquires C, then A, uses both and then releases both.

A.  If two of these processes are running simultaneously on the machine, can a deadlock occur? If so, describe 
the deadlock scenario. 

No deadlock is possible since one of the two processes will always be able to run to completion. 

B.  Describe a scenario in which deadlock occurs if all three processes are running simultaneously on the 
machine. 

All three processes make their first acquisition then hang waiting for a resource that will never become 
available. 
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C.  Modify the algorithm for acquiring resources so that deadlock cannot occur with three processes running. 

If we change Z to acquire A then C, no deadlock can occur. 

Problem 6. The following is a question about dining computer scientists. There are 6 computer scientists seated at 
a circular table. There are 3 knives at the table and 3 forks. The knives and forks are placed alternately between the 
computer scientists. A large bowl of food is placed at the center of the table. The computer scientists are quite 
hungry, but require both a fork and a knife to eat. 

Consider the following policies for eating and indicate for each policy if it can result in deadlock. 

�❍     Attempt to grab the fork that sits between you and your neighbor until you are successful.
�❍     Attempt to grab the knife that sits between you and your neighbor until you are successful.
�❍     Eat
�❍     Return the fork.
�❍     Return the knife.

No deadlock is possible since the number of available forks limits the number of knives that can be 
acquired, i.e., if you have a fork, a knife is guaranteed to be available. 

�❍     Attempt to grab any fork on the table until you are successful (if there are many forks grab the 
closest one).

�❍     Attempt to grab any knife on the table until you are succesful (if there are many forks grab the 
closest one).

�❍     Eat
�❍     Return the knife.
�❍     Return the fork.

No deadlock is possible for the same reason as above. 

�❍     Flip a coin to decide if you are going to first try for a fork or a knife.
�❍     Attempt to grab your choice until you are successful

(if there are many of that utensil grab the closest one). 
�❍     Attempt to grab the other type of utensil until you are successful (if there are many of that utensil 

grab the closest one).
�❍     Eat 
�❍     Return the knife.
�❍     Return the fork.

Deadlock is possible since now it is possible all the philosophers to acquire a utensil and then stall 
indefinately waiting for the other utensil to appear. 
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Problem 7. Gerbitrail is a manufacturer of modular gerbil cages. A Gerbitrail cage is assembled using a catalog of 
modules, including gerbil "rooms" of various sizes and shapes as well as sections of tubing whose diameter neatly 
accommodates a single gerbil. A typical cage contains several intercon- nected rooms, and may house a 
community of gerbils: 

 

The Gerbitrail cages are immensely successful, except for one tragic flaw: the dreaded GERBILOCK. Gerbilock is 
a situation that arises when multiple gerbils enter a tube going in opposite directions, meeting within the tube as 
shown below: 

 

Since each gerbil is determined to move forward and there is insufficient room to pass, both gerbils remain 
gerbilocked forever. 

There is, however, hope on the horizon. Gerbitrail has developed little mechanical ggates that can be placed at the 
ends of each tube, and which can both sense and lock out gerbil crossings. All ggates are controlled by a single 
computer. Each ggate X has two routines, X_Enter and X_Leave, which are called when a gerbil tries to enter or 
leave respectively the tube via that ggate; the gerbil is not allowed to procede (ie, to enter or leave) until the Enter 
or Leave call returns. Gerbitrail engi- neers speculate that these routines can solve Gerbilock using semaphores. 

They perform the following experiment: 
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where each of the ggates A and B are controlled by the following code: 

semaphore S=???;        /* Shared semaphore. */

A_Enter()              /* Handle gerbil entering tube via A */
{ wait(S); }
A_Leave()              /* Handle gerbil leaving tube via A */
{ signal(S); }
B_Enter()              /* Handle gerbil entering tube via B */
{ wait(S); }
B_Leave()              /* Handle gerbil leaving tube via B */
{ signal(S); }

A.  What is the proper initial value of the semaphore S? 

S = 1 since one gerbil is allowed in the tube. 

B.  An argument among the Gerbitrail technical staff develops about how the above solution should be 
extended to more complex cages with multiple tubes. The question under debate is whether separate 
semaphores should be allocated to each ggate, to each tube, or whether a single semaphore should be 
shared for all gates. Help resolve the argument. For each proposal, indicate OK if it works, SLOW if it 
works but becomes burdensome in complex cages, and BAD if it doesn't prevent gerbilock. 

Single semaphore shared among all ggates: OK -- SLOW -- BAD 

Semaphore for each tube: OK -- SLOW -- BAD 

Semaphore for each ggate: OK -- SLOW -- BAD 

Single semaphore shared among all ggates: SLOW  
Semaphore for each tube: OK  
Semaphore for each ggate: BAD 

C.  Gerbitrail management decides to invest heavily in the revolutionary technology which promises to wipe 
out the gerbilock threat forever. They hire noted computer expert Nickles Worth to evaluate their ggate 
approach and suggest improvements. Nickles looks at the simple demonstration above, involving only 2 
gerbils and a single tube, and immediately objects. "You are enforcing non-essential constraints on the 
behavior of these two gerbils", he exclaims. 
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What non-essential constraint is imposed by the ggate solution involving only 2 gerbils and one tube? Give 
a specific scenario. 

Since only 1 gerbil is allowed in the tube at a time, both gerbils can't go through the tube simultaneously in 
the same direction even though that would work out okay. 

D.  Nickles proposes that a new synchronization mechanism, the gerbiphore, be defined to handle the 
management of Gerbitrail tubes. His proposal involves the implementation of a gerbiphore as a C data 
structure, and the allocation of a single gerbiphore to each tube in a Gerbitrail cage configuration. 

Nickles's proposed implementation is: 

semaphore mutex=1;

struct gerbiphore {          /* definition of "gerbiphore" structure*/
 int dir;                    /* Direction: 0 means unspecified. */
 int count;                  /* Number of Gerbils in tube */
} A, B, ...;                 /* one gerbiphore for each tube */

int Fwd=1, Bkwd=2;           /* Direction codes for tube travel */

/* genter(g, dir) called with gerbiphore pointer g and direction dir
   whenever a gerbil wants to enter the tube attached to g
   in direction dir */

genter(struct gerbiphore *g, int dir) {
 loop:
   wait(mutex);
   if (g->dir == 0)
     g->dir = dir;    /* If g->dir unassigned, grab it! */
   if (g->dir == dir) {
     g->count = 1 + g->count;   /* One more gerbil in tube. */
     *********;                 /* MISSING LINE! */
     return;
   }
   signal(mutex);
   goto loop;
}

/* gleave(g, dir) is called whenever a gerbil leaves the tube
   attached to gerbiphore g in direction dir. */

gleave(struct gerbiphore *g, int dir) {
   wait(mutex);
   g->count = g->count - 1;
   if (g->count == 0) g->dir = 0;
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   signal(mutex);
}

Unfortunately a blotch of red wine obscures one line of Nickles's code. The team of stain analysts hired to 
decode the blotch eventually respond with a sizable bill and the report that "it appears to be Ch. Petrus, 
1981". Again, your services are needed. 

What belongs in place of ********* at the line commented "MISSING LINE"? 

signal(mutex). We have to release the mutual exclusion lock before returning from genter. 

E.  Ben Bitdiddle has been moonlighting at Gerbitrail Research Laboratories, home of the worlds largest gerbil 
population. Ben's duties include computer related research and shoveling. He is anxious to impress his boss 
with his research skills, in the hopes that demonstrating such talent will allow him to spend less of his time 
with a shovel. 

Ben observes that the GRL Gerbitrail cage, housing millions of gerbils and involving tens of millions of 
tubes, is a little sluggish despite its use of Nickles Worth's fancy gerbiphore implementation. Ben studies 
the problem, and finds that each gerbil spends a surprisingly large amount of time in genter and gleave 
calls, despite the fact that tubes are infrequently used due to their large number. Ben suspects some 
inefficiency in the code. Ben focuses on the gleave code, and collects statistics about which line of code in 
the gleave definition is taking the most CPU time. 

Which line of the (4-line) gleave body do you expect to be the most time consuming? 

wait(mutex) since that may hang while waiting for other instances of genter or gleave to complete. 

F.  Identify a class of inessential precedence constraints whose imposition by Nickles's code causes the 
performance bottleneck observed by Ben. 

The mutex semaphore implements a global lock, so you can't manipulate more than one 1 semaphore at a 
time. 

G.  Briefly sketch a change to Nickles's code which mitigates the performance bottleneck. 

If we use a separate mutex for each gerbifore than the mutual exclusion each mutex provides will only 
apply to operations on that gerbifore. 

H.  Encouraged by his success (due to your help), Ben decides to try more aggressive performance 
improvements. He edits the code to gleave, eliminating entirely the calls to wait and signal on the mutex 
semaphore. He then tries the new code on a 2-gerbil, 1-tube cage. 

Will Ben's change work on a 2-gerbil, 1-tube cage? Choose the best answer. 

A.  It still works fine. Nice work, Ben!
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B.  Gerbilock may be caused by two nearly simultaneous genter calls.
C.  Gerbilock may be caused by two nearly simultaneous gleave calls.
D.  Gerbilock may be caused by nearly simultaneous gleave and genter calls, followed by another genter 

call.
E.  Gerbilock can't happen, although the system may fail in other ways.

D. 

Problem 8. Similar Software is a software startup whose 24 employees include you and 23 lawyers. Your job is to 
finish the initial product: the Unicks timesharing system for a single-processor Beta system. Unicks is very similar 
to the OS code we've seen in lecture, and to a popular workstation OS. To avoid legal entanglements, it 
incorporates a distinguishing feature: an inter-process communication mechanism call the tube. 

A tube provides a flow-controlled communication channel among processes. The system supports at most 100 
different tubes, each identified by a unique integer between 0 and 99. The system primitives for communicating 
via tubes are the Beta SVCs WTube, which writes the nonzero integer in R1 to the tube whose number is in R0, 
and RTube, which reads a nonzero datum from the tube whose number is passed in R0. Note that tubes can only be 
used to pass nonzero integers between processes. 

The Unicks handlers for WTube and RTube are shown below: 

int Tubes[100]; /* max of 100 tubes */

WTube_handler() {
  int TubeNumber = User.R0;     /* which tube to write */
  int Datum = User.R1;  /* the data to write */

  if (Tubes[TubeNumber] != 0) { /* wait until Tube is empty */
    User.XP = User.XP - 4;
    return;
  } else {      
    Tubes[TubeNumber] = Datum;  /* tube empty, fill it up! */
  }
}

RTube_handler() {
  int TubeNumber = User.R0;     /* which tube to read */

  if (Tubes[TubeNumber] == 0) { /* wait until there's data */
    User.XP = User.XP - 4;
    return;
  } else {
    User.R1 = Tubes[TubeNumber];        /* read the datum */
    Tubes[TubeNumber] = 0;      /* mark the tube as empty */
  }
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}

The handlers run as part of the Unicks kernel and will not be interrupted, i.e., handling of interrupts is postponed 
until the current process returns to user mode. Note that the initial values in the Tubes array are zero, and keep in 
mind that only nonzero data is to be written to (and read from) each tube. 

A.  Let Wi be the ith write on a tube, and Rj be the jth read. What precedence constraint(s) does the above 
implementation enforce between completion of the Wi and Rj? 

The code requires that the With write must precede the Rith read, that the Rith read must precede the Wi
+1th write. All other precedence relationships can be derived from these. 

B.  You observe that a process that waits once will waste the remainder of its quantum looping. Suggest a one-
line improvement to each of the handlers which will waste less time synchronizing the communication 
processes. 

Each handler could call the scheduler before returning on a read/write fail. 

C.  Assume, for the remaining questions, that your improvement HAS NOT been implemented; the original 
code, as shown, in being used. 

Since tubes are advertised as a general mechanism for communication among a set of Unix processes, it is 
important that they work reliably when several processes attempt to read and/or write the simultaneously. 
S. Quire, the ex-lawyer CEO, has been unable to figure out just what the semantics of tubes are under these 
circumstances. He finally asks you for help. 

Describe what will happen if a process writes an empty tube while multiple processes are waiting to read it. 
How many processes will read the new value? 

Since RTube_handler() is not interruptible, exactly one process will get the new value. 

D.  Describe what will happen if multiple processes write different values to a tube at about the same time that 
another process is doing successive reads from that tube. Will each value be read once? Will at least one 
value be read, but some may be lost? Will garbage (values other than those written) be read? 

Since WTube_handler() is not interruptible, no values will be lost. Each value will be read correctly. 

E.  S. Quire suggests that the interrupt hardware be modified so that timer interupts (which mark the end of the 
quantum for the currently running process) are allowed to happen in both user and kernel mode. How 
would this modification change your answer to parts (C) and (D)? 

If the handlers are interruptible, multiple processes may read the same value or garbage (zero). Multiple 
processes may write over other values before they are read, but will not be read twice if there is only a 
single reader. 
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F.  Customers have observed that Unicks seems to favor certain processes under some circumstances. In 
particular, when one process writes data to a tube while processes A, B, and C are waiting to read it, it is 
typically the case that the amount of data read by A, B, and C will be dramatically different. 

Briefly explain the cause for this phenomenon. 

If process D writes data and the scheduler calls A, B, C, and D round-robin (in that order), process A has 
the best chance of having its Rtube call succeed since it runs right after process D has finished calling 
Wtube. 

G.  Sketch, in a sentence or two, a plausible strategy for treating the processes more equitably. 

If processes have numbers, each tube could remember the last process that read it. When a process writes to 
the tube again, it could reorder scheduling so that the waiting process with the next higher process number 
is called next. Another approach would be to use a randomized scheduler, but this creates the possibility 
that some processes will not be run for a long period of time. 

H.  Nickles Worth, a consultant to Similar Software, claims that tubes can be used to implement mutual 
exclusion-that is, to guarantee that at most one process is executing code within a critical section at all 
times. He offers an example template: 

int TubeNumber = 37;    /* tube to be used for mutual exclusion */

WTube(TubeNumber,1);    /* one-time-only initialization */

while () {      /* loop with critical section */

   
        /* LOCK ACCESS */

   
   <critical section>

   
        /* UNLOCK ACCESS */

   
}

where the regions marked LOCK ACCESS and UNLOCK ACCESS use the tube TubeNumber to ensure 
exclusive access to the code marked <critical section>. These two regions may contain the forms 
datum=RTube(TubeNumber) and Wtube(TubeNumber,datum) as a C interface to the tube SVCs. 

Fill in the LOCK and UNLOCK code above. 

LOCK: datum=RTube(TubeNumber) 
UNLOCK: Wtube(TubeNumber,datum) 
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Pipelined Beta

Problem 1. Beta quickies. 

A.   In a 5-stage pipelined Beta, when does the hardware use its ability to insert NOP into the instruction stream 
at the IF stage (using the MUX controlled by AnnulIF)? 

B.   In a 5-stage pipelined Beta, when does the hardware use its ability to insert a NOP into the instruction 
stream at the ALU stage (using the MUX controlled by AnnulALU)? 

C.   Ben Bitdiddle is thinking about modifying a 5-stage pipelined Beta to add a "Jump if Memory Zero" 
instruction (JMZ) that fetches the contents of a memory location and jumps if the fetched value is zero. How 
many branch delay slots would follow a JMZ instruction in the modified 5-stage pipelined Beta? 

D.  Suppose the following code were running on a Beta implementation with a 5-stage pipeline, full bypassing and 
1 branch delay slot with annulment. 

PUSH (R1)
PUSH (R2)
LD (BP, -12, R0)
LD (BP, -16, R1)
CMPEQ (R0, R1, R2)
BT (R2, L1)

When the CMPEQ is executed, assuming no interrupts, where does the value for R0 come from? How about 
the value for R1? (The choices would be from the register file or bypassed from one of the pipeline stages.) 

E.   Which of the following pipeline hazards cannot be dealt with transparently and at no performance cost by 
bypassing? 

A.  A shared register between consecutive ALU instructions.
B.  A BR followed by an ALU instruction using the BR.
C.  An LD followed by an ALU instruction using the LD.
D.  Access to LP by the first instruction in a called procedure.
E.  Access to XP by the first instruction in an interrupt handler.

F.   The number of branch delay slots reflects 
A.  The distance between the instruction fetch stage and the stage at which the branch decision is made.
B.  The distance between the writeback stage and the stage at which the branch decision is made.
C.  The total length of the pipeline.
D.  The position within the pipeline of the instruction fetch stage.
E.  The number of cycles required for a fetch from data memory.
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Problem 2. A common method for communicating with input and output devices is to assign them to one or more 
memory addresses. This technique is called memory-mapped I/O. Some I/O locations are used to address status words 
that indicate the availability of an associated I/O device. These status words indicate if an input device has new input 
information available, or if an output device has processed its previous output request. Often, computers will execute 
tight loops waiting for the status of an I/O device. Consider the following instruction sequence for checking the status 
of an external I/O device. 

loop: LD(R31, status, R0)
      BEQ(R0, loop, R31)
      ADD (R0, R1, R2)

The following pipeline diagram illustrates the execution of this instruction sequence on a standard 5-stage pipelined 
Beta:. 

 

A.   How many clock cycles does it take to execute one iteration of the 2-instruction loop given? 

B.   What aspect of the instruction sequence causes NOP1 to be inserted into the pipeline? 

C.   What aspect of the instruction sequence causes NOP2 to be inserted into the pipeline? 

D.   What aspect of the instruction sequence causes NOP3 to be inserted into the pipeline? 

E.  In a non-standard version of the 5-stage pipelined Beta, where the instruction following a branch is not 
annulled, which of the following statements would be true? 

A.  The ADD instruction would be executed each time through the loop.
B.  The loop would still take 5 cycles to execute
C.  The value of the register R0 that is tested by the BEQ instruction comes from a by-pass path
D.  The value of the register R0 that is accessed by the ADD instruction comes from the register file.

Problem 3. The 5-stage pipelined Beta (as shown in lecture) is executing the sequence 

ADD(R31,R31,R31)    | NOP
ADD(R1,R2,R1)
LD(R1,4,R1)
SUB(R1,R5,R6)
ORC(R1,123,R1)
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SHL(R1,R1,R1)

A.   Which input is selected by the Ra bypass MUX when the ADD instruction is in the ALU stage? 

B.   Which input is selected by the Ra bypass MUX when the LD instruction is in the WB stage? 

Problem 4.  Each of the following scenarios shows a snapshot of a 5-stage Beta executing a sample code sequence. 
For each scenario, indicate the appropriate settings for the bypass muxes, the IR muxes, and the IR/ALU regs load 
enable signals. Then draw another snapshot showing the state of the 5-stage Beta on the following cycle. 

A.  Scenario 1: assume R2 contains 25 

. = 0x200
ADDC(R31,10,R0)
ADD(R2,R0,R1)
CMPLE(R0,R1,R2)
BT(R2,Loop,R31)

 

B.  Scenario 2: assume R1 contains 10, R2 contains 60 

. = 0x100
LOOP: ADD(R1,R2,R3)
      CMPLEC(R3,100,R0)
      BT(R0,Loop,R31)
      SHLC(R3,1,R3)
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C.  Scenario 3: (show 3 cycles of snapshot) assume Mem[124] contains 42 

. = 0x60
LD(R31,124,R0)
ADDC(R0,1,R0)
ST(R0,124,R31)
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D.  Scenario 4: Show what happens when LD gets a MEMORY FAULT and is aborted in the MEM pipeline 
stage. 

. = 0x60
LD(R31,-1,R0)
ADDC(R0,1,R0)

 

E.  Scenario 5: (show 3 cycles of snapshot) Show what happens when an interrupt occurs when the Beta is 
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fetching the SUB instruction. Assume the hardware sets PCIF to 0 when taking an interrupt. 

. = 0x100                             . = 0x0
ADD(...)                    IHANDLER: ADDC(SP,4,SP)   | PUSH(XP)
MUL(...)                              ST(XP,-4,SP)
SUB(...)  | Interrupt here            ...
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Problem 5. Consider execution of the following code sequence on our pipelined Beta processor: 

ADDC(R31, 3, R0)
SUBC(R0, 1, R1)
MUL(R0, R1, R2)
XOR(R0, R2, R3)
ST(R3, 0x1000, R31)

A.  What value gets stored into location 0x1000? 

B.  At what point during the execution of the above sequence is data bypassed from the Memory stage to the 
ASEL or BSEL input multiplexors? 

C.  The above sequence is executed on a faulty Beta, whose only problem is that data bypassed from the WB stage 
is always presented to the ASEL and BSEL multiplexors as zero. What value will be written into memory 
location 0x1000 using this faulty Beta? 

D.  Now the same sequence is executed on a different faulty Beta. In this case, all data read from the register file 
on either port reads as zero. What value will the above sequence write into memory location 0x1000 using this 
processor? 

Problem 6. Flaky Betas Inc.'s purchasing agent, Penny Pincher, has acquired a large number of 5-stage pipelined Betas 
with full bypass and 1 annulled branch delay slot (the FB3). These processors have a single flaw: the connection of the 
PC inputs to the WDSEL multiplexor is defective. Penny is proud of the deal she made, but the FBI software team 
points out that procedure calls are broken since the write to the LP register uses the broken path. 

After a moment's thought, Penny proposes that a call to a nearby procedure f, rather than generating a BR(f,LP)be 
compiled as: 

LDR(.+8,LP)
BR(f,r31)
LONG(.+4)

A.  Which of the following is the best statement about Penny's scheme? 
A.  it works
B.  it will work only if the return sequence from a procedure is modified to add 4 to the value of LP before 

executing a JMP(LP) to return to the caller
C.  doesn't work since the LDR instruction is also broken by the flaw in the FB3's data path
D.  only works if the program is placed in the bottom 32767 words of main memory.
E.  doesn't work

B.  Whether Penny's proposed scheme works or not, the software team doesn't like it and demands another 
solution. Penny remembers that all of the bypass paths in the Beta design are still operational except for the one 
at the last (write back) stage. 
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On a procedure call, during the cycle in which the first instruction of the called procedure is in the RF pipeline 
stage, where in the 5-stage Beta pipeline is the return address? 

C.  Assuming that all procedures are compiled with a standard entry and exit code sequence and that we don't need 
to worry about interrupts, does the fact that the bypass paths still work help Penny generate another solution? 

Problem 7. Pipelines-R-Us, a processor-design consulting firm located in the Valley, has submitted the following 
proposal to the 6.004 staff. They have noticed that the MEMORY stage of the five-stage pipelined Beta isn't used 
except during load and store operations. They propose omitting that stage entirely whenever the memory isn't used, as 
illustrated by the following table showing how an instruction travels through the various pipeline stages in succeeding 
cycles: 

 

P-R-U reasons that instructions that leave out the MEM stage can complete a cycle earlier and thus most programs 
will run 20% faster! 

In your answers below assume that both the original and the P-R-U pipelined implementations are fully bypassed. 

A.  Explain briefly to P-R-U why decreasing the latency of a single instruction does not necessarily have an impact 
on the throughput of the processor. Hint: consider how long it would take the original pipelined Beta to 
complete a sequence of 1000 ADDs. Then compare that with how long a P-R-U-modified Beta would take to 
complete the same sequence. 

B.  Consider a sequence of alternating LD and ADD instructions. Assuming that the LD instructions use different 
source and destination registers than the ADD instructions (i.e., there are no stalls introduced due to data 
dependencies), what is the instruction completion rate of the original, unmodified 5-stage Beta pipeline? 

C.  Now show how the same sequence of instructions will perform on a processor modified as P-R-U has 
suggested. Assume that the hardware will stall an instruction if it requires a pipeline stage that is currently 
being used by a previous instruction. For example, if two instructions both want to use the WB pipeline stage 
in the same cycle, the instruction that started later will be forced to wait a cycle. Draw a pipeline diagram 
showing where the stalls need to be introduced to prevent pipe stage conflicts. 

D.  Did P-R-U's idea improve performance? Why or why not? 

Problem 8. Bargain Betas, Inc specializes in selling slightly defective Beta processors to budget-minded customers 
who are willing to program around the defects. BBI has acquired rights to the design of the Buba, a slightly defective 
version of the 5-stage pipelined Beta from lecture. The Buba differs only in its having no bypass logic or branch delay 
slot annulling. 
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You try running three little test sequences on the Buba, starting in each case with R1= -1, R2 = 1, R3 = 5, and R4 = -1: 

S1:     ADD(R1, R2, R3)
        SUB(R2, R3, R4)
        CMPLT(R3, R4, R5)

S2:     ADD(R1, R2, R3)
        NOP
        SUB(R2, R3, R4)
        NOP
        CMPLT(R3, R4, R5)

S3:     ADD(R1, R2, R3)
        NOP
        SUB(R2, R3, R4)
        CMPLT(R3, R4, R5)

A.  For each of the above sequences, give the value to be found in R5 (i) after execution on a working Beta and (ii) 
after execution on a Buba. Explain your answers. 

B.  Describe how to add minimal bypass logic to the Buba so that the correct value will be left in R5 after the 
completion of sequence S2. 

C.  Describe what bypass paths are necessary to get the correct results in all three cases. 

D.  Add the minimal number of NOPs necessary to the following instructions to make it produce identical results 
on the Buba and a normal Beta: 

ADD(R3, R4, R5)
SUB(R5, R6, R7)
ADD(R1, R2, R3)
MUL(R7, R1, R2)
ADD(R4, R3, R5)
CMPLE(R7, R8, R9)
DIV(R7, R8, R10)
BEQ(R5, done)
ADDC(R1, 1, R5)

Problem 9. This problem concerns the effect of external interrupts on the 5-stage pipelined Beta with bypass paths and 
1 branch delay slot with annulment (i.e., the instruction in the delay slot is not executed). Recall that if an external 
interrupt arrives in cycle I, then the address of the interrupt handler, XAdr, is loaded into the PC at the end of cycle I 
and that the instruction that occupied the IF stage during cycle I gets replaced with BNE(R31,XAdr,XP). Assume that 
these are the first lines of the interrupt handler: 

XAdr:   ADDC(SP,4,SP)
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        ST(R0,-4,SP)
        ...

First, consider this code fragment: 

        . = 0x1234
start:  CMPLTC(R1,0,R2)
        SUB(R3,R2,R3)
        XOR(R0,R3,R0)
        MUL(R1,R2,R3)
        SHLC(R1,2,R4)

A.  Complete the following pipeline diagram for normal execution of those instructions (i.e., no interrupts are 
asserted). 

 

B.  Complete the following pipeline diagram assuming that an interrupt arrives in cycle t2. What value is saved in 
XP as the result of the interrupt? Where should the interrupt handler return to when it finishes? Why doesn't it 
just return to the instruction whose address is saved in XP? 

 

C.  Now consider what happens when we include a branch in the instruction sequence: 

skip:   BR(NEXT)
        CMPLTC(R1,0,R2)
        ADD(R3,R2,R3)
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next:   XOR(R0,R3,R0)
        MUL(R1,R2,R3)
        SHLC(R1,2,R4)

Complete the diagram for normal execution of the instructions starting at skip. 

 

D.  Complete the diagram assuming that an interrupt arrives in cycle t2. To what instruction will the handler return 
when it is finished? Why is this a problem? 

 

E.  Normally interrupts are handled on the cycle on which they arrive, i.e., the instruction in the IF stage is 
discarded and a branch is forced to location Xadr. Suppose the hardware could be changed so that in some 
cases interrupts weren't handled on the cycle in which they arrived. In particular, suppose that interrupts were 
not allowed to occur when annulling an instruction in a branch delay slot. Explain how this solves the problem 
observed in part (D). 

F.  Suppose interrupts are not allowed to occur when annulling an instruction in a branch delay slot. Will the 
following program create a loop that can't be interrupted? 

X:      BR(Y)
Y:      BR(X)
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Pipelined Beta

Problem 1. Beta quickies. 

A.   In a 5-stage pipelined Beta, when does the hardware use its ability to insert NOP into the instruction stream at the IF 
stage (using the MUX controlled by AnnulIF)? 

A NOP is inserted in the IF stage when annulling instructions in the branch delay slot because of a taken branch or when 
flushing the pipeline due to a fault in the ALU or MEM stages. 

B.   In a 5-stage pipelined Beta, when does the hardware use its ability to insert a NOP into the instruction stream at the 
ALU stage (using the MUX controlled by AnnulALU)? 

If a fault occurs in the MEM stage (eg, illegal memory address), the instruction currently in the ALU stage needs to be 
discarded, which the hardware does by substituting a NOP. Note that a fault in the MEM stage discards all the instructions 
currently in the IF, RF and ALU stages since they logically come after the instruction which caused the fault. 

C.   Ben Bitdiddle is thinking about modifying a 5-stage pipelined Beta to add a "Jump if Memory Zero" instruction (JMZ) 
that fetches the contents of a memory location and jumps if the fetched value is zero. How many branch delay slots would 
follow a JMZ instruction in the modified 5-stage pipelined Beta? 

The contents of the memory location accessed by JMZ aren't available until the instruction reaches the WB stage. If the 
branch decision is made at that point, instructions in MEM, ALU, RF and IF have already been fetched -- so there are 4 
branch delay slots. 

D.  Suppose the following code were running on a Beta implementation with a 5-stage pipeline, full bypassing and 1 branch 
delay slot with annulment. 

PUSH (R1)
PUSH (R2)
LD (BP, -12, R0)
LD (BP, -16, R1)
CMPEQ (R0, R1, R2)
BT (R2, L1)

When the CMPEQ is executed, assuming no interrupts, where does the value for R0 come from? How about the value for 
R1? (The choices would be from the register file or bypassed from one of the pipeline stages.) 

The CMPEQ instruction stalls in the RF stage until values for both R0 and R1 are available. The value for R1 isn't available 
until the second LD reaches the WB stage at which point the results from the first LD have already been written into the 
register file. So R0 comes from the register file and R1 is bypassed from the WB stage. 

E.   Which of the following pipeline hazards cannot be dealt with transparently and at no performance cost by bypassing? 
A.  A shared register between consecutive ALU instructions.
B.  A BR followed by an ALU instruction using the BR.
C.  An LD followed by an ALU instruction using the LD.
D.  Access to LP by the first instruction in a called procedure.
E.  Access to XP by the first instruction in an interrupt handler.
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(C) Since the data from an LD instruction isn't available until the WB stage, bypassing can't help. 

F.   The number of branch delay slots reflects 
A.  The distance between the instruction fetch stage and the stage at which the branch decision is made.
B.  The distance between the writeback stage and the stage at which the branch decision is made.
C.  The total length of the pipeline.
D.  The position within the pipeline of the instruction fetch stage.
E.  The number of cycles required for a fetch from data memory.

(A) The number of branch delay slots refers to the number of instructions following a branch that are fetched by the 
pipeline before the branch decision is made. 

Problem 2. A common method for communicating with input and output devices is to assign them to one or more 
memory addresses. This technique is called memory-mapped I/O. Some I/O locations are used to address status words 
that indicate the availability of an associated I/O device. These status words indicate if an input device has new 
input information available, or if an output device has processed its previous output request. Often, computers will execute 
tight loops waiting for the status of an I/O device. Consider the following instruction sequence for checking the status of 
an external I/O device. 

loop: LD(R31, status, R0)
      BEQ(R0, loop, R31)
      ADD (R0, R1, R2)

The following pipeline diagram illustrates the execution of this instruction sequence on a standard 5-stage pipelined Beta:. 

 

A.   How many clock cycles does it take to execute one iteration of the 2-instruction loop given? 

5 clocks. Measuring from the LD instruction of one iteration to the LD instruction of the next, we get five cycles. 

B.   What aspect of the instruction sequence causes NOP1 to be inserted into the pipeline? 

The RA field of the BEQ matched the RC field of the LD in the ALU stage. BEQ is testing the value in R0 which was the 
destination for the preceeding LD instruction. The memory data being accessed by LD won't be available to the Beta until 
the LD instruction reaches the WB stage. So the hardware let's the LD instruction progress through the pipeline while 
stalling the BEQ instruction in the RF stage until the necessary data is available. The "gap" that opens between the two 
instructions is filled with NOPs (in this case, NOP1 and NOP2). 

C.   What aspect of the instruction sequence causes NOP2 to be inserted into the pipeline? 

The RA field of the BEQ matched the RC field of the LD in the MEM stage. 
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D.   What aspect of the instruction sequence causes NOP3 to be inserted into the pipeline? 

All taken BEQ instructions cause NOPs to be inserted. We have chosen to annul instructions that follow taken branches. 
This is accomplished by in the IF stage by replacing annulling instructions with NOPs. 

E.  In a non-standard version of the 5-stage pipelined Beta, where the instruction following a branch is not annulled, which 
of the following statements would be true? 

A.  The ADD instruction would be executed each time through the loop.
B.  The loop would still take 5 cycles to execute
C.  The value of the register R0 that is tested by the BEQ instruction comes from a by-pass path
D.  The value of the register R0 that is accessed by the ADD instruction comes from the register file.

All of the above. 

Problem 3. The 5-stage pipelined Beta (as shown in lecture) is executing the sequence 

ADD(R31,R31,R31)    | NOP
ADD(R1,R2,R1)
LD(R1,4,R1)
SUB(R1,R5,R6)
ORC(R1,123,R1)
SHL(R1,R1,R1)

A.   Which input is selected by the Ra bypass MUX when the ADD instruction is in the ALU stage? 

The ALU output. The LD instruction is in the RF stage and needs to get the result of the ADD. 

B.   Which input is selected by the Ra bypass MUX when the LD instruction is in the WB stage? 

The WD input to the register file. After several stalls (holding SUB in the RF stage) LD's output is bypassed back to the RF 
stage. 

Problem 4.  Each of the following scenarios shows a snapshot of a 5-stage Beta executing a sample code sequence. For 
each scenario, indicate the appropriate settings for the bypass muxes, the IR muxes, and the IR/ALU regs load enable 
signals. Then draw another snapshot showing the state of the 5-stage Beta on the following cycle. 

A.  Scenario 1: assume R2 contains 25 

. = 0x200
ADDC(R31,10,R0)
ADD(R2,R0,R1)
CMPLE(R0,R1,R2)
BT(R2,Loop,R31)
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B.  Scenario 2: assume R1 contains 10, R2 contains 60 

. = 0x100
LOOP: ADD(R1,R2,R3)
      CMPLEC(R3,100,R0)
      BT(R0,Loop,R31)
      SHLC(R3,1,R3)
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C.  Scenario 3: (show 3 cycles of snapshot) assume Mem[124] contains 42 

. = 0x60
LD(R31,124,R0)
ADDC(R0,1,R0)
ST(R0,124,R31)
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D.  Scenario 4: Show what happens when LD gets a MEMORY FAULT and is aborted in the MEM pipeline stage. 

. = 0x60
LD(R31,-1,R0)
ADDC(R0,1,R0)
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E.  Scenario 5: (show 3 cycles of snapshot) Show what happens when an interrupt occurs when the Beta is fetching the SUB 
instruction. Assume the hardware sets PCIF to 0 when taking an interrupt. 

. = 0x100                             . = 0x0
ADD(...)                    IHANDLER: ADDC(SP,4,SP)   | PUSH(XP)
MUL(...)                              ST(XP,-4,SP)
SUB(...)  | Interrupt here            ...
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Problem 5. Consider execution of the following code sequence on our pipelined Beta processor: 

ADDC(R31, 3, R0)
SUBC(R0, 1, R1)
MUL(R0, R1, R2)
XOR(R0, R2, R3)
ST(R3, 0x1000, R31)

A.  What value gets stored into location 0x1000? 

ADDC(R31, 3, R0)     | R0 = 3
SUBC(R0, 1, R1)      | R1 = 2, R0 bypassed from ALU
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MUL(R0, R1, R2)      | R2 = 6, R0 bypassed from MEM, R1 bypassed from ALU
XOR(R0, R2, R3)      | R3 = 5, R0 bypassed from WB, R2 bypassed from ALU
ST(R3, 0x1000, R31)  | 5 is stored in location 0x1000, R3 bypassed from ALU

B.  At what point during the execution of the above sequence is data bypassed from the Memory stage to the ASEL or BSEL 
input multiplexors? 

When the MUL is in the RF stage. 

C.  The above sequence is executed on a faulty Beta, whose only problem is that data bypassed from the WB stage is always 
presented to the ASEL and BSEL multiplexors as zero. What value will be written into memory location 0x1000 using this 
faulty Beta? 

ADDC(R31, 3, R0)     | R0 = 3
SUBC(R0, 1, R1)      | R1 = 2, R0 bypassed from ALU
MUL(R0, R1, R2)      | R2 = 6, R0 bypassed from MEM, R1 bypassed from ALU
XOR(R0, R2, R3)      | R3 = 6, R0 bypassed from WB (as 0), R2 bypassed from ALU
ST(R3, 0x1000, R31)  | 6 is stored in location 0x1000, R3 bypassed from ALU

D.  Now the same sequence is executed on a different faulty Beta. In this case, all data read from the register file on either port 
reads as zero. What value will the above sequence write into memory location 0x1000 using this processor? 

5! As shown in the answer to part (A) no accesses are made to register file when fetching register contents, bypass paths are 
always used. 

Problem 6. Flaky Betas Inc.'s purchasing agent, Penny Pincher, has acquired a large number of 5-stage pipelined Betas 
with full bypass and 1 annulled branch delay slot (the FB3). These processors have a single flaw: the connection of the 
PC inputs to the WDSEL multiplexor is defective. Penny is proud of the deal she made, but the FBI software team points 
out that procedure calls are broken since the write to the LP register uses the broken path. 

After a moment's thought, Penny proposes that a call to a nearby procedure f, rather than generating a BR(f,LP)be compiled as: 

LDR(.+8,LP)
BR(f,r31)
LONG(.+4)

A.  Which of the following is the best statement about Penny's scheme? 
A.  it works
B.  it will work only if the return sequence from a procedure is modified to add 4 to the value of LP before executing a 

JMP(LP) to return to the caller
C.  doesn't work since the LDR instruction is also broken by the flaw in the FB3's data path
D.  only works if the program is placed in the bottom 32767 words of main memory.
E.  doesn't work

(A) The LDR loads the address of the instruction following the LONG() into LP, so when the procedure returns, execution 
resumes at the correct point 

B.  Whether Penny's proposed scheme works or not, the software team doesn't like it and demands another solution. Penny 
remembers that all of the bypass paths in the Beta design are still operational except for the one at the last (write back) 
stage. 
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On a procedure call, during the cycle in which the first instruction of the called procedure is in the RF pipeline stage, where 
in the 5-stage Beta pipeline is the return address? 

In the memory pipeline stage. Instruction sequence is BR, annulled instruction, first instruction of procedure, i.e., the BR is 
two stages further along the pipeline. 

C.  Assuming that all procedures are compiled with a standard entry and exit code sequence and that we don't need to worry 
about interrupts, does the fact that the bypass paths still work help Penny generate another solution? 

Yes! But the entry sequence will have to be modified by adding ADDC(LP,0,LP) as the first instruction to keep from 
loosing the value because of the FB3 flaw. Adding this instruction bypasses the value of LP from the M stage (see answer 
to (B) above) just before it gets mashed by the broken path. 

Problem 7. Pipelines-R-Us, a processor-design consulting firm located in the Valley, has submitted the following proposal 
to the 6.004 staff. They have noticed that the MEMORY stage of the five-stage pipelined Beta isn't used except during load 
and store operations. They propose omitting that stage entirely whenever the memory isn't used, as illustrated by the 
following table showing how an instruction travels through the various pipeline stages in succeeding cycles: 

 

P-R-U reasons that instructions that leave out the MEM stage can complete a cycle earlier and thus most programs will 
run 20% faster! 

In your answers below assume that both the original and the P-R-U pipelined implementations are fully bypassed. 

A.  Explain briefly to P-R-U why decreasing the latency of a single instruction does not necessarily have an impact on the 
throughput of the processor. Hint: consider how long it would take the original pipelined Beta to complete a sequence of 
1000 ADDs. Then compare that with how long a P-R-U-modified Beta would take to complete the same sequence. 

In the original pipelined Beta it will take 5 clock periods (T) to complete the first ADD and then 999T to complete the rest. 
Thus the total time to process 1000 ADDs will be 1004T. In the P-R-U modified Beta it will take 4T for the first ADD and 
999T for the rest. So the total time for this "improved" Beta to complete 1000 ADDs will be 1003T, which is not much 
improvement over the regular pipelined Beta. 

B.  Consider a sequence of alternating LD and ADD instructions. Assuming that the LD instructions use different source and 
destination registers than the ADD instructions (i.e., there are no stalls introduced due to data dependencies), what is the 
instruction completion rate of the original, unmodified 5-stage Beta pipeline? 

With no stalls, the original Beta completes alternating LDs and ADDs at one instruction per clock period T. 

C.  Now show how the same sequence of instructions will perform on a processor modified as P-R-U has suggested. Assume 
that the hardware will stall an instruction if it requires a pipeline stage that is currently being used by a previous instruction. 
For example, if two instructions both want to use the WB pipeline stage in the same cycle, the instruction that started later 
will be forced to wait a cycle. Draw a pipeline diagram showing where the stalls need to be introduced to prevent pipe stage 
conflicts. 
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If an instruction that uses all 5 stages (such as LD/ST/etc.) is executed right before an instruction that only uses 4 stages 
(ADD/SUB/etc.) then the second instruction will have to be stalled because the WB stage is in use and thus cannot be used 
at the same time by the second instruction. For example: 

foo:    LONG( 0 )

        LD( foo, R0 )
        ADD( R1, R2, R3 )

To execute this sequence correctly the pipeline diagram must look like this: 

 

The stall occurs when the ADD and the LD attempt to use the WB stage at the same time, forcing the ADD instruction to 
remain in a wait stage during t5. 

D.  Did P-R-U's idea improve performance? Why or why not? 

If all we ever executed were single 4-stage instructions such as one ADD, then P-R-U's idea would improve latency by 
20%. In reality, however, we execute programs with many instructions. If these instructions are all 4-stage instructions, 
then, as shown in part (A) the performance improvement is insignificant. If these instructions are intermixed 4-stage and 5-
stage instructions, then, as shown in part (C), there isn't any performance improvement. 

Problem 8. Bargain Betas, Inc specializes in selling slightly defective Beta processors to budget-minded customers who 
are willing to program around the defects. BBI has acquired rights to the design of the Buba, a slightly defective version of 
the 5-stage pipelined Beta from lecture. The Buba differs only in its having no bypass logic or branch delay slot annulling. 

You try running three little test sequences on the Buba, starting in each case with R1= -1, R2 = 1, R3 = 5, and R4 = -1: 

S1:     ADD(R1, R2, R3)
        SUB(R2, R3, R4)
        CMPLT(R3, R4, R5)

S2:     ADD(R1, R2, R3)
        NOP
        SUB(R2, R3, R4)
        NOP
        CMPLT(R3, R4, R5)

S3:     ADD(R1, R2, R3)
        NOP
        SUB(R2, R3, R4)
        CMPLT(R3, R4, R5)
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A.  For each of the above sequences, give the value to be found in R5 (i) after execution on a working Beta and (ii) after 
execution on a Buba. Explain your answers. 

In the Buba, a 5-stage pipeline without bypass logic, the result of an instruction will not be available to be read (in the 
Register File stage) until 4 clock cyles later. So for instance, if a certain instruction writes a value to R0, that value cannot 
be used by the next 3 instructions (they will all be reading the previous value of R0). The fourth instruction (following the 
original instruction) is the first that will be able to read the new value of R0. So, for instance, consider the following code: 

ADDC(R31, 10, RO)
SUBC(R0, 5, R1)
ANDC(R0, 6, R2)
ORC(R0, 7, R3)
CMPLTC(R0, 11, R4)

 

The CMPLTC will be the first instruction to fetch the new value of R0. All the preceding instructions will be using the 
previous value(s) of R0. The ADDC instruction is in the Write Back stage while ORC is in the Register File stage-so the 
new R0 is not written back in time for the ORC to read it. 

For the working Beta, S1, S2, and S3 all compute the same results. Initially: Reg[ R1 ] = -1, Reg[ R2 ] = 1, Reg[ R3 ] = 5, 
Reg[ R4 ] = -1 

ADD( R1, R2, R3 )         Reg[ R3 ] = Reg[ R1 ] + Reg[ R2 ] = (-1) + 1 = 0
SUB( R2, R3, R4 )         Reg[ R4 ] = Reg[ R2 ] - Reg[ R3 ] = 1 - 0 = 1
CMPLT( R3, R4, R5 )       Reg[ R5 ] = (Reg[ R3 ] < Reg[ R4 ]) = (0 < 1) = 1

so Reg[ R5 ] = 1 for all three cases. 

For the Buba (italics denote cases in which the Buba is different from a working Beta, in which the most recently calculated 
result is not being used): 

S1:
ADD( R1, R2, R3 )        Reg[ R3 ] = Reg[ R1 ] + Reg[ R2 ] = (-1) + 1 = 0
   new value of Reg[R3] not available yet
SUB( R2, R3, R4 )        Reg[ R4 ] = Reg[ R2 ] - Reg[ R3 ] = 1 - 5 = -4
   new values of Reg[ R3 ] and Reg[ R4 ] not available yet
CMPLT( R3, R4, R5 )      Reg[ R5 ] = (Reg[ R3 ] < Reg[ R4 ]) = (5 < -1) = 0
   Reg[ R5 ] = 0

S2:
ADD( R1, R2, R3 )        Reg[ R3 ] = Reg[ R1 ] + Reg[ R2 ] = (-1) + 1 = 0
NOP
   new value of Reg[ R3 ] not available yet
SUB( R2, R3, R4 )        Reg[ R4 ] = Reg[ R2 ] - Reg[ R3 ] = 1 - 5 = -4
NOP
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   new value of Reg[ R4 ] not available yet (but Reg[ R3 ] is available)
CMPLT( R3, R4, R5 )      Reg[ R5 ] = (Reg[ R3 ] < Reg[ R4 ]) = (0 < -1) = 0
   Reg[ R5 ] = 0

S3:
ADD( R1, R2, R3 )        Reg[ R3 ] = Reg[ R1 ] + Reg[ R2 ] = (-1) + 1 = 0
NOP
   new value of Reg[ R3 ] not available yet
SUB( R2, R3, R4 )        Reg[ R4 ] = Reg[ R2 ] - Reg[ R3 ] = 1 - 5 = -4
   new values of Reg[ R3 ] and Reg[ R4 ] not available yet
CMPLT( R3, R4, R5 )       Reg[ R5 ] = (Reg[ R3 ] < Reg[ R4 ]) = (5 < -1) = 0
   Reg[ R5 ] = 0

B.  Describe how to add minimal bypass logic to the Buba so that the correct value will be left in R5 after the completion of 
sequence S2. 

For S2 to function correctly, we need to add bypass logic so that the result of the ADD will be available for the SUB 
instruction. The ADD is 2 instructions ahead of the SUB, so the ADD will be in the MEM stage while the SUB is in the RF 
stage. So we need to add a bypass path from the ALU output in the MEM stage which goes back to the B operand in the RF 
stage. We also need the result of the SUB instruction for the CMPLE, but this can be accomplished with the same logic. 

C.  Describe what bypass paths are necessary to get the correct results in all three cases. 

We have already discussed what is needed for S2. For S1: 

�❍     Result of ADD needs to be passed to the following SUB instruction; bypass required: from ALU output in ALU 
stage to B operand in RF stage

�❍     Result of SUB needs to be passed to the following CMPLT instruction; bypass required: from ALU output in ALU 
stage to B operand in RF stage.

�❍     Result of ADD needs to be passed to the CMPLT instruction (2 cycles later); bypass required: from ALU output in 
MEM stage to A operand in RF stage.

For S3: 

�❍     Result of ADD needs to be passed to the SUB instruction, following two cycles later; bypass required: from ALU 
output in MEM stage to B operand in RF stage

�❍     Result of SUB needs to be passed to the following CMPLT instruction; bypass required: from ALU output in ALU 
stage to B operand in RF stage

�❍     Result of ADD needs to be passed to the CMPLT instruction, three cycles later; bypass required: from ALU output 
in WB stage to A operand in RF stage.

In total, there are 4 bypass paths required: 

ALU output in ALU stage to B operand in RF stage 
ALU output in MEM stage to A operand in RF stage 
ALU output in MEM stage to B operand in RF stage 
ALU output in WB stage to A operand in RF stage 

Note: we will also need muxes to select between the possible operands for A and B 

D.  Add the minimal number of NOPs necessary to the following instructions to make it produce identical results on the Buba 
and a normal Beta: 
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ADD(R3, R4, R5)
SUB(R5, R6, R7)
ADD(R1, R2, R3)
MUL(R7, R1, R2)
ADD(R4, R3, R5)
CMPLE(R7, R8, R9)
DIV(R7, R8, R10)
BEQ(R5, done)
ADDC(R1, 1, R5)

ADD( R3, R4, R5 )
NOP
NOP
NOP                     | Reg[R5] has not yet been updated
SUB( R5, R6, R7 )
ADD( R1, R2, R3 )
NOP
NOP                     | Reg[R7] has not yet been updated
MUL( R7, R1, R2 )
ADD( R4, R3, R5 )
CMPLE( R7, R8, R9 )
DIV( R7, R8, R10 )
NOP                     | Reg[R5] has not yet been updated
BEQ( R5, done )
NOP
ADDC( R1, 1, R5 )

The NOP after the BEQ instruction is necessary so that ADDC will only be executed if the branch is not taken. 

Problem 9. This problem concerns the effect of external interrupts on the 5-stage pipelined Beta with bypass paths and 1 
branch delay slot with annulment (i.e., the instruction in the delay slot is not executed). Recall that if an external 
interrupt arrives in cycle I, then the address of the interrupt handler, XAdr, is loaded into the PC at the end of cycle I and 
that the instruction that occupied the IF stage during cycle I gets replaced with BNE(R31,XAdr,XP). Assume that these are 
the first lines of the interrupt handler: 

XAdr:   ADDC(SP,4,SP)
        ST(R0,-4,SP)
        ...

First, consider this code fragment: 

        . = 0x1234
start:  CMPLTC(R1,0,R2)
        SUB(R3,R2,R3)
        XOR(R0,R3,R0)
        MUL(R1,R2,R3)
        SHLC(R1,2,R4)

A.  Complete the following pipeline diagram for normal execution of those instructions (i.e., no interrupts are asserted). 
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B.  Complete the following pipeline diagram assuming that an interrupt arrives in cycle t2. What value is saved in XP as the 
result of the interrupt? Where should the interrupt handler return to when it finishes? Why doesn't it just return to the 
instruction whose address is saved in XP? 

 

 

The interrupt causes the address 0x123C to be stored in XP. When the interrupt handler is done it should return to the SUB 
instruction at 0x1238. If it would return to the address in the XP, then the SUB instruction would never get executed, 
because it was not executed before the interrupt handler. 

C.  Now consider what happens when we include a branch in the instruction sequence: 

skip:   BR(NEXT)
        CMPLTC(R1,0,R2)
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        ADD(R3,R2,R3)

                
next:   XOR(R0,R3,R0)
        MUL(R1,R2,R3)
        SHLC(R1,2,R4)

Complete the diagram for normal execution of the instructions starting at skip. 

 

 

D.  Complete the diagram assuming that an interrupt arrives in cycle t2. To what instruction will the handler return when it is 
finished? Why is this a problem? 

 

 

After the interrupt handler is finished, it will return to the CMPLTC instruction. That clearly is not the correct behavior 
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because we want the branch to be taken and CMPLTC to be annulled. 

E.  Normally interrupts are handled on the cycle on which they arrive, i.e., the instruction in the IF stage is discarded and a 
branch is forced to location Xadr. Suppose the hardware could be changed so that in some cases interrupts weren't handled 
on the cycle in which they arrived. In particular, suppose that interrupts were not allowed to occur when annulling an 
instruction in a branch delay slot. Explain how this solves the problem observed in part (D). 

By not allowing interrupts when annulling the branch delay slot (cycle t2), then the value of PC+4 that gets stored in XP 
when the interrupt is handled (cycle t3) is the address of the second instruction following the branch, which in our example 
is the MUL instruction. When returning from the interrupt handler, the XP will be adjusted to the address of the XOR 
instruction. 

F.  Suppose interrupts are not allowed to occur when annulling an instruction in a branch delay slot. Will the following 
program create a loop that can't be interrupted? 

X:      BR(Y)
Y:      BR(X)

No, the sequence is interruptible. If the interrupt arrives during t2, and we have disabled interrupts during branch delay slot 
annulment, then the interrupt will be serviced during t3. 

 

The address stored in XP is the instruction following the BR(X), so when returning from the interrupt handler, then the XP 
is adjusted so it has the address of the BR(X). A similar argument could be made if the interrupt arrives while annulling the 
branch delay slot of the BR(X) instruction. 
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Synthesis of combinational logic

Problem 1. A certain function F has the following truth table: 

A  B  C | F
========|===
0  0  0 | 1
0  0  1 | 0
0  1  0 | 0
0  1  1 | 1
1  0  0 | 1
1  0  1 | 1
1  1  0 | 0
1  1  1 | 1

A.   Write a sum-of-products expression for F. 

B.   Write a minimal sum-of-products expression for F. Show a combinational circuit that 
implements F using only INV and NAND gates. 

C.   Implement F using one 4-input MUX and inverter. 

D.   Write a minimal sum-of-products expression for NOT(F). 

Problem 2. 

A.  Give a minimal sum-of-products expression that is equivalent to the follow logic expressions: 

    _____
(A) A + B

            _       _ _     _   _     _         _
(B) A*B*C + A*B*C + A*B*C + A*B*C + A*B*C + A*B*C

B.  Multiple choice: A Karnaugh map can't represent more than 2 variables along a single dimension 
because 
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1.  Gray code counts can't go beyond 2 bits.
2.  Each value v along a dimension must be adjacent to all values that are Hamming distance 

1 from v.
3.  Three is not a power of two.
4.  No reason.

You can represent 3 variables along a dimension. You couldn't make 5-variable K-maps 
otherwise. 

C.   What is the maximum number of product terms in a minimal sum-of-products expressions 
with three variables? 

D.   True or false: A boolean function of N variables with greater than 2N-1 product terms can 
always be simplified to an expression using fewer product terms. 

E.   Suppose the stock room is very low on components and has only five NAND gates on hand. 
Would we be able to build an implementation of any arbitary 2-input boolean function? 

Problem 3. In the Karnaugh maps below the use of "X" in a cell indicates a "don't care" situation where 
the value of the function for those inputs can be chosen to minimize the size of the overall expression. 
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01

1 0 1 1

1 0 0 0

1 1

01 0 0

00 X 0

11 X 1

A

A

B

D

C

01 1 1

01 0 0

01 0 0

11 0 1

A

B

D

C
C

B

0 0 0 1

1 1 0 0

A

C

B

(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

A.  Circle the prime implicants in the Karnaugh maps and write a minimal sum-of-products 
expression for each of the maps. 

Problem 4. The following diagram shows the pulldown circuitry for a static CMOS logic gate that 
implements the function F(A,B,C,D): 

 

A.  Draw a circuit diagram for the pullup circuitry that would complete the static CMOS 
implementation of F(A,B,C,D). 

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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B.  Assuming the correct pullup circuitry is added to the diagram above, give a minimal sum-of-
products expression for F(A,B,C,D). 

C.  Which of the following changes will decrease the propagation time of the above circuit? 
(A) decreasing the power supply voltage 
(B) increasing the power supply voltage 
(C) increasing the operating temperature 
(D) redefining VOL to provide increased noise margins 

Problem 5. The following PLA implements H(A,B,C): 

 

A.   Write a minimal sum-of-products expression for H. 

Problem 6. The following diagram shows a ROM implementation of a 3-input Boolean function: Give 
the Boolean function represented at the output, Z. 
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A.  For a particular set of input values, how many of the horizontal term lines carry a logical one? 

B.   Give the Boolean function represented at the output, Z. 

C.   Is there an example involving two valid inputs that demonstrates that the above device is not 
lenient? 

D.  Suppose you undertake to reduce the preceding ROM implementation by eliminating any 
components (pulldowns, wires, and inverters) that are unused or redundant. Components are 
eliminated -- replaced by open circuits -- until no further components can be removed without 
changing the function computed by the circuit. How many word lines (horizontal lines that 
consitute outputs of the original decoder section of the ROM) are left after this reduction has been 
performed? 

E.  Which of the following is the most accurate comparison of the reduced ROM circuit with a direct, 
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full-complementary CMOS implementation of the same function? 
1.  The reduced ROM implementation uses fewer transistors.
2.  The reduced ROM implementation is faster.
3.  The reduced ROM implementation has a faster output rise time.
4.  The reduced ROM implementation is essentially identical to the direct CMOS 

implementation.

Problem 7. 

A.  Add the necessary pulldown NFETs to the F and G circuitry in the ROM circuit diagram below to 
implement the indicated logic functions for F and G. 
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Problem 8. A certain 3-input function G(A,B,C) has the following implementation: 

 

A.  Give a minimal sum-of-products expression for G. 

B.  Design a ROM implementation for G. 

Problem 9. Digital Widgets Co. has introduced a new logic IC consisting of two comparator cells in a 14-
pin package. A comparator cell, as drawn below, has four inputs and two outputs. 

 

Ln+1

Gn+1 Gn

Ln

An Bn

The inputs are labeled An, Bn, Gn+1, and Ln+1, and the outputs are labeled Gn and Ln. The G and L 
signals have the meanings "A greater than B" and "A less than B," respectively. If both G and L are 
false, the meaning is A = B. G and L are never both true. Two k-bit numbers A and B may be compared 
using a circuit such as the following: 

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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The most significant bits are supplied as Ak-1 and Bk-1, and the least significant bits are A0 and B0. 

The output of a comparison is taken from the G and L outputs of the lowest-order cell (G0 and L0). Gn
+1 and Ln+1 of the highest-order cell are connected to logical 0 to indicate that the numbers are assumed 
to be equal until some difference is found between a pair of bits Ai and Bi. 

If the Gn+1 and Ln+1 inputs indicate that higher-order bits have established A > B or A < B, then cell n 
must propagate that result to Gn and Ln. However, if Gn+1 and Ln+1 indicate that the higher-order bits 
are equal, then cell n must compare its bit of A and B to determine if A > B, A < B, or A = B and must 
signal that result appropriately at Gn and Ln. 

A.  Draw a logic diagram for an implementation of the Digital Widgets comparator cell. 

B.  Since there is delay associated with the propagation of the G and L signals through each cell, we 
could make the comparator work faster by redesigning the basic cell to compare two bits at a 
time, halving the number of stages through which the G and L signals will need to propagate. 

0

Ak-1 Bk-1

0

A1 B1 A0 B0

L0

G0

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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Work out expressions for Gn and Ln as functions of Gn+2, Ln+2, An+1, Bn+1, An, and Bn. 
Express your answers in the form 

 

C.  Given a reasonable implementation of the equations for Gn and Ln derived in part B, how does 
the delay from a change in Gn+2 and Ln+2 to the appearance of correct outputs at Gn and Ln 
compare with the corresponding delay for a circuit composed of a cascade of two of the cells 
developed in part A? Assume that all A and B inputs remain unchanged throughout. 

Note: The reason for our interest in the propagation delay of the G and L signals, specifically, is that in a chain of N 
comparators, every extra gate delay in the G--L path will penalize total performance by N gate delays. The time it takes for a 
change in an A or B input to be reflected in the corresponding G or L output is also important, but improvements here can at 
best result in decreasing total delay by some constant amount. 

An+1

Gn+2

Gn Ln

COMP2

Ln+2

Bn+1

An

Bn

COMP2

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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Synthesis of combinational logic

Problem 1. A certain function F has the following truth table: 

A  B  C | F
========|===
0  0  0 | 1
0  0  1 | 0
0  1  0 | 0
0  1  1 | 1
1  0  0 | 1
1  0  1 | 1
1  1  0 | 0
1  1  1 | 1

A.   Write a sum-of-products expression for F. 

    _ _ _   _         _ _     _
F = A*B*C + A*B*C + A*B*C + A*B*C + A*B*C

B.   Write a minimal sum-of-products expression for F. Show a combinational circuit that implements F 
using only INV and NAND gates. 

First construct a Karnaugh map for F: 

 

To cover all the 1's in the map we have to use 3 of the 4 patches: 

    _ _     _    
F = B*C + A*B + B*C

One possible schematic diagram is shown below. Note that the final 3-input NAND gate has been drawn in 
it's Demorganized form, i.e., an OR gate with inverting inputs. 
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C.   Implement F using one 4-input MUX and inverter. 

If we use A and B as the select inputs for the MUX then the four data inputs of the MUX should be tied to 
one of "0" (ground), "1" (Vdd), "C" or "not C". For this function the following is the correct schematic. Note 
that by changing the connections on the data inputs we could implement any function of A, B and C. 

 

D.   Write a minimal sum-of-products expression for NOT(F). 

We can use the Karnaugh map above to answer this question too: just write equations for patches that cover 
the 0's: 

      _   _ _
F = B*C + A*B*C

Problem 2. 

A.  Give a minimal sum-of-products expression that is equivalent to the follow logic expressions: 

    _____
(A) A + B

            _       _ _     _   _     _         _
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(B) A*B*C + A*B*C + A*B*C + A*B*C + A*B*C + A*B*C

    _ _
(A) A*B

(B) B + C

B.  Multiple choice: A Karnaugh map can't represent more than 2 variables along a single dimension because 
1.  Gray code counts can't go beyond 2 bits.
2.  Each value v along a dimension must be adjacent to all values that are Hamming distance 1 from v.
3.  Three is not a power of two.
4.  No reason.

You can represent 3 variables along a dimension. You couldn't make 5-variable K-maps otherwise. 

2. The 2-bit gray code cycle 00-01-11-10-... handles two variables just fine, but can't be extended to 3 bits. 
There are 3-bit gray codes but they involve non-adjacent encodings that are Hamming distance 1 apart. 

C.   What is the maximum number of product terms in a minimal sum-of-products expressions with three 
variables? 

The most complicated K-map that doesn't permit any sort of simplification is a checkerboard of 1's where 
50% of the K-map cells can be 1. So in a 3-input K-map, there are eight cells of which four can be 1 in a 
checkerboard pattern. Each 1 in the checkboard corresponds to a separate product term since it can't be 
combined with it's neighbors and herefore the maximal number of product terms is 4. 

D.   True or false: A boolean function of N variables with greater than 2N-1 product terms can always be 
simplified to an expression using fewer product terms. 

True. If there are more than 2N-1 product terms, the K-map of the function would be more than half full and 
there would be 1's in at least two adjacent cells, leading to a possible simplification. 

E.   Suppose the stock room is very low on components and has only five NAND gates on hand. Would we 
be able to build an implementation of any arbitary 2-input boolean function? 

Yes. 3 of the NAND gates could be arranged in a tree, computing the sum-of-products of 2 product terms. 
(We know from the previous problem that any function with 2 inputs can be simplified down to just 2 
product terms.) The other two NAND gates could be used as inverters to produce negations of the inputs 
which may be needed for the product terms. 

Problem 3. In the Karnaugh maps below the use of "X" in a cell indicates a "don't care" situation where the value of 
the function for those inputs can be chosen to minimize the size of the overall expression. 
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(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

A.  Circle the prime implicants in the Karnaugh maps and write a minimal sum-of-products expression for each 
of the maps. 

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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Problem 4. The following diagram shows the pulldown circuitry for a static CMOS logic gate that implements the 
function F(A,B,C,D): 

 

A.  Draw a circuit diagram for the pullup circuitry that would complete the static CMOS implementation of F(A,
B,C,D). 
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B.  Assuming the correct pullup circuitry is added to the diagram above, give a minimal sum-of-products 
expression for F(A,B,C,D). 

     _   _   _   _ _    _ _   _ _   _ _   _ _ _   _ _   _ _   _ _
F = (C + D)*(A + B*C) = A*C + A*D + B*C + B*C*D = A*C + A*D + B*C

C.  Which of the following changes will decrease the propagation time of the above circuit? 
(A) decreasing the power supply voltage 
(B) increasing the power supply voltage 
(C) increasing the operating temperature 
(D) redefining VOL to provide increased noise margins 

(B). From Lab #1 we know that gates run faster (ie, have decreased propagation times) when the power 
supply is increased or the operating temperature is lowered. Redefining VOL to provide increased noise 
margins would require giving a lower value, making the output have to make a longer transition before it 
reached VOL. 

Problem 5. The following PLA implements H(A,B,C): 
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A.   Write a minimal sum-of-products expression for H. 

The two horizontal signals in the PLA are product terms: 

                             _                        
top term is pulled down when A = 1 => product term is A
                                     _    _                         _
bottom term is pulled down when A or B or C is 1 => product term is A*B*C

The rightmost column is just a distributed 2-input NOR gate that combines the product terms, and the final 
inverter converts this into a OR of the product terms. So: 

        _
H = A + A*B*C = A + B*C

Problem 6. The following diagram shows a ROM implementation of a 3-input Boolean function: Give the Boolean 
function represented at the output, Z. 
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A.  For a particular set of input values, how many of the horizontal term lines carry a logical one? 

Each horizontal term decodes one of the eight possible product terms formed from A, B and C. For example: 

                             _    _    _
top term is pulled down when A or B or C = 1 => product term is A*B*C
                              _    _                                  _
next term is pulled down when A or B or C is 1 => product term is A*B*C

...

So, for a particular set of input values only one of these products will be true. 

B.   Give the Boolean function represented at the output, Z. 

The rightmost column is a distributed NOR gate that combines product terms which are connected to one of 
the pulldowns of that NOR gate. The final inverter converts the NOR into an OR. So working from the top 
down the five product terms are: 
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                _     _     _       _   _ 
Z = A*B*C + A*B*C + A*B*C + A*B*C + A*B*C

C.   Is there an example involving two valid inputs that demonstrates that the above device is not lenient? 

Yes. When A = B = 1 and C changes, both the topmost horizontal signal and the next-to-topmost horizontal 
signal will change value. Depending on the relative timing of these changes there may be a moment when 
both signals are 0 and the rightmost column momentarily ceases to be pulled down, causing the output of the 
final inverter to momentarily go to zero. This output glitch means the device is not lenient. 

D.  Suppose you undertake to reduce the preceding ROM implementation by eliminating any components 
(pulldowns, wires, and inverters) that are unused or redundant. Components are eliminated -- replaced by 
open circuits -- until no further components can be removed without changing the function computed by the 
circuit. How many word lines (horizontal lines that consitute outputs of the original decoder section of the 
ROM) are left after this reduction has been performed? 

The function computed by this ROM reduces to B+AC. Eliminating selected pulldowns from the top two 
horizontal (word) lines yields two word lines corresponding to each term of this result; all the others are 
redundant and can be eliminated. We're left with two word lines, each of which pulls down the bit line that 
drives the output inverter. 

E.  Which of the following is the most accurate comparison of the reduced ROM circuit with a direct, full-
complementary CMOS implementation of the same function? 

1.  The reduced ROM implementation uses fewer transistors.
2.  The reduced ROM implementation is faster.
3.  The reduced ROM implementation has a faster output rise time.
4.  The reduced ROM implementation is essentially identical to the direct CMOS implementation.

3. Since the ROM output is driven by an inverter (which has a single pullup PFET) it will transition faster 
than the output of a complex gate (which has multiple PFETs connected in series in the pullup circuitry). In 
terms of size and speed, the ROM is generally slower and larger than the equivalent gate. 

Problem 7. 

A.  Add the necessary pulldown NFETs to the F and G circuitry in the ROM circuit diagram below to 
implement the indicated logic functions for F and G. 
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First we need to figure out the equations for each of the product terms. From top to bottom the terms are: 

        _                 _               _
term 1: A*C     term 2: B*C     term 3: A*B     term 4: A*B

G is simply the OR of terms 1 and 3. With a little thought we can rewrite F as: 

                _           _    _             _   _
F = A + C = A + A*C = A(B + B) + A*C = A*B + A*B + A*C

which is the OR of terms 1, 3 and 4. We can now fill in the necessary pulldowns: 
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Problem 8. A certain 3-input function G(A,B,C) has the following implementation: 

 

A.  Give a minimal sum-of-products expression for G. 

    _ _         _
G = A*C + A*C + B
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B.  Design a ROM implementation for G. 

 

Problem 9. Digital Widgets Co. has introduced a new logic IC consisting of two comparator cells in a 14-pin 
package. A comparator cell, as drawn below, has four inputs and two outputs. 

 

Ln+1

Gn+1 Gn

Ln

An Bn

The inputs are labeled An, Bn, Gn+1, and Ln+1, and the outputs are labeled Gn and Ln. The G and L signals have 
the meanings "A greater than B" and "A less than B," respectively. If both G and L are false, the meaning is A = B. 

 
Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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G and L are never both true. Two k-bit numbers A and B may be compared using a circuit such as the following: 

 

The most significant bits are supplied as Ak-1 and Bk-1, and the least significant bits are A0 and B0. 

The output of a comparison is taken from the G and L outputs of the lowest-order cell (G0 and L0). Gn+1 and Ln
+1 of the highest-order cell are connected to logical 0 to indicate that the numbers are assumed to be equal until 
some difference is found between a pair of bits Ai and Bi. 

If the Gn+1 and Ln+1 inputs indicate that higher-order bits have established A > B or A < B, then cell n must 
propagate that result to Gn and Ln. However, if Gn+1 and Ln+1 indicate that the higher-order bits are equal, then 
cell n must compare its bit of A and B to determine if A > B, A < B, or A = B and must signal that result 
appropriately at Gn and Ln. 

A.  Draw a logic diagram for an implementation of the Digital Widgets comparator cell. 

The equations for Gn and Ln are 

            ____    __
Gn = Gn+1 + Ln+1*An*Bn
            ____ __
Ln = Ln+1 + Gn+1*An*Bn

If we construct a schematic using INV, AND and OR, the resulting circuit would have a Tpd of 3 gate 
delays. 

B.  Since there is delay associated with the propagation of the G and L signals through each cell, we could make 
the comparator work faster by redesigning the basic cell to compare two bits at a time, halving the number 
of stages through which the G and L signals will need to propagate. 

0

Ak-1 Bk-1

0

A1 B1 A0 B0

L0

G0

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.  
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Work out expressions for Gn and Ln as functions of Gn+2, Ln+2, An+1, Bn+1, An, and Bn. Express your 
answers in the form 

 

            ____       ____                ____ ____     __
Gn = Gn+2 + Ln+2*(An+1*Bn+1 + (An+1*Bn+1 + An+1*Bn+1)*An*Bn)
            ____  ____                     ____ ____  __
Ln = Ln+2 + Gn+2*(An+1*Bn+1 + (An+1*Bn+1 + An+1*Bn+1)*An*Bn)

C.  Given a reasonable implementation of the equations for Gn and Ln derived in part B, how does the delay 
from a change in Gn+2 and Ln+2 to the appearance of correct outputs at Gn and Ln compare with the 
corresponding delay for a circuit composed of a cascade of two of the cells developed in part A? Assume 
that all A and B inputs remain unchanged throughout. 

Note: The reason for our interest in the propagation delay of the G and L signals, specifically, is that in a chain of N comparators, every extra 
gate delay in the G--L path will penalize total performance by N gate delays. The time it takes for a change in an A or B input to be reflected 
in the corresponding G or L output is also important, but improvements here can at best result in decreasing total delay by some constant 
amount. 

If we expand out either equation for the two-bit-at-a-time cell, we end up with 4 product terms, two of 
which involve 5 inputs. If we have 5-input gates in our library, we can implement the two-bit cell with the 
same Tpd as the one-bit cell. So Gn and Ln are produced by a two-bit cell with half the delay as from a 
cascade of two one-bit cells. 

If we restrict ourselves to 4-input gates, this adds one gate delay to Tpd for the two-bit cell (Tpd = 4), still 
an improvement over two one-bit cells (Tpd = 6). 

An+1

Gn+2

Gn Ln

COMP2

Ln+2

Bn+1

An

Bn

COMP2

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.  
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Sequential logic and memory components

Problem 1. Consider the following diagram of a simple sequential circuit: 

 

The components labeled CL1 and CL2 are combinational; R1 and R2 are edge-triggered flip flops. 
Timing parameters for each component are as noted. 

A.   Write the timing specifications (tS, tH, tCD, tPD, tCLK) for the system as a whole using the 
timing specifications for the internal components that are given in the figure. 

B.   Suppose you had available a faster version of CL2 having a propagation delay of 3 and a 
contamination delay of zero. Could you substitute the faster CL2 for the one shown in the 
diagram? Explain. 

C.  We've been treating wires as idealized components that introduce no delay of their own. In the 
real world, wires have resistance, capacitance and inductance that will cause different frequencies 
to propagate along the wire at different rates. This means that wires will delay the arrival of sharp 
rising and falling transitions (which you'll remember from Fourier analysis have signal 
components at many different frequencies). This effect is particularly bothersome in connection 
with clock signals since the clock may arrive at separate parts of the circuit at slightly different 
times. This difference in arrival times of the clock is called clock skew, which we'll model in our 
simple circuit above as explicit delays along each clock path: 
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D.  Rewrite the timing specifications for the system as a whole taking into account d1 and d2. Don't 
make any assumption about the relative sizes of the two delays. 

E.  The relative clock skew (d2 - d1) between two registers connected in a "pipeline" - where the 
output of the first register is connected, usually through logic, to the input of the second register - 
can also affect the design of a circuit. Explain how relative clock skew affects the maximum 
clock frequency of the circuit shown above. Remember that the relative skew might be positive 
or negative. 

F.  [Why clock skew keeps integrated circuit designers awake at night.] If d2 > d1, the circuit shown 
above will not operate correctly. Explain why. Will changing the frequency of CLK solve the 
problem? Why or why not? 

G.  Suggest a way for the designer to change his circuit to guarantee correct operation given an upper 
bound, tskew > abs(d2 - d1), on the maximum relative clock skew. Assume that the timing 
parameters of the registers cannot be adjusted. 

Problem 2. The following circuit diagram implements a sequential circuit with two state bits, S0 and S1: 
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A.   What is the smallest clock period for which the circuit still operates correctly? 

B.   A sharp-eyed student suggests optimizing the circuit by removing the pair of inverters and 
connecting the Q output of the left register directly to the D input of the right register. If the clock 
period could be adjusted appropriately, would the optimized circuit operate correctly? If yes, 
explain the adjustment to the clock period that would be needed. 

C.   When the RESET signal is set to "1" for several cycles, what values are S0 and S1 set to? 

D.   Assuming the RESET signal has been set to "0" and will stay that way, what is the state 
following S0=1 and S1=1? 

E.   Now suppose there is skew in the CLK signal such that the rising edge of CLK always arrives 
at the left register exactly 1ns before it arrives at the right register. What is the smallest clock 
period for which the circuit still operates correctly? 

Problem 3. A possible implementation of a sequential circuit with one input and one output is shown 
below. 

A.  What is the smallest value for the ROM's contamination delay that ensures the necessary timing 
specifications are met? 
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B.  Assume that the ROM's tCD = 3ns. What is the smallest clock period that ensures that the 
necessary timing specifications are met. 

The following schematic has two flip-flops and two blocks of combinational logic with the indicated 
timing specifications. Assume that the flip-flops are identical and that the clock has zero rise and fall 
time. 

 

C.  Assuming that the clock period is 25ns, what is the maximum setup time for the flip-flops for 
which this circuit will operate correctly? 

D.  Assuming that the clock period is 25ns, what is the maximum hold time for the flip-flops for 
which this circuit will operate correctly? 

Problem 4. In lecture, you saw a static latch constructed from a 2-input lenient MUX as shown in the 
diagram below. 
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Recall that the MUX selects the Q output when G=0, and the D input when G=1. The plan is that when 
G=1, the Q output will follow D after a short delay; when G=0, the current Q output will be "latched" 
via the feedback path. In this problem we explore assumptions necessary to construct an informal proof 
that the latch behaves as proposed. Assume, in each of the following, that the MUX is a well-behaved 
lenient combinational device with a propagation delay of tpd. 

Recall that the lenience of the MUX allows us to assume that if any two of its inputs sufficient to 
determine its output are stable and valid for at least tpd, then the MUX output will be stable and valid. 

A.  Specify constraints on the two data inputs of the MUX sufficient to guarantee that its output will 
be stable and valid independently of the value on the select input. 

B.  Specify constraints on a single data input and the select input of the MUX sufficient to guarantee 
stable and valid output independently of the value on the remaining data input. 

C.  Now we explore the scenario where G=1 and D has been stable and valid for ts seconds prior to a 
1-to-0 transition on G, and remains stable and valid until th seconds after the transition on G. Our 
goal is to establish that, for sufficiently large values of ts and th, the latch behaves as advertised. 

Consider the initial interval in the above scenario where G=1. At what point is Q=D guaranteed? 
Explain why in a sentence or two. 

D.  Explain why, for sufficiently large values of tS the output Q remains stable despite invalid 
voltages on G. What is the setup time required to guarantee output validity during the transition 
on G? 

E.  Now assume that D changes tH seconds after the transition on G. Explain why, for a sufficiently 
large value of tH, the Q output will remain stable independently of D. 

F.  Identify which of your previous answers is dependent on the MUX being lenient, giving a single-
sentence description of the dependence. 
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G.  Does the operation of the above latch depend on the contamination delay of the MUX? Explain. 

H.  Your analysis has established setup and hold time requirements necessary to guarantee proper 
operation of the latch. Suppose, in the above scenario, the setup or hold time requirement is 
violated? What can you say about the value on Q? 
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Sequential logic and memory components

Problem 1. Consider the following diagram of a simple sequential circuit: 

 

The components labeled CL1 and CL2 are combinational; R1 and R2 are edge-triggered flip flops. 
Timing parameters for each component are as noted. 

A.   Write the timing specifications (tS, tH, tCD, tPD, tCLK) for the system as a whole using the 
timing specifications for the internal components that are given in the figure. 

It's a good idea to check if the circuit will work for any clock period. We check this by checking 
if the total contamination delay from R1 to R2 is long enough to cover the hold time of R2. In 
other words, 

tH,R2 <= tCD,R1 + tCD,CL2 
2 <= 1 + 1 
2 <= 2 

The inequality is satisfied, so we can determine the timing specifications of the system. 

The setup time and hold time of the system is determined by the setup time and hold time 
required for the signal IN, which is the input to CL1. Thus, 

tS = tPD,CL1 + tS,R1 = 6, and 
tH = tH,R1 - tCD,CL1 = 1. 

The contamination and propagation delay of the system is determined by the contamination and 
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propagation delay of the signal OUT, which is the output of register R2. Thus, 

tCD = tCD,R2 = 2, and 
tPD = tPD,R2 = 8. 

The clock period for the system is determined by adding all the propagation delays from R1 to 
R2, and the setup time for R2. 

tCLK >= tPD,R1 + tPD,CL2 + tS,R2 
tCLK >= 2 + 5 + 4 
tCLK >= 11 

B.   Suppose you had available a faster version of CL2 having a propagation delay of 3 and a 
contamination delay of zero. Could you substitute the faster CL2 for the one shown in the 
diagram? Explain. 

You could not substitute the faster CL2 because our hold time constraint for R2 would not be 
met. The sum of the contamination delays between R1 and R2 must be greater than the hold time 
of R2. Using the faster CL2 would reduce the contamination delay sum to 1 which is not greater 
than the hold time, 2, of R2. 

C.  We've been treating wires as idealized components that introduce no delay of their own. In the 
real world, wires have resistance, capacitance and inductance that will cause different frequencies 
to propagate along the wire at different rates. This means that wires will delay the arrival of sharp 
rising and falling transitions (which you'll remember from Fourier analysis have signal 
components at many different frequencies). This effect is particularly bothersome in connection 
with clock signals since the clock may arrive at separate parts of the circuit at slightly different 
times. This difference in arrival times of the clock is called clock skew, which we'll model in our 
simple circuit above as explicit delays along each clock path: 

 

D.  Rewrite the timing specifications for the system as a whole taking into account d1 and d2. Don't 
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make any assumption about the relative sizes of the two delays. 

The delay d1 causes all timing specifications associated with register R1 to be shifted later in 
time by d1. Likewise the delay d2 causes all timing specifications associated with register R2 to 
be shifted later in time by d2. Note that we still use the original clock signal as our reference for 
the system, so the setup times for the registers R1 and R2 become shorter by d1 and d2, 
respectively, and the hold times for R1 and R2 become longer by d1 and d2. 

The timing specifications of the system, taking d1 and d2 into account, are: 

tS = tPD,CL1 + tS,R1 - d1 = 6 - d1 
tH = tH,R1 - tCD,CL1 + d1 = 1 + d1 
tCD = tCD,R2 + d2 = 2 + d2 
tPD = tPD,R2 + d2 = 8 + d2 

Finally, 

tCLK >= tPD,R1 + tPD,CL2 + tS,R2 
tCLK >= 2 + d1 + 5 + 4 - d2 
tCLK >= 11 + d1 - d2 

E.  The relative clock skew (d2 - d1) between two registers connected in a "pipeline" - where the 
output of the first register is connected, usually through logic, to the input of the second register - 
can also affect the design of a circuit. Explain how relative clock skew affects the maximum 
clock frequency of the circuit shown above. Remember that the relative skew might be positive 
or negative. 

As shown in part (C), tCLK >= 11 - (d2 - d1), rewritten to show the relative clock skew term. 

One can see that as the relative clock skew becomes positive, the maximum clock frequency 
increases. Conversely, as the relative clock skew becomes negative, the maximum clock 
frequency decreases. 

F.  [Why clock skew keeps integrated circuit designers awake at night.] If d2 > d1, the circuit shown 
above will not operate correctly. Explain why. Will changing the frequency of CLK solve the 
problem? Why or why not? 

Let's revisit the constraint that the contamination delay from R1 to R2 must cover the hold time 
of R2: 

tH,R2 <= tCD,R1 + tCD,logic 
2 + d2 <= 1 + d1 + 1 
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d2 <= d1 

Thus, if d2 > d1, then the hold time of R2 is no longer being satisfied. Lengthening the clock 
period doesn't change the fact that the hold time constraint isn't met. The clock period doesn't 
even enter our equations above. 

G.  Suggest a way for the designer to change his circuit to guarantee correct operation given an upper 
bound, tskew > abs(d2 - d1), on the maximum relative clock skew. Assume that the timing 
parameters of the registers cannot be adjusted. 

Adding additional contamination delay, such as a buffer between R1 and R2, will work. This 
leads to a circuit which has a larger clock period overall. 

Problem 2. The following circuit diagram implements a sequential circuit with two state bits, S0 and S1: 

A.   What is the smallest clock period for which the circuit still operates correctly? 

There are two contraints to check: 

tPD,REG + tPD,INV + tPD,INV + tS,REG <= tCLK 
tPD,REG + tPD,NOR2 + tS,REG <= tCLK 

The first constraint requires tCLK >= 9ns. 

B.   A sharp-eyed student suggests optimizing the circuit by removing the pair of inverters and 
connecting the Q output of the left register directly to the D input of the right register. If the clock 
period could be adjusted appropriately, would the optimized circuit operate correctly? If yes, 
explain the adjustment to the clock period that would be needed. 
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No, the circuit won't operate correctly since tCD,REG < tHOLD,REG, i.e., the output of the left 
register doesn't meet the required hold time when connected directly to the input of the right 
register. 

C.   When the RESET signal is set to "1" for several cycles, what values are S0 and S1 set to? 

S0 = 0, S1 = 0. 

D.   Assuming the RESET signal has been set to "0" and will stay that way, what is the state 
following S0=1 and S1=1? 

S0 = 1, S1 = 0. 

E.   Now suppose there is skew in the CLK signal such that the rising edge of CLK always arrives 
at the left register exactly 1ns before it arrives at the right register. What is the smallest clock 
period for which the circuit still operates correctly? 

Fortunately the skew doesn't introduce any hold time problems with the input to the right register. 
tCLK can now be as small as 8ns (both paths between registers fit exactly). 

Problem 3. A possible implementation of a sequential circuit with one input and one output is shown 
below. 
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A.  What is the smallest value for the ROM's contamination delay that ensures the necessary timing 
specifications are met? 

tCD,REG + tCD,ROM >= tH,REG, so tCD,ROM >= 0.75ns. 

B.  Assume that the ROM's tCD = 3ns. What is the smallest clock period that ensures that the 
necessary timing specifications are met. 

tPD,REG + tPD,ROM + tS,REG = 2 + 5 + 1 = 8ns. 

The following schematic has two flip-flops and two blocks of combinational logic with the indicated 
timing specifications. Assume that the flip-flops are identical and that the clock has zero rise and fall 
time. 
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C.  Assuming that the clock period is 25ns, what is the maximum setup time for the flip-flops for 
which this circuit will operate correctly? 

tS <= tCLK - tPD,REG - tPD,LOGIC = 25 - 6 - max(11,9) = 8ns. 

D.  Assuming that the clock period is 25ns, what is the maximum hold time for the flip-flops for 
which this circuit will operate correctly? 

tH <= tCD,REG + tCD,LOGIC = 2 + min(4,5) = 6ns. 

Problem 4. In lecture, you saw a static latch constructed from a 2-input lenient MUX as shown in the 
diagram below. 
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Recall that the MUX selects the Q output when G=0, and the D input when G=1. The plan is that when 
G=1, the Q output will follow D after a short delay; when G=0, the current Q output will be "latched" 
via the feedback path. In this problem we explore assumptions necessary to construct an informal proof 
that the latch behaves as proposed. Assume, in each of the following, that the MUX is a well-behaved 
lenient combinational device with a propagation delay of tpd. 

Recall that the lenience of the MUX allows us to assume that if any two of its inputs sufficient to 
determine its output are stable and valid for at least tpd, then the MUX output will be stable and valid. 

A.  Specify constraints on the two data inputs of the MUX sufficient to guarantee that its output will 
be stable and valid independently of the value on the select input. 

When both data inputs are equal, valid and stable for tpd, the output is valid and stable 
independent of the select signal. 

B.  Specify constraints on a single data input and the select input of the MUX sufficient to guarantee 
stable and valid output independently of the value on the remaining data input. 

When G is 0 and both G and Q are stable and valid for tpd or when G is 1 and both G and D are 
stable and valid for tpd, the MUX will have a valid and stable output indenpedent of the other 
data input. 

C.  Now we explore the scenario where G=1 and D has been stable and valid for ts seconds prior to a 
1-to-0 transition on G, and remains stable and valid until th seconds after the transition on G. Our 
goal is to establish that, for sufficiently large values of ts and th, the latch behaves as advertised. 

Consider the initial interval in the above scenario where G=1. At what point is Q=D guaranteed? 
Explain why in a sentence or two. 

After G and D have been stable and valid for tpd, the output Q will equal the data input D. 

D.  Explain why, for sufficiently large values of tS the output Q remains stable despite invalid 
voltages on G. What is the setup time required to guarantee output validity during the transition 
on G? 

Part C tells us that Q will equal D tpd after D becomes valid. According to the leniency 
requirement, the output will be guaranteed valid and stable tpd after the inputs necessary to 
determine the output become valid and stable. In this case, both Q and D must be valid and stable 
tpd in order to ensure Q remains stable and valid independent of transitions on G. Thus tS must 
be greater than 2*tpd. 

E.  Now assume that D changes tH seconds after the transition on G. Explain why, for a sufficiently 
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large value of tH, the Q output will remain stable independently of D. 

In order to ensure the Q remains stable and valid independent of D, G must be set to a valid logic 
"0" for tpd before D transitions. Thus, tH must be greater than tpd. 

F.  Identify which of your previous answers is dependent on the MUX being lenient, giving a single-
sentence description of the dependence. 

All of the previous answers are dependent on the MUX being lenient. In each case we discuss the 
necessity for two inputs to be valid and stable for tpd in order to ensure the output is valid and 
stable. If the MUX were not lenient, all three inputs would have to be valid and stable for tpd in 
order for the output to be guaranteed valid and stable. 

G.  Does the operation of the above latch depend on the contamination delay of the MUX? Explain. 

The latch does not depend on contamination delay. It only depends on the leniency of the MUX 
and that tS and tH requirements are met. 

H.  Your analysis has established setup and hold time requirements necessary to guarantee proper 
operation of the latch. Suppose, in the above scenario, the setup or hold time requirement is 
violated? What can you say about the value on Q? 

If the setup and hold times are violated, the value of the output cannot be determined. 
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Finite State Machines

Problem 1. The ACME Company has recently received an order from a Mr. Wiley E. Coyote for their 
all-digital Perfectly Perplexing Padlock. The P3 has two buttons ("0" and "1") that when pressed cause 
the FSM controlling the lock to advance to a new state. In addition to advancing the FSM, each button 
press is encoded on the B signal (B=0 for button "0", B=1 for button "1"). The padlock unlocks when the 
FSM sets the UNLOCK output signal to 1, which it does whenever the last N button presses correspond 
to the unique N-digit combination. 

A.   Unfortunately the design notes for the P3 are incomplete. Using the specification above and 
clues gleaned from the partially completed diagrams below fill in the information that is missing 
from the state transition diagram with its accompanying truth table. When done 

�❍     each state in the transition diagram should be assigned a 2-bit state name S1S0 (note that 
in this design the state name is not derived from the combination that opens the lock),

�❍     the arcs leaving each state should be mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive,
�❍     the value for UNLOCK should be specified for each state, and 
�❍     the truth table should be completed.

 

B.  What is the combination for the lock? 
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Problem 2. Construct a "divisible-by-3" FSM that accepts a binary number entered one bit at a time, 
most significant bit first, and indicates with a light if the number entered so far is divisible by 3. 

A.   Draw a state transition diagram for your FSM indicating the initial state and for which states 
the light should be turned on. Hint: the FSM has 3 states. 

B.   Construct a truth table for the FSM logic. Inputs include the state bits and the next bit of the 
number; outputs include the next state bits and the control for the light. 

C.  Draw a logic schematic for the FSM. 

Problem 3. 

A.  An FSM, M, is constructed by connecting the output of a 3-state FSM to the inputs of an 9-state 
FSM. M is then reimplemented using a state register with the minimum number of bits. What is 
the maximum number of bits that may be needed to reimplement M? 

B.  You connect M N-state FSMs, each have 1 input and 1 output, in series. What's an upper bound 
on the number of states in the resulting FSM? 

Problem 4. Ben Bitdiddle has designed an electronic lock with three buttons: "reset", "0" and "1". He has 
provided the following state transition diagram showing how the lock responds to a sequence of inputs. 

The lock makes a transition from its current state to a new state whenever one of the three buttons is 
pressed and released. It ignores its inputs if more than one button is pressed. Pressing "reset" returns the 
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lock to the state marked "R" in the diagram (arcs showing the transitions to the reset state have been 
omitted from the diagram to make it easier to read). Pressing "0" or "1" will cause the lock to follow the 
appropriately labeled transition from its current state. The lock opens if it reaches the state marked "U". 

A.  After pressing the "reset" button what is the length of the shortest sequence of button presses that 
will open the lock? 

B.  After pressing the "reset" button what is the length of the longest sequence of button presses that 
will cause the lock to open after the last button in the sequence is pressed but not open any earlier 
in the sequence? 

C.  After much use, the "reset" button breaks. Is it still possible to open the lock using only the "0" 
and "1" buttons assuming you know nothing about the lock's state (except that its locked!) when 
you start? 

D.  Suppose Ben wanted to design a lock that required exactly 10 button presses to open after 
pressing "reset". Not counting the "reset" and "unlock" states, what is the minimum number of 
state his FSM would need need? 

Problem 5. Stimulated by Tuesday's lecture, you have decided to cover MIT's steep tuition costs by 
selling simple digital locks based on the neat six-state FSM used as an example: 

 

Recall that this design has three buttons labeled "0", "1", and "Start", and generates an unlock signal 
U=1 when the user presses Start followed by the sequence 0,1,1,0. 

Unfortunately your partner, Mark Ting, insists that the 6.004 design is way too complex for normal users 
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to understand. After asking you to help figure out how to make his watch stop beeping ("I never could 
figure out how to operate this damned thing"), Mark questions the need for a Start button. If 0110 is the 
combination, he argues, why can't I just walk up and enter 0,1,1,0 and have the lock open? After some 
reflection, you conclude that he may have a point. 

A.  Design a FSM whose inputs are simply "0" and "1" buttons, whose output is the U (unlock) 
signal, and which has the property that U=1 if and only if the last four button presses correspond 
to the sequence 0,1,1,0. Show the state transition diagram corresponding to your design. [HINT: 
5 states are sufficient]. 

B.  Is it possible that an equivalent FSM might be implemented in fewer than 5 states? Explain. 

C.  The flip flops used to hold your FSM state contain random values when power is first applied to 
your lock. Does this constrain your handling of unused states? Explain. 

D.  In a table (similar to that shown in lecture), give the contents of a ROM that might be used in an 
implementation of your design. Completely specify the ROM contents, including those 
corresponding to unused states. 

Problem 6. Ben Bitdiddle has designed an electronic lock with three buttons: "Breset", "B0" and "B1". 
He has provided the following circuit diagram showing how the lock is implemented from a ROM and 3 
flip-flops. 
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The button circuitry converts each button press into a single pulse guaranteed to be stable the required 
amount of time before and after the rising edge of the clock. For example, pressing "B0" once produces 
the following waveform: 

 

In answering the questions below, assume that the value of the UNLOCK output is only a function of the 
current state. 

A.  What is the total number of bits in the ROM? 

B.  The timing specifications for components are: 

ROM: tCD=3ns, tPD=11ns 
D flip-flop: tCD=2ns, tPD=4ns, tS=3ns, tH=3ns 
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How long before the rising edge of CLK must the button circuitry guarantee that the button 
signals are stable? 

C.  Assume that all combinations start with pressing the "Breset" button. Ben wants to program the 
lock with the longest possible combination. Not counting the "Breset" button press, what is the 
longest combination Ben can achieve? 

D.  If the lock is programmed not to change state if no buttons are pressed, what is the next state field 
of ROM location 48 (i.e., the location corresponding to A5,A4,A3,A2,A1,A0 = 110000)? 

E.  The following table shows one possible contents of the first 32 locations of the ROM; assume 
that all other locations have the value "0010". The location is listed as A5,A4,A3,A2,A1,A0, the 
data is listed as D3,D2,D1,D0. 

 

If the lock is programmed with this ROM data, what happens when "B0" and "B1" are pressed at 
the same time? Assume that "Breset" is not pressed. 

F.  If the lock is programmed with this ROM data, what is the shortest combination that opens the 
lock after "Breset" has been pressed? 

G.  Suppose that the "Breset" button breaks while the lock is locked. Is it still possible to open the 
lock using a predetermined sequence of presses of the "B0" and "B1" buttons? Assume you know 
nothing about the lock's state (except that it's locked!) when you start. 
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Problem 7. Use the following circuit in answering the questions below. 

 

Each of the edge-triggered D flip-flops has a setup time of tS, a hold time of tH, a propagation delay of 
tPD and a contamination delay of tCD. Assume that IN is stable tS before the rising edge of CLK and tH 
after the rising edge of CLK. 

A.  In order for the circuit shown above to operate correctly what constraints on tH and tS are 
necessary? Express them in terms of tCD, tPD and the clock period. 

B.  What is the minimum clock period at which this circuit can be clocked and still be guaranteed to 
work? Express your answer in terms of tH, tS, tCD and tPD. Assume that timing constraints that 
do not depend on the clock period are met. 

C.  For just this question suppose there is skew in the CLK signal such that the rising edge of CLK 
arrives at the flip-flop labeled F1 1ns before it arrives at the other three flip-flops. Assume that 
hold times are not violated. How does this change the minimum clock period at which the circuit 
above can be clocked and still be guaranteed to work? 

D.  Consider following waveform plot for the circuit above. Assume that IN is stable tS before the 
rising edge of CLK and tH after the rising edge of CLK and that time T is more than tPD after the 
preceding rising edge of CLK. 
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What is the value of OUT at time T? 

E.  View the circuit above as an FSM with one input and one output. How many non-equivalent 
states does it have? 

Problem 8. Consider the following FSM state transition diagram: 

 

Let's see if there is an equivalent state machine with fewer states by checking to see if any states in the 
diagram above are equivalent. Two states are equivalent if (1) they have identical outputs and (2) for 
each possible combination of inputs they transition to equivalent states. 

A.  Start by filling in a "compatibility table" like the one shown below. Place an "X" in square (SI,SJ) 
if SI produces a different output from SJ. 

 

B.  For each non-X square (SI,SJ) write in pairs of states that have to be equivalent in order for SI 
and SJ to be equivalent. For example, for S2 to be equivalent to S5, then S1 (where S2 goes with 
a "0" input) has to be equivalent to S5 (where S5 goes with a "0" input). 
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C.  Finally, look at an entry (SI,SJ). If entry is "SM,SN" and if (SM,SN) has an "X", put an "X" in 
square (SI,SJ). Repeat until no more squares can be X'ed out. The remaining squares indicate 
equivalent states. Show the final state (no pun intended) of your compatibility table. 

D.  Draw the state transition diagram for the simplified FSM. 
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Finite State Machines

Problem 1. The ACME Company has recently received an order from a Mr. Wiley E. Coyote for their 
all-digital Perfectly Perplexing Padlock. The P3 has two buttons ("0" and "1") that when pressed cause 
the FSM controlling the lock to advance to a new state. In addition to advancing the FSM, each button 
press is encoded on the B signal (B=0 for button "0", B=1 for button "1"). The padlock unlocks when the 
FSM sets the UNLOCK output signal to 1, which it does whenever the last N button presses correspond 
to the unique N-digit combination. 

A.   Unfortunately the design notes for the P3 are incomplete. Using the specification above and 
clues gleaned from the partially completed diagrams below fill in the information that is missing 
from the state transition diagram with its accompanying truth table. When done 

�❍     each state in the transition diagram should be assigned a 2-bit state name S1S0 (note that 
in this design the state name is not derived from the combination that opens the lock),

�❍     the arcs leaving each state should be mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive,
�❍     the value for UNLOCK should be specified for each state, and 
�❍     the truth table should be completed.
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B.  What is the combination for the lock? 

100 

Problem 2. Construct a "divisible-by-3" FSM that accepts a binary number entered one bit at a time, 
most significant bit first, and indicates with a light if the number entered so far is divisible by 3. 

A.   Draw a state transition diagram for your FSM indicating the initial state and for which states 
the light should be turned on. Hint: the FSM has 3 states. 

If the value of the number entered so far is N, then after the digit b is entered, the value of the 
new number N' is 2N + b. Using this fact: 

if N is 0 mod 3 then for some p, N = 3p + 0. After the digit b is entered, N' = 6p + b. So N' 
is b mod 3. 

if N is 1 mod 3 then for some p, N = 3p + 1. After the digit b is entered, N' = 6p + 2 + b. 
So N' is b+2 mod 3. 

if N is 2 mod 3 then for some p, N = 3p + 2. After the digit b is entered, N' = 6p + 4 + b. 
So N' is b+1 mod 3. 

This leads to the following transition diagram where the states are labeled with the value of N 
mod 3. 
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B.   Construct a truth table for the FSM logic. Inputs include the state bits and the next bit of the 
number; outputs include the next state bits and the control for the light. 

S1 S0  b | S1' S0' light
=========|==============
 0  0  0 |  0   0    1
 0  0  1 |  0   1    1
 0  1  0 |  1   0    0
 0  1  1 |  0   0    0
 1  0  0 |  0   1    0
 1  0  1 |  1   0    0

C.  Draw a logic schematic for the FSM. 

        __ __
light = S1*S0
      __    _      __
S1' = S1*S0*b + S1*S0*b
      __ __        __ _
S0' = S1*S0*b + S1*S0*b

Problem 3. 

A.  An FSM, M, is constructed by connecting the output of a 3-state FSM to the inputs of an 9-state 
FSM. M is then reimplemented using a state register with the minimum number of bits. What is 
the maximum number of bits that may be needed to reimplement M? 

M has 27 states which require a total of 5 bits in the state register (not 2 + 4 bits!). 

B.  You connect M N-state FSMs, each have 1 input and 1 output, in series. What's an upper bound 
on the number of states in the resulting FSM? 

Each FSM can in theory be in one of its N states, so an upper bound on the number of states in 
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the combined machine is NM. 

Problem 4. Ben Bitdiddle has designed an electronic lock with three buttons: "reset", "0" and "1". He has 
provided the following state transition diagram showing how the lock responds to a sequence of inputs. 

The lock makes a transition from its current state to a new state whenever one of the three buttons is 
pressed and released. It ignores its inputs if more than one button is pressed. Pressing "reset" returns the 
lock to the state marked "R" in the diagram (arcs showing the transitions to the reset state have been 
omitted from the diagram to make it easier to read). Pressing "0" or "1" will cause the lock to follow the 
appropriately labeled transition from its current state. The lock opens if it reaches the state marked "U". 

A.  After pressing the "reset" button what is the length of the shortest sequence of button presses that 
will open the lock? 

3 button presses will open the lock: 0, 0, 1. 

B.  After pressing the "reset" button what is the length of the longest sequence of button presses that 
will cause the lock to open after the last button in the sequence is pressed but not open any earlier 
in the sequence? 

The longest such sequence is unbounded: at least four 0's followed by 11 or 1111 will cause the 
lock to open for the first time. 

C.  After much use, the "reset" button breaks. Is it still possible to open the lock using only the "0" 
and "1" buttons assuming you know nothing about the lock's state (except that its locked!) when 
you start? 

Yes. A sequence of 1's will open the lock. You have to try the lock after each press of "1" since a 
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different number of 1's is required depending on the starting state. 

D.  Suppose Ben wanted to design a lock that required exactly 10 button presses to open after 
pressing "reset". Not counting the "reset" and "unlock" states, what is the minimum number of 
state his FSM would need need? 

His FSM would need 9 states in addition to "reset" and "unlock". 

Problem 5. Stimulated by Tuesday's lecture, you have decided to cover MIT's steep tuition costs by 
selling simple digital locks based on the neat six-state FSM used as an example: 

 

Recall that this design has three buttons labeled "0", "1", and "Start", and generates an unlock signal 
U=1 when the user presses Start followed by the sequence 0,1,1,0. 

Unfortunately your partner, Mark Ting, insists that the 6.004 design is way too complex for normal users 
to understand. After asking you to help figure out how to make his watch stop beeping ("I never could 
figure out how to operate this damned thing"), Mark questions the need for a Start button. If 0110 is the 
combination, he argues, why can't I just walk up and enter 0,1,1,0 and have the lock open? After some 
reflection, you conclude that he may have a point. 

A.  Design a FSM whose inputs are simply "0" and "1" buttons, whose output is the U (unlock) 
signal, and which has the property that U=1 if and only if the last four button presses correspond 
to the sequence 0,1,1,0. Show the state transition diagram corresponding to your design. [HINT: 
5 states are sufficient]. 
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The name of each state represents how many digits in the sequence have been input. State Sxxxx 
indicates that the sequences has not begun, Sxxx0 indicates that the first 0 has been input, etc. 

B.  Is it possible that an equivalent FSM might be implemented in fewer than 5 states? Explain. 

Since 4 transitions are required for 4 button pushes, at least 5 states are needed to implement the 
FSM. Having only 4 states would make 3 the mininum number of transitions to the unlock state. 

C.  The flip flops used to hold your FSM state contain random values when power is first applied to 
your lock. Does this constrain your handling of unused states? Explain. 

Since we have 5 states, 3 bits are required to encode the states, resulting in 3 unused states. If 
during power up it is possible to begin in an unknown state, our FSM must include transitions 
from unknown states to known states. If the machine begins in an unknown state and a 0 in input, 
we should transition to state Sxxx0; if a 1 is input, we should transition to Sxxxx. 

D.  In a table (similar to that shown in lecture), give the contents of a ROM that might be used in an 
implementation of your design. Completely specify the ROM contents, including those 
corresponding to unused states. 
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Problem 6. Ben Bitdiddle has designed an electronic lock with three buttons: "Breset", "B0" and "B1". 
He has provided the following circuit diagram showing how the lock is implemented from a ROM and 3 
flip-flops. 
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The button circuitry converts each button press into a single pulse guaranteed to be stable the required 
amount of time before and after the rising edge of the clock. For example, pressing "B0" once produces 
the following waveform: 

 

In answering the questions below, assume that the value of the UNLOCK output is only a function of the 
current state. 

A.  What is the total number of bits in the ROM? 

256 bits total: 26 locations, 4 bits wide. 

B.  The timing specifications for components are: 
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ROM: tCD=3ns, tPD=11ns 
D flip-flop: tCD=2ns, tPD=4ns, tS=3ns, tH=3ns 

How long before the rising edge of CLK must the button circuitry guarantee that the button 
signals are stable? 

tPD,ROM + tS = 14ns. 

C.  Assume that all combinations start with pressing the "Breset" button. Ben wants to program the 
lock with the longest possible combination. Not counting the "Breset" button press, what is the 
longest combination Ben can achieve? 

7 assuming no looping combinations. 

D.  If the lock is programmed not to change state if no buttons are pressed, what is the next state field 
of ROM location 48 (i.e., the location corresponding to A5,A4,A3,A2,A1,A0 = 110000)? 

The current state appears on A5,A4,A3 = 110. So we want the next state field of the ROM (D2,
D1,D0) to specify the same state = 110. 

E.  The following table shows one possible contents of the first 32 locations of the ROM; assume 
that all other locations have the value "0010". The location is listed as A5,A4,A3,A2,A1,A0, the 
data is listed as D3,D2,D1,D0. 
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If the lock is programmed with this ROM data, what happens when "B0" and "B1" are pressed at 
the same time? Assume that "Breset" is not pressed. 

State stays the same since all addresses of the form XXX011 transition to state XXX. 

F.  If the lock is programmed with this ROM data, what is the shortest combination that opens the 
lock after "Breset" has been pressed? 

press B0, then B1. 

G.  Suppose that the "Breset" button breaks while the lock is locked. Is it still possible to open the 
lock using a predetermined sequence of presses of the "B0" and "B1" buttons? Assume you know 
nothing about the lock's state (except that it's locked!) when you start. 

Yes, you can open the lock. Noting that the UNLOCK state loops to iteself, B1-B0-B1 is one of 
many sequences that takes us from any state to UNLOCK. 

Problem 7. Use the following circuit in answering the questions below. 

 

Each of the edge-triggered D flip-flops has a setup time of tS, a hold time of tH, a propagation delay of 
tPD and a contamination delay of tCD. Assume that IN is stable tS before the rising edge of CLK and tH 
after the rising edge of CLK. 

A.  In order for the circuit shown above to operate correctly what constraints on tH and tS are 
necessary? Express them in terms of tCD, tPD and the clock period. 

ensure hold time is met at each register: tH <= tCD 

B.  What is the minimum clock period at which this circuit can be clocked and still be guaranteed to 
work? Express your answer in terms of tH, tS, tCD and tPD. Assume that timing constraints that 
do not depend on the clock period are met. 
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ensure setup time is met at each register: tPD + tS <= tCLK 

C.  For just this question suppose there is skew in the CLK signal such that the rising edge of CLK 
arrives at the flip-flop labeled F1 1ns before it arrives at the other three flip-flops. Assume that 
hold times are not violated. How does this change the minimum clock period at which the circuit 
above can be clocked and still be guaranteed to work? 

The minimum clock period increases by 1ns, i.e., we have to have an extra 1ns between clock 
edges to ensure that the setup time at F1 is met. 

D.  Consider following waveform plot for the circuit above. Assume that IN is stable tS before the 
rising edge of CLK and tH after the rising edge of CLK and that time T is more than tPD after the 
preceding rising edge of CLK. 

 

What is the value of OUT at time T? 

At time T, OUT = 0 (ie, the value of IN four clock edges earlier). 

E.  View the circuit above as an FSM with one input and one output. How many non-equivalent 
states does it have? 

4 bits of state give us 24 = 16 states. 

Problem 8. Consider the following FSM state transition diagram: 
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Let's see if there is an equivalent state machine with fewer states by checking to see if any states in the 
diagram above are equivalent. Two states are equivalent if (1) they have identical outputs and (2) for 
each possible combination of inputs they transition to equivalent states. 

A.  Start by filling in a "compatibility table" like the one shown below. Place an "X" in square (SI,SJ) 
if SI produces a different output from SJ. 

 

 

B.  For each non-X square (SI,SJ) write in pairs of states that have to be equivalent in order for SI 
and SJ to be equivalent. For example, for S2 to be equivalent to S5, then S1 (where S2 goes with 
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a "0" input) has to be equivalent to S5 (where S5 goes with a "0" input). 

 

 

C.  Finally, look at an entry (SI,SJ). If entry is "SM,SN" and if (SM,SN) has an "X", put an "X" in 
square (SI,SJ). Repeat until no more squares can be X'ed out. The remaining squares indicate 
equivalent states. Show the final state (no pun intended) of your compatibility table. 

 

D.  Draw the state transition diagram for the simplified FSM. 
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Here's the state transition diagram for the simplified FSM (w/o state 3). 
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Synchronization and metastability

Problem 1. Which of the following cannot be made to function with perfect reliability, assuming reliable 
components and connections. Explain your reasoning. Some of the specifications refer to "bounded 
time" which means there is a specified time interval, measured from the most recent input transition, 
after which the output is stable and valid. 

A.   A circuit that in unbounded time indicates which of two game show contestants pressed their 
button first. 

B.   A circuit that in bounded time indicates which of two game show contestants pressed their 
button first. 

C.  A circuit that determines if button A was pressed before a specified deadline. Assume the circuit 
has an accurate internal signal that transitions from 0 to 1 when the deadline is reached. The 
output should be 1 if the button was pressed on or before the deadline, 0 if pressed after the 
deadline. The output should be valid and stable within a specified tPD of the A input transition. 

D.  A circuit that in bounded time indicates which of two game show contestants pressed their button 
first if the presses were more than 0.1 second apart, otherwise the circuit lights up a "TIE" light. 

E.  A circuit that in bounded time indicates that at least one button has been pressed by some 
contestant. 

F.   A circuit that in bounded time indicates that exactly one of the contestants has pressed their 
button. You can assume there are only two contestants. 

G.  A circuit that has two parts: (a) a subcircuit that indicates which of two game show contestants 
pressed their button first, and (b) a subcircuit that in bounded time lights a "TIE" light if the (a) 
subcircuit hasn't produced an answer after 1 second. The "TIE" light should stay lit even if (a) 
makes a decision at some later point. 

H.  A circuit that converts button presses from two contestants into the following two-bit output 
encoding. The circuit has two inputs, A and B, one for each contestant. A contestant's input 
transitions from 0 to 1 when she presses her button. 

00 if neither contestant is pressing their button 
01 if contestant A is pressing her button 
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10 if contestant B is pressing her button 
11 if both contestants are pressing their buttons 

The output should be valid and stable within a specified tPD of the most recent input transition. 

Problem 2. A judge is routinely given 60 seconds to make yes-or-no decisions. Which of the following 
techniques allows him to do it with perfect reliability, in light of the unrealizability of a perfect bounded-
time arbiter? 

A.   He can do it reliably simply by flipping a coin. 

B.   He can do it reliably by asking his clerk and responding "yes" unless his clerk has answer in 
55 seconds. 

C.   He can do it realiably by always answering "no", independently of the question. 

Problem 3. Cambridge Logic and Magic, Inc is a new startup founded by a group of ex-MIT students 
who dropped out of 6.004 just before Lecture 8. They are trying to develop a reliable, bounded-time 
arbiter that behaves as follows: 

Two combinational inputs, A and B, each have a single 0-to-1 transition. The arbiter has a single output, 
which may be safely sampled one microsecond following the transition on the A input, at which point it 
is guaranteed (with 100% reliability) to have a valid logic level. If the A transition precedes the B 
transition by more than 100ns, the output is to be 0 when sampled; if the B transition precedes A by 
more than 100ns, the output is to be 1 when sampled. If the transitions are within 100ns of each other, 
either a 1 or a 0 may be present. In all cases, the output is stable and valid for a 10ns interval 
surrounding the time at which it is to be sampled. 

The four CLMI founders each have a proposed design for such an arbiter. Your job is to identify the 
problem in each design, citing a specific scenario in which it fails to meet its spec. [If you're unable to 
convince yourself that any scheme doesn't work, perhaps you should consider dropping out and starting 
a company!] 

Assume in the following designs that (1) All registers start in the 0 state; (2) that transitions on each of 
the input signals are instantaneous and surrounded by long setup and hold times; and (3) that component 
timings are short compared to the one microsecond delay. 
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A.   The first scheme involves a D register and a lenient MUX. It's proponent argues that it can't 
go metastable, since the dynamic discipline is always obeyed on the register inputs. 

B.  The second scheme involves a 50ns delay and a lenient OR gate. If the output of the register is 
metastable, the inventor argues, the gate's output will be forced to a valid level by the delayed 
copy of A. The delay is 50 ns. 

C.   The third scheme involves a pair of D registers sharing the B input. The delay is 50 ns, a time 
chosen to ensure that if setup/hold times are violated for either of the registers the other will see 
valid input timing. The OR gate is lenient. 

D.  The fourth scheme involves a pair of D register and a delay similar to Scheme 3, but uses a MUX 
to select the output from a non-metastable flipflop: 
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Problem 4. Ben Bitdiddle has been hired as a consultant by Two Bit Electronics, a firm specializing in 
communications channels that are two bits wide. TBE has discovered that its latest product has been 
failing now and then at various customer sites and is worried that the design may have a problem with 
metastability. Ben starts by checking the schematics for one bit of the transmission channel: 

A.   A TBE engineer explains that although TCLK and RCLK have the same frequency, their 
phases may differ. Ben notes with approval the 2 D-registers in the receiver, which are 
configured as a pulse synchronizer, a circuit intended to ensure that the probability of DOUT 
entering the metastable state is very small. Briefly explain how the pulse synchronizer 
accomplishes this goal. Hint: Because the input to the receiver is asynchronous with RCLK, the 
left-most register in the receiver can enter a metastable state. But the probability that the input to 
the right-most register in the receiver does not meet that register's setup time can be made as 
small as desired by increasing the period of RCLK. Why? 

B.  The engineer now shows Ben the schematic for a test jig that he says illustrates the problem that's 
been discovered. The test jig consists of two one-bit channels running in parallel with the two 
DIN inputs of the transmitter connected to a single data stream. The DOUT outputs of the two 
receivers are connected to an XOR gate that, in theory, should always produce a "0" since both 
receivers are getting the same data stream. In order to filter out any glitches in the XOR output 
introduced by small differences in tPD of the output registers of the two receivers another register 
has been added to the output of the XOR gate: 
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Every once in a while TEST is observed to be "1" for one period of RCLK. Give a brief 
explanation of why this happens. You can assume that DIN is meeting the setup time of the 
transmitter registers and that the value for DIN changes much less frequently than TCLK/RCLK. 
Hint: it has nothing to do with the register that was added to deglitch the TEST output. Think 
about what's happening in the two pulse synchronizers and why they might generate different 
outputs for a single clock cycle. 

C.  TBE now realizes that their plan to send two bits at a time by using two independent 
synchronizers won't work. "Okay," they say, "we'll just transmit one bit at a time, use a single 
synchronizer and crank up the clock frequency." Ben observes that this circuit still won't result in 
completely accurate communication, i.e., the waveform produced by the receiver on DOUT still 
won't be the same as the waveform produced by the transmitter on XDATA. Give a brief 
explanation of why Ben is right. 

D.  Ben explains that communications between asynchronous systems is a tricky business! If the 
input stream isn't too fast compared to the receive clock, a pulse synchronizer will reliably 
reproduce any transitions in the input waveform, although the exact timing between the 
transitions in the output waveform will not the same as in the incoming waveform. 

[Hard] Can you think of a way to encode a bit stream using transitions rather than levels to 
convey the information? Describe your encoding scheme and the signals that would be output by 
your receiver. 

Problem 5. From the weekly Campus Police report: Ben Bitdiddle left the Bit Bucket Cafe and 
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approached the nearby fork in the road. He hits the barrier in the middle of 
fork, later explaining "I can't be expected to decide which side of the fork 
to take in bounded time!." 

A.  Is the accident Ben's fault? 

 

Problem 6. Here's an everyday situation: you have a traffic intersection controlled by a traffic light with 
the normal green, yellow, red sequence. There's a 55 MPH 
speed limit and the yellow and green periods of the traffic 
light are sufficiently long. I.e., the yellow is long enough to 
ensure that a car traveling at or below the speed limit can 
come to a halt before the stop line, and the green is long 
enough to ensure that a car stopped at the stop line can 
accelerate and cross the intersection before the green 
period is over. 

The car is supplied with digital GREEN, YELLOW and RED inputs from the traffic light and also has 
an analog POSITION input giving the distance from the stop line. The car's controller produces a digital 
GO output that controls the motion of the car. The car is is expected to behave reasonably -- e.g. to make 
normal progress in the absence of a red light. 

A.  Is it possible to build a controller that reliably obeys Law #1: "don't cross the stop line when the 
light is red"? 

B.  Is it possible to build a controller that reliably obeys Law #2: "don't be in the intersection when 
the light is red"? 

Image by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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Synchronization and metastability

Problem 1. Which of the following cannot be made to function with perfect reliability, assuming reliable 
components and connections. Explain your reasoning. Some of the specifications refer to "bounded 
time" which means there is a specified time interval, measured from the most recent input transition, 
after which the output is stable and valid. 

A.   A circuit that in unbounded time indicates which of two game show contestants pressed their 
button first. 

It is possible to build this unbounded-time arbiter. It may take an arbitrary period, after which it 
will produce (1) a decision and (2) a signal that indicates that its made a decision. 

B.   A circuit that in bounded time indicates which of two game show contestants pressed their 
button first. 

This is a restatement of the "bounded time arbiter problem", known to be unsolvable in theory. In 
practice we can build a circuit to solve this problem where the probability of failure is related to 
tPD. For "large" tPD (eg, 10's of nanoseconds in today's technologies) the probability of failure 
can be made very small (eg, 1 failure in billions of years). 

C.  A circuit that determines if button A was pressed before a specified deadline. Assume the circuit 
has an accurate internal signal that transitions from 0 to 1 when the deadline is reached. The 
output should be 1 if the button was pressed on or before the deadline, 0 if pressed after the 
deadline. The output should be valid and stable within a specified tPD of the A input transition. 

This is another restatement of the "bounded time arbiter problem", known to be unsolvable in 
theory. Of course, given sufficiently long time bounds, we can engineer practical approximate 
solutions (see the answer to the previous question). 

D.  A circuit that in bounded time indicates which of two game show contestants pressed their button 
first if the presses were more than 0.1 second apart, otherwise the circuit lights up a "TIE" light. 

This circuit will suffer metastability problems because the decision as to whether the presses 
were 0.1 seconds apart is subject to metastability problems. 

E.  A circuit that in bounded time indicates that at least one button has been pressed by some 
contestant. 
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An OR gate will do the job. 

F.   A circuit that in bounded time indicates that exactly one of the contestants has pressed their 
button. You can assume there are only two contestants. 

An XOR gate will meet the spec. 

G.  A circuit that has two parts: (a) a subcircuit that indicates which of two game show contestants 
pressed their button first, and (b) a subcircuit that in bounded time lights a "TIE" light if the (a) 
subcircuit hasn't produced an answer after 1 second. The "TIE" light should stay lit even if (a) 
makes a decision at some later point. 

Both subcircuits will suffer metastability problems. (a) is asking for an arbiter (see part B above) 
and (b) has the same difficulties as outlined for part C above. 

H.  A circuit that converts button presses from two contestants into the following two-bit output 
encoding. The circuit has two inputs, A and B, one for each contestant. A contestant's input 
transitions from 0 to 1 when she presses her button. 

00 if neither contestant is pressing their button 
01 if contestant A is pressing her button 
10 if contestant B is pressing her button 
11 if both contestants are pressing their buttons 

The output should be valid and stable within a specified tPD of the most recent input transition. 

Easy! The low-order bit of the encoding is the signal from A, the high-order bit is the signal from 
B. Nothing to go metastable here. 

Problem 2. A judge is routinely given 60 seconds to make yes-or-no decisions. Which of the following 
techniques allows him to do it with perfect reliability, in light of the unrealizability of a perfect bounded-
time arbiter? 

A.   He can do it reliably simply by flipping a coin. 

In theory the coin flip has its own metastability problem: the coin may balance on its edge and 
hence may not reliably produce an answer in the time required. Since the judge is depending on 
the coin, he may also not produce an answer in the time required. 
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In general the mapping of any continuous input variable (eg, the position of the coin) into a 
discrete output value (eg, "yes" or "no") is subject to metastability problems if all input values 
have to be mapped in bounded time to valid output values. 

B.   He can do it reliably by asking his clerk and responding "yes" unless his clerk has answer in 
55 seconds. 

The decision as to whether the clerk has answered in 55 seconds is subject to metastability 
problems, hence the judge may not respond reliably. 

C.   He can do it realiably by always answering "no", independently of the question. 

It's true the judge will always respond reliably. Ignoring the input is a valid (if not very 
satisfying) technique for solving the metastability problem. 

Problem 3. Cambridge Logic and Magic, Inc is a new startup founded by a group of ex-MIT students 
who dropped out of 6.004 just before Lecture 8. They are trying to develop a reliable, bounded-time 
arbiter that behaves as follows: 

Two combinational inputs, A and B, each have a single 0-to-1 transition. The arbiter has a single output, 
which may be safely sampled one microsecond following the transition on the A input, at which point it 
is guaranteed (with 100% reliability) to have a valid logic level. If the A transition precedes the B 
transition by more than 100ns, the output is to be 0 when sampled; if the B transition precedes A by 
more than 100ns, the output is to be 1 when sampled. If the transitions are within 100ns of each other, 
either a 1 or a 0 may be present. In all cases, the output is stable and valid for a 10ns interval 
surrounding the time at which it is to be sampled. 

The four CLMI founders each have a proposed design for such an arbiter. Your job is to identify the 
problem in each design, citing a specific scenario in which it fails to meet its spec. [If you're unable to 
convince yourself that any scheme doesn't work, perhaps you should consider dropping out and starting 
a company!] 

Assume in the following designs that (1) All registers start in the 0 state; (2) that transitions on each of 
the input signals are instantaneous and surrounded by long setup and hold times; and (3) that component 
timings are short compared to the one microsecond delay. 

A.   The first scheme involves a D register and a lenient MUX. It's proponent argues that it can't 
go metastable, since the dynamic discipline is always obeyed on the register inputs. 
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It's true that this circuit has no metastability problems, but it gets the wrong answer. Suppose the 
A transition happens more than 100ns before the B transition but the output is sampled after the 
B transition has arrived and propagated through the MUX. Under this situation the output will be 
a 1 when it is supposed to be a 0. 

B.  The second scheme involves a 50ns delay and a lenient OR gate. If the output of the register is 
metastable, the inventor argues, the gate's output will be forced to a valid level by the delayed 
copy of A. The delay is 50 ns. 

This circuit also has no metastability problems, but it too gets the wrong answer. Suppose the A 
transition happens more than 100ns before the B transition. Since the output is sampled one 
microsecond after the A transition happens, that transition will have enough time to propagate 
through the delay and through the OR gate. Since the OR gate is lenient it will output a 1 
regardless of what the input from the register is (even if the register is metastable). Thus, 
regardless of which signal arrives first, the output will always be a 1. But the output should be 0 
when A happens at least 100ns before B. 

C.   The third scheme involves a pair of D registers sharing the B input. The delay is 50 ns, a time 
chosen to ensure that if setup/hold times are violated for either of the registers the other will see 
valid input timing. The OR gate is lenient. 
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This scheme fails when the B transition happens 50ns after the A transition. In this situation the 
first register will output a 0 since the rising edge of the A signal arrived before B transitioned 
from 0 to 1. However, in the second register, the D input arrives at the same time as the clock. 
Thus the register may become metastable and generate an invalid output. So the OR gate receives 
a 0 input from the first register and a potentially invalid input from the second register. Thus the 
OR gate may also generatate an invalid output. 

D.  The fourth scheme involves a pair of D register and a delay similar to Scheme 3, but uses a MUX 
to select the output from a non-metastable flipflop: 

Since the output is sampled 1 microsecond after the A transition happens, the transition as 
enough time to propagate through the delay, into the MUX where it switches MUX to output the 
result of the first register. Thus the circuit effectively consists of the first register. If the A 
transitions happens at the same time as the B transition, then first register may be metastable and 
may generate an invalid output, causing the MUX to generate an invalid output. 

Problem 4. Ben Bitdiddle has been hired as a consultant by Two Bit Electronics, a firm specializing in 
communications channels that are two bits wide. TBE has discovered that its latest product has been 
failing now and then at various customer sites and is worried that the design may have a problem with 
metastability. Ben starts by checking the schematics for one bit of the transmission channel: 

A.   A TBE engineer explains that although TCLK and RCLK have the same frequency, their 
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phases may differ. Ben notes with approval the 2 D-registers in the receiver, which are 
configured as a pulse synchronizer, a circuit intended to ensure that the probability of DOUT 
entering the metastable state is very small. Briefly explain how the pulse synchronizer 
accomplishes this goal. Hint: Because the input to the receiver is asynchronous with RCLK, the 
left-most register in the receiver can enter a metastable state. But the probability that the input to 
the right-most register in the receiver does not meet that register's setup time can be made as 
small as desired by increasing the period of RCLK. Why? 

Whenever we create a circuit that has an input generated by a system running with a different 
clock (or no clock at all), we run the risk of entering a metastable state in our registers that use 
this input. This can happen since the asynchronous input could be transitioning during the period 
of time before and after the rising clock edge that a register requires the input to be stable. 
However, the longer a signal stays in a positive-feedback storage element (like those in a 
register), the more likely it is to leave the metastable state and yield a valid output level. By 
chaining registers together, we increase the amount of time during which the signal stays in a 
positive-feedback loop before we use its value in our logic. 

B.  The engineer now shows Ben the schematic for a test jig that he says illustrates the problem that's 
been discovered. The test jig consists of two one-bit channels running in parallel with the two 
DIN inputs of the transmitter connected to a single data stream. The DOUT outputs of the two 
receivers are connected to an XOR gate that, in theory, should always produce a "0" since both 
receivers are getting the same data stream. In order to filter out any glitches in the XOR output 
introduced by small differences in tPD of the output registers of the two receivers another register 
has been added to the output of the XOR gate: 

Every once in a while TEST is observed to be "1" for one period of RCLK. Give a brief 
explanation of why this happens. You can assume that DIN is meeting the setup time of the 
transmitter registers and that the value for DIN changes much less frequently than TCLK/RCLK. 
Hint: it has nothing to do with the register that was added to deglitch the TEST output. Think 
about what's happening in the two pulse synchronizers and why they might generate different 
outputs for a single clock cycle. 
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A first-look at the test jig seems to imply that DOUT should always be 0, since 
XDATA1=XDATA2. However, when a register enters a metastable state, we don't know which 
value the output will eventually reach. Thus, if one or both of the registers enters a metastable 
state, its output could be either 0 or 1. Thus, the output of the two registers could be different 
causing the XOR gate to generate a 1. 

C.  TBE now realizes that their plan to send two bits at a time by using two independent 
synchronizers won't work. "Okay," they say, "we'll just transmit one bit at a time, use a single 
synchronizer and crank up the clock frequency." Ben observes that this circuit still won't result in 
completely accurate communication, i.e., the waveform produced by the receiver on DOUT still 
won't be the same as the waveform produced by the transmitter on XDATA. Give a brief 
explanation of why Ben is right. 

Pulse synchronizers can be used to solve metastability problems arising from asynchronous 
inputs but the synchronization process introduces changes in the timing of the data waveform. All 
transitions in the bit stream output by the synchronizer will happen on the rising edge of the 
receiver clock, and hence the timing between transitions will be some multiple of the receiver 
clock period. If there was information carried by the timing of transitions in the transmitted bit 
stream, it's lost (or at least garbled) by the synchronizers. 

D.  Ben explains that communications between asynchronous systems is a tricky business! If the 
input stream isn't too fast compared to the receive clock, a pulse synchronizer will reliably 
reproduce any transitions in the input waveform, although the exact timing between the 
transitions in the output waveform will not the same as in the incoming waveform. 

[Hard] Can you think of a way to encode a bit stream using transitions rather than levels to 
convey the information? Describe your encoding scheme and the signals that would be output by 
your receiver. 

Manchester encoding can be used to transmit a stream of bits over a single data wire, with no 
auxiliary clock information. Each bit is represented by one of the following patterns, where T is 
the period of the clock used to encode the signal. Note that a Manchester-encoded signal always 
changes value in the middle of each bit cell. 

 

0 =

T T

1 =

A block diagram of a Manchester decoder is shown below. The decoder is a clocked sequential 

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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machine whose state memory consists of just two edge-triggered D flip-flops. 

 
Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.

Combinational logic

Manchester-encoded data

S0S1 N0 N1

D

Serial data out

Clock out (C)

Q D

C

Q D

C

Decoder clock

The combinational portion of the decoder has as inputs the Manchester-encoded signal and the 
current state of the two flip-flops. The combinational logic outputs the next state N1 and N0 for 
the two flip-flops and the clock signal C generated for the stream of serial data. The truth table of 
the combinational logic is as follows: 

 

Note that the serial data out from the decoder is just a copy of the Manchester-encoded data in. 
Thus the decoder must place positive transitions in its clock output C timed to correspond to the 
correct logic values already present in the Manchester-encoded stream. The positive-going edge 
of each clock pulse must occur while the Manchester-encoded data has the proper value for the 
serial output; but there is no particular restriction that the clock output must return to zero before 
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the Manchester-encoded input changes value, or that all output clock pulses be of the same 
duration or evenly spaced in time. The sample timing diagram below shows an original stream of 
serial input data and its clock, the result of Manchester-encoding that stream, and a clock output 
waveform that meets the conditions stated. (This is not intended to imply that the specific "clock 
out" signal shown would actually be generated by the above circuit.) 

The period of the "decoder clock" that drives the D flip-flops need not be T; in general, it will be 
faster. 

Problem 5. From the weekly Campus Police report: Ben Bitdiddle left the Bit Bucket Cafe and 
approached the nearby fork in the road. He hits the barrier in the middle of 
fork, later explaining "I can't be expected to decide which side of the fork 
to take in bounded time!." 

A.  Is the accident Ben's fault? 

If Ben must drive at some constant speed (e.g., 55 MPH) and detects 
a fork at some fixed distance d ahead of him, there is indeed a 
bounded-time arbitration problem: he must decide whether to steer 
left or right in the time it takes to travel the distance d at his constant 
speed. 

Unfortunately for Ben, however, the "6.004 defense" doesn't hold 
water: assuming d is sufficently large, he can come to a full stop before reaching the fork. He can 
then sit idle for an arbitrarily long time, and procede only after he has made his left/right 
decision. 

0 1 1 0 1

T

Clock in

Serial data in

Manchester-coded data

Clock out

 
Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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Problem 6. Here's an everyday situation: you have a traffic intersection controlled by a traffic light with 
the normal green, yellow, red sequence. There's a 55 MPH 
speed limit and the yellow and green periods of the traffic 
light are sufficiently long. I.e., the yellow is long enough to 
ensure that a car traveling at or below the speed limit can 
come to a halt before the stop line, and the green is long 
enough to ensure that a car stopped at the stop line can 
accelerate and cross the intersection before the green 
period is over. 

The car is supplied with digital GREEN, YELLOW and RED inputs from the traffic light and also has 
an analog POSITION input giving the distance from the stop line. The car's controller produces a digital 
GO output that controls the motion of the car. The car is is expected to behave reasonably -- e.g. to make 
normal progress in the absence of a red light. 

A.  Is it possible to build a controller that reliably obeys Law #1: "don't cross the stop line when the 
light is red"? 

If we model the car as a point (i.e., infinitesimal in size) and the stop line as having zero width, 
there is a simple solution: the combinational logic GO = GREEN will ensure the car doesn't cross 
the stop line when the light is red. With this scheme, the probability of the car coming to rest 
exactly on the stop line is vanishingly small. The car will exhibit slightly bizarre behavior when 
approaching the light -- eg, stopping before the stop line -- but Law #1 will be obeyed. 

B.  Is it possible to build a controller that reliably obeys Law #2: "don't be in the intersection when 
the light is red"? 

No. Such a controller consitutes a solution to the bounded time arbitration problem; hence it 
cannot be made to work reliably using continuous physics. 

What makes the arbitration problem unsolvable is the possibility of continuous inputs that get us 
arbitrarily close to a decision threshold -- e.g. the "did A come before B" distinction. We avoid 
these cases most of the time via "forbidden zones" (in voltage or time, respectively) established 
by our static and dynamic disciplines; but in the case of asynchronous inputs to a clocked device, 
we have no "forbidden zone" in the relative timing of the asynchronous inputs. 

A controller that behaves as described above provides a forbidden zone surrounding the 
intersection that it promises to avoid whenever the light is red. We use this arbitrate between the 

Image by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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asynchronous inputs A and B by using A to control the timing of the car's approach to the 
intersection, and B to control the timing of the GREEN->ORANGE->RED light sequence. The 
idea is that, if A is sufficiently early with respect to B, the car will travel thru the intersection 
before the light turns red; but if A is late with respect to B, the light will turn red before the car 
reaches the intersection. In either case, when the light becomes red the car will be outside of the 
intersection The finite width of the intersection amounts to a forbidden zone that allows us to 
reliably determine which side the car is on within bounded time. Since we can construct a reliable 
asynchronous arbiter given the specified controller, we conclude that the controller cannot be 
built. 

A sketch of our construction follows. We presume a controller whose inputs include the 
(continuous) position of the car and the discrete GREEN/ORANGE/RED state of the light, and 
whose output is a GO (accellerate) signal. We provide a simulated car at some fixed distance D 
from the intersection and having zero initial velocity. The simulated car will accellerate up to the 
speed limit so long as A=GO=1, and decellerate to a speed of zero otherwise; hence the simulated 
car is motionless until the positive A transition, after which it is free to move toward the 
intersection. Thus the timing of the A transition controls the timing of the car's approach. 

A positive transition on B changes the light from GREEN to ORANGE; after a prescribed 
constant interval, it changes from ORANGE to RED. Thus the B transition dictates the timing of 
the light. If the controller works properly, it will stop the car before the intersection if B comes 
sufficiently early or after the intersection if B comes sufficiently late relative to A. And, whatever 
the timing of A and B, the controller guarantees that the car will not be in the intersection once 
the light turns red. An analog comparator can therefore make a reliable bounded-time 
determination of which side of the intersection the car is on once the light is red, providing the 
arbiter's output. 

The time between the B edge and the red light is the constant ORANGE interval (perhaps plus a 
few gate delays), giving a bounded propagation delay between B and the output. If desired, the 
implementation can also bound the propagation delay from the A edge to valid output by 
detecting when the car has passed thru the intersection and -- for example -- forcing B to one at 
that point. 
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Pipelining

Problem 1. Consider the following combinational logic circuit constructed from 6 modules. In the 
diagram below, each combinational component is marked with its propagation delay in seconds; 
contamination delays are zero for each component. 

A.   What is the latency and throughput of this combinational circuit? 

B.   Place the smallest number of ideal (zero delay, zero setup/hold time) pipeline registers in the 
circuit above so as to maximize its throughput. Remember to place a register on the output. 

C.   What is the latency and throughput of your pipelined circuit? 

D.   We can simulate a pipelined version of a slow component by replicating the critical element 
and alternating inputs between the various copies. Complete the circuit diagram below to create a 
2-way interleaved version of the "30" component: 
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E.   Substituting the interleaved implementation for the original "30" module as shown in the 
diagram below, place the smallest number of ideal (zero delay, zero setup/hold time) pipeline 
registers in the circuit below so as to maximize its throughput. Remember to place a register on 
the output. (Draw the pipeline registers in the diagram below.) 

F.   What is the latency and throughput of your newly pipelined circuit? 

G.   In general, if we take a combinational circuit and pipeline it using ideal (zero delay, zero 
setup/hold time) registers, which one of the following statements best describes the resulting 
change in the circuit's latency and throughput: 

A. The throughput may improve but the latency definitely does not. 
B. Both the throughput and latency may improve. 
C. The throughput definitely improves and the latency definitely gets worse. 
D. The latency may improve but the throughput definitely does not. 
E. The throughput definitely improves and the latency definitely does not. 

Problem 2. Partial Products, Inc., has hired you as its vice president in charge of marketing. Your 
immediate task is to determine the sale prices of three newly announced multiplier modules. The top-of-
the-line Cooker is a pipelined multiplier. The Sizzler is a combinational multiplier. The Grunter is a 
slower sequential multiplier. Their performance figures are as follows (T is some constant time interval): 

        Throughput    Latency
Cooker    1/T            5T
Sizzler   1/4T           4T
Grunter   1/32T         32T

Customers follow a single principle: Buy the cheapest combination of hardware that meets my 
performance requirements. These requirements may be specified as a maximum allowable latency time, 
a minimum acceptable throughput, or some combination of these. Customers are willing to try any 
paralleled or pipelined configuration of multipliers in an attempt to achieve the requisite performance. 
You may neglect the cost (both financial and as a decrease in performance) of any routing, latching, or 
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other hardware needed to construct a configuration. Concentrate only on the inherent capabilities of the 
arrangement of multipliers itself. 

It has been decided that the Cooker will sell for $1000. The following questions deal with determining 
the selling prices of Sizzlers and Grunters. 

A.   How much can you charge for Sizzlers and still sell any? That is, is there some price for 
Sizzlers above which any performance demands that could be met by a Sizzler could also be met 
by some combination of Cookers costing less? If there is no such maximum price, indicate a 
performance requirement that could be met by a Sizzler but not by any combination of Cookers. 
If there is a maximum selling price, give the price and explain your reasoning. 

B.   How little can you charge for Sizzlers and still sell any Cookers? In other words, is there a 
price for the Sizzler below which every customer would prefer to buy Sizzlers rather than a 
Cooker? Give and explain your answer, as above. 

C.   Is there a maximum price for the Grunter above which every customer would prefer to buy 
Cookers instead? As before, give the price, if it exists, and explain your reasoning in either case. 

D.   Is there a minimum price for the Grunter below which every customer would prefer to buy 
Grunters rather than a Cooker? Once again, give the price, if it exists, and explain your reasoning 
in either case. 

E.  Suppose that, as a customer, you have an application in which 64 pairs of numbers appear all at 
once, and their 64 products must be generated in as short a time as practicable. You have $1000 
to spend. At what price would you consider using Sizzlers? At what price would you consider 
using Grunters? 

Problem 3. Peculiar Peripherals, Inc. Builds a combinational encryption device constructed of nine 
modules as follows: 
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The device takes an integer value X and computes an encrypted version C(X). In the diagram above 
each combinational component is marked with its propagation delay in microseconds; contamination 
delays are zero for each component. 

A.  What is the latency and throughput of the combinational encryption device? 

B.  Redraw the diagram marking the locations for ideal (zero-delay) registers that will pipeline the 
device for maximal throughput. Ensure a register at the output and use the minimum number of 
registers necessary. 

C.  Give the latency and throughput of your pipelined version. Again assume ideal registers. 

Problem 4. Consider the following combinational encryption device constructed from six modules: 

 

The device takes an integer value, X, and computes an encrypted version C(X). In the diagram above, 
each combinational component is marked with its propagation delay in seconds; contamination delays 
are zero for each component. 
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In answering the following questions assume that registers added to the circuit introduce no additional 
delays (i.e., the registers have a contamination and propagation delay of zero, as well as zero setup and 
hold times). Any modifications must result in a circuit that obeys our rules for a well-formed pipeline 
and that computes the same results as the combinational circuit above. Remember that our pipeline 
convention requires that every pipeline stage has a register on its output. 

When answering the questions below, if you add a register to one of the arrows in the diagram, count it 
as a single register. For example, it takes two registers to pipeline both inputs to the rightmost module 
(the one with latency 4). 

A.  What is the latency of the combinational encryption device? 

B.  If we want to increase the throughput of the encryption device, what is the minimum number of 
registers we need to add? 

C.  If we are required to add exactly 5 registers, what is the best throughput we can achieve? 

D.  If we can add as many registers as we like, is there an upper bound on the throughput we can 
achieve? 

E.  If we can add as many registers as we like, is there a lower bound on the latency we can achieve? 

Problem 5. Consider the following pipelined circuit: The number written on top of each combinational 
element indicates its propagation delay in nanoseconds. Assume that the pipeline registers shown are 
ideal (they have a propagation delay, contamination delay, hold-time and a set-up time of 0 ns). 
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A.  What is the minimum clock period for which we can expect the given circuit to operate correctly? 

B.  What is the minimum latency of the circuit as shown? 

C.  If the registers labeled F and G are removed, describe the resulting circuit's behavior. 

D.  Assume you were to redesign the pipelining of the given circuit to achieve the maximum possible 
throughput with minimum latency. What is the minimum number of pipeline registers required 
(including register H)? 

E.  If the pipeline registers in the given circuit were all replaced with non-ideal pipeline registers 
having propagation delays of 2 ns, set-up times of 1 ns, and hold times of 0 ns, what would be the 
maximum throughput achievable with the supplied six combinational modules? 

F.  If the pipeline registers in the given circuit were all replaced with non-ideal pipeline registers 
having propagation delays of 2 ns, set-up times of 1 ns, and hold times of 0 ns, how long before 
the system clock must the input x be set-up to assure that the pipeline registers A and B do not go 
into a metastable state? 

G.  Suppose that a second output, g(x), is desired from the given circuit. It provides the partial result 
present at the output of the pipeline register labeled C. If we wish the outputs f(x) and g(x) to 
correspond to the same input after each clock, how many new pipeline registers should be added 
to the circuit shown? 

Problem 6. You have the task of pipelining a combinational circuit consisting entirely of 2-input NAND 
gates with 1ns propagation delay by adding registers having tS=1ns, tH=1 ns, tPD=2 ns and tCD=1 ns. 
The propagation delay of the original combinational circuit is 20 ns. 

A.  Assuming you add the minimum number of registers to pipeline the circuit for maximal 
throughput, what is the latency of the resulting pipelined circuit? 

Problem 7. Circuits Maximus, Inc. makes circuits which compute the maximum of two unsigned binary 
numbers. They are constructed using combinational 1-bit Maximizes modules which are cascaded to 
deal with longer words, as shown below: 
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A3

M3 M2 M1 M0

0

0

B3 A2 B2 A1 B1 A0 B0

M M M M

This diagram show a 4-bit Maximizer chain which computes at the M outputs the larger of the A or B 
input operands. Each Maximizer module takes the Ith bit of each of two binary operands, A and B, as 
well as comparison outputs from the next higher-order Maximizer module in a chain, as shown below: 

 

Ai

Mi

AGin

BGin

AGout

BGout

Bi

M

A "1" on either of the inputs AGin and BGin from the next higher-order module signals that A or B, 
respectively, is greater; both inputs are zero if the higher-order bits are identical. The M module 
computes the output values AGout and BGout from AGin, BGin, Ai and Bi and sends these outputs 
values to the next lower-order M module. It also passes either Ai or Bi as the Mi output, denoting the Ith 
bit of the maximum of A and B. 

An implementation has been developed for the M module that has 10ns propagation delay and a 2ns 
contamination delay. 

A.  Assuming that use of ideal registers, mark the previous diagram to show a 4-bit Maximizer 
pipelined for maximum throughput. 

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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B.  To compute the maximum value of N inputs (N > 2), the following structure is proposed: 

 

M

M M M M

M M M M

M

M3

D0-3

C0-3

B0-3

A3

B3 B2 B1 B0

A2 A1 A0

M2 M1 M0

M M M

In this circuit, the maximum of four 4-bit unsigned numbers is computed and appears at the 
output M3..M0. What is the latency and throughput of this combinational circuit, assuming that 
each M module has a propagation delay of 10ns? 

C.  Show how this circuit can be pipelined from maximum throughput using a minimum number of 
pipeline stages. Remember to include a register at each output. 

Problem 8. The following combinational circuit takes a single input and produces a visual output by 
lighting the light on the center component module. 

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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Consider the result of pipelining the above circuit for maximum throughput, using the minimum number 
of registers necessary. The result would be a pipeline such that input asserted during clock period I 
produces the proper output on the light during clock period I+K (we want minimal K which gives 
maximal throughput). 

A.  How many registers should appear on the bold wire (marked X) in the pipelined version of the 
above circuit? 
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Pipelining

Problem 1. Consider the following combinational logic circuit constructed from 6 modules. In the 
diagram below, each combinational component is marked with its propagation delay in seconds; 
contamination delays are zero for each component. 

A.   What is the latency and throughput of this combinational circuit? 

latency = longest path from X to C(X) = 1 + 30 + 20 + 2 = 53 
throughput = 1/latency for combinational circuits = 1/53 

B.   Place the smallest number of ideal (zero delay, zero setup/hold time) pipeline registers in the 
circuit above so as to maximize its throughput. Remember to place a register on the output. 

We need 4 registers: 
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C.   What is the latency and throughput of your pipelined circuit? 

throughput = 1/(max pipeline stage delay) = 1/30 
latency = (1/throughput)*(number of pipeline stages) = 30 * 3 = 90 

D.   We can simulate a pipelined version of a slow component by replicating the critical element 
and alternating inputs between the various copies. Complete the circuit diagram below to create a 
2-way interleaved version of the "30" component: 
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E.   Substituting the interleaved implementation for the original "30" module as shown in the 
diagram below, place the smallest number of ideal (zero delay, zero setup/hold time) pipeline 
registers in the circuit below so as to maximize its throughput. Remember to place a register on 
the output. (Draw the pipeline registers in the diagram below.) 
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F.   What is the latency and throughput of your newly pipelined circuit? 

throughput = 1/(max pipeline stage delay) = 1/20 
latency = (1/throughput)*(number of pipeline stages) = 20 * 4 = 80 

G.   In general, if we take a combinational circuit and pipeline it using ideal (zero delay, zero 
setup/hold time) registers, which one of the following statements best describes the resulting 
change in the circuit's latency and throughput: 

A. The throughput may improve but the latency definitely does not. 
B. Both the throughput and latency may improve. 
C. The throughput definitely improves and the latency definitely gets worse. 
D. The latency may improve but the throughput definitely does not. 
E. The throughput definitely improves and the latency definitely does not. 

A. 

Problem 2. Partial Products, Inc., has hired you as its vice president in charge of marketing. Your 
immediate task is to determine the sale prices of three newly announced multiplier modules. The top-of-
the-line Cooker is a pipelined multiplier. The Sizzler is a combinational multiplier. The Grunter is a 
slower sequential multiplier. Their performance figures are as follows (T is some constant time interval): 

        Throughput    Latency
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Cooker    1/T            5T
Sizzler   1/4T           4T
Grunter   1/32T         32T

Customers follow a single principle: Buy the cheapest combination of hardware that meets my 
performance requirements. These requirements may be specified as a maximum allowable latency time, 
a minimum acceptable throughput, or some combination of these. Customers are willing to try any 
paralleled or pipelined configuration of multipliers in an attempt to achieve the requisite performance. 
You may neglect the cost (both financial and as a decrease in performance) of any routing, latching, or 
other hardware needed to construct a configuration. Concentrate only on the inherent capabilities of the 
arrangement of multipliers itself. 

It has been decided that the Cooker will sell for $1000. The following questions deal with determining 
the selling prices of Sizzlers and Grunters. 

A.   How much can you charge for Sizzlers and still sell any? That is, is there some price for 
Sizzlers above which any performance demands that could be met by a Sizzler could also be met 
by some combination of Cookers costing less? If there is no such maximum price, indicate a 
performance requirement that could be met by a Sizzler but not by any combination of Cookers. 
If there is a maximum selling price, give the price and explain your reasoning. 

If there is a performance requirement for the latency to be <= 4T, then there is no combination of 
Cookers that will meet this performance requirement. So it is in theory possible to sell some 
Sizzlers at any price. Using multiple Cookers can further improve the overall multiplier 
throughput, but their latency cannot be shortened. 

B.   How little can you charge for Sizzlers and still sell any Cookers? In other words, is there a 
price for the Sizzler below which every customer would prefer to buy Sizzlers rather than a 
Cooker? Give and explain your answer, as above. 

The minimum price for a Sizzler is $250.01 if we want to continue to sell Cookers. If the price of 
a Sizzler is less than that, 4 Sizzlers could be used in parallel to achieve the same throughput as a 
Cooker with a better latency in the bargain. 

C.   Is there a maximum price for the Grunter above which every customer would prefer to buy 
Cookers instead? As before, give the price, if it exists, and explain your reasoning in either case. 

The maximum price for the Grunter is $999.99 since for applications that can accept long 
latencies (>= 32T) it's worth buying a Grunter if it saves any money at all. 

D.   Is there a minimum price for the Grunter below which every customer would prefer to buy 
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Grunters rather than a Cooker? Once again, give the price, if it exists, and explain your reasoning 
in either case. 

There is no minimum price for a Grunter that would cause every customer to buy Grunters 
instead of Cookers. The latency of the Grunter will always be 32T, so when performance 
requirements demand latencies < 32T, Grunters won't do the job. 

E.  Suppose that, as a customer, you have an application in which 64 pairs of numbers appear all at 
once, and their 64 products must be generated in as short a time as practicable. You have $1000 
to spend. At what price would you consider using Sizzlers? At what price would you consider 
using Grunters? 

Sizzlers will be considered when they cost $250 or less. Grunters may be considered when they 
cost $124.93 or less. To see this, consider the case when Sizzlers cost $125.01. Buying seven 
Sizzlers would yield a latency of 40T at a cost of $875.07. The customer cannot afford another 
Sizzler, but adding a single Grunter for $124.93 will reduce the latency to 36T. All optimal 
configurations are explored below: 
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Problem 3. Peculiar Peripherals, Inc. Builds a combinational encryption device constructed of nine 
modules as follows: 
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The device takes an integer value X and computes an encrypted version C(X). In the diagram above 
each combinational component is marked with its propagation delay in microseconds; contamination 
delays are zero for each component. 

A.  What is the latency and throughput of the combinational encryption device? 

Latency = 5 + 3 + 1 + 5 + 3 + 3 + 5 = 25us. Throughput = 1/25us. 

B.  Redraw the diagram marking the locations for ideal (zero-delay) registers that will pipeline the 
device for maximal throughput. Ensure a register at the output and use the minimum number of 
registers necessary. 
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We can remove some of the registers implied by contours (eg, those shown with dotted lines) 
without decreasing the throughput. There are several equivalent variations of this diagram. 

C.  Give the latency and throughput of your pipelined version. Again assume ideal registers. 

There a six registers in each input-output path and the clock period is 5, so latency = 30 and 
throughput = 1/5. 

Problem 4. Consider the following combinational encryption device constructed from six modules: 
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The device takes an integer value, X, and computes an encrypted version C(X). In the diagram above, 
each combinational component is marked with its propagation delay in seconds; contamination delays 
are zero for each component. 

In answering the following questions assume that registers added to the circuit introduce no additional 
delays (i.e., the registers have a contamination and propagation delay of zero, as well as zero setup and 
hold times). Any modifications must result in a circuit that obeys our rules for a well-formed pipeline 
and that computes the same results as the combinational circuit above. Remember that our pipeline 
convention requires that every pipeline stage has a register on its output. 

When answering the questions below, if you add a register to one of the arrows in the diagram, count it 
as a single register. For example, it takes two registers to pipeline both inputs to the rightmost module 
(the one with latency 4). 

A.  What is the latency of the combinational encryption device? 

Latency = delay along longest path from input to output = 2 + 3 + 4 = 9. 

B.  If we want to increase the throughput of the encryption device, what is the minimum number of 
registers we need to add? 

Three. Playing by our pipelining rules, we always add a register to the output. The increase the 
throughput we need to add other register that bisect the circuit. The cheapest place to do this is 
just before the "4" module, requiring two additional registers. 

C.  If we are required to add exactly 5 registers, what is the best throughput we can achieve? 

The best throughput we can achieve with 5 registers is 1/5: place 3 (!) registers on the output and 
two registers on the arcs leading to the "4" module. If we use 4 registers to divide the circuit 
between the "2" and "3" modules, the resulting throughput is 1/7. 

D.  If we can add as many registers as we like, is there an upper bound on the throughput we can 
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achieve? 

Yes: 1/4, because the best we can do by just adding registers is to segregate the "4" module into 
its own pipeline stage. 

E.  If we can add as many registers as we like, is there a lower bound on the latency we can achieve? 

Lower bound on latency = 9. We can never make the latency less by adding pipeline registers; 
usually the latency increases. 

Problem 5. Consider the following pipelined circuit: The number written on top of each combinational 
element indicates its propagation delay in nanoseconds. Assume that the pipeline registers shown are 
ideal (they have a propagation delay, contamination delay, hold-time and a set-up time of 0 ns). 

 

A.  What is the minimum clock period for which we can expect the given circuit to operate correctly? 

8ns since we have to leave time for the logic between registers A and C to do its stuff. 

B.  What is the minimum latency of the circuit as shown? 

32ns = 4 pipeline stages at 8ns clock period. 

C.  If the registers labeled F and G are removed, describe the resulting circuit's behavior. 

Removing F and G combines the last two pipeline stages into a single pipeline stage. The latency 
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improves to 24ns and the throughput stays 1/8ns. 

D.  Assume you were to redesign the pipelining of the given circuit to achieve the maximum possible 
throughput with minimum latency. What is the minimum number of pipeline registers required 
(including register H)? 

We can do it with four registers if we allow ourselves to use only a single register on values that 
go to multiple inputs: 

 

E.  If the pipeline registers in the given circuit were all replaced with non-ideal pipeline registers 
having propagation delays of 2 ns, set-up times of 1 ns, and hold times of 0 ns, what would be the 
maximum throughput achievable with the supplied six combinational modules? 

The clock period would be set by the delay of the pipeline stage containing the "8" module: tCLK 
= tPD,REG + 8 + tS,REG = 11ns. So the throughput would be 1/11ns. 

F.  If the pipeline registers in the given circuit were all replaced with non-ideal pipeline registers 
having propagation delays of 2 ns, set-up times of 1 ns, and hold times of 0 ns, how long before 
the system clock must the input x be set-up to assure that the pipeline registers A and B do not go 
into a metastable state? 

tS,X = 7 + tS,REG = 8ns. 

G.  Suppose that a second output, g(x), is desired from the given circuit. It provides the partial result 
present at the output of the pipeline register labeled C. If we wish the outputs f(x) and g(x) to 
correspond to the same input after each clock, how many new pipeline registers should be added 
to the circuit shown? 
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We need to add 2 new registers: 

 

Problem 6. You have the task of pipelining a combinational circuit consisting entirely of 2-input NAND 
gates with 1ns propagation delay by adding registers having tS=1ns, tH=1 ns, tPD=2 ns and tCD=1 ns. 
The propagation delay of the original combinational circuit is 20 ns. 

A.  Assuming you add the minimum number of registers to pipeline the circuit for maximal 
throughput, what is the latency of the resulting pipelined circuit? 

If the combinational circuit has a tPD of 20ns when built from 1ns components, there must be an 
input-output path involving 20 components. To get maximal throughput, we'd place each 
component in its own pipeline stage for a total of 20 stages. Each stage requires tPD,REG + tPD,
NAND + tS,REG = 2 + 1 + 1 = 4ns to do its job. So the latency of the circuit pipelined for 
maximal throughput is 80ns. 

Problem 7. Circuits Maximus, Inc. makes circuits which compute the maximum of two unsigned binary 
numbers. They are constructed using combinational 1-bit Maximizes modules which are cascaded to 
deal with longer words, as shown below: 
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This diagram show a 4-bit Maximizer chain which computes at the M outputs the larger of the A or B 
input operands. Each Maximizer module takes the Ith bit of each of two binary operands, A and B, as 
well as comparison outputs from the next higher-order Maximizer module in a chain, as shown below: 

  

Ai

Mi

AGin

BGin

AGout

BGout

Bi

M

A "1" on either of the inputs AGin and BGin from the next higher-order module signals that A or B, 
respectively, is greater; both inputs are zero if the higher-order bits are identical. The M module 
computes the output values AGout and BGout from AGin, BGin, Ai and Bi and sends these outputs 
values to the next lower-order M module. It also passes either Ai or Bi as the Mi output, denoting the Ith 
bit of the maximum of A and B. 

An implementation has been developed for the M module that has 10ns propagation delay and a 2ns 
contamination delay. 

A.  Assuming that use of ideal registers, mark the previous diagram to show a 4-bit Maximizer 
pipelined for maximum throughput. 

 

A3

M3 M2 M1 M0

0

0

B3 A2 B2 A1 B1 A0 B0

M M M M

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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B.  To compute the maximum value of N inputs (N > 2), the following structure is proposed: 

 

In this circuit, the maximum of four 4-bit unsigned numbers is computed and appears at the 
output M3..M0. What is the latency and throughput of this combinational circuit, assuming that 

 

M

M M M M

M M M M

M

M3

D0-3

C0-3

B0-3

A3

B3 B2 B1 B0

A2 A1 A0

M2 M1 M0

M M M

Figure by MIT OpenCourseWare.
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each M module has a propagation delay of 10ns? 

The longest path from inputs to outputs passes through 6 M modules, so the latency is 60 and the 
throughput is 1/60. 

C.  Show how this circuit can be pipelined from maximum throughput using a minimum number of 
pipeline stages. Remember to include a register at each output. 

The solution below uses a different technique for pipelining a circuit. Start by labeling each 
module with its maximum "distance" from the inputs, i.e., the largest number of components that 
have to be traversed on some path from the inputs to the module in question. Label all outputs 
with the length (in modules) of the longest path from input to output label each input with "0". 
The number of pipeline registers required on each wire is the difference between the label at the 
start of the arrow and the end of the arrow. 

A common mistake: forgetting to add the necessary pipeline registers on the input and output 
arrows. 
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Problem 8. The following combinational circuit takes a single input and produces a visual output by 
lighting the light on the center component module. 
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Consider the result of pipelining the above circuit for maximum throughput, using the minimum number 
of registers necessary. The result would be a pipeline such that input asserted during clock period I 
produces the proper output on the light during clock period I+K (we want minimal K which gives 
maximal throughput). 

A.  How many registers should appear on the bold wire (marked X) in the pipelined version of the 
above circuit? 

Using the pipelining technique described in the previous problem, we can see from the labels that 
7 registers would be required on the wire marked X: 
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M A S S A C H U S E T T S I N S T I T U T E O F T E C H N O L O G Y

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER SCIENCE


6.004 Computation Structures 
Lab #1 

General Information 

Lab assignments are due on Thursdays; check the on-line course calendar for the actual due date 
for each lab. Look at the on-line questions before you start to see what information you should 
collect while working on each lab. 

You can visit each on-line question page as many times as necessary to complete the assignment 
– you do not have to answer all the questions in a single session. Click on the “Save” button at 
the bottom of the question page to save your answers. You can then come back to the page later 
on and pick up where you left off. You can also check your answers at any time by clicking on 
the “Check” button. When the system detects that all your answers are correct (either because of 
a “Check” or “Save”), it will give you credit for completing the assignment. 

To receive credit for a lab, you’ll need to have a short lab checkoff meeting with a member of 
the course staff and answer some questions about your work. Just come by the lab after you’ve 
completed your check-in and talk with one of the on-duty staff. The meeting can happen after the 
due date of the lab but to receive full credit you must complete the meeting within one week of 
the lab due date. To avoid long waits choose a time other than Wed or Thu evenings. 

The lab gets crowded just before an assignment is due and some of the problems are probably too 
long to be done the night before the due date, so plan accordingly. There will be course staff in 
the lab during the late afternoon and evening; check the course website for this semester’s 
schedule. 

The 6.004 lab is open 24 hours-a-day, 7 days-a-week. An access code is 
required for entry; it was given out in the email that included your section assignment. The lab 
has Linux-Athena workstations that can be used to complete the homework assignments. The lab 
software is written in Java and should run on any Java Virtual Machine supporting JDK 1.3 or 
higher. The courseware can be run on any Sun or Linux Athena workstation. You can also 
download the courseware for your Linux or Windows machine at home – see the Courseware 
page at the 6.004 website. 

Introduction to JSim 

In this lab, we’ll be using a simulation program (JSim) to make some measurements of an N-
channel mosfet (or “nfet” for short). JSim uses mathematical models of circuit elements to make 
predictions of how a circuit will behave both statically (DC analysis) and dynamically (transient 
analysis). The model for each circuit element is parameterized, e.g., the mosfet model includes 
parameters for the length and width of the mosfet as well as many parameters characterizing the 
physical aspects of the manufacturing process. For the models we are using, the manufacturing 
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parameters have been derived from measurements taken at the integrated circuit fabrication 
facility and so the resulting predictions are quite accurate. 

The (increasingly) complete JSim documentation can be found at the course website. But we’ll 
try to include pertinent JSim info in each lab writeup. 

To run JSim, login to an Athena console. We recommend using the computers in the 6.004 lab 
since JSim has been tested and is known to run with satisfactory performance in that 
environment. Another benefit of using the 6.004 lab is that there’s plenty of help around, both 
from your fellow students and the course staff. After signing onto the Athena station, add the 
6.004 locker to gain access to the design tools and model files (you only have to do this once each 
session): 

athena% add 6.004


Start JSim running in a separate window by typing 

athena% jsim &


It can take a few moments for the Java runtime system to start up, please be patient! JSim takes 
as input a netlist that describes the circuit to be simulated. The initial JSim window is a very 
simple editor that lets you enter and modify your netlist. You may find the editor unsatisfactory 
for large tasks—it’s based on the JTextArea widget of the Java Swing toolkit that in some 
implementations has only rudimentary editing capabilities. If you use a separate editor to create 
your netlists, you can have JSim load your netlist files when it starts: 

athena% jsim filename … filename &


There are various handy buttons on the JSim toolbar: 

Exit. Asks if you want to save any modified file buffers and then exits JSim. 

New file. Create a new edit buffer called “untitled”. Any attempts to save this 
buffer will prompt the user for a filename. 

Open file. Prompts the user for a filename and then opens that file in its own edit 
buffer. If the file has already been read into a buffer, the buffer will be reloaded 
from the file (after asking permission if the buffer has been modified). 

Close file. Closes the current edit buffer after asking permission if the buffer has 
been modified. 

Reload file. Reload the current buffer from its source file after asking permission 
if the buffer has been modified. This button is useful if you are using an external 
editor to modify the netlist and simply want to reload a new version for 
simulation. 
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Save file. If any changes have been made, write the current buffer back to its 
source file (prompting for a file name if this is an untitled buffer created with the 
“new file” command). If the save was successful, the old version of the file is 
saved with a “.bak” extension. 

Save file, specifying new file name. Like “Save file” but prompts for a new file 
name to use. 

Save all files. Like “save file” but applied to all edit buffers. 

Stop simulation. Clicking this control will stop a running simulation and display 
whatever waveform information is available. 

Device-level simulation. Use a Spice-like circuit analysis algorithm to predict 
the behavior of the circuit described by the current netlist. After checking the 
netlist for errors, JSim will create a simulation network and then perform the 
requested analysis (i.e., the analysis you asked for with a “.dc” or “.tran” control 
statement). When the simulation is complete the waveform window is brought to 
the front so that the user can browse any results plotted by any “.plot” control 
statements. 

Fast transient analysis. This simulation algorithm uses more approximate device 
models and solution techniques than the device-level simulator but should be 
much faster for large designs. For digital logic, the estimated logic delays are 
usually within 10% of the predictions of device-level simulation. This simulator 
only performs transient analysis. 

Gate-level simulation. This simulation algorithm only knows about gates and 
logic values (instead of devices and voltages). We’ll use this feature later in the 
term when trying to simulate designs that contain too many mosfets to be 
simulated at the device level. 

Switch to waveform window. In the waveform window this button switches to 
the editor window. Of course, you can accomplish the same thing by clicking on 
the border of the window you want in front, but sometimes using this button is 
less work. 

Using information supplied in the checkoff file, check for specified node values 
at given times. If all the checks are successful, submit the circuit to the on-line 
assignment system. 

The waveform window shows various waveforms in one or more “channels.” Initially one 
channel is displayed for each “.plot” control statement in your netlist. If more than one waveform 
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is assigned to a channel, the plots are overlaid on top of each using a different drawing color for 
each waveform. If you want to add a waveform to a channel simply add the appropriate signal 
name to the list appearing to the left of the waveform display (the name of each signal should be 
on a separate line). You can also add the name of the signal you would like displayed to the 
appropriate “.plot” statement in your netlist and rerun the simulation. If you simply name a node 
in your circuit, its voltage is plotted. You can also ask for the current through a voltage source by 
entering “I(Vid)”. 

The waveform window has several other buttons on its toolbar: 

Select the number of displayed channels; choices range between 1 and 16. 

Print. Prints the contents of the waveform window (in color if you have a color 
printer!). If you are using Athena, you have to print to a file and then send the 
file to the printer: select "file" in the print dialog, supply the name you'd like to 
use for the plot file, then click "print". You can send the file to one of the printers 
in the lab using "lpr", e.g., "lpr -Pcs foo.plot". 

You can zoom and pan over the traces in the waveform window using the control found along the 
bottom edge of the waveform display: 

zoom in. Increases the magnification of the waveform display. You can zoom in 
around a particular point in a waveform by placing the cursor at the point on the 
trace where you want to zoom in and typing upper-case “X”. 

zoom out. Decreases the magnification of the waveform display. You can zoom 
out around a particular point in a waveform by placing the cursor at the point on 
the trace where you want to zoom out and typing lower-case “x”. 

surround. Sets the magnification so that the entire waveform will be visible in 
the waveform window. 

The scrollbar at the bottom of the waveform window can be used to scroll through the 
waveforms. The scrollbar will be disabled if the entire waveform is visible in the window. You 
can recenter the waveform display about a particular point by placing the cursor at the point 
which you want to be at the center of the display and typing “c”. 

The JSim netlist format is quite similar to that used by Spice, a well-known circuit simulator. 
Each line of the netlist is one of the following: 

A comment line, indicated by an “*” (asterisk) as the first character. Comment lines (and also 
blank lines) are ignored when JSim processes your netlist. You can also add comments at the 
end of a line by preceding the comment with the characters “//” (C++- or Java-style 
comments). All characters starting with “//” to the end of the line are ignored. Any portion 
of a line or lines can be turned into a comment by enclosing the text in “/*” and “*/” (C-style 
comments). 
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A continuation line, indicated by a “+” (plus) as the first character. Continuation lines are 
treated as if they had been typed at the end of the previous line (without the “+” of course). 
There’s no limitation on the length of an input line but sometimes it’s easier to edit long lines 
if you use continuation lines. Note that “+” also continues “*” comment lines! 

A control statement, indicated by a “.” (period) as the first character. Control statements 
provide information about how the circuit is to be simulated. We’ll describe the syntax of the 
different control statements as we use them below. 

A circuit element, indicated by a letter as the first character. The first letter indicates the type 
of circuit element, e.g., “r” for resistor, “c” for capacitor, “m” for mosfet, “v” for voltage 
source. The remainder of the line specifies which circuit nodes connect to which device 
terminals and any parameters needed by that circuit element. For example the following line 
describes a 1000Ω resistor called “R1” that connects to nodes A and B. 

R1 A B 1k


Note that numbers can be entered using engineering suffixes for readability. Common 
suffixes are “k”=1000, “u”=1E-6, “n”=1E-9 and “p”=1E-12. 

Characterizing MOSFETs 

Let’s make some measurements of an nfet by hooking it up to a couple of voltage sources to 
generate different values for VGS and VDS: 

We’ve included an ammeter (built from a 0v voltage source) so we can measure IDS, the current 
flowing through the mosfet from its drain terminal to its source terminal. Here’s the translation 
of the schematic into our netlist format: 

* plot Ids vs. Vds for 5 different Vgs values

.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/nominal.jsim"

Vmeter vds drain 0v

Vds vds 0 0v

Vgs gate 0 0v

* N-channel mosfet used for our test

M1 drain gate 0 0 NENH W=1.2u L=600n

.dc Vds 0 5 .1 Vgs 0 5 1

.plot I(Vmeter)
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The first line is a comment. The second line is a control statement that directs JSim to include a 
netlist file containing the mosfet model parameters for the manufacturing process we’ll be 
targeting this semester. The pathname that’s shown will work when running on Athena; if you’re 
running at home you’ll need to specify the directory where you downloaded the 6.004 tools. The 
next three lines specify three voltage sources; each voltage source specifies the two terminal 
nodes and the voltage we want between them. Note that the reference node for the circuit 
(marked with a ground symbol in the schematic) is always called “0”. The “v” following the 
voltage specification isn’t a legal scale factor and will be ignored by JSim – it’s included just 
remind ourselves that last number is the voltage of the voltage source. All three sources are 
initially set to 0 volts but the voltage for the Vds and Vgs sources will be changed later when 
JSim processes the “.dc” control statement. 

We can ask JSim to plot the current through voltage sources which is how we’ll see what IDS is 
for different values of VGS and VDS. We could just ask for the current of the VDS voltage source, 
but the sign would be wrong since JSim uses the convention that positive current flows from the 
positive to negative terminal of a voltage source. So we introduce a 0-volt source with its 
terminals oriented to produce the current sign we’re looking for. 

The sixth line is the mosfet itself, where we’ve specified (in order) the names of the drain, gate, 
source and substrate nodes of the mosfet. The next item names the set of model parameters JSim 
should use when simulating this device; specify “NENH” to create an nfet and “PENH” for a P-
channel mosfet (“pfet”). The final two entries specify the width and length of the mosfet. Note 
that the dimensions are in microns (1E-6 meters) since we’ve specified the “u” scale factor as a 
suffix. Don’t forget the “u” or your mosfets will be meters long! You can always use 
scientific notation (e.g., 1.2E-6) if suffixes are confusing. 

The seventh line is a control statement requesting a DC analysis of the circuit made with different 
settings for the Vds and Vgs voltage sources: the voltage of Vds is swept from 0V to 5V in .1V 
steps, and the voltage of Vgs is swept from 0V to 5V in 1V steps. Altogether 51 * 6 separate 
measurements will be made. 

The eighth and final line requests that JSim plot the current through the voltage source named 
“Vmeter”. JSim knows how to plot the results from the dual voltage sweep requested on the 
previous line: it will plot I(Vmeter) vs. the voltage of source Vds for each value of voltage of the 
source Vgs—there will be 6 plots in all, each consisting of 51 connected data points. 

After you enter the netlist above, you might want to save your efforts for later use by using the 
“save file” button. To run the simulation, click the “device-level simulation” button on the tool 
bar. After a pause, a waveform window will pop up where we can take some measurements. As 
you move the mouse over the waveform window, a moving cursor will be displayed on the first 
waveform above the mouse’s position and a readout giving the cursor coordinates will appear in 
the upper left hand corner of the window. To measure the delta between two points, position the 
mouse so the cursor is on top of the first point. Now click left and drag the mouse (i.e., move the 
mouse while holding its left button down) to bring up a second cursor that you can then position 
over the second point. The readout in the upper left corner will show the coordinates for both 
cursors and the delta between the two coordinates. You can return to one cursor by releasing the 
left button. 

We’re now ready to make some measurements: 
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(A) To get a sense of how well the channel of a turned-on mosfet conducts, let’s estimate the 
effective resistance of the channel while the mosfet is in the linear conduction region. 
We’ll use the Vgs = 5V curve (the upper-most plot in the window). The actual effective 
resistance is given by ∂VDS/∂IDS and clearly depends on which VDS we choose. Let’s use 
VDS = 1.2V. We could determine the resistance graphically from the slope of a line 
tangent to the IDS curve at VDS = 1.2V. But we can get a rough idea of the channel 
resistance by determining the slope of a line passing through the origin and the point we 
chose on the IDS curve, i.e., 1.2V/ IDS. 

Of course, the channel resistance depends on the dimensions of the mosfet we used to 
make the measurement. For mosfets, their IDS is proportional to W/L where W is the 
width of the mosfet (1.2 microns in this example) and L is the length (0.6 microns in this 
example). When reporting the effective channel resistance, it’s useful to report the sheet 
resistance, i.e., the resistance when W/L = 1. That way you can easily estimate the 
effective channel resistance for size device by scaling the sheet resistance appropriately. 
Since W/L = 2 for the device you measured, it conducted twice as much current and has 
half the channel resistance as a device with W/L = 1, so you need to double the channel 
resistance you computed above in order to estimate the effective channel sheet resistance. 

Use the on-line questions page for this lab to report the value for IDS that you measured 
and the effective channel sheet resistance you calculated from that measurement. 

(B) Now let’s see how well the mosfet turns “off.”	 Take some measurements of IDS at various 
points along the VGS=0V curve (the bottom-most plot in the window). Notice that they 
aren’t zero! Mosfets do conduct minute amounts of current even when officially “off”, a 
phenomenon called “subthreshold conduction.” While negligible for most purposes, this 
current is significant if we are trying to store charge on a capacitor for long periods of time 
(this is what DRAMs try to do). Make a measurement of IDS when VGS=0V and 
VDS=2.5V. Based on this measurement report how long it would take for a .05pF 
capacitor to discharge from 5V to 2.5V, i.e., to change from a valid logic “1” to a voltage 
in the forbidden zone. Recall from 6.002 that Q = CV, so we can estimate the discharge 

. So if our mosfet switch controls access to the storage 
capacitor, you can see we’ll need to refresh the capacitor’s charge at fairly frequent 
intervals. 

Gate-level timing 

The following JSim netlist shows how to define your own circuit elements using the “.subckt” 
statement: 

* circuit for Lab#1, parts C thru F

.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/nominal.jsim"


* 2-input NAND: inputs are A and B, output is Z

.subckt nand2 a b z

MPD1 z a 1 0 NENH sw=8 sl=1

MPD2 1 b 0 0 NENH sw=8 sl=1

MPU1 z a vdd vdd PENH sw=8 sl=1

MPU2 z b vdd vdd PENH sw=8 sl=1

.ends


time as 
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* INVERTER: input is A, output is Z

.subckt inv a z

MPD1 z a 0 0 NENH sw=16 sl=1

MPU1 z a vdd vdd PENH sw=16 sl=1

.ends


The “.subckt” statement introduces a new level of netlist. All lines following the “.subckt” up to 
the matching “.ends” statement will be treated as a self-contained subcircuit. This includes model 
definitions, nested subcircuit definitions, electrical nodes and circuit elements. The only parts of 
the subcircuit visible to the outside world are its terminal nodes which are listed following the 
name of the subcircuit in the “.subckt” statement: 

.subckt name terminals…

* internal circuit elements are listed here

.ends


In the example netlist, two subcircuits are defined: “nand2” which has 3 terminals (named “a”, 
“b” and “z” inside the nand2 subcircuit) and “inv” which has 2 terminals (named “a” and “z”). 

Once the definitions are complete, you can create an instance of a subcircuit using the “X” circuit 
element: 

Xid nodes… name


where name is the name of the circuit definition to be used, id is a unique name for this instance 
of the subcircuit and nodes… are the names of electrical nodes that will be hooked up to the 
terminals of the subcircuit instance. There should be the same number of nodes listed in the “X” 
statement as there were terminals in the “.subckt” statement that defined name. For example, 
here’s a short netlist that instantiates 3 NAND gates (called “g0”, “g1” and “g2”): 

Xg0 d0 ctl z0 nand2

Xg1 d1 ctl z1 nand2

Xg2 d2 ctl z2 nand2


The node “ctl” connects to all three gates; all the other terminals are connected to different nodes. 
Note that any nodes that are private to the subcircuit definition (i.e., nodes used in the subcircuit 
that don’t appear on the terminal list) will be unique for each instantiation of the subcircuit. For 
example, there is a private node named “1” used inside the nand2 definition. When JSim 
processes the three “X” statements above, it will make three independent nodes called “xg0.1”, 
“xg1.1” and “xg2.1”, one for each of the three instances of nand2. There is no sharing of internal 
elements or nodes between multiple instances of the same subcircuit. 

It is sometimes convenient to define nodes that are shared by the entire circuit, including 
subcircuits; for example, power supply nodes. The ground node “0” is such a node; all references 
to “0” anywhere in the netlist refer to the same electrical node. The included netlist file 
nominal.jsim defines another shared node called “vdd” using the following statements: 

.global vdd

VDD vdd 0 3.3v


The example netlist above uses “vdd” whenever a connection to the power supply is required. 
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The other new twist introduced in the example netlist is the use of symbolic dimensions for the 
mosfets (“SW=” and “SL=”) instead of physical dimensions (“W=” and “L=”). Symbolic 
dimensions specify multiples of a parameter called SCALE, which is also defined in 
nominal.jsim: 

.option SCALE=0.6u


So with this scale factor, specifying “SW=8” is equivalent to specifying “W=4.8u.” Using 
symbolic dimensions is encouraged since it makes it easier to determine the W/L ratio for a 
mosfet (the current through a mosfet is proportional to W/L) and it makes it easy to move the 
design to a new manufacturing process that uses different dimensions for its mosfets. Note that in 
almost all instances “SL=1” since increasing the channel length of a mosfet reduces its current 
carrying capacity, not something we’re usually looking to do. 

We’ll need to keep the PN junctions in the source and drain diffusions reverse biased to ensure 
that the mosfets stay electrically isolated, so the substrate terminal of nfet (those specifying the 
“NENH” model) should always be hooked to ground (node “0”). Similarly the substrate terminal 
of pfet (those specifying the “PENH” model) should always be hooked to the power supply (node 
“vdd”). 

With the preliminaries out of the way, we can tackle some design issues: 

(C) To maximize noise margins we want to have the transition in the voltage transfer 
characteristic (VTC) of the nand2 gate centered halfway between ground and the power 
supply voltage (3.3V). To determine the VTC for nand2, we’ll perform a dc analysis to 
plot the gate’s output voltage as a function of the input voltage using the following 
additional netlist statements: 

* dc analysis to create VTC

Xtest vin vin vout nand2

Vin vin 0 0v


Vol vol 0 0.3v // make measurements easier!

Voh voh 0 3v // see part (D)


.dc Vin 0 3.3 .005


.plot vin vout voh vol


Combine this netlist fragment with the one given at the start of this section and run the 
simulation. To center the VTC transition, keep the size of the nfet in the nand2 definition 
as “SW=8 SL=1” and adjust the width of both pfets until the plots for vin and vout 
intersect at about 1.65 volts. Just try different integral widths (i.e, 9, 10, 11, …). Report 
the integral width that comes closest to having the curves intersect at 1.65V. 

(D) The noise immunity of a gate is the smaller of the low noise margin (VIL − VOL) and the 
high noise margin (VOH − VIH). If we specify VOL = 0.3V and VOH = 3.0V, what is the 
largest possible noise immunity we could specify and still have the “improved” NAND 
gate of part (C) be a legal member of the logic family? 

Hint: to measure the low noise margin, use the VTC to determine what VIN has to be in 
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order for VOUT to be 3V, and then subtract VOL (0.3V) from that number. To measure the 
high noise margin, use the VTC to determine what VIN has to be in order for VOUT to be 
0.3V, and then subtract that number from VOH (3.0V). We’ve added some voltage sources 
corresponding to VOL and VOH to make it easier to make the measurements on the VTC 
plot. 

NOTE: make these measurements using your “improved” nand2 gate that has the centered 
VTC, i.e., with the updated widths for the PFETS. 

Now that we have the mosfets ratioed properly to maximize noise immunity, let’s measure the 
contamination time (tC) and propagation time (tP) of the nand2 gate. The contamination delay, 
tCD, for the nand2 gate will be a lower bound for all the tC measurements we make. Similarly, the 
propagation delay, tPD, for the nand2 gate will be an upper bound for all the tP measurements. 

Recall that the contamination time is the period of output validity after the inputs have become 
invalid. So for nand2: 

tC-FALL = time elapsed from when input > VIL to when output < VOH


tC-RISE = time elapsed from when input < VIH to when output > VOL


tC = min(tC-RISE, tC-FALL)


Similarly the propagation time is the period of output invalidity after the inputs have become 
valid. So for nand2: 

tP-RISE = time elapsed from when input ≤ VIL to when output ≥ VOH


tP-FALL = time elapsed from when input ≥ VIH to when output ≤ VOL


tP = max(tP-RISE, tP-FALL)


Following standard practice, we’ll choose the logic thresholds as follows: 

VOL = 10% of power supply voltage = .3V

VIL = 20% of power supply voltage = .6V

VIH = 80% of power supply voltage = 2.6V

VOH = 90% of power supply voltage = 3V


You can use a voltage source with either a pulse or piece-wise linear waveform to generate test 
signals for your circuit. Here’s how to enter them in your netlist: 

Vid output 0 pulse(val1 val2 td tr tf pw per)


This statement produces a periodic waveform with the following shape: 
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Don’t forget to specify your times in nanoseconds (use an “n” suffix)! Do not specify zero rise 
and fall times since the simulation will probably fail to converge. To construct a piece-wise 
linear waveform, you need to supply a list of time,voltage pairs: 

Vid output 0 pwl(t1 v1 t2 v2 … tn vn)


The voltage will be v1 for times before t1, and vn for times after tn. 

(E) Replace the netlist fragment from (C) with the following test circuit that will let us

measure various delays:


* test jig for measuring tcd and tpd

Xdriver vin nin inv

Xtest vdd nin nout nand2

Cload nout 0 .02pf

Vin vin 0 pulse(3.3,0,5ns,.1ns,.1ns,4.8ns)


Vol vol 0 0.3v // make measurements easier!

Vil vil 0 0.6v

Vih vih 0 2.6v

Voh voh 0 3.0v


.tran 15ns


.plot vin


.plot nin nout vol vil vih voh


NOTE: make these measurements using your “improved” nand2 gate that has the centered 
VTC, i.e., with the updated widths for the pfets. 

We use an inverter to drive the nand2 input since we would normally expect the test gate 
to be driven by the output of another gate (there are some subtle timing effects that we’ll 
miss if we drive the input directly with a voltage source). Run the simulation and measure 
the contamination and propagation delays for both the rising and falling output transitions. 
(You’ll need to zoom in on the transitions in order to make an accurate measurement.) 
Combine as described above to produce estimates for tC and tP. 

(F) We mentioned several times in lecture the desire to have our circuits operate reliably over 
a wide range of environmental conditions. We can have JSim simulate our test circuit at 
different temperature by adding a “.temp” control statement to the netlist. Normally JSim 
simulates the circuit at room temperature (25°C), but we can simulate the circuit at, say, 
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100°C by adding the following to our netlist: 

.temp 100


For many consumer products, designs are tested in the range of 0°C to 100°C. Repeat 
your measurements of part (E) at 100°C and report your findings. Recompute your 
estimates for tC and tP indicating which measurement(s) determined your final choice for 
the two delays. 

Based on your experiment, if a Pentium 4 processor is rated to run correctly at 3Ghz at 
100°C, how fast can you clock it and still have it run correctly at room temperature 
(assuming tPD is the parameter that determines “correct” behavior)? This is why you can 
usually get away with overclocking your CPU—it’s been rated for operation under much 
more severe environmental conditions than you’re probably running it at! 

CMOS logic-gate design 

As the final part of this lab, your mission is to design and test a CMOS circuit that implements 
the function F(A,B,C) = C + A·B using nfets and pfets. The truth table for F is shown below: 

A B C F(A,B,C) 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 
0 1 0 0 
0 1 1 1 
1 0 0 0 
1 0 1 1 
1 1 0 1 
1 1 1 1 

Your circuit must contain no more than 8 mosfets. Remember that only nfets should be used 
in pulldown circuits and only pfets should be in pullup circuits. Hint: using six mosfets, 
implement the complement of F as one large CMOS gate and then use the remaining two mosfets 
to invert the output of your large gate. 

Enter the netlist for F as a subcircuit that can be tested by the test-jig built into lab1checkoff.jsim 
(a file that we supply and which can be found in the course locker). Note that the checkoff 
circuitry expects your F subcircuit to have exactly the terminals shown below – the inside 
circuitry is up to you, but the “.subckt F…” line in your netlist should match exactly the one 
shown below. 

.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/nominal.jsim"


.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/lab1checkoff.jsim"


… you can define other subcircuits (eg, INV or NAND gates) here …


.subckt F A B C Z

… your circuit netlist here

.ends
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lab1checkoff.jsim contains the necessary circuitry to generate the appropriate input waveforms to 
test your circuit. It includes a .tran statement to run the simulation for the appropriate length of 
time and a few .plot statements which will display the input and output waveforms for your 
circuit. 

For faster simulation, use the (fast transient analysis) button! 

Checkoff 

When you are satisfied your circuit works, you can start the checkoff process by making sure 
your top-level netlist is visible in the edit window and that you’ve complete a successful 
simulation run. Then click on the green checkmark in the toolbar. JSim proceeds with the 
following steps: 

1.	 JSim verifies that a .checkoff statement was found when your netlist was read in. 

2.	 JSim processes each of the .verify statements in turn by retrieving the results of the most 
recent simulation and comparing the computed node values against the supplied expected 
values. It will report any discrepancies it finds, listing the names of the nodes it was 
checking, the simulated time at which it was checking the value, the expected value and 
the actual value. 

3.	 When the verification process is successful, Jsim asks for your 6.004 user name and 
password (the same ones you use to login to the on-line assignment system) so it can send 
the results to the on-line assignment server. 

4.	 JSim sends your circuits to the on-line assignment server, which responds with a status 
message that will be displayed for you. If you’ve misentered your username or password 
you can simply click on the green checkmark to try again. Note that the server will check 
if your circuit has at most 8 mosfets – if it contains more, you’ll see a message to that 
effect and your check-in will not complete. 

If you have any difficulties with checkoff, talk to a TA. 
Remember to schedule a lab checkoff meeting with a member of 
the course staff after you complete the on-checkoff and on-line questions. This meeting can 
happen after the due date of the lab but must be completed within one week of the lab’s due 
date in order to receive full credit. 
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   M A S S A C H U S E T T S I N S T I T U T E O F T E C H N O L O G Y 
DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER SCIENCE 

6.004 Computation Structures 
Lab #2 

Your mission this week is to design and test a CMOS circuit that performs addition on two 
unsigned 4-bit numbers, producing a 5-bit result: 

A0 
A1 

A2 
A3 

B0 
B1 

B2 
B3 

ADD 

S0 
S1 

S2 
S3 
S4 

When you’ve completed and tested your design, you can ask JSim to send your circuit to the on-
line assignment system using the process described at the end of Lab #1.  The checkoff file for 
Lab #2 (lab2checkoff.jsim) checks that your circuit has the right functionality; the on-line system 
will give you 5 points for checking off your lab using this file.  (You’ll receive your points after 
completing the on-line questions and a checkoff meeting with a TA.) 

Note: Our ability to provide automated checkoffs is predicated on trusting that you’ll use 
the checkoff and library files as given. Since these files are included in your submission, we 
will be checking to see if these files have been used as intended. Submittals that include 
modified checkoff or library files will be regarded as a serious breach of our trust and will 
be dealt with accordingly. 

Some suggestions on how to proceed: 

Å Let’s start with a simple ripple-carry adder based on the full-adder module discussed in 
lecture. Later we’ll discuss higher performance adder architectures you can use in the 
implementation of the Beta (the computer central processing unit we’ll be designing in later labs). 

The full adder module has 3 inputs (A, B and Ci) and 2 outputs (S and Co). The logic equations 
and truth table for S and Co are shown below. 

S = A ⊕ B ⊕ Cin Co = A ⋅ B + A ⋅ Cin + B ⋅ Cin 
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Typically S is implemented using two cascaded 2-input XOR gates.  One can use three 2-input 
NANDs and one 3-input NAND to implement Co (remember that by Demorgan’s Law two 
cascaded NANDs is logically equivalent to a cascade of AND/OR). 

The module performs the addition of two one-bit inputs (A and B) incorporating the carry in from 
the previous stage (Ci). The result appears on the S output and a carry (Co) is generated for the 
next stage. A possible schematic for the 4-bit adder is shown below: 

A3  B3 A2 B2 A1 B1 A0 B0 

FAFAFAFA “0”


S4 S3 S2 S1 S0 

Å Since we’re using individual gates to implement the logic, a good place to start is to build 
your own gate library (e.g., inverter, 2-input NAND, 2-input NOR, 2-input XOR), test them 
individually, and then use them to implement your design.  It’s much easier to debug your circuit 
module-by-module rather than as one big lump.  XOR/XNOR can be challenging gates to design; 
here’s one suggestion for how they might be implemented: 
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Å You can use voltage sources with either a pulse or piece-wise linear waveforms to generate 
test signals for your circuit (see Lab #1 for details).  Another source of test waveforms is the file 
“/mit/6.004/jsim/8clocks.jsim” which can be included in your netlist.  It provides eight different 
square waves (50% duty cycle) with different periods: 

clk1 period = 10ns 

clk2 period = 20ns 

clk3 period = 40ns 

clk4 period = 80ns 

clk5 period = 160ns 

clk6 period = 320ns 

clk7 period = 640ns 

clk8 period = 1280ns 


For example, to completely test all possible input combinations for a 2-input gate, you could 
connect clk1 and clk2 to the two inputs and simulate for 20ns. 

Å Interpreting analog signal levels as logic values can be tedious.  JSim will do it for you 
automatically if you ask to plot “L(a)” instead of just “a”.  The logic-high and logic-thresholds 
are determined by the “vih” and “vil” options: 

.options vih=2.6 vil=0.6 

Initial values are specified in “/mit/6.004/jsim/nominal.jsim”, but you can respecify them in your 
own netlist. Voltages between vil and vih are displayed as a filled-in rectangle to indicate that the 
logic value cannot be determined.  For example: 

A 

L(A) 

vih 
vil 
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You can also ask for the values of a set of signals to be displayed as a bus, e.g., 
“L(a3,a2,a1,a0)”. The signals should be listed most-significant bit first.  A bus waveform is 
displayed as a filled-rectangle if any of the component signals has an invalid logic level or as a 
hexadecimal value otherwise.  In the following plot the four signals a3, a2, a1 and a0 are 
interpreted as a 4-bit integer where the high-order bit (a3) is making a 1→0 transition. The filled-
in rectangle represents the period of time during which a3 transitions from VIH to VIL. 

L(a3,a2,a1,a0)       0xF  0x7 

Å Here’s a list of design tasks you might use to organize your approach to the lab: 

1.	 Draw a gate-level schematic for the full-adder module.  XOR gates can be used to 
implement the S output; two levels of NAND gates are handy for implementing Co as a 
sum of products. 

2.	 Create a MOSFET circuit for each of the logic gates you used in step 1. 

3.	 Enter .subckt definitions in your netlist for each of the logic gates.  Use Jsim to test each 
logic gate with all possible combinations of inputs.  Debugging your gate designs one-by-
one will be much easier than trying to debug them as part of the adder circuit.  Here’s a 
sample netlist for testing a 2-input NAND gate called nand2: 

.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/nominal.jsim" 

 .include "/mit/6.004/jsim/8clocks.jsim" 


.subckt nand2 a b z 

… internals of nand2 circuit here

 .ends 

Xtest clk1 clk2 z nand2 


 .tran 20ns 

 .plot clk1 

 .plot clk2 

 .plot z


4.	 Enter a .subckt definition for the full-adder, building it out of the gates you designed and 
tested above. Use Jsim to test your design with all 8 possible combinations of the three 
inputs. At this point you probably want to switch to using “Fast Transient Analysis” do to 
the simulations as it is much faster than “Device-level Simulation”. 

5.	 Enter the netlist for the 4-bit adder and test the circuit using input waveforms supplied by 
lab2checkoff.jsim.  Note that the checkoff circuitry expects your 4-bit adder to have 
exactly the terminals shown below – the inside circuitry is up to you, but the “.subckt 
ADDER4…” line in your netlist should match exactly the one shown below. 

.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/nominal.jsim" 

 .include "/mit/6.004/jsim/lab2checkoff.jsim" 


… subckt definitions of your logic gates 

.subckt FA a b ci s co 
… full-adder internals here 
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 .ends 

.subckt ADDER4 a3 a2 a1 a0 b3 b2 b1 b0 s4 s3 s2 s1 s0 
* remember the node named "0" is the ground node 
* nodes c0 through c3 are internal to the ADDER module 

Xbit0 a0 b0 0 s0 c0 FA 

Xbit1 a1 b1 c0 s1 c1 FA 

Xbit2 a2 b2 c1 s2 c2 FA 

Xbit3 a3 b3 c2 s3 s4 FA 

.ends 


lab2checkoff.jsim contains the necessary circuitry to generate the appropriate input 
waveforms to test your adder.  It includes a .tran statement to run the simulation for the 
appropriate length of time and a few .plot statements showing the input and output 
waveforms for your circuit. 

When debugging your circuits, you can plot additional waveforms by adding .plot 
statements to the end of your netlist.  For example, to plot the carry-out signal from the 
first full adder, you could say 

.plot Xtest.c0 

where Xtest is the name lab2checkoff.jsim gave to the ADDER4 device it created and c0 
is the name of the internal node that connects the carry-out of the low-order FA to the 
carry-in of the next FA. 
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   M A S S A C H U S E T T S I N S T I T U T E O F T E C H N O L O G Y 

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER SCIENCE 


6.004 Computation Structures 
Lab #3 

In this laboratory exercise, we’ll build the arithmetic and logic unit (ALU) for the Beta processor. 
The ALU has two 32-bit inputs (which we’ll call “A” and “B”) and produces one 32-bit output.  
We’ll start by designing each piece of the ALU as a separate circuit, each producing its own 32-
bit output. Then we’ll combine these outputs into a single ALU result. 

When designing circuitry there are three separate factors that can be optimized: 

(1) design for maximum performance (minimum latency) 

(2) design for minimum cost (minimum area) 

(3) design for the best cost/performance ratio (minimize area*latency) 

Happily it’s often possible to do all three at once but in some portions of the circuit some sort of 
design tradeoff will need to be made.  When designing your circuitry you should choose which of 
these three factors is most important to you and optimize your design accordingly. 

A functional ALU design will earn six points. Four additional points can be earned if you 
implement the optional multiplier unit – see the section labeled “Optional Design Problem: 
Implementing Multiply” for details. 

Standard Cell Library 

The building blocks for our design will be a family of logic gates that are part of a standard cell 
library. The available combinational gates are listed in the table below along with information 
about their timing, loading and size.  You can access the library by starting your netlist with the 
following include statements: 

.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/nominal.jsim" 


.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/stdcell.jsim" 


Everyone should use the provided cells in creating their design.  The timings have been taken 
from a 0.18 micron CMOS process measured at room temperature. 
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Netlist Function tCD 
(ns) 

tPD 
(ns) 

tR 
(ns/pf) 

tF 
(ns/pf) 

load 
(pf) 

size 
(μ2) 

Xid z constant0 = 0Z — — — — — 0 
Xid z constant1 = 1Z — — — — — 0 
Xid a z inverter .005 .02 2.3 1.2 .007 10 
Xid a z inverter_2 .009 .02 1.1 .6 .013 13 
Xid a z inverter_4 AZ = .009 .02 .56 .3 .027 20 
Xid a z inverter_8 .02 .11 .28 .15 .009 56 
Xid a z buffer .02 .08 2.2 1.2 .003 13 
Xid a z buffer_2 AZ = .02 .07 1.1 .6 .005 17 
Xid a z buffer_4 .02 .07 .56 .3 .01 30 
Xid a z buffer-8 .02 .07 .28 .15 .02 43 
Xid e a z tristate .03 .15 2.3 1.3 .004 23 
Xid e a z tristate_2 AZ = when e=1 .03 .13 1.1 .6 .006 30 
Xid e a z tristate_4 else Z not driven .02 .12 .6 .3 .011 40 
Xid e a z tristate_8 .02 .11 .3 .17 .02 56 
Xid a b z and2 BAZ ⋅= .03 .12 4.5 2.3 .002 13 
Xid a b c z and3 B CAZ ⋅⋅= .03 .15 4.5 2.6 .002 17 
Xid a b c d z and4 DB CAZ ⋅⋅⋅= .03 .16 4.5 2.5 .002 20 
Xid a b z nand2 BAZ ⋅= .01 .03 4.5 2.8 .004 10 
Xid a b c z nand3 B CAZ ⋅⋅= .01 .05 4.2 3.0 .005 13 
Xid a b c d z nand4 DB CAZ ⋅⋅⋅= .01 .07 4.4 3.5 .005 17 
Xid a b z or2 BAZ += .03 .15 4.5 2.5 .002 13 
Xid a b c z or3 CBAZ ++= .04 .21 4.5 2.5 .003 17 
Xid a b c d z or4 DCBAZ +++= .06 .29 4.5 2.6 .003 20 
Xid a b z nor2 BAZ += .01 .05 6.7 2.4 .004 10 
Xid a b c z nor3 CBAZ ++= .02 .08 8.5 2.4 .005 13 
Xid a b c d z nor4 DCBAZ +++= .02 .12 9.5 2.4 .005 20 
Xid a b z xor2 BAZ ⊕= .03 .14 4.5 2.5 .006 27 
Xid a b z xnor2 BAZ ⊕= .03 .14 4.5 2.5 .006 27 
Xid a1 a2 b z aoi21 BAAZ +⋅= 2)( 1 .02 .07 6.8 2.7 .005 13 
Xid a1 a2 b z oai21 BAAZ ⋅+= 2)( 1 .02 .07 6.7 2.7 .005 17 
Xid s d0 d1 z mux2 Z = D0 when S = 0 

Z = D1 when S = 1 
.02 .12 4.5 2.5 .005 27 

Xid s0 s1 d0 d1 d2 d3 z mux4 

(Note order of s0 and s1!) 

Z=D0 when S0=0, S1=0 
Z=D1 when S0=1, S1=0 
Z=D2 when S0=0, S1=1 
Z=D3 when S0=1, S1=1 

.04 .19 4.5 2.5 .006 66 

Xid d clk q dreg 
t = .15, t

hold
 = 0 

D→Q on CLK↑ .03 .19 4.3 2.5 .002 56 
setup
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Gate-level Simulation 

Since we’re designing at the gate level we can use a faster simulator that only knows about gates 
and logic values (instead of transistors and voltages).  You can run JSim’s gate-level simulator by 

in the toolbar. Note that your design can’t contain any mosfets, resistors, capacitors, 
etc.; this simulator only supports the gate primitives in the standard cell library. 
clicking 

Inputs are still specified in terms of voltages (to maintain netlist compatability with the other 
simulators) but the gate-level simulator converts voltages into one of three possible logic values 
using the VIL and VIH thresholds specified in nominal.jsim: 

0 logic low (voltages less than or equal to VIL threshold) 

1 logic high (voltages greater than or equal to VIH threshold) 

X unknown or undefined (voltages between the thresholds, or unknown voltages) 


A fourth value “Z” is used to represent the value of nodes that aren’t being driven by any gate 
output (e.g., the outputs of tristate drivers that aren’t enabled).  The following diagram shows 
how these values appear on the waveform display: 

0 1 X Z 

Connecting electrical nodes together using .connect 
JSim has a control statement that lets you connect two or more nodes together so that they behave 
as a single electrical node: 

.connect node1 node2 node3... 

The .connect statement is useful for connecting two terminals of a subcircuit or for connecting 
nodes directly to ground. For example, the following statement ties nodes cmp1, cmp2, ..., cmp31 
directly to the ground node (node "0"):  

.connect 0 cmp[31:1] 

Note that the .connect control statement in JSim works differently than many people expect. For 
example,  

.connect A[5:0] B[5:0] 

will connect all twelve nodes (A5, A4, ..., A0, B5, B4, ..., B0) together -- usually not what was 
intended. To connect two busses together, one could have entered  

.connect A5 B5 


.connect A4 B4 


... 


which is tedious to type. Or one can define a two-terminal device that uses .connect internally, 
and then use the usual iteration rules (see next section) to make many instances of the device with 
one "X" statement: 
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.subckt knex a b 


.connect a b 


.ends 

X1 A[5:0] B[5:0] knex 


Using iterators to create multiple gates with a single “X” statement 
JSim makes it easy to specify multiple gates with a single "X" statement. You can create multiple 
instances of a device by supplying some multiple of the number of nodes it expects, e.g., if a 
device has 3 terminals, supplying 9 nodes will create 3 instances of the device. To understand 
how nodes are matched up with terminals specified in the .subckt definition, imagine a device 
with P terminals. The sequence of nodes supplied as part of the "X" statement that instantiates the 
device are divided into P equal-size contiguous subsequences. The first node of each subsequence 
is used to wire up the first device, the second node of each subsequence is used for the second 
device, and so on until all the nodes have been used. For example:  

Xtest a[2:0] b[2:0] z[2:0] xor2 

is equivalent to 

Xtest#0 a2 b2 z2 xor2 

Xtest#1 a1 b1 z1 xor2 

Xtest#2 a0 b0 z0 xor2 


since xor2 has 3 terminals. There is also a handy way of duplicating a signal: specifying "foo#3" 
is equivalent to specifying "foo foo foo". For example, xor'ing a 4-bit bus with a control signal 
could be written as 

Xbusctl in[3:0] ctl#4 out[3:0] xor2 

which is equivalent to 

Xbusctl#0 in3 ctl out3 xor2 

Xbusctl#1 in2 ctl out2 xor2 

Xbusctl#2 in1 ctl out1 xor2 

Xbusctl#3 in0 ctl out0 xor2 


Using iterators and the “constant0” device from the standard cell library, here’s a better way of 
connecting cmp[31:1] to ground: 

Xgnd cmp[31:1] constant0 

Since the “constant0” has one terminal and we supply 31 nodes, 31 copies of the device will be 
made. 

ALU Design 

NOTE: the ALUFN signals used to control the operation of the ALU circuitry use an encoding 
chosen to make the design of the ALU circuitry as simple as possible.  This encoding is not the 
same as the one used to encode the 6-bit opcode field of Beta instructions.  In Lab 6, you’ll 
build some logic (actually a ROM) that will translate the opcode field of an instruction into the 
appropriate ALUFN control bits. 
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(A) Design an adder/subtractor unit that operates on 32-bit two’s complement inputs and 
generates a 32-bit output. It will be useful to generate three other output signals to be used 
by the comparison logic in part (B): “Z” which is true when the S outputs are all zero, “V” 
which is true when the addition operation overflows (i.e., the result is too large to be 
represented in 32 bits), and “N” which is true when the S is negative (i.e., S31 = 1). 
Overflow can never occur when the two operands to the addition have different signs; if 
the two operands have the same sign, then overflow can be detected if the sign of the 
result differs from the sign of the operands: 

V = XA 31 ⋅ XB 31 ⋅ S31 + XA31 ⋅ XB31 ⋅ S31 

Note that this equation uses XB31, which is the high-order bit of the B operand to the 
adder itself (i.e., after the XOR gate – see the schematic below). 

ALUFN0 will be set to 0 for an ADD (S = A + B) and 1 for a SUBTRACT (S = A – B); 
A[31:0] and B[31:0] are the 32-bit two’s complement input operands; S[31:0] is the 32-
bit result; z/v/n are the three condition code bits described above.  We’ll be using the 
“little-endian” bit numbering convention where bit 31 is the most-significant bit and bit 0 
is the least-significant bit. 

The following schematic is one suggestion for how to go about the design: 

32-bit add 

carry in x32 

A31…A0 

ALUFN0 

B31…B0 
S31…S0 

V 
N 

32 

32 
32 

32 

Z 

XB 

XA 

S 

The ALUFN0 input signal selects whether the operation is an ADD or SUBTRACT. To 
do a SUBTRACT, the circuit first computes the two’s complement negation of the “B” 
operand by inverting “B” and then adding one (which can be done by forcing the carry-in 
of the 32-bit add to be 1). Start by implementing the 32-bit add using a ripple-carry 
architecture (you’ll get to improve on this later on the lab).  You’ll have to construct the 
32-input NOR gate required to compute Z using a tree of smaller fan-in gates (the parts 
library only has gates with up to 4 inputs). 

We’ve created a test jig to test your adder. Your netlist should incorporate the following 
three .include statements 

.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/nominal.jsim" 

.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/stdcell.jsim" 

.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/lab3adder.jsim" 
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and the following subcircuit definition (you can of course define other subcircuits as 
well) 

.subckt adder32 ALUFN[0] A[31:0] B[31:0] s[31:0] z v n 
… your adder/subtractor circuit here … 
.ends 

To use the test jig, make sure your design file contains a definition for an “adder32” 
subcircuit as shown above. Then do a gate-level simulation; a waveform window 
showing the adder32 inputs and outputs should appear.  Next click the checkoff button 
(the green checkmark) in the toolbar.  JSim will check your circuit’s results against a list 
of expected values and report any discrepancies it finds.  Using this test jig file, nothing 
will be sent to the on-line server – it’s provided to help test your design as you go. 

The Beta instruction set includes three compare instructions (CMPEQ, CMPLT, CMPLE) that 
compare the “A” and “B” operands.  We can use the adder unit designed above to compute 
“A−B” and then look at the result (actually just the Z, V and N condition codes) to determine 
if A=B, A<B or A≤B. The compare instructions generate a 32-bit Boolean result, using “0” to 
represent false and “1” to represent true. 

(B) Design a 32-bit compare unit that generates one of two constants (“0” or “1”) depending 
on the ALUFN control signals (used to select the comparison to be performed) and the Z, 
V, and N outputs of the adder/subtractor unit.  Clearly the high order 31 bits of the output 
are always zero.  The least significant bit of the output is determined by the comparison 
being performed and the results of the subtraction carried out by the adder/subtractor: 

Comparison Equation for LSB ALUFN2 ALUFN1 
A = B LSB = Z 0 1 
A < B LSB = N ⊕ V 1 0 

A <= B LSB = Z + (N ⊕ V) 1 1 

ALUFN[2:1] are used to control the compare unit since we also need to control the 
adder/subtractor unit (i.e., ALUFN0 = 1 to force a subtract). 

Performance note: the Z, V and N inputs to this circuit can only be calculated by the 
adder/subtractor unit after the 32-bit add is complete.  This means they arrive quite late 
and then require further processing in this module, which in turn makes cmp0 show up 
very late in the game.  You can speed things up considerably by thinking about the 
relative timing of Z, V and N and then designing your logic to minimize delay paths 
involving late-arriving signals. 

We’ve created a test jig to test your compare unit. Your netlist should incorporate the 
following three .include statements 

.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/nominal.jsim" 


.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/stdcell.jsim" 


.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/lab3compare.jsim" 


and the following subcircuit definition 
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.subckt compare32 ALUFN[2:1] z v n cmp[31:0] 
… your compare circuit here … 
.ends 

(C) Design a 32-bit Boolean unit for the Beta’s logic operations. 	One implementation of a 
32-bit boolean unit uses a 32 copies of a 4-to-1 multiplexer where ALUFN0, ALUFN1, 
ALUFN2, and ALUFN3 encode the operation to be performed, and Ai and Bi are hooked 
to the select inputs. This implementation can produce any of the 16 2-input Boolean 
functions; we’ll only be using 4 of the possibilities. 

The following table shows the encodings for the ALUFN[3:0] control signals used by the 
test jig. If you choose a different implementation you should also include logic to 
convert the supplied control signals into signals appropriate for your design. 

Operation ALUFN[3:0]
 AND 1000 


OR 1110 

XOR 0110 

“A” 1010 


We’ve created a test jig to test your boolean unit. Your netlist should incorporate the 
following three .include statements 

.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/nominal.jsim" 


.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/stdcell.jsim" 


.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/lab3boolean.jsim" 


and the following subcircuit definition 

.subckt boole32 ALUFN[3:0] A[31:0] B[31:0] boole[31:0] 
… your boolean unit circuit here … 
.ends 

(D) Design a 32-bit shifter that implements SRA, SHR and SHL instructions.  	The “A” 
operand supplies the data to be shifted and the low-order 5 bits of the “B” operand are 
used as the shift count (i.e., from 0 to 31 bits of shift).  The desired operation will be 
encoded on ALUFN[1:0] as follows: 

Operation 	ALUFN[1:0] 
SHL (shift left) 	 00 
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SHR (shift right) 01 

SRA (shift right with sign extension) 11 


With this encoding, ALUFN0 is 0 for a left shift and 1 for a right shift and ALUFN1 
controls the sign extension logic on right shift.  For SHL and SHR, 0’s are shifted into 
the vacated bit positions. For SRA (“shift right arithmetic”), the vacated bit positions are 
all filled with A31, the sign bit of the original data so that the result will be the same as 
dividing the original data by the appropriate power of 2. 

The simplest implementation is to build two shifters—one for shifting left and one for 
shifting right—and then use a 2-way 32-bit multiplexer to select the appropriate answer 
as the unit’s output. It’s easy to build a shifter after noticing that a multi-bit shift can be 
accomplished by cascading shifts by various powers of 2. For example, a 13-bit shift can 
be implemented by a shift of 8, followed by a shift of 4, followed by a shift of 1. So the 
shifter is just a cascade of multiplexers each controlled by one bit of the shift count. The 
schematic below shows a possible implementation of the left shift logic; the right shift 
logic is similar with the slight added complication of having to shift in either “0” or 
“A31.” Another approach that adds latency but saves gates is to use the left shift logic 
for both left and right shifts, but for right shifts, reverse the bits of the “A” operand on the 
way in and reverse the bits of the output on the way out. 

A[31:0] 0 

1 
x32 

W[31:0] 
W[31:0] 

0 

1 
x32 X[31:0] 


A[15:0],GND#16
 W[23:0],GND#8 

B4B4 B3 

X[31:0] 0 

1 
x32 

Y[31:0] 
Y[31:0] 

0 

1 
x32 Z[31:0] 

X[27:0],GND#4 Y[29:0],GND#2 

B2 B1 

Z[31:0] 

Z[30:0],GND 

0 

1 
x32 SL[31:0] 

B0 

We’ve created a test jig to test your shift unit. Your netlist should incorporate the 
following three .include statements 

.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/nominal.jsim" 

.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/stdcell.jsim" 

.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/lab3shifter.jsim" 

and the following subcircuit definition 

.subckt shift32 ALUFN[1:0] A[31:0] B[4:0] shift[31:0] 
… your shifter circuit here … 
.ends 
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(E) 	 Combine the outputs of the adder, compare, boolean and shift units to produce a single 
ALU output. The simplest approach is to use a 4-way 32-bit multiplexer as shown in the 
schematic below: 

A[31:0] 

B[31:0] 


ALUFN0 


A[31:0] 

B[31:0] 


ALUFN[3:0] 

A[31:0] 

B[4:0] 


ALUFN[1:0]


Z 
V 
N 

ALUFN[2:1] 

ALUFN[5:4] 

Two additional control signals (ALUFN[5:4]) have been introduced to select which unit 
will supply the value for the ALU output.  The encodings for ALUFN[5:0] used by the test 
jig are shown in the following table: 

Z 
V 

N 
add 

boole 

shift 

cmp 

ALU[31:0] 

00 

01 

10 

11 

Operation ALUFN[5:0] hex 
ADD 000000 0x00 

SUB 000001 0x01 

AND 011000 0x18 

OR 011110 0x1E 

XOR 010110 0x16 

“A” (LDR) 011010 0x1A 

SHL 100000 0x20 

SHR 100001 0x21 

SRA 100011 0x23 

CMPEQ 110011 0x33 

CMPLT 110101 0x35 

CMPLE 110111 0x37 
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(F) 	 When you’ve completed your design, you can use lab3checkoff_6.jsim to test your 

circuit. Your netlist should incorporate the following three .include statements 


.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/nominal.jsim" 


.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/stdcell.jsim" 


.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/lab3checkoff_6.jsim" 


and the following subcircuit definition (you can of course define other subcircuits as 
well) 

.subckt alu ALUFN[5:0] A[31:0] B[31:0] alu[31:0] z v n 
… your ALU circuit here … 
.ends 

Note that the z, v, and n signals from the adder/subtractor unit are included in the 
terminal list for the alu subcircuit.  While these signals are not needed when using the 
ALU as part of the Beta, they are included here to make it easier for the test jig to 
pinpoint problems with your circuit. 

Before using lab3checkoff_6.jsim remember to comment out any test circuitry and .tran 
statements you may have added to your netlist while debugging your circuit.  Also 
remember to use JSim’s gate-level simulator (   in the toolbar) to simulate your circuit. 

If this test jig runs okay, it will offer to check-in your lab with the on-line server. 

Optional Design Problem: Implementing Multiply 

The goal of this design project is build a combinational multiplier that accepts 32-bit operands 
and produces a 32-bit result. Multiplying two 32-bit numbers produces a 64-bit product; the 
result we’re looking for is the low-order 32-bits of the 64-bit product. 

Your multiplier circuitry should be integrated into the ALU design you completed in the first part 
of this lab. We’ll use the following encoding for ALUFN[5:0] when requesting a multiply 
operation by the ALU. 

Operation ALUFN[5:0] hex 
MUL 000010 0x02 

Here’s a detailed bit-level description of how a 4-bit by 4-bit unsigned multiplication works.  
This diagram assumes we only want the low-order 4 bits of the 8-bit product. 

A3 A2 A1 A0 (multiplicand)
 * B3 B2 B1 B0 (multiplier)
 ---------------------------
A3*B0 A2*B0 A1*B0 A0*B0 (partial product)

 + A2*B1 A1*B1 A0*B1 0 
+ A1*B2 A0*B2 0 0 
+ A0*B3 0 0 0 
--------------------------

P3 P2 P1 P0 
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This diagram can be extended in a straightforward way to 32-bit by 32-bit multiplication.  Note 
that since we only want the low-order 32-bits of the result, you don’t need to include the circuitry 
that generates the rest of the 64-bit product. 

As you can see from the diagram above, forming the partial products is easy!  Multiplication of 
two bits can be implemented using an AND gate. The hard part is adding up all the partial 
products (there will be 32 partial products in your circuit).  One can use full adders (FAs) hooked 
up in a ripple-carry configuration to add each partial product to the accumulated sum of the 
previous partial products (see the diagram below).   The circuit closely follows the diagram above 
but omits an FA module if two of its inputs are “0”. 

The circuit above works with both unsigned operands and signed two’s complement 
operands. This may seem strange – don’t we have to worry about the most significant bit 
(MSB) of the operands? With unsigned operands the MSB has a weight of 2MSB 

(assuming the bits are numbered 0 to MSB) but with signed operands the MSB has a 
weight of –2MSB. Doesn’t our circuitry need to take that into account? 
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It does, but when we’re only saving the lower half of the product, the differences don’t 
appear. The multiplicand (A in the figure above) can be either unsigned or two’s 
complement, the FA circuits will perform correctly in either case.  When the multiplier 
(B in the figure above) is signed, we should subtract the final partial product instead of 
adding it. But subtraction is the same as adding the negative, and the negative of a two’s 
complement number can be computed by taking its complement and adding 1.  When we 
work this through we see that the low-order bit of the partial product is the same whether 
positive or negated. And the low-order bit is all that we need when saving only the lower 
half of the product! If we were building a multiplier that computed the full product, we’d 
see many differences between a multiplier that handles unsigned operands and one that 
handles two’s complement operands, but these differences only affect how the high half 
of the product is computed. 

We’ve created a test jig to help debug your multiplier. Your netlist should incorporate the 
following three .include statements 

.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/nominal.jsim" 


.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/stdcell.jsim" 


.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/lab3multiply.jsim" 


and the standard alu subcircuit definition 

.subckt alu ALUFN[5:0] A[31:0] B[31:0] alu[31:0] z v n 
… your ALU with multiplier circuit here … 
.ends 

This test jig includes test cases for 

all combinations of (0, 1, -1)*(0,1,-1),  

2i*1 for i = 0, 1, …, 31 

-1*2i for i = 0, 1, …, 31 

(3 << i) * 3 for i = 0, 1, …, 31 


When you’ve completed your design, you can use lab3checkoff_10.jsim to test your improved 
ALU implementation.  This checkoff file contains all the tests from lab3checkoff_6.jsim plus 
additional tests to verify that your multiplier circuitry is working correctly.  There’s also a handy 
set of debugging tests in lab3multiply.jsim which can help track down problems in your design. 

Design Note:  Combinational multipliers implemented as described above are pretty slow!  There 
are many design tricks we can use to speed things up – see the appendix on “Computer 
Arithmetic” in any of the editions of Computer Architecture A Quantitative Approach by John 
Hennessy and David Patterson (Morgan Kauffmann publishers). 
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M A S S A C H U S E T T S I N S T I T U T E O F T E C H N O L O G Y

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER SCIENCE


6.004 Computation Structures 
Lab #4 

Preparation: the description of Turing Machines in Lecure #10 “Models of Computation” will be 
useful when working on this lab. 

Turing Machine Simulation: TMSim 

The goal of this lab is write the FSM controller for a Turing Machine (TM) which checks to see if 
the string of left and right parentheses it finds on its input tape “balance”. 

The TM has a doubly-infinite tape with discrete symbol positions (cells) each of which contains 
one of a finite set of symbols. The control FSM has one input: the symbol found in the current 
cell . The FSM produces several outputs: the symbol to be written into the current cell and a 
motion control that determines how the head should move. In our simulation, the tape is 
displayed horizontally, so the tape can move left, right, or stay where it is. 

The operation of the TM is specified by a file containing one or more of the following statements: 

// comment

C++-style comment: ignore characters starting with the ‘//’ and continuing to the end of 
the current line. 

/* …. */

C-style comment: ignore characters between “/*” and “*/”. Note that the ignored 
characters may include newlines; this type of comment can be used to comment-out 
multiple lines of your file. 

symbols symbol…

Declare one or more tape symbols. The symbol “–“ (dash) is predefined and is used to 
indicate that a tape cell is blank. You have to declare symbols you use in an action 
statement (see below). A symbol can be any sequence of non-whitespace characters not 
including “/” or the quote character. If you want to declare a symbol containing 
whitespace, “/” or quote, you must enclose the symbol in quotes. You can have more 
than one symbols statement in your file. 

states state…

Declare one or more states. There are two predefined states: “*halt*” and “*error*”. The 
TM simulation will stop if either of these states is reached. The “*error*” state is useful 
for indicating that the TM has halted due to an unexpected condition. You can have more 
than one states statement in your file. The first state specified by the first states 
statement is the starting state for the TM. 

action state symbol newstate writesymbol motion

Specify the action performed by the TM when the current state is state and the current 
symbol is symbol. First the TM will write writesymbol into the current cell of the tape. 
Then the tape is moved left if “l” is specified for the motion, right if “r” is specified and 
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remain where it is if “–“ is specified. Finally the current state of the control FSM is 
changed to newstate and the TM searches for the next applicable action. If newstate is 
“*halt*” or “*error*”, the TM simulation stops. If there is no action specified for the 
current state and current symbol, the TM enters the “*error*” state. Note that you have to 
declare any symbols or states you use in an action statement – this requirement is helpful 
in catching typos. 

tape name symbol… 
Specifies the initial configuration of a TM tape, each tape has a name. The various 
names are displayed as a set of radio buttons at the top of the TM animation – you can 
select which tape is loaded at reset by clicking on one of the buttons. You can specify 
which cell of the tape is to be current cell after reset by enclosing the appropriate symbol 
in square brackets. For example, an initial tape configuration called “test” consisting of 
three non-blank cells with the head positioned over the middle cell is specified by 

tape test 1 [2] 3


If no initial head position is specified, the head is positioned over the leftmost symbol on 
the tape. 

result name symbol…

Specifies the expected head position and contents of the tape after the TM has finished 
processing the initial tape configuration called name. This statement is used by the 
checkoff system to verify that your TM has correctly processed each of the test tapes. 
Whenever the TM enters the “*halt*” state, the final tape configuration is checked 
against the appropriate result statement if one has been specified and any discrepancies 
will be reported in the status display at the bottom of the TMSim window. 

result1 name symbol 
Like result except that only the current symbol is checked against the specified value. 

checkoff server assignment checksum

This information is used by TMSim to contact the on-line checkoff server when you 
invoke the checkoff tool (click the green checkmark in the toolbar). In order to complete 
the checkoff, you need to have run your TM on all the supplied test tapes and have each 
of the final configurations match the specified results. 

Here’s an example file that defines a control FSM with three states (s1, s2 and s3) and two 
possible tape symbols: “1” and “–“ (recall that the “–“ symbol is predefined). There is a single 
tape configuration defined called “test” which consists of a blank tape. The final tape 
configuration is expected to be a tape containing six consecutive “1” symbols with the head 
positioned over the second “1”. Note that there is an action declared for each possible 
combination of the three states and two tape symbols. 

// 3-state busy beaver Turing Machine example


// See how many 1's we can write on a blank tape using

// only a three-state Turing Machine


states s1 s2 s3 // list of state names, first is starting state
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      symbols 1 // list of symbols (- is blank cell)


tape test - // initial tape contents, blank in this case

result test 1 [1] 1 1 1 1 // expected result


// specify transistions: action state symbol state' write move

// state = the current state of the FSM

// symbol = the symbol read from the current cell

// state' = state on the next cycle

// write = symbol to be written into the current cell

// move = tape movement ("l"=left, "r"=right, "-"=stay put)

action s1 - s2  1 r

action s1 1 s3  1 l

action s2 - s1  1 l

action s2 1 s2  1 r

action s3 - s2  1 l

action s3 1 *halt* 1 r


To run TMSim, login to your Athena account, add the 6.004 locker and type 

athena% tmsim [filename]


You can supply an optional filename argument which will be loaded into the FSM editing buffer 
(you can load and save FSM files from within TMSim too). If no argument is supplied, the 
buffer is initialized with a sample FSM. After TMSim starts, you’ll see a window with the FSM 
displayed at the bottom and a state/tape animation at the top. 

The TM display consists of the following parts: 
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Tape select radio buttons. Select which of the named test tapes to use when initializing the

TM after reset.


Tape display: Shows the current state and symbol.


Speed control. This slider controls the speed of the animation when you press the “Run”

button. At the fastest speed, no status updates are performed which leads to a much faster

simulation.


“Reset” button. Reset the TM to its initial state and selected tape configuration.


“Step” button. Let the TM progress one state of the FSM.


“Run” button. Like “Step” except the TM will continue running the FSM until it reaches

the “*halt*” or “*error*” state, the “Stop” button is pressed, or an error is detected.


“Stop” button. Stop the TM. You can proceed by pressing the “Step” or “Run” button.


“All tests” button. Automates the task of selecting each test tape in turn and clicking the

“Run” button. The automated process will stop if an error is detected. 

At the bottom of the screen is a state display showing the current cycle count and any 
discrepancies detected in the final tape configuration when the TM enters the “*halt*” state. 

Well-formed parenthesis string checker 

Your task is to write the control FSM for a TM that determines if the parenthesis string on its 
input tape is balanced. Your TM should halt with a current symbol of “1” if the parens balance, 
or a current symbol of “0” if the parens don’t balance. The head should be positioned over the 
“0” or “1” on the tape. Note that there are no constraints on what the rest of the tape contains. 

Here are the test tapes and the expected results. These statements can be found in 
/mit/6.004/lab4header and should be copied into the front of your TM file. You’ll need to add 
statements declaring your states and actions (and possibly more symbols) in order to complete the 
TM definition. 

// Parenthesis matcher Turing Machine

// test tapes and checkoff information


checkoff "6004.csail.mit.edu/currentsemester/6004assignment.doit"

 "Lab #4" 1103641864  // this should be at the end of the line above


symbols ( ) 0 1


tape test1 (

result1 test1 0


tape test2 )

result1 test2 0


tape test3 ( )
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result1 test3 1


tape test4 ) (

result1 test4 0


tape test5 ( ) ( ) ( ( ( ) ) ( ) ) ) ( )

result1 test5 0


tape test6 ( ) ( ( ( ) ( ( ( ) ) ( ) ) )

result1 test6 0


tape test7 ( ) ( ( ) ( ( ( ) ) ( ) ) )

result1 test7 1


// define additional symbols, your states and actions here…


Note that you’re welcome to add your own test tapes while debugging your implementation, but 
you’ll need to comment them out before running the checkoff tests (otherwise the checksum 
mechanism will get confused). 

Scoring: The number of points you’ll receive is determined by the number of states in your TM 
definition: 

4 points: 2 states

3 points: 3 states

2 points: 4 states

1 point: 5 or more states
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M A S S A C H U S E T T S I N S T I T U T E O F T E C H N O L O G Y

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER SCIENCE


6.004 Computation Structures 
Lab #5 

Preparation: the descriptions of Beta assembly programming in lectures 11, 12 and 13 will be 
useful when working on this lab. 

In this lab you’ll have the opportunity to write your first Beta assembly language program.  Your 
task is to write a scoring subroutine for the game of “Moo”, a numeric version of Mastermind®. 
In Moo you try to guess the secret 4-digit number. Each guess is scored with a count of “bulls” 
and “cows”. Each “bull” means that one of the digits in the guess matches both the value and 
position of a digit in the secret number. Each “cow” is a correctly guessed digit but its position in 
the guess doesn’t match the position in the secret. Once a digit in the secret has been used to 
score a digit in the guess it won’t be used in the scoring for other digits in the guess. The count of 
bulls should be determined before scoring any cows. Some examples: 

Secret word: 1234	 Guess: 1379 Bulls=1, Cows=1

Guess: 4321 Bulls=0, Cows=4

Guess: 1344 Bulls=2, Cows=1

Guess: 1234 Bulls=4, Cows=0 (game ends!)


In addition to this handout, there are some other useful documents on the Handouts page of the 
course website: 

BSim Documentation: describes how to use BSim, our Beta simulator with built-in assembler. 
Includes a brief introduction to the syntax and structure of Beta assembly language programs. 

Beta Documentation: A detailed description of each instruction in the Beta instruction set. Also 
documents our convention for subroutine entry and exit sequences. 

Summary of Instruction Formats: A one-page quick reference for Beta instructions. 

Lectures 12, 13 and 14: lots of examples of Beta assembly code and compilation templates. 

Moo scoring subroutine (6 points) 

Your subroutine should take two arguments—the secret word and the test word—and return an 
integer encoding the number of bulls and cows as (16*bulls) + cows. The secret and test words 
contain four 4-bit digits packed into the low-order 16 bits of the word. For example, if one of the 
words was 1234, it would be encoded as 0x1234 where “0x” indicates hexadecimal (base 16) 
notation. Even though 4 bits are used to encode each digit, the words will only contain the digits 
0 through 9. 

You’re welcome to compute the score however you’d like. In case you’d like a head start, here’s 
one approach, written in C: 
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6.004 Computation Structures 2

// Test two MOO words, report Bulls & Cows...

// Each word contains four 4-bit digits, packed into low order.

// Each digit ranges from 0 to 9.

// Returns a word whose two low-order 4-bit digits are Bulls & Cows.


int count_bull_cows(int a, int b) {

int bulls;   // number of bulls

int cows;   // number of cows

int i, j, btemp, atry, btry, mask; //temp vars


// Compute Bulls: check each of the four 4-bit digits in turn

bulls = 0;

mask = 0xF; // mask chooses which 4-bit digit we 


check

for (i = 0; i < 4; i = i + 1) {


// if the 4-bit digits match, we have a bull

if ((a & mask) == (b & mask)) {


bulls = bulls + 1;

      // turn matching 4-bit digits to 0xF so we don't


 // count them again when computing number of cows

      a = a | mask;

      b = b | mask;


}

    // shift mask to check next 4-bit digit

    mask = mask << 4;


}


  // Compute Cows: check each non-0xF digit of A against all the

  // non-0xF digits of B to see if we have a match


cows = 0;

for (i = 0; i < 4; i = i + 1) {


    atry = a & 0xF; // this is the next digit from A

    a = a >> 4; // next time around check the next digit


if (atry != 0xF) { // if this digit wasn’t a bull

 // check the A digit against each of the four B digits

 btemp = b; // make a copy of the B digits

 mask = 0xF; // mask chooses which 4-bit digit we check

for (j = 0; j < 4; j = j + 1) {


btry = btemp & 0xF; // this is the next digit from B

     btemp = btemp >> 4; // next time around check the next digit


if (btry == atry) { // if the digits match, we've found a cow

cows = cows + 1;


  b = b | mask; // remember that we matched this B digit

break; // move on to next A digit


 }

mask = mask << 4;


}

}


}


// encode result and return to caller

return (bulls << 4) + cows;


}


There is a version of the GCC C-compiler for the Beta. Please DO NOT use it 
for this assignment – we really want you to get some experience with assembly 
language programs. The on-line system does keep a copy of the code used to - - Lab #5 
complete the checkoff so it will be possible to check for compliance. 
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The test jig uses our usual convention for subroutine calls: the two arguments are pushed on the 
stack in reverse order (i.e., the first argument is the last one pushed on the stack) and control is 
transferred to the beginning of the subroutine, leaving the return address in register LP. The 
result should be returned in R0. 

Your code should use the following template. Be sure to include the last two lines since they 
allocate space for the stack used by the test jig when calling your program. 

| include instruction macros and test jig

.include /mit/6.004/bsim/beta.uasm

.include /mit/6.004/bsim/lab5checkoff.uasm


count_bull_cows:         | your subroutine must have this name

PUSH(LP) | standard subroutine entry sequence

PUSH(BP)

MOVE(SP, BP)

… PUSH any registers (besides R0) used by your code …


… your code here, leave score in R0 …


… POP saved registers …

MOVE(BP,SP)        | standard subroutine exit sequence

POP(BP)

POP(LP)

RTN()


StackBase: LONG(.+4)     | Pointer to bottom of stack

. = .+0x1000 | Reserve space for stack...


Using BSim, assemble your subroutine using the tool. If the assembly completes without 
errors, BSim will bring up the display window and you can execute the test jig (which will call 
your subroutine) using the run or single-step tools. The test jig will try 32 different test 
values and type out any error messages on the tty console at the bottom of the display window. 
Successful execution will result in the following printout:

 Checking count_bull_cows:

 ................................


      Your count_bull_cows routine passes all our tests – congrats!


When your subroutine passes the tests, you can complete the on-line check-in using the tool. 

Implementation Notes 

1.	 If you want to examine the execution state of the Beta at a particular point in your 
program, insert the assembly directive “.breakpoint” at the point where you want the 
simulation to halt. You can restart your program by clicking the run button, or you can 
click single-step button to step through your program instruction-by-instruction. You can 
insert as many .breakpoints in your program as you’d like. 
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2.	 If your subroutine uses registers other than R0, remember that they have to be restored to 
their original values before returning to the caller. The usual technique is to PUSH their 
value onto to the stack right after the instructions of the entry sequence and POP those 
values back into the registers just before starting the exit sequence. 

3.	 Assuming you’ve used the subroutine entry sequence shown above, the first argument 
can be loaded into a register using the instruction LD(BP,-12,Rx). Similarly the second 
argument can be loaded using LD(BP,-16,Ry). 

One way to tackle the assignment is to “hand compile” the C implementation shown above using 
the techniques shown in lecture: 

4.	 Allocate a register to hold each of the variables in the C code. For example, reserve R0 
and R1 for temporary values, load “a” into R2, “b” into R3, assign “bulls” to R4, etc. 
You’ll eliminate a lot of LDs and STs by keeping your variables in registers instead of in 
memory locations on the stack. 

5.	 See Lecture 12 for the basic techniques of converting assignment statements involving 
simple expressions into sequences of assembly language instructions. The instruction 
macro CMOVE(constant,Rx) is useful for loading small numeric constants into a register. 
For example, assuming that the variable “mask” has been assigned to R11, the C 
statement “mask = 0xF;” can be implemented in a single instruction: CMOVE(0xF,R11). 

6.	 The CMP instructions and BEQ/BNE are useful for compiling C “if” statements. For 
example, assuming atry has been assigned to R7, the C fragment 

if	 (atry != 0xF) { statements… }


can be compiled into the following instruction sequence:

 CMPEQC(R7,0xF,R0) | R0 is 1 if atry==0xF, 0 otherwise

      BNE(R0,endif27)  | so branch if R0 is not zero


… code for statements …

endif27:  | need a unique label for each if


 …


7.	 Here’s the template for compiling the a “for” statement. Note that the body of the loop is 
executed as long as the tests are true. 

for (inits; tests; afters) { body… }


expands into the following: 

… code for inits …

BR(endfor32)


for32:

 … code for body …

… code for afters …


endfor32:

 … code for tests, Rx is 1 if tests are true …
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 BNE(Rx,for32)


8. A brief summary of C operators: 

= assignment

== equality test (use CMPEQ, CMPEQC)

!= inequality test (use CMPEQ, CMPEQC, reverse sense of branch)

< less than (use CMPLT, CMPLTC)

<< left shift (use SHL)

>> right shift (use SRA)

& bit-wise logical and (use AND, ANDC)

| bit-wise logical or (use OR, ORC)

+ addition (doh!, use ADD, ADDC) 
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M A S S A C H U S E T T S I N S T I T U T E O F T E C H N O L O G Y

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER SCIENCE


6.004 Computation Structures 
Lab #6 

Preparation: the description of the Beta implementation in lecture 14, the ALU function codes 
from Lab #3, and the Summary of Instruction Formats will be useful when working on this lab. 
Note: this is a long assignment, please plan accordingly! 

The goal of this lab is to complete your Beta design. We’ll do it in two steps: first get the design 
to the point where it can execute a “basic block” of instructions, i.e., a sequence of instructions 
that does not contain any branches or jumps. And second, add the circuitry to handle transfers of 
control (JMP, BNE, BEQ). The following diagram of a simplified Beta that can execute basic 
blocks shows what needs to be done for the first step: 

It’s probably best to tackle this step in stages. Here are some step-by-step design notes keyed to 
the dotted-line boxes in the block diagram shown above. 
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PC 

The 32-bit multiplexer selects the value to be loaded into the PC at next rising edge of the clock. 
Eventually the mux will have inputs used for implementing branches, jumps, exceptions, etc. but 
for now use a two-input 32-bit mux that selects 0x00000000 when the RESET signal is asserted, 
and the output of the PC+4 logic when RESET is not asserted. We will use the RESET signal to 
force the PC to zero during the first clock period of the simulation. 

The PC is a separate 32-bit register that can be built using the dreg component from the parts 
library. You should include hardware for the bottom two bits of the PC even though they are 
always 0; this will make debugging traces easier to interpret. 

Conceptually, the increment-by-4 circuit is just a 32-bit adder with one input wired to the 
constant 4. You can implement it this way, but it is possible to build a much smaller circuit if you 
design an adder optimized knowing that one of its inputs is 0x00000004. 

We’ve created a test jig to test your PC circuitry. Your netlist should incorporate the following 
three .include statements 

.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/nominal.jsim"


.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/stdcell.jsim"


.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/lab6pc.jsim"


and the following subcircuit definition (you can of course define other subcircuits as well) 

.subckt pc clk reset ia[31:0]

… your mux/register/+4 circuit here …

.ends


REGFILE 

The register file is a 3-port memory.  Here’s a template netlist for specifying the 3-port register 
file: 

Xregfile

+ vdd 0 0 ra[4:0] adata[31:0]  // A read port

+ vdd 0 0 ra2mux[4:0] bdata[31:0] // B read port

+ 0 clk werf rc[4:0] wdata[31:0] // write port

+ $memory width=32 nlocations=31


A more complete description of how to use the $memory JSim component can be found at the 
end of this writeup. 

Note that the memory component doesn’t know that location 31 of the register file should always 
read as zero, so you’ll have to add additional logic around the memory that makes this happen. 
You can use muxes or ANDs to force the register data for each read port to “0” when the port 
address = 0b11111 (i.e., R31). And you’ll need a mux controlled by RA2SEL to select the 
correct address for the B read port. 

We’ve created a test jig to test your register file circuitry. Your netlist should incorporate the 
following three .include statements 
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.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/nominal.jsim"


.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/stdcell.jsim"


.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/lab6regfile.jsim"


and the following subcircuit definition (you can of course define other subcircuits as well) 

.subckt regfile clk werf ra2sel ra[4:0] rb[4:0] rc[4:0]

+ wdata[31:0] radata[31:0] rbdata[31:0]

… your register file circuit here …

.ends


CTL 

The control logic should be tailored to generate the control signals your logic requires, which may 
differ from what’s shown in the diagram above. Note that a ROM can be built by specifying a 
memory with just one read port; the ROM contents are set up using the contents keyword in 
the netlist description of the memory. For example, the netlist for a ROM that uses the opcode 
field of the instruction to lookup the values for 18 control signals might look like: 

Xctl vdd 0 0 id[31:26]  // one read port

+ pcsel[2:0] wasel asel ra2sel bsel alufn[5:0] wdsel[1:0] werf moe xwr

+ $memory width=18 nlocations=64 contents=(

+ 0b000000000000000000  // opcode=0b000000

+ 0b000000000000000000  // opcode=0b000001

+ …

+ )


Most of the signals can connected directly to the appropriate logic, e.g., ALUFN[5:0] can connect 
directly to the ALUFN inputs of your ALU. During this step, we won’t be using PCSEL[2:0], 
WASEL or ASEL, so you can set the corresponding bits in each ROM location to zero. 

We do need to be careful with the write enable signal for main memory (WR) which needs to be 
valid even before the first instruction is fetched from memory. So you should include some 
additional logic that forces WR to 0 when RESET=1 – the signal XWR from the ROM needs 
to combined appropriately with RESET to form WR. MOE is another memory control signal; see 
the next section for more information. 

We’ll be adding more bits to the control ROM when the branch logic is added in the next lab. 
For this lab, your design should implement the following instructions: 

LD, ST,
    ADD, SUB, CMPEQ, CMPLT, CMPLE, 

AND, OR, XOR, SHL, SHR, SRA, 
ADDC, SUBC, CMPEQC, CMPLTC, CMPLEC, 
ANDC, ORC, XORC, SHLC, SHRC, SRAC 

Eventually unimplemented instructions will cause an exception, but for now turn them into NOPs 
by making sure WERF is set to 0 (preventing any value from being written into a destination 
register). 
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If you’ve followed the scheme outlined above, we’ve created a test jig to test your control 
circuitry. Your netlist should incorporate the following three .include statements 

.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/nominal.jsim"


.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/stdcell.jsim"


.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/lab6ctl.jsim"


and the following subcircuit definition (you can of course define other subcircuits as well) 

.subckt ctl reset id[31:26] ra2sel bsel alufn[5:0] wdsel[1:0] werf moe wr

… your control circuit here …

.ends


Memories: The instruction and data memories will be supplied by lab6checkoff.jsim; you just 
need to supply the necessary address, data and control signals: 

instruction address (ia[31:0], output). Address of next instruction to be executed. 

instruction data (id[31:0], input). After the appropriate propagation delay, the memory will 
drive these signals with the contents of the memory location specified by ia[31:0]. 

data memory address (ma[31:0], output). Address of data memory location to be read or 
written. 

memory output enable (moe, output). Set to 1 when the Beta wants the memory to read the 
memory location specified by ma[31:0]. 

memory read data (mrd[31:0], input). If moe is 1, the memory will drive these signals with 
the contents of the memory location specified by ma[31:0]. 

memory write enable (wr, output). Set to 1 when the Beta wants to store into the memory 
location specified by ma[31:0] at the end of the current cycle. NOTE: this signal should 
always have a valid logic value at the rising edge of CLK otherwise the contents of the 
memory will be erased. You’ll need to take care in designing the logic that generates 
this signal – see above for details. 

memory write data (mwd[31:0], output). If wr is 1, this is the data that will be written into 
memory at the end of the current cycle. 

Your Beta design should include circuitry to generate all the signals labeled as “output”. Signals 
labeled as “input” will be driven by memory. 

BSEL mux: The low-order 16 bits of the instruction need to be sign-extended to 32 bits. Sign-
extension is easy in hardware! Just connect inst[15:0] to the low-order sixteen D1 inputs of the 
mux and inst15 to each of the high-order sixteen D1 inputs. 

WDSEL mux: In the final design the 32-bit WDSEL mutiplexer will select the data to be written 
into the register file from one of three possible sources. For this lab, there are only two choices: 
the output of the ALU (WDSEL = 0b01) and read data from main memory (i.e., the data on 
mrd[31:0], WDSEL = 0b10). 
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When you’ve completed this step, you can use lab6basicblock.jsim to test your circuit. Your 
netlist should incorporate the following three .include statements 

.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/nominal.jsim"


.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/stdcell.jsim"


.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/lab6basicblock.jsim"


and the following subcircuit definition (you can of course define other subcircuits as well) 

.subckt beta clk reset ia[31:0] id[31:0] ma[31:0]

+ moe mrd[31:0] wr mwd[31:0]

… your circuit here …

.ends


Your design will be tested at a cycle time of 100ns. The reset signal is asserted for the first clock 
edge and then deasserted to start the program running. This implementation of the Beta 
subcircuit has the following terminals: 

clk input clock (from test circuitry) 
reset input reset (from test circuitry) 
ia[31:0] outputs instruction address (from PC register) 
id[31:0] inputs instruction data (from test circuitry) 
ma[31:0] outputs memory data address (from ALU) 
moe output memory read data output enable (from control logic) 
mrd[31:0] inputs memory read data (from test circuitry) 
wr output memory write enable (from control logic) 
mwd[31:0] outputs memory write data (from register file) 

Lab6basicblock.jsim uses the following netlist to create the test circuitry: 

// create an instance of the Beta to be tested

Xbeta clk reset ia[31:0] id[31:0] ma[31:0]

+ moe mrd[31:0] wr mwd[31:0] beta


// memory is word-addressed and has 1024 locations

// so only use address bits [11:2].

Xmem

+ vdd 0 0 ia[11:2] id[31:0] // port 1: instructions (read)

+ moe 0 0 ma[11:2] mrd[31:0] // port 2: memory data (read)

+ 0 clk wr ma[11:2] mwd[31:0] // port 3: memory data (write)

+ $memory width=32 nlocations=1024 contents=(

+ … binary representation of /mit/6.004/bsim/lab6basicblock.uasm …

+ )


// clock has 100ns cycle time, starts as 1 so first clock

// edge happens 100ns into the simulation

Vclk clk 0 pulse(3.3,0,49.9ns,.1ns,.1ns,49.9ns,100ns)


// reset starts as 1, set to 0 just after first clock edge

Vreset reset 0 pwl(0ns 3.3v, 101ns 3.3v, 101.1ns 0v)


Lab6basicblock.jsim checks out your design by attempting to run a test program and verifying 
that your Beta outputs the correct values on its outputs every cycle. The source for the test 
program can be found at /mit/6.004/bsim/lab6basicblock.uasm 
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The test program computes a “magic number” using a sequence of operations that tests the 
various pieces of your design. The program writes out a series of results into memory location 
0x3FC; look at lab6basicblock.uasm to see what values are written on which cycles. 

Lab6basicblock.jsim will verify that the instruction address (ia[31:0]), memory address 
(ma[31:0]), memory write data (mwd[31:0]) and the memory control signals (moe, wr) have the 
correct values each cycle. The check is made just before the rising clock edge, i.e., after the 
current instruction has been fetched and executed, but just before the result is written into the 
register file. Note that ma[31:0] is the output of the ALU, so these checks can verify that all 
instructions are working correctly. If you get a verification error, check the instruction that has 
just finished executing at the time reported in the error message – your Beta has executed that 
instruction incorrectly for some reason. 

Step 2. Adding support for transfers of control 

In this step you’ll complete the implementation of your Beta. We’ll take the block diagram from 
Step 1 and add the remaining logic. It’s probably best to tackle the work in stages. Here are 
some design notes keyed to the block diagram shown above: 

(A)	 Since the parts library doesn’t have any 5-input multiplexers, you’ll have to construct the 
logic that selects the next PC using other components and adjust the control logic 
accordingly. Remember to add a way to set the PC to zero on reset (see part F). “XAdr” 
and “ILL OP” in the block diagram represent constant addresses used when the Beta 
services an interrupt (triggered by IRQ) or executes an instruction with an illegal or 
unimplemented opcode. For this assignment assume that XAdr=8 and ILLOP=4 and 
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we’ll make sure the first three locations of main memory contain BR instructions that 
branch to code which handle reset, illegal instruction traps and interrupts respectively. In 
other words, the first three locations of main memory contain: 

Mem[0x00000000] = BR(reset_handler)

Mem[0x00000004] = BR(illop_handler)

Mem[0x00000008] = BR(interrupt_handler)


Note on supervisor bit: The high-order bit of the PC is dedicated as the “Supervisor” bit 
(see section 6.3 of the Beta Documentation). Instruction fetch and the LDR instruction 
ignore this bit, treating it as if it were zero. The JMP instruction is allowed to clear the 
Supervisor bit or leave it unchanged, but cannot set it, and no other instructions may have 
any effect on it. Only reset, exceptions and interrupts cause the Supervisor bit to become 
set. This has the following implications for your Beta design: 

1.	 0x80000000, 0x80000004 and 0x80000008 are loaded into the PC during reset, 
exceptions and interrupts respectively. This is the only way that the supervisor 
bit gets set. Note that after reset the Beta starts execution in supervisor mode. 

2.	 Bit 31 of the PC+4 and branch-offset inputs to the PCSEL mux should be 
connected to PC31, i.e., the value of the supervisor bit doesn’t change when 
executing most instructions. 

3.	 You’ll have to add logic to bit 31 of the JT input to the PCSEL mux to ensure that 
JMP instruction can only clear or leave the supervisor bit unchanged. Here’s a 
table showing the new value of the supervisor bit after a JMP as function of JT31 
and the current value of the supervisor bit (PC31): 

old PC31 JT31 new PC31
 0 -- 0
 1  0  0
 1  1 1 

4.	 Bit 31 of the branch-offset input to the ASEL mux should be set to 0 – the 
supervisor bit is ignored when doing address arithmetic for the LDR instruction. 

5.	 Bit 31 of the PC+4 input to the WDSEL mux should connect to PC31, saving the 
current value of the supervisor whenever the value of the PC is saved by a branch 
instruction or trap. 

(B)	 The 5-bit 2-to-1 WASEL multiplexer determines the write address for the register file. 

(C)	 The branch-offset adder adds PC+4 to the 16-bit offset encoded in the instruction. The 
offset is sign-extended to 32-bits and multiplied by 4 in preparation for the addition. 
Both the sign extension and shift operations can be done with appropriate wiring—no 
gates required! 

(D)	 The ASEL multiplexer and the Z logic are added to the output of RA1/RD1 port of the 
register file. This port is also wired directly to the JT inputs of the PCSEL multiplexer 
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(remember to force the low-order two bits to zero and to add supervisor bit logic to bit 
31!). 

(E)	 The WDSEL multiplexer is expanded to 3 inputs so that PC+4 can be stored in the 
register file during execution of BEQ, BNE, JMP and exceptions. Note that the 
supervisor bit (PC31) is saved away along with the rest of the PC. 

(F)	 The control logic should be tailored to generate the control signals your logic requires, 
which may differ from what’s shown in the diagram above. The new logic we’ve added 
requires the generation of several new control signals: 

PCSEL[2:0] – determines the next value of PC 
ASEL – control signal for ASEL mux on A input of ALU (for LDR instruction) 
WDSEL[1:0] – expanded to include the third (PC+4) input 
WASEL – selects XP as the destination register during exceptions 

This version of the Beta should add the LDR, JMP, BNE, and BEQ instructions; 
when implementing the latter two instructions the PCSEL signals are determined using 
the “Z” signal (Z = 1 when the value of Reg[Ra] is zero). If you are using a ROM-based 
implementation, you can make Z an additional address input to the ROM (doubling its 
size). A more economical implementation might use external logic to modify the value 
of the PCSEL signals. 

An interrupt-request (IRQ) input has been added to the Beta. When this signal is 1 and 
the Beta is in “user mode” (PC31 is zero), an interrupt should occur. Asserting IRQ 
should have no effect when in “supervisor mode” (PC31 is one).  You should add 
logic that causes the Beta to abort the current instruction and save the current PC+4 in 
register XP and to set the PC to 0x80000008. In other words, an interrupt forces the 
following: 

1.	 PCSEL to 4 (select 0x80000008 as the next PC) 
2.	 WASEL to 1 (select XP as the register file write address) 
3.	 WERF to 1 (write into the register file) 
4.	 WDSEL to 0 (select PC+4 as the data to be written into the register file) 
5.	 WR to 0 (this ensures that if the interrupted instruction was a ST that it doesn’t 

get to write into main memory). 

Note that you’ll also want to add logic to reset the Beta; at the very least when reset is 
asserted you’ll need to force the PC to 0x80000000 and ensure that WR is 0 (to prevent 
your initialized main memory from being overwritten). 

Your design should implement all the instructions listed in the Beta Documentation, 
except for MUL, MULC, DIV and DIVC, which are optional. Unimplemented 
instructions should cause an exception as outlined in part (A) above. 

When you’ve completed your design, you can use lab6checkoff.jsim to test your circuit and 
complete the checkoff. Your netlist should incorporate the following three .include statements 

.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/nominal.jsim"


.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/stdcell.jsim"
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.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/lab6checkoff.jsim"


and the following subcircuit definition (you can of course define other subcircuits as well) 

.subckt beta clk reset irq ia[31:0] id[31:0] ma[31:0]

+ moe mrd[31:0] wr mwd[31:0]

… your circuit here …

.ends


Note the addition of the IRQ (interrupt request) input. Your design will be tested at a cycle time 
of 100ns. The reset signal is asserted for the first clock edge and then deasserted to start the 
program running. This implementation of the Beta subcircuit has the following terminals: 

clk input clock (from test circuitry) 
reset input reset (from test circuitry) 
irq input interrupt request (from test circuitry) 
ia[31:0] outputs instruction address (from PC register) 
id[31:0] inputs instruction data (from test circuitry) 
ma[31:0] outputs memory data address (from ALU) 
moe output memory read data output enable (from control logic) 
mrd[31:0] inputs memory read data (from test circuitry) 
wr output memory write enable (from control logic) 
mwd[31:0] outputs memory write data (from register file) 

Lab6checkoff.jsim uses the following netlist to create the test circuitry: 

// create an instance of the Beta to be tested

Xbeta clk reset irq ia[31:0] id[31:0] ma[31:0]

+ moe mrd[31:0] wr mwd[31:0] beta


// memory is word-addressed and has 1024 locations

// so only use address bits [11:2]. moe


Xmem

+ vdd 0 0 ia[11:2] id[31:0] // port 1: instructions (read)

+ moe 0 0 ma[11:2] mrd[31:0] // port 2: memory data (read)

+ 0 clk wr ma[11:2] mwd[31:0] // port 3: memory data (write)

+ $memory width=32 nlocations=1024 contents=(

+ … binary representation of /mit/6.004/bsim/lab6.uasm …

+ )


// clock has 100ns cycle time, starts as 1 so first clock

// edge happens 100ns into the simulation

Vclk clk 0 pulse(3.3,0,49.9ns,.1ns,.1ns,49.9ns,100ns)


// reset starts as 1, set to 0 just after first clock edge

Vreset reset 0 pwl(0ns 3.3v, 101ns 3.3v, 101.1ns 0v)


// interrupt request is asserted twice. The first time (during

// cycle 10) should be ignored because the Beta is in supervisor

// mode, the second time (during cycle 273) should cause an

// interrupt.

Virq irq 0 pwl(0ns 0v, 1001ns 0v,

+ 1001.1ns 3.3v,

+ 1101ns 3.3v,

+ 1101.1ns 0v,
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+ 27301ns 0v,

+ 27301.1ns 3.3v,

+ 27401ns 3.3v,

+ 27401.1ns 0v

+)


Lab6checkoff.jsim checks out your design by attempting to run a test program and verifying that 
your Beta outputs the correct value on its outputs every cycle. The source for the test program 
can be found at /mit/6.004/bsim/lab6.uasm 

The checkoff program attempts to exercise all the features of the Beta architecture. If this 
program completes successfully, it enters a two-instruction loop at locations 0x3C4 and 0x3C8. 
It reaches 0x3C4 for the first time on cycle 277. 

Lab6checkoff.jsim will verify that the instruction address (ia[31:0]), memory address (ma[31:0]), 
memory write data (mwd[31:0]) and the memory control signals (moe, wr) have the correct 
values each cycle. The check is made just before the rising clock edge, i.e., after the current 
instruction has been fetched and executed, but just before the result is written into the register file. 
Note that ma[31:0] is the output of the ALU, so these checks can verify that all instructions are 
working correctly. If you get a verification error, check the instruction that has just finished 
executing at the time reported in the error message – the Beta has executed that instruction 
incorrectly for some reason. 

Almost nobody’s design executes the checkoff program correctly the first time! To understand 
what went wrong, you’ll need to retrieve the error code and compare it with the table given at the 
beginning of lab6.uasm. The table will indicate at what label the program detected an error; for 
example if the error code is 0x288, then the checkoff program detected an error in the code just 
before label “bool1” in the program. Looking through lab6.uasm, you can locate the “bool1” 
label and see what results the program expected. Now look at the waveforms of your Beta 
executing the same code and you can usually track down the error in your design. 

It will take some effort to debug your design, but stick with it! If you’re stuck, get help from your 
fellow students or the course staff. When it works, congratulate yourself: the design of a 
complete CPU at the gate-level is a significant accomplishment. Of course, now the fun is just 
beginning—there are undoubtedly many ways you can make improvements, both large and small. 
Good luck! 

Appendix 1: What’s the cycle time of your Beta? 

If your design contains any registers or memories, JSim will report the “minimum observed setup 
time” at the end of each simulation run. At each rising clock edge, JSim determines the setup 
time for each data input to a register or memory (i.e., how long the data inputs were valid before 
the rising clock edge). JSim remembers the smallest setup time it finds, along with the 
simulated time it made the observation and the device involved. So, for example, JSim might 
report 

min observed setup = 85.235ns @ time=5.2us (device = xbeta.xregfile) 

For a Beta design, the reported device is almost always the register file—this makes sense since 
the last signals to settle should be WDATA[31:0], the data inputs to the register file. 
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Since the tests are run with a clock period of 100ns, this tells us that we could have reduced the 
clock period to (100 – 85.235 + tMEM SETUP)ns and still expect the test program to run correctly. 
We can look at the waveform plots to determine what instruction had just finished executing at 
time 5.2us – that’s the instruction whose execution we’d have to speed up in order to reduce the 
cycle time of our Beta. Typically the worst-case execution time comes from either CMPxx or LD 
instructions (why?). 

Using this technique, investigate where the critical path(s) are in your Beta design and work to 
make them as short as possible. To get the fastest possible cycle time you’ll probably need to 
implement some of your control signals (e.g., RA2SEL) using logic gates rather than a ROM. 
Given that we might have to make three memory accesses in a single cycle (instruction fetch + 
register file access + data memory access = 10ns total assuming a 1024-location main memory), 
we won’t be able to do better than 100Mhz clock rates unless we pipeline our implementation. 

Appendix 2: Using the JSim memory component 

We’ll be using a new component in this lab: a multi-port memory. JSim has a built-in memory 
device that can be used to model memories with a specified width and number of locations, and 
with one or more ports. Each port has 3 control signals and the specified number of address and 
data wires. You can instantiate a memory device in your circuit with a statement of the form 

Xid ports… $memory width=w nlocations=nloc options…


The width and nlocations properties must be supplied: w specifies the width of each memory 
location in bits and must be between 1 and 32. nloc specifies the number of memory locations 
and must be between 1 and 220. All the ports of a memory access the same internal storage, but 
each port operates independently. Each port specification is a list of nodes: 

oe clk wen a … a d … d

naddr-1 0 w-1 0


where 

oe is the output enable input for a read port. When 1, data is driven onto the data pins; 
when 0, the output pins are not driven by this memory port. If this port is only a write port, 
connect this terminal to the ground node “0”. If the port is only a read port and should 
always be enabled, connect this terminal to the power supply node “vdd”. 

clk is the clock input for write ports. When wen=1, data from the data terminals is written 
into the memory on the rising edge of clk. If this port is only a read port, connect this 
terminal to the ground node “0”. 

wen is the write enable input for write ports. See the description of “clk” for details about 
the write operation. If this port is only a read port, connect this terminal to the ground node 
“0”. 

a … a are the address inputs, listed most significant bit first. The values of these 
naddr-1 0


terminals are used to compute the address of the memory location to be read or written. The 
number of address terminals is determined from the number of locations in the memory: 
naddr = ceiling(log2(nloc)). When the number of locations in a memory isn’t exactly a 
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power of 2, reads that refer to non-existent locations return “X” and writes to non-existent 
locations have no effect. 

d … d are the data inputs/tristate outputs, listed most significant bit first. 
w-1 0


By specifying one of the following options it is possible to specify the initial contents of a 
memory (if not specified, the memory is initialized to all X’s): 

file="filename"

The memory is initialized, location-by-location, from bytes in the file. Data is assumed 
to be in a binary little-endian format, using ceiling(w/8) bytes of file data per memory 
location. Bits 0 through 7 of the first file byte are used to initialize bits 0 through 7 of 
memory location 0, bits 0 through 7 of the second file byte are used to initialize bits 8 
through 15 of memory location 0, and so on. When all the bits in a memory location 
have been filled, any bits remaining in the current file byte are discarded and then the 
process continues with the next memory location. In particular, the “.bin” files produced 
by BSim can be used to initialize JSim memories. For example, the following statement 
would create a 1024-location 32-bit memory with three ports: 2 read ports and 1 one 
write port. The memory is initialized from the BSim output file “foo.bin”. 

Xmem

+ vdd 0 0 ia[11:2] id[31:0] // (read) instruction data

+ vdd 0 0 ma[11:2] mrd[31:0] // (read) program data (LDs)

+ 0 clk wr ma[11:2] mwd[31:0] // (write) program data (STs)

+ $memory width=32 nlocations=1024

+ file="foo.bin"


contents=( data… )

The memory is initialized, location-by-location, from the data values given in the list. 
The least significant bit (bit 0) of a value is used to initialize bit 0 of a memory location, 
bit 1 of a value is used to initialize bit 1 of a memory location, etc. For example, to enter 
the short test program ADDC(R31,1,R0); ADDC(R31,2,R1); ADD(R0,R1,R2) one might 
specify: 

Xmem

+ vdd 0 0 ia[11:2] id[31:0] // (read) instruction data

+ vdd 0 0 ma[11:2] mrd[31:0] // (read) program data (LDs)

+ 0 clk wr ma[11:2] mwd[31:0]  // (write) program data (STs)

+ $memory width=32 nlocations=1024

+ contents=(0xC01F0001 0xC03F0002 0x80400800)


Initialized memories are useful for modeling ROMs (e.g., for control logic) or simply for loading 
programs into the main memory of your Beta. One caveat: if the memory has a write port and 
sees a rising clock edge with its write enable not equal to 0 and with one or more of the address 
bits undefined (i.e., with a value of “X”), the entire contents of the memory will also become 
undefined. So you should make sure that the write enable for a write port is set to 0 by your 
reset logic before the first clock edge, or else your initialization will be for naught. 

The following options can be used to specify the electrical and timing parameters for the memory. 
For this lab, these should not be specified and the default values used. 
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tcd=seconds

the contamination delay in seconds. Default value = 20ps. 

tpd=seconds 
the propagation delay in seconds. This is how long it takes for changes in the address or 
output enable terminals to be reflected in the values driven by the data terminals. Default 
value is determined from the number of locations: 

Number of locations tPD Inferred type 
nlocations ≤ 128 2ns Register file 
128 < nlocations ≤ 1024 4ns Static ram 
nlocations > 1024 40ns Dynamic ram 

tr=seconds_per_farad

the output rise time in seconds per farad of output load. Default value is 1000, i.e., 1 
ns/pf. 

tf=seconds_per_farad

the output fall time in seconds per farad of output load. Default value is 500, i.e., 0.5 
ns/pf. 

cin=farads

input terminal capacitance in farads. Default value = 0.05pf. 

cout=farads

output terminal capacitance in farads. Default value = 0pf (additional tPD due to output 
terminal loading is already included in default tPD). 

The size of a memory is determined by the sum of the sizes of the various memory building 
blocks shown in the following table: 

Component Size (µ 2) Notes 
Storage cells nbits * cellsize nbits = nlocs * width 

cellsize = nports (for ROMs and DRAMS) 
cellsize = nports + 5 (for SRAMS) 

Address buffers nports * naddr * 20 nports = total number of memory ports 
Address decoders nports * (naddr+3)/4 * 4 Assuming 4-input ANDs 
Tristate drivers nreads * width * 30 nreads = number of read ports 
write-data drivers nwrites * width * 20 nwrites = number of write ports 
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   M A S S A C H U S E T T S I N S T I T U T E O F T E C H N O L O G Y 
DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER SCIENCE 

6.004 Computation Structures 
Lab #7 

The goal of this lab is to add support for two new instructions to the Beta.  But instead of adding 
hardware, we’ll support the instructions in software (!) by writing the appropriate emulation code 
in the handler for “illegal instruction” exceptions. 

 The new instructions implement load and store operations for byte (8-bit) data: 

LDB 

Usage: LDB(Ra,literal,Rc) 

Operation: PC ← PC+4 
EA ← Reg[Ra] + SEXT(literal) 
MDATA ← Mem[EA] 
Reg[Rc]7:0 ← if EA1:0 = 0b00 then MDATA7:0

 else if EA1:0 = 0b01 then MDATA15:8 
else if EA1:0 = 0b10 then MDATA23:16 
else if EA1:0 = 0b11 then MDATA31:24 

Reg[Rc]31:8 ← 0x000000 

The effective address EA is computed by adding the contents of register Ra to the sign-
extended 16-bit displacement literal. The byte location in memory specified by EA is 
read into the low-order 8 bits of register Rc; bits 31:8 of Rc are cleared. 

STB 

Opcode: 010000 Rc Ra literal 

Usage: STB(Rc,literal,Ra) 
Opcode: 010001 Rc Ra literal 
Operation: 	 PC ← PC+4 

EA ← Reg[Ra] + SEXT(literal) 
MDATA ← Mem[EA] 
if EA1:0 = 0b00 then MDATA7:0 ← Reg[Rc]7:0 

else if EA1:0 = 0b01 then MDATA 15:8 ← Reg[Rc]7:0 

else if EA1:0 = 0b10 then MDATA 23:16 ← Reg[Rc]7:0 

else if EA1:0 = 0b11 then MDATA 31:24 ← Reg[Rc]7:0 

Mem[EA] ← MDATA 

The effective address EA is computed by adding the contents of register Ra to the sign-
extended 16-bit displacement literal. The low-order 8-bits of register Rc are written into 
the byte location in memory specified by EA.   The other bytes of the memory word 
remain unchanged. 
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When the Beta hardware (which doesn’t know about these instructions) detects either of the two 
opcodes above, it will cause an “illegal instruction” exception (see section 6.4 of the Beta 
documentation) and set the PC to 4. 

The checkoff code has loaded location 4 with “BR(UI)” that branches to an assembly language 
routine labeled UI which handles illegal instructions – this is the routine that you need to write.  
It should do the following: 

1.	 Determine if the opcode for the illegal instruction is for LDB or STB.  The address of 
the instruction after the illegal instruction has been loaded into register XP by the 
hardware (i.e., the illegal instruction is at memory address Reg[XP]-4). 

2.	 If the illegal instruction is not LDB or STB, your routine should branch to the label  
_IllegalInstruction – note the leading underscore. Before branching, the contents of all 
the registers should be the same as they were when your routine was entered.  So you 
should save and restore any registers you use in Step 1. 

3.	 If the illegal instruction is LDB or STB, your routine should perform the appropriate 
memory and register accesses to emulate the operation of these instructions.  Your 
routine will have to decode the instruction at Reg[XP]-4 to determine what registers and 
memory locations to use. 

4.	 When your emulation is complete, return control to the interrupted program at the 
instruction following the LDB or STB. The contents of all the registers should be the 
same as they were when your routine was entered, except for the register changed by 
LDB. So you need to save and restore any registers you use in steps 1 and 3. 

To test your code, we’ll be using the BSim beta simulator.  In order to interface properly with 
the checkoff code, your assembly language program should follow the template below: 

.include /mit/6.004/bsim/beta.uasm

.include /mit/6.004/bsim/lab7checkoff.uasm 

UI: 
… your assembly language code here … 

Lab7checkoff.uasm contains the checkoff code for this lab.  When execution begins, it does 
the appropriate initialization (setting SP to point to an area of memory used for the stack, etc.) 
and then executes a small test program that includes LDB and STB instructions that test your 
emulation routine. The program will type out messages as it executes, reporting any errors it 
detects. When it types “Checkoff tests completed successfully!”, you’re ready to submit your 
code to the on-line checkoff system. 

To help you get started here’s an example illegal instruction handler that emulates a new 
instruction swapreg(RA,RC) which interchanges the values in registers RA and RC.  This 
example can found on-line in /mit/6.004/bsim/swapregs.uasm and on the Courseware 
webpage. The example includes lab7macros.uasm, a file containing some useful macros for 
saving/restoring registers and extracting bit fields from a 32-bit word. 

.include /mit/6.004/bsim/beta.uasm

.include /mit/6.004/bsim/lab7macros.uasm 
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||| Handler for opcode 1 extension:

||| swapreg(RA,RC) swaps the contents of the two named registers.

||| UASM defn = .macro swapreg(RA,RC) betaopc(0x01,RA,0,RC) 


regs: RESERVE(32) | Array used to store register contents 


UI: 
save_all_regs(regs) 

LD(xp,-4,r0) | illegal instruction

extract_field(r0, 31, 26, r1) | extract opcode, bits 31:26

CMPEQC(r1,0x1,r2) | OPCODE=1?

BT(r2, swapreg) | yes, handle the swapreg instruction. 


LD(r31,regs,r0) | It’s something else. Restore regs

LD(r31,regs+4,r1) | we've used, and go to the system's

LD(r31,regs+8,r2) | Illegal Instruction handler.

BR(_IllegalInstruction) 


swapreg:
extract_field(r0, 25, 21, r1) | extract rc field
MULC(r1, 4, r1) | convert to byte offset into regs array
extract_field(r0, 20, 16, r2) | extract ra
MULC(r2, 4, r2) | convert to byte offset into regs array
LD(r1, regs, r3) | r3 <- regs[rc]
LD(r2, regs, r4) | r4 <- regs[ra]
ST(r4, regs, r1) | regs[rc] <- old regs[ra]
ST(r3, regs, r2) | regs[ra] <- old regs[rc] 

restore_all_regs(regs)

JMP(xp)
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M A S S A C H U S E T T S I N S T I T U T E O F T E C H N O L O G Y

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER SCIENCE


6.004 Computation Structures 
Lab #8 

Instructions 

1.	 Make a private copy of /mit/6.004/bsim/lab8.uasm 
2.	 Run lab8.uasm and look through the code to figure out how it works 
3.	 Modify lab8.uasm as described below and test your changes 
4.	 There is no automated check-in for the lab. When you are ready for checkoff, 

schedule a short meeting with a TA during his or her lab hours (preferably during 
the less hectic times early in the week). Bring along a copy of the Lab 8 
Writeup which will be filled out during your meeting. If you work from home, 
remember to upload your program onto Athena so you can demonstrate its 
operation during the meeting. 

Step 0: Run lab8.uasm and look through the code 

Lab8.uasm is a program that implements a simple timesharing system. When you use BSim to 
load, assemble and then run lab8.uasm, the following prompt should appear in the console pane 
of the Bsim Display Window: 

Start typing, Bunky.


00000000>


As you type, each character is echoed to the console and when you hit return the whole sentence 
is translated into Pig Latin and written to the console: 

00000000> 6.004 is a fun course

6.004AY ISAY AAY UNFAY OURSECAY


00001F61>


The hex number written out as part of the prompt is a count of the number of times one of the 
user-mode processes has been scheduled while you typed in the sentence. 
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Lab8.uasm implements the following functionality: 

•	 Kernel-mode interrupt routine for handling input from the keyboard. Incoming 
characters are stored in a kernel buffer for subsequent use by user-mode programs (see 
the GetKey() supervisor call). 

•	 Kernel-mode supervisor call dispatching and a repertoire of call handlers that provide 
simple I/O services to user-mode programs. Handlers include 

o	 Halt() – stop a user-mode process 
o	 WrMsg() – write a null-terminated ASCII string to the console. The string 

immediately follows the WrMsg() instruction; execution resumes with the 
instruction following the string. For example: 

WrMsg()

.text “This text is sent to the console…\n”

…next instruction…


o	 WrCh() – write the ASCII character found in R0 to the console 
o	 GetKey() – return the next ASCII character from the keyboard in R0; this call 

does not return to the user until there is a character available. 
o	 HexPrt() – convert the value passed in R0 to a hexadecimal string and output it to 

the console. 
o	 Wait() – implement atomic WAIT operation on the integer semaphore whose 

address is passed in R3. 
o	 Signal() – implement atomic SIGNAL operation on the integer semaphore whose 

address is passed in R3. 
o	 Yield() – immediately schedule the next user-mode program for execution. 

Execution will resume in the usual fashion when the round-robin scheduler 
chooses this process again. 

•	 A round-robin scheduler and the necessary kernel data structures to support multiple 
user-mode programs. The scheduler is invoked by periodic clock interrupts or when a 
user-mode program makes a Yield() supervisor call. 

Lab8.uasm also contains code for three programs each of which runs in a separate user-mode 
process: 

•	 Process 0: prompts the user for new lines of input. Reads lines from the keyboard using 
the GetKey() supervisor call and sends them to Process 1 using the Send() procedure. 
Send() implements a bounded buffer synchronized through the use of semaphores. 

•	 Process 1: reads lines of inputs from the bounded buffer (using the Rcv() procedure), 
translates them into Pig Latin and types them out on the console (using the WrMsg() and 
WrCh() supervisor calls). 

•	 Process 2: Each time this process is executed, it simply increments a counter and uses the 
Yield() supervisor call to give up the remainder of its quantum. This count is used as part 
of the prompt displayed by Process 0. 
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Step 1: Add mouse interrupt handler (3 points) 

When you click the mouse over the console pane, BSim generates an interrupt, forcing the PC to 
0x800000010 and saving PC+4 of the interrupted instruction in the XP register. Note that BSim 
implements a “vectored interrupt” scheme where different types of interrupts force the PC to 
different addresses (rather than having all interrupts for the PC to 0x80000008). The following 
table shows how different exceptions are mapped to PC values: 

0x80000000 reset

0x80000004 illegal opcode

0x80000008 clock interrupt (must specify “.options clk” to enable)

0x8000000C keyboard interrupt (must specify “.options tty” to enable)

0x80000010 mouse interrupt (must specify “.options tty” to enable)


Recall that only user-mode programs can be interrupted. Interrupts signaled while in the Beta is 
running in kernel-mode (e.g., handling another interrupt or servicing a supervisor call) have no 
effect until the processor returns to user-mode. 

The original lab8.uasm prints out “Illegal interrupt” and then halts if a mouse interrupt is 
received. Change this behavior by adding an interrupt handler that stores the click information in 
a new kernel memory location and then returns to the interrupted process. You might find the 
keyboard interrupt handler a good model to follow. 

We’ve added a new Beta instruction your interrupt handler can use to retrieve information about 
the last mouse click: 

CLICK() 

This instruction can only be executed when in kernel mode (e.g., from inside an interrupt 
handler). It returns a value in R0: -1 if there hasn’t been a mouse click since the last time 
CLICK() was executed, or a 32-bit integer with the X coordinate of the click in the high-order 16 
bits of the word, and the Y coordinate of the click in the low-order 16 bits. The coordinates are 
non-negative and relative to the upper left hand corner of the console pane. In our scenario, 
CLICK() is only called after a mouse click, so we should never see -1 as a return value. 

Testing your implementation: insert a “.breakpoint” before the JMP(XP) at the end of your 
interrupt handler, run the program and click the mouse over the console pane. If things are 
working correctly the simulation should stop at the breakpoint and you can examine the kernel 
memory location where the mouse info was stored to verify that it’s correct. Continuing 
execution (click the “Run” button in the toolbar at the top of the window) should return to the 
interrupted program. When you’re done remember to remove the breakpoint. 

Step 2: Add Mouse() supervisor call (3 points) 

Implement a Mouse() supervisor call that returns the coordinate information from the most recent 
mouse click (i.e., the information stored by the mouse interrupt handler). Like GetKey() 
supervisor call, a user-mode call to Mouse() should consume the available click information. If 
no mouse click has occurred since the previous call to Mouse(), the supervisor call should “hang” 
until new click information is available. “Hang” means that the supervisor call should back up 
the saved PC so that the next user-mode instruction to be executed is the Mouse() call and then 
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branch to the scheduler to run some other user-mode program. Thus when the calling program is 
rescheduled for execution at some later point, the Mouse() call is re-executed and the whole 
process repeated. From the user’s point of view, the Mouse() call completes execution only 
when there is new click information to be returned. The GetKey() supervisor call is a good model 
to follow. 

Notes: Supervisor calls are actually unimplemented instructions that cause the expected trap 
when executed. The illegal instruction trap handler looks for illegal instructions it knows to be 
supervisor calls and calls the appropriate handler – look at SVC_UUO for details. To define a 
new supervisor call, add the following definition just after the definition for Yield(): 

.macro Mouse() SVC(8) 

This is the ninth supervisor call and the current code at SVC_UUO was tailored for processing 
exactly eight supervisor calls, so you’ll need to make the appropriate modifications. 

Testing your implementation: Once your Mouse() implementation is complete, add a Mouse() 
instruction just after P2Start. If things are working correctly, this user-mode process should now 
hang and Count3 should not be incremented even if you type in several sentences (i.e., the prompt 
should always be “00000000>”). Now click the mouse once over the console pane and then type 
more sentences. The prompt should read “00000001>”. When you’re done, remember to remove 
the Mouse() instruction you added. 

Step 3: Add fourth user-mode process that reports mouse clicks (6 points) 

Modify the kernel to add support for a fourth user-mode process. Add user-mode code for the 
new process that calls Mouse() and then prints out a message of the form: 

Click at x=0000000EE, y=00000041


Each click message should appear on its own line (i.e., it should be preceded and followed by a 
newline character). You can use WrMsg() and HexPrt() to send the message; see the code for 
Process 0 for an example of how this is done. 

Testing your implementation: If all three parts are working correctly the appropriate message 
should be printed out whenever you click the mouse over the console pane. You may find it 
necessary to use “.breakpoint” commands to debug your user-mode code. 

Step 4: Synchronize mouse reporting with other I/O (3 points) 

Using semaphores, coordinate the operation of the user-mode processes so that click messages 
only appear after the prompt has been output but before you’ve started typing in a sentence to be 
translated. In other words, once you start typing in a sentence, click messages should be delayed 
until after the next prompt. If the user clicks multiple times after they have started typing, a 
typical implementation displays two messages: one for the first click whose coords have already 
been read, and one for the last click – the intervening click coords having been overwritten by 
each subsequent click. 

Testing your implementation: Start typing in a sentence, then click the mouse. The click 
message should be printed after the translation and the following prompt have been printed. 
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Lab #8 Checkoff 

Name Meeting date & Score 
initials 

Athena username 

If you work at home, please remember to upload your design files to Athena before coming to the 
lab for your meeting so you’ll be able to demonstrate your design in the lab. 

Step 1: Add mouse interrupt handler (3 points) 

Testing procedure: insert a “.breakpoint” before the JMP(XP) at the end of your interrupt 
handler, run the program and click the mouse over the console pane.  If things are 
working correctly the simulation should stop at the breakpoint and you can examine the 
kernel memory location where the mouse info was stored to verify that it’s correct.   
Continuing execution (click the “Run” button in the toolbar at the top of the window) 
should return to the interrupted program. When you’re done remember to remove the 
breakpoint. 

Step 2: Add Mouse() supervisor call (3 points) 

Testing procedure:  Once your Mouse() implementation is complete, add a Mouse() 
instruction just after P2Start.  If things are working correctly, this user-mode process 
should now hang and Count3 should not be incremented even if you type in several 
sentences (i.e., the prompt should always be “00000000>”).  Now click the mouse once 
over the console pane and then type more sentences.  The prompt should read 
“00000001>”. When you’re done, remember to remove the Mouse() instruction you 
added. 

Step 3: Add fourth user-mode process that reports mouse clicks (6 points) 

Testing procedure:  If all three parts are working correctly, the appropriate message 
should be printed out whenever you click the mouse over the console pane.  You may 
find it necessary to use “.breakpoint” commands to debug your user-mode code. 

Step 4: Synchronize mouse reporting with other I/O (3 points) 

Testing procedure:  Start typing in a sentence then click the mouse.  The click message 
should be printed after the translation and the following prompt have been printed. 
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   M A S S A C H U S E T T S I N S T I T U T E  O F T E C H N O L O G Y 

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER SCIENCE


6.004 Computation Structures 

β Documentation 

1. Introduction 

This handout is a reference guide for the β, the RISC processor design for 6.004.  This is 
intended to be a complete and thorough specification of the programmer-visible state and 
instruction set. 

2. Machine Model 

The β is a general-purpose 32-bit architecture: all registers are 32 bits wide and when loaded 
with an address can point to any location in the byte-addressed memory.  When read, register 
31 is always 0; when written, the new value is discarded. 

Program Counter Main Memory 

232 bytes 

… 

PC always a multiple of 4 

R0 

R1 

R30 

R31 always 0 

32 bits 

Registers 

3 2 1 0

 SUB(R3,R4,R5)

 ST(R5,1000) 

32 bits 32 bits 

0x00000000: 

0x00000004: 

0xFFFFFFF8: 

0xFFFFFFFC: 

… 

… 

3. Instruction Encoding 

Each β instruction is 32 bits long. All integer manipulation is between registers, with up to 
two source operands (one may be a sign-extended 16-bit literal), and one destination register.  
Memory is referenced through load and store instructions that perform no other computation.  
Conditional branch instructions are separated from comparison instructions: branch 
instructions test the value of a register that can be the result of a previous compare 
instruction. 
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There are only two types of instruction encoding: Without Literal and With Literal. 
Instructions without literals include arithmetic and logical operations between two registers 
whose result is placed in a third register. Instructions with literals include all other 
operations. 

Like all signed quantities on the β, an instruction's literal is represented in two’s complement. 

3.1 Without Literal 

31 26 25 21 20 16 15 11 10 0 

Opcode Rc Ra Rb unused 

3.2 With Literal 

31 26 25 21 20 16 15 0 

Opcode Rc Ra literal (two’s complement) 

4. Instruction Summary 

Below are listed the 32 β instructions and their 6-bit opcodes.  For detailed instruction 
operations, see the following section. 

Mnemonic Opcode 

ADD 0x20 
ADDC 0x30 
AND 0x28 
ANDC 0x38 
BEQ 0x1D 
BNE 0x1E 
CMPEQ 0x24 
CMPEQC 0x34 

Mnemonic Opcode 

CMPLE 0x26 
CMPLEC 0x36 
CMPLT 0x25 
CMPLTC 0x35 
DIV 0x23 
DIVC 0x33 
JMP 0x1B 
LD 0x18 

Mnemonic Opcode 

LDR 0x1F 
MUL 0x22 
MULC 0x32 
OR 0x29 
ORC 0x39 
SHL 0x2C 
SHLC 0x3C 
SHR 0x2D 

Mnemonic Opcode 

SHRC 0x3D 
SRA 0x2E 
SRAC 0x3E 
SUB 0x21 
SUBC 0x31 
ST 0x19 
XOR 0x2A 
XORC 0x3A 

5. Instruction Specifications 

This section contains the specifications for the β instructions, listed alphabetically by 
mnemonic.  No timing-dependent information is given: it is specifically assumed that there 
are no pathological timing interactions between instructions in this specification.  Each 
instruction is considered atomic and is presumed to complete before the next instruction is 
executed. No assumptions are made about branch prediction, instruction prefetch, or 
memory caching. 
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Opcode: 100000 Rc Ra Rb unused 

5.1 ADD 

Usage: ADD(Ra,Rb,Rc) 

Operation:	 PC ← PC + 4 

Reg[Rc] ← Reg[Ra] + Reg[Rb] 


The contents of register Ra are added to the contents of register Rb and the 32-bit sum is 
written to Rc.  This instruction computes no carry or overflow information.  If desired, this 
can be computed through explicit compare instructions. 

5.2 ADDC 

Usage: ADDC(Ra,literal,Rc) 
Opcode: 110000 Rc Ra literal 
Operation:	 PC ← PC + 4 


Reg[Rc] ← Reg[Ra] + SEXT(literal)


The contents of register Ra are added to literal and the 32-bit sum is written to Rc.  This 
instruction computes no carry or overflow information.  If desired, this can be computed 
through explicit compare instructions. 

5.3 AND 

Usage: AND(Ra,Rb,Rc) 
Opcode: 101000 Rc Ra Rb unused 
Operation:	 PC ← PC + 4 


Reg[Rc] ← Reg[Ra] & Reg[Rb] 


This performs the bitwise boolean AND function between the contents of register Ra and the 
contents of register Rb. The result is written to register Rc. 

5.4 ANDC 

Usage: ANDC(Ra,literal,Rc) 
Opcode: 111000 Rc Ra literal 
Operation:	 PC ← PC + 4 


Reg[Rc] ← Reg[Ra] & SEXT(literal) 


This performs the bitwise boolean AND function between the contents of register Ra and 
literal. The result is written to register Rc. 
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5.5 BEQ/BF


Usage: BEQ(Ra,label,Rc) 
BF(Ra,label,Rc) 

Opcode: 011101 Rc Ra literal 
Operation:	 literal = ((OFFSET(label) − OFFSET(current instruction)) / 4)−1 


PC ← PC + 4 

EA ← PC + 4*SEXT(literal) 

TEMP ← Reg[Ra] 

Reg[Rc] ← PC 

if TEMP = 0 then PC ← EA 


The PC of the instruction following the BEQ instruction (the updated PC) is written to 
register Rc. If the contents of register Ra are zero, the PC is loaded with the target address; 
otherwise, execution continues with the next sequential instruction. 

The displacement literal is treated as a signed word offset.  This means it is multiplied by 4 
to convert it to a byte offset, sign extended to 32 bits, and added to the updated PC to form 
the target address. 

5.6 BNE/BT 

Usage: 	BNE(Ra,label,Rc) 
BT(Ra,label,Rc) 

Opcode: 011110 Rc Ra literal 
Operation:	 literal = ((OFFSET(label) − OFFSET(current instruction)) ÷ 4)−1 


PC ← PC + 4 

EA ← PC + 4*SEXT(literal) 

TEMP ← Reg[Ra] 

Reg[Rc] ← PC 

if TEMP ≠ 0 then PC ← EA 


The PC of the instruction following the BNE instruction (the updated PC) is written to 
register Rc. If the contents of register Ra are non-zero, the PC is loaded with the target 
address; otherwise, execution continues with the next sequential instruction. 

The displacement literal is treated as a signed word offset.  This means it is multiplied by 4 
to convert it to a byte offset, sign extended to 32 bits, and added to the updated PC to form 
the target address. 
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5.7 CMPEQ


Usage: CMPEQ(Ra,Rb,Rc) 
Opcode: 100100 Rc Ra Rb unused 
Operation:	 PC ← PC + 4 


if Reg[Ra] = Reg[Rb] then Reg[Rc] ← 1 else Reg[Rc] ← 0 


If the contents of register Ra are equal to the contents of register Rb, the value one is written 
to register Rc; otherwise zero is written to Rc. 

5.8 CMPEQC 

Usage: CMPEQC(Ra,literal,Rc) 
Opcode: 110100 Rc Ra literal 
Operation:	 PC ← PC + 4 


if Reg[Ra] = SEXT(literal) then Reg[Rc] ← 1 else Reg[Rc] ← 0 


If the contents of register Ra are equal to literal, the value one is written to register Rc; 
otherwise zero is written to Rc. 

5.9 CMPLE 

Usage: CMPLE(Ra,Rb,Rc) 

Operation:	 PC ← PC + 4 

if Reg[Ra] ≤ Reg[Rb] then Reg[Rc] ← 1 else Reg[Rc] ← 0 


If the contents of register Ra are less than or equal to the contents of register Rb, the value 
one is written to register Rc; otherwise zero is written to Rc. 

5.10 CMPLEC 

Opcode: 100110 Rc Ra Rb unused 

Usage: CMPLEC(Ra,literal,Rc) 
Opcode: 110110 Rc Ra literal 
Operation:	 PC ← PC + 4 


if Reg[Ra] ≤ SEXT(literal) then Reg[Rc] ← 1 else Reg[Rc] ← 0 


If the contents of register Ra are less than or eqaul to literal, the value one is written to 
register Rc; otherwise zero is written to Rc. 
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Opcode: 100101 Rc Ra Rb unused 

5.11 CMPLT 

Usage: CMPLT(Ra,Rb,Rc) 

Operation:	 PC ← PC + 4 

if Reg[Ra] < Reg[Rb] then Reg[Rc] ← 1 else Reg[Rc] ← 0 


If the contents of register Ra are less than the contents of register Rb, the value one is written 
to register Rc; otherwise zero is written to Rc. 

5.12 CMPLTC 

Usage: CMPLTC(Ra,literal,Rc) 
Opcode: 110101 Rc Ra literal 
Operation:	 PC ← PC + 4 


if Reg[Ra] < SEXT(literal) then Reg[Rc] ← 1 else Reg[Rc] ← 0 


If the contents of register Ra are less than literal, the value one is written to register Rc; 
otherwise zero is written to Rc. 

5.13 DIV 

Usage: DIV(Ra,Rb,Rc) 

Operation:	 PC ← PC + 4 

Reg[Rc] ← Reg[Ra] / Reg[Rb] 


The contents of register Ra are divided by the contents of register Rb and the low-order 32 
bits of the quotient are written to Rc. 

5.14 DIVC 

Opcode: 100011 Rc Ra Rb unused 

Usage: DIVC(Ra,literal,Rc) 
Opcode: 110011 Rc Ra literal 
Operation:	 PC ← PC + 4 


Reg[Rc] ← Reg[Ra] / SEXT(literal)


The contents of register Ra are divided by literal and the low-order 32 bits of the quotient is 
written to Rc. 
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Opcode: 011011 Rc Ra 0000000000000000 

5.15 JMP 

Usage: JMP(Ra,Rc) 

Operation:	 PC ← PC+4 

EA ← Reg[Ra] & 0xFFFFFFFC 

Reg[Rc] ← PC 

PC ← EA


The PC of the instruction following the JMP instruction (the updated PC) is written to 
register Rc, then the PC is loaded with the contents of register Ra.  The low two bits of Ra 
are masked to ensure that the target address is aligned on a 4-byte boundary.  Ra and Rc may 
specify the same register; the target calculation using the old value is done before the 
assignment of the new value.  The unused literal field should be filled with zeroes.  Note that 
JMP can clear the supervisor bit (bit 31 of the PC) but not set it – see section 6.3 for details. 

5.16 LD 

Usage: LD(Ra,literal,Rc) 
Opcode: 011000 Rc Ra literal 
Operation:	 PC ← PC+4 


EA ← Reg[Ra] + SEXT(literal) 

Reg[Rc] ← Mem[EA] 


The effective address EA is computed by adding the contents of register Ra to the sign-
extended 16-bit displacement literal.  The location in memory specified by EA is read into 
register Rc. 

5.17 LDR 

Usage: LDR(label,Rc) 
Opcode: 011111 Rc 11111 literal 
Operation:	 literal = ((OFFSET(label) − OFFSET(current instruction)) / 4)−1 


PC ← PC + 4 

EA ← PC + 4*SEXT(literal) 

Reg[Rc] ← Mem[EA] 


The effective address EA is computed by multiplying the sign-extended literal by 4 (to 
convert it to a byte offset) and adding it to the updated PC.  The location in memory specified 
by EA is read into register Rc. The Ra field is ignored and should be 11111 (R31). The 
supervisor bit (bit 31 of the PC) is ignored (i.e., treated as zero) when computing EA. 
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Opcode: 100010 Rc Ra Rb unused 

5.18 MUL 

Usage: MUL(Ra,Rb,Rc) 

Operation:	 PC ← PC + 4 

Reg[Rc] ← Reg[Ra] * Reg[Rb] 


The contents of register Ra are multiplied by the contents of register Rb and the low-order 32 
bits of the product are written to Rc. 

5.19 MULC 

Usage: MULC(Ra,literal,Rc) 
Opcode: 110010 Rc Ra literal 
Operation:	 PC ← PC + 4 


Reg[Rc] ← Reg[Ra] * SEXT(literal)


The contents of register Ra are multiplied by literal and the low-order 32 bits of the product 
are written to Rc. 

5.20 OR 

Usage: OR(Ra,Rb,Rc) 

Operation:	 PC ← PC + 4 

Reg[Rc] ← Reg[Ra] | Reg[Rb] 


This performs the bitwise boolean OR function between the contents of register Ra and the 
contents of register Rb. The result is written to register Rc. 

5.21 ORC 

Opcode: 101001 Rc Ra Rb unused 

Usage: ORC(Ra,literal,Rc) 
Opcode: 111001 Rc Ra literal 
Operation:	 PC ← PC + 4 


Reg[Rc] ← Reg[Ra] | SEXT(literal)


This performs the bitwise boolean OR function between the contents of register Ra and 
literal. The result is written to register Rc. 
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Opcode: 101100 Rc Ra Rb unused 

5.22 SHL 

Usage: SHL(Ra,Rb,Rc) 

Operation:	 PC ← PC + 4 

Reg[Rc] ← Reg[Ra] << Reg[Rb]4:0


The contents of register Ra are shifted left 0 to 31 bits as specified by the five-bit count in 
register Rb. The result is written to register Rc.  Zeroes are propagated into the vacated bit 
positions. 

5.23 SHLC 

Usage: SHLC(Ra,literal,Rc) 
Opcode: 111100 Rc Ra literal 
Operation:	 PC ← PC + 4 


Reg[Rc] ← Reg[Ra] << literal4:0


The contents of register Ra are shifted left 0 to 31 bits as specified by the five-bit count in 
literal. The result is written to register Rc.  Zeroes are propagated into the vacated bit 
positions. 

5.24 SHR 

Usage: SHR(Ra,Rb,Rc) 
Opcode: 101101 Rc Ra Rb unused 
Operation:	 PC ← PC + 4 


Reg[Rc] ← Reg[Ra] >> Reg[Rb]4:0


The contents of register Ra are shifted right 0 to 31 bits as specified by the five-bit count in 
register Rb. The result is written to register Rc.  Zeroes are propagated into the vacated bit 
positions. 

5.25 SHRC 

Usage: SHRC(Ra,literal,Rc) 
Opcode: 111101 Rc Ra literal 
Operation:	 PC ← PC + 4 


Reg[Rc] ← Reg[Ra] >> literal4:0


The contents of register Ra are shifted right 0 to 31 bits as specified by the five-bit count in 
literal. The result result is written to register Rc.  Zeroes are propagated into the vacated bit 
positions. 
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Opcode: 101110 Rc Ra Rb unused 

5.26 SRA 

Usage: SRA(Ra,Rb,Rc) 

Operation:	 PC ← PC + 4 

Reg[Rc] ← Reg[Ra] >> Reg[Rb]4:0


The contents of register Ra are shifted arithmetically right 0 to 31 bits as specified by the 
five-bit count in register Rb. The result is written to register Rc.  The sign bit (Reg[Ra]31) is 
propagated into the vacated bit positions. 

5.25 SRAC 

Usage: SRAC(Ra,literal,Rc) 
Opcode: 111110 Rc Ra literal 
Operation:	 PC ← PC + 4 


Reg[Rc] ← Reg[Ra] >> literal4:0


The contents of register Ra are shifted arithmetically right 0 to 31 bits as specified by the 
five-bit count in literal. The result is written to register Rc.  The sign bit (Reg[Ra]31) is 
propagated into the vacated bit positions. 

5.28 ST 

Usage: ST(Rc,literal,Ra) 
Opcode: 011001 Rc Ra literal 
Operation:	 PC ← PC+4 


EA ← Reg[Ra] + SEXT(literal) 

Mem[EA] ← Reg[Rc] 


The effective address EA is computed by adding the contents of register Ra to the sign-
extended 16-bit displacement literal. The contents of register Rc are then written to the 
location in memory specified by EA. 

5.29 SUB 

Usage: SUB(Ra,Rb,Rc) 
Opcode: 100001 Rc Ra Rb unused 
Operation:	 PC ← PC + 4 


Reg[Rc] ← Reg[Ra] − Reg[Rb] 


The contents of register Rb are subtracted from the contents of register Ra and the 32-bit 
difference is written to Rc.  This instruction computes no borrow or overflow information.  If 
desired, this can be computed through explicit compare instructions. 
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5.30 SUBC 

Usage: SUBC(Ra,literal,Rc) 
Opcode: 110001 Rc Ra literal 
Operation:	 PC ← PC + 4 


Reg[Rc] ← Reg[Ra] − SEXT(literal)


The constant literal is subtracted from the contents of register Ra and the 32-bit difference is 
written to Rc.  This instruction computes no borrow or overflow information.  If desired, this 
can be computed through explicit compare instructions. 

5.31 XOR 

Usage: XOR(Ra,Rb,Rc) 
Opcode: 101010 Rc Ra Rb unused 
Operation:	 PC ← PC + 4 


Reg[Rc] ← Reg[Ra] ^ Reg[Rb] 


This performs the bitwise boolean XOR function between the contents of register Ra and the 
contents of register Rb. The result is written to register Rc. 

5.32 XORC 

Usage: XORC(Ra,literal,Rc) 
Opcode: 111010 Rc Ra literal 
Operation:	 PC ← PC + 4 


Reg[Rc] ← Reg[Ra] ^ SEXT(literal)


This performs the bitwise boolean XOR function between the contents of register Ra and 
literal. The result is written to register Rc. 

6. Extensions for Exception Handling 

The standard β architecture described above is modified as follows to support exceptions and 
privileged instructions. 

6.1 Exceptions 

β exceptions come in three flavors: traps, faults, and interrupts. 

Traps and faults are both the direct outcome of an instruction (e.g., an attempt to execute an 
illegal opcode) and are distinguished by the programmer's intentions.  Traps are intentional 
and are normally used to request service from the operating system.  Faults are unintentional 
and often signify error conditions. 
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Interrupts are asynchronous with respect to the instruction stream, and are usually caused by 
external events (e.g., a character appearing on an input device). 

6.2 The XP Register 

Register 30 is dedicated as the ``Exception Pointer'' (XP) register.  When an exception 
occurs, the updated PC is written to the XP.  For traps and faults, this will be the PC of the 
instruction following the one which caused the fault; for interrupts, this will be the PC of the 
instruction following the one which was about to be executed when the interrupt occurred.  
The instruction pointed to by XP–4 has not been executed. 

Since the XP can be overwritten at unpredictable times as the result of an interrupt, it should 
not be used by user-mode programs while interrupts are enabled. 

6.3 Supervisor Mode 

The high bit of the PC is dedicated as the “Supervisor” bit.  The instruction fetch and LDR 
instruction ignore this bit, treating it as if it were zero.  The JMP instruction is allowed to 
clear the Supervisor bit but not set it, and no other instructions may have any effect on it.  
Only exceptions cause the Supervisor bit to become set. 

When the Supervisor bit is clear, the processor is said to be in “user mode”.  Interrupts are 
enabled while in user mode. 

When the Supervisor bit is set, the processor is said to be in “supervisor mode”.  While in 
supervisor mode, interrupts are disabled and privileged instructions (see below) may be used.  
Traps and faults while in supervisor mode have implementation-defined (probably fatal) 
effects. 

Since the JMP instruction can clear the Supervisor bit, it is possible to load the PC with a 
new value and enter user mode in a single atomic action.  This provides a safe mechanism for 
returning from a trap to the Operating System, even if an interrupt is pending at the time. 

6.4 Exception Handling 

When an exception occurs and the processor is in user mode, the updated PC is written to the 
XP, the Supervisor bit is set, the PC is loaded with an implementation-defined value, and the 
processor begins executing instructions from that point.  This value is called 
the “exception vector”, and may depend on the kind of exception which occurred. 

The only exception which must be supported by all implementations is the “reset” exception 
(also called the “power up” exception), which occurs immediately before any instructions are 
executed by the processor. The exception vector for power up is always 0.  Thus, at power 
up time, the Supervisor bit is set, the XP is undefined, and execution begins at location 0 of 
memory. 
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6.5 Privileged Instructions 

Some instructions may be available while in supervisor mode which are not available in user 
mode (e.g., instructions which interface directly with I/O devices).  These are called 
“privileged instructions”.  These instructions always have an opcode of 0x00; otherwise, their 
form and semantics are implementation-defined. Attempts to use privileged instructions 
while in user mode will result in an illegal instruction exception. 

7. Software Conventions 

This section describes our software programming conventions that supplement the basic architecture. 

7.1 Reserved Registers 
It is convenient to reserve a number of registers for pervasive standard uses. The hardware 
itself reserves R31 and R30; in addition, our software conventions reserve R29, R28, and 
R27. 
These are summarized in the following table and are described more fully below. 

Register Symbol Usage 
R31 R31 Always zero 
R30 XP Exception pointer 
R29 SP Stack pointer 
R28 LP Linkage pointer 
R27 BP Base of frame pointer 

7.2 Convenience Macros 
We augment the basic β instruction set with the following macros, making it easier to express 
certain common operations: 

Macro Definition 
BEQ(Ra, label) BEQ(Ra, label, R31) 
BF(Ra, label) BF(Ra, label, R31) 
BNE(Ra, label) BNE(Ra, label, R31) 
BT(Ra, label) BT(Ra, label, R31) 
BR(label, Rc) BEQ(R31, label, Rc) 
BR(label) BR(label, R31) 
JMP(Ra) JMP(Ra, R31) 
LD(label, Rc) LD(R31, label, Rc) 
ST(Rc, label) ST(Rc, label, R31) 
MOVE(Ra, Rc) ADD(Ra, R31, Rc) 
CMOVE(c, Rc) ADDC(R31, c, Rc) 
PUSH(Ra) ADDC(SP, 4, SP) 

ST(Ra, -4, SP) 
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POP(Rc) LD(SP, -4, Rc) 
SUBC(SP, 4, SP) 

ALLOCATE(k) ADDC(SP, 4*k, SP) 
DEALLOCATE(k) SUBC(SP, 4*k, SP) 

7.3 Stack Implementation 
SP is a reserved register that points to the top of the stack. The stack is an arbitrary con-
tiguous region of memory. The contents of SP are always a multiple of 4 and each stack slot 
is 4 bytes. SP points to the location just beyond the topmost element on the stack. The stack 
grows upward in memory (i.e., towards higher addresses). Four macros are defined for 
manipulating the stack: 

PUSH(Ra) - Push the contents of register Ra onto the stack 
POP(Rc) - Pop the top element of the stack into Rc 
ALLOCATE(k) - Push k words of uninitialized data onto the stack 
DEALLOCATE(k) - Pop k words off of the stack and throw them away 

7.4 Procedure Linkage 
A procedure’s arguments are passed on the stack. Specifically, when a procedure is entered, 
the topmost element on the stack is the first argument to the procedure; the next element on 
the stack is the second argument to the procedure, and so on. A procedure’s return address is 
passed in LP, which is a register reserved for this purpose. A procedure returns its value (if 
any) in R0 and must leave all other registers, including the reserved registers, unaltered. 
Thus, a typical call to a procedure named F looks like: 
 (push argn-1) 

... 
 (push arg1) 
 (push arg0) 

BR (F, LP)
 DEALLOCATE (n) 

(use R0, which is now F(arg0, arg1, ... , argn-1)) 
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7.5 Stack Frames 
The preceeding section describes the rules which procedures must follow to interoperate 
properly. This section describes our conventional means of writing a procedure which fol-
lows those rules. 
A procedure invocation requires storage for its arguments, its local variables, and any reg-
isters it needs to save and restore. All of this storage is allocated in a contiguous region of the 
stack called a “stack frame”. Procedures “activate” stack frames on entry and “deactivate” 
them on exit. BP is a reserved register which points to a fixed location within the currently 
active stack frame. Procedures use a standard prologue and epilogue to activate and 
deactivate the stack frame. 
The standard prologue is: 
 PUSH (LP)

 PUSH (BP) 


MOVE (SP, BP) 

ALLOCATE (k)  | allocate space for locals 

(push registers which are used by procedure) 


Note that either of the last two steps may be omitted if there are no local variables or if there 
are no registers to save. 
The standard epilogue is: 

(pop registers which are used by procedure) 

MOVE (BP, SP) | deallocate space for locals 


 POP (BP) 

POP (LP) 


 JMP (LP) 


Note that the epilogue assumes that the body of the procedure has no net effect on SP. Also 
note that either or both of the first two steps may be omitted if there are no registers to restore 
or if there are no local variables. 
The standard prologue and epilogue together with the argument passing conventions imply 
the following layout for a stack frame: 

BP⇒ 

argn-1

 … 
arg1

 arg0

 saved LP 
 saved BP 

local0

 local1

 … 
localK-1 Higher 

Addresses 
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 (saved regs) 

Note that BP always points to the first stack slot above the saved BP, which is the same as 
the first local variable (if any). It also points to the third stack slot above the first argument (if 
any). So within the procedure’s body, its arguments and locals may be accessed via constant 
offsets from BP. 
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Summary of β Instruction Formats 

Operate Class: 

31 26 25 21 20 16 15 11 10 0 

10xxxx Rc Ra Rb unused 

Register Symbol Usage 
R31 R31 Always zero 
R30 XP Exception pointer 
R29 SP Stack pointer 
R28 LP Linkage pointer 
R27 BP Base of frame pointer 

OP(Ra,Rb,Rc): Reg[Rc] ← Reg[Ra] op Reg[Rb] 

Opcodes:  ADD (plus), SUB (minus), MUL (multiply), DIV (divided by) 
AND (bitwise and), OR (bitwise or), XOR (bitwise exclusive or) 
CMPEQ (equal), CMPLT (less than), CMPLE (less than or equal)  [result = 1 if true, 0 if false] 
SHL (left shift), SHR (right shift w/o sign extension), SRA (right shift w/ sign extension) 

31 26 25 21 20 16 15 0 

11xxxx Rc Ra literal (two’s complement) 

OPC(Ra,literal,Rc): Reg[Rc] ← Reg[Ra] op SEXT(literal) 

Opcodes: ADDC (plus), SUBC (minus), MULC (multiply), DIVC (divided by) 
ANDC (bitwise and), ORC (bitwise or), XORC (bitwise exclusive or) 
CMPEQC (equal), CMPLTC (less than), CMPLEC (less than or equal)  [result = 1 if true, 0 if false] 
SHLC (left shift), SHRC (right shift w/o sign extension), SRAC (right shift w/ sign extension) 

Other: 

31 26 25 21 20 16 15 0 

01xxxx Rc Ra literal (two’s complement) 

LD(Ra,literal,Rc): Reg[Rc] ← Mem[Reg[Ra] + SEXT(literal)] 

ST(Rc,literal,Ra): Mem[Reg[Ra] + SEXT(literal)] ← Reg[Rc]

JMP(Ra,Rc): Reg[Rc] ← PC + 4; PC ← Reg[Ra] 

BEQ/BF(Ra,label,Rc): Reg[Rc] ← PC + 4; if Reg[Ra] = 0 then PC ← PC + 4 + 4*SEXT(literal) 

BNE/BT(Ra,label,Rc): Reg[Rc] ← PC + 4; if Reg[Ra] ≠ 0 then PC ← PC + 4 + 4*SEXT(literal) 

LDR(Ra,label,Rc):  Reg[Rc] ← Mem[PC + 4 + 4*SEXT(literal)] 


Opcode Table: (*optional opcodes) 

2:0 
5:3 000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111 

000 
001 
010 
011 LD ST JMP BEQ BNE LDR 
100 ADD SUB MUL* DIV* CMPEQ CMPLT CMPLE 
101 AND OR XOR SHL SHR SRA  
110 ADDC SUBC MULC* DIVC* CMPEQC CMPLTC CMPLEC  
111 ANDC ORC XORC SHLC SHRC SRAC 
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Summary of β Instruction Formats 


Operate Class: 

31 26 25 21 20 16 15 11 10 0 

10xxxx Rc Ra Rb unused 

Register Symbol Usage 
R31 R31 Always zero 
R30 XP Exception pointer 
R29 SP Stack pointer 
R28 LP Linkage pointer 
R27 BP Base of frame pointer 

OP(Ra,Rb,Rc): Reg[Rc] ← Reg[Ra] op Reg[Rb] 

Opcodes: ADD (plus), SUB (minus), MUL (multiply), DIV (divided by) 
AND (bitwise and), OR (bitwise or), XOR (bitwise exclusive or) 
CMPEQ (equal), CMPLT (less than), CMPLE (less than or equal)  [result = 1 if true, 0 if false] 
SHL (left shift), SHR (right shift w/o sign extension), SRA (right shift w/ sign extension) 

31 26 25 21 20 16 15 0 

11xxxx Rc Ra literal (two’s complement) 

OPC(Ra,literal,Rc): Reg[Rc] ← Reg[Ra] op SEXT(literal) 

Opcodes: ADDC (plus), SUBC (minus), MULC (multiply), DIVC (divided by) 
ANDC (bitwise and), ORC (bitwise or), XORC (bitwise exclusive or) 
CMPEQC (equal), CMPLTC (less than), CMPLEC (less than or equal)  [result = 1 if true, 0 if false] 
SHLC (left shift), SHRC (right shift w/o sign extension), SRAC (right shift w/ sign extension) 

Other: 

31 26 25 21 20 16 15 0 

01xxxx Rc Ra literal (two’s complement) 

LD(Ra,literal,Rc): Reg[Rc] ← Mem[Reg[Ra] + SEXT(literal)]

ST(Rc,literal,Ra): Mem[Reg[Ra] + SEXT(literal)] ← Reg[Rc]

JMP(Ra,Rc): Reg[Rc] ← PC + 4; PC ← Reg[Ra]

BEQ/BF(Ra,label,Rc): Reg[Rc] ← PC + 4; if Reg[Ra] = 0 then PC ← PC + 4 + 4*SEXT(literal)

BNE/BT(Ra,label,Rc): Reg[Rc] ← PC + 4; if Reg[Ra] ≠ 0 then PC ← PC + 4 + 4*SEXT(literal)

LDR(label,Rc):  Reg[Rc] ← Mem[PC + 4 + 4*SEXT(literal)]


Opcode Table: (*optional opcodes) 

2:0 
5:3 000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111 

000 
001 
010 
011 LD ST JMP BEQ BNE LDR 
100 ADD SUB MUL* DIV* CMPEQ CMPLT CMPLE 
101 AND OR XOR SHL SHR SRA 
110 ADDC SUBC MULC* DIVC* CMPEQC CMPLTC CMPLEC 
111 ANDC ORC XORC SHLC SHRC SRAC 
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   M A S S A C H U S E T T S  I N S T I T U T E  O F T E C H N O L O G Y 

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER SCIENCE 


6.004 Computation Structures 
Design Project 

Instructions 

1.	 MAKE SURE you have the latest beta.uasm and project files.   
2.	 optimize your Beta design as described below 
3.	 using the checkoff file verify that your program operates correctly and submit it 


to the on-line checkoff system (just as for a Lab).  There is just one checkoff file 

for this project.  Completing the project will earn up to 10 points. 


Project Description 

For this project we’re asking you to optimize the price/performance of your Beta design.  The 
“price” is determined from the area of your circuit as reported by JSim at the end of each 
simulation run (it reports the size in square microns in the message area at the bottom of the 
netlist window).  The “performance” is determined by the time needed to complete a set of 
benchmark programs.  Benchmarking is the traditional, if somewhat unreliable, way of 
characterizing processor performance.  The benchmark suite can be found in 
/mit/6.004/bsim/projcheckoff.uasm; in addition to the functional test run during Lab #6, it 
includes four benchmarks: 

•	 Benchmark #1 makes two calls to a subroutine that performs an unsigned divide of its 
arguments, and then stores the quotients and remainders in main memory. 

•	 Benchmark #2 makes two subroutine calls: one to do an in-place reverse an 11-element 
list, the second to compare the reversed list with an "answer" list to see if all went well. 

•	 Benchmark #3 makes a copy of itself further up in memory and then jumps to the first 
location of the copy. The process is repeated 2 times. 

•	 Benchmark #4 just performs a lot register arithmetic and writes the result to memory --
should be a slam dunk for pipelined and superscalar machines. 

See projcheckoff.uasm for details about what values are written by each benchmark.  The suite 
requires on the order of 1200 cycles to execute on a standard beta.  Start by giving it plenty of 
time to run the benchmark; you’ll recognize its completion by the 1-instruction BEQ loop at 
0x44. You can then trim run time down to just get to this BEQ, to maximize your score. 

Note: Long simulations of big circuits can produce very large history files, so it 
can take a while to prepare the waveform plots at the end of your simulation.  Be 
patient and be modest in the number of signals you choose to plot. 

Since your optimized design may operate differently than the Beta described in the Lab handouts, 
the checkoff file (/mit/6.004/jsim/projcheckoff.jsim) is a little different than the others we’ve 
seen so far this semester.  It contains no test circuitry at all; you’ll need to provide the main 
memory, waveform generators for CLK and RESET, etc. – whatever your optimized design 
needs to execute correctly.  The only constraint on your netlist is that you must provide a 32-bit 
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wide, 1024 location main memory called Xmem to store the benchmark program and hold the 
results. The checkoff file checks certain locations of this memory to see that the benchmark has 
completed successfully.  If your design passes verification, you can submit it to the on-line 
checkoff system which will report the number of points your design has received.  The points are 
determined by the following formula: 

Benmark® = 1e-10/(<ending simulation time in seconds>*<size of circuit in meter2>) 

Points = (Benmark − 10)/2 [rounded; min = 0, max = 10] 

The smaller your circuit and the faster it completes the benchmark, the better the Benmark.  A 
good Beta design completed as described in the Lab handouts has a Benmark of 15 or more 
(depending on various design choices) and would receive several points if submitted.  So you’ll 
need to do some modest innovation to max out on points – see the Hints section for some 
suggestions. 

Your netlist should have the form: 

// Design Project w/ beta implemention as described in lab handouts 


.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/nominal.jsim" 


.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/stdcell.jsim" 


.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/projcheckoff.jsim" 


// your optimized beta might have different terminals 

.subckt beta clk reset irq ia[31:0] id[31:0] ma[31:0] moe mrd[31:0] wr mwd[31:0] 

... 

.ends 


// matches .subckt above w/ IRQ tied to ground 

Xbeta clk reset 0 ia[31:0] id[31:0] ma[31:0] moe mrd[31:0] wr mwd[31:0] beta 


// your memory must also be called Xmem (so the checkoff code can find it!) but 

// can have a different number of ports. It should however be initialized with 

// the contents shown below -- the benchmark suite. A file containing these

// values can be found at /mit/6.004/jsim/projcheckoff.bin.

Xmem 

+ vdd 0 0 ia[11:2] id[31:0] 

+ moe 0 0 ma[11:2] mrd[31:0] 

+ 0 clk wr ma[11:2] mwd[31:0] 

+ $memory width=32 nlocations=1024 

+ file=”/mit/6.004/jsim/projcheckoff.bin” 


// 20ns cycle time, assert RESET for first cycle. Your cycle time may vary… 

Vclk clk 0 pulse(3.3,0,9.99ns,.01ns,.01ns,9.99ns) 

Vreset reset 0 pwl(0ns 3.3v, 30ns 3.3v, 30.1ns 0v) 


// Run the simulation for 1205 cycles. Your design might require more or less 

// cycles depending on how it executes instructions. Run only as long as necessary 

// to complete the benchmark since the ending simulation time is used to compute 

// your circuit’s Benmark

.tran 24100ns


As mentioned in the netlist comments, your memory should be initialized with the binary code 
for the benchmark suite.  A file with the appropriate values can be found at 
/mit/6.004/jsim/projcheckoff.bin – you can use the “file=…” argument to the $memory 
component to load that file into your memory. 
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Your first step should be to incorporate your current Beta design into the netlist template shown 
above, and then adjust the timing of the CLK signal so that your circuit executes the checkoff 
code correctly.  As usual you can click on the green checkmark after running a simulation to 
check your results.  When you submit your results, the server will tell you your Benmark and 
how many points you earned.  You can submit as often as you’d like and the server will keep 
track of your best design to date. 

Good luck!  Using good design practices to implement the hints below can result in a Benmark 
over 30.  If you get close to this, congratulations!  But don’t be discouraged if your design 
doesn’t make it on the first try – it takes some practice to get the knack of making circuits both 
fast and small.  If you achieve a great Benmark, let us know and come join the 6.004 staff ☺. 

Hints for size 

1.	 The benchmark DOESN’T USE the multiply instructions; so the first thing you should 
do is to axe your multiplier, if you have one, and take credit for the size reduction.  The 
benchmark does require a 1024-word memory, however; don’t bother trying to reduce its 
size. 

2.	 The biggest single size reduction comes from eliminating one or more ports on the multi-
port main memory.  Ideally, you’d like to get it down to a single port.  To do this you’ll 
have multiplex the memory between fetching instructions and doing data accesses.  You 
might, for example, fetch instructions during the first half of each cycle and do data 
accesses (if necessary) during the second half.  You can use a MUX to select between 
the instruction and data addresses, and use tristate drivers to send write data to the 
memory’s data pins (the memory has these built-in for sending data back to the processor 
– that’s what the MOE signal has been controlling).  See Appendix 2 of Lab #6 for 
details on how the memory operates. 

3.	 Use logic gates instead of a ROM to generate the necessary control signals.  Even if you 
do this for only some of the control signals, you’ll see a noticeable reduction in circuit 
size.  Logic can also be faster than a ROM for control signals in your critical path. 

4.	 Design an incrementer circuit for adding 4 to the PC instead of using a regular 2-input 
adder. This is easy to do – just think about an adder where the second input is the 
constant 4 (i.e., all but one of the input bits is zero!) and then eliminate/simplify the 
adder logic appropriately. 

5.	 See if you can eliminate the separate adder used to calculate the new PC for branch 
instructions – can you figure out a way to use the ALU instead?  Hint: you’ll need a more 
complicated BSEL MUX circuit that can send either sxt(literal) or 4*sxt(literal) to the 
second input to the ALU. If you also pipeline your circuit remember that using the ALU 
for branch-offset arithmetic might increase the number of branch delay slots. 

Hints for speed 

1.	 minimize load-dependent delays. As you connect the output of a gate to additional 
inputs, its capacitance increases and so changes in the signal value take longer (see the tR 
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and tF columns in the standard cell table on page 2 of Lab #3).  Heavily loaded signals 
should be buffered to reduce the total delay.  There are several strengths of INVERTERs 
and BUFFERs available for driving different sized loads. 

2.	 use inverting logic. NAND, NOR, etc. gates are noticeably faster than their non-
inverting counterparts (AND, OR, …).  Rearranging logic to use inverting gates can 
make a big difference performance along the critical path of your circuit.  Positive logic 
gates are included in the standard cell library because they are often smaller than their 
inverting logic equivalents and thus may be useful for implementing logic that is not on 
the critical path. 

3.	 minimize delay along critical paths. Look at the device and cycle for which the 
minimum observed setup was reported – see Appendix 1 of Lab #6 to learn how to do 
this. By tracing back through the circuitry that lead to this critical path you should get 
some good ideas about where your circuit could use a speed boost.  It’s often possible to 
rearrange your logic to reduce the number of gate delays along the critical path, 
sometimes at the cost of additional gates elsewhere but that’s a tradeoff which is often 
worthwhile. Using the “complex” functions provided by the AOI21 and OAI21 gates 
could be quite helpful in this regard.  In a ripple-carry adder, you want to minimize the 
CIN to COUT delay when trying to optimize overall circuit performance. 

4.	 use a different adder architecture. Consider using an architecture that avoids rippling 
the carry through all 32 bits of the adder: carry-select and carry-lookahead are two 
techniques that are described in more detail below. 

5.	 An unpipelined Beta makes two accesses to the relatively slow main memory (4ns access 
time for the SRAM-sized memory we’ve been using).  Even a two-stage pipeline 
(instruction fetch and everything else) can come close to cutting the cycle time in half.   
A pipelined design is fun but a lot of work, so try the other hints first – they should be 
sufficient to max out on points. 

Appendix 1: Carry-select adders 

Idea: do two additions, one assuming the carry-in is 0, the other assuming the carry-in is 1.  Use a 
MUX to select the appropriate answers when the correct carry-in is known: 
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Blocks on the left can include more bits since there is more ripple time while waiting for the 
select signal to arrive. 

With one stage (i.e., using carry-select on the top sixteen bits of your adder driven by the carry-
out from the bottom 16-bits) the circuit is 50% larger but almost twice as fast as ripple-carry 
adder. With multiple, variably-sized blocks, tPD approaches sqrt(N) where N is the number of 
bits in the operand. Carry-select can be combined with carry-lookahead (see below) for even 
greater performance improvements. 

Appendix 2:  Carry-lookahead adders 

The basic building block used in the ripple-carry adder is the full adder, the 3-input, 2-output 
combinational logic circuit show below: 

A 

B 

CIN 

COUT = A B + A CIN + B CIN 

S = A ⊕ B ⊕ CIN 

Since the COUT signals of each full adder are in the critical path, let’s see if we can’t improve the 
adder’s performance by generating the COUT signals more quickly.  First let’s rewrite the equation 
for COUT: 

COUT  = A B + A CIN + B CIN  = A B + (A+B) CIN  = G + P CIN 

where G = A B is true if a carry is generated by the full adder and P = A + B is true if the carry 
is propagated by the full adder from CIN to COUT. Actually the propagate signal is sometimes 
defined as P = A ⊕ B which won’t change the computation of COUT but will allow us to express 
S as a simple function of P and CIN: S = P ⊕ CIN. Note that P and G depend only on A and B 
and not on CIN. 

We can generalize the notion of P and G to blocks of several bits.  For example, consider a two-
bit adder: 

A0 
B0 

S0 

S1 

A1 
B1 

CIN 

COUT 

Define the block generate signal G0,1 as G0,1 = G1 + G0 P1, i.e., the 2-bit block will generate a 
carry if a carry is generated in bit 1 (G1) or if a carry is generated in bit 0 and propagated by bit 
1 (G0P1). Similarly we can define the block propagate signal P0,1 as P0,1 = P0 P1, i.e., CIN will be 
propagated to COUT only if both bits are propagating their carry-ins. 

Building on this idea, we can choose the maximum fan-in we want for our logic gates and then 
build a hierarchical carry chain using these equations: 
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We can use this building block to construct P/G signals for any width operands.  The following 
figure shows how this works for 8-bit operands using 2-input logic gates: 

We can then use the P, G and carry-in signals at each level to generate carry-in signals for 
previous levels of the hierarchy, as shown in the following diagram for an 8-bit adder: 
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We can combine P/G generation and carry generation into a single building block, leading the 
following diagram for a complete 8-bit carry-lookahead adder: 

In order to use only inverting logic in the building blocks, it’s common to have two versions: 
one that takes inverted inputs and produces non-inverted outputs, and another that takes non-
inverted inputs and produces inverted outputs.  These blocks can be used on alternative levels of 
the carry lookahead tree. 
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DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER SCIENCE 

 
6.004 Computation Structures 

BSim 
 

Introduction to BSim 
 
BSim is a simulator for the 6.004 Beta architecture.  The BSim user interface is very similar to 
JSim’s: there’s a simple editor for typing in your program and some tools for assembling the 
program into binary, loading the program into the simulated Beta’s memory, executing the 
program and examining the results.  
  
To run BSim, login to an Athena console.  After signing onto the Athena station, add the 6.004 
locker to gain access to the design tools and model files (you only have to do this once each 
session): 
 
 athena% add 6.004 
 
Start BSim running in a separate window by typing 
 
 athena% bsim & 
 
It can take a few moments for the Java runtime system to start up, please be patient!  BSim takes 
as input a assembly language program to be executed.  The initial BSim window is a very simple 
editor that lets you enter and modify your netlist.  If you use a separate editor to create your 
netlists, you can have BSim load your netlist files when it starts: 
 
 athena% bsim filename … filename & 
 
There are various handy buttons on the BSim toolbar: 
 

 Exit.  Asks if you want to save any modified file buffers and then exits BSim. 
 

 New file.  Create a new edit buffer called “untitled”.  Any attempts to save this 
buffer will prompt the user for a filename. 

 

 Open file.  Prompts the user for a filename and then opens that file in its own edit 
buffer.  If the file has already been read into a buffer, the buffer will be reloaded 
from the file (after asking permission if the buffer has been modified). 

 

 Close file.  Closes the current edit buffer after asking permission if the buffer has 
been modified. 

 

 Reload file.  Reload the current buffer from its source file after asking permission 
if the buffer has been modified.  This button is useful if you are using an external 
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editor to modify the netlist and simply want to reload a new version for 
simulation. 

 

 Save file.  If any changes have been made, write the current buffer back to its 
source file (prompting for a file name if this is an untitled buffer created with the 
“new file” command).  If the save was successful, the old version of the file is 
saved with a “.bak” extension. 
 

 Save file, specifying new file name.  Like “Save file” but prompts for a new file 
name to use. 

 

 Save all files.  Like “save file” but applied to all edit buffers. 
 

 Assemble the current buffer, i.e., convert it into binary and load it into the 
simulated Beta’s memory.  Any errors detected will be flagged in the editor 
window and described in the message area at the bottom of the window.  If the 
assembly completes successfully, a window showing the Beta datapath is created 
from which you can start execution of the program. 

 

 Assemble the current buffer and output the resulting binary to a file whose name 
is the same as source file for the current buffer with “.bin” appended. 
 

 Using information supplied in the checkoff file, check for specified memory 
values.  If all the checks are successful, submit the program to the on-line 
assignment system. 

 
The Display window has some additional toolbar buttons that are used to control the simulation. 
The values shown in the window reflect the values on Beta signals after the current instruction 
has been fetched and executed but just before the register file is updated at the end of the cycle. 
 
 

 Stop execution and update the datapath display. 
 

 Reset the contents of the PC and registers to 0, and memory locations to the 
values they had just after assembly was complete.  You have to stop a running 
simulation before a reset. 

 Start simulation and run until a HALT() instruction is executed or a breakpoint is 
reached.  You can stop a running simulation using the stop control described 
above.  For maximum simulation speed, the datapath display is not updated until 
the simulation is stopped. 
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 Execute the program for a single cycle and then update the display.  Very useful 
for following your program’s operation instruction-by-instruction. 

 

 Toggle visualization between the programmer’s panel (the default) and the 
animated datapath. 
 

 Bring up a window that let’s you configure the cache parameters for main 
memory. 

 
If “.options tty” is specified by the program, a small 5-line typeout window appears at the bottom 
of the datapath window.   You can output characters to this window by executing a WRCHAR() 
instruction after placing the character value in R0.   The tty option also allows for type-in: any 
character typed by the user causes an interrupt to location 12; RDCHAR() can be used to fetch 
the character value into R0.   Clicking the mouse will cause an interrupts to location 16; CLICK() 
can be used to fetch the coordinates of the last click into R0.  The coordinates are encoded as 
(x<<16)+y, or -1 if there has been no mouse click since the last call to CLICK(). 
 
If “.options clock”  is specified by the program, an interrupt to location 8 is generated every 
10,000 cycles.  (Remember though that interrupts are disabled until the program enters user mode 
– see section 6.3 of the Beta documentation.) 
 
 
Introduction to assembly language 
 
BSim incorporates an assembler: a program that converts text files into binary memory data.  
The simplest assembly language program is a sequence of numerical values which are 
converted to binary and placed in successive byte locations in memory: 
 
 | Comments begin with vertical bar and end at a newline 
       
      37  3   255     | decimal (the default radix) 
      0b100101        | binary (note the 0b prefix) 
      0x25            | hexadecimal (note the 0x prefix) 
 'a'             | character constants 
 
Values can also be expressions; e.g., the source file 
 
      37+0b10-0x10    24 - 0x1  4*0b110-1   0xF7 % 0x20 
 
generates 4 bytes of binary output, each with the value 23.  Note the operators have no 
precedence – you have to use parentheses to avoid simple left-to-right evaluation.  The 
available operators are 
 

- unary minus 
~ bit-wise complement 
+ addition 
- subtraction 
* multiplication 
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/ division 
% modulo (result is always positive!) 
>> right shift 
<< left shift 
 

We can also define symbols for use in expressions: 
 
      x = 0x1000       | address in memory of variable X 
      y = 0x10004      | another address 
 
      | Symbolic names for registers 
      R0 = 0 
 R1 = 1 
 … 
 R31 = 31 
 
Note that symbols are case-sensitive:  “Foo” and “foo” are different symbols.  A special 
symbol named “.” (period) means the address of the next byte to be filled by the assembler: 
 
      . = 0x100        | assemble into location 0x100 
        1  2  3  4 
      five = .         | symbol five has the value 0x104 
        5  6  7  8 
      . = . + 16       | skip 16 bytes 
        9 10 11 12 
 
Labels are symbols that represent memory address.  They can be set with the following 
special syntax: 
 
      X:               | this is an abbreviation for X = . 
 
For example the table on the left shows what main memory will contain after assembling the 
program on the right. 
 
      ---- MAIN MEMORY ----          
        byte:  3  2  1  0 
                                     . = 0x1000 
        1000: 09 04 01 00            sqrs:  0 1 4 9 
        1004: 31 24 19 10                   16 25 36 49 
        1008: 79 64 51 40                   64 81 100 121 
        100C: E1 C4 A9 90                   144 169 196 225 
        1010: 00 00 00 10            slen:  LONG(. – sqrs) 
 
Macros are parameterized abbreviations: 
 
      | macro to generate 4 consecutive bytes 
      .macro consec(n) n n+1 n+2 n+3 
 
      | invocation of above macro 
      consec(37) 
 
The macro invocation above has the same effect as 
 
      37 38 39 40 
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Note that macros evaluate their arguments and substitute the resulting value for occurrences 
of the corresponding formal parameter in the body of the macro.  Here are some macros for 
breaking multi-byte data into byte-size chunks 
 
      | assemble into bytes, little-endian format 
      .macro WORD(x) x%256 (x/256)%256 
      .macro LONG(x) WORD(x) WORD(x>>16) 
      LONG(0xdeadbeef) 
 
Has the same effect as 
 
      0xef 0xbe 0xad 0xde 
 
The body of the macro includes the remainder of the line on which the .macro directive 
appears.  Multi-line macros can be defined by enclosing the body in “{“ and “}”. 
 
beta.uasm contains symbol definitions for all the registers (R0, …, R31, BP, LP, SP, XP, r0, 
…, r31, bp, lp, sp, xp) and macro definitions for all the Beta instructions: 
 
OP(Ra,Rb,Rc) Reg[Rc] ← Reg[Ra] op Reg[Rb] 
   Opcodes: ADD, SUB, MUL, DIV, AND, OR, XOR 
  CMPEQ, CMPLT, CMPLE, SHL, SHR, SRA 

OPC(Ra,literal,Rc) Reg[Rc] ← Reg[Ra] op SEXT(literal15:0) 
   Opcodes: ADDC, SUBC, MULC, DIVC, ANDC, ORC, XORC 
  CMPEQC, CMPLTC, CMPLEC, SHLC, SHRC, SRAC 

LD(Ra,literal,Rc) Reg[Rc] ← Mem[Reg[Ra] + SEXT(literal)] 
ST(Rc,literal,Ra) Mem[Reg[Ra] + SEXT(literal)] ← Reg[Rc] 
JMP(Ra,Rc) Reg[Rc] ← PC + 4; PC ← Reg[Ra] 
BEQ/BF(Ra,label,Rc) Reg[Rc] ← PC + 4; if Reg[Ra] = 0 then PC ← PC + 4 + 4*SEXT(literal) 
BNE/BT(Ra,label,Rc) Reg[Rc] ← PC + 4; if Reg[Ra] ≠ 0 then PC ← PC + 4 + 4*SEXT(literal)  
LDR(Ra,label,Rc)  Reg[Rc] ← Mem[PC + 4 + 4*SEXT(literal)] 
 
Also included are some convenience macros: 
 
LD(label,Rc) expands to LD(R31,label,Rc) 
ST(Ra,label) expands to ST(Ra,label,R31) 
BR(label) expands to BEQ(R31,label,R31) 
CALL(label) expands to BEQ(R31,label,LP) 
RTN() expands to JMP(LP) 
DEALLOCATE(n) expands to SUBC(SP,n*4,SP) 
MOVE(Ra,Rc) expands to ADD(Ra,R31,Rc) 
CMOVE(literal,Rc) expands to ADDC(R31,literal,Rc) 
PUSH(Ra) expands to ADDC(SP,4,SP) ST(Ra,-4,SP) 
POP(Rc) expands to LD(SP,-4,Rc)  ADDC(SP,-4,SP) 
 
HALT() cause the simulator to stop execution 
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The following is a complete example assembly language program: 
 
  .include /mit/6.004/bsim/beta.uasm 
 
  . = 0    | start assembling at location 0 
      LD(input,r0)  | put argument in r0 
      CALL(bitrev)  | call the procedure (= BR(bitrev,r28)) 
      HALT() 
 
  | reverse the bits in r0, leave result in r1 
  bitrev: 
 CMOVE(32,r2)  | loop counter 
 CMOVE(0,r1)   | clear output register 
  loop: 
    ANDC(r0,1,r3)  | get low-order bit 
      SHLC(r1,1,r1)  | shift output word by 1 
      OR(r3,r1,r1)  | OR in new low-order bit 
      SHRC(r0,1,r0)  | done with this input bit 
      SUBC(r2,1,r2)  | decrement loop counter 
      BNE(r2,loop)  | repeat until done 
      RTN()    | return to caller  (= JMP(r28)) 
 
  input: 
      LONG(0x12345)  | 32-bit input (in HEX) 
 
The BSim assembly language processor includes a few helpful directives: 
 
.include filename 

Process the text found in the specified file at this point in the assembly. 
 
.align 
.align expression 

Increment the value of “.” until it is 0 modulo the specified value, e.g., “.align 4” moves 
to the next word boundary in memory.  A value of 4 is used if no expression is given. 

 
.ascii "chars…" 

Assemble the characters enclosed in quotes into successive bytes of memory.  C-like 
escapes can be used for non-printing characters. 

 
.text "chars…" 

Like .ascii except an additional 0 byte is added to the end of the string in memory. 
 
.breakpoint 

Stop the Beta simulator if it fetches an instruction from the current location (i.e., the 
value of “.” at the point the .breakpoint directive occurred).  You can define as many 
breakpoints as you want. 
 

.protect 
This directive indicates that subsequent bytes output by the assembler are “protected,” 
causing the simulator to halt if a ST instruction tries to overwrite their value.  This 
directive is useful for protecting code (e.g., the checkoff program) from being overwritten 
by errant programs. 
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.unprotect 
The opposite of .protect – subsequent bytes output by the assembler are not protected and 
can be overwritten by the program. 

 
.options … 

Used to configure the simulator.  Available options: 
 
clk  enable periodic clock interrupts to location 8 

 noclk disable clock interrupts (default) 
 
 div simulate the DIV instruction (default) 

nodiv make the DIV opcode an illegal instruction 
 
 mul simulate the MUL instruction (default) 

nomul make the MUL opcode an illegal instruction 
 

kalways don’t let program enter user mode (ie, supervisor bit is always 1) 
 nokalways allow program to enter user mode (default) 
 

tty enable RDCHAR(), WRCHAR(), CLICK() (see end of first section) 
 notty RDCHAR(), WRCHAR(), CLICK() are disabled (default) 
 
 annotate if BP is non-zero, label stack frames in the programmer’s panel 
 noannotate don’t annotate stack frames (default) 
 
.pcheckoff … 
.tcheckoff … 
.verify … 

Supply checkoff information to the simulator. 
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JSim 

Contents: 

1. Introduction to JSim 
2. Running JSim 
3. Netlist format 
4. Device statements 
5. User-defined subcircuits 
6. Built-in subcircuits 
7. Control statements 
8. Running a simulation 
9. Waveform browsing 

1. Introduction to JSim 

JSim is a computer-aided design (CAD) tool that provides: 

• A simple editor for entering a circuit description (called a “netlist”) 
• A choice of programs to simulate  your circuit 
• A waveform browser to view the results of a simulation 

JSim uses mathematical models of circuit elements to make predictions of how a circuit will 
behave both statically (DC analysis) and dynamically (transient analysis).  The model for each 
circuit element is parameterized, with each parameter providing information about the design or 
physical properties of the device.  You’ll specify the design parameters in your netlist, e.g., for a 
mosfet you would specify its length and width.   The parameters specifying physical properties 
have been derived from measurements taken at the integrated circuit fabrication facility.  We’ll 
provide those parameters as part of the mosfet model. 
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2. Running JSim 

Running on Athena 

We recommend using the computers in the 6.004 lab since JSim has been tested and is 
known to run with satisfactory performance in that environment.  Another benefit of using the 
6.004 lab is that there’s plenty of help around, both from your fellow students and the course 
staff. After signing onto the Athena station, add the 6.004 locker to gain access to the design 
tools and model files (you only have to do this once each session): 

athena% add 6.004 

Start JSim running in a separate window by typing 

athena% jsim & 

It can take a few moments for the Java runtime system to start up, please be patient!  JSim takes 
as input a netlist that describes the circuit to be simulated.  The initial JSim window is a very 
simple editor that lets you enter and modify your netlist.  You may find the editor unsatisfactory 
for large tasks—it’s based on the JTextArea widget of the Java Swing toolkit that in some 
implementations has only rudimentary editing capabilities.  If you use a separate editor to create 
your netlists, you can have JSim load your netlist files when it starts: 

athena% jsim filename … filename & 

Running standalone 

First, you'll need to install a Java system. The Sun Java Runtime Environment, Standard Edition 
(J2SE), for Linux, Solairs and Windows can be downloaded from http://java.sun.com.  J2SE for 
Mac OS X is available from http://www.apple.com/java.  On Linux, you'll want to change your 
PATH environment variable so that the "java" command is on your search path. On Windows and 
OS X, double-clicking any of the 6.004 jar files will run the program (assuming you've installed 
the Sun Java environment).  

Once you've installed a Java environment and downloaded the 6.004 files (see "Quick Clicks" 
above), you can run JSim using the following command: 

java –jar jsim.jar –Xms8m –Xmx32m –reporterrors file… 

You may have to specify complete pathnames for "java" and "jsim.jar" depending on your current 
search path and working directory. Each of the arguments is explained below.  

•	 -jar jsim.jar adds the java archive jsim.jar to the list of files Java examines when 
trying to find classes. jsim.jar contains the classes used by jsim for displaying/editing 
netlists, running simulations and browsing the results.  

If you get an error of the form "Exception in thread "main"
java.lang.NoClassDefFoundError: jsim/JSim", the Java runtime didn't find the 
jsim.jar file -- try giving its full pathname, e.g., C:\6.004\jsim.jar or whatever is 
appropriate for your installation.  
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•	 -Xms8m -Xmx32m sets the minimum heap size to 8MB and the maximum heap size to 
32MB. Starting JSim with a generous heap allocation avoids a lot of garbage collection 
overhead the first time your circuit is processed. If you run out of memory, try specifying 
the -no-local-names option when running JSim. This will greatly reduce the size of the 
node name hashtable JSim constructs when processing the netlist. The downside of using 
this option is that nodes can only be referred to by using their name in the (sub)circuit 
where they were first defined.  

•	 -reporterrors asks JSim to provide a backtrace whenever it encounters an internal error. 
In the unlikely event an error occurs, it would be very helpful if you can email this 
backtrace to 6004-labs. 

•	 file... are optional arguments specifying one or more JSim netlist files. 

Editing netlists 

The netlist editor built into JSim is based on the JTextArea class in Swing. Many people find the 
editing facilities provided by this class to be underwhelming and prefer to use an external editor. 
Jsim.el (available from the Courseware webpage) defines a new major mode for EMACS useful 
for editing JSim netlists. You can invoke the mode automatically when reading in a ".jsim" file by 
adding the following to your .emacs file:  

;;; jsim support, assumes jsim.el lives in your home directory

(autoload 'jsim-mode "~/jsim" nil t)

(setq auto-mode-alist (cons '("\.jsim$" . jsim-mode) auto-mode-alist))

(add-hook 'jsim-mode-hook 'turn-on-font-lock) 


JSim toolbar 

There are various handy buttons on the JSim toolbar: 

Exit. Asks if you want to save any modified file buffers and then exits JSim. 

New file. Create a new edit buffer called “untitled”.  Any attempts to save this buffer 
will prompt the user for a filename. 

Open file. Prompts the user for a filename and then opens that file in its own edit buffer.  
If the file has already been read into a buffer, the buffer will be reloaded from the file 
(after asking permission if the buffer has been modified). 

Close file. Closes the current edit buffer after asking permission if the buffer has been 
modified. 

Reload file. Reload the current buffer from its source file after asking permission if the 
buffer has been modified.  This button is useful if you are using an external editor to 
modify the netlist and simply want to reload a new version for simulation. 
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Save file. If any changes have been made, write the current buffer back to its source file 
(prompting for a file name if this is an untitled buffer created with the “new file” 
command).  If the save was successful, the old version of the file is saved with a “.bak” 
extension. 

Save file, specifying new file name.  Like “Save file” but prompts for a new file name to 
use. 

Save all files. Like “save file” but applied to all edit buffers. 
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3. Netlist format 

Input to JSim is processed line-by-line. Fields within a line are separated by whitespace (blanks 
or tabs), a comma, an "=" (equal sign), or a left or right parenthesis; extra spaces are ignored. 
Blank lines are ignored during processing. 

The circuit to be simulated is described to JSim by a set of element statements, which define the 
circuit topology and element values, and a set of control cards, which define the model 
parameters and the simulation controls. The order of the statements is arbitrary (except, of course, 
that continuation lines must immediately follow the line being continued).  

Continuation lines 
A line may be continued by entering a "+" (plus) as the first character of the following line. 
JSim will continue reading continuation lines starting with the second character. There's no 
limit to the number of continuation lines allowed.  Example: 

.MODEL NENH NMOS LEVEL=3 PHI=0.700000 TOX=9.4000E-09 
+ XJ=0.200000U TPG=1 VTO=0.6746 DELTA=1.1480E+00 LD=3.4510E-08 
+ KP=1.8217E-04 UO=495.9 THETA=1.7960E-01 RSH=3.2470E+01 

Comments 
Lines whose first character is "*" (asterisk) are treated as comments and ignored during 
processing. Note that comments can have continuation lines (see above). Examples: 

* Both of the following lines are treated as a comment 

*.MODEL NENH NMOS LEVEL=3 PHI=0.700000 TOX=9.4000E-09 

+ KP=1.8217E-04 UO=495.9 THETA=1.7960E-01 RSH=3.2470E+01 

You can also add comments at the end of a line by preceding the comment with the characters 
“//” (C++- or Java-style comments).  All characters starting with “//” to the end of the line 
are ignored. Any portion of a line or lines can be turned into a comment by enclosing the text 
in “/*” and “*/” (C-style comments).  Examples: 

R1 A B 3k // 3K-ohm resistor between nodes A and B 

/* use when testing at high temps! But not now… 

.temp 125 

*/ 


Names 
Each device and node in the circuit has a unique name.  A name can be either a simple integer 
(0 is reserved as the name of the ground node) or an alphanumeric string.  The string is 
sequence of characters consisting of letters, digits, "_", ":", "$", "[", "]", and ".". Strings 
cannot begin with a digit and names begining with "$" are reserved for naming built-in 
devices. "." (period) is reserved for use as a separator in hierarchical names. Examples:  

R1 

stdcell:and 

This_is_a_very_long_name 

cpu.alu.adder.bit31.carry_in 


When naming a collection of nodes that serve as a bus it is convenient to use iterators to save 
on having to enter many names sequentially.  Iterators have the form 
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 prefix[start:end]suffix 

where start and end are integers specifying the first and last indicies of the sequence 
respectively. JSim expands the iterator into |start-end| + 1 names substituting a different 
value for the bracketed expression in each iteration. Examples: 

data[7:0] => data7 data6 data5 data4 data3 data2 data1 data0 
xxx[1:4]yyy => xxx1yyy xxx2yyy xxx3yyy xxx4yyy 

One can also specify an increment between successive indicies using the form:  

prefix[start:end:inc]suffix 

Example:  


  data[7:0:2]  => data7 data5 data3 data1 


More than one iterator can be used in a name; they are expanded from left to right:  


a[3:0][1:0] 	 => a3[1:0] a2[1:0] a1[1:0] a0[1:0] 

=> a31 a30 a21 a20 a11 a10 a01 a00 


Note that using an iterator is exactly equivalent to specifying the expanded sequence:  

* The following two element statements are equivalent 

X1 out in[7:0] $xor 

X1 out in7 in6 in5 in4 in3 in2 in1 in0 $xor 


Finally, there’s a shortcut for specifying multiple copies of the same node: 

foo#4 => foo foo foo foo 

x[1:0]#2 => x[1:0] x[1:0] => x1 x0 x1 x0 


Numbers 
A number may be an integer (12, -44), a floating point number (3.14159), an integer or 
floating point number followed by an integer exponent (1E-14, 2.65E3), or an integer or a 
floating point number followed by one of the following scale factors:  

Scale Factor Pronounced Multiplier 
T, t tera 1E12 
G, g giga 1E9 
MEG, meg mega 1E6 
K, k kilo 1E3 
M, m milli 1E-3 
U, u micro 1E-6 
MIL, mil 25.4E-6 
N,n nano 1E-9 
P, p pico 1E-12 
F, f femto 1E-15 

Letters immediately following a number that are not scale factors are ignored and letters 
immediately following a scale factor are ignored.  Integers can be entered in binary, octal or 
hexadecimal notation by using the appropriate prefix: 
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0b1011101110100 6004 in binary (“0b” prefix) 
013564 6004 in octal (“0” prefix) 
0x1774 6004 in hex (“0x” prefix) 

Examples:  

* The following all represent the same numeric value 
1000 1000.0 1000Hz 1E3 1.0E3 1kHz 1K 0x3E8 01750 0b1111101000 
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4. Device statements 

Each device in the circuit is specified by a device statement that specifies the device name, the 
circuit nodes to which the device is connected, and the values of the parameters that determine 
the electrical characteristics of the element. The first letter of the device name specifies the 
element type, the remainder of the name can be any legal name (see above). For example, a 
resistor name must begin with the letter “R” or “r”.  Hence “R1”, “rse”, and “R3ac_2xy” are valid 
resistor names. Device names must be unique at the level of circuit in which they appear.  

In the following description, data field enclosed in braces (“{“ and “}”) are optional. All indicated 
punctuation (parenthesis, equal signs, etc.) are required. 

With respect to branch voltages and currents, JSim uniformly uses the associated reference 
convention: current flows in the direction of voltage drop. The circuit cannot contain a loop of 
voltage sources and/or inductors and cannot contain a cutset of current sources and/or capacitors. 
Each node in the circuit must have a dc path to ground. 

Rid n+ n- value // resistor, units in ohms, value > 0 
Cid n+ n- value // capacitor, units in farads, value >= 0 
Lid n+ n- value // inductor, units in henries, value >= 0 

Linear devices. “n+” and “n-” are the two terminal nodes and “value” is the specified 

resistance, capacitance, or inductance. Examples:  


R1 1 2 1k // 1k ohm resistor between nodes 1 and 2 
Rbias base 0 33ohms // 33 ohm resistor between nodes base and ground 
CMILLER gate drain 1fF // 1 femtofarad capacitor 
Lshunt a b 10u // 10 microhenry inductor 

Mid nd ng ns nb model L=number W=number {params} // mosfet, units in meters 
Mid nd ng ns nb model SL=number SW=number {params} // mosfet, scaled units 

Mosfets. 

The other new twist introduced in the example netlist is the use of symbolic dimensions for 
the mosfets (“SW=” and “SL=”) instead of physical dimensions (“W=” and “L=”).  Symbolic 
dimensions specify multiples of a parameter called SCALE, which is also defined in 
nominal.JSim: 

.option SCALE=0.6u 

Xid nodes.. subckt {params} // instance of user-defined subcircuit 

Subcircuit instance. 

Vid n+ n- {{DC=}dcvalue} {tran} // voltage source, units in volts 
Iid n+ n- {{DC=}dcvalue} {tran} // current source, units in amperes 

Independent sources. n+ and n- are the positive and negative nodes respectively. Note that 
voltage sources need not be grounded. Positive current is assumed to flow from the positive 
node, through the source, to the negative node. A current source of positive value will force 
current to flow out of the n+ node, through the source, and into the n- node. Voltage sources, 
in addition to be used for circuit excitation, are the "ammeters" for JSim, that is, zero-value 
voltage sources may be inserted into the circuit for the purpose of measuring current. They 
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will, of course, have no effect on circuit operation since they represent short-circuits.  

The dcvalue is used during DC and OP analyses and the initialization phase of TRAN 
analysis. If no dc specification is provided, a value of 0 is assumed.  

Any source can be assigned a time-dependent value for transient analysis. If a source is 
assigned a time-dependent value, the t = 0 value is used in place of any specified dc value. 
There are six source functions: pulse, exponential, sinusoidal, piece-wise linear, amplitude 
modulation and single-frequency frequency modulation. Each source function takes several 
parameters that determine the shape of the waveform; the form of the specification can be any 
of the following: 

fname param1 param2 ... paramN 

fname param1, param2, ... paramN 

fname(param1 param2 ... paramN) 

fname(param1, param2, ... paramN) 


i.e., the parenthesis and commas are optional. The following paragraphs provide a detailed 
description for each of the source functions. 

more here… 

Eid n+ n- ctl+ ctl- gain // voltage-controlled voltage source (VCVS) 
Fid n+ n- ctl+ ctl- gain // current-controlled current source (CCCS) 
Gid n+ n- ctl+ ctl- gain // voltage-controlled current source (VCCS) 
Hid n+ n- ctl+ ctl- gain // current-controlled voltage source (CCVS) 

Dependent sources. 

more here… 

Wid nodes… nrz(vlow,vhigh,tperiod,tdelay,trise,tfall) data… 

The “W” voltage source that generates digital waveforms for many nodes (e.g., a bus) at 
once. If N nodes are specified, think of them as an N-bit value where the node names are 
listed most-significant bit first.  The “W” source will set those nodes to a sequence of data 
values using the data specified at the end of the “W” statement.  At each step of the sequence, 
the N low-order bits of each data value will be used to generate the appropriate voltage for 
each of the N nodes. The voltage and timing of the signals is given by the nrz parameters: 

vlow voltage used for a logic low value (usually 0) 

vhigh voltage used for a logic high value (usually 3.3V) 

tperiod interval (in seconds) at which values will be changed 

tdelay initial delay (in seconds) before periodic value changes start 

trise rise time (in seconds) for low-to-high transitions 

tfall fall time (in seconds) for high-to-low transitions 


Note that the times are specified in seconds, so don’t forget to specify the “n” scale factor 
when entering times!  Example: 

.include "/mit/6.004/jsim/nominal.jsim" 

Wtest a[2:0] nrz(0v,3.3v,10ns,0ns,.1ns,.1ns) 7 6 0x5 

+ 0 1 0b010 3 
.tran 80ns 


 .plot a2 

 .plot a1 
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 .plot a0 

 .plot a[2:0] 


Note that you can specify data values in decimal, hex (“0x” prefix), octal (“0” prefix) or 
binary (“0b” prefix).  The last data value is repeated if necessary.  This example produces the 
following plot when run using the gate level simulator 

JSim knows how to plot a set of nodes as a single multi-bit data value, as shown in the 
bottom channel of the plot above.  If you zoomed in on one of the transition times, you would 
see that the values actually turn to “X” for 0.1ns while making the transition between valid 
logic levels. 
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5. User-defined subcircuits 

.subckt name terminals… 
* internal circuit elements are listed here 

.ends 


The “.subckt” statement introduces a new level of netlist.  All lines following the “.subckt” up to 
the matching “.ends” statement will be treated as a self-contained subcircuit.  This includes model 
definitions, nested subcircuit definitions, electrical nodes and circuit elements.  The only parts of 
the subcircuit visible to the outside world are its terminal nodes which are listed following the 
name of the subcircuit in the “.subckt” statement: 

Once the definitions are complete, you can create an instance of a subcircuit using the “X” circuit 
element: 

Xid nodes… name 

where name is the name of the circuit definition to be used, id is a unique name for this instance 
of the subcircuit and nodes… are the names of electrical nodes that will be hooked up to the 
terminals of the subcircuit instance.  There should be the same number of nodes listed in the “X” 
statement as there were terminals in the “.subckt” statement that defined name. For example, 
here’s a short netlist that instantiates 3 NAND gates (called “g0”, “g1” and “g2”): 

.global vdd 

Vdd vdd 0 3.3V 


* 2-input NAND: inputs are A and B, output is Z 

.subckt nand2 a b z 

MPD1 z a 1 0 NENH sw=8 sl=1 

MPD2 1 b 0 0 NENH sw=8 sl=1 

MPU1 z a vdd vdd PENH sw=8 sl=1 

MPU2 z b vdd vdd PENH sw=8 sl=1 

.ends 


Xg0 d0 ctl z0 nand2 

Xg1 d1 ctl z1 nand2 

Xg2 d2 ctl z2 nand2 


The node “ctl” connects to all three gates; all the other terminals are connected to different nodes.  
Note that any nodes that are private to the subcircuit definition (i.e., nodes used in the subcircuit 
that don’t appear on the terminal list) will be unique for each instantiation of the subcircuit.  For 
example, there is a private node named “1” used inside the nand2 definition.  When JSim 
processes the three “X” statements above, it will make three independent nodes called “xg0.1”, 
“xg1.1” and “xg2.1”, one for each of the three instances of nand2.  There is no sharing of internal 
elements or nodes between multiple instances of the same subcircuit. 

It is sometimes convenient to define nodes that are shared by the entire circuit, including 
subcircuits; for example, power supply nodes.  The ground node “0” is such a node; all references 
to “0” anywhere in the netlist refer to the same electrical node.  The example netlist defines 
another shared node called “vdd” which is used whenever a connection to the power supply is 
required. 
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JSim makes it easy to specify multiple gates with a single "X" statement. You can create 
multiple instances of a device by supplying some multiple of the number of nodes it 
expects, e.g., if a device has 3 terminals, supplying 9 nodes will create 3 instances of the 
device. To understand how nodes are matched up with terminals specified in the .subckt 
definition, imagine a device with P terminals. The sequence of nodes supplied as part of 
the "X" statement that instantiates the device are divided into P equal-size contiguous 
subsequences. The first node of each subsequence is used to wire up the first device, the 
second node of each subsequence is used for the second device, and so on until all the 
nodes have been used. For example, since xor2 has 3 terminals: 

Xtest a[2:0] b[2:0] z[2:0] xor2 

is equivalent to 

Xtest#0 a2 b2 z2 xor2 

Xtest#1 a1 b1 z1 xor2 

Xtest#2 a0 b0 z0 xor2 


There is also a handy way of duplicating a signal: specifying "foo#3" is equivalent to specifying 
"foo foo foo". For example, xor'ing a 4-bit bus with a control signal could be written as 

Xbusctl in[3:0] ctl#4 out[3:0] xor2 

which is equivalent to 

Xbusctl#0 in3 ctl out3 xor2 

Xbusctl#1 in2 ctl out2 xor2 

Xbusctl#2 in1 ctl out1 xor2 

Xbusctl#3 in0 ctl out0 xor2 


Using iterators and the “constant0” device from the standard cell library, here’s a better way of 
connecting cmp[31:1] to ground: 

Xgnd cmp[31:1] constant0 

Since the “constant0” has one terminal and we supply 31 nodes, 31 copies of the device will be 
made. 
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6. Built-in subcircuits 

$memory 
$xxx 

We’ll be using a new component this week: a multi-port memory.  JSim has a built-in memory 
device that can be used to model memories with a specified width and number of locations, and 
with one or more ports.  Each port has 3 control signals and the specified number of address and 
data wires. You can instantiate a memory device in your circuit with a statement of the form 

Xid ports… $memory width=w nlocations=nloc options… 

The width and nlocations properties must be supplied: w specifies the width of each memory 
location in bits and must be between 1 and 32. nloc specifies the number of memory locations 
and must be between 1 and 220. All the ports of a memory access the same internal storage, but 
each port operates independently.  Each port specification is a list of nodes: 

oe clk wen a … a d … d 
naddr-1 0 w-1 0 

where 

oe is the output enable input for a read port. When 1, data is driven onto the data pins;  
when 0, the output pins are not driven by this memory port.  If this port is only a write port, 
connect this terminal to the ground node “0”.  If the port is only a read port and should 
always be enabled, connect this terminal to the power supply node “vdd”. 

clk is the clock input for write ports. When wen=1, data from the data terminals is written 
into the memory on the rising edge of clk.  If this port is only a read port, connect this 
terminal to the ground node “0”. 

wen is the write enable input for write ports. See the description of “clk” for details about 
the write operation. If this port is only a read port, connect this terminal to the ground node 
“0”. 

a … a are the address inputs, listed most significant bit first.  The values of these 
naddr-1 0 

terminals are used to compute the address of the memory location to be read or written.  The 
number of address terminals is determined from the number of locations in the memory: 
naddr = ceiling(log2(nloc)). When the number of locations in a memory isn’t exactly a 
power of 2, reads that refer to non-existent locations return “X” and writes to non-existent 
locations have no effect. 

d … d are the data inputs/tristate outputs, listed most significant bit first. 
w-1 0 

By specifying one of the following options it is possible to specify the initial contents of a 
memory (if not specified, the memory is initialized to all X’s): 

file="filename" 
The memory is initialized, location-by-location, from bytes in the file.  Data is assumed 
to be in a binary little-endian format, using ceiling(w/8) bytes of file data per memory 
location. Bits 0 through 7 of the first file byte are used to initialize bits 0 through 7 of 
memory location 0, bits 0 through 7 of the second file byte are used to initialize bits 8 
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through 15 of memory location 0, and so on.  When all the bits in a memory location 
have been filled, any bits remaining in the current file byte are discarded and then the 
process continues with the next memory location.  In particular, the “.bin” files produced 
by BSim can be used to initialize JSim memories.  For example, the following statement 
would create a 1024-location 32-bit memory with three ports: 2 read ports and 1 one 
write port. The memory is initialized from the BSim output file “lab6.bin”. 

Xmem 
+ vdd 0 0 ia[11:2] id[31:0] // (read) instruction data 
+ vdd 0 0 ma[11:2] mrd[31:0] // (read) program data (LDs) 
+ 0 clk wr ma[11:2] mwd[31:0] // (write) program data (STs) 
+ $memory width=32 nlocations=1024 
+ file="/mit/6.004/bsim/lab6.bin" 

contents=( data… ) 
The memory is initialized, location-by-location, from the data values given in the list.  
The least significant bit (bit 0) of a value is used to initialize bit 0 of a memory location, 
bit 1 of a value is used to initialize bit 1 of a memory location, etc.  For example, to enter 
the short test program ADDC(R31,1,R0); ADDC(R31,2,R1); ADD(R0,R1,R2) one might 
specify: 

Xmem 
+ vdd 0 0 ia[11:2] id[31:0] // (read) instruction data 
+ vdd 0 0 ma[11:2] mrd[31:0] // (read) program data (LDs) 
+ 0 clk wr ma[11:2] mwd[31:0] // (write) program data (STs) 
+ $memory width=32 nlocations=1024 
+ contents=(0xC01F0001 0xC03F0002 0x80400800) 

Initialized memories are useful for modeling ROMs (e.g., for control logic) or simply for loading 
programs into the main memory of your Beta.  One caveat: if the memory has a write port and 
sees a rising clock edge with its write enable not equal to 0 and with one or more of the address 
bits undefined (i.e., with a value of “X”), the entire contents of the memory will also become 
undefined. So you should make sure that the write enable for a write port is set to 0 by your 
reset logic before the first clock edge, or else your initialization will be for naught. 

The following options can be used to specify the electrical and timing parameters for the memory.  
For this lab, these should not be specified and the default values used. 

tcd=seconds 
the contamination delay in seconds.  Default value = 20ps. 

tpd=seconds 
the propagation delay in seconds.  This is how long it takes for changes in the address or 
output enable terminals to be reflected in the values driven by the data terminals.  Default 
value is determined from the number of locations: 

Number of locations tPD Inferred 
type 

nlocations ≤ 128 2ns Register file 
128 < nlocations ≤ 1024 4ns Static ram 
nlocations > 1024 40ns Dynamic ram 
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tr=seconds_per_farad 
the output rise time in seconds per farad of output load.  Default value is 1000, i.e., 1 
ns/pf. 

tf=seconds_per_farad 
the output fall time in seconds per farad of output load.  Default value is 500, i.e., 0.5 
ns/pf. 

cin=farads 
input terminal capacitance in farads.  Default value = 0.05pf. 

cout=farads 
output terminal capacitance in farads.  Default value = 0pf (additional tPD due to output 
terminal loading is already included in default tPD). 

The size of a memory is determined by the sum of the sizes of the various memory building 
blocks shown in the following table: 

Component Size (μ2) Notes 
Storage cells nbits * cellsize nbits = nlocs * width 

cellsize = nports (for ROMs and DRAMS) 
cellsize = nports + 5 (for SRAMS) 

Address buffers nports * naddr * 20 nports = total number of memory ports 
Address decoders nports  * (naddr+3)/4 * 4 Assuming 4-input ANDs 
Tristate drivers nreads * width * 30 nreads = number of read ports 
Write-data drivers nwrites * width * 20 nwrites = number of write ports 
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7. Control statements 

.checkoff 

info… 

.connect node1 node2 node3... 

The .connect statement is useful for connecting two terminals of a subcircuit or for 
connecting nodes directly to ground.  For example, the following statement ties nodes cmp1, 
cmp2, ..., cmp31 directly to the ground node (node "0"):  

.connect 0 cmp[31:1] 

Note that the .connect control statement in JSim works differently than many people expect. 
For example,  

.connect A[5:0] B[5:0] 

will connect all twelve nodes (A5, A4, ..., A0, B5, B4, ..., B0) together – usually not what 
was intended. To connect two busses together, one could have entered  

.connect A5 B5 

.connect A4 B4
 ... 

which is tedious to type. Or one can define a two-terminal device that uses .connect 
internally, and then use the usual iteration rules (see next section) to make many instances of 
the device with one "X" statement:  

.subckt knex a b 


.connect a b 


.ends 

X1 A[5:0] B[5:0] knex


.dc 

info… 

.end 

info… 

.global 

info… 

.include 

info… 

.model 

info… 

.mverify 

info… 

.op 

info… 

.options 

info… 
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.plot 

info… 

.plotdef 

info… 

.subckt 
… circuit description… 

.ends 

info… 

.temp 

info… 

.tempdir 

info… 

.verify 

info… 
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8. Running a simulation 

Stop simulation.  Clicking this control will stop a running simulation and display 
whatever waveform information is available. 

Device-level simulation.  Use a Spice-like circuit analysis algorithm to predict the 
behavior of the circuit described by the current netlist.  After checking the netlist for errors, JSim 
will create a simulation network and then perform the requested analysis (i.e., the analysis you 
asked for with a “.dc” or “.tran” control statement).  When the simulation is complete the 
waveform window is brought to the front so that the user can browse any results plotted by any 
“.plot” control statements. 

Fast transient analysis.  This simulation algorithm uses more approximate device models 
and solution techniques than the device-level simulator but should be much faster for large 
designs. For digital logic, the estimated logic delays are usually within 10% of the predictions of 
device-level simulation.  This simulator only performs transient analysis. 

Gate-level simulation.  This simulation algorithm only knows about gates and logic 
values (instead of devices and voltages). We’ll use this feature later in the term when trying to 
simulate designs that contain too many mosfets to be simulated at the device level. 

Switch to waveform window.  In the waveform window this button switches to the editor 
window. Of course, you can accomplish the same thing by clicking on the border of the window 
you want in front, but sometimes using this button is less work. 

Using information supplied in the checkoff file, check for specified node values at given 
times.  If all the checks are successful, submit the circuit to the on-line assignment system. 
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9. Waveform browsing 

The waveform window shows various waveforms in one or more “channels.”  Initially one 
channel is displayed for each “.plot” control statement in your netlist.  If more than one waveform 
is assigned to a channel, the plots are overlaid on top of each using a different drawing color for 
each waveform.  If you want to add a waveform to a channel simply type in  the appropriate 
signal name to the list appearing to the left of the waveform display (the name of each signal 
should be on a separate line). You can also add the name of the signal you would like displayed 
to the appropriate “.plot” statement in your netlist and rerun the simulation. 

If you simply name a node in your circuit, its voltage is plotted. You can also ask for the current 
through a voltage source by entering “I(Vid)”. 

Interpreting analog signal levels as logic values can be tedious.  JSim will do it for you 
automatically if you ask to plot “L(a)” instead of just “a”.  The logic-high and logic-thresholds 
are determined by the “vih” and “vil” options: 

.options vih=2.6 vil=0.6 

Initial values are specified in “/mit/6.004/jsim/nominal.jsim”, but you can respecify them in your 
own netlist. Voltages between vil and vih are displayed as a filled-in rectangle to indicate that the 
logic value cannot be determined.  For example: 

A 

L(A) 

vih 
vil 

You can also ask for the values of a set of signals to be displayed as a bus, e.g., 
“L(a3,a2,a1,a0)”. The signals should be listed most-significant bit first.  A bus waveform is 
displayed as a filled-rectangle if any of the component signals has an invalid logic level or as a 
hexadecimal value otherwise.  In the following plot the four signals a3, a2, a1 and a0 are 
interpreted as a 4-bit integer where the high-order bit (a3) is making a 1→0 transition. The filled-
in rectangle represents the period of time during which a3 transitions from VIH to VIL. 

L(a3,a2,a1,a0)       0xF  0x7 

The default display radix for a bus is hexadecimal, but you can ask for other radicies as well: 

L(…) hexadecimal display, unsigned number 

d(…) decimal display, unsigned number 

sd(…) decimal display, signed two’s-complement number 

b(…) binary display, unsigned number 

o(…) octal display, unsigned number 

x(…) hexadecimal display, unsigned number (same as “L”) 
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It’s also possible to define your own “symbolic” display using plotdef, for example: 

.plotdef numbers zero one two three four five six seven eight nine ten 
+ eleven twelve thirteen fourteen fifteen 

When you plot a bus using numbers(…), the value of the bus is used as an index into the table of 
strings and the resulting string is displayed in the plot: 

L(a3,a2,a1,a0) 

numbers(a3,a2,a1,a0) 

0xF              0x7    0x0  

fifteen     seven zero 

Making Measurements 

Each waveform plot has an oscilloscope-like grid in the background.  The scale for each division 
is shown at the bottom left-hand corner of the plot.  You can change the scale by using the zoom 
buttons at the bottom of the browser window (or you can use the “X” or “x” keyboard shortcuts). 

The scrollbar at the bottom of the browser window can be used to pan along the horizontal 
dimension of the plot.  Or you can use the “c” keyboard shortcut to recenter the plot at the current 
mouse position. 

As you move the mouse over a particular waveform plot, a crosshair cursor follows the first 
waveform found above the current mouse position.  The readout in the upper left-hand corner of 
the plot gives the current coordinates of the crosshair cursor. 

To measure an interval on the plot, position the crosshair cursor at one end of the interval, click 
and drag the mouse to the other end of the interval.  A second crosshair cursor will appear as you 
drag the mouse, and a second readout line gives the current coordinates of the second cursor as 
well as the delta between the two cursors’ coordinates. 

The Waveform Toolbar 

The waveform window has several other buttons on its toolbar: 

Select the number of displayed channels; choices range between 1 and 16. 

Print. Prints the contents of the waveform window (in color if you have a color printer!).   
If you are using Athena, you have to print to a file and then send the file to the printer: select 
"file" in the print dialog, supply the name you'd like to use for the plot file, then click "print". 
You can send the file to one of the printers in the lab using "lpr", e.g., "lpr -Pcs foo.plot". 

You can zoom and pan over the traces in the waveform window using the control found along the 
bottom edge of the waveform display: 
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zoom in. Increases the magnification of the waveform display.  You can zoom in around 
a particular point in a waveform by placing the cursor at the point on the trace where you want to 
zoom in and typing upper-case “X”. 

zoom out.  Decreases the magnification of the waveform display.  You can zoom out 
around a particular point in a waveform by placing the cursor at the point on the trace where you 
want to zoom out and typing lower-case “x”. 

surround. Sets the magnification so that the entire waveform will be visible in the 
waveform window. 

The scrollbar at the bottom of the waveform window can be used to scroll through the 
waveforms.  The scrollbar will be disabled if the entire waveform is visible in the window.  You 
can recenter the waveform display about a particular point by placing the cursor at the point 
which you want to be at the center of the display and typing “c”. 
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6.004 Computation Structures 
Spring 2009 

Quiz #1: February 20, 2009 

Name Athena login name Score 

Problem 1 (6 points): Quickies and Trickies 

(A) You are trying to guess a card picked at random from a standard 52-card deck.	 Sam tells 
you the card is a spade; Nora tells you it’s not an ace; Rita tells you it’s a seven. 
What is the total amount of information about the card given by Sam, Nora, and 
Rita? You may give your answer as either a number or a formula. 

Bits of info (number or formula): ____________________ 

(B) Give the four-bit two’s complement representation of -6. 

4-bit 2’s complement representation of -6: ____________________ 

(C) Let w be an eight-bit code word. How many 8-bit code words are there whose Hamming 
distance from w is exactly one? 

Number of 8-bit code words distance 1 from w: ____________________ 

(D) In Lecture 4, you saw that a 2k -input XOR could be implemented as a k-level tree of 2-
input gates. Can every 2k-input, 1-output combinational function be implemented as 
a k-level tree of (not necessarily identical) 2-input 1-output gates? 

Circle one: YES NO 

(E) The propagation delay specified for an inverter is less than its contamination delay 

Circle one: NEVER SOMETIMES ALWAYS 

(F) A single CMOS gate, consisting of an output node connected to a single pullup circuit 
containing zero or more PFETs and a single pulldown circuit containing zero or more 
NFETs (as described in lecture), computes F(A, B, C, D). 

It is observed that F(1,0,1,1) = 1. What can you say about the value of F(1,0,0,0)? 

(circle one): F(1,0,0,0) = 1 … 0 … can’t tell 
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Problem 2. (5 points): Variable-length Codes 

GradeStore, Inc makes storage devices designed to hold only letter grades issued in college 
courses. Each grade is one of A, B, C, D, F, or X (for dropped courses), and the grades are 
distributed according to the following table: 

Grade Probability of occurrence 
A 26% 
B 34% 
C 11% 
D 10% 
F 8% 
X 11% 

(A) (1 point) How many bits would be required to store each grade using a fixed-length code? 

Number of bits: ____________________ 

(B) (3 points) Devise a Huffman code to optimize the storage of grades. 

Encoding for A: ____________________ 

Encoding for B: ____________________ 

Encoding for C: ____________________ 

Encoding for D: ____________________ 

Encoding for F: ____________________ 

Encoding for X: ____________________ 

A well-heeled customer wants GradeStore to customize their encoding to include a seventh grade, 
M, to identify students whose work was incomplete due to their being hit by a meteor. This is a 
very rare event, and GradeStore expects its probability to be on the order of 0.00000000007%. 

(C) (1 point) How many bits would Huffman encoding allocate to the representation of an M 
grade? 

Bits for encoding of M grade: ____________________ 
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Problem 3.  (7 points): Saga of Helena Handbasket 

Helena Handbasket, who barely passed 6.004, has been hired to design CMOS gates 
for Hapless Logic, Inc. Remembering something about PFETs in pullups and NFETs 
in pulldowns, her first design was a 3-input device whose circuit is shown to the right. 

Helena’s intent was that these devices compute some useful 3-input Boolean function 
D=F(A,B,C); unfortunately, the devices don’t seem to work as planned. To make 
matters worse, she had 1,000,000,000 of the devices fabricated (thinking that the 
order to the fab must, of course, be in binary rather than decimal). The defective 
devices, known within HLI as the Gates of Helena, have become a subject of ridicule. 

Helena has brought you in as a consultant. Your first task is to figure out how badly Helena blew 
the design of her 3-input logic device – in particular, whether it drives the output D to a valid 
logic level for every combination of the inputs A, B, and C. 

(A) (2 points) Are there logical (0/1) values of A, B, and C for which D is not driven at all? 
If so, give values for A, B, and C that leave D undriven; else write NONE. 

A, B, C values for undriven D, or “NONE”: ____________________ 

(B) (2 points) Are there logical values of A, B, and C for which D is pulled down and up 
simultaneously? If so, values for A, B, and C that cause such a conflict; else write NONE. 

A, B, C values for output conflict, or “NONE”: ____________________ 

Nora Nanda, Helena’s assistant, suggests that the devices might be salvaged by using them to 
compute useful functions of fewer than 3 inputs. She proposes that a two-input function of X and 
Y, for example, might be computed by connecting each of the three inputs A, B, and C to either 
X, Y, or the logical constants 0 (ground) or 1 (vdd), and reading the output on D. 

(C) (1 point) Can Nora’s approach be used to compute NAND of X and Y? If so, choose 
values (X, Y, 0, or 1) for each of A, B, and C such that D is XY ; else circle NO. 

Choose A, B, C values or circle NO: A=____; B=____; C=____; or NO 

(D) (1 point) Can Nora’s approach be used to compute NOR of X and Y? If so, choose 
values (X, Y, 0, or 1) for each of A, B, and C such that D is X + Y ; else circle NO. 

Choose A, B, C values or circle NO: A=____; B=____; C=____; or NO 

(E) (1 point) Can Nora’s approach be used to compute X + Y ? If so, choose values (X, Y, 0, 
or 1) for each of A, B, and C such that D is X + Y ; else circle NO. 

Choose A, B, C values or circle NO: A=____; B=____; C=____; or NO 
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Problem 4 (7 points): Organic Logic 

Organic Logic, Inc, is a Cambridge startup that has developed an interesting device built using 
unidentified organic sludge from the depths of the Charles River; they would like to use it to 
perform logic functions. Their device, termed a Slime Gate, has two inputs A and B, and one 
output C (in addition to power and ground connections): 

With a 3-volt power supply, they have noted that Slime Gates reliably behave as follows: 

•	 The output C is always in the range 0 volts < C < 3 volts. 
•	 When both A and B have been at less than 1 volt for a 

nanosecond or more, the voltage at C is greater than 2.5 
volts. 

•	 When either or both of A and B have been at more than 2 
volts for at least a nanosecond, C carries a voltage of less 
than 0.5 volts. 

Aside from the above constraints, the voltage at C is generally unpredictable; it varies widely 
between individual Slime Gate devices. 

As an O.L.I. consultant, you have proposed the circuit to the 
right as an inverter in the evolving family of Slime Gate logic: 

(A) (3 points) Give logic representation parameters

yielding maximum noise margins and for which

your diagram depicts a valid inverter.


VOL: ________; VIL: ________; VIH: ________; VOH: ________ 

(B) (2 points) Give appropriate specifications for propagation and contamination delays 
for this inverter: 

tpd: __________ ns; tcd: __________ ns 

(C) (1 point) Suppose the Slime Gate is used as a 
2-input logic gate in this same family, as 
shown to the right. What, if any, function of 
P and Q is represented by the output R? 

Boolean function of P and Q, or “None”: _______________ 

(D) (1 point) Is the Slime Gate, based on the description above, a lenient device? 

(Circle one:) YES / NO 

END OF QUIZ! 
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M A S S A C H U S E T T S   I N S T I T U T E   O F   T E C H N O L O G Y 
DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER SCIENCE 

 
6.004 Computation Structures 

Spring 2009 
 

Quiz #1: February 20, 2009 
 

Name 
Solutions 

Athena login name 
 

Score 
Avg: 21.4 

Problem 1 (6 points): Quickies and Trickies 
 

(A) You are trying to guess a card picked at random from a standard 52-card deck.  Sam tells 
you the card is a spade; Nora tells you it’s not an ace; Rita tells you it’s a seven.  
What is the total amount of information about the card given by Sam, Nora, and 
Rita? You may give your answer as either a number or a formula. 

 
Bits of info (number or formula):  ____________________ log 2 (52) 

 
(B) Give the four-bit two’s complement representation of -6. 

 
4-bit 2’s complement representation of -6:  ____________________ 1010 

 
(C) Let w be an eight-bit code word.  How many 8-bit code words are there whose Hamming 

distance from w is exactly one? 
 

Number of 8-bit code words distance 1 from w:  ____________________ 8 
 

(D) In Lecture 4, you saw that a 2k -input XOR could be implemented as a k-level tree of 2-
input gates.   Can every 2k-input, 1-output combinational function be implemented as 
a k-level  tree of (not necessarily identical) 2-input 1-output gates? 
 

Circle one:        YES            NO 
 

(E)  The propagation delay specified for an inverter is less than its contamination delay 
 

Circle one:             NEVER            SOMETIMES               ALWAYS 
 
 

(F) A single CMOS gate, consisting of an output node connected to a single pullup circuit 
containing zero or more PFETs and a single pulldown circuit containing zero or more 
NFETs (as described in lecture), computes F(A, B, C, D).  

 
It is observed that F(1,0,1,1) = 1.  What can you say about the value of F(1,0,0,0)? 

 
(circle one): F(1,0,0,0) =   1 … 0 … can’t tell 
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Problem 2.  (5 points): Variable-length Codes 
 
GradeStore, Inc makes storage devices designed to hold only letter grades issued in college 
courses.  Each grade is one of A, B, C, D, F, or X (for dropped courses), and the grades are 
distributed according to the following table: 
 

Grade Probability of occurrence 
A 26% 
B 34% 
C 11% 
D 10% 
F 8% 
X 11% 

 
 

(A) (1 point) How many bits would be required to store each grade using a fixed-length code? 
 

Number of bits:  ____________________ 3 
 
 

(B) (3 points) Devise a Huffman code to optimize the storage of grades. 
 

Encoding for A:  ____________________ The correct Huffman tree is 
 
 
 
    B   A 
                C  X   D   F 
The specific answers at right are 
just one of the many possible 
encodings from this tree. 

10 
 

Encoding for B:  ____________________ 11 
 

Encoding for C:  ____________________ 010 
 

Encoding for D:  ____________________ 000 
 

Encoding for F:  ____________________ 001 
 

Encoding for X:  ____________________ 011 
 

 
A well-heeled customer wants GradeStore to customize their encoding to include a seventh grade, 
M, to identify students whose work was incomplete due to their being hit by a meteor.  This is a 
very rare event, and GradeStore expects its probability to be on the order of 0.00000000007%. 
 

(C) (1 point) How many bits would Huffman encoding allocate to the representation of an M 
grade? 
 

Bits for encoding of M grade:  ____________________ 4 
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Problem 3.  (7 points): Saga of Helena Handbasket 
 
Helena Handbasket, who barely passed 6.004, has been hired to design CMOS gates 
for Hapless Logic, Inc.  Remembering something about PFETs in pullups and NFETs 
in pulldowns, her first design was a 3-input device whose circuit is shown to the right. 
 
Helena’s intent was that these devices compute some useful 3-input Boolean function 
D=F(A,B,C); unfortunately, the devices don’t seem to work as planned. To make 
matters worse, she had 1,000,000,000 of the devices fabricated (thinking that the 
order to the fab must, of course, be in binary rather than decimal).  The defective 
devices, known within HLI as the Gates of Helena, have become a subject of ridicule. 
 
Helena has brought you in as a consultant.  Your first task is to figure out how badly Helena blew 
the design of her 3-input logic device – in particular, whether it drives the output D to a valid 
logic level for every combination of the inputs A, B, and C. 
 

(A) (2 points) Are there logical (0/1) values of A, B,  and C for which D is not driven at all?  
If so, give values for A, B, and C that leave D undriven; else write NONE. 

 
A, B, C values for undriven D, or “NONE”:  ____________________ 

 
(B) (2 points) Are there logical values of A, B,  and C for which D is pulled down and up 

simultaneously?  If so, values for A, B, and C that cause such a conflict; else write NONE. 
 

B = 0 and C = 1
(A can be 0 or 1) 

A, B, C values for output conflict, or “NONE”:  ____________________ NONE 
 
 
Nora Nanda, Helena’s assistant, suggests that the devices might be salvaged by using them to 
compute useful functions of fewer than 3 inputs.  She proposes that a two-input function of X and 
Y, for example, might be computed by connecting each of the three inputs A, B, and C to either 
X, Y, or the logical constants 0 (ground) or 1 (vdd), and reading the output on D. 
 

 
(C) (1 point) Can Nora’s approach be used to compute NAND of X and Y?  If so, choose 

values (X, Y, 0, or 1) for each of A, B, and C such that D is XY ; else circle NO. 
 

Choose A, B, C values or circle NO:  A=____; B=____; C=____; or NO 
 

X Y 0 

 
(D) (1 point) Can Nora’s approach be used to compute NOR of X and Y?  If so, choose 

values (X, Y, 0, or 1) for each of A, B, and C such that D is X + Y ; else circle NO. 
 

Choose A, B, C values or circle NO:  A=____; B=____; C=____; or NO 
 

X 1 

 
(E) (1 point) Can Nora’s approach be used to compute X + Y ?  If so, choose values (X, Y, 0, 

or 1) for each of A, B, and C such that D is X + Y ; else circle NO. 
Choose A, B, C values or circle NO:  A=____; B=____; C=____; or NO 

Y 
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Problem 4 (7 points): Organic Logic 
 
 Organic Logic, Inc, is a Cambridge startup that has developed an interesting device built using 
unidentified organic sludge from the depths of the Charles River;  they would like to use it to 
perform logic functions.  Their device, termed a Slime Gate, has two inputs A and B, and one 
output C (in addition to power and ground connections): 

 
With a 3-volt power supply, they have noted that Slime Gates reliably behave as follows: 
 

• The output C is always in the range 0 volts < C < 3 volts. 

 

 
 

 

• When both A and B have been at less than 1 volt for a 
nanosecond or more, the voltage at C is greater than 2.5
volts. 

• When either or both of A and B have been at more than 2
volts for at least a nanosecond, C carries a voltage of less
than 0.5 volts.

 
Aside from the above constraints, the voltage at C is generally unpredictable; it varies widely 
between individual Slime Gate devices. 
 

X Y

Inverter 

As an O.L.I. consultant, you have proposed the circuit to the 
right as an inverter in the evolving family of Slime Gate logic: 

 
(A) (3 points) Give logic representation parameters 

yielding maximum noise margins and for which 
your diagram depicts a valid inverter. 
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(B) (2 points) Give appropriate specifications for propagation and contamination delays 
for this inverter: 

 
tpd: ____ ____ ns;  t__1 cd: _____ ___ ns __0 

 
 

 

Q

P 
R

2-input gate 

(C) (1 point) Suppose the Slime Gate is used as a 
2-input logic gate in this same family, as 
shown to the right.  What, if any, function of 
P and Q is represented by the output R?  

 
 

Boolean function of P and Q, or “None”: ____ ____ _______
 

(D) (1 point) Is the Slime Gate, based on the description above, a lenient device? 
 

(Circle one:)       YES     /     NO 
 
 

P + Q (NOR)
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M A S S A C H U S E T T S   I N S T I T U T E   O F   T E C H N O L O G Y 
DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER SCIENCE 

 
6.004 Computation Structures 

Spring 2009 
 

Quiz #2: March 13, 2009 
 

Name 
 

Athena login name 
 

Score 

 
Problem 1 (4 points): Quickies and Trickies 
 

(A) A latch is constructed from a 2-input lenient MUX having a propagation delay of 200ps 
and a contamination delay of 20ps, using the design shown in lecture.  Give the 
minimum appropriate setup time specification for this latch. 

 
Setup time (ps):  ____________________ 

 
 

(B) Give the best achievable asymptotic throughput for a pipelined multiplier capable of 
multiplying two N-bit operands.  Enter a number, a formula, or “CAN’T TELL”. 
 

Asymptotic throughput:  Θ(________________) 
 

 
(C) A complex combinational circuit is constructed entirely from 2-input NAND gates 

having a propagation delay of 1 ns.  If this circuit is pipelined for maximal 
throughput by adding registers whose setup time and propagation delay are each 1 ns, 
what is the throughput of the resulting pipeline?  Enter a number, a formula, or 
“CAN’T TELL”. 
 

Throughput (ns-1):  ________________ 
 
 

(D) A “Thingee” is a clocked device built out of 3 interconnected components, each of which 
is known to be a 4-state FSM.  What bound, if any, can you put on the number of 
states of a Thingee? 
 

Max # of states, or “Can’t Tell”:  ________________ 
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Problem 2 (6 points): Reliability measures 
 
Your thesis supervisor has offered you a number of candidate topics, each involving the 
construction of a gadget from reliable electronic components.  To select a project, you decide to 
evaluate, for each choice, whether it can be made to meet its specification with perfect reliability.  
Each device takes two digital inputs A and B, each of which start at logical 0 and have a single 
positive transition at tA and tB, respectively.  The propagation delay tB pd is to be 1 nanosecond. 
 

(A) The output Q is guaranteed to be a valid 1 or 0 tpd after the second input transition, but 
there is no constraint on which value is output. 

 
Can be made reliable?  Circle one:   YES  …   NO …  CAN’T TELL 

 
(B) The output Q is guaranteed to be a valid 1 or  0 tpd after the second input transition,  must 

be 1 if  tA is 10ns or more earlier than tB, must be 0 if  tB A is 10ns or more later than tBB, or 
otherwise can be either valid logic level. 

 
Can be made reliable?  Circle one:   YES  …   NO …  CAN’T TELL 

 
(C) At tpd after the second input transition, the output Q must be a valid 1 if  tA is 10ns or 

more earlier than tB, must be a valid 0 if  tB A is 10ns or more later than tBB, and is otherwise 
unspecified (may be invalid) if tA and tB are within 10 ns of each other. B

 
Can be made reliable?  Circle one:   YES  …   NO …  CAN’T TELL 

 
(D) Prior to tA and tB the output Q must be a valid 0, but it must become a valid 1 within tB pd of 

the first input transition. 
 

Can be made reliable?  Circle one:   YES  …   NO …  CAN’T TELL 
 

(E) The output Q is guaranteed to be a valid 1 or  0 tpd after the second input transition,  must 
be 1 if  the transitions are within 10ns of each other, and must be 0 if the transitions are 
separated by more than 20ns. 

 
Can be made reliable?  Circle one:   YES  …   NO …  CAN’T TELL 

 
(F) Two outputs, Q and R, where R is guaranteed to become a valid 1 sometime after the first 

input transition.  When R=1,  the Q output must be a valid 1 if  tA is 10ns or more earlier 
than tB, must be a valid 0 if  tB A is 10ns or more later than tBB, or otherwise may be either 
valid logic level. 

 
Can be made reliable?  Circle one:   YES  …   NO …  CAN’T TELL 
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Problem 3.  (9 Points) Picking Locks, 6.004 style 
 
Perfectly Perplexing Padlocks makes an entry-level electronic lock, the P3b, built from an FSM 
with two bits of state.  The P3b has two buttons (“0” and “1”) that when pressed cause the FSM 
controlling the lock to advance to a new state.   In addition to advancing the FSM, each button 
press is encoded on the B signal (B=0 for button “0”, B=1 for button “1”).  The padlock unlocks 
when the FSM sets the UNLOCK output signal to 1, which it does whenever—and only 
whenever—the last 3 button presses correspond to the 3-digit combination.  The combination 
is unique, and will open the lock independently of the starting state. 
Unfortunately the design notes for the P3b are incomplete.  
 
 
 

S1 S0 B S’1 S’0 U 
0 0 0 1 1 0 

0 0 1 0 0 0 

0 1 0   1 

0 1 1 1 0 1 

1 0 0 0 1 0 

1 0 1   0 

1 1 0   0 

1 1 1   0 

 

 
 
 
 
 

(A)  (1 Point) What is the 3-bit combination for the lock? 
 

 lock combination:_____________________ 
 
 

(B) (4 Points) Using the specification and clues from the partially completed diagrams above 
fill in the information that is missing from the state transition diagram and its 
accompanying truth table.  When done: 

 
• each state in the transition diagram should be assigned a 2-bit state name S1S0 (note 

that in this design the state name is not derived from the combination that opens the 
lock), 

• the arcs leaving each state should be mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive, 
• the value for U should be specified for each state, and  
• the truth table should be completed. 

 
(complete above transition diagram and table) 
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The circuit diagram for the P3b is shown below.  You may assume that the B input has been 
appropriately synchronized with CLK. 

 

 
 
(C) (1 Point) How many bits are stored in the ROM? 

 
 Total size of ROM, in bits:____________________ 

 
 

(D) (1 Point) What is the smallest value for the ROM’s contamination delay that ensures the 
necessary timing specifications are met? 

 
 

 smallest valid value for tCD,ROM (ns):____________________ 
 

(E) (1 Point) What is the smallest value for the period of CLK that will meet the timing 
specifications? 

 
 

 smallest value for tCLK (ns):____________________ 
 
 
 

(F) (1 Point) What is the smallest setup time for the B input with respect to the active edge of 
CLK that ensures the necessary timing specifications are met? 

 
 
 

 smallest setup time for B input (ns):____________________ 
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Problem 4  (6 Points) The Mysterious XYZ Machine 
 
An unidentified government agency has a design for a combinational device depicted below: 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Although you don’t know the function of each of the component modules, they are each 
combinational and marked with their respective propagation delays.  You have been hired to 
analyze and improve the performance of this device.   
 
NOTE: Scratch copies of the above diagram appear on the back of the previous page. 

 
 

(A) (1 Point) What are the best throughput and latency that can be achieved with the 
combinational device? 

 
 Latency: ________ns;  Throughput: ____________ ns-1 

 
 

(B) (4 Points) Show how to pipeline the above circuit for maximum throughput, by marking 
locations in the diagram where registers are to be inserted.  Use a minimum number of 
registers, but be sure to include one on the output. 

 
 (mark register locations in diagram above) 

 
 

(C) (1 Point) What are the latency and throughput of your pipelined circuit? 
 

 Latency: ________ns;  Throughput: ____________ ns-1

 
 

 
END OF QUIZ! 
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M A S S A C H U S E T T S   I N S T I T U T E   O F   T E C H N O L O G Y 
DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER SCIENCE 

 
6.004 Computation Structures 

Spring 2009 
 

Quiz #2: March 13, 2009 
 

Name 
Solutions 

Athena login name 
 

Score 
Avg: 19.0 

 
 
Problem 1 (4 points): Quickies and Trickies 
 

(A) A latch is constructed from a 2-input lenient MUX having a propagation delay of 200ps 
and a contamination delay of 20ps, using the design shown in lecture.  Give the 
minimum appropriate setup time specification for this latch. 

 
Setup time (ps):  ____________________ 400 

 
 

(B) Give the best achievable asymptotic throughput for a pipelined multiplier capable of 
multiplying two N-bit operands.  Enter a number, a formula, or “CAN’T TELL”. 
 

Asymptotic throughput:  Θ(________________) 1 
 

 
(C) A complex combinational circuit is constructed entirely from 2-input NAND gates 

having a propagation delay of 1 ns.  If this circuit is pipelined for maximal 
throughput by adding registers whose setup time and propagation delay are each 1 ns, 
what is the throughput of the resulting pipeline?  Enter a number, a formula, or 
“CAN’T TELL”. 
 

Throughput (ns-1):  ________________ 1/3 
 
 

(D) A “Thingee” is a clocked device built out of 3 interconnected components, each of which 
is known to be a 4-state FSM.  What bound, if any, can you put on the number of 
states of a Thingee? 
 

Max # of states, or “Can’t Tell”:  ________________ 64 
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Problem 2 (6 points): Reliability measures 
 
Your thesis supervisor has offered you a number of candidate topics, each involving the 
construction of a gadget from reliable electronic components.  To select a project, you decide to 
evaluate, for each choice, whether it can be made to meet its specification with perfect reliability.  
Each device takes two digital inputs A and B, each of which start at logical 0 and have a single 
positive transition at tA and tB, respectively.  The propagation delay tB pd is to be 1 nanosecond. 
 

(A) The output Q is guaranteed to be a valid 1 or 0 tpd after the second input transition, but 
there is no constraint on which value is output. 

 
Can be made reliable?  Circle one:   YES  …   NO …  CAN’T TELL 

 
(B) The output Q is guaranteed to be a valid 1 or  0 tpd after the second input transition,  must 

be 1 if  tA is 10ns or more earlier than tB, must be 0 if  tB A is 10ns or more later than tBB, or 
otherwise can be either valid logic level. 

 
Can be made reliable?  Circle one:   YES  …   NO …  CAN’T TELL 

 
(C) At tpd after the second input transition, the output Q must be a valid 1 if  tA is 10ns or 

more earlier than tB, must be a valid 0 if  tB A is 10ns or more later than tBB, and is otherwise 
unspecified (may be invalid) if tA and tB are within 10 ns of each other. B

 
Can be made reliable?  Circle one:   YES  …   NO …  CAN’T TELL 

 
(D) Prior to tA and tB the output Q must be a valid 0, but it must become a valid 1 within tB pd of 

the first input transition. 
 

Can be made reliable?  Circle one:   YES  …   NO …  CAN’T TELL 
 

(E) The output Q is guaranteed to be a valid 1 or  0 tpd after the second input transition,  must 
be 1 if  the transitions are within 10ns of each other, and must be 0 if the transitions are 
separated by more than 20ns. 

 
Can be made reliable?  Circle one:   YES  …   NO …  CAN’T TELL 

 
(F) Two outputs, Q and R, where R is guaranteed to become a valid 1 sometime after the first 

input transition.  When R=1,  the Q output must be a valid 1 if  tA is 10ns or more earlier 
than tB, must be a valid 0 if  tB A is 10ns or more later than tBB, or otherwise may be either 
valid logic level. 

 
Can be made reliable?  Circle one:   YES  …   NO …  CAN’T TELL 
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Problem 3.  (9 Points) Picking Locks, 6.004 style 
 
Perfectly Perplexing Padlocks makes an entry-level electronic lock, the P3b, built from an FSM 
with two bits of state.  The P3b has two buttons (“0” and “1”) that when pressed cause the FSM 
controlling the lock to advance to a new state.   In addition to advancing the FSM, each button 
press is encoded on the B signal (B=0 for button “0”, B=1 for button “1”).  The padlock unlocks 
when the FSM sets the UNLOCK output signal to 1, which it does whenever—and only 
whenever—the last 3 button presses correspond to the 3-digit combination.  The combination 
is unique, and will open the lock independently of the starting state. 
Unfortunately the design notes for the P3b are incomplete.  
 
 
 

S1 S0 B S’1 S’0 U 
0 0 0 1 1 0 

0 0 1 0 0 0 

0 1 0 1 1 1 

0 1 1 1 0 1 

1 0 0 0 1 0 

1 0 1 0 0 0 

1 1 0 1 1 0 

1 1 1 1 0 0 

 

 

01
1

11 
0 

0 

1 

1 

10
0

 
 
 
 

(A)  (1 Point) What is the 3-bit combination for the lock? 
 

 lock combination:_____________________ 010 
 
 

(B) (4 Points) Using the specification and clues from the partially completed diagrams above 
fill in the information that is missing from the state transition diagram and its 
accompanying truth table.  When done: 

 
• each state in the transition diagram should be assigned a 2-bit state name S1S0 (note 

that in this design the state name is not derived from the combination that opens the 
lock), 

• the arcs leaving each state should be mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive, 
• the value for U should be specified for each state, and  
• the truth table should be completed. 

 
(complete above transition diagram and table) 
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The circuit diagram for the P3b is shown below.  You may assume that the B input has been 
appropriately synchronized with CLK. 

 

 
 
(C) (1 Point) How many bits are stored in the ROM? 

 
 Total size of ROM, in bits:____________________ 

 
 

24 

(D) (1 Point) What is the smallest value for the ROM’s contamination delay that ensures the 
necessary timing specifications are met? 

 
 

 smallest valid value for tCD,ROM (ns):____________________ 0.1 
 

(E) (1 Point) What is the smallest value for the period of CLK that will meet the timing 
specifications? 

 
 

 smallest value for tCLK (ns):____________________ 12 
 
 
 

(F) (1 Point) What is the smallest setup time for the B input with respect to the active edge of 
CLK that ensures the necessary timing specifications are met? 

 
 
 

 smallest setup time for B input (ns):____________________ 8.5 
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Problem 4  (6 Points) The Mysterious XYZ Machine 
 
An unidentified government agency has a design for a combinational device depicted below: 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Although you don’t know the function of each of the component modules, they are each 
combinational and marked with their respective propagation delays.  You have been hired to 
analyze and improve the performance of this device.   
 
NOTE: Scratch copies of the above diagram appear on the back of the previous page. 

 
 

(A) (1 Point) What are the best throughput and latency that can be achieved with the 
combinational device? 

 
 Latency: ________ns;  Throughput: ____________ ns-1 180 1/180 

 
 

(B) (4 Points) Show how to pipeline the above circuit for maximum throughput, by marking 
locations in the diagram where registers are to be inserted.  Use a minimum number of 
registers, but be sure to include one on the output. 

 
 (mark register locations in diagram above) 

 
 

(C) (1 Point) What are the latency and throughput of your pipelined circuit? 
 

 Latency: ________ns;  Throughput: ____________ ns-1180 1/60 
 
 

 
END OF QUIZ! 
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M A S S A C H U S E T T S I N S T I T U T E O F T E C H N O L O G Y

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER SCIENCE


6.004 Computation Structures 
Spring 2009 

Quiz #3: April 10, 2009 

Name Athena login name Score 

NOTE: Reference material and scratch copies of code appear on the backs of quiz pages. 

Problem 1 (5 points): Quickies and Trickies 

(A) (2 points) A student tries to optimize his Beta assembly program by replacing a line 
containing 

ADDC(R0, 3*4+5, R1) 
by 

ADDC(R0, 17, R1) 
Is the resulting binary program smaller? Does it run faster? 

(circle one) Binary program is SMALLER? yes … no 

(circle one) FASTER? yes … no 

(B) Which of the following best conveys Church’s thesis? 
C1: Every integer function can be computed by some Turing machine. 
C2: Every computable function can be computed by some Turing machine. 
C3: No Turing machine can solve the halting problem. 
C4: There exists a single Turing machine that can compute every computable function. 

(circle one) Best conveys Church’s thesis: C1 … C2 … C3 … C4 

(C) What value will be found in the low 16 bits of the BEQ instruction resulting from the 
following assembly language snippet?

. = 0x100

BEQ(R31, target, R31)


target: ADDC(R31, 0, R31)


16-bit offset portion of above BEQ instruction: ____________________ 

(D) Can every SUBC instruction be replaced by an equivalent ADDC instruction with the 
constant negated? If so, answer “YES”; if not, give an example of a SUBC 
instruction that can’t be replaced by an ADDC. 

SUBC(…) instruction, or “YES”: _______________________________________ 
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0

0

Summary of β Instruction Formats 

Operate Class: 

31 26 25 21 20 16 15 11 10 0 

10xxxx Rc Ra Rb unused 

OP(Ra,Rb,Rc): Reg[Rc] ← Reg[Ra] op Reg[Rb] 

Opcodes: ADD (plus), SUB (minus), MUL (multiply), DIV (divided by) 
AND (bitwise and), OR (bitwise or), XOR (bitwise exclusive or) 
CMPEQ (equal), CMPLT (less than), CMPLE (less than or equal) [result = 1 if true, 0 if false] 
SHL (left shift), SHR (right shift w/o sign extension), SRA (right shift w/ sign extension) 

31 26 25 21 20 16 15 0 

11xxxx Rc Ra literal (two’s complement) 

OPC(Ra,literal,Rc): Reg[Rc] ← Reg[Ra] op SEXT(literal) 

Opcodes: ADDC (plus), SUBC (minus), MULC (multiply), DIVC (divided by) 
ANDC (bitwise and), ORC (bitwise or), XORC (bitwise exclusive or) 
CMPEQC (equal), CMPLTC (less than), CMPLEC (less than or equal) [result = 1 if true, 0 if false] 
SHLC (left shift), SHRC (right shift w/o sign extension), SRAC (right shift w/ sign extension) 

Other: 

31 26 25 21 20 16 15 0 

01xxxx Rc Ra literal (two’s complement) 

LD(Ra,literal,Rc): Reg[Rc] ← Mem[Reg[Ra] + SEXT(literal)]

ST(Rc,literal,Ra): Mem[Reg[Ra] + SEXT(literal)] ← Reg[Rc]

JMP(Ra,Rc): Reg[Rc] ← PC + 4; PC ← Reg[Ra]

BEQ/BF(Ra,label,Rc): Reg[Rc] ← PC + 4; if Reg[Ra] = 0 then PC ← PC + 4 + 4*SEXT(literal)

BNE/BT(Ra,label,Rc): Reg[Rc] ← PC + 4; if Reg[Ra] ≠ 0 then PC ← PC + 4 + 4*SEXT(literal)

LDR(label,Rc): Reg[Rc] ← Mem[PC + 4 + 4*SEXT(literal)]


Opcode Table: (*optional opcodes) 

2:0 
5:3 000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111 

000 
001 
010 
011 LD ST JMP BEQ BNE LDR 
100 ADD SUB MUL* DIV* CMPEQ CMPLT CMPLE 
101 AND OR XOR SHL SHR SRA 
110 ADDC SUBC MULC* DIVC* CMPEQC CMPLTC CMPLEC 
111 ANDC ORC XORC SHLC SHRC SRAC 
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Problem 2. (13 points): Parentheses Galore 

The wfps procedure determines whether a string of left and right parentheses is well balanced, 
much as your Turing machine of Lab 4 did. Below is the code for the wfps (“well-formed paren 
string”) procedure in C, as well as its translation to Beta assembly code. This code is reproduced 
on the backs of the following two pages for your use and/or annotation. 

int STR[100];


int wfps(int i,

int n)


{ int c = STR[i];

int new_n;

if (c == 0)

return (n == 0);


else if (c == 1)

new_n = n+1;


else {

if (n == 0) return 0; // too many RPARENS!

xxxxx; } // MYSTERY CODE!


 return wfps(i+1, new_n); // and recurse.

}


wfps expects to find a string of parentheses in the integer array stored at STR. The 
string is encoded as a series of 32-bit integers having values of


1 to indicate a left paren,

2 to indicate a right paren, or

0 to indicate the end of the string.


These integers are stored in consecutive 32-bit locations starting at the address
STR. 

wfps is called with two arguments: 
1.	 The first, i, is the index of the start of the part of STR that this call of 

wfps should examine. Note that indexes start at 0 in C. For example, if i 
is 0, then wfps should examine the entire string in STR (starting at the 
first character, or STR[0]). If i is 4, then wfps should ignore the first 
four characters and start examining STR starting at the fifth character (the 
character at STR[4]). 

2.	 The second argument, n, is zero in the original call; however, it may be 
nonzero in recursive calls. 

wfps returns 1 if the part of STR being examined represents a string of balanced 
parentheses if n additional left parentheses are prepended to its left, and returns 0 
otherwise. 

Note that the compiler may use some simple optimizations to simplify the 
assembly-language version of the code, while preserving equivalent behavior. 

The C code is incomplete; the missing expression is shown as xxxx. 

// string of parens


// current index in STR

// LPARENs to balance

// next character

// next value of n

// if end of string,

// return 1 iff n == 0

// on LEFT PAREN,

// increment n

// else must be RPAREN


STR: 	 . = .+4*100


wfps: PUSH(LP)

PUSH(BP)

MOVE(SP, BP)

ALLOCATE(1)

PUSH(R1)


 LD(BP, -12, R0)

MULC(R0, 4, R0)

LD(R0, STR, R1)

ST(R1, 0, BP)

BNE(R1, more)


 LD(BP, -16, R0)

CMPEQC(R0, 0, R0)


rtn: 	 POP(R1)

MOVE(BP, SP)

POP(BP)

POP(LP)

JMP(LP)


more: CMPEQC(R1, 1, R0)

BF(R0, rpar)

LD(BP, -16, R0)

ADDC(R0, 1, R0)

BR(par)


rpar: LD(BP, -16, R0)

BEQ(R0, rtn)

ADDC(R0, -1, R0)


par: 	 PUSH(R0)

LD(BP, -12, R0)

ADDC(R0, 1, R0)

PUSH(R0)

BR(wfps, LP)

DEALLOCATE(2)

BR(rtn)
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Problem 2 continued: 

(A) (3 points) In the space below, fill in the binary value of the instruction stored at the 
location tagged ‘more:’ in the above assembly-language program. 

(fill in missing 1s and 0s for instruction at more:) 

(B) (1 point) Is the value of the variable c from the C program stored in the local stack 
frame? If so, give its (signed) offset from BP; else write “NO”. 

Stack offset of variable c, or “NO”: _________________ 

(C) (1 point) Is the value of the variable new_n from the C program stored in the local 
stack frame? If so, give its (signed) offset from BP; else write “NO”. 

Stack offset of variable new_n, or “NO”: _________________ 

(D) (2 points) What is the missing C source code represented by xxxxx in the given C 
program? 

(give missing C code shown as xxxxx) 
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Problem 2 continued again: 

The procedure wfps is called from an external procedure and its execution is interrupted during a 
recursive call to wfps, just prior to the execution of the instruction labeled ‘rtn:’. The contents 
of a region of memory are shown to below on the left. At this point, SP contains 0x1D8, and BP 
contains 0x1D0. 

NOTE: All addresses and data values are shown in hexadecimal. 

188: 7
(E) (1 point) What are the arguments to the most recent active call to wfps? 

18C: 4A8 Most recent arguments (HEX): i=________; n=________ 
190: 0 
194: 
198: 

0 
458 

(F) (1 point) What are the arguments to the original call to wfps? 

19C: D4 Original arguments (HEX): i=________; n=________ 

1A0: 1 
1A4: 
1A8: 

D8 
1 

(G) (1 point) What value is in R0 at this point? 

1AC: 1 Contents of R0 (HEX): ________ 

1B0: 3B8 
1B4: 1A0 (H) (1 point) How many parens (left and right) are in the string stored at STR 

1B8: 
1BC: 

2 
1 

(starting at index 0)? Give a number, or “CAN’T TELL” if the number 
can’t be determined from the given information. 

1C0: 0 Length of string, or “CAN’T TELL”: _______________ 

1C4: 2 
1C8: 
1CC: 

3B8 
1B8 

(I) (1 point) What is the hex address of the instruction tagged par:? 

BP->1D0: 2 Address of par (HEX): ________ 

1D4: 2 
SP->1D8: 0 (J) (1 point) What is the hex address of the BR instruction that called wfps

originally? 

Address of original call (HEX): ________
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Control logic: 
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Problem 3 (7 Points): Beta control signals 

Following is an incomplete table listing control signals for several instructions on an unpipelined 
Beta. You may wish to consult the Beta diagram on the back of the previous page and the 
instruction set summary on the back of the first page. 

The operations listed include two existing instructions and two proposed additions to the Beta 
instruction set: 

LDX(Ra, Rb, Rc) // Load, double indexed 
EA ← Reg[Ra] + Reg[Rb] 
Reg[Rc] ← Mem[EA] 
PC ← PC + 4 

MVZC(Ra, literal, Rc) // Move constant if zero 
If Reg[Ra] == 0 then Reg[Rc] ← SEXT(literal) 
PC ← PC + 4 

In the following table, φ represents a “don’t care” or unspecified value; Z is the value (0 or 1) 
output by the 32-input NOR in the unpipelined Beta diagram. Your job is to complete the table by 
filling in each unshaded entry. In each case, enter an opcode, a value, an expression, or φ as 
appropriate. 

Instr ALUFN WERF BSEL WDSEL WR RA2SEL PCSEL ASEL WASEL 

φ φ 0 0 φ 2 φ 0 

φ 1 φ 0 0 φ Z φ 0 

LDX 1 0 0 0 0 0 

A+B Z 1 1 0 φ 0 0 0 
(Complete the above table) 

END OF QUIZ! 
(phew!) 
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Convenience Macros 
We augment the basic β instruction set with the following macros, making it easier to 
express certain common operations: 

Macro Definition 
BEQ(Ra, label) BEQ(Ra, label, R31) 

BF(Ra, label) BF(Ra, label, R31) 

BNE(Ra, label) BNE(Ra, label, R31) 

BT(Ra, label) BT(Ra, label, R31) 

BR(label, Rc) BEQ(R31, label, Rc) 

BR(label) BR(label, R31) 

JMP(Ra) JMP(Ra, R31) 

LD(label, Rc) LD(R31, label, Rc) 

ST(Rc, label) ST(Rc, label, R31) 

MOVE(Ra, Rc) ADD(Ra, R31, Rc) 

CMOVE(c, Rc) ADDC(R31, c, Rc) 

PUSH(Ra) ADDC(SP, 4, SP) 
ST(Ra, -4, SP) 

POP(Rc) LD(SP, -4, Rc) 
SUBC(SP, 4, SP) 

ALLOCATE(k) ADDC(SP, 4*k, SP) 

DEALLOCATE(k) SUBC(SP, 4*k, SP) 
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Name 
Solutions 

Athena login name Score 
Avg: 20.1 

NOTE: Reference material and scratch copies of code appear on the backs of quiz pages. 

Problem 1 (5 points): Quickies and Trickies 

(A) (2 points) A student tries to optimize his Beta assembly program by replacing a line 
containing 

ADDC(R0, 3*4+5, R1) 
by 

ADDC(R0, 17, R1) 
Is the resulting binary program smaller? Does it run faster? 

(circle one) Binary program is SMALLER? yes … no 

no …(circle one) FASTER? yes 

(B) Which of the following best conveys Church’s thesis? 
C1: Every integer function can be computed by some Turing machine. 
C2: Every computable function can be computed by some Turing machine. 
C3: No Turing machine can solve the halting problem. 
C4: There exists a single Turing machine that can compute every computable function. 

(circle one) Best conveys Church’s thesis: C1 … C2 … C3 … C4 

(C) What value will be found in the low 16 bits of the BEQ instruction resulting from the 
following assembly language snippet?

. = 0x100

 BEQ(R31, target, R31)


target: ADDC(R31, 0, R31)


0x000016-bit offset portion of above BEQ instruction: ____________________ 

(D) Can every SUBC instruction be replaced by an equivalent ADDC instruction with the 
constant negated? If so, answer “YES”; if not, give an example of a SUBC 
instruction that can’t be replaced by an ADDC. 

SUBC(…) instruction, or “YES”: _______________________________________ SUBC(Ra, 0x8000, Rc) 
(Ra can be any of R0–R31; 
Rc can be any of R0–R30.) 
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Problem 2. (13 points): Parentheses Galore 

The wfps procedure determines whether a string of left and right parentheses is well balanced, 
much as your Turing machine of Lab 4 did. Below is the code for the wfps (“well-formed paren 
string”) procedure in C, as well as its translation to Beta assembly code. This code is reproduced 
on the backs of the following two pages for your use and/or annotation. 

int STR[100];


int wfps(int i,

int n)


{ int c = STR[i];

int new_n;

if (c == 0)

return (n == 0);


else if (c == 1)

new_n = n+1;


else {

if (n == 0) return 0; // too many RPARENS!

xxxxx; } // MYSTERY CODE!


 return wfps(i+1, new_n); // and recurse.

}


wfps expects to find a string of parentheses in the integer array stored at STR. The 
string is encoded as a series of 32-bit integers having values of


1 to indicate a left paren,

2 to indicate a right paren, or

0 to indicate the end of the string.


These integers are stored in consecutive 32-bit locations starting at the address
STR. 

wfps is called with two arguments: 
1.	 The first, i, is the index of the start of the part of STR that this call of 

wfps should examine. Note that indexes start at 0 in C. For example, if i 
is 0, then wfps should examine the entire string in STR (starting at the 
first character, or STR[0]). If i is 4, then wfps should ignore the first 
four characters and start examining STR starting at the fifth character (the 
character at STR[4]). 

2.	 The second argument, n, is zero in the original call; however, it may be 
nonzero in recursive calls. 

wfps returns 1 if the part of STR being examined represents a string of balanced 
parentheses if n additional left parentheses are prepended to its left, and returns 0 
otherwise. 

Note that the compiler may use some simple optimizations to simplify the 
assembly-language version of the code, while preserving equivalent behavior. 

The C code is incomplete; the missing expression is shown as xxxx. 

// string of parens


// current index in STR

// LPARENs to balance

// next character

// next value of n

// if end of string,

// return 1 iff n == 0

// on LEFT PAREN,

// increment n

// else must be RPAREN


STR: 	 . = .+4*100


wfps: PUSH(LP)

PUSH(BP)

MOVE(SP, BP)

ALLOCATE(1)

PUSH(R1)


 LD(BP, -12, R0)

MULC(R0, 4, R0)

LD(R0, STR, R1)

ST(R1, 0, BP)

BNE(R1, more)


 LD(BP, -16, R0)

CMPEQC(R0, 0, R0)


rtn: 	 POP(R1)

MOVE(BP, SP)

POP(BP)

POP(LP)

JMP(LP)


more: CMPEQC(R1, 1, R0)

BF(R0, rpar)

LD(BP, -16, R0)

ADDC(R0, 1, R0)

BR(par)


rpar: LD(BP, -16, R0)

BEQ(R0, rtn)

ADDC(R0, -1, R0)


par: 	 PUSH(R0)

LD(BP, -12, R0)

ADDC(R0, 1, R0)

PUSH(R0)

BR(wfps, LP)

DEALLOCATE(2)

BR(rtn)
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Problem 2 continued: 

(A) (3 points) In the space below, fill in the binary value of the instruction stored at the 
location tagged ‘more:’ in the above assembly-language program. 

1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1  

(fill in missing 1s and 0s for instruction at more:) 

(B) (1 point) Is the value of the variable c from the C program stored in the local stack 
frame? If so, give its (signed) offset from BP; else write “NO”. 

Stack offset of variable c, or “NO”: _________________ BP+0 

(C) (1 point) Is the value of the variable new_n from the C program stored in the local 
stack frame? If so, give its (signed) offset from BP; else write “NO”. 

Stack offset of variable new_n, or “NO”: _________________ NO or BP+8 

(D) (2 points) What is the missing C source code represented by xxxxx in the given C 
program? 

new_n = n - 1


(give missing C code shown as xxxxx) 

The original intention of this problem was that the variable 
new_n was not stored on the local stack frame (unlike the 
variable c, which did have a space specifically allocated on 
the stack for it). However, it is true that when wfps makes 
a recursive call, it pushes the value of new_n onto the 
stack, so we ended up also accepting BP+8 as an answer. 
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Problem 2 continued again: 

The procedure wfps is called from an external procedure and its execution is interrupted during a 
recursive call to wfps, just prior to the execution of the instruction labeled ‘rtn:’. The contents 
of a region of memory are shown to below on the left. At this point, SP contains 0x1D8, and BP 
contains 0x1D0. 

NOTE: All addresses and data values are shown in hexadecimal. 

188: 7
(E) (1 point) What are the arguments to the most recent active call to wfps? 

18C: 4A8 Most recent arguments (HEX): i=________; n=________ 2 0 
190: 0 
194: 
198: 

0 
458 

(F) (1 point) What are the arguments to the original call to wfps? 

19C: D4 Original arguments (HEX): i=________; n=________ 0 0 
1A0: 1 
1A4: 
1A8: 
1AC: 

D8 
1 
1 

(G) (1 point) What value is in R0 at this point? 

Contents of R0 (HEX): 0 ________ 

1B0: 3B8 
1B4: 1A0 (H) (1 point) How many parens (left and right) are in the string stored at STR 

1B8: 
1BC: 

2 
1 

(starting at index 0)? Give a number, or “CAN’T TELL” if the number 
can’t be determined from the given information. 

1C0: 0 Length of string, or “CAN’T TELL”: CAN’T TELL _______________ 

1C4: 2 
1C8: 
1CC: 

3B8 
1B8 

(I) (1 point) What is the hex address of the instruction tagged par:? 

BP->1D0: 2 Address of par (HEX): ________ 39C 
1D4: 2 

SP->1D8: 0 (J) (1 point) What is the hex address of the BR instruction that called wfps
originally? 

Address of original call (HEX): ________454 
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Problem 3 (7 Points): Beta control signals 

Following is an incomplete table listing control signals for several instructions on an unpipelined 
Beta. You may wish to consult the Beta diagram on the back of the previous page and the 
instruction set summary on the back of the first page. 

The operations listed include two existing instructions and two proposed additions to the Beta 
instruction set: 

LDX(Ra, Rb, Rc) // Load, double indexed 
EA ← Reg[Ra] + Reg[Rb] 
Reg[Rc] ← Mem[EA] 
PC ← PC + 4 

MVZC(Ra, literal, Rc) // Move constant if zero 
If Reg[Ra] == 0 then Reg[Rc] ← SEXT(literal) 
PC ← PC + 4 

In the following table, φ represents a “don’t care” or unspecified value; Z is the value (0 or 1) 
output by the 32-input NOR in the unpipelined Beta diagram. Your job is to complete the table by 
filling in each unshaded entry. In each case, enter an opcode, a value, an expression, or φ as 
appropriate. 

Instr ALUFN WERF BSEL WDSEL WR RA2SEL PCSEL ASEL WASEL 

JMP φ 1 φ 0 0 φ 2 φ 0 

BEQ φ 1 φ 0 0 φ Z φ 0 

LDX A+B 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 

MVZC A+B Z 1 1 0 φ 0 0 0 
(Complete the above table) 

END OF QUIZ! 
(phew!) 
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6.004 Computation Structures 
Spring 2009 

Quiz #4: April 24, 2009 

Name 
Solutions 

Athena login name Score 
Avg: 16.5 

NOTE: Reference material appears on the backs of quiz pages. 

Problem 1 (7 points): Quickies and Trickies 

(A) (1 point) A Beta processor has an interrupt handler invoked by a periodic 60Hz clock. 
The handler simply inspects the high-order bit of the XP register to see if it is a 1 or 0. 
Give your best estimate of the fraction of the time it finds a 0. 

Circle best answer: 0% … 50% … 100% 

(B) (2 points) An application program that stores data in the XP register might fail due to 
(circle YES or NO for each): 

Interrupt handler returns to wrong location: YES … NO 

Application data in XP changes unexpectedly: YES … NO 

Interrupt executes wrong handler: YES … NO 

(C) (2 points) Decrementing the saved PC of an interrupted program often indicates (circle 
YES or NO for each): 

re-entrant interrupts: YES … NO 

a cache miss: YES … NO 

“busy waiting”: YES … NO 

a programming error: YES … NO 

(D) (2 points) Use of a Translation Lookaside Buffer (circle YES or NO for each): 

decreases cache hit rate: YES … NO 

decreases average address translation time: YES … NO 

prevents handler re-entrance: YES … NO 
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Problem 2 (7 points): Cache Management 

Four otherwise identical Beta systems have slightly different cache configurations. Each cache 
has a total of 8 lines each caching a single 32-bit data word, and caches both instruction and data 
fetches. However, the caches differ in their associativity as follows: 

Cache C1: Direct mapped, 8-word cache.

Cache C2: 2-way set associative (4 sets of 2 lines), LRU replacement.

Cache C3: Fully associative, LRU replacement.


Your task is to answer questions about the performance, measured by hit ratio, of these cache 
designs on the following tiny benchmarks. Note that each benchmark involves instruction fetches 
starting at location 0 and data accesses in the neighborhood of location 1024 (= 210). 

.=0 || Benchmark B0 .=0 || Benchmark B1

CMOVE(100, R1) CMOVE(100, R1)


LOOP: LD(R31, 1024, R0) LOOP: LD(R31, 1024+4, R0)

SUBC(R1, 1, R1) SUBC(R1, 1, R1)

BNE(R1, LOOP) BNE(R1, LOOP)

HALT() HALT()


.=0	 || Benchmark B2 .=0 || Benchmark B3 .=0 || Benchmark B4

CMOVE(100, R1) CMOVE(100, R1) CMOVE(100, R1)


LOOP: LD(R31, 1024+4, R0) LOOP: LD(R31, 1024+4, R0) LOOP: LD(R31, 1024+4, R0)

LD(R31, 1024+8, R0) LD(R31, 1024+8, R0) LD(R31, 1024+8, R0)

SUBC(R1, 1, R1) LD(R31, 1024+12, R0) LD(R31, 1024+12, R0)

BNE(R1, LOOP) SUBC(R1, 1, R1) LD(R31, 1024+16, R0)

HALT() BNE(R1, LOOP) SUBC(R1, 1, R1)


HALT() BNE(R1, LOOP)

HALT()


(A) (1 point) Which benchmark yields the best hit ratio with

cache C1?


(circle one): B0 … B1 … B2 … B3 … B4 

(B) (2 points) Select the value that best approximates the hit ratio with cache C1 on 
Benchmark B1. 

(select approx hit ratio): 0% … 25% … 50% … 75% … 100% 

(C) (2 points) Which cache yields the best hit ratio with benchmark B3? 

(circle one): C1 … C2 … C3 

(D) (2 points) Which cache, if any, yields a hit ratio of zero (0%) with benchmark B4? 

(circle one): C1 … C2 … C3 … NONE 
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Problem 3 (8 points): Memory Systems 

A simple computer system using the Beta processor has memory components as diagrammed 
below: 

CPU Cache 

MMU 
(PageMap) 

Main 
Memory 

RAM 

Some parameters of the system include: 

Cache design: Direct mapped, 4-byte (1 word) block size, 214 words total data. Cache 
access (hit) time: 5 ns 

MMU design: single-level PageMap, 230-byte virtual address space,

228-byte physical address space, page size 214 bytes.

MMU access (translation) time: 5ns.


RAM (main memory) access (read or write) time: 40 ns. 

Assume that other times (e.g. gate delays) are insignificant compared to memory access times. 
Note that all memory accesses — including LDs and STs as well as instruction fetches — are 
made via the above path. 

(A) (1 point) Assume that each page map entry includes Resident and Dirty bits as well as a 
physical page number. What is the total size, in bits, of the pagemap storage? 

220 = 16 × 216
Total page map size (bits): ____________________________________ 

(B) (2 points) What is the memory access time for a cache hit? A miss? 

10 50Access times on HIT: _________ns; on MISS: ________ns 

(C) (1 point) Assuming a 90% hit rate, what is the expected average access time? 

14Average access time for 90% hit rate: ________ns 

(D) (2 points) Which, if any, of the following operations must the operating system perform 
on a context switch? Circle YES or NO for each: 

Read pages from disk corresponding to new virtual memory contents? YES … NO 

Reload PageMap with new context? YES … NO 

Clear cache Valid bits? YES … NO 
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Noah Doze, one of the few who actually stayed awake during the entire VM lecture in 6.004, 
argues that a clever redesign of the memory system using a K-way set associative cache of the 
same total (214-word) size, for some carefully chosen K, will allow the cache and page map 
lookups to happen concurrently. 

(E) (2 points) Fill in the details of Noah’s argument in the blanks below.	 Continue to assume 
a 90% hit ratio. 

4Appropriate (minimal) value of K: ________ 

9New average access time: ________ns. 

Problem 4 (3 points): Mystery Handler 

You are exploring an operating system very much like the one sketched in lecture, and have 
discovered the following code for a mysterious, undocumented supervisor call handler: 

Mystery_SVC_handler()

{


 User.Regs[0] = User.Regs[0] – 1;


 if (User.Regs[0] != 0)

{


 User.Regs[XP] = User.Regs[XP] – 4;

 Scheduler();


}

}


Recall that the C operator != means “not equal”. 

Your task is to provide documentation explaining, to an application developer, the impact of 
executing this SVC on a running application and on other processes running on the system. 

(A) (3 points) Describe, in few sentences, the effect of executing this mystery SVC by an 
application. Be sure to mention the role of and impact on any relevant register contents. 

This SVC causes the current process to “sleep” (not execute any 
further instructions) for the next R0 - 1 scheduler cycles. R0 will be 
set to 0 when the SVC completes. If R0 is 1, it has no effect beyond 
setting R0 to 0. 

We gave full credit (3 points) for all answers that included at least the first sentence. 

(Brief documentation of mystery SVC) 

END OF QUIZ! 
(phew!) 
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M A S S A C H U S E T T S I N S T I T U T E O F T E C H N O L O G Y

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER SCIENCE


6.004 Computation Structures 
Spring 2009 

Quiz #5: May 8, 2009 

Name Athena login name Score 

NOTE: Reference material and scratch diagrams appear on the backs of quiz pages. 

Problem 1 (2 points): I should have stayed awake during that lecture… 

(A) (1 point) A trend in modern computers is to replace parallel, shared backplane buses with 

1) Hypercube networks


2) Serial, point-to-point switched connections


3) Wireless networks


4) Ribbon cables


5) Coaxial cables


6) None of the above


Choose best answer (1 thru 6): ______ 

(B) (1 point) If we take into consideration physical realities like speed-of-light delays and 
minimum node size, the asymptotic worst-case latency between nodes of an N-node 
binary tree network is: 

1) O(log(N))


2)
 ) 
3) ) 
4) O(N)

5) O(N 2)

6) O(N 3)

7) None of the above 

Choose best answer (1 thru 7): ______ 

O( N3 

O( N2 
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Problem 2 (10 points): Process Synchronization 

Gill Bates, who dropped out of MIT to found the fledgling Megahard Corporation, has decided to 
buy electric trains for his three kids: Alice, Bobby, and Chip. Gill is strapped for cash, due to the 
startup; he can’t afford to buy a complete setup for each child. He vows that after Megahard 
makes him a billionaire, he will buy each kid a complete set of real trains. But for now, he has 

With this setup, each of Alice, 
Bobby, and Chip have their own 
trains, and each train travels in a 
circular path in the indicated 
(counterclockwise) direction. 
Note that there is a section of 
track shared between each pair 
of trains. In order to avoid 
sibling battles due to train 
wrecks, Gill has devised a 
system for segmenting the 
track, and has programmed each 
train to use a semaphore to 
avoid simultaneous use of the 
shared track sections ac, ab, 
and bc. 

decided to compromise with three trains which run on a common track layout shaped as follows: 

Gill’s code is as follows: 

Shared Memory : 
semaphore S=???;


Process A: Process B: Process C: 
while (ARun) while (BRun) while (CRun)

{ TravelTo(a2); { TravelTo(b2); { TravelTo(c2);

wait(S); wait(S); wait(S);

TravelTo(a1); TravelTo(b1); TravelTo(c1);

signal(S); signal(S); signal(S);


} } }


Note that TravelTo(x) moves the train forward until the train is entirely enclosed in the track 
segment labled x. Trains A, B, and C start out in segments a1, b1, and c1 respectively. 

(A) (1 point) What should the initial value of the semaphore S be? 

Initial value for S: _____ 
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Alice, a precocious 4-year-old, keeps asking her daddy why her train (marked “A”) waits while B 
is traveling from segment bc to b1 and C is using segment c1, none of which are used by A. 

(B) (1 point) Choose the best explanation of the problem cited by Alice. 
E1: There’s a deadlock. 
E2: Some unenforced essential precedence constraint. 
E3: Some nonessential precedence constraint enforced. 
E4: Some wait without a corresponding signal. 
E5: There’s no problem, tell Alice to shut up and go to bed. 

Give number of best explanation: _______ 

After some deliberation, Gill modifies the code in the trains as follows: 

Shared Memory : 
semaphore Sab=1, Sbc=1, Sac=1;


Process A: Process B: Process C : 
while (ARun) while (BRun) while (CRun)

{ TravelTo(a2); { TravelTo(b2); { TravelTo(c2);


wait(Sac); wait(Sab); wait(Sbc);

TravelTo(ac); TravelTo(ab); TravelTo(bc);

wait(Sab); wait(Sbc); wait(Sac);

TravelTo(ab); TravelTo(bc); TravelTo(ac);

signal(Sac); signal(Sab); signal(Sbc);

TravelTo(a1); TravelTo(b1); TravelTo(c1);

signal(Sab); signal(Sbc); signal(Sac);


} } }


Alice and Chip try the new setup; Bobby is busy painting his train with peanut butter and doesn’t 
run it during this test. The A and C trains run flawlessly for hours. Gill wonders which 
combinations of TravelTo operations within processes A and C are prohibited by his semaphores. 

(C) (2 points) Which of the following operations might process C execute while 
process A is executing TravelTo(ac)? Circle YES or NO for each case. 

Can C be executing TravelTo(bc)? YES … NO 
Can C be executing TravelTo(ac)? YES … NO 
Can C be executing TravelTo(c1)? YES … NO 
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Bobby returns and adds his train to the setup; after a few minutes all three trains stop perma-
nently. Gill investigates the system, examining the state of each process. 

(D)(1 point) Which line of code does he find Process A executing? 

(give line of code) 
(E) (1 point) On which track segment has train C stopped? 

Indicate segement at which C has stopped: _______ 

(F) (2 points) What values are in each of the semaphores? 

Values in Sab: _____;  Sac: _____;  Sbc: _____ 

Meanwhile Chip, an 11-month old prodigy, insists on putting his train on the track so that it 
travels in a clockwise direction (while the other trains travel counterclockwise). After 
unsuccessfully arguing with Chip, Gill finally changes the code in Process C to reflect the change 
in the direction of Chip’s train. To Gill’s amazement, the trains now run perfectly. Chip smiles 
with great satisfaction at his fix. Unfortunately, he can’t explain it to Gill since he hasn’t learned 
to talk yet. 

(G)(1 point) Gill’s modified process C code still contains two wait operations
followed by two signal operations. What are the arguments to the wait
calls in the new code? 

First call: wait(_______) 

Second call:  wait(_______) 

(H)(1 point) Choose the best generalization of Chip’s fix as  a rule for allocating 
multiple resources in a multiprocess system. 

R1: Never use more than one semaphore in a multiprocess
system. 

R2: Make each process allocate required resources in a
global, prescribed order. 

R3: Always release resources in the opposite order from 
that with which they were allocated. 

R4: Never make more than two trains take 

counterclockwise paths.


Give number of best generalization: _______ 
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Problem 3 (8 points): Pipelined Beta 

This problem concerns the 5-stage Beta pipeline described in Lecture (a diagram of which can be 
found on back of page 1). This Beta has full bypass and annulment logic. 

Consider the execution of the following sequence in kernel mode on the 5-stage pipelined Beta. 
The loop sums the first 100 elements of the integer array X and stores the result in Y.

 ADDC(R31,400,R1) | index = 100 * 4

XORC(R31,0,R2) | clear sum


A: 	 LD(R1,X-4,R3)  | load next array element

ADD(R3,R2,R2) | add it to sum

SUBC(R1,4,R1) | decrement index

BNE(R1,A,R31) | loop unless index is zero

ST(R2,Y,R31) | store result


 …


(A) (5 Points) Fill the blank boxes in the pipeline diagram below by writing the appropriate 
instruction opcode (ADDC, XORC, LD, …) in each box, showing the first 12 clock cycles 
of execution. Use the opcode NOP to indicate what happens during pipeline stalls or branch 
delay slot annulments. There are scratch copies of the diagram on the back of the previous 
page. 

Cycle 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

IF LD 

RF XORC LD 

ALU ADDC XORC LD 

MEM ADDC XORC LD 

WB ADDC XORC LD 

(B) (3 Points) Add arrows to your pipeline diagram above to indicate any active bypass paths for 
each clock cycle. The arrow should point from the stage where the bypassed value comes 
from, to the stage where the bypassed value is used. For example, in Cycle 4 there’s an 
upward arrow pointing from the ADDC opcode in the MEM stage to the LD opcode in the 
RF stage . 
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Problem 4 (5 points): Broken pipeline 

You’ve been given a 5-stage pipelined Beta processor as shown in lecture, whose diagram can be 
found on the back of page 1. Unfortunately, the Beta you’ve been given is defective: it has no 
bypass paths, annulment of instructions in branch delay slots, or pipeline stalls. 

You undertake to convert some existing code, 
… designed to run on an unpipelined Beta, to run 
NOP() NOP() NOP() NOP() on your defective pipelined processor. The 

scrap of code on the left is a sample of the 
Loop:

AA:

BB:

CC:

 LD(R0, 0, R1)
MUL(R2, R3, R4) 

XOR(R1, R0, R0) 

BNE(R4, LOOP, R0) 

program to be converted. It doesn’t make 
much sense to you – it doesn’t to us either – 
but you are to add the minimum number of 
NOP instructions at the various tagged points 
in this code to make it give the same results 
on your defective pipelined Beta as it gives on 
a normal, unpipelined Beta. 

XOR(R1, R2, R6)
NOP() NOP() NOP() NOP()

Note that the code scrap begins and ends with 
sequences of NOPs; thus you don’t need to 

… worry about pipeline hazards involving 
interactions with instructions outside of the 
region shown. 

Scratch instruction pipeline grids are provided for your convenience on the backs of this page and 
the previous page. 

(A) (4 points) Specify the minimal number of NOP instructions (defined as 
ADD(R31,R31,R31)) to be added at each of the labeled points in the above program. 

NOPs at Loop: ______ 

NOPs at AA: ______ 

NOPs at BB: ______ 

NOPs at CC: ______ 

(B) (1 point) On a fully functional 5-stage Beta pipeline (with working bypass, annul, and 
stall logic), the above code will run fine with no added NOPs. How many clock cycles 
of execution time are required by the fully functional 5-stage pipelined Beta for each 
iteration through the loop? 

Clocks per loop iteration: ________ 

END OF QUIZ! 
(phew!)
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Name 
Solutions 

Athena login name Score 
Avg: 20.1 

NOTE: Reference material and scratch diagrams appear on the backs of quiz pages. 

Problem 1 (2 points): I should have stayed awake during that lecture… 

(A) (1 point) A trend in modern computers is to replace parallel, shared backplane buses with 

1) Hypercube networks


2) Serial, point-to-point switched connections


3) Wireless networks


4) Ribbon cables


5) Coaxial cables


6) None of the above


2Choose best answer (1 thru 6): ______ 

(B) (1 point) If we take into consideration physical realities like speed-of-light delays and 
minimum node size, the asymptotic worst-case latency between nodes of an N-node 
binary tree network is: 

1) O(log(N))


2)
 ) 
3) ) 
4) O(N)

5) O(N 2)

6) O(N 3)

7) None of the above 

2Choose best answer (1 thru 7): ______ 

O( N3 

O( N2 
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Problem 2 (10 points): Process Synchronization 

Gill Bates, who dropped out of MIT to found the fledgling Megahard Corporation, has decided to 
buy electric trains for his three kids: Alice, Bobby, and Chip. Gill is strapped for cash, due to the 
startup; he can’t afford to buy a complete setup for each child. He vows that after Megahard 
makes him a billionaire, he will buy each kid a complete set of real trains. But for now, he has 

With this setup, each of Alice, 
Bobby, and Chip have their own 
trains, and each train travels in a 
circular path in the indicated 
(counterclockwise) direction. 
Note that there is a section of 
track shared between each pair 
of trains. In order to avoid 
sibling battles due to train 
wrecks, Gill has devised a 
system for segmenting the 
track, and has programmed each 
train to use a semaphore to 
avoid simultaneous use of the 
shared track sections ac, ab, 
and bc. 

decided to compromise with three trains which run on a common track layout shaped as follows: 

Gill’s code is as follows: 

Shared Memory : 
semaphore S=???;


Process A: Process B: Process C: 
while (ARun) while (BRun) while (CRun)

{ TravelTo(a2); { TravelTo(b2); { TravelTo(c2);

wait(S); wait(S); wait(S);

TravelTo(a1); TravelTo(b1); TravelTo(c1);

signal(S); signal(S); signal(S);


} } }


Note that TravelTo(x) moves the train forward until the train is entirely enclosed in the track 
segment labled x. Trains A, B, and C start out in segments a1, b1, and c1 respectively. 

(A) (1 point) What should the initial value of the semaphore S be? 

Initial value for S: _____
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Alice, a precocious 4-year-old, keeps asking her daddy why her train (marked “A”) waits while B 
is traveling from segment bc to b1 and C is using segment c1, none of which are used by A. 

(B) (1 point) Choose the best explanation of the problem cited by Alice. 
E1: There’s a deadlock. 
E2: Some unenforced essential precedence constraint. 
E3: Some nonessential precedence constraint enforced. 
E4: Some wait without a corresponding signal. 
E5: There’s no problem, tell Alice to shut up and go to bed. 

E3Give number of best explanation: _______ 

After some deliberation, Gill modifies the code in the trains as follows: 

Shared Memory : 
semaphore Sab=1, Sbc=1, Sac=1;


Process A: Process B: Process C : 
while (ARun) while (BRun) while (CRun)

{ TravelTo(a2); { TravelTo(b2); { TravelTo(c2);


wait(Sac); wait(Sab); wait(Sbc);

TravelTo(ac); TravelTo(ab); TravelTo(bc);

wait(Sab); wait(Sbc); wait(Sac);

TravelTo(ab); TravelTo(bc); TravelTo(ac);

signal(Sac); signal(Sab); signal(Sbc);

TravelTo(a1); TravelTo(b1); TravelTo(c1);

signal(Sab); signal(Sbc); signal(Sac);


} } }


Alice and Chip try the new setup; Bobby is busy painting his train with peanut butter and doesn’t 
run it during this test. The A and C trains run flawlessly for hours. Gill wonders which 
combinations of TravelTo operations within processes A and C are prohibited by his semaphores. 

(C) (2 points) Which of the following operations might process C execute while
process A is executing TravelTo(ac)? Circle YES or NO for each case. 

Can C be executing TravelTo(ac)? YES … NO 
Can C be executing TravelTo(c1)? YES … NO 

Can C be executing TravelTo(bc)? YES … NO 
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Bobby returns and adds his train to the setup; after a few minutes all three trains stop perma-
nently. Gill investigates the system, examining the state of each process. 

(D)(1 point) Which line of code does he find Process A executing? 
wait(Sab);


(give line of code) 
(E) (1 point) On which track segment has train C stopped? 

bcIndicate segement at which C has stopped: _______ 

(F) (2 points) What values are in each of the semaphores? 

0 0 0Values in Sab: _____;  Sac: _____;  Sbc: _____ 

Meanwhile Chip, an 11-month old prodigy, insists on putting his train on the track so that it 
travels in a clockwise direction (while the other trains travel counterclockwise). After 
unsuccessfully arguing with Chip, Gill finally changes the code in Process C to reflect the change 
in the direction of Chip’s train. To Gill’s amazement, the trains now run perfectly. Chip smiles 
with great satisfaction at his fix. Unfortunately, he can’t explain it to Gill since he hasn’t learned 
to talk yet. 

(G)(1 point) Gill’s modified process C code still contains two wait operations
followed by two signal operations. What are the arguments to the wait
calls in the new code? 

Sac First call: wait(_______) 

SbcSecond call:  wait(_______) 

(H)(1 point) Choose the best generalization of Chip’s fix as  a rule for allocating
multiple resources in a multiprocess system. 

R1: Never use more than one semaphore in a multiprocess
system. 

R2: Make each process allocate required resources in a
global, prescribed order. 

R3: Always release resources in the opposite order from 
that with which they were allocated. 

R4: Never make more than two trains take 

counterclockwise paths.


R2Give number of best generalization: _______ 
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Problem 3 (8 points): Pipelined Beta 

This problem concerns the 5-stage Beta pipeline described in Lecture (a diagram of which can be 
found on back of page 1). This Beta has full bypass and annulment logic. 

Consider the execution of the following sequence in kernel mode on the 5-stage pipelined Beta. 
The loop sums the first 100 elements of the integer array X and stores the result in Y.

 ADDC(R31,400,R1) | index = 100 * 4

XORC(R31,0,R2) | clear sum


A: 	 LD(R1,X-4,R3)  | load next array element

ADD(R3,R2,R2) | add it to sum

SUBC(R1,4,R1) | decrement index

BNE(R1,A,R31) | loop unless index is zero

ST(R2,Y,R31) | store result


 …


(A) (5 Points) Fill the blank boxes in the pipeline diagram below by writing the appropriate 
instruction opcode (ADDC, XORC, LD, …) in each box, showing the first 12 clock cycles 
of execution. Use the opcode NOP to indicate what happens during pipeline stalls or branch 
delay slot annulments. There are scratch copies of the diagram on the back of the previous 
page. 

Cycle 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

IF LD ADD SUBC SUBC SUBC BNE ST LD ADD SUBC 

RF XORC LD ADD ADD ADD SUBC BNE NOP LD ADD 

ALU ADDC XORC LD NOP NOP ADD SUBC BNE NOP LD 

MEM ADDC XORC LD NOP NOP ADD SUBC BNE NOP 

WB ADDC XORC LD NOP NOP ADD SUBC BNE 

(B) (3 Points) Add arrows to your pipeline diagram above to indicate any active bypass paths for 
each clock cycle. The arrow should point from the stage where the bypassed value comes 
from, to the stage where the bypassed value is used. For example, in Cycle 4 there’s an 
upward arrow pointing from the ADDC opcode in the MEM stage to the LD opcode in the 
RF stage . 
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Problem 4 (5 points): Broken pipeline 

You’ve been given a 5-stage pipelined Beta processor as shown in lecture, whose diagram can be 
found on the back of page 1. Unfortunately, the Beta you’ve been given is defective: it has no 
bypass paths, annulment of instructions in branch delay slots, or pipeline stalls. 

You undertake to convert some existing code, 
… designed to run on an unpipelined Beta, to run 
NOP() NOP() NOP() NOP() on your defective pipelined processor. The 

scrap of code on the left is a sample of the 
Loop:

AA:

BB:

CC:

 LD(R0, 0, R1)
MUL(R2, R3, R4) 

XOR(R1, R0, R0) 

BNE(R4, LOOP, R0) 

program to be converted. It doesn’t make 
much sense to you – it doesn’t to us either – 
but you are to add the minimum number of 
NOP instructions at the various tagged points 
in this code to make it give the same results 
on your defective pipelined Beta as it gives on 
a normal, unpipelined Beta. 

XOR(R1, R2, R6)
NOP() NOP() NOP() NOP()

Note that the code scrap begins and ends with 
sequences of NOPs; thus you don’t need to 

… worry about pipeline hazards involving 
interactions with instructions outside of the 
region shown. 

Scratch instruction pipeline grids are provided for your convenience on the backs of this page and 
the previous page. 

(A) (4 points) Specify the minimal number of NOP instructions (defined as 
ADD(R31,R31,R31)) to be added at each of the labeled points in the above program. 

2NOPs at Loop: ______ 

2NOPs at AA: ______ 

0NOPs at BB: ______ 

1NOPs at CC: ______ 

(B) (1 point) On a fully functional 5-stage Beta pipeline (with working bypass, annul, and 
stall logic), the above code will run fine with no added NOPs. How many clock cycles 
of execution time are required by the fully functional 5-stage pipelined Beta for each 
iteration through the loop? 

6Clocks per loop iteration: ________ 

END OF QUIZ! 
(phew!)
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